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Preface

 
My title, Grand Expectations, tries to capture the main theme of this book, that the majority of
the American people during the twenty-five or so years following the end of World War II
developed ever-greater expectations about the capacity of the United States to create a better
world abroad and a happier society at home. This optimism was not altogether new: most
Americans, living in a land of opportunity, have always had great hopes for the future. But high
expectations, rooted in vibrant economic growth, ascended as never before in the 1950s and
peaked in the 1960s, an extraordinarily turbulent decade during which faith in the wealth of the
United States—and in the capacity of the federal government to promote progress—aroused
unprecedented rights-consciousness on the home front. America's political leaders, meanwhile,
managed to stimulate enormous expectations about the nation's ability to direct world affairs.
More than ever before—or since—Americans came to believe that they could shape the
international scene in their own image as well as fashion a more classless, equal opportunity
society.

I call this grand quest for opportunity at home a rights revolution. It affected all manner of
Americans, including people who were disadvantaged—minorities, the poor, women, and many
others—and who demanded greater access to the ever-richer society that was glittering around
them. The quest resulted in significant and lasting improvement in the economic and legal
standing of millions of people. No comparable period of United States history witnessed so much
economic and civic progress. In this golden age it often seemed that there were no limits to what
the United States could do both at home and abroad.1

Throughout these years, however, the revolution in expectations confronted stubborn forces
that blocked the most grandiose of personal dreams. There were limits after all. In the postwar
era, as before, social cleavages beset the United States, one of the world's vastest and most
heterogeneous nations. Racial conflicts in particular polarized American life. Other long-
standing divisions—of gender, region, religion, ethnicity, and class—grew increasingly glaring,
especially in the 1960s. And frightening international tensions, anchored in a Cold War, lasted
throughout the postwar years. These tensions inspired some creative statecraft, but they also
nourished extremes, such as McCarthyism, and they provoked terrible blunders, notably vast
escalation of war in Vietnam. Both the internal divisions and the blunders aroused dissension and
enlarged the gap between what people expected and what they managed to accomplish.

Many of the grand expectations survived the turbulent 1960s; activists for environmental
protection and women's rights, for instance, achieved considerable visibility in the early 1970s.
Also surviving, however, were strongly held traditional ideas: faith in the virtue of hard work,
belief in self-help and individualism, conservative religious values. Popular doubts intensified
about the postwar rise of large, centralized government. The rights revolution, moreover, helped
to stir backlash from people who resented what they considered to be the demands of groups for
special privileges. And the Vietnam War widened a "credibility gap" between what America's
leaders said they were doing and what in fact they were doing. This gap, already profound by
1968, grew enormous when President Richard Nixon tried to cover up the involvement of his



aides in the scandal of Watergate. These events deepened a popular distrust of government—and
of elites in general—that in varying forms has lasted to our own times.

The economy, a driving force behind the rise of expectations from 1945 to the late 1960s, also
developed worrisome problems by the early 1970s. These problems—which stymied economic
growth in the mid- and late 1970s—did not destroy either the grand expectations or the rights-
consciousness that had mushroomed since 1945. Demands for rights, sharply whetted during the
previous decades, remained as enduring legacies of the postwar era. But popular uneasiness about
the economy did more than any other development of the 1970s to dull the extraordinary
optimism that had peaked in the mid-1960s. Therein lay a central feature of the more somber
culture that emerged after 1974: rising tension between still grand expectations on the one hand
and unyielding social divisions, traditional beliefs, and economic uncertainty on the other. From
the early 1970s to our own times Americans have displayed an often rancorous disillusion. Much
of the older optimism has abated. We live in a more troubled and often more contentious society.

Providence, R.I.
October 1995

Jim Patterson
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Editor's Introduction

 
The writing of recent history surely needs no defense. A few historians may shy away from the
present as venturing too close to the brink of the future, but James T. Patterson, author of this
volume in The Oxford History of the United States, is clearly not one of them. He might, had he
felt the need for it, have cited the precedent set by Thucydides, father of the profession, who
wrote the history of his own times. A special need is served by the historian who addresses the
recent past, since it is one of the favorite breeding places of mythology. That is particularly true
of the period treated in this volume.

The three decades following the Second World War were prolific breeders of myth. The two
great military victories on opposite sides of the globe, followed by unparalleled prosperity at
home and world leadership abroad, bred a national euphoria, even hubris in some, capable of the
boast that America could do anything: "The impossible takes a little longer." Older myths
enjoyed new life—national invincibility and national innocence, for example. Americans won
their wars—all of them, so they believed—and fought them all for righteous purposes. New
crusades were inspired against old domestic ills and injustices. A War Against Poverty was
officially declared, and campaigns were waged to assure equal rights and justice for all.

The last decade treated in Grand Expectations, however, proved to be crowded with shattered
expectations and hopes. The country's longest and most unpopular war, one difficult to call
righteous, ended not in victory but in defeat. Fear of nuclear attack in the Cold War drove
citizens into bomb shelters at times. The civil rights movement broke apart, and violent mobs set
cities aflame, including the capital. The plight of a black underclass became worse. A President
was assassinated and so was his brother while seeking the same office. Assassination also proved
the fate of the two foremost black leaders of the period, each gunned down in his prime at the age
of thirty-nine. Threatened with impeachment for misconduct in the White House, a President
resigned in disgrace.

A period so crowded with contradictions and complexities, so befogged with myths to glorify
successes and expectations, as well as myths to justify failures and disgraces, demands talents of
a high order on the part of the historian. James Patterson meets those demands with remarkable
qualities of skill and courage. No myth is too sacred, no reputation so exalted as to escape his
unsparing analysis and plain speaking. At the same time he is always ready to acknowledge good
intentions and achievements of high order. His readers will finish this book with a new and
deeper understanding of this country and its history.

A few changes in the plans originally announced for the series of volumes in The Oxford
History should be noted. Instead of nine volumes there will be ten to cover that many periods,
and there will be one volume on economic history. There is no change in the plan to publish each
book as it is completed and to leave each author free of any expectation of conformity in
interpretation or point of view.

C. Vann Woodward
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Prologue: August 1945

 
At 7:00 P.M. EWT (Eastern War Time) on August 14, 1945, President Harry Truman announced to
a packed press conference that World War II had ended. It was Victory over Japan (V-J) Day.
Hearing the news, crowds that had stood all day in front of the White House set up a chant, "We
want Harry." Truman, with his wife Bess at his side, shortly appeared on the lawn. "This is a
great day," he said. "The day we've all been looking for. . . . We face the greatest task . . . and it is
going to take the help of all of you to do it." 1

Joyous celebrations followed, enlivening a two-day holiday proclaimed by the President. In
Harlem, the New York Times  reported, "couples jived in the streets and the crowd was so large
that traffic was halted and sprinkler trucks . . . were used to disperse pedestrians." In Italian-
American sections of Brooklyn "tables were brought to the streets and food, wine, and liquor
were offered to passersby." In other cities the story was much the same. Office workers in St.
Louis dumped waste paper and bags filled with water from their windows, and cars dragged tin
cans over the pavements. San Franciscans lit bonfires, pulled trolleys from the tracks, and spun
the city's cable cars around on their turntables. In Seattle a navy petty officer walked hand-in-
hand with his wife down a main street. Someone asked about his plans for the future. "Raise
babies and keep house!" he shouted happily as he stopped to kiss his wife.2

Not everyone, of course, was so joyful. In Memphis a woman sat dejectedly on a park bench, a
Navy Department telegram clutched in her hand. She was the latest of millions of Americans
who lamented the loss of loved ones: 405,399 United States military personnel died as a result of
war-related fighting, and 670,846 suffered non-fatal wounds. These were small numbers in the
wider context of history's bloodiest war, which cost the lives of an estimated 60 million people
throughout the world, including some 6 million European Jews murdered by the Nazis.3 Still,
American casualties were heavy in contrast to other twentieth-century wars: World War I, for
instance, had killed 116,516 Americans and wounded 204,002.4

Many people in the United States had other cause for concern in August 1945: uncertainty
about the future. Some worried about the ability of Truman, new to the presidency, to cope with
the postwar world—and especially with the Soviet Union. Other Americans were scared about
the economy. Government defense spending, by far the largest public works project in the
nation's history, had brought great prosperity to a nation that had suffered through the Depression
in the 1930s. But officials at the War and Navy departments, frightened that surpluses would pile
up, now began to cancel war orders. Some economists feared that the cutbacks, combined with
the return to civilian life of 12.1 million military personnel, would lead to unemployment of 8
million people by early 1946.5 That would have been around 13 percent of the labor force. To
people who vividly remembered the Great Depression, this prospect was unsettling indeed. The
writer Bernard De Voto recognized this and other concerns as sources of a "fear which seems
altogether new. It is not often acknowledged," but "it exists and it may well be the most truly
terrifying phenomenon of the war. It is a fear of the coming of peace."6

Racial tensions aroused further nervousness in 1945. During the war masses of blacks had fled



poverty-stricken areas of the South to work in northern and western defense plants, where
conflicts over jobs and housing occasionally broke into violence. Race riots had erupted in
Harlem and Detroit in 1943. Many other blacks had joined the armed services, where they
protested against systematic segregation and discrimination. Secretary of War Henry Stimson
cried in alarm, "What these foolish leaders of the colored race are seeking is at bottom social
equality."7 One black man exclaimed bitterly, "Just carve on my tombstone, here lies a black
man killed fighting a yellow man for the protection of a white man."8 Another wrote a "Draftee's
Prayer":

Dear Lord, today
I go to war:
To fight, to die,
Tell me what for?
Dear Lord, I'll fight,
I do not fear,
Germans or Japs;
My fears are here.
America9

 
Some Americans in August 1945 worried especially about the legacy of the most momentous

event of that time: the near obliteration by atomic bombs of Hiroshima on August 6 and of
Nagasaki on August 9. Could the world survive with atomic weapons? Truman, sailing back to
the United States from a deadlocked meeting with the Soviet Union at Potsdam, seemed
unconcerned. "This [the bombing of Hiroshima] is the greatest thing in history," he told crew
members on the ship. The sailors, foreseeing the end of war, cheered. But Truman was probably
more uneasy than he let on. After learning of the first successful test of the A-bomb, at
Alamagordo, New Mexico, on July 16, he had written in his diary, "I hope for some sort of peace
—but I fear that machines are ahead of mortals. . . . We are only termites on a planet and maybe
when we bore too deeply into the planet there'll [be] a reckoning—who knows?" A week later he
brooded apocalyptically on "the most terrible thing ever discovered. . . . It may be the fire
destruction prophesied in the Euphrates Valley era, after Noah and his fabulous ark."10

Truman, of course, was not alone in reflecting on destruction and doom. J. Robert
Oppenheimer, "father of the Bomb" at Alamagordo, was moved to quote from the Bhagavad
Gita, "If the radiance of a thousand suns were to burst into the sky, that would be like the
splendor of the Mighty One. . . . I am become Death, destroyer of worlds."11 Following the
slaughter—mostly of civilians—at Hiroshima, Newsweek editorialized, "There was a special
horror in the split second that returned so many thousand humans to the primeval dust from
which they sprang. For a race which still did not entirely understand steam and electricity it was
natural to say: 'who next?'" Time's cover of August 20 was bleak: a harsh black X painted across
the center of the sun.12

Though few Americans said so at the time, it was clear that the decision to drop the bombs
reflected the broader hatreds that been unleashed during the savagery of fighting. As early as



February 1942, war-inspired fears had prompted the forcible removal of 112,000 Japanese-
Americans, the majority of them American citizens, to "relocation centers," mainly in dismally
arid regions of the West. This was the most systematic abuse of constitutional rights in
twentieth-century United States history. Later in 1942 General Leslie McNair, director of
training for American ground forces, told servicemen, "We must lust for battle; our object in life
must be to kill; we must scheme and plan night and day to kill." Admiral William "Bull" Halsey,
a commander in the Pacific, was even more blunt. He told his men, "Kill Japs, kill Japs, and then
kill more Japs." After the ceremony of Japanese surrender on the battleship Missouri, Halsey told
reporters that he would "like to have kicked each Jap delegate in the face."13

Truman, too, experienced the toughening that came with the war. When an official of the
Federal Council of Churches, upset by news of Hiroshima, urged him not to bomb again, the
President (knowing that Nagasaki or some other Japanese city was about to be destroyed) replied,
"Nobody is more disturbed over the use of the atomic bomb than I am, but I was greatly
disturbed over the unwarranted attack by the Japanese on Pearl Harbor, and then murder of our
prisoners of war. The only language they seem to understand is the one we have been using to
bombard them. When you have to deal with a beast, you have to treat him as a beast."14

Most Americans, agreeing with Truman, hailed news of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. A poll
immediately thereafter discovered that 75 percent were glad that the bombs had been dropped.
Like Truman, they thought the Japanese deserved what they got and that use of the Bomb
hastened the end of the war, saving innumerable lives in the process.15 People further delighted
in the fact that the United States, indisputably the number one military and economic power in
the world, was sole possessor of the Bomb and could use it to enforce peace in the years ahead.
Many Americans expected that the United States would preside over what Time magazine
publisher Henry Luce had called in 1941 the "American Century"—the spread of democracy and
capitalism throughout the world. Walter Lippmann, a widely read columnist, predicted in 1945,
"What Rome was to the ancient world, what Great Britain has been to the modern world, America
is to be to the world of tomorrow."16

Most Americans in 1945 also believed firmly that the fighting had been worth it—it had been
a Good War. Domestic tensions notwithstanding, World War II had promoted not only scientific-
technological marvels such as the Bomb (and penicillin) but also unparallelled prosperity. Some
people, downplaying the persistence of class divisions, thought that the collective effort had
inspired greater social solidarity. "We are all in this together" was a common phrase during the
war. Together the American people had produced magnificently, fought valiantly, and destroyed
their evil enemies. They would join harmoniously to make things better and better in the years
ahead.

There seemed ample reason in August 1945 for these high expectations. Although the
government was cutting back on orders, it was also lifting irritating wartime regulations. The day
after V-J Day the War Production Board revoked many of its controls on industry. Gasoline
rationing came abruptly to an end. So did the thirty-five-mile-an-hour speed limit, restrictions on
travel to sports events, even a ban on singing telegrams. Magazines jubilantly reported
accelerating production of all sorts of consumer goods that had been hard to buy in the war:
washing machines, electric ranges, cotton goods, girdles and nylons, cameras and film, shoes,



sporting goods, toys (such as electric trains), and a fantastic array of home appliances.
Automobile production, sharply limited before the Japanese surrender, was expected to boom to
3 million or more by 1947.

It also seemed in 1945 that Americans had succeeded in forming an uneasy consensus behind a
degree of governmental stimulation of the economy. Franklin D. Roosevelt's New Deal, while
stymied by conservatives since 1937, appeared safe from repeal. In 1944 Congress had already
approved legislation—the so-called GI Bill of Rights—that promised millions of veterans
generous government aid for higher education and home-buying. Builders anticipated a boom in
construction that would stimulate the entire economy. Truman, meanwhile, promised to fight for
a "full employment" bill during the congressional session that was set to convene on September
5.17

Grand expectations indeed lifted the mood of August 1945. Americans, having fought to win
the war, expected to dominate the world order to come. Although worried about a return of
economic depression, they had reason to hope that wartime prosperity would continue. The
enemies had been defeated; the soldiers and sailors would soon return; families would reunite;
the future promised a great deal more than the past. In this optimistic mood millions of
Americans plunged hopefully into the new postwar world.



1
Veterans, Ethnics, Blacks, Women

 
Many things that middle-class Americans took for granted by the 1960s scarcely existed for the
139.9 million people who inhabited the forty-eight states in 1945 or for the 151.7 million in
1950. Consider a few of these things: supermarkets, malls, fast-food chains, residential air-
conditioning, ranch-style homes, freezers, dishwashers, and detergents. Also ballpoint pens, hi-
fis, tape recorders, long-playing records, Polaroid cameras, computers, and transistors. And four-
lane highways, automatic transmissions and direction signals, tubeless tires, and power steering.
In 1945 only 46 percent of households had a telephone; to get long distance, people paid a good
deal and asked for an operator. In 1950, 10 percent of families had television sets and 38 percent
had never seen a TV program. Although 33 million of America's roughly 38 million households
in 1945 had radios, these were for the most part bulky things cased in wooden cabinets, and they
took time to warm up. Some 52 percent of farm dwellings, inhabited by more than 25 million
people, had no electricity in 1945.1

The United States in 1945 had become a more urban nation than earlier in the century. The
Census Bureau reported that 96.5 million people, or nearly two-thirds of the population, lived in
"urban" areas in 1950. But this definition counted as "urban" all places having 2,500 or more
residents. The number living in places with 10,000 or more was 73.9 million, less than half the
total population. And the number in places with 50,000 or more totaled only 53.3 million, a little
more than one-third of the population. In many of the towns and villages the elm trees still stood
in stately power, not yet destroyed by blight. Most American cities presented architecturally
stolid fronts featuring a good deal of masonry and little aluminum or glass. Only a few, such as
New York and Chicago, had much of a skyscraper center. Suburbs had long surrounded major
cities, but there had been relatively little residential building in the 1930s and early 1940s, and
the fantastic sprawl of suburbia was only beginning by the mid-1940s. Culturally as well as
demographically the United States remained in many ways a world of farms, small towns, and
modest-sized cities—places where neighbors knew each other and in which people took local
pride. Mail came twice a day to homes.

Many aspects of daily life for most Americans had changed little between the early 1930s and
the mid-1940s, years of depression and war. There were 25.8 million cars registered in 1945,
nearly one for every three adults. But this was only 2.7 million more cars than in 1929, when
there had been 18 million fewer people. Not many Americans in 1945, as in 1929, dared to travel
by air; if they lacked a car, they took a bus or a train, or they stayed close to home. Most still
consumed "American" cuisine: roasts, fried chicken, burgers, fries, corn, tomatoes, pie, and ice
cream.2 People did not eat out much, and the TV dinner did not arrive until 1954. Americans
dressed in clothes made from natural fibers, which needed ironing and wrinkled badly in the heat.
Business and professional men always wore coats and ties in public and never (save when
playing tennis) appeared in shorts. Almost everyone, men and women alike, wore hats outdoors.
People still thought in small sums: annual per capita disposable income in current dollars was
$1,074 in 1945. At that time it cost three cents to mail a letter and a nickel to buy a candy bar or



a Coke. Relatively few Americans had hospital insurance or company pensions, though Social
Security was beginning to become of some use to the elderly who had been employed. In 1945
urban families spent an average of $150 a year on medical care. All Americans did without such
later developments as polio vaccines, birth control or hormone pills, and legal abortions, and
they expected as a matter of course that their children would get measles, chicken pox, and
mumps.

Young people listened avidly to popular new singers like Frank Sinatra, but so, too, did older
Americans: as yet there was no sharply defined "teenage" music. Irving Berlin's "White
Christmas," introduced in 1942, remained one of the best-selling songs ever, and Bing Crosby,
Perry Como, Rosemary Clooney, and the Andrews Sisters sang hit after hit in a thriving pop
music business that turned out 189 million records in 1950, some 80 million more than five years
before. "Country and western" music (no longer called "hillbilly") was also booming, with Hank
Williams producing a series of million-record favorites before dying of drugs and alcohol in the
back seat of a car on New Year's Day 1953. Gene Autry, the singing cowboy, led the charts in late
1950 with "Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer."3

Until the late 1940s, movies continued to be a favored form of popular entertainment,
attracting a weekly attendance of 85 to 90 million people a year between 1945 and 1949.
Entertainment remained rather tame, at least by contrast to later standards: it was virtually
impossible in the late 1940s to find nudity in films or magazines. No one at that time could have
foreseen a popular culture featuring rock 'n' roll, let alone a world of big-selling magazines such
a s Playboy (which arrived on the newstands in 1953 with its famous centerfold of Marilyn
Monroe). One historian has concluded: "The United States in 1950 still bore a resemblance—
albeit a rapidly fading one—to the small-town America idealized in the Norman Rockwell
paintings that graced the covers of the highly popular Saturday Evening Post."4

" A CULTURE, " THE CRITIC Lionel Trilling wrote in 1951, "is not a flow, nor even a
confluence; the form of its existence is struggle, or at least debate—it is nothing if not a
dialectic." The sociologist Daniel Bell later elaborated on this theme of culture-as-contest in
maintaining that the United States remained a "bourgeois" society in the postwar years, even as it
was developing an adversarial "modernist" culture.5 Their observations are relevant to American
society and culture in the late 1940s, which were complex, diverse, and rent with anomalies and
contradictions. The United States during these years—and later—was a bewilderingly pluralist
society that rendered any static vision, such as Norman Rockwell's, largely irrelevant.

Begin with an especially numerous and visible group: servicemen and their families. In all,
16.4 million Americans, the vast majority of them young men, joined the armed services during
World War II. More than 12.1 million of them were still in uniform in early August 1945. This
was nearly two-thirds of all American men aged 18 to 34 at the time. Young, numerous, male in
a male-dominated culture, and eager to make up for time "lost" during the war (and, for many,
during the Depression), the returning veterans placed a firm stamp on American culture and
society during the 1940s and thereafter. Their experiences, while varying according to regional,
racial, class, and personal circumstances, offer revealing angles of vision into cultural
ambiguities in the postwar era.

Most of these young men had volunteered or been taken without a fuss by the draft. Like most



Americans, they were deeply patriotic, and they had served because it was their duty. Many had
fought bravely. But most of them, polls suggested, had not cherished idealistic notions about
destroying fascism or building a brave new world. One poll in September 1945 found that 51
percent of American soldiers still in Germany thought that Hitler, while wrong in starting the
war, had nonetheless done Germany "a lot of good." More than 60 percent of these men had a
"very favorable" or "fairly favorable" view of Germans—about the same percentage that viewed
the French in this way.6 Many American soldiers also resented the special privileges enjoyed by
officers.7Stars and Stripes said, "A caste system inherited from Frederick the Great of Prussia
and the 18th century British navy is hardly appropriate to the United States . . . the aristocracy-
peasantry relationship characteristic of our armed forces has a counterpart nowhere else in
American life."8

In late 1945 the soldiers and sailors wanted above all to come home, get out of the service, and
rejoin their families. Many deluged hometown newspapers and members of Congress with
demands for transport home and release from military duty. "No boats, no votes." Their wives
and girlfriends were equally anxious to get on with "normal" life. Many wives sent angry pleas,
along with baby booties, through the mail to Capitol Hill. An anonymous GI poet added:

Please Mr. Truman, won't you send us home?
We have captured Napoli and liberated Rome;

We have licked the master race,
Now there's lots of shipping space,

So, won't you send us home?
Let the boys at home see Rome.9

 
The clamor of GIs largely succeeded. Demobilization proceeded at a very rapid pace. By June

1946 the number in service had dropped to 3 million, and Congress had agreed to authorize an
army of only 1 million by July of 1947. For a while the returning troops were treated as heroes.
But like veterans throughout history, they found that life had gone on without them. Many,
yanked from home for years, deeply resented civilians who had stayed out of the service and
prospered. Seizing chances to move ahead, more than 8 million "vets" took advantage of the "52–
20" provision of the GI Bill of Rights, which provided $20 per week for up to fifty-two weeks of
unemployment (or earnings of less than $100 a month). A form of affirmative action (a phrase of
later years), the GI Bill cost $3.7 billion between 1945 and 1949.10 Other veterans, including
thousands who had married hastily while on wartime leave, could not adjust to married life. The
divorce rate in 1945 shot up to double that of the prewar years, to 31 divorces for every 100
marriages—or 502,000 in all. Although the divorce rate dropped in 1946 and returned to prewar
levels by the early 1950s, its jump in 1945 exposed the rise of domestic tensions in the
immediate aftermath of war.

Many of these tensions were captured in a revealing Hollywood film, The Best Years of Our
Lives (1946). Based on a novel by MacKinlay Kantor, it won nine Academy Awards. As befitting
a product of Hollywood, it ended on an upbeat note by affirming the quest for security of three
veterans returning to Boone City, an archetypal American community. But the title is also ironic
and the story disquieting—so much so, in fact, that the right-wing House Committee on Un-



American Activities later considered questioning the writer Robert Sherwood about the script.

In the course of readjusting to civilian life the movie's three veterans encounter, sometimes
bitterly, what they perceive as the runaway materialism and lack of patriotism of postwar
American society. One veteran (Fredric March) gets a job as a loan officer at a bank, only to be
chastised by higher-ups for softness to struggling veterans seeking assistance. "Last year," he
complains, "it was kill Japs. This year it's make money!" He ultimately copes, with the help of
his understanding wife (Myrna Loy) and his grown children. The second vet (Dana Andrews) at
first cannot find his wife (Virginia Mayo), whom he had married after a brief courtship during
the war. When he locates her—she is a nightclub performer—he realizes that she is tough and
self-centered. Soon she leaves him. He finally lands menial "women's work" in a heartless chain
store, but there he encounters a grouchy male customer who criticizes the war and all who fought
in it. Furious, the veteran slams him in the jaw and is fired. In the end he finds a job helping a
company use discarded war planes for the building of prefabricated houses. The third veteran lost
both hands in the war and manages with hooks instead. But he feels useless in an acquisitive
society, faces terrible problems of readjustment, and survives only because of the love of his
loyal girlfriend next door.11 Though the ending is schmaltzy, there was bite enough in the film to
distinguish it from a Norman Rockwell vision of the nation. The Best Years of Our Lives captured
rather well the stresses encountered by many veterans and their families in the immediate
aftermath of war.

THE EXPERIENCES of America's diverse ethnic and racial groups, while defying easy
categorization, also revealed some of the tensions of postwar American society. The nation's
population of 139.9 million in 1945 included nearly 11 million foreign-born and 23.5 million
people of foreign-born or mixed parentage. Most of these 34.5 million people, 25 percent of the
population, were of European descent, including some 5 million whose roots were in Germany,
4.5 million from Italy, 3.1 million from Canada, 2.9 million from Poland, 2.8 million from Great
Britain, 2.6 million from the USSR, and 2.3 million from Ireland (Eire). Substantial numbers
also hailed originally from Austria, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Sweden, and Norway. Many more
Americans, of course, had European roots dating from the third generation or farther back.
Negroes, as most people then called African-Americans, numbered nearly 14 million, or 10
percent of the population. The census identified a much smaller number, 1.2 million, as people of
Mexican background, though there were many others (no one knew how many) who made
themselves scarce at enumeration time. The Mexicans and Mexican-Americans were
concentrated in a few places, mostly in Texas, the Southwest, and southern California. In Los
Angeles they were already numerous enough during the war to frighten white residents, who
launched gang attacks on them in the streets. By contrast Asians, most of whom had long been
excluded from the United States by racist immigration laws, were numerically tiny in 1945:
Chinese-Americans numbered around 100,000, Japanese-Americans around 130,000. There were
approximately 350,000 people who told the census-takers that they were Indian (Native
American).12

Some of these people, such as Japanese-Americans, suffered greatly during the war. Others,
such as the majority of Indians, continued to live in an especially dismal poverty. But many other
ethnic groups were better off in the late 1940s—or at least felt a little more at home—than in the



prewar era. The war, in so many ways a powerful force in the domestic history of twentieth-
century America, was an engine that accelerated acculturation. Millions of Negroes and first- and
second-generation Americans served in the armed forces or pulled up stakes to work in defense
plants, thereby leaving their enclaves and mixing for the first time with "old-stock" white people.
Having joined in the war effort, they also came to identify more emotionally with the United
States. As Cold War tensions mounted over the next two decades, many European-Americans,
especially those who had roots behind the iron curtain, emerged as among the most patriotic—
and super-patriotic—of United States citizens.13

Still, it was wrong to assume, as many hopeful observers did at the time, that the war and
acculturation were working some kind of amalgamating magic. Regional tensions and
differences, especially North versus South, remained profound. So did ethnic feelings. Laws from
the 1920s had drastically reduced legal immigration, thereby cutting the percentage of foreign-
born people in the United States in 1945 to around 8 percent. This was the lowest percentage—to
that time—in twentieth-century American history. But the nation was still far from having
become a melting pot in which ethnic and religious differences had fused into a common
"American" nationality.14

Religious differences, indeed, remained very strong in the 1940s. Some 71.7 million
Americans, more than half the population, said they belonged to religious groups in 1945,
roughly 43 million of them in Protestant denominations, 23 million Catholic, and nearly 5
million identifying themselves as Jewish.15 These people inhabited an increasingly secular world
in which theological dictates carried less weight than in earlier generations but in which church
membership was nonetheless increasing, from 49 percent of the population in 1940 to 55 percent
in 1950 (and to an all-time high of 69 percent by 1959).16 Whether church-going much affected
personal behavior of course sparked many debates, but the upward trend in attendance was
noteworthy and impressive. More and more Americans obviously considered it important to their
self-identities to be members of an organized religion. Few Western populations, including the
Catholic countries of Europe, came close to matching America's record of church-going in the
postwar years.

It was difficult, moreover, to find much of an ecumenical spirit among these religious
Americans. Protestant denominations still evoked strong loyalties in the 1940s and early 1950s.
Conservative evangelical groups became more active, forming in 1947 the Fuller Theological
Seminary in Pasadena and benefiting from the formidable recruiting talents of spellbinders like
the youthful Billy Graham, then in the conservative wing of American Protestantism.17 Anti-
Catholic feelings remained strong. Paul Blanshard's polemically anti-Catholic American
Freedom and Catholic Power (1949) was a best-seller for six months. It attacked the Catholic
Church for what Blanshard considered its support of reactionary governments, its repressive
attitude toward questions of personal morality, and its hierarchical organization, all of which
Blanshard said were intrinsically un-American. Blanshard focused especially on the inflammable
contemporary issue of state aid to parochial schools, which the Supreme Court upheld by a 5-to-4
decision in 1947.18 Jews, too, felt the sting of criticism and exclusion. They confronted
systematic discrimination in gaining entrance to prestigious colleges, universities, and
professional schools, and in securing teaching tenure. It was hardly surprising that most Jews and



Catholics—many of them among the first- and second-generation immigrant population—clung,
often resentfully, to their churches, synagogues, clubs, and neighborhoods.

Many of these "new-stock" Americans, though relatively poor at the close of World War II,
had acquired property, which they cherished as a sign of their social mobility and which further
deepened their commitment to their neighborhoods. (In Chicago, foreign-born residents actually
had higher rates of home-ownership than others in the city).19 These and other first- and second-
generation Americans embraced often quite separate subcultures featuring neighborhood
festivals, schools, churches, and above all their extended families.20 They cherished their own
cuisine and modes of dress and supported a flourishing foreign-language press. In the early 1940s
there were 237 foreign-language periodicals in New York City, 96 in Chicago, 38 in Pittsburgh,
and 1,000 in the nation as a whole, with a circulation of 7 million. Roughly 22 million people,
one-seventh of the population, told census enumerators in 1940 that English was not their native
tongue.21

THE LIVES of black Americans in the late 1940s, like those of America's more recent
immigrants, also improved on the average. Thanks in part to the rapid mechanization of cotton
production in the early 1940s, which ultimately threw millions of farm laborers out of work, and
in part to the opening up of industrial employment in the North during the wartime boom,
roughly a million blacks (along with even more whites) moved from the South during the 1940s.
Another 1.5 million Negroes left the South in the 1950s. This was a massive migration in so short
a time—one of the most significant demographic shifts in American history—and it was often
agonizingly stressful.22 The black novelist Ralph Ellison wrote in 1952 of the hordes of blacks
who "shot up from the South into the busy city like wild jacks-in-the-box broken loose from our
springs—so sudden that our gait becomes like that of deep-sea divers suffering from the
bends."23

Still, many of the migrants gradually reaped unprecedented benefits. The number of Negroes
employed in manufacturing jumped from 500,000 to 1.2 million during the war. The percentage
of employed black women who worked as domestic servants—before the war one of the few jobs
they could get—declined from 72 to 48 during the same period. Blacks also advanced on other
fronts, which seem token in retrospect but represented notable achievements at the time. In 1944
for the first time a black reporter was admitted to a presidential press conference; in 1947 blacks
gained access at last to the Senate press gallery.24 Thanks in part to legal pressure from the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), the Supreme Court in
1944 outlawed the "white primary," a ploy that had enabled states in the South to exclude blacks
from all-important Democratic primary races.25 In 1946 the Court ruled against segregation on
conveyances engaged in interstate travel.26 In 1945 Branch Rickey of the Brooklyn Dodgers
signed the black baseball star Jackie Robinson to a minor league contract. It was understood that
if he was good enough he would become the first Negro player in modern times to play in the Big
Leagues. In 1947 he did, beginning a career of stardom with the Brooklyn team.27

Many of these changes came because blacks themselves demanded them. As early as 1941 A.
Philip Randolph, head of the all-Negro sleeping-car porters' union, had threatened a "march on
Washington" if the federal government did not act against rampant discrimination in the armed



services and publicly contracted employment. To prevent the march, President Roosevelt gave in
and issued an executive order against such treatment. He also set up a Fair Employment Practices
Commission (FEPC) to oversee things. The order was widely evaded, but Randolph's boldness
nonetheless encouraged blacks to pursue further protest. The Pittsburgh Courier, a leading black
newspaper, demanded a "Double V" during the war, victory over fascism and imperialism abroad
and over racism at home. Civil rights leaders recognized that ordinary blacks were growing more
and more restless and angry. Roy Wilkins, a leader of the NAACP, wrote a fellow activist in
1942, "It is a plain fact that no Negro leader with a constituency can face his members today and
ask full support for the war in light of the atmosphere the government has created."28 The
groundswell of protest was indeed growing: membership in the NAACP, by far the most
important civil rights organization, increased from 50,000 to 450,000 during the war.

Students of the "Negro problem" in the early 1940s had grand expectations about the potential
for this groundswell. This feeling especially gripped the scholars who collaborated with Gunnar
Myrdal, the Swedish social scientist who published in 1944 An American Dilemma. This was a
much-acclaimed study of race relations in the United States. The "dilemma," Myrdal thought,
stemmed from the historic conflict between the "American Creed" of democracy and equality
and the reality of racial injustice. Myrdal amply documented the power of such injustice,
identifying the "vicious circle" of prejudice and discrimination that had victimized black people
in the United States. But he had faith in American ideals, and he was optimistic about the future.
Negroes, he argued, could no longer be regarded as a "patient, submissive majority. They will
continually become less well 'accommodated.' They will organize for defense and offense. They
will become more and more vociferous." Whites, he added, would surely resist change. "The
white man can humiliate the Negro; he can thwart his ambitions; he can starve him." But whites
did "not have the moral stamina to make the Negro's subjugation legal and approved by society.
Against that stands not only the Constitution and the laws which could be changed, but also the
American Creed which is firmly rooted in the Americans' hearts." Not since Reconstruction,
Myrdal wrote with emphasis, "has there been more reason to anticipate fundamental changes in
American race relations, changes which will involve a development toward American ideals."29

With the advantage of hindsight it is clear that An American Dilemma had its limitations as
analysis. Myrdal and his collaborators were first of all too affirmative, too optimistic about the
potential of the "American Creed." White racial prejudice and structural discrimination proved to
have great staying power. Second, Myrdal assumed that whites would lead the way to change:
like most people in the 1940s, he underestimated the rage and determination of blacks, who were
stirring to take matters into their own hands. As Ellison's black protagonist exclaimed in
Invisible Man, "You ache with the need to convince yourself that you do exist in the real world,
that you're part of all the sound and anguish, and you strike out with your fists, you curse and you
swear to make them [whites] recognize you."30 This did not happen much in the 1940s, but it did
in the 1960s, when advocates of "black power" pushed whites out of the civil rights movement.

Myrdal also accepted conventionally unflattering views of African-American culture. "In
practically all its divergences," he wrote, "American Negro culture is not something independent
of general American culture It is a distorted development, or a pathological condition, of the
general American culture." An American Dilemma deplored the "high Negro crime rate," as well



as the "superstitition, personality difficulties, and other characteristic traits [that] are mainly
forms of social pathology." Myrdal concluded, "It is to the advantage of American Negroes as
individuals and as a group to become assimilated into American culture, to acquire the traits
held in esteem by the dominant white Americans."31

During the racial confrontations of the 1960s, An American Dilemma encountered rising
criticism from activists and scholars who disputed Myrdal's optimism about white liberalism, as
well as his negative statements about certain aspects of African-American culture. In the mid-
and late 1940s, however, the study received virtually unsparing praise. W.E.B. Du Bois, the
nation's most distinguished black historian and intellectual, hailed the book as a "monumental
and unrivaled study." So did other black leaders, ranging from the sociologist E. Franklin Frazier,
whose criticisms of lower-class black culture influenced Myrdal's arguments, to the novelist
Richard Wright, whose bitter autobiography, Black Boy, appeared in 1945. Prominent white
intellectuals—the theologian Reinhold Niebuhr, the sociologist Robert Lynd, the historian Henry
Steele Commager—concurred in this approbation. The near unanimity in support of Myrdal's
message reflected the rising expectations among liberals for racial and ethnic progress at the
close of the war.

Amid this atmosphere of hope, activists for racial justice pressed for change on a number of
fronts in the mid- and late 1940s. One front was to desegregate the military. Some blacks, like
Bayard Rustin, refused to submit to the draft—partly on pacifist grounds, partly in protest
against Jim Crow in the armed services. He went to prison for his temerity. Most American
Negroes, however, were ready and willing to fight: they composed 16 percent of Americans
enlisted in the armed services during the war, though they were only 10 percent of the
population. Approximately a million Negroes served between 1942 and 1945. But they
confronted discrimination at every turn. The navy accepted Negroes only for menial tasks, often
to serve as mess attendants. The army took in blacks but set up segregated training camps and
units and refused to train blacks as officers. It also assumed that Negroes were poor fighters and
hesitated to send them into combat. Secretary of War Stimson explained that blacks should serve
under white officers, because "leadership is not imbedded in the Negro race yet and today to
make commissioned officers lead men into battle—colored men—is only to work a disaster to
both."32

By 1944 the protests of blacks—for Randolph and other leaders military desegregation was a
top priority—had a modest effect on the armed services. The navy slowly moved toward
integrated units. The army, at a loss for manpower during the Battle of the Bulge in December
1944, pressed blacks into combat, with positive results. But segregation persisted in the army,
and racial tensions became intense. "My God! My God!" army chief of staff General George
Marshall exclaimed, "I don't know what to do about this race question in the Army." He added, "I
tell you frankly, it is the worst thing we have to deal with. . . . We are getting a situation on our
hands that may explode right in our faces."33 Though Marshall did nothing about the situation, he
correctly assessed the more militant mood. A black Alabama corporal explained in 1945, "I spent
four years in the Army to free a bunch of Dutchmen and Frenchmen, and I'm hanged if I'm going
to let the Alabama version of the Germans kick me around when I get home. No sirreee-bob! I
went into the Army a nigger; I'm comin' out a man."34



Expectations such as these unavoidably sharpened racial conflict in the postwar South, where
more than two-thirds of American Negroes still lived—mass migrations notwithstanding—in the
late 1940s. There, little had changed since the late nineteenth century. Most southern blacks—at
least 70 percent—lived in poverty in 1945.35 Virtually everything remained segregated: schools,
churches, parks, beaches, buses, trains, waiting rooms, restaurants, hotels, rest rooms, drinking
fountains, and other public accommodations. All but a few white southerners believed theirs was
the superior race, with a natural right to supremacy.36 Mississippi senator James Eastland, later
to become an influential national spokesman for white racism, expressed this view without
embarrassment in a wartime speech against the FEPC: "What the people of this country must
realize is that the white race is a superior race, and the Negro race is an inferior race."37 Myrdal
conceded that whites in the South "do not see the handwriting on the wall. They do not study the
impending changes; they live again in the pathetic illusion that the matter is settled. They do not
care to have any constructive policies to meet the trends."38 Racist feelings promoted
institutional discrimination and a virtual totality of white power. Deep South states in the early
1940s admitted almost no black lawyers, judges, or policemen. Notwithstanding the Supreme
Court decision against white primaries, Negroes in the lower South faced a range of ruses and
outrages—poll taxes, impossibly designed "literacy" tests, violent intimidation—that deprived
them of any voice in politics. The emblem of the Democratic party in Alabama (Republicans did
not matter) was a lusty gamecock under a scroll that read WHITE SUPREMACY.39

Resting very close to the surface of these white concerns, especially in the South, were
complicated feelings about sex between the races. There was irony here, of course, for white men
continued, as they had throughout American history, to demand sexual favors from economically
and legally defenseless black women. Miscegenation was the great open secret of sexual life in
the South.40 But state laws criminalized interracial sex as well as racially mixed marriages.
(Until 1956 Hollywood's Motion Picture Code forbade interracial marriage to be shown; no black
man embraced a white woman on screen until 1957.)41 And woe to black men in the South who
seemed too friendly with white women. By 1945 whites less often retaliated against such
behavior by lynching—there were nineteen reported lynchings of Negroes between 1940 and
1944, compared to seventy-seven between 1930 and 1934 and forty-two between 1935 and 1939
—but all black American men knew that white violence was an ever-present possibility
following any kind of "uppity" behavior, no matter how exaggerated by whites, especially if it
was thought to threaten the supposed purity of southern white womanhood. Southern blacks who
escaped violence, only to be brought to trial for such alleged offenses, faced all-white judges and
juries and had virtually no possibility of justice.

Some young black men, often led by veterans, dared to challenge these patterns of racial
discrimination in the South in the immediate postwar years. Rustin and others in the Fellowship
of Reconciliation, a pacifist group dedicated to racial justice, embarked on highly dangerous
"freedom rides" in the Upper South in 1947 to test the Supreme Court's decision against
segregation in interstate travel. Other blacks came home, still in uniform, and tried to register to
vote. Medgar Evers sought to cast his ballot in Mississippi, even though local whites said they
would shoot him if he tried. In parts of the Upper South these efforts paid modest dividends. In
most places, however, whites countered with threats or with violence. Rustin was arrested, jailed,
and sent to work in a chain gang. Evers and four others were driven away by whites wielding



pistols. Whites in 1946 killed three blacks—and two of their wives—who sought to vote in
Georgia. Eugene Talmadge won his race for governor in Georgia at that time by bragging that
"no Negro will vote in Georgia for the next four years."42

As later events were to demonstrate, this kind of crackdown on Negro protest in the South by
no means dampened the determination of blacks to struggle against institutionalized
discrimination. On the contrary, many continued to resist: clamoring to register, fighting
discrimination in employment, seeking to join unions, challenging segregation. Moreover,
southern blacks continued in these postwar years to build up their own institutions—schools,
churches, community organizations—that served as bases for black self-pride and solidarity. All-
black schools, for instance, had already succeeded in cutting illiteracy among Negroes, from 70
percent in 1880 to 31 percent in 1910 to around 11 percent in 1945.43 But these efforts did not
begin to temper the intransigence of most southern whites during and after World War II.
Refusing to bend, the whites drove black protests below the surface in the South: in 1950, as in
1940, white supremacy seemed secure in Dixie.

Black protest in the North was by contrast much more open in the late 1940s. The Congress of
Racial Equality (CORE), founded in 1942, led "sit-ins" at Chicago restaurants as early as 1943.
Activists were especially militant at the local level, primarily in areas where large numbers of
blacks congregated during the mass migrations of the era. Between 1945 and 1951, eleven states
and twenty-eight cities enacted laws establishing Fair Employment Practices Commissions, and
eighteen states approved legislation calling for the end of racial discrimination in public
accommodations.44 The NAACP, CORE, and Urban League succeeded in 1947 in forcing the
Chicago Tribune to cease its practice of negative "race labeling" in stories about black activities,
including crime. At the same time, Chicago adopted an ordinance outlawing the publication of
"hate" literature.45 A year later the Supreme Court, in a decision hailed by civil rights leaders,
ruled that "restrictive covenants," private pacts used by whites to keep blacks (or other
"undesirables") out of residential neighborhoods, were not legally enforceable in the courts.46

The battle against restrictive covenants revealed a key fact about post-World War II racial
conflicts in the North: many such fights centered on the efforts of blacks, crowding into northern
cities in record numbers, to find decent housing. Negroes faced not only the covenants but also
the systematic adoption by lending institutions of "red-lining," a practice that blocked off large
areas of the cities from blacks seeking home mortgages. Blacks also confronted the racist
policies of developers, many of whom refused to sell to blacks, and of city officials, who
tightened zoning restrictions so as to limit the building of low-cost housing. Those few builders
who sought to construct such housing ordinarily demanded public subsidies—construction, they
said, would otherwise not pay—only to be rebuffed by local officials.

The federal government played a key role in these conflicts over housing. Some federal
officials, notably Interior Secretary Harold Ickes, who exercised control over the housing
division of the Public Works Administration until 1946, tried to promote relatively liberal
policies concerning race relations. But even Ickes, confronting widespread hostility against the
movement of blacks to white neighborhoods, dared not support the building of public housing
projects open to blacks in white areas. Instead, he followed a so-called neighborhood
composition rule, which approved public housing for Negroes only in areas that were already



predominantly black.47 When such projects were constructed, they led to further crowding in
these areas. Meanwhile, the Federal Housing Adminstration, which distributed billions of dollars
in low-cost mortgage loans in the late 1940s, thereby underwriting much of the suburban
expansion of the era, openly screened out applicants according to its assessment of people who
were "risks." These were mainly blacks, Jews, or other "unharmonious racial or nationality
groups." In so doing it enshrined residential segregation as a public policy of the United States
government.

All these policies helped to hasten the growth of large, institutional ghettos—cities within the
central city—in some of the bigger urban areas of the North after 1945. Few such ghettos had
existed before then. These areas became increasingly crowded, especially by contrast to white
areas of these cities. In Chicago the number of white people declined slightly, by 0.1 percent
between 1940 and 1950, yet the number of dwelling units occupied by whites increased by 9.4
percent. During the same years the number of black people in Chicago, a mecca for southern
migrants, increased by 80.5 percent, but they occupied only 72.3 percent more dwelling units
than in 1940. The percentage of non-whites in "overcrowded" accommodations (defined as more
than 1.5 people per room) grew during that time from 19 percent to 24 percent. The number of
dwelling units without private bath facilities increased by 36,248. Black residents complained of
huge invasions of rats. Fires in Negro areas of Chicago killed 180 slum dwellers, including sixty-
three children, between 1947 and 1953. For the dubious privilege of living in such crowded areas,
blacks in Chicago, lacking market options, faced rents ranging between 10 and 25 percent higher
than those paid by whites for comparable shelter.48

The Negro writer Ann Petry wrote a novel, The Street (1946), that described this sort of living.
It focused on West 116th Street in Harlem, a grim place that blighted the experiences of Lutie
Johnson, a single, black, working mother, and of Bub, her eight-year-old son. Children, keys
strung around their necks, walked home to empty apartments and waited until their parents—too
poor to afford a sitter—got home after work. Men with bottles of liquor in brown paper bags
loitered about the stoops, waiting to prey on the unwary. "The men stood around and the women
worked," Petry wrote.

The men left the women and the women went on working and the kids were left alone.
The kids burned lights all night because they were alone in small, dark rooms, and they were
afraid. Alone. Always alone. . . . They should have been playing in wide stretches of green
park and instead they were in the street. And the street reached out and sucked them up.49

 
While blacks crowded into ghettos, whites found ample space in the mushrooming suburbs. In

Chicago, 77 percent of home-building between 1945 and 1960 took place in suburban areas. As
of 1960 only 2.9 percent of people in these suburbs were black, roughly the same percentage as
had lived in Chicago suburbs in 1940. "White flight," indeed, was rendering restrictive covenants
unnecessary even before the Supreme Court decision in 1948. Many white urban residents,
anxious to escape the influx of blacks, sold their houses to blacks and—racial covenant or no—
took off for the suburbs. This process led to creation of a few "salt-and-pepper" areas of racial
mixing, but neighborhood desegregation rarely lasted for long. In some places realtors engaged
in "block-busting," warning whites in adjacent neighborhoods of the coming black "invasion."



Fearful whites then sold in droves at market-bottom prices to the realtors, who cut the houses
into smaller and smaller units and charged high rents for what soon became dilapidated slum
housing. The neighborhood transformation was almost always rapid.

Some working-class whites, of course, could not afford to move. Many of these people lived in
closely knit, ethnically homogeneous neighborhoods where ownership of property was both a
treasured value and a primary asset.50 They could not—would not—leave. They banded together
to preserve the state of their neighborhood, relying less on covenants—a middle-class ploy—than
on direct action. The result was what one careful study has called an "era of hidden violence" and
of "chronic urban guerilla warfare."51 In Detroit between 1945 and 1965, racially transient
neighborhoods witnessed some 120 incidents of violence, featuring rock-throwing, cross-
burnings, arson, and other attacks on property.52 In Chicago, which had the largest Negro
population of any American city, racially motivated bombing or arson disturbed the peace every
twenty days during the late 1940s. Whites also staged large-scale "housing riots" to push blacks
away from their neighborhoods. One of these, in Cicero near Chicago, drew a looting and burning
mob of between 2,000 and 5,000—to drive one black family out of an apartment. Only the police
and 450 National Guardsmen brought an end to the violence. Another Chicago riot, in 1947,
aimed to stop blacks from getting space in heretofore white public housing. It attracted 1,500 to
5,000 whites who assaulted blacks, injuring thirty-five. This riot required the intervention of
1,000 policemen, who stopped the trouble after three days of mayhem. In both cases blacks got
the message; it was impossible not to.

This grim picture tends to focus only on discrimination and therefore to underplay the sense of
possibility that many blacks nonetheless cherished at the time. More black people than ever
before, after all, were escaping the specially vicious world of Jim Crow in the South. The North
was different! Millions of blacks, at last, had jobs in the industrial sector, which seemed
prosperous in the late 1940s. For such people a stable family life, with a future for the children,
seemed within reach: most Negro families at that time were headed by two parents. Blacks who
wanted no part of whites—thousands felt this way—could find a variegated world of black
institutions in the growing Negro neighborhoods of the major metropolises. To many blacks who
remember those times, in fact, places like Harlem or Chicago's South Side were neither slums
nor ghettos; they were black communities that nearly glittered with promise, especially by
contrast to the rural South. Northern blacks, moreover, could vote. Chicago's South Side had sent
a black man, Oscar DePriest, to Congress as early as 1928. Charles Dawson, also black,
represented Chicago on Capitol Hill from 1942 to 1970.53 In 1945 the erratic, militant Reverend
Adam Clayton Powell, Jr., a Negro, began his long and tempestuous career as a congressman
from Harlem.54 There and elsewhere in urban areas of the North the rising number of black
voters forced white politicians to take notice, thereby transforming the patterns of city politics.55

A wholly negative picture of race relations, by focusing on oppression, also tends to slight the
vibrancy of certain aspects of black cultural life during the 1940s. These were years of notable
vitality and creativity among black artists, writers, intellectuals, and—most audibly—musicians.
Charlie "Bird" Parker, Thelonious Monk, Louis Armstrong, Ella Fitzgerald, Nat "King" Cole,
Mahalia Jackson, Dizzy Gillespie, and many others experimented with a range of musical forms
—jazz, blues, gospel, bebop—that had distinctly African-American roots. They drew whites as



well as blacks to the cabarets and nightclubs in black sections of the city. Contemporaries
identified much of this as "race music." Some of it had a hard and driving beat, lyrics that were
sexually suggestive, and talk about "rocking and rolling," a phrase (like "jazz") that blacks
understood to signify sexual relations.

Given these many variations of race and ethnic relations, it is risky to offer sweeping
generalizations about their essence in America during the late 1940s. Still, two developments
seem irrefutable. First, many people—from liberals like Myrdal to ethnics and blacks themselves
—anticipated the possibilities of progress: World War II seemed a turning point in the nation's
quest for greater ethnic acculturation and racial equality. Like the veterans who considered 1945
a chance—at last—for the Good Life, many Negroes and "new-stock" Americans of the era were
decidedly hopeful, especially in contrast to the discouraging years of the immediate past. They
were developing unusally high expectations.

Still, and second, it is foolish to wax romantic about the rate of ethnic acculturation, or
especially about the status of black people in the 1940s. Most blacks, northern as well as
southern, remained very poor; the vast majority never went to a nightclub or stayed in a hotel;
many lacked radios—or even electricity; they encountered discrimination and rejection almost
every day of their lives. Even their music was segregated: only in 1949, when the popularity of
"race music" was becoming increasingly obvious, did Billboard magazine drop this category,
refer to it instead as "rhythm and blues," and print charts of its best-sellers.56 By the early 1950s,
Antoine "Fats" Domino, Chuck Berry, and others were slowly leading "race music" into a larger
mainstream that swept popular music from its moorings and placed rock 'n' roll on the high seas
of American popular culture.

Americans who turned on the radio—the major purveyor of popular culture in the 1940s—also
encountered a widespread marginalization of black people. Many listeners regularly tuned in
"Amos 'n' Andy," one of the top programs of the era, or Jack Benny, a leading radio comedian.
Amos and Andy were black characters portrayed in "colored" dialect by white announcers. They
had redeeming qualities, and many blacks as well as whites greatly enjoyed their antics from the
1930s into the 1950s. The program, however, mainly presented blacks as unreliable and hapless.
It remained on the radio until November 1960 and even found a life (this time with black actors)
on national TV in 1951–52. Rochester, Benny's Negro valet, was similarly a complex character.
He was shrewd and manipulative in his own way, and he became more assertive as the Benny
show (which enjoyed a long run on TV) tried to keep pace with rising black militancy in the late
1950s and 1960s. But especially in the 1940s Rochester often came across as servile, more a butt
than a source of humor.57 The consistently enthusiastic response by whites to shows such as
these, featuring mostly denigrating stereotypes of African-Americans, was yet another indication
that Myrdal's optimism about the potential for liberalization of white attitudes was
exaggerated.58 Not until the 1960s, when blacks succeeded in shaking off some of the yoke of
inequality, did the popular media begin to take them a little more seriously.

READING ABOUT American women in the immediate postwar years, one quickly encounters
polar interpretations. Conservative writers tend to celebrate the late 1940s (and 1950s) as a
wonderful era of domesticity, in which women happily accepted the rewarding duties of child-
rearing and home management. Most feminists disagree, perceiving instead a world of



widespread gender discrimination. Millions of women, they say, chafed as wives and mothers in
homes that, in Betty Friedan's memorable phrase, were little more than "comfortable
concentration camps."59

One trouble with both these polar views, as most writers readily acknowledge, is that
generalizations fail to catch the varied histories of individual women. In 1945 (the last year in
which men outnumbered women in the United States), there were 69.9 million women in the
forty-eight states. They differed greatly in age, class standing, race, regional background, and
family situation. Their attitudes were naturally complex and often ambivalent, and their
experiences obviously changed over time. It will not do to erect some transhistorical "model
types" by which most American women can be categorized.

These caveats in mind, four generalizations about women's experiences in the 1940s seem
valid. First, World War II—in so many ways a driving social force—changed the lives of
millions of women, bringing them into the marketplace in record numbers and into new and
sometimes better-paying kinds of jobs. Second, demobilization drove many of these women from
such jobs, but it only briefly slowed what was already a powerful long-range trend toward greater
female participation in the market. Third, neither during the war nor afterward did most women
think they were making an either-or choice between family and work. The majority gradually
came to need both, at least for stretches of their lives, and encountered all the satisfactions and
tribulations of juggling the two. Fourth, American women did such juggling amid a dominant
cultural milieu that continued to place traditional notions of femininity above feminist quests for
equal rights. As in the past, it was ordinarily expected that women be nurturant, deferential, and
maternal. Some things change, some remain pretty much the same.

The war indeed accelerated the paid employment of women. The percentage of women (14 and
older) who were part of the work force increased from 26 percent in 1940 to 36 percent in 1945.
This was a jump in numbers from 13 million to 19.3 million. Prior to the war, working women
had been predominantly young, single, and working-class. They had mainly found jobs in sex-
segregated "women's work," ranging from poor-paying employment as laundresses, cleaners,
farm laborers, and waitresses to jobs as office workers, nurses, and grade school teachers. Only a
small percentage cracked gender barriers to work in business management or the professions.
The war changed some of these patterns, accelerating the numbers of middle-class married
women who for the first time entered the work force. While some of these tendencies had arisen
prior to the 1940s, the war nonetheless represented a turning point of some magnitude in the
modern history of American women.60

Some wartime work available to women was unprecedented. For the first time women in large
numbers found better-paying factory jobs. Pioneers like the much-fabled "Rosie the Riveter"
worked alongside men at welding, ship-building, and a few other blue-collar trades formerly
reserved for men. Probably the majority of these women were from the working classes; they had
been elsewhere in the market before the war. Now they left their poorly paid jobs in large
numbers; as early as 1942 more than 600 laundries had to close for lack of help. The number of
black women employed as farm workers declined by 30 percent between 1940 and 1945 while the
number employed in the metals, chemicals, and rubber industries jumped from 3,000 to 150,000,
an increase of 5,000 percent. Black female employment in government rose in the same years



from 60,000 to 200,000.6l Women doing this kind of work often felt proud and empowered. No
wonder that Irving Berlin, composing for Annie Get Your Gun  in 1946, has Annie Oakley sing
out, "Anything you can do, I can do better."

The sudden end to war quickly changed these patterns. By early 1946 approximately 2.25
million women workers had quit their jobs, either because they wanted to or because they saw the
handwriting on the wall. Another million were laid off. The biggest losers were the women who
had found industrial work during the war: these jobs either disappeared amid the rush of
demobilization or were given to veterans who returned to civilian life. Sex-segregated
employment, still widespread during the war, became ever more the norm: by the late 1950s, 75
percent of women worked at female-only jobs, especially in the rapidly growing service sector.
As one historian put it, "Rosie the Riveter had become a file clerk."62 Gender segregation at work
was by then greater than in 1900 and sharper than segregation by race.63

All of these trends confirm the influential lament of Friedan, whose The Feminine Mystique
(1963) exposed the gender discrimination of postwar American life. But this was only part of the
story, for the trends were complex. While demobilization adversely affected many women
workers, it did not stop the steadily increasing desire of women, especially middle-aged and
married women, to test the marketplace. By 1950 there were 18 million women working for pay,
only a million or so fewer than in 1945. More than half of them, for the first time in American
history, were married. By then the percentage of women who worked had risen to 29, three points
higher than in 1940. The percentage kept going up, to 35 percent in 1960 and 42 percent in 1970.
The rise in female employment was one of the most powerful demographic trends of the postwar
era.

Few of these women, polls suggested, went to work because the war had begun a process of
consciousness-raising that turned housewives into career women. On the contrary, even during
the war few homemakers showed much enthusiasm for entering the job market. Most did so
because they needed the money, because they were patriotic, or, with husbands or boyfriends in
the service, because they were bored or lonely. The government, concerned over impending labor
shortages, had to launch a propaganda campaign about patriotic duty in an effort to get many
women out of their homes.64 These women appear to have been numerous among the 2.25
million who gave up their jobs once the war was over.

Similarly varied motives impelled the millions of women who entered the job market in the
late 1940s (and later). For many, work was a means to greater self-esteem. But for most,
especially the large number of married women, the decision to work for pay rested mainly on
economic needs. These were baby boom years. Women in the 1940s were marrying younger,
having more children, buying an ever-greater variety of consumer goods, and looking for ways to
supplement household income. Once their youngest child was in school, millions went to work to
help with the bills. This is not to argue that women considered "feminist" reasons and rejected
them; motives are not so easily disentangled. It is rather to say that most women continued, as
they normally had done throughout American history, to place family concerns first.

Women who felt this way echoed cultural values widely held in American life at the time. A
much-noted poll in 1945 concluded that 63 percent of Americans did not approve of married



women working if their husbands could support them. (A similar poll in 1973 showed that 65
percent of people did approve).65 Americans in the 1940s showed a similar lack of enthusiasm
about women in politics: in 1949 fewer than 3 percent of state legislators were women. There
were eight representatives (of 435) on Capitol Hill and one woman senator, Margaret Chase
Smith of Maine. She had replaced her husband, who died in office.66 President Truman expressed
a common view in 1945. Women's rights, he said, were "a lot of hooey." When asked whether
women might become President, he had a stock one-liner in reply: "I've said for a long time that
women have everything else, they might as well have the presidency."67

Attitudes such as these abetted continuing discrimination. Early in the war the army refused to
commission women doctors, until an act of Congress forced its hand in 1943. Women were
frozen out of important governmental decision-making during and after the war. Private
institutions discriminated openly. Medical schools closed their doors to women or maintained
very low quotas. Bank training programs, law schools, and many businesses also established
quotas. The perpetuation of sex-segregated employment contributed to low wages for women,
who earned only slightly over half as much as the average for men.

Women seeking greater sexual freedom encountered equally resistant reactions in the 1940s.
By then middle-class married women in many places could go to their doctors and get fitted for
birth control devices. But single women normally could not, nor could the millions of poorer
women without access to private doctors. Birth control clinics were few and far between. In some
states it was illegal to sell—or even to use—birth control devices. Though these laws were
widely ignored, it was not until 1965 that the Supreme Court ruled against such a law in
Connecticut, thereby setting that issue to rest.68 Women wishing to terminate unwanted
pregnancies in the 1940s (and 1950s and 1960s) had to consider illegal abortion, the only kind
there was at the time. This was a secret and frequently a dangerous business. Millions
nonetheless undertook the risk. Contemporary data from the studies of Alfred Kinsey suggested
that roughly 22 percent of married women had induced abortions, most of them early in the
marriage or late in the child bearing years, and that the majority of single women in his survey
who became pregnant resorted to abortion.69

Amid such a cultural milieu people who called themselves feminists found little popular
support. A sign of the times was the respectful attention given to Modern Women: The Lost Sex ,
written in 1947 by the sociologist Ferdinand Lundberg and the psychoanalyst Marynia Farnham.
It denounced career women. "The independent woman is a contradiction in terms," the authors
argued. Women should strive instead for "receptivity and passiveness, a willingness to accept
dependence without fear or resentment, with a deep inwardness and readiness for the final goal of
sexual life—impregnation." Women who rejected this kind of femininity were "sick, unhappy,
neurotic, wholly or partly incapable of dealing with life." Lundberg and Farnham went on to say
that bachelors in their thirties should get psychotherapy and that spinsters should be legally
forbidden to teach, on grounds that they were emotionally incompetent.70

Few women in the mid-1940s could accept such extreme views, but most well-known female
political leaders readily asserted that women were in some ways a "weaker" sex that needed
protection under the law. These leaders, including Eleanor Roosevelt and Labor Secretary
Frances Perkins, had fought hard in earlier years for "protective legislation," much of it on the



state level, that opposed exploitation of women on the job. Laws set maximum working hours,
outlawed night work, and disallowed the employment of women at jobs involving strenuous tasks
thought to be appropriate for men. Perkins maintained that "legal equality . . . between the sexes
is not possible because men and women are not identical in physical structure or social function,
and therefore their needs cannot be identical."71

Perkins, Roosevelt, and leaders of the government's Women's Bureau therefore opposed
approval of the gender-blind Equal Rights Amendment, first proposed in 1923, which affirmed
that "equality of rights under the law shall not be denied or abridged by the United States, or by
any State, on account of sex." Such an amendment, they assumed, would gut the protective laws.
Frieda Miller, head of the Women's Bureau, denounced the ERA as "radical, dangerous, and
irresponsible." Another Women's Bureau official memo at the time identified backers of the ERA
as a "small but militant group of leisure class women [venting] their resentment of not having
been born men."72

Alice Paul, head of the militantly pro-ERA National Women's Party, fought back by arguing
that women were equal in every way and needed no "protection." She insisted that protective
laws encouraged employers to deny work to women and instead to hire men, who faced fewer
restrictions. The debates between the pro- and anti-ERA camps were bitter and sometimes nasty.
Paul occasionally resorted to playing on contemporary Cold War fears. Among the opponents of
the ERA, she pointed out, were members of the American Communist party. Alerting the rabidly
anti-Communist House Un-American Activities Committee, she disparaged the loyalty of her
rivals.73

The rancor that divided these women leaders was but one of many forces that helped assure
defeat of the ERA in the 1940s and early 1950s. The amendment came closest to passage in 1946,
when Paul and other leading women—Georgia O'Keeffe, Margaret Mead, Margaret Sanger, Pearl
Buck, and Katharine Hepburn among them—demanded its adoption. In that year a small majority
of the Senate, 38–35, voted for it. But the initiation of constitutional amendments by this means
requires approval by two-thirds of both houses of Congress. Some of the senators who voted in
favor in 1946 did so knowing it would not receive two-thirds. In the House, meanwhile, the ERA
got nowhere. When it failed to win approval in the Senate, the New York Times breathed a sigh of
relief. "Motherhood," it declared, "cannot be amended, and we are glad the Senate didn't try."74

ERA supporters kept up the fight in the late 1940s and early 1950s, but the struggle
commanded little public attention. ERA was not an issue in the 1948 campaign. Truman made no
mention of it. In 1950 the Senate again approved it, this time by a substantial margin of 63 to 11.
But they were voting on a new version that included an amendment exempting protective
legislation. In this form the National Women's Party opposed it, and the House ignored the issue.
The same series of events took place again in 1953. After that the ERA was all but dead until the
resurgence of feminism in the 1960s.

The fate of the ERA, which never had a realistic chance in the late 1940s, hardly stood as a
main event in the lives of American women at the time. Much more important for people was the
quest for satisfactory personal lives—a quest that was driving a boom in consumer goods and
sending ever-larger numbers of women into the work force. In time, the experience of working



outside the home broadened the expectations of many American women. Their children,
moreover, grew up in homes where mothers were different role models: wage-earners as well as
housekeepers. But though these social changes were powerful, they were gradual and slow to
affect the culture in the 1940s. Values about matters like gender roles—or religion and race—
normally evolve only gradually, and the postwar era was no exception. In this sense, defeat of the
ERA in the 1940s and 1950s was more a symbol of continuing cultural patterns than it was a
major political battle. Expectations aside, some things indeed remain much the same.



2
Unions, Liberals, and the State: Stalemate

 
In 1942 the left-wing Almanac Singers performed a new song, "UAWCIO," about the United
Automobile Workers, a militant union of the Congress of Industrial Organizations:

I was there when the Union came to town.
I was there when old Henry Ford went down;
I was standing at Gate 4
When I heard the people roar:
"Ain't nobody keeps us Autoworkers down!"

 
It's that UAW-CIO

Makes the Army roll and go—
Turning out the jeeps and tanks and airplanes every day
It's that UAW-CIO
Makes that Army roll and go—
Puts wheels on the USA

 
I was there on that cold December day

When we heard about Pearl Harbor far away
I was down on Cadillac Square
When the Union rallied there
To put them plans for pleasure cars away

 
Chorus

 
There'll be a union-label in Berlin

When the union boys in uniform march in;

 
And rolling in the ranks

There'll be UAW tanks—
Roll Hitler out and roll the union in!

 
The song captured well the genuine pride and patriotism of many wartime blue-collar workers

in the United States. Just as the war helped to acculturate many first- and second-generation
immigrants, it brought millions of Americans into a much-expanded work force, gave them
meaningful jobs to do, and engaged them in a common effort against the enemy. The war



virtually ended unemployment and led to considerable improvements in the average real wages
of workers. Many of these workers gladly proclaimed their pride in "being an American."1

The song revealed a second key fact about many American blue-collar workers during the war:
they took great pride in their unions. These had grown greatly during the 1930s, when the
American labor union movement at last surged ahead. Thanks in considerable part to the
militancy of the newly formed CIO, which recruited millions of unskilled and semi-skilled
workers, total union membership increased between 1930 and 1940 from 3.4 million to 8.7
million, or from 11.6 to 26.9 percent of non-agricultural employment. Growth during the war was
even greater, indeed unmatched before or since. By 1945 there were 14.8 million union members.
In that year they composed 35.5 percent of total non-agricultural employment and 21.9 percent of
employment overall.2

Unions had not only grown by 1945; they also constituted a vanguard of American liberalism.
This is not to say that they were egalitarian in all that they said and did: unions, like other
American institutions, had a generally poor record when it came to admitting women, blacks, and
other minorities.3 Nor were American workers ordinarily class-conscious in a Marxian sense. But
many union members—as well as other low-income Americans—felt the sting of inequality, and
they proudly identified themselves as "working class." Given a sense of their rights as citizens
during the New Deal, they backed a range of liberal social policies, voted for liberal office-
seekers, and exercised considerable political power within the Democratic party. More than at
any other time in American history, the union movement in 1945 defined the left liberal limit of
what was possible in politics.4

Indeed, unions were considerably more powerful at the time than left-wing organizations such
as the Socialist and Communist parties. Other activist, progressive organizations, such as the
Congress of Racial Equality, the NAACP, and the Southern Conference for Human Welfare,
which battled to help poor and black people in the South, also confronted widespread hostility:
none of these had much influence in politics. The postwar years frustrated the American Left,
which faced increasingly harsh Red-baiting after 1945.

Yet even unions, poised as they were for further gains in 1945, contended with large obstacles
in the late 1940s, a time of strong corporate and conservative resistance to social reform. The
travails of unions in those years reveal much about the stalemate that came to characterize
American labor relations as well as politics in the late 1940s.5

THE DREAMS of the United Automobile Workers, as expressed by one of the union's most
articulate leaders, Walter Reuther, were especially compelling to liberals at that time. Reuther,
thirty-eight years old in 1945, differed from stereotypes that portrayed labor union "bosses" as
crude, cigar-chomping, and semi-literate. A one time tool-and-die maker who had worked in auto
plants in Detroit (and, briefly, in the Soviet Union during his youth), he was fastidious in his
personal habits and ill-at-ease in what one historian has described as the "blowzy comradeliness
of smoke-filled union halls and blue-collar taverns."6 He commanded the respect, but not always
the personal affection, of the rank-and-file. Some close associates worried about his great
ambitions. The story circulated that Reuther, Truman, and CIO head Philip Murray met about
this time. When Reuther briefly left the room, Truman took it upon himself to give Murray a



warning. "Phil," he told Murray, "that young man is after your job." Murray replied quietly, "No,
Mr. President, he really is after your job."7

But friends as well as foes recognized that Reuther was an articulate, principled, and even
visionary man. A former Socialist, he had been beaten by Ford Motor Company thugs during the
strikes of the 1930s. By the 1940s he had rejected socialism as impractical in the United States,
but he maintained good relations with democratic socialists like Norman Thomas, the longtime
head of the Socialist party. Reuther believed that organized labor must take the lead in promoting
a more progressive society that would improve the lives of blacks and other poor and powerless
people.8 His vision incorporated much that the Left was seeking at the time: a governmentally
guaranteed "annual wage," a much-expanded welfare state, civil rights protection for abused
minorities, federal legislation to promote better education and health care, and workers' control
of key decisions about production and technological development.9

Though relatively few American workers had such large visions as Reuther, many responded
enthusiastically to the bread-and-butter demands that he and other labor leaders agitated for in
the 1940s. Militant movements for better wages and working conditions blazed like wildfires
rising from the grass roots. In 1944 these caused a record number of 4,956 work stoppages
involving 2.12 million workers, or 4.8 percent of all those who were employed. Not only
conservatives, who retaliated with bills to draft strikers, but also Roosevelt and many other
liberals expressed mounting alarm about disruption of wartime production.

The end of the war brought a host of new problems for American labor. Layoffs reaffirmed the
specter of depression. Workers still on the job lost overtime pay, which had been vital to their
earnings during the war. Take-home pay for many such workers declined in late 1945 by 30
percent. Rumors of corporate greed fanned the flames of egalitarian outrage. Murray, a soft-
spoken but determined advocate, estimated that the aftertax profits of steel corporations were
113 percent higher between 1940 and 1944 than they had been in the previous four years. Charles
E. Wilson, head of General Motors, was known to have received a salary in 1943 of $459,014. In
late 1945 around one-fifth of working families in American cities received less than $1,500 in
total cash income for the year—at a time when the average for full-time employees was
$2,190.10

Anxieties such as these provoked a rash of angry disputes and walkouts in late 1945. Joseph
Goulden's sprightly book on the era captures the turbulence well: "At the Stock Exchange, the
tickers fell silent when 400 clerical employees walked out. Barbers, butchers, bakers struck.
Stoppages interrupted the production of copper wire, Campbell's Soup, castor oil, Christmas toys.
The Pittsburgh Pirates baseball team, near the cellar in the National League, took a strike vote in
midsummer, but decided to continue playing." A strike of 3,500 electric company workers in
Pittsburgh threw an additional 100,000 out of work. The city's trolleys came to a halt, the
streetlights went out, and office buildings shut down for fear of elevator failure. "This is a
disaster," Mayor David Lawrence said in imploring workers to end the strike. In Manhattan,
simultaneous strikes by elevator operators, truck drivers, and maritime workers stopped
shipments in and out of the city. In all, there were 4,750 work stoppages in 1945, only 200 or so
fewer than in 1944. The disruptions upset Truman. "People are somewhat befuddled and want to
take time out to get a nerve rest," he wrote his mother. "Some want a guarantee of rest at



government expense and some I'm sorry to say just want to raise hell and hamper the return to
peacetime production to obtain some political advantage."11

The wave of strikes crested in early 1946, involving 1.8 million workers in such major
industries as meat-packing, oil-refining, electrical appliances, steel, and automobile
manufacture. The year 1946 ultimately became the most contentious in the history of labor-
management relations in the United States, with 4,985 stoppages by 4.6 million workers, or about
one of every fourteen Americans in the labor force. The number of worker-days lost was 116
million, three times the previous high in 1945. More than in 1945, these were strikes called by
union leaders after lengthy but futile negotiations with management. Contemporaries were
impressed by the order and discipline of the masses of union members who attended meetings,
walked the picket lines, and undertook the sacrifices of refusing to work.12

The disputes mainly involved wages. Union leaders cited wartime and postwar inflation as
justification for seeking wage hikes of 30 percent. For auto workers—a little better paid than
most manufacturing workers at the time—this would have meant average pay increases of
approximately thirty-three cents an hour, from $1.12 to $1.45, or from $44.80 to $58 for a forty-
hour week. That would have been $3,016 for a full year. General Motors countered with an
unsatisfactory offer of ten cents an hour, and the strike began in December 1945, followed in
January by a wave of walkouts in other industries. Government fact-finders then estimated that
inflation since the start of the war might justify raises of around nineteen cents. Steel industry
leaders, authorizing a price hike, settled there, as did bargainers in most other industries. The
auto workers hung on but were isolated. After 113 days Reuther agreed to wage increases of
eighteen and a half cents an hour.

Labor leaders at the time complained that the settlements, which resulted in average wages in
manufacturing in 1946 of around $50 a week ($2,600 for a fifty-two-week working year) were far
too stingy. Actually, these workers did well by comparison with many other Americans at the
time—well enough, in fact, to think in time of buying a small home. By contrast, regularly
employed farm, forestry, and fishery workers at the same time averaged $1,200, domestic
workers $1,411, medical workers (mainly nurses) $1,605. Public school teachers and principals
averaged only $1,995. Still, it was true that a wage of $50 a week left little margin: temporary
unemployment, injury, and illness were among the many setbacks that could quickly cause
impoverishment. Aging workers, fearing replacement by more productive younger people, were
especially vulnerable. At that time few American corporations had pension plans. Longtime
workers (in covered jobs) who retired could expect Social Security pensions of around $65 to $70
per month, or a maximum of $840 per year.13

Reuther and other American liberals especially lamented their inability to prevail in the larger
battle over control of practices on the shop floor: managers refused to budge on this important
issue. Reuther also insisted that corporations had reaped great profits in the war and could afford
to pay better wages without increasing their prices. Management, he asserted, should "open its
books" to expose its costs. This claim especially outraged business leaders, who recognized that
it threatened their control of basic decisions. Almost to a man they resisted Reuther's
"socialistic" approach to labor-management relations.14



It is difficult to say whether Reuther was correct in claiming that corporations could afford to
pay better wages without increasing prices. Business leaders adamantly refused to open their
books. Instead, they tended to yield to demands for modest wage increases, whereupon they
raised the prices of their goods and passed on wage costs to consumers. Then and later, labor
leaders reluctantly acquiesced in this kind of compromise. Starting in 1948 unions compromised
further, agreeing to COLA (cost-of-living agreements) clauses in annual contracts. These used
measures of inflation in order automatically to readjust wages. In so doing labor surrendered
effective efforts to have a say in pricing. This pattern of annual wage and price settlements—
almost always upward—reflected an important reality that dominated the economics and politics
of the postwar years: well-established interest groups ultimately agreed to accommodate each
other while giving lip service at best to the needs of the unorganized. Subsequent labor
negotiations, especially in manufacturing industries, led to similar patterns in the 1950s.

The labor contracts of the war years, the late 1940s, and the 1950s also gave slowly increasing
numbers of union members better benefits: health insurance, life insurance, paid vacations, and
old-age pensions. Employer contributions to these plans were passed on to consumers in the form
of higher prices. These were important gains for those American workers, mainly men in the
larger manufacturing industries such as steel, rubber, and automobiles, who received them. But
better benefits could be a mixed blessing: some covered employees felt "locked in" and therefore
afraid to look elsewhere for jobs. Moreover, smaller corporations usually lacked the resources to
extend such benefits to their workers, and nonunion workers lacked the clout to demand them.
Gulfs that historically had divided American workers—union and non-War anticommunism at
home—and one union, skilled and unskilled, full-time and part-time, male and female,
manufacturing and non-manufacturing, white and black—if anything widened over time.

It also became increasingly clear that these gains, like COLA clauses, were achieved at the
cost of larger visions. In 1945 many American liberals hoped that the end of war might bring
expansion of New Deal social programs, including extension of Social Security to millions of
uncovered workers such as waitresses, domestic workers, and farm laborers. Liberals also
supported federal aid to education, higher minimum wages, and even some form of government-
provided health insurance. Some were showing interest in civil rights action for minorities.15

Many labor leaders remained officially committed to such liberal programs, and blue-collar
workers continued to vote heavily for liberal Democratic candidates; it was not accurate to claim
(as some did) that "labor" had dropped its political agenda. But the vision was becoming dimmer.
More and more, union leaders concentrated on securing better private benefits. The 1940s, a time
of significant expansion of governmental social welfare in many western European countries, in
fact solidified the privatization of social welfare in the United States. In 1948 almost half of
America's workers still had no coverage from federal retirement plans. Those who did worried
greatly that inflation might cut the purchasing power of their pensions.16

Unions, moreover, grew only slowly after World War II. Leaders like Reuther and American
Federation of Labor (AFL) head George Meany, an uninspiring but shrewd and hard-working
labor bureaucrat, maneuvered as effectively as they could both at bargaining tables and as
lobbyists for better labor legislation. But the union movement did not keep pace with growth in
the labor force. In 1950 union membership was 15 million, only barely higher than in 1945.
Unions then included only 31.5 percent of non-agricultural employees, 4 percent less than in



1945. By 1960 the unions had 17 million members but only 31.4 percent of a larger non-
agricultural force.

The fundamental sources of this stall, and of rapid union decline thereafter, were structural and
political. World War II, promoting huge expansion in manufacturing, boosted employment—and
therefore growth in union membership—in heavy industries that had already begun to unionize in
the 1930s. In the late 1940s and 1950s, however, these sectors of the economy expanded only
slowly. Growth areas after 1945 were increasingly in white-collar work and service employment.
Workers in these jobs were scattered, often in relatively small companies. Many were part-time
employees. Thousands of difficult-to-organize middle-aged married women moved in and out of
the work force. Higher percentages of Americans labored in rapidly growing southern and
western areas, many of which were hostile to union organizers. Add to all these structural
realities the traditional problems facing union activists—racial and sexual discrimination in
unions, interethnic hostilities, the resistance of many white-collar Americans to labor
organization, the determination of anti-union business groups and politicians, the divisive
influence of Cold War anti-communism at home—and one begins to understand the stall of
union organization as well as of liberal politics in the United Spates after 1945.

Four conflicts during the late 1940s highlighted the problems faced by organized labor at the
time. The first pitted a few union leaders against a sometimes angry President Truman. The
President, a liberal New Dealer, ordinarily supported blue-collar demands for change. But he had
been distressed by the strikes in January 1946, which he believed threatened his efforts at
reconversion, and he grew alarmed when faced with strikes by coal miners two months later and
by railroad workers in May.17 Truman could not prevent the miners from striking, but he was
determined to stop the railroad workers. Trains, after all, were vital to the American economy,
for both passenger and freight travel, in the days before widespread superhighway transportation.

After weeks of bickering with the carriers and twenty rail unions, Truman thought he had an
agreement in hand. But leaders of the two largest unions, A. F. Whitney of the Brotherhood of
Railroad Trainmen and Alvanley Johnston of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, refused
to toe the line. Both were old friends of the President, who brought them to the Oval Office three
days before the strike deadline and lectured them, "If you think I'm going to sit here and let you
tie up this whole country, you're crazy as hell." Whitney said he was sorry: "We've got to go
through with this, Mr. President. Our men are demanding it." Truman responded by giving them
forty-eight hours to reach a settlement. "If you don't, I'm going to take over the railroads in the
name of the government."18

When the workers nonetheless went out on strike, Truman became perhaps as angry as any
American President of recent times. On Friday, May 24, he marched into a Cabinet meeting and
announced he would go to Capitol Hill and seek an extraordinarily draconian law. It would have
authorized him to draft strikers into the military, without regard to age or number of dependents,
whenever a walkout threatened to create a national emergency. Truman even had aides prepare a
speech to be given over the radio that evening. It was virtually irrrational, assailing the
patriotism of "effete union leaders" like Whitney, Johnston, Murray and others, whom he also
associated with Communism. "Every single one of the strikers and their demigog [sic] leaders
have been living in luxury, working when they pleased and drawing from four to forty times the



pay of a fighting soldier." Truman's draft closed, "Let's give the country back to the people. Let's
put transportation and production back to work, hang a few traitors, and make our country safe
for democracy." Charles Ross, Truman's old friend and press secretary, was "horrified" by the
diatribe. Clark Clifford, Truman's top policy adviser, recalled that it was "surely one of the most
intemperate documents ever written by a President."19

Ross and others managed to calm Truman down, and his radio address that evening was
forceful but temperate. Still, he insisted on going to Capitol Hill the next day, by which time
everyone knew his intent. As he entered the House, he received a standing ovation, whereupon he
outlined his tough proposals. When he was almost finished, his chief labor adviser, John
Steelman, informed Clifford, who was in an anteroom off the House floor, that the unions had
settled on the terms proposed by the President. Clifford wrote a note about the settlement and had
it delivered to Truman, who paused and then read it to thunderous applause. Clifford and others
considered it a victory for Truman, who dropped his demands for legislative action. But many
liberals and labor leaders were deeply frightened. The New Republic, a leading liberal journal,
called Truman's congressional message the "most vicious piece of anti-union legislation ever
introduced by an American President."20

If railroads were important, coal was vital to the economy in 1946. It still drove 95 percent of
locomotives and furnished 62 percent of electric power. Labor-management strife had long
affected the coal industry, which by the 1940s correctly perceived the very real threat of oil. John
L. Lewis, head of the mine workers, was a tenacious, relentless, and successful advocate of
safety, better wages, and benefits for the dwindling number of miners who managed to survive
the decline of the industry. Unlike Reuther and many other labor leaders at the time, he did not
trust the government, liberals included, to be reliable in support of the workers' interests, and he
had had no hesitation even during the war in urging his following to strike.21 This they often did,
for the miners loved and trusted him: many miners' homes displayed only two pictures—of John
L. Lewis and the Virgin Mary. The historian Joseph Goulden has remarked, "To Americans of the
1930s and 1940s Lewis's coal strikes were as much an annual ritual as the first sighting of the
ground hog, or a President throwing out the first baseball of the season."22

Lewis was a fierce-looking, hulking, and majestic man whose ice-blue eyes glared at people
under huge and bushy eyebrows. He spoke in rolling, theatrical cadences rich in biblical phrases
and did not care who he insulted. In 1937 he had called no less a figure than Vice-President John
Garner a "poker-playing, whiskey-drinking, labor-baiting, evil old man." On another occasion, he
said that the "AFL has no head; its neck just growed up and haired over." Lewis relished power
and had used it readily over the years. "When we control the production of coal," he said, "we
hold the vitals of our society right in our hands. . . . I can squeeze, twist, and pull until we get the
inevitable victory." By 1946 he was a widely feared figure. Truman loathed Lewis, regarding him
as a "racketeer," and aimed his May 25 diatribe to Congress against him as well as the
trainmen.23

When the coal miners settled their strike in May, it seemed possible that further conflict would
be avoided, at least in 1946. But in November Lewis made it clear that he wanted to change the
settlement and would call out the miners, 400,000 strong, if he did not get his way. Truman was
almost desperately determined to resist. Winter was fast approaching. Equally important,



Truman saw Lewis's action as a deliberate test of wills. He intervened by securing a court order
stopping the proposed strike. Lewis, ignoring the order, sent the miners on strike and was cited
for contempt of court. A federal judge fined the union an astounding $3.5 million and Lewis
personally $10,000. The strike, the judge added, was "an evil, demoniac, monstrous thing that
means hunger and cold and unemployment and disorganization of the social fabric. . . . if actions
of this kind can be successfully persisted in, the government will be overthrown."24 Lewis then
sought to negotiate, but the President refused to talk to him or to any of his representatives. The
struggle held front-page attention for more than two weeks.

On Pearl Harbor Day 1946 Lewis capitulated by calling off the strike. Truman was grimly
delighted. "The White House," he told aides at an impromptu celebration, "is open to anybody
with legitimate business, but not to that son of a bitch." Editorial writers also celebrated. Arthur
Krock of the New York Times  wrote that the President "has greatly regained stature as a national
leader." Joseph and Stewart Alsop, widely syndicated columnists, added that Lewis's surrender
was the "first break that he [Truman] has had in considerably more than a year."25

Truman and his aides indeed had grounds for self-congratulation. In May he had threatened the
trainmen and had faced them down. Six months later he had brought the imperious John L. Lewis
to heel. These actions by no means revolutionized labor-management-government relations. On
the contrary, Reuther, Lewis, and other leaders of big industrial unions continued to fight against
corporate powers. Over these struggles, which set larger patterns for wage-price increases in the
United States, the government had relatively little control, whether in the 1940s or in later years.
In the longer run, moreover, the ongoing structural changes in the economy proved especially
decisive in determining the fate of unionization. Still, Truman's stiffened posture in 1946—
especially his humbling of Lewis—struck a political blow against Big Labor, as opponents called
it, in the United States.

Hostility to Big Labor proved especially powerful on Capitol Hill, where the second revealing
conflict over labor rights erupted in 1947. Influential congressmen since the late 1930s had
chafed openly at what they considered the arrogance of organized labor. During the war and
again in 1946, Democratic Congresses had passed legislation that restricted union power, only to
encounter presidential vetoes. Voters in 1946 then elected Republican majorities to both houses
for the first time since 1930. Supporting these Republicans were many conservative Democrats,
especially from the South and other areas of the country where labor unions were politically
unpopular. The coalition seeking to curb labor benefited from intense lobbying by employer
groups and was led in the House by Fred Hartley, a strongly anti-union Republican from New
Jersey. In the Senate the key leader was Robert Taft of Ohio, son of the former President. Acting
quickly, they drafted the so-called Taft-Hartley bill in early 1947.

Taft-Hartley was a bold effort to weaken the pro-labor Wagner Act of 1935. A highly
publicized clause authorized the President to call for eighty-day "cooling-off" periods before
strikes could be called that might affect the national interest. Another title banned closed shops,
workplaces that required workers to be members of unions at the time of hiring. The bill also
prohibited secondary boycotts, which had enabled workers to boycott the goods of allegedly anti-
labor companies. An especially controversial provision, Section 14b, authorized states to prohibit
union shops, which were workplaces requiring employees to join unions within a short period of



time following initial hiring. States instead could pass what became known as "right-to-work"
laws that were expected to impose major obstacles to union organizing. Reflecting widespread
fears that radicals dominated the labor movement, the bill required union leaders to sign non-
Communist affidavits if they wanted their workers to receive access to the activities of the
National Labor Relations Board (NLRB). This access had proved important and usually
beneficial to unions, many of which since 1935 had come to rely on the NLRB to police
labormanagement relations, including fair elections seeking to certify union locals.26

Taft-Hartley aroused storms of outrage from labor leaders, who damned it as "fascistic" and as
a "slave labor act." CIO counsel Lee Pressman explained, "When you think of it merely as a
combination of individual provisions, you are losing entirely the full impact of the program, the
sinister conspiracy that has been hatched."27 Murray cried that the law was "conceived in sin."
Like other labor leaders, he feared that the act would end a brief era in American history, during
which the state had served as a neutral or pro-labor broker in relations with management. The
rules of the game would be changed.

The angry reaction of unions prompted strenuous, often frantic lobbying. Truman, too,
opposed the bill as an unreasonable assertion of corporate interests. Having damaged his standing
with unions in 1946, he was also anxious for political reasons to mend fences. When the bill
passed in mid-1947, he vetoed it. But both houses quickly and decisively overrode the veto, and
the bill became law. Some union leaders then considered calling strikes in protest, only to back
off from such a defiant step. This was probably a prudent decision, for rank-and-file attitudes
were uncertain.28Union leaders decided instead to fight the law in the political arena, by urging
subsequent Congresses to amend or repeal it.

In fact, Taft-Hartley was far from a "slave labor act." The ban on closed shops, to be sure,
lessened the control that a few strong unions had had over hiring. But most unions managed to
live with the law. Swallowing civil libertarian scruples, they signed the non-Communist
affidavits and continued to avail themselves of the procedures and protections of the NLRB. The
major industrial unions bargained as before with employers. Aggressive, expanding unions such
as the Teamsters—ultimately to become by far the nation's largest union—flourished even in
right-to-work states. By the 1950s most observers agreed that Taft-Hartley was no more
disastrous for workers than the Wagner Act had been for employers. What ordinarily mattered
most in labor relations was not government laws such as Taft-Hartley but the relative power of
unions and management in the economic marketplace. Where unions were strong, they usually
managed all right; when they were weak, new laws did them little additional harm.29

Still, the success of Taft-Hartley revealed that the political power of organized labor was
waning. Although the law did not repeal the Wagner Act—the conservatives who wrote it
reaffirmed labor's basic right to bargain collectively—its passage exposed broad popular
suspicion of Big Labor that remained strong thereafter. Unions, despite sustained lobbying, failed
to secure revision of the law in the Democratic Congress of 1949—or even in the heady years of
liberal triumph in the mid-1960s.30

A third conflict of the late 1940s, so-called Operation Dixie, further revealed the limits of
labor power at the time. This was the quest of the CIO and the AFL, competing with one another,



to break the anti-union hold of employers in much of the South. The CIO spent $1 million and
took on 200 organizers at the peak of its efforts in 1946 and 1947. From the beginning, however,
Operation Dixie ran into determined opposition from state governments and from the textile
industry. Agricultural employers also fought forcefully against the effort. Anti-union leaders
appealed shamelessly to racist feelings by linking the CIO with efforts for desegregation, thereby
driving wedges between white and black workers. In Birmingham, Alabama, a major steel city,
white steel workers rejected an insurgent, largely black local of workers who organized under the
Communist-dominated Mine, Mill, and Smelter Workers Union. By the end of 1947 the hopes
for interracial steel union locals were all but vanishing in the South.31

By 1948 it was clear that Operation Dixie had failed completely. Indeed, unions enrolled
slightly smaller percentages of non-agricultural labor in the South in 1955—around 18 percent—
than they had in 1945. Equally worrisome to liberals, the failure exposed the enduring
divisiveness of race, which had managed—as so often in United States history—to damage the
potential for working-class solidarity. The lack of such solidarity, in turn, weakened liberal
southern politicians, who after 1947 faced an anti-union coalition of conservatives roused to
potitical action by Operation Dixie. Liberal office-holders who dared to present themselves as
pro-union racial moderates often went down to defeat—as Florida's Claude Pepper and North
Carolina's Frank Graham did in races for the United States Senate in 1950. Other political figures
concluded that they had to soft-pedal liberal ideas about unions and about blacks if they hoped to
stay in office.32

The struggle in Birmingham revealed the fourth, and sometimes nastiest, conflict that
damaged labor solidarity in the immediate postwar years. This was the battle between
Communist and anti-Communist union leaders.33 Corresponding with rising Cold War fears, it
simmered as early as the war years. By 1945 a number of unions, including the United Electrical
Workers, the International Longshoremen's Union, the National Maritime Union, and the Mine,
Mill, and Smelter Workers Union either had Communist leaders or followed the Soviet party line
on political and economic issues. Most of these were in the CIO. In all, twelve of thirty-five CIO
affiliates in 1946 had a Communist or strongly pro-Soviet leadership. Nearly a million workers
(most of them non-Communist) belonged to these unions.34

By this time most leading labor figures, including Reuther, Meany, and Murray, had fought
many battles with Communist unionists. So had others on the non-Communist Left, including
Socialists. All these leaders believed that Communists, parroting the Soviet party line, sought to
seize control for their own sectarian purposes. In 1947 and 1948 these internal struggles became
bitter and occasionally violent, leading Murray to tell the CIO executive board, "If communism
is an issue in your unions, throw it to hell out, and throw its advocates out along with it." In 1949
he called Communists "sulking cowards," "apostles of hate," and "dirty, filthy traitors." With the
support of anti-Communist allies he expelled eleven unions, with 900,000 members, from the
CIO.35

Murray and his allies were right about one thing: Communist or pro-Communist leaders of
these unions generally followed the Soviet party line on a range of domestic and international
issues. In so doing they did not reflect the political views of most of the workers they were
representing, and they exposed the union movement as a whole to loud charges that it was "soft"



on Communism. For these reasons Murray and other top unionists decided to fight against
Communist influence. In expelling Communist officers, however, Murray and his allies acted
without much attention to democratic procedures. Some leaders of the purged unions, after all,
had been elected to office by democratic votes of their members. The purges also threw a number
of effective union organizers out of the movement and stifled internal discussion. As Paul
Jacobs, a union activist who reluctantly supported the expulsions, said later, the purges brought
"all serious debate within the CIO to a standstill. In some unions it became a habit to brand as a
Communist anyone who opposed the leaders."36

By mid-19 50 the Red Scare in unions had triumphed, leaving anti-Communists in firm control
of the labor movement in the United States. For this and other reasons, many unions operated
thereafter more as special interest groups than as supporters of broad-based liberal ideas such as
those that Reuther had emphasized in 1945. Strong within the Democratic party in industrial
areas, unions were also something of a prisoner of the party, unable to do much in politics
without it. In non-industrial areas—and among the masses of blacks, working women, and other
non-unionized Americans—they had little influence at all. To committed social reformers in the
United States, the stagnation of organized labor by 1950 was both cause and consequence of a
broader political stalemate that blocked liberal goals at the time.37

IN 1945 IT WAS  NOT altogether easy to predict the development of such a stalemate. On
the contrary, some signs suggested that liberals might advance. The Democrats after all,
continued to have a clear majority of the electorate, having grown mightily under the leadership
of Roosevelt and the New Deal. They could count on the allegiance, some of it strong in those
days of intense partisan loyalties, of large majorities of politically numerous people: blacks, poor
farmers, blue-collar workers, unionists, Jews, and Catholics. Of course, there were reasons for
Democrats to be concerned. Voter turnouts favoring Democrats, after rising in the 1930s, had
fallen again during the war. Truman, although a loyal New Dealer, was an uncertain political
quantity as a leader. And Republicans enjoyed the backing of most businessmen; with the aid of
conservative Democrats the GOP had blocked New Deal measures in Congress since the late
1930s. Still, conservatives seemed to be in a minority among the electorate; the Democratic-
dominated political universe looked stable in 1945.

Popular willingness to call on the State, a source of liberal social policies since the 1930s, also
seemed to grow during the war. As passage of the GI Bill of Rights suggested, a sense of rights-
consciousness had grown during the previous decade.38 By 1945, the majority of people accepted
the once heretical ideas that government had a responsibility to fight unemployment, that
economists and other "experts" had the know-how to manage economic life, even that short-term
governmental deficits were tolerable in times of distress.39 Total federal spending rose from
around $9 billion in 1939 to $95 billion in 1945; expenditures during the war years were twice
the total spent during the previous 150 years of United States history. This did not mean that
Americans accepted or even understood the often arcane ideas of liberal economists like John
Maynard Keynes, who had argued for compensatory public spending to relieve recessions. It did
mean, however, that people had developed a matter-of-fact appreciation of the larger role of the
federal government.40 Deficits, indeed, had been a fiscal reality since 1930, had mushroomed
during the war to a scarcely conceivable peak of $54 billion in 1943, and were widely believed to



have been an engine of wartime prosperity. After all, the gross national product (GNP) boomed at
the time, from $100 billion in current prices in 1939 to $212 billion in 1945.

The Supreme Court by 1945 had unambiguously accepted these ideas about the economic
obligations of the State. One case in point was Wickard v. Filburn in 1942, in which the Court
unanimously laid to rest any lingering doubts about the constitutionality of intrusive federal
management of the economy. It ruled that farmers who had agreed to federally determined
production quotas could be penalized if they grew wheat in excess of such quotas, even if they
used the excess only for home consumption.41 Comparably broad interpretations of the
commerce clause had sparked explosive disagreements as recently as the 1930s. After 1942,
however, they evoked virtually none at all. Then and later the Court, dominated by Roosevelt
appointees, endorsed expansive notions about governmental activism in economic matters.42

Americans seemed to support such governmental activity even when it came to taxation, which
grew dramatically during the war. In 1939 only 3.9 million Americans had paid individual
federal income taxes. At no time in the 1930s had this tax revenue amounted to more than 1.4
percent of GNP. Federal corporate taxes had never exceeded 1.6 percent. By 1943, 40.2 million
Americans paid federal income taxes, which had risen by then to 8.3 percent of GNP. Starting in
1944 Americans went along with the withholding of taxes—also a wartime innovation—as a
normal fact of life. After 1945 federal taxes dipped a little but never sank to prewar levels:
income taxes reached a postwar low of 5.9 percent of GNP in 1949, by which time 35.6 million
people were filing tax returns. Scarcely looking back, the nation went from a system of class
taxation to one of mass taxation during the war.43

With the advantages of hindsight, however, it is now clear that war-related growth in
government also had malignant consequences. As early as the mid-1930s Roosevelt had begun
making wider use of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) headed by J. Edgar Hoover.
Shrewd, deeply suspicious, a consummate bureaucratic infighter, Hoover had already developed
a number of carefully guarded special files, including an "Obscene File," a "Sex Deviate File,"
and other "Personal and Confidential" files that contained all manner of rumor, gossip, and
information about people. When FDR asked Hoover to investigate the activities of isolationists
and political opponents in 1940, the FBI went so far as to tap the phone of Harry Hopkins, FDR's
chief adviser. There is no evidence that all this skulduggery contributed to the war effort. What it
mainly did was vastly to increase Hoover's power, as well as his command of information that he
could use to silence potential opponents. The FBI was to become an extraordinarily dangerous
force in American politics after 1945.44

Some of the vengefulness that characterized the FBI pervaded postwar politics in general.
Optimists who thought that partisan rivalry was just politics as usual underestimated how bitterly
many Republicans (and conservatives generally) resented Roosevelt and the New Deal. Although
relatively few of these conservatives were prepared to turn back the clock by abolishing such
landmark legislation as Social Security, they hungered to regain political power after so many
years in the minority. Theirs was a politics of revenge that led easily to excesses of Red-baiting,
even during the war itself. FDR, in turn, hardly tried to conceal his contempt for conservative
rivals during much of the war. When he died in April 1945, many of his opponents quietly
exulted and regrouped to recapture the White House in 1948. Truman and most liberal Democrats



fought back with equal fervor. Partisanship flared as intensely in the late 1940s and early 1950s
as at any other time in modern United States history.

As passage of Taft-Hartley in 1947 made clear, conservatives possessed important assets in
these battles. One of these was the support of resurgent business leaders. This development, too,
owed much to the war, which pulled corporate leaders out of the self-doubt that possessed them
following the Crash and Depression. Large corporations benefited especially, garnering the lion's
share of lucrative, cost-plus defense contracts, renegotiating contracts to their advantage when
the contracts went badly, gaining ownership of patents achieved with the aid of government
subsidy, and buying government-owned factories for a song at the close of war. Many liberals
worried about the rise in corporate power during the war, but top government officials
acquiesced in it as a way of speeding up the war effort. "If you are going to . . . go to war . . . in a
capitalist country," Secretary of War Henry Stimson explained, "you had better let business make
money out of the process or business won't work."45

Stimson and others might well have pondered more fully a contemporary adage: "The hand
that signs the war contract is the hand that shapes the future." For the fact of the matter was that
the war accelerated development of what many later critics, President Dwight Eisenhower among
them, called a military-industrial complex. After the war many corporate leaders lost defense
contracts. But they had amassed considerable power and prestige in the war years, and they
reasserted themselves thereafter with uncommon relish, spending large sums on lobbying,
campaign finance, litigation, public relations, advertising, philanthropy, and sponsorship of
research in efforts to broaden their influence.

This was no corporate monolith. As always, American corporations competed vigorously with
one another. Many small businessmen resented bitterly the gains of big business during the war.
The National Association of Manufacturers, a leading conservative group, frequently clashed
with slightly more liberal business lobbies such as the Committee for Economic Development
and the United States Chamber of Commerce. Nor were business elites consistently successful in
the political arena. Often divided over particular issues, they were frequently clumsy at politics,
and they lost any number of battles over the years. But in most situations the leading corporate
figures of the postwar era were agreed in their opposition to expansion of the New Deal.46

America, one business spokesman said in 1944, must "rid the economy of injurious or
unnecessary regulation, as well as administration that is hostile or harmful," and pursue
"constructive fiscal, monetary, and other policies that provide a climate in which a private
enterprise system can flourish." In effect these leaders were pressing for a government that
would largely do the bidding of big business. In so doing they put together what one historian has
called "the largest and most systematic deployment of corporate power in the history of the
United States."47

ONE MAY STILL ASK  how these conservatively inclined groups succeeded in holding
Truman, union leaders, and liberal allies to stalemate in the late 1940s. A final answer is that the
economy was flourishing, thereby encouraging people to rely more on private effort than on
governmentally sponsored social changes.48

The relationship of economic growth to social policy is hardly simple or predictable. Take the



1960s for an example. The vitality of the market, which flourished throughout most of the 1940s
and 1950s, seemed so fantastic by the early 1960s that reformers, playing on ever-greater popular
expectations about the future of the economy, generated wide political support for government
social, and educational programs. After all, the economic pie seemed huge, and the country
seemed well able to afford a rise in social spending. Many liberals in the heady climate'of the
early 1960s even imagined that governmental programs, spurring the market, would virtually
eliminate poverty and discrimination.

A rather different scenario dominated the late 1940s, however. At that time economic growth
was only beginning to develop, and popular expectations, while rising, were considerably less
Utopian. As the compromises of labor unions revealed, the emergent prosperity of the immediate
postwar years slowly softened class conflicts and resentments. It also helped to moderate popular
pressure for State-sponsored liberal programs. Cautiously optimistic about the future, most
Americans did not think that government could—or should—intervene very far in economic
matters. Heeding the rhetoric of conservative interest groups, they believed instead that the
market (with only modest help from the State) would ordinarily manage on its own to promote
further economic growth. Many liberals, too, lowered their sights, hoping that fiscal tinkering—
adjusting spending, taxes, and interest rates—would be sufficient to fine-tune the economy and
assure expansion. They assumed that tougher measures such as more progressive taxation,
heightened anti-trust activity, long-range social planning, and stringent governmental regulation,
would not be necessary and might even be counter-productive.49

For all these reasons, the majority of politically influential Americans in the late 1940s (and
1950s) championed a social order that they believed rewarded individual effort and an economic
order that continued to be the most thoroughly commercialized in the world.50 They largely
accepted a political arena that was controlled by well-established interest groups: businessmen,
large commercial farmers, physicians, veterans, some unionized workers.51 The rise of "interest
group liberalism," as it has been called, dominated American politics after 1945.52 Much of the
time this led to turf wars between the groups and to political stalemate.

There were of course other reasons for the political stalemate of the late 1940s, high among
them the rise of Cold War issues to the top of the national agenda. By 1949 these issues had done
much to divert popular attention from social and economic reforms. But as early as 1946 the
stalemate was already fairly clear. Then and later the most socially progressive Americans
recognized ruefully that World War II had strengthened many of the conservative values and
interest groups of the prewar culture. With a buoyant economy beginning to erode memories of
the Great Depression, it was not an opportune time for dramatic political change.



3
Booms

 
Economic growth was indeed the most decisive force in the shaping of attitudes and expectations
in the postwar era. The prosperity of the period broadened gradually in the late 1940s,
accelerated in the 1950s, and soared to unimaginable heights in the 1960s. By then it was a boom
that astonished observers. One economist, writing about the twenty-five years following World
War II, put it simply by saying that this was a "quarter century of sustained growth at the highest
rates in recorded history." Former Prime Minister Edward Heath of Great Britain agreed,
observing that the United States at the time was enjoying "the greatest prosperity the world has
ever known."1

By almost any standards of measurement the postwar economic power and affluence of the
United States were indeed amazing. With 7 percent of the world's population in the late 1940s,
America possessed 42 percent of the world's income and accounted for half of the world's
manufacturing output. American workers produced 57 percent of the planet's steel, 43 percent of
electricity, 62 percent of oil, 80 percent of automobiles. Dominating the international economy
like a colossus, it had three-quarters of the world's gold supplies. Per capita income in the United
States in mid-1949, at $1,450, was much higher than in the next most prosperous group of
nations (Canada, Great Britain, New Zealand, Switzerland, and Sweden), at between $700 and
$900. Unemployment was estimated at 1.9 percent of the civilian labor force in 1945 and slightly
under 4 percent from 1946 through 1948. Urban Americans at that time consumed more than
3,000 calories in food per day, including about as many fruits and vegetables per capita as forty
years later. This caloric intake was around 50 percent higher than that of people in much of
western Europe.2

Social stability also seemed fairly well assured for Americans in the postwar era. Thanks to
strict immigration laws dating to the 1920s, few people in the 1940s worried that masses of
strangers would take away jobs or disrupt the social order.3 Although youth gangs troubled some
cities, most streets remained safe. Since the early 1930s, violent crime had fallen greatly in the
United States. The murder rate had halved by 1945. As became clear later, this situation was
abnormal, stemming in part from the fact that the United States had a relatively small cohort of
young men—those most prone to crime—at the time. This in turn was the result of a trend to
smaller families, which had developed earlier in the century, and of the war, which put the boys
in uniform and sent millions overseas. Later, when crime rates exploded in the 1960s, people
looked nostalgically to the 1940s, failing to realize the special demographic reasons that had
helped to make the low rates possible. Still, it was a fact that most neighborhoods were able to
control crime in the late 1940s; public disorder was only here and there a major worry.4

From the perspective of later years, it is clear that nostalgia for the late 1940s can be
misplaced in other ways, for millions of people—especially blacks and Mexican-Americans—
did not share in the blessings of prosperity. If there had been a "poverty rate" at that time, it
would have identified at least 40 million people, 30 percent of the population, as "poor" by the



standards of the era. Those standards, moreover, were harsher than in later years of higher
expectations about life. In 1947 one-third of American homes had no running water, two-fifths
had no flush toilets, three-fifths lacked central heat, and four-fifths were heated by coal or wood.
Most people lived in rented housing. They ate considerably less beef and chicken than would
later generations. Almost half worked at demanding physical tasks on farms, in factories, in
mines, or in construction.5 Working-class wives typically arose at 5:00 or 6:00 A.M. to begin a
day of labor that scarcely abated until they turned in at night.

Life on the farm continued to be especially hard. Mechanization, isolation, and poverty had
already driven millions of farmers and farm workers off the land in earlier decades of the
twentieth century. A total of 24.4 million Americans nonetheless depended on their livelihoods
from the soil in 1945, or 17.5 percent of the population. Beginning in the late 1940s, the current
of people fleeing from farm to town and city swelled into a flood—one of the most dramatic
demographic shifts of modern American history. By 1970 only 9.7 million people, or 4.8 percent
of the overall population, worked on the land. The number of farms fell from 5.9 million at the
close of World War II to 3 million twenty-five years later. 6 Those farmers who remained
included a small minority who enjoyed the bountiful benefits of governmentally supported large-
scale commercial agriculture. Highly organized politically, these magnates of agribusiness
amassed formidable power in Congress, where rural states of the South and West had ample
representation, especially in the Senate. Most smaller farmers, however, struggled to make a
living. And farm workers (many of them black or Hispanic) suffered from widespread
exploitation: their poverty rates remained much higher than the national average. There were
other languishing sectors of the American economy in these years—mining, for one—but none
that suffered more in the postwar years than small-scale agriculture.

Even American families with annual earnings around the median (slightly over $3,000 in
money income in 1947) lived carefully at that time. Many had vivid memories of the Depression
years, when it had been easy to fall over the cliff into ruin. These people saved what money they
could. Their children wore Keds, simple and inexpensive footwear. Playthings tended to be
uncomplicated: yo-yos, Mr. Potato Head kits, cheap board games. Fancy toys were anything that
required a battery. If the children had bikes, they were models with one speed. Few homes had
more than one radio or telephone. If the family took a vacation, it was likely to be nearby, not to
the Caribbean (and surely not to Europe). To want not in the early postwar years was to waste
not.

Still, the dominant, increasingly celebrated trend of these years was economic progress that
ultimately—in the 1950s and 1960s—shot millions of people into the ranks of the home-owning,
high-consuming, ever-better-educated middle classes. Poverty, while remaining more serious
than contemporaries recognized, declined steadily, falling to around 22 percent in 1959 (and to a
postwar low of 11 percent in 1973). Economic expansion, greatly accelerated during the war,
boosted many industries—notably aircraft, electrical and electronics firms, and chemicals.
Tobacco and food-processing companies made enormous gains. Developments during the war
unleashed a fantastically growing pharmaceuticals industry and hastened research that
culminated in the arrival of the first digital computer in 1946 and the transistor in 1947.7

Government spending greatly assisted this expansion. Although federal outlays declined from



$95.2 billion in fiscal 1945 to a postwar low of $36.5 million in 1948, they remained much
higher than prewar levels—only $9.4 billion in 1939—and they then rose again, to $43.1 billion
by the outset of the Korean War in 1950.8 State and local spending, meanwhile, more than
doubled between 1945 and 1948, to $21.3 billion in 1948. Much of this went to support schools
and road-building. And private investment boomed, especially in science and technology. The
number of scientists and engineers engaged in industrial research leapt from fewer than 50,000 in
1946 to around 300,000 fifteen years later.9 Finally, the United States had a hard-working labor
force. All these assets accounted for perhaps the most revealing statistic of all: gains in
productivity. Output per employee increased by a remarkable 3.3 percent per year between 1947
and 1965, compared to rates of between 2 and 2.5 percent between 1900 and 1940 (and 1.4
percent between 1973 and 1977).10

Impressive as such economic statistics are, they cannot convey the broader, though admittedly
hard to quantify, sense of well-being that the majority of Americans were beginning to feel by
the late 1940s.11 These feelings reflected real improvements: the average American of the late
1940s earned more in real dollars, ate better, lived more comfortably, and stayed alive longer
than his or her parents. Increases in earnings during the war, along with savings (totaling an
enormous $140 billion in 1945) set this stage. Having money meant having the chance to buy
more things, conferring on people a wonderful sense of entitlement that many had been deprived
of in the 1930s and even in the early 1940s. Some younger people became so optimistic that they
boldly went into debt, sure that they would do well enough to pay it off in the future. Most of
their parents, especially in the working classes, found this attitude almost incomprehensible. As
the boom psychology spread it may even have made people work harder, thereby benefiting the
economy as a whole. In any event, the mood among the ever-larger middle classes was positive.
Americans felt increasingly flush as the years passed.

Millions of people in the late 1940s also thought that the American dream was alive and well.
This was not a dream of rags to riches; few sensible citizens had ever imagined that. Nor did it
imagine the abolition of privileges and special distinctions: Americans at that time, as earlier,
tolerated open and unapologetic rankings in schools, in the military, in job descriptions. Rather,
it was defined by the belief that hard work would enable a person to rise in society and that
children would do better in life than parents. The United States was indeed the land of
opportunity and high expectations.12

The dream rested also on a widespread sense among white Americans that the United States
did not suffer from a rigid, impermeable class structure. Some working-class people, to be sure,
were keenly aware of continuing class distinctions and held an "us" versus "them" attitude
characteristic of European peasant societies. Many others clung to their ethnic, working-class
subcultures. Perceiving schools as dominated by "outsiders," these people were cool to the very
American faith that education could or should lead to individual advancement. Work was
something one did, not a way to personal "careers." Folks like these resented young people who
tried to break away from the neighborhood and strike out on their own. They especially believed
in sticking close to the extended family.13 But even these people were likely to believe that
American society offered opportunities—acquiring property, for instance—to the person with
spunk and drive.14



Many forces sustained this faith in economic opportunity, the core of the American dream: the
fantastic material abundance of the country, the egalitarian ideals of the American Revolution,
the high aspirations of energetic and entrepreneurial immigrants, the existence (for whites) of
political rights, the real possibility of getting ahead. All these forces had historically made
Americans a restless, enterprising, and geographically mobile people. In the postwar years this
mobility may have declined a little, mainly owing to increased home-ownership. But the United
States continued to be—along with other "new immigrant" societies such as Canada and
Australia—the most geographically mobile country in the world. From the 1940s to the 1970s
roughly 20 percent of Americans changed residence every year.15

The dream depended finally on the sense that social mobility, too, was possible. Rags to riches
made no sense, but rags to respectability did. Whether this belief represented reality depends on
one's standards of measurement. Studies of twentieth-century income distribution, for instance,
tend to show high levels of inequality, as measured by the percentage of income controlled by
various percentiles of the income pyramid. The money income of the wealthiest 5 percent of
American families (and unrelated individuals) in 1947 was 19 percent of the national total; the
richest 20 percent had 46 percent of income ; the lowest 20 percent had 3.5 percent. Studies of
the mobility of individuals, however, reveal a vast amount of movement up (and down) the
income scale.16 Millions of optimistic Americans, especially younger people, thought that they
could get ahead.

These were years, too, of grander expectations about the blessings of science, technology, and
expertise in general. Many scientists were certain that the harnessing of atomic energy had all
sorts of beneficial peacetime possibilities, ranging from use as a cheap source of power to
medical "breakthroughs." Faith in medicine and in the goodness of physicians rose dramatically
among the middle classes who could afford them. The war, after all, had seen the introduction of
"wonder drugs" such as streptomycin and penicillin; now it was time to conquer other dread
diseases, such as polio and cancer. A few days after the bombing of Nagasaki, executives of
General Motors announced a $4 million grant to Memorial Hospital in New York, to establish the
Sloan-Kettering Institute for Cancer Research there.17 "The automobile industry," they said,
"starting from nothing has developed into one of our greatest industries. We should like to place
at the disposal of the medical profession, which has done and is doing such a magnificent job,
any of our particular type of research techniques which it feels can be used advantageously to
help it to conquer this so-called 'incurable' disease."18

Nowhere was this faith in progress more clear than in the area of education. Public schools, of
course, had long been celebrated as central to the American dream. But there had always been a
good deal of idle lip service to this ideal, and it is striking to recall the more prosaic reality of
American education in the early 1940s. According to the 1940 census, only one-third of the 74.8
million Americans who were 25 years of age or older at that time had gone beyond the eighth
grade. Only one-fourth were high school graduates; one-twentieth had graduated from four-year
colleges or universities.19 Teenagers by that time were staying in school much longer than their
elders had, but still only 49 percent of 17-year-olds graduated from high school. Class and racial
distinctions remained sharp. Most black children in the South struggled to learn in segregated
and poorly financed institutions, taking instruction from teachers who commonly earned less



than $600 per year.

The war did not improve things much, if at all. Thanks to wartime interruptions, a slightly
smaller percentage of 17-year-olds (47.4 percent) graduated from high school in 1946 than had
done so before the war. Some 350,000 teachers had left their jobs for the service or better jobs.
Advocates of better schools complained that teachers earned less on the average than truck
drivers, garbage collectors, or bartenders.20 The United States spent a smaller percentage of its
national income on schools than did either Great Britain or the Soviet Union. By 1945 teacher
morale was reported to have hit an all-time low, and by 1946 teachers' strikes, heretofore
scarcely imaginable, were beginning to break out.21

Some of this improved—and suddenly—after the war. A key to the change was passage of the
GI Bill of Rights in 1944.22 This was a remarkably broad piece of legislation, which not only
offered veterans aid in purchasing housing, and loans to start businesses, but also provided
monthly stipends for veterans who wanted help with educational costs. These stipends were not
huge: $65 per month at first for single veterans, $90 for those with dependents, and a maximum
of $500 per year for tuition and books. But they were a real inducement, especially for veterans
with savings, and millions jumped at the opportunity. By 1956, when the programs ended, 7.8
million veterans, approximately 50 percent of all who had served, had taken part. A total of 2.2
million (97.1 percent of them men) went to colleges, 3.5 million to technical schools below the
college level, and 700,000 to agricultural instruction on farms. The GI Bill spent $14.5 billion, a
huge sum in those years, for educational benefits between 1944 and 1956.23

The GI Bill indeed promoted an educational boom. Colleges and universities were nearly
swamped by the change; almost 497,000 Americans (329,000 of them men) received university
degrees in the academic year 1949–50, compared to 216,500 in 1940. The influx jolted faculty
and administrators, who had to reach out beyond the predominantly upper-middle-class young
people whom they previously had served, to deal with older students, to offer married housing, to
accelerate instruction, and to provide a range of more practical, career-oriented courses. The GI
Bill was almost certainly worth it economically, helping millions of Americans to acquire skills
and technical training, to move ahead in life, and therefore to return in income taxes the money
advanced to them by the government. It was the most significant development in the modern
history of American education.

Predictably there were voices that dissented from the chorus of hosannas about educational
progress. A few universities swelled to previously unimaginable size: as early as 1948, ten of
them enrolled 20,000 students or more. These were no longer "villages with priests" but
impersonal and bureaucratic "multi-versities."24 Some of the science faculties at leading
universities such as MIT and Stanford relied so heavily on military funding that it was fair to
speak of them as part of a "military-industrial-academic complex."25Time magazine asked in
1946, "Is the military about to take over U. S. science lock, stock, and barrel, calling the tune for
U.S. universities and signing up the best scientists for work fundamentally aimed at military
results?"26

Critics also decried changes at the secondary level, especially what they thought was the anti-
intellectual focus on non-academic "life adjustment" courses pushed by "progressive" educators.



In Denver, Colorado, high school students took part in a unit on "What is expected of a boy on a
date?" It dealt with matters such as "Do girls want to pet?" In Des Moines, Iowa, teachers
presented "correct social usage" as part of a course in "Developing an Effective Personality."
Advocates of such courses maintained that they taught socially acceptable behavior. Critics, who
grew louder in the 1950s, retorted that schools were abandoning rigorous academic standards and
"dumbing down" the curricula.27

It is hard to determine whether criticisms such as these applied to the majority of public
schools in the 1940s. There has always been an extraordinary amount of uninformed opinion
about what actually goes on in the widely varying classrooms of American public schools.
Critics, however, were on target in complaining about educational inequality: educational
spending, which depended mainly on local property taxes, varied enormously. Middle-class and
upper-middle-class school districts spent much more money per student than did working-class
or lower-class districts. Black communities, especially in the South, received far less money than
white areas. Liberal interest groups such as the National Education Association stepped up
pressure for federal aid that would reduce such inequalities, but they ran into a number of
obstacles—ideological, fiscal, racial, and otherwise—in Congress. No such bill passed until the
1960s.

These were valid complaints that rang true decades later. But more optimistic voices
dominated public discussion about education in the early postwar years. Contemporary news
stories rejoiced over the extraordinary growth in higher education and over the apparently
broader popular support for schools. Per pupil spending for public education more than doubled
between 1944 and 1950. Optimists were also happy about the steady rise in the number and
percentage of teenagers who completed high school (up to 57.4 percent in 1950). They predicted
—correctly, as it turned out—that these trends would continue: by 1970, 75.6 percent of 17-year-
olds were graduating from high school, and nearly 48 percent of 18-year-olds were enrolled in
some kind of college or university. If these optimists confused quantitative growth with
qualitative improvement, that was understandable. Americans tend to do that. But their optimism
was catching. The astonishing growth of education in the late 1940s (and thereafter) seemed yet
another sign that the American dream was alive and well.

THESE WERE ABOVE ALL  years of nearly unimaginable consumption of goods. As the
historian Fred Siegel pointed out, "A good deal of what had once seemed science fiction became
everyday life." In the five years after the war Americans were presented with such new items as
the automatic car transmission, the electric clothes dryer, the long-playing record, the Polaroid
camera, and the automatic garbage disposal unit. Rising numbers of people were buying vacuum
cleaners, refrigerators, electric ranges, and freezers. Millions bought frozen foods, which were
marketed widely for the first time. It was a booming new age of "wonder" fibers and plastics:
nylon for clothing, cheap food wraps, light new Styrofoam containers, inexpensive vinyl floor
coverings, and a wide array of plastic toys.28 Between 1939 and 1948 clothing sales jumped
three-fold, furniture four-fold, jewelry four-fold, liquor five-fold, household appliances,
including TV, five-fold.

The postwar years were an automobile age on an unprecedented scale. New car sales in 1945
totaled 69,500. In 1946 they leaped to 2.1 million, in 1949 to 5.1 million, a figure that broke the



record of 4.5 million set in 1929. Sales kept going up, to 6.7 million in 1950 and to 7.9 million in
1955. Very few of these cars (only 16,336 in 1950) were foreign-made, just 300 of them
Volkswagens. Americans instead liked big, roomy automobiles with powerful eight-cylinder,
100-horsepower engines, sealed-beam headlights, radios, and heaters. Most of these came from
the Big Three: General Motors, Ford, and Chrysler. Their cars were not cheap, considering
family incomes. New Chevrolets and Fords started at around $1,300, around two-fifths of median
family income at the time.29 The buying nonetheless went on, with most Americans purchasing
new cars at full list prices. Many buyers slipped extra cash to dealers in hopes of assuring prompt
delivery. By 1950 there were 40.3 million cars registered to 39.9 million families. 30

By then the boom in automobiles was threatening the financial health of downtown retail
districts and hotels, reducing ridership of buses and urban mass transit, and badly damaging the
already fragile railroad industry. It was doing wonders, however, for the oil business, gasoline
stations, roadside hotels and restaurants, the trucking industry, and highway departments, which
received massive federal aid by the late 1950s. The boom also started the runaway spread of
suburban shopping centers; there were eight of these in 1946, and more than 4,000 by the late
1950s.31 As in the 1920s, but on a much larger scale, automobiles not only hastened the adoption
of new patterns of living; they also did much to stimulate the remarkable economic growth of the
era.

The amazing growth of the automobile industry helped drive another powerful engine of
economic growth: construction. Some of this building was in cities, especially on the rapidly
growing West Coast, where millions of servicemen and their families had discovered the
blessings of warm-weather living. Some was construction of apartment or urban public housing
for the poor, which received a modest boost from congressional subsidization in 1949. Much of
the building, however, was of single-family homes in suburbs. The number of new single-family
homes started in 1944 had been 114,000. This rose to 937,000 in 1946 and to nearly 1.7 million
in 1950.32 Some 15 million housing units were constructed in the United States between 1945
and 1955, leading to historic highs in home-owning. By 1960, 60 percent of American families
owned their own homes, compared to slightly fewer than 50 percent in 1945.33

The government had much to do with this boom. Congress authorized increased spending for
home loans by the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) and the Veterans Administration
(VA). The terms that these agencies offered were extraordinarily generous, especially by contrast
to the policies of private bankers before the war. Then, prospective home-buyers had often had to
put down substantial down payments, of 50 percent or more, and to pay off mortgages in a short
time, often ten years. The FHA and VA revolutionized the old system, offering mortgages of up
to 90 percent of the value of the home and allowing up to thirty years to pay them off. Interest
rates on the mortgages were normally around 4 to 4.5 percent. The VA permitted many veterans
to purchase homes with virtually no down payment. By 1950 these two agencies were insuring 36
percent of all new non-farm mortgages; by 1955 they were handling 41 percent.34

Private builders tried eagerly to meet the apparently insatiable demand for new housing. Some
had vast ambitions, as did the developers of Park Forest outside of Chicago: it was a planned city
for 30,000 people. But no builders were more renowned than William Levitt, an enterprising
salesman, and his brother Alfred, an architect. They had been small-scale builders until World



War II, when they witnessed the fantastic gains in productivity associated with assembly line
techniques. After the war they applied their expertise to the mass production of suburban
housing. Their lumber came from forests they had purchased; they also made their own nails and
cement. They hired non-union workers so as avoid strikes and paid them well above prevailing
wage scales. The Levitts formed these workers into as many as twenty-seven teams, each with a
carefully defined task. At peak the teams, using pre-assembled materials, including plumbing
systems, could put up a house in sixteen minutes. Their first "Levit-town" sprang up on onetime
potato fields thirty miles from New York City near Hempstead, Long Island. This was then—and
remained fifty years later—the largest single housing development erected at one time by an
American builder. It had 17,000 homes, which accommodated more than 80,000 residents. The
Long Island Levittown also featured seven village greens and shopping centers, fourteen
playgrounds, nine swimming pools, two bowling alleys, and a town hall. The Levitts sold land at
cost for schools and donated space for churches and fire stations. Other Levittowns, the biggest
of which were near Bucks County, Pennsylvania, and Willingboro, New Jersey, were almost as
vast.35

Levittowners got the buy of the century. The Levitts' early basic model (slightly larger and
more expensive by the late 1940s) cost $7,990. This was a little more than two and one-half
times the median family income at the time and $1,500 or so less than buyers would have had to
pay elsewhere for comparable housing. Purchasers using the FHA or the VA had little problem
making down payments, which tended to be around $90, or managing payments, which were in
the range of $58 per month for twenty-five years. When houses were placed on sale, people lined
up in advance the night before, as if waiting for World Series tickets. What they acquired for
their patience was first of all a 60' by 100' lot on which were planted small fruit trees or
evergreens. Lot sizes were nearly twice as big as those in most turn-of-the-century "streetcar
suburbs."36 Buyers also got a four-and-one-half-room, two-story house 25' by 30' in dimension
and Cape Cod in style: kitchen, living room, two bedrooms, bathroom, and expandable attic.
Later models had a carport. The houses were well constructed and generous for that time in their
amenities. The Levitts laid the houses on concrete slabs, from which copper coils provided
radiant central heating, and included built-in bookcases, closets, and eight-inch Bendix television
sets, as well as refrigerators, stoves, fireplaces, and washing machines.

The Levitts understandably attracted reams of public notice, but they were only the most well-
known of builders in a virtual paradise for suburban developers at the time. Suburbs had existed
long before the 1940s. But they had spread relatively slowly until then, housing 17 percent of the
population in 1920 and still only 20 percent in 1940. By 1960, 33 percent of Americans lived in
what the Census Bureau defined as suburban areas. During the early postwar years some central
cities in the West and Southwest grew substantially. But many other American cities expanded
only a little, and some, including New York and Chicago, did not grow at all. Instead, Americans
were streaming into the suburbs, some of whose populations increased at rates of 50 to 100
percent in these years.37

Such a spectacular development as suburbanization inevitably invited widespread attention,
some of it hostile. Critics deplored the early suburban landscapes without tall trees and the
absence of life on the streets. Suburbs, they said, were built for cars, not for the interaction of



people: the front of many suburban houses was a garage. There was little place in most of the
new suburbs for older folk, and intergenerational extended families and neighborhoods were
thought to suffer.38 Critics especially yearned for a greater mix in the new suburbs of residential
and non-residential areas—little shops, corner drugstores, cafes and restaurants—that existed in
more varied or colorful urban neighborhoods. They objected to the essential sameness of the
houses: "ticky-tacky, all in a row," the folksinger Malvina Reynolds later said.

Opponents of suburban development disliked above all the forced conformity that they
claimed to find in some of these places. Levittown rules at first required home-owners to mow
their lawns every week, forbade the building of fences, and outlawed the hanging of wash outside
on weekends. Lewis Mumford, a sharp-tongued critic, was especially appalled by the passing of
"community" that he found in more pluralistic urban neighborhoods. Places like Levittown, he
thought, were bland, conformist, inhuman nightmares. When he first saw Levittown in Long
Island, he was said to have pronounced that it would become an "instant slum." In 1961 he
denounced the

multitude of uniform, unidentifiable houses lined up inflexibly, at uniform distances, on
uniform roads, in a treeless communal waste, inhabited by people of the same class, the
same income, the same age group, witnessing the same television performances, eating the
same tasteless pre-fabricated foods, from the same freezers, conforming in every outward
and inward respect to the same common mold.39

 
A more serious criticism deplored the racial exclusiveness of many suburban developments.

This exclusiveness tightened a "white noose" around minorities in many American cities.40

Blacks were barred from the Levittowns, and people who rented out their homes there were told
to specify that the premises were not to be "used or occupied by any person other than members
of the Caucasian race."41 Other suburbs relied on zoning or on restrictive covenants, even after
the Supreme Court had stripped such covenants of legal standing in the courts. Racist patterns set
at that time persisted long after civil rights activity changed much else in America: the 1990
census showed that there were only 127 African-Americans in the Levittown, Long Island,
population of more than 400,000. The United States, blacks then complained, had become a
nation of "chocolate cities and vanilla suburbs."42

Critics of racial policies in Levittowns thoroughly angered the builder. "The Negroes in
America," William Levitt explained,

are trying to do in 400 years what the Jews in the world have not wholly accomplished in
600 years. As a Jew I have no room in my mind or heart for racial prejudice. But . . . I have
come to know that if we sell one house to a Negro family, then 90 or 95 percent of our white
customers will not buy into the community. That is their attitude, not ours. . . . As a
company our position is simply this: we can solve a housing problem, or we can try to solve
a racial problem, but we cannot combine the two.43

 
Levitt's defense was of course cold comfort to black people. But he was surely correct about



white attitudes. Other developers and realtors, fearing to challenge similar attitudes, did as Levitt
did. Racial segregation of American neighborhoods was virtually ubiquitous, especially in the
new suburbs, and harder to change than any other aspect of race relations. It reflected a culturally
powerful desire of people to have neighbors like themselves—similar in class as well as race.
Most of the postwar suburban developments were indeed homogeneous economically, whether
stable working-class like the Levittowns, middle-class like much of Park Forest, or upper-
middle-class.

Critics were unfair to single out suburban developers as the main cause of subsequent urban
decay, especially in those central city areas that became a dumping ground for poverty-stricken
minority groups. True, suburbs drained many cities, especially in the East and Midwest, of
middle-class people and of urban tax bases. Downtown merchants complained bitterly about the
new suburban developments and malls. So did central city movie operators, who lost business as
early as 1947: suburbs (and the contemporaneous baby boom, which kept people at home), not
TV, killed the downtown movie palaces. 44 But residential movement has had a long history, and
suburban growth would have occurred in the more prosperous postwar era with or without the
FHA, the VA, or entrepreneurs like the Levitts. 45 This is because people who can afford to—and
many more could in the postwar era—seem naturally to desire lots of space around them. Some
moved to the Levittowns of the world to get more house for the money, others to escape urban
problems, others to find new and better schools. Most sought greater privacy and autonomy; they
were not "conformists."46

Levittowners, and others who moved in the millions to suburbs in the postwar years, pulled up
stakes, finally, because they were seeking a more satisfying family life. Most were very glad that
they did. As one perceptive scholar concluded, Levittown "permits most of its residents to be
what they want to be—to center their lives around the home and the family, to be among
neighbors whom they can trust, to find friends to share leisure hours, to participate in
organizations that provide sociability and the opportunity to be of service to others."47 A Long
Island Levittowner remembered forty-seven years later the thrill of moving from a furnished
apartment in Brooklyn. "We were proud," he recalled. "It was a wonderful community—and still
is."48

The quest for a satisfying family life indeed proved strong during the postwar years. As early
as 1940, marriage rates, which had been low throughout the hard times of the 1930s, moved
upward.49 They peaked in 1946, when 2.2 million couples said their vows. This was a record that
stood for thirty-three years. Though the rate then tailed off a bit, it remained high into the early
1950s. Divorce rates, which had increased fairly steadily since 1900, exploded to record highs in
1945–46, dropped sharply thereafter, and remained low until the mid-1960s.50 This was a
striking, unanticipated reversal of what had seemed to be a long-range trend.

The baby boom that ensued was perhaps the most amazing social trend of the postwar era.
Demographers, aware of long-term declines in fertility in the United States (and in other urban-
industrial nations), thought that the relatively small cohort born in the 1920s and the very small
cohort born in the Depression years would not produce a boom in the 1940s and 1950s. They
therefore expected at most a short-term blip in child-bearing following the war.51 But birth rates
("furlough babies") rose in 1942 and 1943. And then: the boom. In May 1946, nine months after



V-J Day, births increased from a low in February of 206,387 to 233,452. In June they rose again,
to 242,302. By October they numbered 339,499 and were occurring at a record rate. Landon
Jones, historian of the boom, notes that "the cry of the baby was heard across the land."52 By the
end of the year an all-time high number of 3.4 million babies had been born, 20 percent more
than in 1945. They came in time to abet the sales of a new book, one of the nation's great
publishing success stories: The Common Sense Book of Baby and Child Care by Benjamin Spock,
M.D.

The babies kept on arriving: 3.8 million in 1947, 3.9 million by 1952, and more than 4 million
every year from 1954 through 1964, when the boom finally subsided. Birth rates—estimated total
live births per 1,000 population—had ranged between 18.4 and 19.4 per year between 1932 and
1940. They rose to a postwar peak in 1947 of 26.6, the highest since 1921, stayed at 24.0 or
higher from then until 1959, and were still at 21.0 in 1964, after which the rates dropped to 1930s
levels. The total number of babies born between 1946 and 1964 was 76.4 million, or almost two-
fifths of the population in 1964 of 192 million.

Historians and demographers have offered a range of explanations for this astonishing
interruption of long-range trends. One hypothesis sees it as the result of a quest for "normalcy"
immediately after the war. This explanation fails to account for the increase of the early 1940s or
for the duration of it after 1946 into the early 1960s. A second theory points to wartime
propaganda by the Office of War Information and other government agencies that called for
Americans to build up the population. This explanation, however, tends to see people as tools and
understates the depth of yearning by young adults for marriage and children. A third hypothesis
accounts for the postwar boom by seeing it as part of a quest by Americans for psychological
security (and by men to keep women at home) amid the fears and tensions of the atomic, Cold
War age. This view, too, is both facile and conspiratorial.53

The boom in fact happened mainly because of decisions made by two different groups of
Americans in these years. The first, who played a major role in the immediate postwar boom,
were older Americans who had been forced by the Depression and World War II to delay
marriage and child-rearing. Fertility for women in this group increased greatly after 1945. The
second group, which accounted for the remarkable duration of the boom, was composed of
younger folk, in their late teens or early twenties in the late 1940s. These people were more
likely to marry than young people had been in the 1930s; by 1960, 93 percent of women over 30
were or had been married, as opposed to 85 percent in 1940. They tended to marry younger; the
average age of marriage for women dropped from 21.5 years in 1940 to a low of 20.1 in 1956.
They were more likely to have children; 15 percent of married women had remained childless in
the 1930s, compared to only 8 percent in the 1950s. And they gave birth earlier in their
marriages; first children were born an average of thirteen months following matrimony by the
late 1950s, as opposed to an average of two years in the 1930s.54 The boom was not the result of
parents having huge families, but rather of so many people deciding to marry young, to start a
larger family quickly, and to have two, three, or four children in rapid succession.

Why did these groups act as they did? The behavior of the older parents was fairly easy to
understand: deprived of "conventional" family life by the Depression, they sought to "catch up"
in the 1940s. The younger cohorts, especially those who reached child-bearing age in the 1950s,



often recalled no such deprivations, yet they seemed to yearn for marriage and children. This
yearning appears to have been especially deep among men; women, after all, were the ones who
shouldered most of the burden of child-rearing. But most women, too, seemed content enough
with their decisions at that time. Many of these young adults may have have sought familial
intimacy in order to cope with the pressures of an increasingly complex and bureaucratic world.

The most satisfactory explanation of the boom is offered by Jones, who highlights the "great
expectations" of the younger generation at the time. Not only the veterans but also their younger
brothers and sisters maturing in the next few years developed rising aspirations amid the
increasingly prosperous economic climate of the 1940s and 1950s. Most of them knew that they
were better off, relatively speaking, than their parents had been at their age. They sensed that
they could afford to marry, buy a house, start a family, and educate their children.55 In this way
as in so many others, the health of the economy—as well as optimistic perceptions of continuing
prosperity—drove social change in postwar America.

No economic interpretation, of course, can entirely explain why large numbers of people
decide to marry and have families. Black women, most of them very poor, continued to have
considerably higher birth rates (averaging around 34 from the late 1940s to 1960) than white
women. But the increasingly exuberant spirit of the age clearly was important. The biggest jumps
in fertility occurred among well-educated white women with medium to high incomes.
Demographers point out also that the only societies experiencing baby booms at that time, aside
from the United States, were other dynamic, fairly prosperous nations with comparable moods of
"high expectations": Canada, New Zealand, and Australia.56

The baby boom was in some ways cause as well as consequence of prosperity in the postwar
years. The rise in births unleashed a dynamic "juvenile market," especially for producers of toys,
candy, gum, records, children's clothes, washing machines, lawn and porch furniture, televisions,
and all manner of household "labor-saving" devices. It helped drive the surge in suburban home-
building and automobile-buying, as well as a gradual boom in school construction.57 Diapers
alone were a $50 million business by 1957. The juvenile market peaked around that time at
approximately $33 billion a year.58Life magazine in 1958 ran a cover story under a banner
headline, KIDS: BUILT-IN RECESSION CURE—HOW  4,000,000 A YEAR MAKE MILLIONS IN BUSINESS . The
story estimated that an infant was a prodigious customer, "a potential market for $800 worth of
products." While in the hospital, the baby had "already rung up $450 in medical expenses." Four-
year-olds represented a "backlog of business orders that will take two decades to fulfill."59

By that time the phrase "baby boom generation" was common. Demographers and journalists
have subsequently been fascinated by it, seeing the boom as a "cutting edge" of social change, a
"Goliath generation stumbling awkwardly into the future," a "pig in a python" that bulged
through many decades thereafter.60 The phrase is in some ways fairly clumsy. To generalize
about a "generation," as if sharp differences of class, race, gender, and region did not exist within
an age cohort, is foolish. Were people born in 1946 so sharply distinguishable (except in
numbers) from people born in 1945? Moreover, the span of years from 1946 to 1964 obviously
covers a good deal of ground. Early "baby boomers" had very different life experiences from
later ones. Americans born in 1946 confronted the turmoil of the 1960s and of the Vietnam War.
Most of them entered a job market that was attractive in part because of prosperity, which



persisted until the early 1970s, and in part because there was a relatively small cohort of older
people ahead of them. Boomers born in 1956, by contrast, entered the world of work in the mid-
to late 1970s. These were recession years, made all the more traumatic for job-seekers because
millions of older boomers ahead of them clogged up the employment market.

It is also clear, mainly in retrospect, that the baby boom years were hardly the untroubled
years of domesticity that television shows such as "The Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet" made
them out to be. As the increase in female employment indicated, millions of married women
could not afford the luxury—or endure the routine—of staying at home full-time. Millions of
children, with both father and mother off at work, saw less of their parents than did the happy
young boys of "Leave It to Beaver," another TV celebration of postwar domestic life. Families,
moreover, continued to encounter not only the unavoidable, day-to-day stresses that have
characterized all households throughout history but also the strains that accompanied the
scrambling quest for security, advancement, and consumption in the postwar age. Meanwhile, the
sexual revolution was quietly but steadily advancing, inciting innumerable conflicts between
young people and between them and their parents. By the 1950s newspapers and magazines were
carrying headlines about rising juvenile delinquency, "peer group pressures," and even a "youth
culture" (though consisting mostly at that time of children born before 1946) that threatened to
reject the older generation. Many of these stories rested on dubious and often exaggerated
generalizations; rates of juvenile delinquency, for instance, were not on the rise. But some of the
stories, such as many of those concerning sexual behavior, did not. The articles suggested trends
that became obvious when the baby boomers came of age in the 1960s: family life in the 1940s
and 1950s was considerably more complicated and less idyllic than nostalgia-mongers have
cared to admit.61

Still, these problems became widely appreciated only later. In the late 1940s the baby boom
excited contemporaries. Resting in part on postwar affluence, it promoted still greater prosperity
and fed the huge rise of suburbia. And the divorce rate did decline, suggesting to many optimists
that the durable two-parent family with children was a norm that would become stronger than
ever. Although it later became clear that these developments were an anomalous interlude amid
more lasting historical social trends that resumed in the 1960s (later marriages, lower birth rates,
smaller families, ever-higher divorce rates), that was far from obvious before 1950, or even
1960. On the contrary, the baby boom symbolized a broader "boom" mentality of many younger
Americans, especially whites and the ever-larger numbers of people moving upward into the
middle classes. They were developing expectations that grew grander and grander over time.



4
Grand Expectations About the World

 
World War II did more than usher in unparalleled prosperity for the United States. It transformed
America's foreign relations. The war devastated the Axis nations, which took years to recover. It
also savaged America's allies, including the Soviet Union, which lost an estimated 25 million
people during six years of fighting. Alone of the world's great powers the United States emerged
immeasurably stronger, both absolutely and relatively, from the carnage. In a new balance of
power it was a colossus on the international stage.

Few Americans at the end of the war fully understood how vast a role the United States would
play on this stage in the future. Top policymakers at first did not talk much about a Pax
Americana, about "worldwide Communist expansion," or even about the "American Century" that
Henry Luce had anticipated in 1941. But it was obvious that advances in air power, rocketry, and
atomic weapons ended America's history of relatively free security, and that the United States
might have to fill at least part of the postwar power vacuum. Most political leaders recognized
that they lived on an interconnected planet, in which a spark in one corner of the world could
ignite explosions in many other corners. America, Secretary of War Stimson observed, could
"never again be an island to itself. No private program and no public policy, in any sector of our
national life, can now escape from the compelling fact that if it is not framed with reference to
the world, it is framed with perfect futility."1

After 1945 this recognition dominated official American approaches to the world. But it was a
recognition that arrived somewhat rudely forced on a reluctant nation by the dramatic events of
the era. The change was indeed rapid. As late as 1938 Romania had supported a larger army than
did the United States. Until the war America had only a few cryptographers and no national
intelligence service.2 By 1945 leaders in the realm of foreign policy knew, like Stimson, that
major changes were in store and that the national interests of the United States might expand
almost immeasurably. But in 1945 they were unsure what these interests were or how to defend
them.

Then and in later years these leaders sometimes felt insecure. That may seem odd, given
America's awesomely preponderant power after the war. Indeed, policy-makers did not fear
military attack in the late 1940s. After all, no nation then had the airplanes to rain bombs on the
continental United States, and none yet had the Bomb. But in an age of formidable military and
technological prowess these things could change quickly. And political pressures, especially
from the Soviet Union, increasingly unsettled the nerves of high officials in the West.

In 1945 American leaders worried especially about the will of the citizenry to support major
involvement of the country in overseas controversies. As it turned out, public opinion shifted
decisively toward acceptance of substantial American engagement with the rest of the world: the
people, following their leaders, developed large expectations about the role of American foreign
policy. But this shift in opinion was hard to predict before 1947, and the unease of top officials
pervaded the conduct of American foreign relations at the time.3



Worries about the Soviet Union prompted by far the greatest unease, not only in the United
States but also among America's Western allies. Even before the end of the war, the alliance
between the United States and the Soviet Union, the world's number two power, had grown tense.
By early 1946 these tensions had badly strained Soviet-American relations, and by 1947 the Cold
War, as it was then called, had arrived—to dominate international politics for more than forty
years. Diplomats of both nations struggled to steer a safe course through the storms unleashed by
the war, but they often lacked the charts—or even the compass—to guide them reliably. Insecure,
often confused, they frequently misperceived the course of the other side. Several times they
almost collided. Given the megatons of weaponry that they ultimately overloaded themselves
with, it is amazing that they did not destroy each other, in the process raining catastrophe on the
rest of the world.4

Notwithstanding these feelings of insecurity, which were especially obvious in the immediate
aftermath of the war, the leaders of America's postwar foreign policy—a group that came to be
known as the Establishment—developed a self-confidence that occasionally bordered on self-
righteousness. Their rising certitude rested on the belief that the Soviet Union was a dangerous
foe, that the United States had large interests in the world, and that it must assert these interests
strongly; "appeasement" led inevitably to disgrace and defeat. Leaders of the Establishment did
not always define these interests clearly: where, indeed, must the United States risk war? But
they were confident that America possessed the economic and military resources to outlast and
ultimately to overcome a host of potential enemies. In their approach to international relations
they developed very grand expectations that they managed to fashion into official American
policy.

TO SAY THAT THE  COLD WAR stemmed in part from international insecurities is to make
the obvious point that both sides followed nervous, sometimes wrong-headed courses in the
postwar years. Most American political leaders in the late 1940s, however, would have hotly
rejected such a non-judgmental view of the Cold War. So, too, have many among the host of
scholars who have pored over the history of the early Cold War years. Until the early 1960s most
American writers tended to blame the Soviets. Then, under the influence of frightening events
such as the missile crisis over Cuba in 1962, and the Vietnam War, revisionists sharply
challenged this patriotic view, either assigning blame to both sides or finding the United States
the more "guilty" of the two.5 "Post-revisionists" broadened the scope of inquiry and tried to
strike a balance between polar interpretations. Although the debates seemed relatively tame by
the 1990s—when the Cold War at last subsided—they were by no means dead or irrelevant, and
they may be briefly summarized here.6

Those who blame the Soviet Union for the Cold War make several assertions. Josef Stalin,
they note, did much to bring on World War II when he signed a non-aggression pact with
Germany in 1939. The two nations followed by cynically carving up Poland. The Soviet Union
also seized the Baltic states of Estonia, Lithuania, and Latvia, and parts of Finland and Romania
as well. Critics of Stalin emphasize correctly that he was not only a ruthless dictator but also in
many ways a barbarian. Deeply suspicious of rivals for power, he purged associates, executing
some of them in the late 1930s after widely publicized show trials. He put in place the infamous
Gulag Archipelago, a system of slave labor camps that imprisoned all manner of people thought



to be dangerous to his regime.7

Stalin's behavior during the war also appalled his critics. When German soldiers invaded the
Soviet Union in 1941, they found in the Katyn Forest the bodies of thousands of Polish officers.
They had been murdered under orders from Stalin. Four years later, as rapidly driving Russian
troops stormed to the edge of Warsaw, Polish underground forces arose in open rebellion against
the Nazis. Stalin, however, ordered his tanks to remain on the outskirts. The Germans then
ruthlessly crushed the uprising. The full extent of Stalin's crimes was not widely recognized in
1945, but enough was known for informed people to stamp Stalin as a cruel and often merciless
tyrant.

The war over, Stalin's critics say, he remained true to form. Although apparently agreeing at
the Yalta conference in early 1945 to the holding of free elections in Soviet-occupied eastern
Europe—he signed a Declaration on Liberated Europe—he clamped down on democratic
elements in much of the region. His repression of Poland, over which World War II had begun in
1939, outraged many people, including the millions of Polish-Americans with friends and
relatives in the old country. Seeking to stamp out ethnic differences in the Soviet Union, Stalin
forced from their homes hundreds of thousands of non-Russian people. He tried to close off
Soviet borders, as if fearing that any contact with the outside world would undermine his regime.
Stalin's frightening behavior, some diplomats speculated, was consistent with a diagnosis of
clinical paranoia.8

Western diplomats worried especially about Stalin's foreign policies. He seemed determined
not only to fasten iron control on eastern Europe, including the Soviet zone of eastern Germany,
but also to widen Soviet influence in Manchuria, Iran, Turkey, and the Dardanelles. Apparently
distrusting everyone, he displayed little interest in diplomacy—that is, in the give-and-take of
negotiation. How could any other nation work with such a man? Averell Harriman, America's
ambassador to the Soviet Union, sounded an alarm in 1944. "Unless we take issue with the
present policy," he wrote in September, "there is every indication that the Soviet Union will
become a world bully wherever their interests are involved." When Stalin failed to permit free
elections in Poland and Romania, he tested the considerable patience of Roosevelt, who had tried
hard to accommodate his wartime ally. "Averell is right," FDR complained three weeks before
his death in April 1945. "We can't do business with Stalin. He has broken every one of the
promises he made at Yalta." 9 At the same time, however, FDR refused to break with Stalin: it
remains impossible to know what he would have done about the Soviet Union had he lived.

Why Stalin acted as he did remains a source of debate among historians and other
Kremlinologists. Some think his hostility to the West stemmed primarily from the Marxist-
Leninist ideology that he and fellow Soviet leaders shared. This held that history moved
inexorably toward the revolutionary overthrow of capitalism and the establishment of
Communism throughout the world. Such a view permitted the possibility of transitory peaceful
coexistence with capitalistic powers; after all, the crash of capitalism was part of the design of
history. Stalin, therefore, did not welcome the idea of war with a nation such as the United States.
But Communists did not believe in a passive policy that would enshrine the status quo. History,
they thought, could—must—be moved along, and the Soviet Union, as the leading force in the
making of this history, must compete and stay ahead of rivals. Until the late 1970s, long after



Stalin's death in 1953, Soviet leaders refused to accept the notion of military parity with the
United States.10

Western critics in the mid-1940s pointed to Stalin's military policies as evidence of his driven
need to compete. Having built the world's biggest army in his efforts to stop Hitler, Stalin
maintained much of it after the war was over. Estimates placed its size at 3 million men. The
Soviets, indeed, had an enormous manpower advantage over Western occupation forces in
Europe during the postwar years. Whenever they wanted to, alarmists said, Communists could
overrun the Continent. At the same time Stalin made sure that the West knew of his highest
military priority: to build up Soviet offensive capabilities, especially nuclear weapons,
submarines, and long-range (3,000-mile) bombers. These were modeled on the American B-29,
three of which had crashed in the Soviet Union following wartime raids on Japan.11 Nothing that
Stalin did, fearful Americans came to think, more clearly demonstrated the unrelentingly
aggressive thrust of Communism, including the use of military power to promote worldwide
revolution.

Other critics of Stalin doubt, probably correctly, that ideological considerations alone do much
to explain Stalin's behavior in the late 1940s. They think the Soviets mainly pursued imperial
policies similar to those of the tsars.12 Stalin, they say, did not seek worldwide revolution so
much as control of adjacent areas that posed a threat to Russian national security. Chief among
these, of course, were eastern Europe, Iran, and Turkey, all of which had long feared Russia.
Revisionists who seek to understand Stalin's own concerns also emphasize that he was highly
insecure, that Soviet pressure on adjoining nations was largely defensive in nature. All states,
after all, yearn to protect themselves against potentially hostile neighbors and to fill power
vacuums into which enemies might tread. Stalin's critics reply that he nonetheless went about his
business in an especially uncompromising and provocative way. George Kennan, a leading
diplomatic expert on the Soviets, explained in July 1946, "Security is probably their [the
Soviets'] basic motive, but they are so anxious and suspicious about it that the objective results
are much the same as if the motive were aggression, indefinite expansion. They evidently seek to
weaken all centers of power they cannot dominate, in order to reduce the danger from any
possible rival."13

Stalin's critics, then and later, rest their case finally on the fact that he was a powerful, dour,
often brutal dictator. The very fact of this dictatorship deeply offended Americans, who
cherished their freedoms, who sympathized with the oppressed masses of eastern Europe, and
who earnestly hoped to promote the spread of democracy. "Totalitarian" states, they believed,
habitually relied on force to get their way in world affairs. "It is not Communism but
Totalitarianism which is the potential threat," New York Times  publisher Arthur Hays Sulzberger
said. "Only people who have a Bill of Rights are not the potential enemies of other people."
President Truman agreed, noting privately in November 1946, "Really there is no difference
between the government which Mr. Molotov represents and the one the Czar represented—or the
one Hitler spoke for."14

Truman's analogy with Hitler would have made eminent sense to many fellow citizens at the
time. Why shed the blood of Americans to rid the world of one dictator, only to have another
tyrant take over? The analogy went still further, for many people blamed "appeasement" in the



1930s for the rise in Nazi power that led to the war. This must not happen again. "No more
Munichs" was virtually a battle cry to alarmed and anxious Americans throughout the postwar
era of conflict with the Soviet Union.

American anger at Soviet dictatorship went well beyond fears of appeasement, great though
these were in 1945 and thereafter. It was also righteous and passionate. A specially religious
people, many Americans approached foreign policies in a highly moralistic way. This was not
only because Communism embraced atheism, though that mattered, especially to Catholics and
other religiously devout citizens. It was also because many Americans believed so fervently in
the Tightness of their political institutions and the meaning of their history. America, as the
Puritans had said, was a City on a Hill, a special place that God had set aside for the redemption
of people. It followed that the United States had a God-given duty—a Manifest Destiny, it had
been called in the nineteenth century—to spread the blessings of democracy to the oppressed
throughout the world. The power of this messianic feeling lent a special urgency—indeed an
apocalyptic tone—to American Cold War diplomacy as well as to repression of Communists at
home.15

Despite these sources of tension, the United States did not dare take too hard a line against the
Soviet Union in the immediate aftermath of the war. The Truman administration (and its
successors) felt obliged to acquiesce in the Soviet oppression of eastern Europe. Millions of
people there remained in thrall for more than forty years. Still, virtually all American foreign
policy leaders—from the Truman administration through the 1980s—expressed their anger and
outrage at what they considered to be grossly excessive Soviet behavior. All believed that the
Soviets must not be allowed to go farther. The alternative, appeasement, would encourage
aggression and World War III.

Revisionists make several points in rejoinder to defenders of American policies.16 They
highlight first the entirely understandable fear and hatred that Russians felt concerning Germany.
In 1914 and again in 1941 Germany had swept across northern Europe to invade the Motherland.
World War II had ended with the destruction of 1,700 Russian towns, 31,000 factories, and
100,000 collective farms. This was staggering devastation, especially in contrast to the relatively
benign experience of the United States, which had no fighting on its soil. No wonder Stalin
stripped eastern Germany of its industrial potential in 1945 and insisted on dominating East
Germany in later years. No wonder, too, that he insisted on controlling his east European
neighbors, especially Poland, through whose flat and accommodating terrain the Nazi armies had
torn just four years earlier.17

Many revisionists stress three other arguments. First, there was little that the West could do
about Soviet domination of eastern Europe: Soviet armies, having driven to the heart of Germany
during the war, were in control of the area, just as Western armies were in control of western
Europe, and could not be dislodged. The division of Europe was yet another powerful legacy of
the war, one which statesmen might deplore but which "realists" should have had the sense to
live with. Britain's Winston Churchill had done so in 1944, signing an agreement with Stalin that
ceded the preeminence of Soviet interests in Bulgaria and Romania. Just as Americans had their
own "sphere of interest," including all of the Western Hemisphere, so, too, the oft-invaded
Russians desired theirs.18



Many revisionists stress a second point: that Stalin's foreign policies were more flexible than
anti-Communist Americans could admit, either at the time or later. There was truth—some—to
this argument. Brutal to opponents at home, Stalin was more cautious, conservative, and
defensive abroad. This was in part because he had to focus on serious economic and ethnic
problems at home. In 1945 Stalin did demobilize some of his armed forces. He acquiesced until
1948 in a coalition government in Czechoslovakia. Rebellious Finland managed to secure some
autonomy. Stalin gave little aid to Communist rebels in Greece, who were ultimately defeated.
His pressure on Iran and Turkey, while frightening to government leaders there, was intermittent;
when the United States protested strongly in 1946, he backed off. Stalin lent little support, either
moral or military, to Communist rebels under Mao Tse-tung in China. Instead, he formally
recognized Mao's bitter enemy, Chiang Kai-shek. The sum total of these policies suggests that
Stalin did not hold strongly, if at all, to Leninist doctrines of worldwide Communist revolution.

Critics of American hard-line reactions stress finally that the policies of the United States
magnified Stalin's already heightened sense of insecurity. During the war Roosevelt had delayed
opening up a second front in western Europe until 1944, thereby forcing Russian soldiers to bear
the brunt of the fighting. This was probably a sensible military decision; to have moved earlier
on Normandy might have been disastrous to Allied forces. But the delay fed Stalin's already deep
suspicions. The United States and Britain, moreover, had refused to share their scientific work on
atomic weaponry with the Soviet Union—or even to tell the Soviet government about it. When
the European war ended, the Truman administration abruptly cut off lend-lease shipments to the
Soviet Union and refused to extend a loan that Stalin urgently needed. To the Soviets, highly
suspicious of capitalist behavior, the United States seemed to be ganging up with nations like
Britain and France to develop an empire in the West.

In trying to make sense of these often angry debates about the origins of the Cold War, one
must understand the situation as it existed in 1945. This means returning to the starting point:
World War II left a new and highly unsettled world that bred insecurity on all sides. The United
States and the Soviet Union, by far the strongest powers in the world, suddenly found themselves
face-to-face. Dissimilar ideologically and politically, the two nations had been especially cold to
each other since the Bolshevik Revolution in 1917, and they had different geopolitical concerns
in 1945. Conflict between the two sides—a Cold War—was therefore unavoidable.

That this conflict could have been managed a little less dangerously is true. America's leaders
frequently whipped up Cold War fears that were grossly exaggerated, thereby frightening its
allies on occasion and deepening divisions at home. Soviet officials, too, often acted
provocatively. Whether the Cold War could have been managed much less dangerously, however,
is doubtful given the often crude diplomacy of Stalin and his successors and given the refusal of
American policy-makers to retreat from their grand expectations about the nature of the postwar
world.19

MANY OF FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT'S opponents always thought he was something of a
lightweight: charming, buoyantly optimistic, politically deft, but intellectually soft. Critics of his
diplomacy see the same traits. The British politician and diplomatist Anthony Eden wrote later
that FDR knew a good deal of history and geography, but his conclusions therefrom "were
alarming in their cheerful fecklessness. He seemed to see himself disposing of the fate of many



lands, Allied no less than the enemy. He did this with so much grace that it was not easy to
dissent. Yet it was too like a conjurer, skillfully juggling with balls of dynamite, whose nature he
failed to understand."20

Roosevelt's detractors especially lament what they think was his credulous attitude toward
Soviet behavior during the war. After meeting Stalin for the first time at the Teheran conference
in late 1943, he told the American people, "I got along fine with Marshal Stalin . . . I believe he is
truly representative of the heart and soul of Russia; and I believe that we are going to get along
very well with him and the Russian people—very well indeed."21 In March 1944 Roosevelt
dismissed the thought that the Soviets would be aggressive after the war: "I personally don't
think there's anything in it. They have got a large enough 'hunk of bread' right in Russia to keep
them busy for a great many years to come without taking on any more headaches."22

Optimistic statements like this, of course, could be expected from a leader who needed reliable
allies during the war. What else could he have said? Moreover, many Americans did admire the
courage of the Russian people.Life magazine, a Luce publication, declared that the Russians were
"one hell of a people . . . [who] to a remarkable degree . . . look like Americans, dress like
Americans, and think like Americans."23 Other Americans saw no good alternative to working
with Stalin. Max Lerner, a liberal journalist, said in 1943, "The war cannot be won unless
America and Russia win it together. The peace cannot be organized unless America and Russia
organize it together."24

This was essentially FDR's attitude. He was indeed a bit feckless, especially in expecting that
his own personal charm could forge a strong personal bond between Stalin and himself. He
worked at that project with little success both at Teheran and at Yalta. But Roosevelt was hardly
a naive idealist. In seeking Soviet-American cooperation after the war he tended to think that
Stalin was moved less by ideological passions than by considerations of national interest. He
refused, therefore, to worry much about Communism, which he thought had little appeal in the
West. If Stalin caused difficulties, the United States had carrots and sticks. Over-optimistically,
FDR hoped that the threat to withhold economic aid could keep the Soviet Union in line.

In other ways, too, Roosevelt eschewed flights of idealism in his approach to the postwar
order. Although he supported creation of the United Nations, established after his death in 1945,
he did not expect it to resolve major controversies. He hoped instead that the United States and
the Soviet Union, along with China and Great Britain, would act as "Four Policemen" to secure a
postwar peace.25 Here, too, Roosevelt was overoptimistic, especially about China, which for
many years was far too divided to do any effective policing. But he was surely correct about a
major geopolitical reality: without cooperation between the world's strongest powers, much of
the heroism of World War II might be wasted.

This is not to argue, as some have, that FDR's death in April 1945 prevented the United States
from working out a better relationship with the Soviet Union. Given the array of formidable
problems emanating from the war, it is doubtful that one person, however charming or wise,
could have made a great difference. Moreover, in his foreign policies (as in his New Deal at
home) FDR often acted deviously, confusing not only the American people but also advisers who
tried to apprehend his thinking. His neglect of Truman in early 1945, one of his greatest failings,



compounded the difficulties that arose later in the year. He told him virtually nothing about his
thinking and kept him totally in the dark about the Bomb.

Roosevelt also misled the American people, largely hiding from them the growing strains in
Soviet-American relations that alarmed Harriman and others in early 1945. Nowhere is this more
clear than in his glowing public report in February 1945 on the Yalta conference. The Allied
leaders there could not agree on many matters, including postwar arrangements for Germany.
They postponed decisions and awaited further developments. The Declaration on Liberated
Europe, they recognized, was hardly a ringing endorsement of democracy. It committed the
powers only to consult on ways to help democracy develop among "liberated" people. Admiral
William Leahy, a key military adviser, complained to FDR that the Declaration was "so elastic
that the Russians can stretch it all the way from Yalta to Washington without ever technically
breaking it."26 FDR did not disagree; he knew Leahy was right. But he never let that be known to
Truman, the Congress, or to the American people, most of whom assumed that the Declaration
was a Soviet commitment. When the Russians "broke" it in the next few months, many
Americans were stunned and angry. Among them was Truman, who berated the Soviets in the
probably mistaken assumption that Roosevelt would have done the same.

ON THE AFTERNOON of April 12, 1945, when Roosevelt died suddenly in Georgia, Harry S.
Truman left the Senate chamber, where he had presided as Vice-President, and headed for the
office of his old friend Sam Rayburn, Speaker of the House. He intended to have a drink with a
few other Democratic leaders, who frequently met to "strike a blow for liberty." When he arrived,
Rayburn told him that White House aide Stephen Early had phoned and wanted him to call back.
Truman did so and was asked to come to the White House. There he was taken to see Eleanor
Roosevelt. "Harry," she said, "the President is dead." Truman fought to collect his emotions, then
asked, "Is there anything I can do for you?" Mrs. Roosevelt responded, "Is there anything we can
do for you? For you are the one in trouble now."27

Truman was indeed in trouble, for contemporaries struggled to cope with the shock of change
in presidential leadership. Millions of Americans had come to think that Roosevelt, inaugurated
in January for an unprecedented fourth term as President, was the only leader for the country.
Many had little knowledge of Truman, a sixty-year-old party regular who had secured the vice-
presidency as a compromise choice following unusually convoluted, last-minute back-room
politicking at the 1944 Democratic convention. Those who did know him included prominent
Democratic liberals who associated Truman with the malodorous political machine of Thomas
Pendergast of Kansas City. David Lilienthal, director of the Tennessee Valley Authority,
confessed privately that he felt "consternation at the thought of that Throttlebottom, Truman."
Max Lerner added, "Can a man who has been associated with the Pendergast machine be able to
keep the panting politicians and bosses out of the gravy?"28

Lerner and others exaggerated Truman's association with the corruption in Kansas City: the
new President seems personally to have steered clear of it. Furthermore, Truman was hardly an
unknown quantity to people who followed national politics. From 1935 through 1944 he had been
a senator from Missouri. During World War II he impressed observers with his fair-minded
leadership of a special Senate Committee to Investigate the National Defense Program. Close
associates found him direct, plain-spoken, and refreshingly modest. The day after Roosevelt's



death he was honest to reporters about his feelings, confessing that he felt as if "the moon, the
stars, and all the planets had fallen on me." Years later he recalled, "I was plenty scared, but, of
course, I didn't let anybody see it."29

In coping with his fears Truman had models from a lifetime of reading military history and
biography. History for him was largely the accomplishments of strong and honorable leaders:
Cincinnatus, the Roman warrior who supposedly preserved the Roman state and then laid down
his arms; Cato, a model of virtue; and George Washington, a patriot who led the country without
being caught up in the quest for personal power.30 People who came in contact with Truman over
the years were impressed with his interest in history and geopolitics and his reverence for the
institution of the presidency. His idea of decisive presidential leadership, "The buck stops here,"
which was displayed in a sign on his desk in the Oval Office, reflected his reading about the past.

Truman had other qualities that associates came to appreciate. Unlike Roosevelt, who was
often devious, playing subordinates off against one another, Truman was accessible and
forthright. In this sense he was an orderly administrator. He disliked pomp and pretense,
especially among the "brass hats" of the military and the "striped-pants boys" in the State
Department. He was informal, plain, and unassuming, liking simple food and pleasures.31 While
President he especially enjoyed climbing aboard the presidential yacht, the Williamsburg, and
cruising up and down the Potomac playing poker with old friends like Fred Vinson, whom
Truman appointed as Treasury Secretary in 1945 and as Supreme Court Chief Justice in 1946.
Sometimes Truman stayed aboard from Friday afternoon through Sunday. When reporters asked
him what he had been doing, he was open: "Some of the boys and I were playing a little poker."
Asked what they had been drinking, he replied, "Kentucky bourbon."32

Later, when many Americans were sick of presidential excesses—lying about Vietnam,
Watergate—Truman was often lionized. People especially admired his directness and
decisiveness. President Jimmy Carter retrieved Truman's THE BUCK STOPS HERE sign from the
archives and put it on his desk in the Oval Office. This adulation, however, would have surprised
many contemporaries, not only in 1945 but at most later stages of his seven-year presidency.
Truman then seemed a poor contrast to FDR, with whom he was incessantly and
disadvantageously compared. Bespectacled, apparently short, he looked more like a scholar than
a dynamic leader of men.33 Though he could be an effective extemporaneous speaker when his
partisan instincts were aroused, he more often spoke much too fast and stumbled, in part because
his poor eyesight made it hard for him to read the text. Clark Clifford, a key White House aide,
recalled that "he generally read poorly from prepared texts, his head down and his words coming
forth in what the press liked to call a 'drone.' He waved his hand up and down as if he were
chopping wood."34

Some people, then and later, also perceived Truman as truly the provincial and mostly average
man that enemies often made him out to be. His background was hardly the sort to inspire large
confidence. He had been raised on farms in western Missouri before his family moved to
Independence, a town near Kansas City, when Harry was six. His father suffered severe financial
reverses in 1900, when Harry was a senior in high school, and later returned to manage a farm.
Harry could not afford college and was to became the only modern American President without
higher education. Instead, he spent eight hard years—until his father's death in 1914—helping on



the land.35 Efforts to make more money, including investments in an Oklahoma zinc mine and
oil-drilling, failed. A member of the National Guard, Truman proved to be a remarkably
successful leader of men as an artillery officer during brief combat in France in World War I. He
returned and opened up a haberdashery shop in Kansas City. This, too, failed, victim of postwar
recession in 1922. Truman was then thirty-eight years old, three years married, and without many
prospects in life.

At this point, Truman was rescued by the Pendergast political organization in Kansas City,
with which he had been associated since before World War I. In the mid- and late 1920s he rose
rapidly in the machine, well aware of its corruption but apparently taking no part in it. He
became a presiding judge—really an administrator—of Jackson County outside of the city, where
he proved an honest and competent public official. The machine rewarded him in 1934 by
making him Democratic nominee for the Senate and by getting out the vote in a dirty and hotly
contested primary. (The machine found him an estimated 40,000 "ghost votes" in Kansas City.) 36

When Truman entered the Senate in 1935, some of his colleagues considered him damaged goods
and shunned him. Although he established himself as a hard-working and loyal New Dealer, he
got no help from the White House when he faced a tough primary battle before reelection in
1940. In all, this was not an especially impressive resume for a President.37

Critics have wondered even about Truman's most widely praised trait: decisiveness. Some
have speculated that he celebrated his capacity for decision as compensation for a deeper
insecurity, rooted perhaps in his childhood. As a youth he had often called himself a sissy, and
even at age twenty-nine he told his fiancee, Bess Wallace, that he was a "guy with spectacles and
a girl mouth."38 His parents' marginal economic situation created other insecurities: the socially
more prominent family of Wallace, whom he courted for years before marrying, seems always to
have looked down on him. His own stumbles in finding success in life, and his ever-embarrassing
association with the Pendergasts, further placed him on the defensive. Truman was honest,
ambitious, and very determined. But especially on little things he could fly into rages that scared
his associates. He was sometimes short-tempered, combative, resentful, and extraordinarily
touchy.39

Most serious scholars do not wish to sail too far out on this sort of psychological tack. Truman
was probably more insecure than some of his best-known political contemporaries—FDR and
Eisenhower come to mind—but it is not clear that slights in his early years much affected his
presidential actions. Indeed, Truman's decisiveness as President has been exaggerated. Having
received little help from Roosevelt, he felt his way carefully for nearly two years after 1945.40

During this difficult time he depended heavily on the advice of others, and even later he
frequently took his time before reaching big decisions, such as committing American ground
troops to Korea in 1950 or firing General Douglas MacArthur from his Pacific command in
1951.41 In his foreign policies Truman is best described not as a heroic man-of-decision-the-
likes-of-whom-we-may-never-see-again-in-the-White-House, but as a patriotic, conscientious,
and largely colorless man whose fate it was to cope, sometimes imaginatively and sometimes
imprudently, with some of the most difficult foreign policy problems in American history.

TRUMAN DID NOT KNOW much about world affairs in 1945. Aside from his European
service in 1918—and a trip to Central America in 1939—he had never left the United States. As a



senator he had concentrated on domestic issues in the Depression years and on defense policies
during the war. Perhaps his best-known venture into foreign policy questions had come in June
1941, when he offered his reaction to Germany's invasion of the Soviet Union: "If we see that
Germany is winning we ought to help Russia, and if Russia is winning we ought to help Germany
and that way let them kill as many as possible, although I don't want to see Hitler victorious
under any circumstances."42

This statement has received a fair amount of attention from historians, some of whom argue
that it revealed Truman to be among other things a shrewd (or cynical) practitioner of
Realpolitik. That makes too much of an off-hand remark—one that many Americans in 1941
found attractive. Other evidence in fact points to traces of Wilsonian idealism in his thinking.
For many years he carried in his wallet a copy of part of Tennyson's "Locksley Hall," a poem that
foresaw a "Parliament of Man, the Federation of the world." Truman explained, "We're going to
have that some day. . . . I guess that's what I've really been working for ever since I first put that
poetry in my pocket."43

Although Truman needed experience in foreign policy concerns in 1945, he did have strong
feelings. Like most people, he hated repressive dictatorships and aggressive behavior by other
nation-states. That much was clear from his comment in 1941, and it remained clear throughout
his presidency. That the Soviet Union was Communist bothered him; that it was "totalitarian"
bothered him more. Well before entering the Oval Office he mistrusted the Soviets because they
crushed dissent and freedom. His mistrust was controlled: Truman, like most Americans in 1945,
did not want to fight the Soviets. But it strongly affected his thinking. Moral concerns about
freedom abroad pervaded his presidency.

Truman felt especially deeply about another thing in 1945: it was his duty to carry out the
foreign (and domestic) policies of his predecessor. This made sense; Vice-Presidents generally
do this, or think they are doing it. But following FDR's ideas in foreign policy was much easier
said than done, for Truman had little idea of what those ideas were. For this reason, and because
he lacked experience, he turned to top advisers for guidance. The influence of these advisers,
often called the Establishment in later years, became powerful by 1946 and had extraordinary
staying power that lasted well beyond the Truman administration.

Like any so-called Establishment, the elite had a varied cast of characters.44 One of its leading
lights in 1945, Secretary of War Stimson, was aging but still a force to be reckoned with in
government. Stimson had a very long pedigree. He had been War Secretary under President
William Howard Taft and Secretary of State under Herbert Hoover. Stimson was a Republican, a
New York corporate lawyer, and a conservative, brought into the highest councils of state by
Roosevelt to lend an air of bipartisanship to foreign policy in 1940. It was Stimson who stayed
around after a Cabinet meeting in April 1945 and told Truman—eleven days after he became
President—about the Bomb.

Stimson's influence extended well beyond his own office. Thanks to his good reputation, he
attracted to the War Department a number of businessmen, bankers, and lawyers who dominated
foreign and defense policy-making then and later. One was Robert Lovett, a decorated aviator in
World War I, a Yale graduate, and a Wall Street investment banker with Brown Brothers,
Harriman. Stimson made him Assistant Secretary for Air during the war. Lovett was shy, self-



effacing, and deadpan but confirmed in his belief that the United States must maintain a strong
defense posture in the postwar years. Widely respected by men in his circle, he served as
Undersecretary of State in 1947–48, as Deputy Defense Secretary during the Korean War in
1950–51, and as Defense Secretary from then until early 1953. He remained a major power-
broker then and for many years thereafter. One of his proteges during World War II, Robert
McNamara, was too junior to sit in on high-level meetings at that time. But his experiences
during the war, supervising the logistics behind bombing raids, deeply affected his thinking
about the potential for air power. McNamara was soon to become a "whiz kid" at the Ford Motor
Company, moving up to be its president in 1960, and later to be Secretary of Defense under
Presidents John F. Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson.

Other members of the Establishment had equally strong ties with the military. Chief among
these was General George Marshall, army chief of staff during the war. Marshall was an aloof,
grave, and unusually formal professional soldier who rarely addressed even close associates by
their first names. Though possessing a fierce temper, he struggled successfully to keep it under
control, and he almost never raised his voice, preferring instead to listen carefully and to seek
consensus. As a major architect of military victory during the war, Marshall elicited admiration
bordering on adulation among most of his contemporaries. Many younger officers, including
Dwight D. Eisenhower, owed their rapid advancement and preferment to him. Like many others,
Eisenhower found Marshall uniquely temperate and coolly impersonal in his judgments. Stimson
told Marshall, "I have seen a great many soldiers in my day, and you, sir, are the finest . . . I have
ever known." Winston Churchill considered him "the greatest Roman of them all." Truman was
awed by Marshall, calling him "the greatest living American." He picked Marshall as a special
envoy to China in 1946, as Secretary of State in 1947, and as Secretary of Defense after the
Korean War broke out in 1950.45

James Forrestal was the closest the navy had to a Stimson or a Marshall. Like many leading
Establishmentarians, he had an Ivy League education—in his case Princeton—and a prewar
career on Wall Street as an extraordinarily successful bond salesman. Ambitious and driven,
Forrestal was a workaholic and a loner whose intensity worried people around him. His marriage
was a shambles, and he had no time for his children. He, too, entered government service in
1940, as Assistant Secretary of the Navy. In 1944 he became Secretary. By 1946 he had become
an influential voice in the ever-louder chorus that demanded tough policies against the Russians.
In 1947 Truman named him as America's first Secretary of Defense, whereupon the tensions
involved in trying to curb interservice rivalries worsened his erratic behavior. Truman finally
removed him in March 1949. Two months later, as a patient at the naval hospital at Bethesda,
Forrestal jumped from a high window to his death.

All these men identified easily with tough-minded approaches to many foreign policy
questions. So, too, did many other leading American diplomatists. Few took a harder line in 1945
than Harriman, whom Truman kept on as Ambassador to the Soviet Union until March 1946.
Harriman then served Truman as Ambassador to Great Britain and as Secretary of Commerce.
Long after that Harriman remained influential in Democratic politics, both as governor of New
York in the mid-1950s and as a dark horse for the Democratic presidential nomination in 1956.
He surfaced again as Lyndon Johnson's negotiator in the forlorn quest for peace in Vietnam
during the late 1960s.



Harriman was the son of railroad tycoon Edward Henry Harriman and was educated at Groton
School (FDR's alma mater) and Yale. He was tall, rich, imperious, bored with the railroad
business, and eager—detractors said sycophantically and desperately eager—to make a name for
himself in government. He entered public service by working for the New Deal during the 1930s
and was posted in 1941 to Great Britain as FDR's "defense expeditor." Named Ambassador to the
Soviet Union in 1943, Harriman never acquired much expertise about the Soviet system, and
until mid-1944 he agreed with what he took to be Roosevelt's quest for accommodation and
cooperation with Stalin. Later that year, however, Harriman convinced himself that the Soviets
were not to be trusted, and he fired off cables calling for get-tough policies. These did not much
affect Truman in 1945, but they echoed the strong anti-Soviet feelings that many other
Establishment advisers were developing at the same time.46

Dean Acheson, in many ways the most powerful Establishmentarian of them all, was also a
product of Groton and Yale, followed by the Harvard Law School and later by two years as
secretary to Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis. Acheson, too, had entered public service
during the 1930s, but he found New Deal economic policies far too liberal for his conservative
tastes and resigned as Undersecretary of the Treasury in 1933. He returned to government service
as Assistant Secretary of State between 1941 and 1945 and as Undersecretary from August 1945
to mid-1947. Acheson was quick-witted, widely read, arrogant, and condescending. He dressed in
well-tailored clothes and spoke with a clipped accent that betrayed his unapologetic Anglophilia.
Many Republicans (and some Democrats) literally loathed him. But Truman found him a forceful
adviser and a faithful admirer. When the President returned from Missouri to the Washington
train station in November 1946 after Republicans had swept the mid-term elections, Acheson
stood virtually alone on the platform to greet him. Truman never forgot this show of faith and
relied ever more heavily on his counsel thereafter. Acheson served as Secretary of State during
Truman's second term.47

Acheson held conservative views about most domestic policies and had little but contempt for
Marxist or Communist ideas. He was certain that there was little if anything to be gained by
trying to negotiate seriously with the Soviets. More than most diplomatists of his generation he
had formed a self-assured and broad view of world history that he thought explained Russian
behavior. The Soviets, he believed, practiced old- fashioned Russian geopolitics aimed at
securing warm-water ports and greater influence in Iran, Turkey, and eastern Europe. They had to
be countered with equally determined tenacity by the West.48 Acheson's greatest influence on the
Truman administration came later, in 1947 and again after 1949. But by 1946 he, too, was
offering a highly self-confident voice for firmness against the Soviet Union.

In 1945 there were other, lesser-known Establishment figures who stood in the wings of
policy-making and who became prominent later. Among them were John Foster Dulles, a
Princeton-educated New York attorney who served as a special adviser in the State Department
in the Truman years and Secretary of State under President Eisenhower; Allen Dulles, his
younger brother, another Princeton-educated lawyer, who became a dashing wartime intelligence
agent, headed the influential Council on Foreign Relations between 1946 and 1949, and later ran
the Central Intelligence Agency; Charles Bohlen, a career diplomat who served as an interpreter
of Russian at Yalta and became Ambassador to the Soviet Union in 1953; George Kennan, a



cerebral Princeton graduate who shared Bohlen's special competence in Russian affairs; Dean
Rusk, a Georgian who became a Rhodes Scholar and served as an army officer in the Burma-
India-China theater during the war, then rose steadily in the State and War departments,
becoming Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs in March 1950; and many other
well-educated young men whose self-assurance was whetted, though usually not in combat,
during the dire days of World War II.49

Most of these people, too, had gone to private schools and elite universities. (Roughly 75
percent of State Department recruits between 1914 and 1922—senior officials after 1945—had
prep school backgrounds.) They tended to be Europe-oriented and Anglophilic and were often
well connected to major eastern law firms, banks, and investment houses. Some of them,
including Acheson, Rusk, and the Dulles brothers, were sons of Protestant ministers: like
Woodrow Wilson before them, they brought a high-toned moralism to their duties. 50 All moved
ahead rapidly in the expanding foreign policy and War Department bureaucracies. Then and later
their network of contacts helped them to shift easily from one such bureaucracy to another, or at
least to communicate informally by congregating at one of the exclusive clubs to which they
belonged.

By the mid-1940s many of these officials—Acheson and Kennan above all—tended to become
critical, even contemptuous, of the less well educated, democratically elected "politicians" who
had traditionally played major roles in American foreign policy-making during the more relaxed
and amateur days before World War II. 51 In this way the war, and the Cold War years that
followed, did much to change the way that foreign policy was conducted. Henceforth it was to
depend more on non-elected officials who circulated in and out of private life (especially the law
and high finance in New York and Washington), and less on members of Congress and other
elected politicians, who necessarily (Establishmentarians thought) catered to ill-informed
constituencies and pressure groups at home. A foreign policy run by knowledgeable elites who
knew and trusted each other, the officials thought, could be protected from the dangerous
explosions of popular opinion.

The Establishment, needless to say, was hardly monolithic. Truman had a very different
background from those of most of his advisers. Some influential officials, such as Kennan and
Rusk, did not come from the Northeast. Marshall was a Virginian and a professional soldier.
Forrestal, though a Princetonian, had a middle-class Irish-American background (which he
resolutely tried to erase from his consciousness). They differed also in their views on domestic
policies—Harriman was a liberal Democrat, Acheson a conservative, the Dulleses Republicans—
and on many controversies involving foreign and defense policies.

Still, there is merit in using the term "Establishment." Save some older men like Stimson,
most of these key people formed their opinions during World War II, a hot forge of patriotism.
They emerged from the conflict believing that the United States had fought nobly in a good and
necessary war and that America—democratic and well-meaning—stood for what was morally
correct in the world. They especially deplored appeasement, which they thought had encouraged
the bullies of the 1930s. The message of history was therefore clear: dangerous foreign leaders
like Stalin must be met with power and firmness, so that war did not break out again. However
these officials may have differed, in age, background, and political persuasion, they also shared a



central faith in the capacity of well-educated, sophisticated "experts" like themselves to band
together and conduct an "enlightened" foreign policy based on the essential goodness of
American principles.52

Underlying their thinking were two other assumptions. The first was that the United States
must maintain a strong economic and military posture. Without this, policy would not be
credible. This quest for "credibility"—a consistent concern of virtually all American leaders
after 1945—lay at the center of United States diplomacy throughout the Cold War years.53 The
second was that the United States had the means—economic, industrial, and military—to control
the behavior of other nations. This belief, which became widely shared by the American people
during the postwar years, helped the Establishmentarians to shape what the historian John Gaddis
calls the "inner-directed" nature of postwar American foreign policy: it often depended less on
what other nations did or did not do than on what the experts thought the United States had the
capacity to do.54 This capacity, the Establishmentarians thought, was vast, and they developed
correspondingly grand expectations concerning the ability of the nation to prevail in the
international arena.55

It helped the generally high reputations of these officials that they seemed not only self-
assured but also fairly selfless. Mostly rich and well-connected, they could move in and out of
government without worrying much about salary. As appointive officials they did not need to
cater to voters. They could appear to be—and truly thought they were—disinterested, far-seeing,
and patriotic public servants. Indeed, they thought of themselves as missionaries of a gospel that
could save the world; Acheson later entitled his memoirs Present at the Creation . For all these
reasons the Establishment exercised a special influence in postwar America, most especially in
the confused and turbulent years that confronted the brand-new Truman administration after
1945.



5
Hardening of the Cold War, 1945–1948

 
In coping with the Soviet Union between 1945 and 1948, Truman's foreign policies went through
three interrelated phases. The first, lasting until early 1946, exposed a good deal of floundering
and inconsistency as Truman sought to find himself. The second, dominant through the end of
1946, revealed a little more floundering and uncertainty but also a stiffening of purpose.
Although Truman and his advisers still hoped to ameliorate gathering tensions, they made only
half-hearted efforts to accommodate the Soviets, or even to negotiate seriously with them. In the
third phase, clear by February 1947, the administration hit on a more consistent, clearly
articulated policy: containment. The essential stance of the United States for the next forty years,
the quest for containment entailed high expectations. It was the most important legacy of the
Truman administration.

WHEN TRUMAN TURNED his attention in 1945 to what was happening in eastern Europe, his
first instincts were to act firmly. Stalin, he thought, was violating the Yalta accords, especially in
Poland. Roosevelt, he was certain, would have resisted. The President was determined to be
decisive and called in Vyacheslav Molotov, the Soviet Foreign Minister, to tell him how he felt.

The meeting took place within two weeks of Roosevelt's death and was one of the most fabled
of Cold War contacts. Truman wasted no time on small talk and told Molotov that the USSR was
breaking the Yalta agreements. Molotov was shaken by Truman's tone and replied, "I have never
been talked to like that in my life." Truman retorted, "Carry out your agreements and you won't
get talked to like that." Molotov, a Truman aide recalled, turned "a little ashy." But Truman did
not relent. "That will be all, Mr. Molotov. I would appreciate it if you would transmit my views
to Marshal Stalin."1

Truman, who liked to let people know he was tough, was pleased at this encounter. "I gave him
the one-two, right to the jaw," he told a friend.2 He followed with two other moves that signified
his faith in the sticks of economic diplomacy. The first postponed (as Roosevelt had) an
American response to urgent Soviet requests for an advance of $6 billion in credits. The second,
taken quickly after Germany's surrender in early May, called off lend-lease shipments to the
USSR. Truman maintained that American law tied lend-lease to the existence of war in Europe
and that he had had no choice but to terminate the aid. But in fact he possessed more flexibility
than that, and he moved more decisively than he had to: ships already bound for the Soviet Union
were told to reverse and come home. Stalin later said that the American action was "brutal," done
in a "scornful and abrupt manner."3

These actions demonstrated Truman's capacity, on occasion, for quick decision-making. They
also exposed his lack of interest in the subtleties and ambiguities of diplomacy, which he never
made much effort to practice. The irony was that he thought he was doing as Roosevelt would
have done. But Roosevelt had been more indirect and tactful. To the already intensely suspicious
Stalin and his fellow leaders in the Kremlin it appeared that Truman, far from carrying out the
policy of FDR, was dramatically reversing it.



Truman's toughness, moreover, had little effect on Soviet behavior. On the contrary, Stalin
soon imprisoned sixteen of the twenty Polish leaders of the anti-Communist government who had
returned to their homeland from wartime exile in London. He claimed they had been inciting
resistance to Soviet occupation forces in Poland. Stalin then permitted the other four to take part
in a Soviet-dominated puppet government. By imposing Soviet control on Poland—and similarly
pro-Communist regimes on Romania and Bulgaria—Stalin underscored two Cold War realities:
first, that he was determined to ensure his domination over bordering nations in Europe; and
second, that he had the military power to do so, no matter what the Allies said in protest. For
Truman, as well as for many later American Presidents, this was a sobering and greatly
frustrating reality.

At this point Truman backed and filled a little. Recognizing that he had been brusque with
Molotov, he sent Harry Hopkins, Roosevelt's closest adviser, to Moscow, in the hope that the
gesture would reassure the suspicious Soviet leadership. Following Hopkins's advice, he then
accepted the new arrangements in Poland. He further conceded that Stalin could dismantle
factories in eastern Germany and other parts of eastern Europe and that the Allies were to be
frozen out of any significant role in all these areas.

Truman's acquiescence reflected several key realities that continued to stave off a consistently
get-tough policy in the next few months. The first was that the United States, which had not yet
tested the Bomb, was anxious to secure the Soviets as allies in the Pacific. At Yalta Stalin had
promised to enter the war against Japan within three months of the defeat of Germany. That
would presumably be in early August. Second, military advisers reminded Truman of the
obvious: the huge Soviet army already occupied much of central and eastern Europe and would
not be dislodged. Third, with the war over in Europe, pressures in the United States for
demobilization and reconversion were mounting rapidly. Then and in 1946 popular opinion in
America showed little stomach for new military commitments, especially in areas to the east of
Germany that seemed remote.4

With these thoughts in mind Truman went in July to Potsdam, in Germany, for his first (and
only) face-to-face meeting with Stalin. Later Truman maintained that he returned from this
conference deeply disillusioned with the Russians. At the time, however, he seemed mostly
pleased. "I can deal with Stalin," he noted in his diary at Potsdam. The President remarked to an
associate that Stalin was "as near like Tom Pendergast as any man I know." This was in many
ways intended as a compliment, for Pendergast kept his word. Then and later Truman seemed to
think that Stalin meant well but was a prisoner of a recalcitrant Politburo.5

Some of Truman's optimism at that time derived from news of the long-awaited atomic test.
This took place at Alamagordo, New Mexico, on July 16, the day before the Potsdam conference
opened, and was powerful beyond all expectations. It imbued Truman with great self-confidence.
Churchill later observed, "When [Truman] got to the meeting after having read the report he was
a changed man. He told the Russians just where they got off and generally bossed the whole
meeting."6 Other top Americans at the conference, notably Secretary of State James Byrnes, were
also emboldened by having the Bomb. They imagined that monopoly of such a weapon, along
with the sticks of economic diplomacy, would bring Stalin to his senses.

Possession of the Bomb nonetheless confronted Truman with difficult decisions. Should he tell



Stalin about it? What sort of warning, if any, should he give to the Japanese? Should such an
awesome weapon be used at all in war? If so, when and under what circumstances? In coping
with the first question Truman resolved to tell Stalin no more than he had to. At Potsdam he
mentioned to him casually that the United States had a big new bomb but made no effort to
engage him in discussion about it. Stalin, who had spies working for him, expected the news and
showed little interest. In deciding what to do with the Bomb Truman apparently pondered the
moral questions a little more than he later cared to admit. But not very deeply, and he did not let
moral scruples stop him from his determination to drop the Bomb on Japan. At Potsdam he
warned the Japanese to surrender or face "prompt and utter destruction." This was scarcely a
clear warning, especially to leaders of a nation whose cities had already been devastated by fire-
bombs of napalm and jellied gasoline, the most horrific of which in March had killed 100,000
Tokyo civilians. When Japan did not respond to the warning, Truman made no effort to postpone
the bombing of Hiroshima, which was destroyed on August 6. When Japan, confused by what had
happened, still did not surrender, the bombing of Nagasaki went off according to standing orders,
on August 9. The attacks killed an estimated 135,000 people, most of them civilians. Another
130,000 or so died within the next five years of radiation sickness and other bomb-related causes.

These decisions have naturally stimulated a vast amount of controversy and second-guessing,
much of it many years after the fact. Some of Truman's critics deplore as immoral the use of
such weapons at all. Others argue that he could have issued more explicit warnings, waited
longer for a Japanese response, or arranged for top Japanese leaders to see a demonstration in an
uninhabited area. Even writers who are relatively friendly to Truman can find little excuse for his
refusal to reconsider standing orders to bomb a second city (Nagasaki). Still other critics insist
that use of the bombs was unnecessary, because moderate factions among Japanese leaders had
already sent out diplomatic signals indicating a desire to surrender, providing that they could
retain their Emperor (which Japan ultimately was allowed to do). Truman's defenders retort that
a demonstration might not have worked, which at the least would have been embarrassing. At
that time, moreover, the United States had only two A-bombs ready for use. Above all, Truman
insisted later that he decided to drop the bombs in order to stop the carnage of fighting as soon as
possible. His defenders cite official American estimates—based in part on the suicidal resistance
between April and June of Japanese forces in Okinawa—that a bloody land invasion of Japan (not
scheduled to start until November) would otherwise have been necessary to end the war. The A-
bombs, they claim, ended the war immediately and saved hundreds of thousands or even millions
of American and Japanese lives.7

Use of the atomic bomb has also prompted angry and unending debates concerning Soviet-
American relations. Some revisionist writers dispute Truman's claim that he authorized the
bombings solely to defeat Japan as soon as possible. They argue that he wanted to force a
Japanese surrender before the Soviets could make good on their promise to enter the war in the
Pacific. (As it happened, the Soviets declared war on Japan on August 8.) Ending the war quickly
would help to prevent the Soviet Union from claiming important concessions in Asia. Revisionist
critics add that Truman used the Bomb in order to show the Russians that the United States
would indeed drop it against an enemy in war. That would make them respect American resolve
in the future. Truman, they say, should not have used the Bomb until he saw what the Japanese
would do, especially after the much-feared Russians joined the Allied forces against them. That



he did not wait, revisionists conclude, indicates that he was playing Atomic Diplomacy.8

Several conclusions seem fair concerning these heated debates. First, Truman had no serious
qualms about using the Bomb against Japan. During the months before the successful test at
Alamagordo he gave only cursory attention to the counter-arguments of those scientists who
raised moral concerns. He took this position in part because the Bomb had been developed with
wartime use in mind (though not, at first, against the Japanese), and in part because the weapon
was ready as of August in 1945. The majority of Truman's aides, moreover, favored dropping it
on Japan; expressed doubts about the wisdom or morality of doing so mostly came later, after the
fact. In effect, neither Truman nor his advisers resisted the powerful bureaucratic momentum
that had accumulated by mid-1945. Truman also decided as he did because he thought that the
Japanese—whose most influential military leaders seemed determined to fight on—were
"savages, ruthless, merciless, and fanatic." Like many people in 1945, the President was swept up
in the passionate emotions of a long and catastrophic war. Finally, Truman felt a considerable
responsibility as commander-in-chief. He believed it his duty to put an end to the fighting—
especially to American casualties—as soon as possible.

The decision to use the Bomb at Hiroshima and Nagasaki was politically popular in the United
States—no doubt of that. And it quickly ended the war. Amid the awful passions of the time, it is
hardly surprising that Truman acted as he did. Still, revisionism persists. In retrospect, it seems
clear (though this is debated) that he could have waited longer—to give the shaken and
bewildered Japanese time to figure out what had happened at Hiroshima—before approving use
of the Bomb that leveled Nagasaki. It also seems clear that he would have risked little by
postponing the bombings in order to ascertain whether Japanese moderates in Tokyo might
succeed in their efforts to reach a peace. Postponement would also have given Truman time to
assess the impact on the Japanese of Russian engagement in Asia. The land invasions, after all,
were not scheduled to take place for another three months, during which time America was
unlikely to suffer much in the way of casualities. That Truman pushed ahead, however, does not
prove that he was playing Atomic Diplomacy with the Soviets; the best evidence suggests instead
that he wanted to stop the fighting as soon as possible. Moreover, subsequent studies of official
Japanese decision-making suggest that most top leaders in Tokyo adamantly opposed peace in
August 1945: only the A-bombs, bringing on the intercession of Emperor Hirohito, finally forced
the Japanese to surrender. For these reasons, the revisionist arguments, while understandable
given the horror of nuclear weapons, command only partial acceptance among scholars of the
subject.

Still more ironies. Still more Western frustration. Dropping the bombs did not in fact change
or soften Soviet behavior. Apparently unimpressed by America's atomic might, Stalin clamped
down harder on Romania and Bulgaria. Having absorbed a large slice of eastern Poland, the
Soviets compensated the Poles by giving them a chunk of eastern Germany. They made a
satellite of northern Korea, resisting Western efforts to reunify the nation. The Soviet Union
refused to take part in the World Bank or the International Monetary Fund, Western-dominated
institutions that the United States deemed central to economic recovery. By late 1945 Stalin was
intensifying pressure on Turkey for greater control of the Dardanelles and on Iran for a sphere of
interest.9



These Soviet moves placed the United States in a reactive position. Truman and his advisers
were not only frustrated but irresolute. Part of the problem, Truman gradually came to believe,
was Secretary of State Byrnes. Truman had known him well since the 1930s when Byrnes, a
South Carolinian, had served with him in the Senate. Byrnes had then assumed other high-
ranking positions, including a place on the Supreme Court in 1941 and head of the Office of War
Mobilization after 1943. Many people, Truman included, had expected Byrnes to be Roosevelt's
choice for vice-presidential nominee in 1944. In July 1945 he appointed Byrnes as his Secretary
of State.10

Given Byrnes's experience, it seemed a logical appointment. But Byrnes had no good strategy
for dealing with the Soviets, other than hoping that economic pressures would lead them to make
concessions. By the end of 1945 it was becoming ever more clear that this was not happening.
Leading senators, including Tom Connally of Texas, head of the Foreign Relations Committee,
and Arthur Vandenberg of Michigan, top Republican on the committee, came to Truman to
complain that Byrnes was too willing to horse-trade with the Soviets. Acheson, who was
Undersecretary of State, meanwhile fretted at Byrnes's frequent absences from Washington and
at his inattention to orderly administration. "The State Department fiddles while Byrnes roams,"
wags were saying.11 Acheson and others in the State Department also tired of Byrnes's
improvisational style of diplomacy. That might have worked well in the Senate but, Acheson
believed, was wholly inappropriate in dealing with the Russians. Byrnes, who had expected to be
Vice-President, compounded his problems by patronizing Truman and by failing to keep him
informed of his discussions with allies and enemies. Truman, always sensitive to slights, grew
increasingly irritated, referring privately to his "able and conniving secretary of state."12

By early 1946 Truman was rapidly losing patience with the Soviet Union. Ordering Byrnes to
keep him better informed, he also made it clear that he intended to hold firm against Soviet
pressure in Iran, the Mediterranean, and Manchuria. He exclaimed, "Unless Russia is faced with
an iron fist and strong language another war is in the making. Only one language do they
understand—'how many divisions have you?' . . . I'm tired of babying the Soviets."13

It was characteristic of Truman's persisent uncertainty at this time, however, that he did not
get rid of Byrnes, who stayed on as Secretary for all of 1946. Truman also kept on other high
officials, including Commerce Secretary Henry Wallace—FDR's Vice-President between 1941
and 1945—who were calling for a much more accommodating policy toward the Russians. The
continuing presence of such diversity of opinion in the Cabinet testified to the President's
difficult quest for clear direction in policy-making. Here, as in many other matters in 1946, he
was hardly the super-decisive, "buck stops here" President of legend. As late as January 1946 few
observers foresaw an end to the irresolution that marked American foreign relations during the
new President's first nine months on the job.

"THE ULTIMATE AIM  of Soviet foreign policy," Navy Secretary Forrestal wrote a friend in
April 1946, "is Russian domination of a communist world."14

Forrestal's opinion by no means determined American policy; he was just one high official
among many. But it reflected a growing consensus among top-ranking American officials that
developed fairly rapidly in February and March of 1946. During that critical period a rapid-fire



sequence of events convinced all but a few American leaders that Soviet behavior was offensive,
not defensive, and that the United States had to act decisively if it hoped to avert repetition of the
sad spectacle of appeasement of the 1930s.

The first two events came a week apart, on February 9 and 16. On the ninth Stalin gave a major
speech in which he blamed "monopoly capitalism" for the onset of World War II and implied
that it must be replaced by Communism if future wars were to be avoided. Many Americans, now
perceiving an unrelenting ideological thrust behind Stalin's behavior, reacted in alarm. Supreme
Court Justice William Douglas, a liberal, proclaimed Stalin's speech the "Declaration of World
War III." A week later Canada announced that it had arrested twenty-two people on charges of
trying to steal atomic secrets for the Soviet Union during and after World War II. The
announcement intensified the investigatory zeal of the anti-Communist House Committee on Un-
American Activities, which made headlines for the next several years as it probed allegations of
Soviet influence in American life.15

At this critical juncture there arrived in Washington one of the key documents of the early
Cold War: the so-called Long Telegram of George F. Kennan, minister-counselor of the
American embassy in Moscow. Kennan was one of a handful of well-trained experts on Russian
history and language, having studied them since his graduation from Princeton in 1925 and entry
into the foreign service a year later. Much of his subsequent diplomatic career had concentrated
on the study of Soviet behavior, which he observed from posts in eastern Europe and the Soviet
Union itself. Learned and eloquent, Kennan went on to have a distinguished career as a diplomat
and historian. He was conservative in the sense that he doubted the capacity of democratic
governments, driven by the dangerous winds of popular opinion, to chart a steady and well-
informed course in the world. He preferred instead a foreign policy guided by experts such as
himself. He was also revulsed by the Soviet system, which he considered brutal and uncivilized.
His Long Telegram offered an anguished statement of his views, which fell on especially
receptive ears at that time.

The Soviet Union, Kennan wrote, was an "Oriental despotism" in which "extremism was the
normal form of rule and foreigners were expected to be mortal enemies." The Kremlin used
Marxism as "the fig-leaf of their moral and intellectual respectability" to justify military growth,
oppression at home, and expansion abroad. The USSR was "a political force committed
fanatically to the belief that with the United States there can be no permanent modus vivendi, that
it is desirable and necessary that the internal harmony of our society be destroyed, the
international authority of our state be broken, . . . if Soviet power is to be secure."16

It would exaggerate the influence of the Long Telegram to say that it formulated American
foreign policy for the future. But thanks in large part to Forrestal, who circulated it aggressively
among American leaders, it received widespread attention. It gave them a congenial theoretical
explanation for what they already considered to be Stalin's anti-Western behavior: that it
stemmed from a combination of ideological and totalitarian imperatives deeply rooted in Russian
as well as more recent Soviet history. This explanation was simple, clear, and therefore
psychologically satisfying to American policy-makers, already irate at Soviet actions.

The explanation also offered Americans a way of coping with the Soviet Union. This was what
later became known as the policy of "containment," which Kennan himself, identified only as



"Mr. X," elaborated on in a famous article in Foreign Affairs in July 1947.17 The containment
approach assumed that the Soviets, not the Americans, were responsible for the breakdown of
wartime cooperation and that the USSR was an implacable totalitarian regime. In dealing with it
the United States must be firm, thereby confronting the Soviets "with unalterable counter-force
at every point where they show signs of encroaching upon the interests of a peaceful and stable
world."18

Later in his career Kennan was to complain that American policy-makers—mainly after 1950
—overemphasized the military thrust of containment, thereby erecting an enormous edifice of
military alliances that pitted the so-called Free World against the threat of worldwide
Communist revolution. This military emphasis was not his in 1946 or 1947. The West, he said,
should be watchful, and it should respond quickly to aggressive moves. Kennan, indeed, favored
covert actions by United States intelligence agents in the Communist bloc. But the West should
not overreact by building up huge stores of atomic weapons or making military moves that would
provoke a highly suspicious Soviet state into dangerous counter-actions. The United States
should above all be prudent and patient, vigilantly containing Soviet expansion and awaiting the
day—which Kennan thought would come—when the Communist world would fall apart because
of its own internal contradictions and brutalities.

Two weeks after Kennan's Long Telegram, Winston Churchill, speaking at Westminster
College in Missouri, offered yet another voice for firmness against the Soviets. Churchill had
been voted out of office in 1945, but he remained not only leader of the Conservative party but a
towering symbol of wartime Allied unity and to Americans a much-admired foreign leader. As
head of Great Britain during the war he had often been shrewdly realistic—insofar as British
interests were concerned—in dealing with Stalin. But long before 1946 he was also known to be
highly suspicious of Soviet intentions. At Westminster he voiced these suspicions in a
memorable address that featured one of the most enduring metaphors of the Cold War, the "iron
curtain":

From Stettin in the Baltic to Trieste in the Adriatic, an iron curtain has descended across
the continent. From what I have seen of our Russian friends and allies during the war, I am
convinced that there is nothing they admire so much as strength, and there is nothing for
which they have less respect than weakness, especially military weakness.19

 
Churchill's clarion call seemed especially significant because it had been delivered at the

invitation of Truman himself, who arranged for Churchill's appearance at the college (in the
President's home state) and who rode out on the train, playing poker the while with him, from
Washington. Truman introduced Churchill, sat behind him on the dais while he was speaking,
and applauded at several times during the presentation. Without explicitly endorsing what
Churchill said, Truman seemed to signal that he agreed on the need to take a strong stand against
the Soviets.20

These developments in February and March of 1946 led to mostly firmer, containment-like
policies in the following months. During this time the United States moved the Sixth Fleet to the
eastern Mediterranean and stepped up its protests against Soviet pressure in the area. This



response seemed to bring results. By late 1946 the Soviet Union withdrew its troops from
northern Iran and seemed less insistent on its demands from Turkey. The Truman administration
also refused to let the Soviets play a significant role in the postwar occupation of Japan and
resisted Communist pressures to reunite Korea under North Korean domination. Though cool to
the Chinese Nationalist regime of Chiang Kaishek, which was widely known to be corrupt,
Truman encouraged Marshall, his emissary in China, to try to resolve the civil war there and
agreed to significant congressional appropriations—$3 billion between 1945 and 1949—in aid to
Chiang. In Germany the United States stopped shipment of reparations out of its zone of
occupation and began moving to an anti-Soviet consolidation of American, British, and French
zones.21

In these months the Truman administration also took enduring steps to harden its atomic
shield. Some of Truman's advisers, notably Stimson, had argued in late 1945 that the United
States consider sharing control of atomic weapons with the Soviet Union, which was certain to
develop an A-bomb within a few years. "The chief lesson I have learned in a long life," Stimson
said, "is that the only way you can make a man trustworthy is to trust him and the surest way to
make him untrustworthy is to distrust him and show your distrust." He warned: "If we fail to
approach them now and continue to negotiate with . . . this weapon rather ostentatiously on our
hip, their suspicions and their distrust of our purposes will increase."22 Other advisers, including
some leading scientists, backed Stimson, pointing out that United States, by building and storing
atomic weapons, was guaranteeing the escalation of a dangerous new arms race. Still others
pointed out a flaw in relying heavily on such weapons: they were clumsy at best as deterrents in
the vast majority of diplomatic disputes.

Truman at first had seemed open to such arguments, and he appointed Acheson and David
Lilienthal, a liberal, to devise a plan to be presented to the United Nations. They recommended
setting up an international Atomic Development Authority that would be able to control all raw
materials used in making such weapons, including those in the Soviet Union, and would ban all
subsequent A-bomb-making. It is very likely that the Soviet Union would have rejected the plan,
because it permitted the United States to keep its own small stockpile while preventing the
Soviets from developing theirs. Truman, however, ensured Soviet rejection when he authorized
Bernard Baruch, a strongly anti-Communist financier, to present a revision of the Acheson-
Lilienthal plan to the UN. The new plan authorized sanctions against violators and stipulated that
no nation could use the Security Council's veto power to escape punishment for such
violations.23 When the Soviets insisted on the veto power in such matters, it seemed to
Americans that Stalin was bound and determined to develop atomic weaponry on his own and
that no agreement was possible. By the end of 1946 passed the last hopes, small though they had
been, for amelioration of the atomic arms race that thereafter frightened the world.

ALTHOUGH THE EARLY MONTHS  of 1946 marked a turning point in official American
attitudes toward the Soviet Union, they did not commit the United States to a completely
coherent, overtly anti-Soviet policy. Truman made this privately clear, writing his mother and
sister after the iron curtain oration, "I am not yet ready to endorse Mr. Churchill's speech."24

Until early 1947 he was firmer than he had been earlier, but he remained a little tentative, in part
because he was still learning on the job, and he resisted making any dramatic changes in policy



that would greatly increase tensions with the Soviet Union.

Some of this hesitation came from considerations of public opinion at home. This was in fact
difficult to judge throughout most of 1946, but the majority of Americans were probably less
concerned about Soviet behavior at that time than were top Truman officials. There were signs,
to be sure, that some people yearned for a get-tough policy if that would bring order to
international relations. Leading radio commentators, including H. V. Kaltenborn and Edward R.
Murrow, seemed sympathetic to such



an approach, especially with regard to western Europe—which virtually all shades of American
opinion considered the most strategically vital area of the world.25 The Luce publications, Life
and Time, offered highly slanted accounts of perfidious Communist activities, especially in Asia.
Luce refused to print dispatches that were unflattering to Chiang Kaishek, leading a top reporter,
Theodore White, to resign in disgust.26

Other, less partisan writers also produced work in 1946 that may have hardened opinion among
well-read Americans. Brooks Atkinson, a leading cultural critic, and John Fischer, a well-known
magazine editor, traveled separately to the Soviet Union in 1946 and wrote articles and books
describing their findings. Fischer had long been a student of Russia; neither he nor Atkinson was
known to be anti-Soviet. Yet both found the Soviet Union to be a completely closed society.
Fischer's book, Why They Behave Like Russians (1946), was a Book-of-the-Month Club selection
and sold hundreds of thousands of copies.27

Many liberals, however, resisted a tougher policy. Three liberal senators, Claude Pepper of
Florida, Glen Taylor of Idaho, and Harley Kilgore of West Virginia, issued a joint statement
following the iron curtain speech: "Mr. Churchill's proposal would cut the throat of the Big
Three, without which the war could not have been won and without which the peace cannot be
saved." Some liberals truly feared an anti-Soviet policy would bring war. "If somebody doesn't
call a halt," the reporter Thomas Stokes noted privately, "the interests in this country who seem
hell-bent on a war with Russia—and soon—will get their way. Lots of people seem to have gone
completely mad."28

Many of these liberals had little faith in the good intentions of the Soviet leadership. They
were strongly anti-Communist, and they opposed any spread of Soviet influence in western
Europe. But they considered it foolish to throw money to Chiang, and they seemed prepared to
accept as irreversible the Soviet sphere of influence in eastern Europe. One such writer was the
theologian and intellectual Reinhold Niebuhr, who was by far the most highly regarded of anti-
Communist liberals during the late 1940s. In his many writings at the time Niebuhr roused a
generation of younger liberals—the historian Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., was the best known of these
—to greater awareness of the Soviet threat. But Niebuhr was uncomfortable with what he
considered to be excessively moralistic responses from Washington. In September 1946 he wrote
in the Nation that the United States should end its "futile efforts to change what cannot be
changed in Eastern Europe, regarded by Russia as its strategic security belt."

Western efforts to change conditions in Poland, or in Bulgaria, for instance, will prove
futile in any event, partly because the Russians are there and we aren't, and partly because
such slogans as "free elections" and "free enterprise" are irrelevant in that part of the world.
Our copybook versions of democracy are frequently as obtuse as Russian dogmatism. If we
left Russia alone in the part of the world it has staked out, we might actually help, rather
than hinder, the indigenous forces which resist its heavy hand.29

 
Intellectuals like Niebuhr did not much affect policy-makers in 1946; the caution of Congress,

however, could not be ignored. This caution reflected the continuing aversion of constituents to
jump from the fires of World War II into yet another conflagration, as well as the determination



of Congress to reduce defense spending. Congress made sharp cuts in military expenditures of all
kinds in 1945 and 1946. The navy had to sell 4,000 ships, mothball 2,000 more, and shut down
eighty-four shipyards. Near mutinies in the army in early 1946—some veterans even took out
paid ads demanding release—hastened the demobilization of soldiers. In April 1946 Congress
extended the draft through March 1947 but called for voluntary recruitment between April 1947
and August 1948. Then and later it rejected efforts by Truman to introduce universal military
training. Some opponents thought such a system "un-American." For all these reasons defense
spending declined from $81.6 billion in fiscal 1945 (ending June 30 of that year) to $44.7 billion
in 1946 to $13.1 billion in 1947, remaining at that low level through the fiscal year ending June
1950. Aided by such reductions, the federal government actually ran small surpluses between
1947 and 1949.

All these actions drained the military establishment, setting off round after round of fierce and
unedifying interservice fighting for scarce resources. By mid-1947 the armed forces of the
United States totaled only 1.5 million, most of whom were needed to man bases at home or to
stand occupation duty in Europe and Japan. Although America retained the world's largest navy
and air force, it lacked the ground forces, as one historian has observed, "to intervene in anything
greater than a minor conflict, such as the territorial dispute between Italy and Yugoslavia over
Venezia Giulia."30

Even the nation's atomic monopoly was of questionable military value in these years. Until
mid-1950 the United States relied heavily on World War II-vintage B-29S, all of which were
based in Louisiana, California, or Texas, too far to fly safely to the Soviet Union. Military
experts privately estimated that in a war it could take two weeks to drop an atomic bomb on the
USSR, by which time the large Russian armies could have swept to Paris. Not until after the start
of the Korean War in June 1950 did the United States have newer, longer-range B-36 bombers
completely equipped for action over the USSR.31

America's atomic shield was indeed thin in those years. By mid-1946 the United States had
around seven atomic bombs of the Nagasaki type; by mid-1947 it had around thirteen. These
were not easy to use. They had to be transported in parts; a team of seventy-seven specialists had
to work for a week on the final assembly of an A-bomb before it was ready for use. Only
specially designed planes could carry the bombs, which were hardly precise: a test A-bomb at
Bikini in the Pacific in 1946 missed its target by two miles. Uranium, necessary for fission
bombs of the day, was known to be scarce, and future production was expected to be slow. Top-
ranking advocates of strategic bombing anticipated that the weapons of World War II, mainly
TNT and incendiaries, would have to be relied on heavily in a forthcoming war.32

Supporters of a get-tough policy against the USSR also found mixed support at best from
major interest groups. The armed services, of course, battled for higher appropriations. And some
top officials, such as Forrestal, held very broad views of what was necessary for long-range
national security, including control of the Western Hemisphere, the Atlantic and Pacific oceans,
a system of outlying bases, and access to the resources and markets of Eurasia.33 Still, the
Pentagon turned out to be relatively weak on Capitol Hill throughout the late 1940s. This was in
part because the services fought so fiercely among themselves. It was also because the military-
industrial complex, a villain of much revisionist history, lacked cohesion following World War



II. Many leading businessmen had been intent on reconversion to lucrative civilian production as
early as 1943, and others competed vigorously for the rapidly growing consumer home market
after the war. American exports in these years actually fell below the norm (as a percentage of
GNP) of the pre-Depression years, never exceeding 6.5 percent between 1945 and 1950. With
some exceptions business leaders at the time imagined the country to have a vast, growing, and
largely self-sufficient domestic market. Confident of profits at home, they did not lobby very
hard to push American economic influence abroad in the postwar years.34

It was in this context of domestic irresolution and military retrenchment that Truman faced his
last major foreign policy decision of 1946: what to do about Henry Wallace, his dovish Secretary
of Commerce. Wallace was one of the most remarkable figures in the history of twentieth-
century American politics. The son of Harding's and Coolidge's Secretary of Agriculture, he grew
up an Iowa Republican and, as a young man in the 1920s, became a well-known farm editor. In
1928, however, he supported Democratic presidential candidate Al Smith, and in 1932 he backed
Roosevelt against Hoover. A progressive as well as a renowned scientist in the field of plant
genetics, he became FDR's Secretary of Agriculture from 1933 to 1940, and then Vice-President
in Roosevelt's third term. There he remained a visible New Deal spokesman and administrator.
But many main-line Democratic politicians found him increasingly insufferable. He was shy,
dreamy, tousle-haired, sloppy in dress, and largely incapable of small talk. Sometimes he fell
asleep in conferences. He was above all an idealist and a deeply religious man who was drawn to
the ritual of high Episcopalianism, the mysticism of a White Russian guru, and the moral
concerns of the social gospel.35 If he had a model, it was the prophet Isaiah.

By 1944 Wallace had many followers among Democratic liberals, who admired his concern
for the downtrodden of the world. In 1942 he had proclaimed, "The century on which we are
entering . . . is the century of the common man." He added, "The people's revolution is on the
march, and the devil and all his angels can not prevail against it. They can not prevail, for on the
side of the people is the Lord." But moderates and conservatives had had enough of idealistic
perorations such as this, and they opposed his renomination as Vice-President in 1944. When
Roosevelt reluctantly gave way, accepting Truman instead, he compensated Wallace by naming
him Commerce Secretary early in 1945. There Wallace remained, working for the man who had
replaced him as Vice-President, into the late summer of 1946.

Well before then Wallace had grown deeply interested in foreign affairs, and he brooded over
the collision course that the wartime allies were on, especially the accelerating arms race. In July
1946 he wrote a long letter to Truman in which he urged more conciliatory policies toward the
Soviet Union. His appeal was passionate:

How do American actions since V-J Day appear to other nations? I mean by actions
concrete things like $13 billion for the War and Navy Departments, the Bikini tests of the
atomic bomb and continued production of bombs, the plan to arm Latin America with our
weapons, production of B-29S and planned production of B-36S, and the effort to secure air
bases spread over half the globe from which the other half of the globe can be bombed. I
cannot but feel that these actions must make it look to the rest of the world as if we were
paying only lip service to peace at the conference table.

 



Wallace went on to stress the understandable desire of the Soviet Union, like Russia before 1917,
to seek warm-water ports and security on its borders. The United States should offer "reasonable
. . . guarantees of security" to the Soviets and "allay any reasonable Russian grounds for fear,
suspicion, and distrust. We must recognize that the world has changed and that today there can be
no 'One World' unless the United States and Russia can find some way of living together."36

Truman might have listened carefully, bringing Wallace into the loop of foreign policy-
making. Or he might have told him to mind his own business. Neither option, however, was
palatable to him. Instead, he kept Wallace in the Cabinet and ignored his unwelcome advice.
Wallace then acted again, warning the President that he was about to make a major speech before
a Soviet-American friendship rally at Madison Square Garden in New York City on September
12. In the speech he offered some criticisms of the Soviet Union and insisted that the United
States should not concede political control of western Europe to the Communists. But he
otherwise elaborated on his letter in July, adopting a spheres-of-interest approach that accepted
Soviet political (not economic) domination of eastern Europe. "We should recognize that we
have no more business in the political affairs of Eastern Europe than Russia has in the political
affairs of Latin America, Western Europe, and the United States. "37

At Madison Square Garden Wallace rather maliciously mentioned that the President had read
his speech in advance and had said it represented the policy of his administration.38 This
revelation launched a barrage of editorials that blasted Truman for encouraging such dovish
ideas. Truman had earlier told a press conference that he "approved the whole speech," but he
now backed away, and he grew increasingly unsettled. By September 19 he was furious, noting
privately that Wallace was "fuzzy," a "pacifist 100%," and a "dreamer." "All the 'Artists' with a
Capital A, the parlor pinks and the soprano voiced men are banded together. . . . I am afraid they
are a sabotage front for Uncle Joe Stalin." At this point Byrnes, trying to stand firm in
negotiations with the Soviets in Paris, insisted angrily that Truman decide between Wallace and
himself. European allies, Byrnes pointed out, had parliamentary systems in which governments
were supposed to speak with one voice.39

Truman then demanded Wallace's resignation and replaced him with Harriman. But the
episode damaged him and his administration. To Byrnes and others, including America's allies,
he had seemed vacillating. To Wallace and many in the press he seemed dishonest in trying to
claim (inaccurately) that he had not looked at the speech in advance. One characteristically snide
judgment on his performance purported to answer a question as to why Truman had been late to a
press conference that day: "He got up this morning a little stiff in the joints and he is having
difficulty putting his foot in his mouth."40

It may be argued that the experience was cleansing for the Truman administration, at least in
the long run. After all, Truman was now rid of Wallace, whose passionately held views were
implacable, and could try to formulate more unified policies. When he finally relieved Byrnes in
December, replacing him with Marshall, this unity indeed developed. But that was still several
months away, and Truman, having jettisoned a dissenter, had henceforth to cope with a martyr of
sorts who led the forces against containment over the next two years.

The episode, moreover, did not result in a reformulation of policy. Four days after Wallace's



departure Truman received a lengthy digest of foreign policy options from advisers, including
the man who was by then his top White House aide, Clark Clifford. Much of the report was
temperate, holding out the hope that the United States might some day join the Soviet Union in a
"system of world cooperation." But it concluded, as Kennan had in his Long Telegram, that the
Soviets were strengthening themselves "in preparation for the 'inevitable' conflict, and . . . were
trying to weaken and subvert their potential opponents by every means at their disposal. So long
as these men adhere to these beliefs, it is highly dangerous to conclude that hope of international
peace lies only in 'accord,' 'mutual understanding,' or 'solidarity' with the Soviet Union." It urged
the United States to develop a strong military presence and to "confine" the Soviet Union. Armed
with such a report, Truman might have used it to push for greater military appropriations. But he
did not, for he still remained unsure what to do. He ordered all copies be put in the White House
safe, where they remained for the rest of his administration.41

IT HAPPENS OFTEN in history that nations take bold moves only when external events force
their hand. That happened to the Truman administration in early 1947, when Great Britain sent
word that it no longer had the resources to maintain political stability in Greece and Turkey,
areas that the British had until then considered parts of their sphere of interest. The specter of
rising Communist influence, if not control, of the eastern Mediterranean suddenly loomed before
American officials. Worst-case scenarios included the downfall of the pro-Western monarchy of
Greece, then embroiled in civil war against Communist insurgents; renewed Soviet pressure on
Turkey, a key buffer for Greece and the gateway to the Middle East; and even, perhaps, Soviet
domination of Iran and the oil-rich nations surrounding it. At that time western Europe,
struggling to recover from World War II, obtained 75 percent of its oil from the area.42

Truman's now more harmonious team of foreign policy advisers, led by Secretary Marshall
and Undersecretary Acheson, quickly determined that the United States must step into Britain's
shoes and provide military aid to Greece and Turkey. But the administration worried about
Congress. In the Senate, where the major battle was expected, the key Democrat was Connally,
ranking Democrat on the Foreign Relations Committee. Although Connally generally backed
administration policies, he was not an altogether reassuring entity. He affected the manners and
habits of the old school, including wide black hat, string tie, and oversized black jacket. His
white hair curled over his collar. Though he had some sense of humor, he reveled in flattery, and
he was easily caricatured. Some thought that the cartoonist Al Capp's Senator Throttlebottom
was modeled after him.43

A much larger problem was the attitude of Republicans, who had swept to majorities in both
houses in the 1946 elections. That made Arthur Vandenberg of Michigan head of the Foreign
Relations Committee. Vandenberg, a senator since 1928, had been a prominent anti-
interventionist prior to World War II. The war changed his mind, and he supported most
administration foreign policies after 1945. But Vandenberg, too, was hardly easy to deal with.
Vain and pompous, he needed even more flattery than Connally. Nor was it at all clear that
Vandenberg could carry with him other Republicans, including the dominant GOP personality in
the Senate, Robert Taft of Ohio. Many of these Republicans, especially those from the Midwest,
opposed significant enlargement of American commitments in Europe.

Truman, recognizing trouble ahead, called key congressional leaders to a meeting at which



they heard the administration's case. Marshall, grave and dignified, led off with an earnest but
apparently unconvincing review of the situation. Acheson then jumped into action with a
dramatic and deliberately florid statement of what was later to be known as the "domino theory"
of foreign interconnection. "We are met at Armageddon," he began:

Like apples in a barrel infected by one rotten one, the corruption of Greece would infect
Iran and all to the East. It would also carry infection to spread through Asia Minor and
Egypt, and to Europe through Italy and France. . . . The Soviet Union was playing one of the
greatest gambles in history at minimal cost. . . . We and we alone were in a position to break
up this play.44

 
Acheson's peroration apparently stunned those present, Vandenberg included. He turned to
Truman and told him there was "only one way to get" what he wanted: "That is to make a
personal appearance before Congress and scare the hell out of the American people."45

This was good political advice, and Truman followed it. On March 12 he appeared before
Congress and called for $400 million in military aid to Greece and Turkey. He justified this
request in sweeping language:

I believe that it must be the policy of the United States to support free peoples who are
resisting attempted subjugation by armed minorities or by outside pressures.

 
I believe that we must assist free people to work out their own destinies in their own way.

 
I believe that our help should be primarily through economic and financial aid which is

essential to economic stability and orderly political processes.46

 
Privately Truman was jubilant to have acted boldly at last. The next day he wrote his daughter

Margaret, "The attempt of Lenin, Trotsky, Stalin, et al., to fool the world and the American
Crackpots Association, represented by . . . Henry Wallace, Claude Pepper and the actors and
actresses in immoral Greenwich Village, is just like Hitler's and Mussolini's so-called socialist
states. Your pop had to tell the world just that in polite language."47

Truman's speech set off impassioned debate. Critics of the new policy included many
Republicans as well as people on the left who followed Wallace. They blanched at the cost,
which was in fact high—1 percent of the total federal budget of nearly $40 billion—and which
was expected to escalate as subsequent requests came in. Opponents complained that the United
States was assuming the imperialist interests of Great Britain, that Truman was exaggerating and
distorting the internal problems of Greece and Turkey, that the program bypassed the United
Nations, and especially that it seemed so vast and unlimited. Did Truman have in mind all "free
people?" Critics on the left demanded to know why the United States sought to provide military
(as opposed to economic) aid, and why it should go to a monarchy in Greece and a dictatorship in
Turkey. Fiorello La Guardia, the liberal former mayor of New York City, declared that it was not



worth a single soldier to keep the Greek king on the throne. Wallace pronounced that the aid
would lead to a "Century of Fear."48

Truman, however, had succeeded in seizing a political middle ground between anti-
interventionists, most of whom were on the right, and Wallaceites on the left. Anti-Communists
in both parties swallowed their reservations and generally supported the President. Many were
liberals who were then in the process of joining the newly formed Americans for Democratic
Action, which became an important pressure group for liberal programs at home and anti-
Communist policies abroad.49 Vandenberg and most East Coast Republicans also backed the
President. All these supporters were convinced, given the history of Soviet-American tensions
over the previous eighteen months, that Communism posed a real threat in the eastern
Mediterranean and that it was time to act. Congress gave the plan resounding majorities in May,
67 to 23 in the Senate and 284 to 107 in the House.

The Truman Doctrine was not by itself a turning point in American foreign policy. That had
already occurred, in early 1946, when Truman had embarked, however uncertainly, on a policy of
containment. Still, the Truman Doctrine was a highly publicized commitment of a sort the
administration had not previously undertaken. Its sweeping rhetoric, promising that the United
States should aid all "free people" being subjugated, set the stage for innumerable later ventures
that led to globalistic commitments. It was in these ways a major step.

Equally important was the other half of American foreign policy ventures in 1947, the so-
called Marshall Plan of economic aid to western Europe. In announcing the plan at Harvard
University's commencement in June, the Secretary spoke as usual in a soft, almost inaudible
fashion. He scarcely looked up at his audience. But his call was bold, offering American
assistance to all of Europe, including the Soviet Union. Marshall emphasized that the goal was
humanitarian:

Our policy is directed not against any country or doctrine, but against hunger, poverty,
desperation, and chaos. . . . At this critical point in history, we of the United States are
deeply conscious of our responsibilities to the world. We know that in this trying period,
between a war that is over and a peace that is not yet secure, the destitute and oppressed of
the earth look chiefly to us for sustenance and support until they can again face life with
self-confidence and self-reliance.50

 
Humanitarian concerns indeed formed part of the motivation behind the Marshall Plan. The

winter of 1946–47 had been the worst in memory for western Europeans. Blizzards and cold in
Great Britain, France, and Germany had brought commerce and transportation virtually to a
standstill, creating frightening shortages of winter wheat, coal, and electricity. The gears of Big
Ben froze, and England at one point was but a week away from running out of coal. People were
cold, hungry, and desperate. In May 1947 Churchill described Europe as "a rubble-heap, a
charnel house, a breeding ground of pestilence and hate."51

The Marshall Plan, however, had bigger ambitions than the relief of destitution, important
though that was. Indeed, the United States had already spent large sums of money on postwar
European relief and recovery, funneling much of it through such international agencies as the



World Bank and the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration. Marshall and
others thought that aid on a much vaster scale was necessary to rebuild the economies of
European nations and in the long run to promote the economic and political integration of
western Europe. Supporters of the plan were frank at the time in stressing that the money would
not go "down a rathole." On the contrary, the aid would give the Europeans the means not only to
rebuild themselves but also to buy American goods. The Marshall Plan, in short, would abet
American prosperity as well as European recovery.52

Strategic motives also drove Truman and his advisers. They worried especially that Europeans
might turn to Communism, which seemed to thrive on economic discontent. France already had
Communists in the Cabinet, including the Ministry of Defense. Italy seemed even more unstable.
Economic aid to Europe was therefore a political complement to the military aid of the Truman
Doctrine. Provided directly by the United States, not by an international agency, it could be
directed in ways suitable to American political interests. It would hold off the Communist threat
and create an integrated trading bloc, including a revived western Germany, that would serve as a
beacon of the blessings of capitalism and free markets.

Marshall made it clear that the United States required joint proposals of needs from the
European countries, as part of a European Recovery Plan (ERP). At first the Soviets seemed
ready to take part, and Foreign Minister Molotov and aides appeared at a conference in Paris to
make known their desires. At the last moment, however, Molotov received a telegram from home
and marched his delegation out. Although it is not wholly clear why Stalin refused to take part,
two concerns may have moved him. First, he knew that the Soviet Union would not get very
much in the way of needed short-term credits through ERP. Second, the Soviets would have been
required to share information about their resources and to relinquish some of their control over
economic management. Skeptics who doubt the humanitarian rationale behind the Marshall Plan
think that American planners deliberately included these requirements with the expectation that
the troublesome East bloc would stay out of the planning. Perhaps, perhaps not—it is still hard to
say—but the offer had been made and could hardly have been withdrawn if the Soviets had
accepted it. Their refusal made the ERP a much more attractive proposition to the American
people and to the Congress. In this sense Stalin was short-sighted to reject it.53

Western European nations, by contrast, eagerly embraced Marshall's offer. In late August they
came in with a proposal for $29 billion spread over four years. This was an enormous, politically
unacceptable sum, and American officials pared it down to $17.8 billion. Even this was an
extraordinary amount of money, especially to budget-conscious Republicans (and many
Democrats) who were then trying to cut federal spending and taxes. Some conservatives and
isolationists derided the plan, calling it a "sob sister proposal" and a "European TVA." Wallace
was ambivalent—after all, this was economic, not military aid, and it could do much to reduce
suffering. But he cooled to the idea, proclaiming that ERP meant Erase the Russian Peril and that
the Marshall Plan ought to be known as the Martial Plan.54

Critics of the plan subjected it to extensive debate that lasted through the winter of 1947–48.
Doubters continued to wonder if such massive aid was necessary. But congressmen who visited
Europe that winter returned with reports of widespread suffering, including starvation. Moreover,
the American economy was healthy, and the federal budget under control; it seemed the United



States could afford the help. And after more than two years of Cold War Americans were
increasingly ready to believe the worst of Stalin. Everett Dirksen, an influential Republican
congressman from Illinois, backed the plan in late 1947 in the course of crying in alarm of "this
red tide" that was "like some vile creeping thing which is spreading its web westward."55 Stalin
indeed seemed more dangerous than ever, rigging elections to assure a pro-Soviet regime in
Hungary in August 1947 and promoting a Communist coup in Czechoslovakia in February and
March 1948. This provocative act guaranteed passage of the plan. In April 1948 Congress
approved a fifteen-month appropriation for $6.8 billion.

It is arguable, especially in retrospect, that the Marshall Plan had some unfortunate, though
unintended, consequences. Together with the Truman Doctrine, it greatly alarmed Stalin, who
more than ever suspected that these American efforts were part of a concerted conspiracy to
encircle him.56 Stalin, expecting that the ERP would bolster European prosperity, may have
called for the coup in Czechoslovakia to prevent the Czechs from joining with the West. It is also
true, as revisionists have emphasized, that the Marshall Plan was "selfish" in the sense that it did
much for well-placed American business interests. ERP, along with American military aid, which
escalated after 1949, greatly revived the capacity of Europeans to buy American goods.57

It is also possible to exaggerate the impact of ERP on the European economies. Americans,
certain of their rectitude, power, and wealth, tend to do this without recognizing the important
role that the industrious and efficient west Europeans played in their own recovery. Indeed, the
Europeans deserve much of the credit for their economic revitalization after 1948. The plan gave
them considerable autonomy and initiative, and they took it, reviving their historical possibilities
in rapid time.58 In later years, when the United States directed aid at other less developed parts of
the world, the results were by no means so felicitous.

But most of these qualifications do not detract from the remarkable success of the Marshall
Plan, which funneled $13.34 billion in aid to western Europe between 1948 and 1952. Welcomed
eagerly by suffering European nations, the assistance hastened a very impressive recovery. It
probably promoted greater political stability, if for no other reason than that it demonstrated the
commitment of the United States to that part of the world. Compared especially with the selfish
reaction of the United States to the plight of Europe after World War I, the Marshall Plan
represented a remarkably enlightened effort. Few other postwar foreign policies of the United
States can claim as much.

DRAMATIC THOUGH THE  Truman Doctrine and Marshall Plan were, they still had little
effect on the overall defense policy of the United States. Leading American officials for the most
part did not expect the Russians to stage a military attack. Rather, like Kennan, they worried
mainly about the psychological appeal of Communism to frightened citizens of unstable
countries. Hence the need for "patient" containment, mainly via the means of economic aid.59

The struggle for a National Security Act, finally approved in 1947, reveals how little these
defense policies changed. In seeking such legislation Truman and others hoped that Congress
would strike a blow against interservice battling by creating the office of Secretary of Defense to
design and coordinate military policy. Instead the services, notably the Navy Department under
Forrestal, fought tenaciously against centralization, and the final bill left the services with



considerable autonomy. Forrestal became the nation's first Defense Secretary in September 1947,
at which point he battled for the powers that he had opposed as Navy Secretary. He got nowhere
before he was replaced eighteen months later.

The National Security Act created two other agencies that were later to become important
parts of America's defense bureaucracy. One, the National Security Council (NSC), was to be
controlled by the White House, not—as Forrestal had wanted—by the Pentagon. The other, the
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), promised to give the United States—at last—a permanent
intelligence-gathering bureaucracy. The statute left fuzzy the degree to which the CIA would be
subject to meaningful congressional oversight, and it implicitly authorized covert activities. A
key clause said the CIA could "perform other such functions and duties related to intelligence
affecting the national security as the National Security Council may from time to time direct."60

It was revealing, however, that Truman made little use of these agencies in the late 1940s. He
attended only twelve of the NSC's first fifty-seven meetings.61 He had disbanded the CIA's
wartime predecessor, the Office of Strategic Services, not long after the fighting ended in 1945
and had dispersed its activities thereafter to the contentious and non-cooperating armed services.
While he accepted creation of the CIA, which quickly engaged in covert activities in Italy, he
paid it little attention for most of his presidency. It was only later, in the 1950s and 1960s, that
the provisions of the National Security Act turned out to be significant additions to the
centralized power of the State.

Truman also continued to fight against large defense expenditures and to rely primarily on
economic aid to conduct the Cold War. This was true even when the Russians staged their coup
in Czechoslovakia in February 1948. Truman wrote his daughter, "We are faced with exactly the
same situation in which Britain and France were faced in 1938–39 with Hitler. Things look black.
A decision will have to be made. I am going to make it."62 But he recognized that there was little,
given the conventional military power of the Soviets, that he could do about the coup. It was
much the same on Capitol Hill. Members of Congress angrily denounced the Soviets and
reauthorized the draft, but they took no major steps to increase American preparedness.

Shortly thereafter, in June 1948, the Russians clamped a blockade on West Berlin. They did so
for many reasons, mainly because they were frightened by Western plans then underway to
establish West Germany as an independent nation. The Soviet blockade touched off even larger
fears among policy-makers in the United States, some of whom recommended that American
troops force their way into the beleaguered city. The Truman administration resisted this course
of action, responding instead with a heroic and ultimately sucessful airlift, which involved
sending hundreds of planes daily to relieve the West Berliners.63 As before, Truman had refused
to take steps that would have greatly militarized the Cold War. Defense spending continued to be
modest, and the Soviets maintained a large edge in military manpower in Europe.

EVENTS SUCH AS THESE showed how dangerous the Cold War had become by mid-1948. It
was not only raising the risk of armed conflicts but also souring the political atmosphere at
home. Right-wing opponents accused the administration of being "soft" on Communism. The
House Committee on Un-American Activities eagerly investigated a wide range of alleged
subversive activities. Unions, universities, and other large institutions were gearing up to purge



themselves of leftists.64 Soviet athletes in 1948 stayed away from the Olympic games in London
and St. Moritz.

The Truman administration had not always dealt very adeptly with the events that led to this
sour state of affairs. In 1945 Truman, inexperienced and insecure, had tended to vacillate. In
early 1946 he and top advisers devised a policy of containment, showing firmness concerning
Soviet pressures on Iran and Turkey, but still seemed unsure of how to apply it. In 1947 and 1948
the United States acted more forcefully, especially with the Truman Doctrine and the Marshall
Plan. These policies, countering Soviet coldness, symbolized the polarization of East and West.

In its defense policies the Truman administration was largely consistent, preferring for the
most part to combat the Soviets by monopolizing the Bomb and by relying otherwise on foreign
aid. This approach had potential flaws, for it left the United States without a flexible military
deterrent in many parts of the world. Still, the alternative, building up a large military apparatus,
was politically impossible before 1948. Controls over defense spending appealed to a population
—and its congressional representatives—that was anxious and increasingly angry at the Soviets
but that also feared yet another war and its attendant sacrifices. Advocates of a get-tough policy
found these popular attitudes frustrating, for they did set limits on American responses.

To focus on mistakes of the Truman administration or on the role of American popular
opinion, however, is to miss the most significant source of the Cold War in the 1940s. That was
the uniquely difficult and bipolar world that suddenly arose after World War II: two very
different societies and cultures found themselves face-to-face in a world of awesome weaponry.
In part because they worried about their security, the Soviets proceeded to oppress their eastern
European neighbors and to threaten Western interests in the Mediterranean and Middle East. The
Americans, believers in democracy, had high expectations about their capacity and duty to
contain such threats. They also came to fear that the USSR was bent on even wider territorial
expansion that would endanger the economic and political supremacy of the United States.
Leaders on each side, frequently believing the worst of the other, proved unable to curb the
escalation of tensions.

To stop there, however—assigning responsibility for these tensions to both sides—is to ignore
the apocalyptic tone that came to surround Soviet-American relations in the late 1940s and
thereafter. This stemmed in part from the tendency of the Truman administration, anxious to
stand firm, to whip up domestic fears in order to secure political support for containment.
Truman and his advisers knew that war with the Soviet Union was highly unlikely. Yet they had
to have domestic political backing for firmness; the United States, after all, had a democratic
system. To secure this support they resorted to a fair amount of harping—and some exaggeration
—about the dangers that the Soviet Union and international Communism posed to the "Free
World."

The apocalyptic character of the Cold War owed even more, however, to the peculiarly
suspicious, dictatorial, and often hostile stance of Stalin. This truly alarmed policy-makers and
over time aroused popular attitudes. In these years it was the Soviet Union, more than the United
States, whose behavior—especially in eastern Europe—seemed alarming in the world. Not just
the United States but also other Western nations concluded that "appeasement" would be
disastrous. "Credibility" required that they resist. A defter American administration might have



coped more sure-handedly with these problems than did Truman's, thereby muting to some
degree the extremes of Cold War hostility. Given the understandable determination of the United
States and its allies to contain the Soviets, however, there is no way that serious friction could
have been avoided. Some sort of "Cold War"—even a quasi-apocalyptic one—seems as close to
being inevitable as anything can be in history.



6
Domestic Politics: Truman's First Term

 
The shadow of Roosevelt fell heavily on Truman early in his first term. Jonathan Daniels, one of
FDR's White House aides, remembers seeing Truman in the Oval Office shortly after Roosevelt
died. "He swung around in the President's chair as if he were testing it, more uncertain than even
I was about its size."1

Truman's uncertainty was entirely understandable, for to millions of Americans, especially the
poor, Roosevelt had been an almost saintly father figure. Liberals had regarded him as the very
model of strong presidential leadership in battles for social change. Although FDR had lost most
of these battles after 1937, progressive Americans blamed Congress and "the interests," not the
President. As recently as 1944 Roosevelt had rallied reformers—and raised popular expectations
—by calling for an "Economic Bill of Rights" after the war. It is not too much to say that liberals
were shattered when FDR died in April 1945. For them and many other Americans, no man could
have filled Roosevelt's chair.2

Any liberal successor to Roosevelt faced especially large structural obstacles to change.
Unlike many west European countries, the United States lacked a strong political Left. The
Socialist party headed by Norman Thomas had been undercut by the New Deal in the 1930s and
by factional splits during the war, which Thomas had opposed. It was barely alive.3 The
Communist party, though stronger in 1945 than ever before, remained tiny; most Americans
feared to associate with it.4 The labor unions had record membership but by 1945 were beginning
to lose momentum as a progressive political force. Roosevelt, indeed, had enjoyed advantages
denied to Truman. During the Depression FDR could generate enthusiasm from "have-not"
groups, such as restless workers and poor farmers, and during the war he could appeal to their
patriotism. By 1945, however, many of these people, such as upwardly mobile blue-collar
workers, were becoming "haves"—interest groups with much to be gained from supporting the
status quo. In this way, as in many others, the recovery of the American economy reshaped
American politics—for the most part toward the center and the right.5

A special obstacle to liberals in 1945, as throughout much of postwar American history, was
Congress. On the surface this did not necessarily seem to be the case. Truman had comfortable
Democratic majorities in both houses, 242 to 190 in the House and 56 to 38 in the Senate. In the
House he could count on Speaker Sam Rayburn of Texas, a bald-headed bachelor who devoted
his life to the chamber he had first entered in 1913. Popular with his colleagues, moderately
liberal, a partisan Democrat, Rayburn was a forceful leader. In the Senate Truman could rely on
Democratic majority leader Alben Barkley of Kentucky. Barkley was more easy-going and less
effective than Rayburn. He was also aging, turning sixty-eight in 1945. But Barkley, too, had put
in long service on the Hill, dating to 1913 when he, like Rayburn, had first entered the House. He
had moved to the Senate in 1927. A moderate, he was liked by most of his colleagues and by
Democratic party leaders throughout the country. Despite Barkley's age, Truman asked him to be
his running mate in 1948.



But since 1937 power on Capitol Hill had usually belonged to a coalition of Republicans and
conservative Democrats, many of them from the South. They returned to Capitol Hill in
September 1945 in an uncooperative mood. They were especially tired of aggressive presidential
leadership.6 Most of the Republicans could hardly wait until 1948, when they expected—at last
—to recapture the White House. The late 1940s were among the most partisan, rancorous years
in the history of modern American politics.

Some observers of Truman thought that he was essentially a partisan who accepted this state of
affairs. One was the journalist Samuel Lubell, who described Truman as "the man who bought
time." "Far from seeking decision, he sought to put off any possible showdown, to perpetuate
rather than to break the prevailing political stalemate."7 This is accurate insofar as it captures
Truman's sometimes zigzag approach, as he alternately tried to satisfy and to fend off the claims
of interest groups. It is a little unfair, however, as a description of Truman's motivation. The new
President had been a loyal New Dealer in the 1930s, and he believed in strong presidential
leadership. He sincerely supported most of the liberal programs that he introduced during his
years in office.8

For a variety of reasons, however, the President failed to persuade many liberals that he was
one of them, at least not in 1945–46. While Truman wanted to protect the New Deal, he was
uneasy around some of the liberals—a "lunatic fringe," he called them—who had risen to high
office under Roosevelt. One was Wallace, another the curmudgeonly Interior Secretary, Harold
Ickes. Truman was uncomfortable even with words like "liberal" or "progressive." He preferred
"forward-looking." Correctly sensing the temper of the times, he also doubted that major reforms
had much of a chance right after the war. "I don't want any experiments," he told his adviser
Clark Clifford. "The American people have been through a lot of experiments, and they want a
rest from experiments."9

Some of Truman's views also put him at loggerheads with liberals. One was his fiscal
conservatism. As an administrator in Jackson County, Missouri, he had prided himself on his
attempts to balance the budget. He was a man of modest means—perhaps the poorest member of
the United States Senate while he was in it—and he had always had to be careful with money.
Truman's fiscal conservatism was good politics: most Americans at that time believed that the
government, like a household, should normally spend no more than it took in. Moreover, few
politicians in Truman's lifetime (Roosevelt included) favored deficit spending in times of
prosperity. But Truman's conservative feelings on the subject were powerful and genuine, rooted
in all of his experience. He remained cautious about advancing liberal social programs that
would cost a good deal of money.

Truman also believed strongly that he was President of all the people. This did not mean that
he claimed, as President Eisenhower later did, to be above politics. On the contrary, Truman was
never happier than when in the company of fellow politicians, and he was intensely partisan. But
he considered it his duty as President to rise above what he thought were the more local,
provincial concerns of members of Congress and to resist interest groups that acted against what
he considered the national well-being. This feeling provoked him to oppose union wage demands
in 1946—opposition that did him temporary harm with liberal supporters of the labor movement.



As much as anything, Truman's personal style discouraged liberal Democrats in 1945–46.
Roosevelt had been Harvard-educated, eloquent, and charming. People warmed to the glow of his
buoyant personality. By contrast, Truman had risen from machine politics and had reached the
White House by accident. Harry Dexter White, Undersecretary of the Treasury, expressed this
feeling well in 1946. When FDR had been alive, White said, "we'd go over to the White House
for a conference on some particular policy, lose the argument, and yet walk out of the door
somehow thrilled and inspired to go on and do the job the way the Big Boss had ordered." Now,
White lamented, "you go in to see Mr. Truman. He's very nice to you. He lets you do what you
want to do, and yet you leave feeling somehow dispirited and flat."10

No one was unhappier with Truman than the cantankerous journalist I. F. Stone, who wrote
columns for liberal journals such as PM and The Nation. Under Truman, he wrote, the New
Dealers

began to be replaced by the kind of men one was accustomed to meeting in county
courthouses. The composite impression was of big-bellied, good-natured guys who knew a
lot of dirty jokes, spent as little time in their

 
offices as possible, saw Washington as a chance to make useful "contacts," and were

anxious to get what they could for themselves out of the experience. They were not
unusually corrupt or especially wicked—that would have made the capital a dramatic
instead of a depressing experience for a reporter. They were just trying to get along. The
Truman era was the era of the moocher. The place was full of Wimpys who could be had for
a hamburger.11

 
This was an unfair comment. Truman in fact made many distinguished appointments,

especially in the area of foreign affairs, where he relied heavily on experienced advisers. In
stating it, however, Stone reflected a characteristically liberal view of presidential leadership:
that White House dynamism was in and of itself a key to progress. Liberals also assumed
wrongly that there was great reform sentiment among the people, just waiting to be aroused by an
inspiring leader. They forgot that Roosevelt, their idol, had struggled unsuccessfully since 1937,
and they ignored signs in 1945 and 1946 that many Americans wanted a respite from the
excitement and intrusiveness of governmental activism.

Still, liberals like Stone were correct that Truman in 1945–46 seemed indecisive and uncertain
in domestic matters, just as he did in foreign affairs at the time. Again, Roosevelt loomed as their
standard. FDR, Max Lerner said, had given the country a "confident sense of direction." Truman
lacked this ability. Progressive magazine added, "A curious uneasiness seems to pervade all
levels of the Government. There is a feeling at times that there is no one at the wheel."12

ALTHOUGH TRUMAN WAS ABSORBED  in foreign policy matters for much of 1945 and 1946,
he wasted little time in advancing an ambitious domestic agenda. On September 6, 1945, he
stamped himself in the mold of Roosevelt by praising FDR's Economic Bill of Rights and calling
on Congress to approve a host of reforms. These included laws that would expand federal control
of public power, increase minimum wages, provide funds for public housing, broaden coverage



of Social Security, and establish a national health program. Truman also made it clear that he
expected Congress to confer permanent status on the wartime Fair Employment Practices
Commission and to approve the so-called full employment bill, which would commit the
government to promote policies against joblessness.13

Conservatives erupted in dismay at Truman's proposals. House Republican Leader Joseph
Martin of Massachusetts cried, "Now, nobody should have any more doubt. Not even President
Roosevelt ever asked so much at one sitting. It is just a case of out-New Dealing the New
Deal."14 Martin was a conservative, partisan legislator who had marched in torchlight parades for
William McKinley in the late 1890s and had befriended Calvin Coolidge while serving with him
in the Massachusetts legislature. He would have opposed most of these programs no matter how
cautiously they had been introduced. But others, including loyal Democrats, were also taken
aback by Truman's sweeping requests. Truman, they grumbled, was asking too much too fast,
expecting Congress to do his bidding and setting the stage to blame it if it did not. This was
hardly the way to develop a harmonious working relationship along the length of Pennsylvania
Avenue.

Complaints such as these punctuated all seven years of Truman's presidency, which witnessed
unusually antagonistic relations between the White House and Congress. Truman vetoed 250
bills in his seven years, third only to FDR, who vetoed 631 in twelve, and Grover Cleveland, who
vetoed 374 in eight.15 Twelve of his vetoes were overridden, the most since the days when
Andrew Johnson defied the Radical Republicans over Reconstruction. Truman, however, acted as
if these complaints did not bother him. "What the country needed in every field," he said, "was
up to me to say . . . and if Congress wouldn't respond, well, I'd have done all I could in a straight-
forward way."16 He was a little unwise to sound so cavalier, both because members of Congress
resented his attitude and because they had trouble distinguishing between what he really wanted
and what he demanded. Truman, like many who followed him to the Oval Office, did not always
delineate his priorities.

It is unlikely, however, that the deftest of presidential leadership would have made much of an
impression on the conservative coalition or on the well-established interest groups that
dominated Capitol Hill. Southern senators launched a filibuster against the FEPC bill, ultimately
preventing its consideration. Business interests, which had grown powerful during the war, had
special influence. Oil companies and state political leaders pressed for a "tidelands" bill that
would have turned over to states oil-rich "submerged lands" off their coasts; the bill passed twice
during Truman's presidency, was vetoed twice, and finally was enacted when Eisenhower signed
it in 1953. The electric utility lobby took the lead in successful efforts against proposed new
federal power authorities in the Missouri and Columbia valleys. Railroad interests urged passage
of a bill that would have exempted many of their practices from anti-trust prosecution. This, too,
later passed over a Truman veto.17

The fate of Truman's quest for a national system of health insurance clearly revealed the power
of special interests. His proposal was fairly conservative, calling for care to be financed by a tax
of 4 percent on the first $3,600 of personal income. General government revenue would assist
many among the poor. A powerful medical lobby headed by the American Medical Association
(AMA) attacked the plan as socialistic, and conservatives in Congress agreed. The plan never



came close to passage.18 Instead, the AMA backed the so-called Hill-Burton bill, which Congress
approved in 1946. It provided federal aid for hospital construction, thereby pleasing building
company interests as well as medical leaders. Between 1946 and 1975 some $4 billion in federal
funds supported this program, which ultimately helped to produce large excess in hospital beds.
The Hill-Burton Act mainly benefited doctors, hospital administrators, and the rising network of
medical insurers such as Blue Cross-Blue Shield.19

Congress also gutted liberal versions of the employment bill. The final act, passed in 1946,
deliberately omitted mention of a government commitment to "full" employment, as well as
provisions mandating public spending to supplement private expenditures. Instead, it called for
creation of a three-person Council of Economic Advisers, a Joint Economic Committee of
Congress, and an annual presidential report on the state of the economy. The Employment Act
represented a step in the direction of governmental responsibility for economic welfare, a
principle that would have seemed almost revolutionary as recently as the 1920s. But it was a far
more cautious and noncommittal step than many reformers had hoped for.20

Liberals were disappointed with Truman's handling of many of these issues. They were
especially upset that he did not denounce the filibusterers against FEPC and that he acquiesced in
the revisions to the full employment bill. Truman, indeed, focused on foreign affairs and did not
fight very effectively for domestic programs on Capitol Hill. He also showed little interest in
listening to "experts" on the economy. It was six months before he got around to appointing
people to the Council of Economic Advisers, and he paid them relatively little attention
thereafter.

No domestic issue of these years did Truman more damage than the highly contentious
question of what to do about wartime restraints on prices, which had been supervised by the
Office of Price Administration (OPA). Businessmen generally wanted controls lifted so that they
could take full advantage of the huge surge in demand that was expected following the war. Free-
market conservatives agreed, arguing that a less regulated world of supply and demand ought to
be restored. Many liberals hotly dissented. Vast pent-up wartime savings, they said, would
intensify demand beyond the capacity of businesses to supply, with runaway price increases and
large corporate profits the result.

Truman mostly agreed with the liberals. Fearing inflation, he seemed to support the OPA. But
John Snyder, a conservative aide who was supervising reconversion policies, temporarily lifted
controls on supplies of building materials, stimulating large demand among builders seeking to
engage in profitable commercial construction instead of residential building. Meanwhile,
Reuther and other union leaders were demanding large wage increases. The insistence of these
and other interests at the time would have pressured almost any chief executive, especially one
so inexperienced. It surely confounded Truman, who was buffeted by events. OPA head Chester
Bowles, an ardent liberal, complained to Truman in January, "The Government's stabilization
policy is not what you have stated it to be, but is instead one of improvising on a day-to-day,
case-by-case method, as one crisis leads to another—in short, . . . there is really no policy at
all."21

More backing and filling on the issue followed until June 1946, when conservatives in



Congress passed a bill that extended OPA beyond its statutory lifetime on June 30 but that
stripped the agency of real authority. Barkley told Truman to approve it: "Harry, you've got to
sign this bill. Whether you like it or not, it's the best bill we can get out of this Congress, and it's
the only one you're going to get." Truman refused and vetoed the bill. Prices and rents, no longer
controlled, shot up immediately. Steak went from fifty-five cents a pound to a dollar, butter from
eighty cents a pound to a dollar. The New York Daily News  carried a headline, PRICES SOAR,

BUYERS SORE, STEERS JUMP OVER THE MOON.22

Three weeks later Congress passed another bill that restored the OPA, again with emasculated
powers. This time Truman signed it, but everyone knew that it was too little and too late, for
prices had soared, and the new controls were ineffective. Some wags branded the OPA as
OCRAP, the Office for Cessation of Rationing and Priorities.23 When OPA tried to curb hikes in
meat prices, farmers and ranchers refused to deliver their products to market. Consumers erupted
in outrage, much of it aimed at the government. The Washington Times-Herald  captured these
feelings with a headline, ONLY 87 MEATLESS DAYS UNTIL CHRISTMAS . Truman was privately furious
with the "reckless group of selfish men" who resisted controls. He prepared an angry speech,
blasting the American people for sacrificing "the greatest government that was ever conceived
for a piece of beef, for a slice of bacon." Businessmen and labor leaders, he added, greedily
sought profit "from the blood and sacrifice of the brave men who bared their breasts to the
bullets."24 The President, however, then thought better of making such incendiary statements. He
surrendered to pressure in mid-October and removed the controls on meat. By the end of the year
the OPA was dead.25

The issue of controls was but one of many domestic concerns that hurt Truman's relations with
liberals in 1946. But shortages and controls affected people in especially personal ways, and
Truman suffered badly from criticism during the acerbic election campaigns of 1946. Jokes
reflected the popular mood. "Would you like a Truman beer? You know, the one with no head."
"To err is Truman." Remembering FDR, people asked, "I wonder what Truman would do if he
were alive." Republicans summed up their message in a widely used slogan, "Had Enough? Vote
Republican." They swept to victory, taking control of both houses of Congress for the first time
since 1930: 245 to 188 in the House and 51 to 45 in the Senate. So decisive was the repudiation
of Truman's leadership that Arkansas senator J. William Fulbright, a Democrat, suggested that
Truman consult with the Republicans to name a new Secretary of State, resign, and let the new
Secretary take over. (That was then the prescribed line of presidential succession.) Truman
naturally ignored the unwelcome advice from "Halfbright," as he called him. But he could not
hide the obvious: voters had repudiated his administration.

LITTLE THAT HAPPENED  in the next few months promised to improve the President's
political prospects. In late December sympathizers of Wallace announced the formation of
Progressive Citizens of America (PCA), which outlined an ambitious progressive domestic
agenda and called for worldwide disarmament and immediate destruction of all nuclear weapons.
This was the Soviet position. It was obvious that PCA hoped to run Wallace against Truman in
1948, an effort that seemed certain to divide the Democratic vote and likely to throw the election
to the Republicans.

Liberals countered a week later by creating the Americans for Democratic Action (ADA). Like



the PCA, the ADA favored progressive domestic legislation, but it distanced itself far from the
Soviet Union: "We reject any association with Communists or sympathizers with communism in
the United States as completely as we reject any association with Fascists or their sympathizers."
Among the founders of the ADA were Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr., CIO unionist David Dubinsky,
the liberal economist John Kenneth Galbraith, the historian Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., and the
young liberal mayor of Minneapolis, Hubert H. Humphrey. The ADA became a vociferous and
well-organized pressure group for liberal causes in the 1940s and 1950s. But many of its
members openly disdained Truman. The President had little reason to rejoice in its creation at the
time.26

The new 80th Congress gave Truman even less cause to feel confident. Its members included a
few Democratic newcomers who later achieved fame, among them young Congressman John F.
Kennedy of Massachusetts. But the feisty "Class of 1946" featured a cast of conservative
Republicans. Among the new GOP senators were John Bricker of Ohio, who had run as the
Republican vice-presidential nominee in 1944, and the then little-known Joseph McCarthy of
Wisconsin. Among the new Republican congressmen was Richard Nixon of California. Like
others in his party, he demanded that the administration root out leftists in the United States and
get tough against the Soviet Union overseas.

More influential in the 80th Congress was an older and generally conservative generation of
Republican leaders. In the House they included Martin of Massachusetts and a band of
midwesterners led by Charles Halleck of Indiana and Everett McKinley Dirksen of Illinois.
These Republicans sided with business interests on most domestic issues; many also resisted
foreign policy initiatives such as the Marshall Plan. In the Senate the towering Republican figure
was Robert Taft of Ohio. Taft was the son of former President and Supreme Court Chief Justice
William Howard Taft. He had finished first in his class at Yale and at Harvard Law School,
apprenticed as a regular Republican politician in his native city of Cincinnati, and entered the
Senate in 1939. Partisan and hard-working, he had risen quickly and challenged boldly but
unsuccessfully for the Republican presidential nomination in 1940.

Then and later Taft opposed significant American commitments in Europe. This attitude had
hurt him in his race for the GOP presidential nomination in 1940 and placed him at odds with the
Truman administration. But he mainly deferred to Vandenberg, his Republican colleague, on
such issues. He focused instead on domestic matters, where his towering self-assurance helped to
give him extraordinary influence in the Senate. No conservative of his generation evoked more
admiration. Critics, Truman among them, responded by painting him as a reactionary. Taft, they
charged, "had the best eighteenth-century mind in the Senate."27

Taft was slightly less conservative than his liberal critics thought: by 1949 he supported liberal
bills to increase funds for public housing and federal aid to education. But in 1947 he stood
solidly on the right concerning the major issues of the day, notably labor legislation and tax
policy. He was also an adamant partisan, so much so that he became known as "Mr. Republican."
In 1946 he had led GOP forces in the fight against OPA, and in 1947 he drove to passage the
Taft-Hartley Act, a hotly debated tax cut that especially benefited the wealthy, and other
measures that he championed as ways of limiting the influence of Big Government. Taft acted
because he detested the liberalism of Roosevelt and Truman. He also hoped to get the GOP



presidential nomination. Under his highly partisan leadership the Republican 80th Congress
expected to discredit the President.

In doing so the Republicans underestimated Truman, who counter-attacked vigorously after his
party's decisive defeat in the 1946 elections. It was then, in mid-November and early December,
that he faced down John L. Lewis and the United Mine Workers. This triumph greatly enlivened
him and intensified his zest for political combat. A few months later he acted decisively in
foreign policy as well, announcing the Truman Doctrine. Throughout the angry, partisan
struggles of early 1947 he showed much more zest for battle than he had in 1945 and 1946.

Nothing did more for Truman's standing among liberals than his ringing veto message
condemning the Taft-Hartley bill in June. "T.R.B.," columnist for the New Republic, was
delighted: "Let's come right out and say it, we thought Truman's labor veto thrilling." James
Wechsler, a leading liberal journalist, added, "Mr. Truman has reached the crucial fork in the
road and turned unmistakably to the left."28 Within the month Truman twice vetoed the
Republican tax bills. Although Congress overruled his veto of Taft-Hartley, Truman had shown
his fighting spirit. It carried him much more confidently into his battle for re-election in 1948.

CLARK CLIFFORD, A NATIVE of St. Louis, had worked as a lawyer before serving in the navy
during the war. He entered the Truman administration in 1945 as a junior naval aide. He was
handsome, polished, and politically shrewd. His views on the issues—resist the Soviets, promote
liberal domestic legislation—accorded with Truman's. By 1947 he was serving officially as
Truman's special counsel and unofficially as his most powerful and trusted adviser on matters
relating to politics and domestic policy. He stayed in this important role until returning to law
practice in February 1950.

In November 1947 Clifford, James Rowe, and other White House aides turned over a forty-
three-page memorandum to Truman. It laid out carefully what the President must do if he hoped
to win the election of 1948. It was in many ways the most revealing source of Democratic
electoral strategy for the forthcoming presidential campaign.

The memorandum was hardly infallible. It blithely took for granted the loyalty of the so-called
Solid South: "As always the South can be considered safely Democratic. And in formulating
national policy, it can be safely ignored." But the memo was otherwise sound in emphasizing the
central fact of American political life since the rise of the New Deal: the potential electoral
strength of the Democratic coalition. If Truman could attract the major interest groups in that
coalition—blue-collar workers, black people, Jews, other ethnic groups, farmers, and poor people
generally—he could triumph in 1948, just as FDR had done in the four presidential elections
since 1932. This meant that the President must continue to resist the Russians. It especially
meant that he must confront the Republican Congress, with the expectation not of getting laws
but of winning the election:

The Administration should select the issues upon which there will be conflict with the
majority in Congress. It can assume it will get no major part of its own program approved.
Its tactics must, therefore, be entirely different than [sic] if there were any real point to
bargaining and compromise. Its recommendations—in the State of the Union message and
elsewhere—must be tailored for the voter, not the Congressman; they must display a label



which reads "no compromises."29

 
Satisfying the elements of the Democratic coalition called for careful maneuvering, as Truman

quickly found out with two such groups in early 1948: blacks and Jews. The volatile issue of
race, while far less central to America's national politics at that time than it was to become later,
was already creating strains in partisan alignments. After Truman failed in his efforts to secure a
permanent FEPC, he named a liberal committee in December 1946 to advise him on civil rights
policies. The committee's report, "To Secure These Rights," was released in October 1947 and
demanded a range of measures against racism in America. These included legislation eliminating
discrimination and segregation in employment, housing, health facilities, interstate
transportation, and public accommodations; a law making lynching a federal crime; abolition of
the poll tax; federal protection of voting rights; creation of a permanent FEPC; and issuance of
executive orders against racial discrimination in the federal civil service and the armed forces.

The report sparked great excitement in liberal circles. The New Republic wrote, "For those who
cherish liberty, freedom and forebearance; for those sickened by the sight of reaction ruling the
land; for those who feel alone and for those who are afraid, here is a noble reaffirmation of the
principles that made America." Truman, too, seemed pleased and ready to act. "Every man," he
proclaimed, "should have the right to a decent home, . . . the right to a worthwhile job, the right
to an equal share in making public decisions through the ballot."30

Truman's support for civil rights did not include social mixing of the races. "The Negro
himself knows better than that," he once had explained, "and the highest types of Negro leaders
say quite frankly that they prefer the society of their own people."31 In private conversation he
used "nigger" and other racial slurs from time to time. His Justice Department did little to
investigate or prosecute the many violations of civil rights in the country. Still, Truman's
appointment of such a liberal committee, and his endorsement of the report, stamped him as a
friend of civil rights. No American President before him, FDR included, had taken such a strong
stand.

Speaking for civil rights, however, was not the same as taking decisive action. When it came
to that, Truman moved slowly. In February 1948 he sent a message to the Hill calling for
enactment of some of the committee's recommendations, including passage of an anti-lynching
law, a permanent FEPC, and laws against poll taxes and discrimination in interstate
transportation. He said he would issue executive orders against discrimination in the armed
forces and the civil service. But he did not follow up by introducing legislation, which would
have provoked a filibuster, and throughout the spring and early summer of 1948 he failed to issue
the executive orders. At the Democratic National Convention in July he gave his support to a
civil rights plank so vague that liberals like Hubert Humphrey erupted in protest. Only then,
faced with open rebellion, did Truman turn about and support a more liberal plank.32

Only then, too, did he finally issue his executive orders, in a move whose political motives
were obvious: to prevent loss of black votes in the North. But here, too, Truman moved
cautiously, for the issues remained volatile. The order affecting the civil service called for an end
to discrimination, not immediately to segregation. More important was his order against



segregation in the armed services, into which millions of impressionable young men were later to
be drafted. Advocates of civil rights, relatively optimistic in those days, hoped that greater
interracial contact among young men would gradually diminish prejudice. They hailed Truman's
move.

But this order, too, was implemented only slowly, in part because of resistance to it among top
military leaders, who were frightened that desegregation would damage military discipline and
provoke fighting among the troops. The day after Truman issued his order, army chief of staff
Omar Bradley warned, "The Army is not out to make any social reform. The Army will not put
men of different races in the same companies. It will change that policy when the nation as a
whole changes it."33 Resistance such as this delayed widespread implementation of Truman's
order until after the North Korean invasion of South Korea in the summer of 1950, when the
American army had to scramble to put together units with any available troops. Even then, black
draftees piled up in Japan, barred by the army from joining white units even as battlefield
commanders begged for help. Not until 1954 was the process of desegregation in the Army
complete in the sense that no unit was more than one-half black. Thereafter blacks continued to
form only a very small percentage of the army's officer corps.

Truman's caution on the issue of civil rights greatly bothered many liberals. But his
backtracking rested on a political reality that had paralyzed Roosevelt, too: the Democratic party
had always been badly divided on the issue of race. In a few northern cities, such as Chicago,
Detroit, and New York, the massive south-to-north migrations of black people heightened their
potential at the polls. In some of these areas, Clifford had pointed out, black voters could make
the difference between victory and defeat. Most whites in the North, however, had not yet been
drawn to the cause of racial justice; that began to happen only later. And in the South, where a
majority of African-Americans still lived, almost all whites adamantly opposed moves to
liberalize race relations. When Truman belatedly accepted the liberal civil rights plank at the
convention in July, thirty-five delegates from Alabama and Mississippi marched out of the hall
waving battle flags of the Confederacy. They spearheaded a move that culminated in the
nomination for President of Governor J. Strom Thurmond of South Carolina on the States' Rights
Democratic ticket. "Dixiecrats," as opponents branded them, carried four Deep South states
(Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi, and South Carolina) for Thurmond in November. So much for
Clifford's predictions about the loyalty of what was obviously the no-longer-so-solid South.

By contrast to blacks, Jews were a small group. In 1948 they numbered fewer than 5 million
people, or around 3.5 percent of the total population. (Blacks then numbered nearly 15 million, or
11 percent.) Jews differed among themselves in the depth and nature of their religious
commitments. But most Jews had greatly admired FDR and the New Deal; by 1948 they were
overwhelmingly Democratic. More than blacks, they were concentrated in a few northern urban
areas, and they were politically active. Rowe and Clifford had mentioned Jews as potentially
vital to Democratic prospects in 1948, especially in the electorally important state of New York.

By this time most politically engaged American Jews had become supporters of Zionism, a
movement that called for creation of an independent Jewish state in Palestine—the Holy Land—
which had been under mandate to the British. Many Zionists thought such a state had been
promised to the Jews in the Balfour Declaration issued by the British Foreign Secretary in 1917.



Many others, with the Holocaust fresh in their memories, greatly stepped up their appeals after
World War II. The American Zionist Emergency Council (AZEC) embarked on a well-financed
publicity campaign that helped by late 1947 to generate large majorities—some polls said over
80 percent—of the American people in favor of such a homeland. AZEC's efforts helped induce
thirty-three state legislatures to pass resolutions favoring a Jewish state in Palestine. In addition,
forty governors, fifty-four senators, and 250 members of congress signed petitions to Truman on
the issue. 34

All this activity took place amid growing violence between Arabs and Jews in the region,
which prompted the British in late 1947 to turn to the United Nations for help. In November the
UN supported partition of the region. It was immediately clear, however, that partition—which
involved creation of a Jewish state—would drive the Arabs to war. UN leaders then sought to
craft a plan that would have placed the area under UN trusteeship, thereby deferring creation of
Jewish independence. Virtually all top foreign policy officials in the United States—Secretary of
State Marshall, Undersecretary Lovett, Defense Secretary Forrestal, Kennan—also resisted
creation of a sovereign Jewish state out of part of Palestine. Helping to set up an independent
nation for the Jews, they thought, would endanger American relations with the Moslem world,
thereby undermining Truman Doctrine efforts to promote stability in Turkey, Iran, and Arab
countries. Behind these concerns was the unthinkable: the cutting off by angry Moslems of
shipments of oil to western Europe and the United States.

Forrestal was especially adamant, both because he worried about oil supplies and because he
(and Marshall, too) was certain that creation of a Jewish state would mean war, which he thought
the Jews would lose. "You fellows over at the White House," he exclaimed to Clifford over
breakfast one morning, "are just not facing up to the realities in the Middle East. There are thirty
million Arabs on one side and about six hundred thousand Jews on the other. It is clear to me that
in any contest the Arabs are going to overwhelm the Jews. Why don't you face up to the realities?
Just look at the numbers!"35 Clifford had indeed looked at the numbers. But he was listening
more carefully to two ardent Zionists in the White House, presidential assistant David Niles and
Max Lowenthal, an old friend of Truman. Clifford sympathized with the plight of the Jews, and
he was very conscious of the importance of the Jewish vote. Niles, Lowenthal, and Clifford fed
Truman memoranda on the subject and drafted some of his statements.36

How much Truman knew of this in-house activity is unclear, but throughout the winter and
early spring of 1948 he did not give the matter great attention. It gradually became clear,
however, that though he was irritated at times by Zionist pressure, he sympathized with the
Jewish position. This predisposition had many sources. He appreciated the suffering of the Jews,
their apparent commitment to democracy, and their desire to establish a new world for
themselves. His selective reading of history inclined him to believe that the Jews had the best
claim to a homeland in the area. And he was well aware of domestic political considerations,
including the importance of campaign contributions from the Jews. He once told State
Department people, "I have to answer to hundreds of thousands who are anxious for the success
of Zionism. I do not have hundreds of thousands of Arabs among my constituents."37

For all these reasons Truman made little effort to see things from the perspective of Arabs,
who hotly demanded to know why the President was ignoring their deeply held feelings—



Palestine was a Holy Land for Moslems (and Christians) as well as for Jews—at the same time
that he was resisting large-scale immigration of Jewish refugees to America. Deaf to such
complaints, Truman also downplayed the ferocity of regional hatreds in the Middle East. He
shared with many other American liberals the naive hope that Jews and Arabs could learn to
cooperate and that the United States could manage to get along amicably with both sides.

The issue came to a head on May 12, when Truman assembled his top advisers for a key
meeting. By this time the imminent departure of the British (on May 14) made it impossible to
put off decisions any longer. It was one of the most explosive confrontations of his presidency.
When Marshall found Clifford at the meeting, he grew angry and accused him—and Truman—of
favoring a Jewish state for political reasons. "Unless politics were involved," he said in what
Clifford later called a "righteous goddam Baptist tone," "Mr. Clifford would not even be at this
meeting."38 Astounding those present, Marshall then said to his commander-in-chief, "If you
follow Clifford's advice and if I were to vote in this election, I would vote against you."
According to Clifford's recollection, this outburst—all the more shocking because it came from
the normally grave and judicious Marshall—so stunned those present that the meeting ended then
and there.39

The confrontation deeply upset the President, who revered Marshall. Truman especially feared
that Marshall might make a public statement on the issue, thereby exposing the divisions within
his inner circles. Worse, Marshall might resign, causing political damage to his administration.
Calling in Clifford, the President asked him to work out a solution. Clifford turned to Lovett, a
friend, as a go-between with Marshall. Two very tense days followed, after which Marshall
finally signaled that he would not rock the boat. On May 14 Israel proclaimed itself a state,
which the Truman administration instantaneously recognized de facto. Arabs then attacked
Israel, which surprised a lot of people by resisting effectively and ultimately winning the war.

Many American Jews wanted Truman to go further in the summer of 1948—by recognizing
the new state de jure and giving arms to Israel. But they appreciated Truman for his immediate
de facto regonition, and they voted in large majorities for him in November. (The President,
however, lost New York State.) Whether the President deserved great credit for his policies
nonetheless remains debatable. He was not well informed about Middle Eastern history and
politics; he did not take charge of policy-making on the matter; and he let political
considerations affect important questions of national security. Here as at other times in his
presidency, Truman vacillated, exhibiting little of the "buck stops here" decisiveness with which
he has been credited.

Truman's policies had controversial long-range results. Hoping for the best, Truman aligned
the United States with the Jews and therefore against the Arabs.40 In so doing he associated the
United States with the continued survival of Israel. This alignment greatly bolstered the power—
henceforth substantial—of pro-Israeli groups in American politics. It also inflamed Moslem
wrath against the United States, which confronted crisis after crisis in the Middle East thereafter.
Still, there were no easy solutions. Jewish and Moslem nationalism were colliding inexorably in
the Holy Land, and there was no policy for America that would not offend one side or the other.
In choosing Israel Truman acted out of humanitarian and political concerns and in the hope that
the presence of a democratic, pro-American nation in the Middle East would promote long-range



Western security in the Cold War. The humanitarian and political motives were hard to resist at
the time; whether Truman's hopes concerning security were correct continued to be debated
decades later.

WHILE TRUMAN WAS STRUGGLING  with civil rights, Palestine, and the 80th Congress in
early 1948, few people gave him much of a chance of winning the election ahead.41 Indeed, he
faced open rebellion from a number of onetime Democrats, who by then were gearing up to
support Henry Wallace for President on a Progressive party ticket. Wallace had announced his
candidacy in December 1947, exhorting his "Gideon's Army, small in number, powerful in
convictions," to turn Truman out of office.42

Some liberal Democrats who were cool to Wallace also searched for ways to dump Truman in
early 1948. In March Elliott Roosevelt and Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr., sons of FDR, publicly
endorsed General Eisenhower for the Democratic presidential nomination. A month later the New
Republic ran a front-page editorial titled AS A CANDIDATE FOR PRESIDENT, HARRY TRUMAN SHOULD
QUIT. At the same time, the board of Americans for Democratic Action called for an open
convention. A few of these political activists were ready to back Eisenhower; a larger number
openly favored William Douglas, a liberal justice of the Supreme Court. They liked most of
Truman's policies but deplored his "leadership" and were sure he would lose in November. James
Wechsler, a liberal journalist, explained that "Mr. Truman's place in history may be written in
Mike Gonzales' ageless remark about a rookie ballplayer: good field, no hit."43

Before the opening of the Democratic National Convention in Philadelphia in July, other
leading Democrats joined in a "Stop Truman" effort. They included liberals such as Chester
Bowles, who was running for governor of Connecticut; Hubert Humphrey, who was seeking a
Senate seat from Minnesota; Florida senator Claude Pepper; and the UAW's Walter Reuther.
Some favored Eisenhower, some Douglas.44 Rarely in the modern history of American politics
had so many leading party figures rebelled openly against an incumbent President seeking
renomination.

The craze for Eisenhower was ironic, for Truman himself had once been so enamored of him—
and so unsure of himself—that he had offered to back him for the presidency. "General," he told
"Ike" at Potsdam, "there is nothing that you may want that I won't try to help you get. That
definitely and specifically includes the presidency in 1948."45 By 1948 Truman had no such
notions in mind, and Eisenhower, who had recently been selected as president of Columbia
University, resisted all entreaties. Privately Ike noted that the Democrats had been "desperately
searching around for someone to save their skins" but that his friends "would be shocked and
chagrined at the very idea of my running on a Democratic ticket for anything."46 When Douglas,
too, spurned admirers, rebellious liberal Democrats at the convention in July were without a
candidate. Determined to make a difference, they overturned the moderate civil rights plank, in
so doing driving the Alabamans and Mississippians out of the hall. But they had no choice except
to join in the nomination of Truman and Barkley.

From this unpromising point the campaign turned around for Truman and the Democrats—for
four reasons: the parochialism of the Dixiecrats, the political ineptitude of Wallace, the even
greater ineptitude of the Republicans, and Truman's own spirited counter-attacks. The result was



his remarkable victory in November, a triumph scarcely imagined by most people in July.

First, the Dixiecrats. Thurmond was a young, vigorous, and energetic campaigner. For the
most part he tried to focus on states' rights, not just on race. Truman's civil rights programs, he
said, would threaten the prerogatives of states. Thurmond also appealed to anti-Communist
feelings, which had become strong among Americans by that time. Radicals, subversives, and
Reds, he insisted, had captured the Democratic party. Truman's civil rights program had "its
origin in communist ideology" and sought "to excite race and class hatred" and thereby "create
the chaos and confusion which leads to communism."47 Thurmond's linkage of civil rights and
Communism was to become a staple of right-wing thinking over the next several decades.
Beyond the Deep South, however, he had little credibility as a presidential candidate. Even there,
representatives and senators were reluctant to bolt the Democratic party, lest they be denied
seniority and other trappings of power in the congressional session of 1949. Truman, having
accepted the more liberal civil rights plank at the convention, shortly thereafter issued his
executive orders against discrimination and hoped for the best in the South. As Rowe and
Clifford had counseled, he concentrated instead on attracting a good-sized vote in the North,
where the election was likely to be close.

Wallace proved to be almost as non-threatening to Truman as Thurmond. Many liberal
Democrats were originally attracted to him, for he took bold stands in favor of civil rights and
other progressive issues. As the campaign developed, however, Wallace's views on foreign policy
alarmed many of these supporters. Some were already upset by his opposition to what he called
the "Martial Plan." Others thought him a virtual tool of the Communists. Reuther explained,
"Henry is a lost soul. . . . Communists perform the most complete valet service in the world.
They write your speeches, they do your thinking for you, they provide you with applause, and
they inflate your ego."48 Wallace seemed unworried in 1948 by the Communist coup in
Czechoslovakia and by the fate of West Berlin. Throughout the campaign he seemed blind to the
political impression that his association with Communists was making. "If they [Communists]
want to support me," he said, "I can't stop them."49

Truman tried to ignore Wallace, but it was hard for him, and he succumbed to the temptation
to Red-bait. The President said, "I do not want and I will not accept the political support of Henry
Wallace and his Communists." "A vote for Wallace," he added later, " . . . is a vote for all the
things for which Stalin [and] Molotov . . . stand." On another occasion he departed from a
prepared text to urge Wallace "to go to the country he loves so well and help them out against his
own country if that's the way he feels."50

Wallace's close association with Communist ideas indeed cost him dearly in the Cold War
climate of 1948. Well before November, many Progressive party candidates for Congress
withdrew in favor of liberal Democrats. Only a handful of well-known figures, including the
black singer and Communist Paul Robeson, stuck with Wallace. The socialist Irving Howe
dismissed Wallace as a "completely contrived creature of Stalin." John Dewey, America's most
eminent philosopher, added, "There can be no compromise, no matter how temporary, with
totalitarianism. Compromise with totalitarianism means stamping an imprimatur on the drive for
a pax Sovietica."51



The political ineptitude of Wallace, who was known for his idiosyncrasies, might have been
predicted. That of the Republican presidential nominee, Thomas E. Dewey, was not. He was after
all a seasoned campaigner and office-holder, having twice been elected governor of New York,
where he was generally popular. Indeed, he went on to win a third term in 1950. In 1944 Dewey
had undertaken the formidable task of challenging FDR for the presidency and had come closer
to winning than any of Roosevelt's other opponents for that office. He captured the nomination
again in 1948, defeating Taft and Harold Stassen, the moderately liberal former governor of
Minnesota, in primaries and in the GOP convention. Dewey was liberal, especially by contrast to
Taft and other leading congressional Republicans, and he endorsed a GOP platform in 1948 that
was very progressive on civil rights. Although Dewey implied that the Democrats were not tough
enough on Communism, he refrained from Red-baiting. In a key debate with Stassen during the
primary campaign Dewey had refused to endorse the outlawing of the American Communist
party.52

But Dewey exhibited two fatal flaws. First, he was personally cold, pompous, and virtually
without charisma. While machine-like in his efficiency, he appeared uninterested in people
around him. Alice Roosevelt Longworth, Theodore Roosevelt's daughter, memorably called him
"the little man on the wedding cake." Even smiling seemed to come with difficulty. A
photographer once said, "Smile, governor." "I thought I was, he responded.53

Dewey's other liability was overconfidence. Virtually all the pundits gave Truman no chance
to win, and Dewey believed them. He did not get his campaign underway until mid-September
and did not work hard at it thereafter. His speeches were bland in the extreme and offered no
reason for voters to choose him over Truman. Neither he nor his running mate, Governor Earl
Warren of California, paid much attention to farm-state voters, who were restive in 1948. One
reporter quipped that Dewey didn't run; he walked. Another called him "Mr. Hush of politics."54

The Louisville Courier-Journal later summed up his campaign: "No presidential candidate in the
future will be so inept that four of his major speeches can be boiled down to these four historic
sentences: Agriculture is important. Our rivers are full offish. You cannot have freedom without
liberty. The future lies ahead. (We might add a fifth: the TVA is a fine thing, and we must make
certain that nothing like it happens again.)"55

Truman's campaign offered a dramatic contrast. He launched it right away by insisting on
addressing party delegates following his renomination. It was by then 2:00 A.M., and he had sat
patiently in the wings awaiting his opportunity. Then he electrified the faithful with a spirited
partisan attack on the conservative Congress, which he proceeded to call into special session. "It
was a great speech for a great occasion," Max Lerner said, "and as I listened I found myself
applauding." T.R.B. of the New Republic added, "It was fun to see the scrappy little cuss come
out of his corner fighting . . . not trying to use big words any longer, but being himself and saying
a lot of honest things."56

After the special session—which deadlocked—Truman waged an extraordinarily energetic
campaign. Between September and election day he traveled a record 31,700 miles, much of it on
trains that "whistle-stopped" across the country. Standing on the back of the train, Truman
assailed Congress, after which he asked the crowds if they would like to meet his family. Then he
introduced Bess, his wife, as "the Boss," and Margaret, his daughter, "who bosses the boss." As



the train pulled out Margaret would toss a red rose into the crowd.57

Truman's speeches constantly reminded listeners of all the programs that he supported and that
conservative Republicans opposed: expansion of Social Security, additional public housing,
higher minimum wages, controls on inflation, more progressive taxation. He regularly
emphasized his toughness—including the Berlin Airlift, which was front-page news during the
campaign—against the Soviets. And he relished partisan attacks on his opponents. The morning
he left on the first of his long train trips Barkley came down to the station to wish him well. "Go
out there and mow 'em down," Barkley advised. "I'll mow 'em down, Alben," Truman replied,
"and I'll give 'em hell." Reporters heard the conversation and put it in their stories, and by the
time the train reached the West Coast people were yelling, "Give 'em hell, Harry."58

Sometimes this hell could be hot. Seeking to rally the working classes at the core of the
Democratic coalition, Truman charged that Republicans were "Wall Street reactionaries,"
"gluttons of privilege," "bloodsuckers," and "plunderers." GOP legislators in the 80th Congress,
he said, were "tools of the most reactionary elements" who would "skim the cream from our
natural resources to satisfy their own greed." Dismissing Dewey, "whose name rhymes with
hooey," Truman said, "If you send another Republican Congress to Washington, you're a bigger
bunch of suckers than I think you are." "Give 'em hell, Harry!" the people shouted back. "Pour it
on!"59

Pollsters and pundits, however, paid little attention to the popular enthusiasm that Truman's
travels were generating. They continued to believe that Truman would lose. The Elmo Roper
polling service predicted on September 9 that Dewey would get 44.3 percent of the then decided
vote to Truman's 31.4 percent, Wallace's 3.6 percent, and Thurmond's 4.4 percent. Roper added
that he would continue polling but would not report the results "unless something really
interesting happens. My silence on this point can be construed as an indication that Mr. Dewey is
still so clearly ahead that we might just as well listen to his inaugural."60 A month later
Newsweek polled fifty top political journalists, all of whom picked Dewey as the winner. The
final polls showed Dewey winning by 52.2 to 37.1 percent (Roper), 49.5 to 44.5 percent (Gallup),
and 49.9 to 44.8 percent (Crosby). Reinhold Niebuhr spoke for many lukewarm Truman
supporters in early November: "We wish Mr. Dewey well without too much enthusiasm and look
to Mr. Truman's defeat without too much regret."61

On election eve the experts were still sure that Dewey would win, no one more so than Colonel
Robert McCormick, the ultra-conservative publisher of the Chicago Tribune, perhaps the most
influential newspaper in the Midwest. On the first of its eleven election-night editions the Trib
bannered, DEWEY WINS ON BASIS OF FIRST TALLY . By 10:00 P.M. it decided to pull out all the stops:
DEWEY DEFEATS TRUMAN . An early election-eve edition of the San Francisco Call-Bulletin carried
a cartoon depicting a jubilant elephant and a doleful donkey. Only in the next edition was there a
fast retouch: the elephant was now startled, the donkey joyous.62

When the results became clear on the morning after the election, most Democrats were indeed
joyous. Truman received 24,179,345 votes to Dewey's 21,991,291. This was 49.6 percent of the
popular vote to Dewey's 45.1 percent. Thurmond got 1,176,125 popular votes and Wallace
1,157,326. Thereafter the Progressive party disappeared, and Wallace ceased to be a force in



American politics. Norman Thomas, running for the last time as the Socialist candidate, received
139,572 votes. His weakness, too, exposed the pitiful state of the political Left in America.
Truman, carrying twenty-eight states to Dewey's sixteen, won 303 electoral votes to Dewey's
189. Thurmond's four states brought him 39 electoral college votes. No other candidate broke
into the electoral college in 1948.

It was a highly satisfying triumph for Truman and for the Democratic party, which regained
control of Congress. Among the liberal newcomers was Humphrey of Minnesota. The comedian
Fred Allen chortled, "Truman is the first President to lose in a Gallup and win in a walk."
Entraining to Washington from Missouri, the President gleefully posed for photographers while
he held up the Chicago Tribune headline. When he arrived at Union Station, a huge crowd
cheered him, and the Washington Post  displayed a big sign: MR. PRESIDENT, WE ARE READY TO EAT
CROW WHENEVER YOU WANT TO SERVE IT . Dewey had already gone to New York's Grand Central
Station to board a train for Albany. He smiled wanly but declined to wave for photographers.63

The Democrats had reason to chortle, but it was also clear that Truman had not won by much.
The election was the closest since 1916. Truman ran behind his ticket in many key states and
failed to draw a surge to the polls: voter turnout, at 53 percent of the registered electorate, was
the lowest since 1924. With fewer than 50 percent of the votes he was a minority President
without a strong mandate for his second term. Except for Massachusetts and Rhode Island,
Truman failed to carry the normally Democratic strongholds of the industrial Northeast. Wallace,
strongest in New York City, may have cost Truman New York State, and he probably hurt him in
Maryland, New Jersey, and Michigan. Truman won three other key states, Ohio, California, and
Illinois, by margins of 7,107, 17,865, and 33,612 respectively. If Dewey had taken these very
closely contested states, he would have carried the electoral college.

The fact remained, however, that Truman did win. Why remains debatable, for all sorts of
reasons can be adduced in explanation. Among these, all agree, were Truman's courageous
campaign and Dewey's lethargic one. The candidacies of Wallace and Thurmond may actually
have helped Truman, by reminding voters that the President, no extremist of Left or Right, stood
steadfast against the Russians and solidly in the center of moderate-to-liberal opinion in the
United States. As election day approached and Wallace and Thurmond voters—normally
Democratic—realized their candidates had no chance of winning, many swallowed their doubts
and chose Truman over Dewey and the GOP.

Most analyses of the 1948 election stress above all, as Rowe and Clifford had, the importance
of the Democratic coalition. Here, as in so many other ways, the shadow of Roosevelt loomed
over the political landscape. Truman carried the thirteen largest cities, doing especially well in
the poorest and working-class wards. Like Roosevelt, Truman also had success in the border
states and in the West, carrying every state west of the Plains save Oregon. Again like Roosevelt,
Truman was particularly popular among Catholics, Jews, and African-American voters. Blacks
were stronger for Truman in some cities than they had been for FDR in 1944. They greatly helped
Truman in the key states of Illinois, Ohio, and California.

Two groups in the Democratic coalition were probably of special importance to the Democrats
in 1948. One was organized labor, which except for Lewis's United Mine Workers was pro-
Truman. Labor, to be sure, was hardly all-powerful: Truman even lost Michigan, stronghold of



the UAW. But labor organizers worked hard for Truman and against Wallace, often Red-baiting
him. The Political Action Committee of the CIO effectively registered union members and got
them to the polls. Although the AFL issued no formal endorsement, it created Labor's League for
Political Action, which printed and distributed reams of literature critical of the GOP and of the
Taft-Hartley "slave labor" Act. The AFL had never before been so active in American politics.64

The other group were commercial farmers. While Dewey and Warren were largely ignoring
the rural areas, Truman made some eighty speeches in farm states during the campaign. Again
and again he rapped the Republican Congress for its apparent indifference to farm prices, which
thanks to bumper crops sagged in the late summer of 1948. Truman excoriated Congress for
cutting off the authority of the Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) to acquire additional
storage space for crop surpluses. This action prevented many farmers from storing their excess
until such time as market prices might improve and from receiving additional CCC loans to tide
them over. Truman's assault on the Congress was demagogic, for the storage issue had been non-
controversial when it was decided early in the summer. But he correctly read the fear and
frustration of many farmers in the fall. In November he carried three states that Dewey had won
in 1944, Ohio, Wisconsin, and Iowa.65

Truman succeeded, finally, because the majority of Americans were better off in 1948 than
they had been in earlier years. The postwar boom—in cars, household appliances,
suburbanization, education, real wages—was gathering steam. Memories of the Great Depression
were slowly fading, and millions of people were moving hopefully up the ladder to new positions
in life. This is not to say that bread alone moves votes—it does not. But political incumbents are
blamed for recessions and praised for progress. It was Truman's good fortune, for he had little to
do with what was happening to the economy, to be President in relatively good times. As the
incumbent in a society of rising expectations he was carried back into office.

ADMIRERS OF TRUMAN contend that he was not only a bold campaigner but also a savior of
liberalism and the New Deal. The events of his first term lend a little credibility to this view. He
fought back against the conservative coalition in Congress, especially after 1946, and headed a
triumphant Democratic victory in 1948. But Truman's role in these events should not be
exaggerated, for he was slow to find his way before 1947, often insecure, and far less decisive
than legend has it. Polls demonstrate that he was never very popular personally.

Much more important in preserving the New Deal were political forces established before
Truman took office. By 1945 most Americans had accepted Rooseveltian programs such as
Social Security. Only a small minority of reactionaries thought of tearing down the rudimentary
welfare state that FDR had set up in the 1930s. The Roosevelt years had also revolutionized
political allegiances by creating the Democratic electoral coalition. This, too, was solid enough
to survive as a central fact of American politics after the 1940s. Truman would have had to
bungle badly to lose its support in 1948.

All this is to offer the heresy that the role of presidential leadership, yet another shadow cast
by the Roosevelt years, is often exaggerated. Presidents of course can take executive actions,
especially in foreign affairs, that have dramatic effects. But only sometimes, for many snags—
bureaucratic inertia, the capriciousness of public opinion, partisan opposition, interest group
pressures, Congress—hem in presidential designs. In domestic policies the hemming-in is



ordinarily tight indeed, as it was during Truman's first term. A decent, moderately liberal man,
Truman labored to prevent the unraveling of the political design that Roosevelt and the New Deal
had stitched together. In this modest holding action he largely succeeded.



7
Red Scares Abroad and at Home

 
The radical social activist Michael Harrington once commented that "1948 was the last year of
the thirties." He meant specifically that labor unrest and class-consciousness abated amid rising
prosperity after 1948. So did chances for substantial extension of the New Deal. The political
Left, already weak, reeled under sustained assaults. In place of reform activity, Cold War fears
rose to the center of American society, politics, and foreign policy in 1949 and early 1950,
generating a Red Scare that soured a little the otherwise optimistic, "can-do" mood of American
life until 1954.

TRUMAN DID NOT KNOW how strong the Red Scare was to be when he returned seriously to
the political fray in January 1949. Buoyed by the election, he hoped that the new Democratic
Congress—54 to 42 in the Senate and 263 to 171 in the House—would support a wide range of
domestic programs that he christened as the Fair Deal in his State of the Union address. Two
weeks later he was inaugurated on a brilliantly clear day that seemed dazzling with promise. The
first full-scale inaugural since the war, it was also the first to be seen on television. An estimated
10 million people as far west as St. Louis—where the television coaxial cable then terminated—
watched the ceremonies. Millions more heard them on radio. At age sixty-four Truman seemed
to brim with vitality and optimism.1

From the beginning, however, the President had troubles with Congress. The Fair Deal was a
long and liberal laundry list: repeal of the Taft-Hartley Act, a more progressive tax system, a
seventy-five-cent minimum wage (it was then forty cents), agricultural reform, resource
development and public power, broadening of Social Security, national medical insurance,
federal aid to education, civil rights, and expansion of federal housing programs.2 By the end of
the 1949–50 congressional sessions Truman partially achieved three of these goals: public
housing, a hike in the minimum wage, and expansion of Social Security.3 Otherwise the coalition
of Republicans and conservative Democrats continued to dominate. At the start of the session,
the Senate stymied liberal efforts to make cloture (cutting off of debate) possible by a simple
majority instead of two-thirds. Congress's action killed chances for civil rights legislation, which
barely simmered on congressional back burners until the late 1950s. Special interest groups
helped defeat the other programs. Congress refused to repeal Taft-Hartley, to pass a farm reform
program, or to approve federal aid to education. National health insurance continued to be
strongly opposed by the American Medical Association and failed to pass; that, too, faded as a
visible legislative issue until the late 1950s.

The fate of efforts for agricultural reform illustrated the constellation of forces, especially
well-organized interest groups, that stymied much of the President's Fair Deal. The reform took
the name of the Brannan Plan, named after Truman's liberal Agriculture Secretary, Charles
Brannan. He sought to scrap the costly system of production controls, government price supports,
and benefit payments that had been enacted during the 1930s. In its stead, Brannan proposed,
farmers raising perishable crops would be encouraged to produce as much as the market would



bear—an effort that was expected to increase supply and drive down prices for consumers. In
return, the government would compensate these farmers with direct income payments, up to
maximums per producer. With these maximums he expected to limit the amount of benefits that
would go to big producers and to attract the support of smaller "family farmers." Brannan's larger
goal was political: to cement the Democratic alliance between small farmers, urban workers, and
consumers that had appeared to be developing in the 1948 election.

A determined coalition of interests, however, opposed the plan. It included the majority of
Republicans, who resisted Brannan's ill-con- cealed political objectives; the Farm Bureau
Federation, which represented the large growers; and many farmers, food processors, and
middlemen, who feared the imposition of new and possibly complicated controls and who
predicted that the costs of the plan would bankrupt the government. Some urban Democrats, too,
were cool to a program that proposed to direct federal money at rural areas. A number of
southern Democrats, worried that the plan would end up reducing government subsidies for
cotton, also joined the anti-Brannan coalition. All these opponents defeated the plan in the House
in 1949. While it appeared to have some chance in the Senate, the outbreak of the Korean War
shunted it aside in 1950. It then died, leaving the old system in place. Thereafter, as in the past,
powerful interests remained firmly in control of America's agricultural system.4

Truman fared a little better in his quest for anti-Communist foreign policies. In July 1949 the
Senate overwhelmingly (82 to 13) ratified American participation in the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO). The pact committed the twelve signatories to treat an attack on one as an
attack upon all.5 This was a historic commitment for the United States, which since 1778 had
refused to join military alliances in time of peace. When Cold War tensions increased in 1950,
Truman sought to develop the military potential of the pact. After a "great debate" in early 1951,
American troops were assigned in April to NATO forces in Europe, where they remained for
decades.6

Truman's foreign and military policies otherwise ran up against formidable pressures. One
such policy was Point Four, so named because it was the fourth point in his 1949 inaugural
address. It called on Congress to appropriate funds for American technical assistance to so-called
underdeveloped nations. Truman occasionally entertained vast, idealistic notions of transforming
the Euphrates, Yangtze, and Danube valleys into models of the American TVA. But he added
Point Four at the last minute and had done little to explain his goals to the State Department.
Dean Rusk, charged with helping to coordinate the program, later complained that "we in the
State Department had to scurry around and find out what the dickens he was talking about and
then put arms and legs on his ideas."7 This was hard to do, in part because many conservatives
and business leaders were cool to Point Four. Such a program would spend taxpayers' money;
technical aid might assist potential competitors. Finally approved in May 1950, Point Four was
poorly funded and sputtered along as a small and insignificant addition to overseas lending
oriented mainly to Cold War concerns.8

Truman's military programs in 1949–50 provoked further controversy, most of it within his
administration. When Forrestal was forced to step down as head of Defense in early 1949,
Truman replaced him with Louis Johnson, a loyal fund-raiser during the whistle-stop
campaigning in 1948. Johnson was blunt, blustery, and highly ambitious, and he aroused a storm



when he canceled the "supercarrier" that the navy was counting on as its key weapon of the
future. Top naval officers dared insubordination by openly resisting Johnson and by opposing air
force development of the B-36 bomber. The interservice brawling became ugly. General Omar
Bradley, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs, sided with the air force and called navy leaders "fancy
dans" who refused to play on a team "unless they can call the signals." A compromise was finally
reached in 1950, but the fighting exposed the divisions that still plagued the military
establishment and revealed the inability of the Defense Secretary to discipline the Pentagon.9

The fire and smoke emanating from these battles partially obscured a continuing reality:
American military defense remained unbalanced. Under General Curtis LeMay, a tough, hard-
driving Cold Warrior who took over the Strategic Air Command in late 1948, America's long-
range bombing potential gradually acquired some efficiency. Nuclear tests in 1948–49 also
encouraged planners: for the first time they could look ahead to quantity production of nuclear
bombs that could be handled safely. But even that was a few years ahead.10 And fiscal
considerations helped keep overall military expenditures in check. The defense budget in 1949–
50 was around $13 billion, less than half the amount requested by the services. Low
appropriations especially demoralized the army, whose strength had sunk to a low of 591,000
men by the time the Korean War broke out in June 1950. Given America's grand expectations of
leading the so-called Free World, the modest size of its military establishment was ironic.
Acheson had earlier put his finger on these contradictions when he said that postwar American
foreign policy could be summed up in three sentences: "1. Bring the boys home; 2. Don't be
Santa Claus; 3. Don't be pushed around."11

AS IN 1947, WHEN THE BRITISH decided they could no longer assure the security of Greece
or Turkey, two events abroad in late summer and early fall of 1949 had momentous effects in the
United States. These were the intelligence in late August that the Soviets had successfully
exploded an atomic bomb, and the collapse of the Nationalist regime of Chiang Kaishek that
culminated on October 1 in the creation of the Communistic People's Republic of China. These
developments drove many people in the administration to reconsider their reliance on economic
aid and to think about substantially greater militarization of the Cold War. The events also
unleashed a gathering spate of criticism from anti-Communist groups in the United States who
blamed Truman for having done too little too late. Some saw spies under the tables of state. A
Red Scare, already an undercurrent in American life, rose ominously in 1949–50, ultimately
diverting national politics—and much else—throughout the next four years.

If top administration leaders had spoken more frankly about what they knew about Soviet
science, the explosion in the USSR would not have come as a big surprise. They recognized that
the Russians understood the basic science involved, and military leaders were aware that Stalin
had given nuclear development very high priority. Moreover, the Soviet achievement did not
change very much in the short run. The Pentagon recognized that the USSR still lacked the long-
range bombers necessary to wage an air attack on the United States and that Soviet air defenses
—to say nothing of the Soviet economy—were weak. Still, when Truman informed the American
people in September, many were deeply alarmed. The cover of the Bulletin of Atomic Scientists,
which until then had displayed a clock with the minute hand pointing to eight minutes before
twelve, the hour of doom, now moved the hand to 11:57.12 Many other Americans simply refused



to believe that the Communists—whose system was surely technologically inferior—could have
managed the feat by themselves: spies must have done it for them.

Within the administration the news reinforced the hand of advocates who were demanding the
strengthening of American armed forces. After all, Stalin still seemed tyrannical and unyielding.
He had promoted the coup in Czechoslovakia and threatened West Berlin. Who could tell what he
would do when he had the planes to deliver the Bomb? Kennan, who then headed the State
Department's Policy Planning Staff, had been opposing major militarization of containment and
had been calling on the administration to step up negotiations with the Soviets. He also
recommended thinking about the reunification and demilitarization of Germany, as a way of
reducing a major source of Cold War tensions in central Europe. News of the Soviet bomb
destroyed his hopes, and he resigned, discouraged and defeated, at the end of the year.13

Henceforth America's European policy moved rapidly toward the militarization of NATO, the
rearming of the Federal Republic of Germany (West Germany), which joined NATO in 1955, and
American acceptance of the apparently permanent division of Germany and Europe.

The victory of Mao Tse-tung in China should have been even less surprising. Since the end of
World War II his Communist forces had steadily beaten back the Nationalists under Chiang Kai-
shek, who ultimately fled to the island of Taiwan, where he imposed a harsh rule on the natives.
Well before 1949 many Americans close to the scene had been disgusted by Chiang, a corrupt
and increasingly unpopular leader with his own people. General Joseph "Vinegar Joe" Stilwell,
America's chief military adviser in China during World War II, had complained at the time that
the Nationalists were more interested in battling the Communists than the Japanese. In coded
messages he had referred contemptuously to Chiang as "the Peanut."14 In 1945–46 Truman had
hoped that America could help end the civil war and sent Marshall to China as an emissary.
There was no stopping the fighting, however, and Truman lost all faith in Chiang. They were "all
thieves, every last one of them," he said privately of the Nationalists in 1948.15

By then Truman recognized that the hatreds dividing Chiang and Mao were implacable and
that the United States could not save the venal Nationalist regime.16 Acheson, who replaced
Marshall as Secretary of State in Truman's second term, issued a government White Paper in
August 1949 that asserted this pessimistic perspective in no uncertain terms. "The unfortunate
but inescapable fact," the paper said, "is that the ominous result of the civil war in China was
beyond the control of the government of the United States. Nothing that this country did or could
have done within reasonable limits of its capabilities could have changed the result. . . . It was
the product of internal Chinese forces, forces which this government tried to influence but could
not."17

This assessment was in some ways disingenuous. Most of Truman's top people were
committed Anglophiles and Europe-firsters. They consistently focused on aiding western Europe,
where United States interests were paramount, not on helping Chiang. Still, Acheson's paper was
accurate in most respects. The Truman administration had tried to help Chiang's regime, to the
tune of nearly $3 billion in aid since the war, only to watch the aid wasted by the corrupt and
uninspiring Nationalist leadership. The President and Acheson were correct in saying that Chiang
was his own worst enemy and that the United States did not have the economic or military
capacity to save him.



Unfortunately for Acheson and Truman, Americans were in no mood to accept the White
Paper's version of history. Alarmed by the rise of Communism, they had also been developing
high expectations about the capacity of the country to have its way in the world. Henry Luce of
Life and Time, raised in China as the son of Presbyterian missionaries, had long demanded
greater American commitment to Chiang, and with others in a loosely organized but well-
financed "China lobby" he led rising criticism of the administration's Asia policies after Chiang's
defeat. Conservative Republicans, including Congressman Walter Judd of Minnesota, a former
medical missionary in China, joined him. Many of these Republicans had been Asia-oriented
since the days of President McKinley.18 Democratic Congressman John F. Kennedy, a Catholic
anti-Communist, also assailed the President. He explained to an audience in Boston that "pinks"
had betrayed American policy in China. "This is the tragic story of China, whose freedom we
once fought to preserve. What our young men had saved, our diplomats and our Presidents have
frittered away."19

These critics had varied motivations. Some were highly partisan Republicans. Shocked and
embittered by Truman's unexpected victory in 1948, they were eager to tar the administration
however they could. More generally, Americans were frustrated. Why couldn't the United States,
the most powerful and wealthy nation in the world, prevent bad things from happening? As one
observer put it, people had an "illusion of American omnipotence." When setbacks occurred—the
Bomb in the USSR, "losing" China—the United States must have done something wrong. From
this simplistic starting point it was an easy next step to lash out at scapegoats, including spies,
"pinks," and "Commie sympathizers" in the government.

In dealing with frustrations such as these, high-level administration officials tried to muddle
through. Acheson, while an ardent foe of the Soviet Union, not only defended the White Paper
but also considered recommending that the United States eventually recognize, as many Western
allies did, Mao's regime. Such a move, he hoped, might encourage Mao to act as a sort of "Asian
Tito" and drive a wedge into international Communism.20 In January 1950 Acheson made a
widely noted speech in which he excluded Taiwan (and South Korea) from the "defense
perimeter" that he said the United States ought to protect.

The United States, however, did not recognize Red China. Mao, a revolutionary, acted
hostilely toward the United States. Most Americans, moreover, believed in the existence of a
worldwide Communist conspiracy, in which Mao and Stalin were twin demons. "Credibility"
demanded that the United States stand firm against such a threat. For all these reasons the
People's Republic continued to be treated as a major enemy. The United States turned a blind eye
to Chiang's despotism in Taiwan and refused to support the admission of the People's Republic to
the United Nations, whereupon the Soviet Union stalked out of the Security Council in January
1950. Fear of China also caused the Truman administration to stiffen its posture against
Communist activity in neighboring Indochina, then under the uneasy rule of the French. In May
1950 the United States began sending military aid to Bao Dai, the puppet anti-Communist head
of Vietnam.21 Although the aid at first was small—it was hardly noted at the time—it marked a
further militarization and globalization of American foreign policy, and it quietly set in motion
an ever-greater American commitment against Communist influence in Southeast Asia.

THESE COMMITMENTS paled before the two most important and long-range policy



consequences of the events of 1949: the Truman administration's decision to go ahead with
development of the hydrogen bomb, or "Super," in January 1950, and the consensus of top
military and foreign policy planners behind one of the key documents of the Cold War, National
Security Council Document 68, in April.

Unlike the A-bomb, which almost everyone in the know had favored developing in the early
1940s, the idea of producing a hydrogen bomb evoked passionate arguments in late 1949 and
early 1950. Scientists expected that the Super, a fusion or "thermonuclear" weapon, would be an
awesomely destructive horror that could unleash the equivalent of several million tons of TNT.
This was hundreds of times more powerful than atomic bombs. A few well-placed hydrogen
bombs could kill millions of people.

Among the foes of development were famous scientists who had supported atomic
development during World War II. One was Albert Einstein, who took to the radio to say that
"general annilihation beckons."22 Another was James Conant, the president of Harvard, who
served on a general advisory committee of the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC). He opposed
developing the Super on moral grounds, arguing that "there are grades of morality." He also
believed that the H-bomb was unnecessary because the United States already had enough atomic
power to deter all aggressors. Also influential in the fight against the super was J. Robert
Oppenheimer, who was widely known for his scientific expertise, his literary talents (he had
learned seven languages, including Sanskrit, as a prodigy at Harvard), and his managerial skills
as the director of atomic bomb manufacture at Los Alamos during the war. "Oppie," as he was
known to his friends, had many left-wing associates. His brother and his wife had been
Communists in the 1930s. But his opposition to development of the Super was not politically
inspired. It rested, like Conant's, on a combination of moral revulsion and practical policy
considerations. Their arguments carried the day in the advisory committee, which recommended
against development.23

Leading government officials, too, had doubts about the hydrogen bomb. Among them was
Kennan, who wrote a seventy-nine-page memorandum opposing the Super before he left the
government in January 1950. Kennan believed in what was later called "minimum deterrence,"
which he thought possible with a decent arsenal of atomic bombs. He urged the United States to
say that it stood for "no first use" of nuclear weapons. David Lilienthal, who headed the AEC,
agreed with Kennan. He favored negotiating with the Soviet Union in the hope that both countries
would agree not to develop the new weapons.24

Other government officials, however, strongly urged development. Eleanor Roosevelt, whom
Truman had named to America's UN delegation, came out for it in January. Lewis Strauss, a
dissenter from the AEC report, considered it "unwise to renounce unilaterally any weapon which
an enemy can reasonably be expected to possess." The Joint Chiefs maintained that the bomb
would be a deterrent as well as "an offensive weapon of the greatest known power possibilities."
Senator Brien McMahon, chairman of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, expressed a
common viewpoint on Capitol Hill when he wrote Truman, "Any idea that American
renunciation of the super would inspire hope in the world or that 'disarmament by example'
would earn us respect is so suggesstive of an appeasement psychology and so at variance with the
bitter lessons learned before, during and after two recent world wars that I will comment no



further." No statement more clearly revealed the fear of "appeasement," rooted in the "lessons of
history," that lay behind a host of Cold War decisions by American officials in the postwar era.25

On January 31, 1950, Truman decided in favor of development. He was influenced in part by
the position of the Joint Chiefs, particularly by General Bradley, whom Truman admired greatly.
He was also keenly aware, as was Dean Acheson, of the criticism he would get from
conservatives and other anti-Communists if he opposed the H-bomb. Most important, no one
could be sure that the Soviets would not go ahead on their own. "Can the Russians do it?" he
asked his final advisory committee of Acheson, Lilienthal, and Defense Secretary Johnson. All
nodded yes. "In that case," Truman replied, "we have no choice. We'll go ahead." Truman later
explained to his staff, "[We] had to do it—make the bomb—though no one wants to use it. But . .
. we have got to have it if only for bargaining purposes with the Russians."26

When Truman announced his decision, many liberals were appalled. Max Lerner wrote, "One
of the great moral battles of our time has been lost. To move toward the ultimate weapon could
mean only an ever-escalating arms race, the possible decay of democracy in a garrison
atmosphere . . . and the possibilities of unimaginable horror." Other liberals, however, backed the
President. Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., replied to critics like Lerner by asking, "Does morality ever
require a society to expose itself to the threat of absolute destruction?"27 Schlesinger's answer, of
course, was no, as was Truman's. Given the frigid Cold War atmosphere of early 1950, the
decision to go ahead with the hydrogen bomb seems to have been virtually unavoidable.

Development, as it turned out, proved complicated, in part because of formidable
mathematical problems involved. But scientists and mathematicians, including the strongly anti-
Communist Hungarian refugees Edward Teller and John von Neumann, persisted. With the help
of more powerful computers, which were becoming vitally important in the hightech world of
American weaponry, they moved rapidly ahead. The world's first thermonuclear explosion took
place on November 1, 1952, at Eniwetok Atoll in the Marshall Islands of the Pacific.

The explosion exceeded all expectations, throwing off a fireball five miles high and four miles
wide and a mushroom cloud twenty-five miles high and 1,200 miles wide. Eniwetok disappeared,
replaced by a hole in the Pacific floor that was a mile long and 175 feet deep. Scientists figured
that if the blast had been detonated over land, it would have vaporized cities the size of
Washington and leveled all of New York City from Central Park to Washington Square.

Eight months later, on August 12, 1953, the Soviets followed suit, setting off a blast in Siberia.
Premier Georgi Malenkov announced, "the United States no longer has a monopoly on the
hydrogen bomb." His boast was somewhat misleading, for the Soviets (like the Americans) did
not yet have the capacity to make a "bomb" light enough to be delivered on a target. Still,
development raced ahead in the next few years, not only in the United States and the Soviet
Union but also in other nations. The age of nuclear proliferation and of maximum possible
destruction was near at hand.28

The Super represented one half of the plans in 1950 for America's future military posture.
National Security Council Document 68 (NSC-68), which called for vast increases in defense
spending, was the other. It, too, had its roots in late January. Truman then authorized a study of
defense policy and named Paul Nitze, who had succeeded Kennan as head of the State



Department's Policy Planning Staff, to head the effort. Nitze, a close associate of Acheson, was
yet another Establishmentarian—private school and Harvard graduate, Wall Street investment
banker, official since 1940 in the Navy and the State departments, and vice-chairman of the
postwar Strategic Bombing Survey that had explored the impact of air raids during World War II.
Another key adviser in the process that led to NSC-68 in April was Robert Lovett, who later that
year left his own investment banking business to return to government as the Deputy Secretary of
Defense.

Nitze, Lovett, and the others who worked on NSC-68 in early 1950 were virtually fixated on
the Soviet atomic explosion, and they adopted a worst-case scenario for the world. Asserting that
the USSR would have the capacity to deliver 100 atomic weapons on the United States by 1954,
they rejected arguments that a moderate mix of economic, military, political, and psychological
measures would be sufficient to contain the Soviet Union and keep major areas of industrial-
military value—mostly in western Europe—out of hostile hands.29 They insisted instead that the
Soviet Union was an aggressive, implacable, and dangerous foe that either directly or indirectly
(by infiltration and intimidation) sought domination of the world. As Lovett put it in an
apocalyptic memo:

We must realize that we are now in a mortal conflict; that we are now in a war worse
than any we have experienced. Just because there is not much shooting as yet does not mean
that we are in a cold war. It is not a cold war; it is a hot war. The only difference between
this and previous wars is that death comes more slowly and in a different fashion.30

 
The obvious conclusion was that the United States and its allies must build up not only their

nuclear power but also their more conventional forces "to a point at which the combined strength
will be superior . . . to the forces that can be brought to bear by the Soviet Union and its
satellites." This amounted to what was later called a policy of "flexible response." Although the
committee did not include cost estimates for this policy, advocates understood that military
spending would have to quadruple to around $50 billion a year, which would "provide an
adequate defense against air attack on the United States and Canada and an adequate defense
against air and surface attack on the United Kingdom and Western Europe, Alaska, the Western
Pacific, Africa, and the Near and Middle East, and on long lines of communication to those
areas."31

This was a breathtaking and revolutionary document, full of emotional language contrasting
the "slave society" of Communists to the blessings of the "Free World." The USSR, "unlike
previous aspirants to hegemony, is animated by a new fanatic faith, antithetical to our own, and
seeks to impose its absolute authority over the rest of the world." Soviet fanaticism necessitated
globalistic responses: "The assault on free institutions is world-wide now, and in the context of
the present polarization of power a defeat of free institutions anywhere is a defeat everywhere."

The conclusions of NSC-68 rested on one key assumption, which reflected the grand
expectations that pervaded America in the postwar era: economic growth in the United States
made such a huge expansion of defense spending easy to manage, and without major sacrifices at
home. One of Lovett's memos strongly made this case: "There was practically nothing the



country could not do if it wanted to do it."32 While drafting the document, Nitze communicated
regularly with Leon Keyserling, chairman of Truman's Council of Economic Advisers.
Keyserling had great faith in the ability of government spending to stimulate the economy. Then,
as throughout in the postwar era, grand expectations about American economic and industrial
growth promoted globalistic foreign and military policies.

NSC-68 was seriously flawed in many respects. As Kennan complained at the time, it assumed
the worst of Soviet foreign policy, which for the most part remained cautious, concentrating on
tightening control of eastern Europe and other sensitive regions close to Soviet boundaries. NSC-
68 also defined United States defense policies in terms of hypothetical Soviet moves rather than
in terms of carefully defined American interests. This approach required the United States to be
prepared to put out fires all over the globe.33

The report's assumptions about the relative power of Soviet and American forces were
especially questionable. In 1949 the American GNP was roughly four times as great as that of the
Soviet Union, which remained an inefficient and relatively unproductive society. Although the
Soviets were devoting perhaps twice as much of their GNP to military spending, this was being
done at terrific costs at home and could not make them serious economic rivals of the United
States in the foreseeable future. The Soviets maintained a much bigger army, but they had used it
to stamp out dissent in their spheres of interest, not to invade new territories. There was no clear
indication in 1950 that this largely defensive posture would change. America had much the
greater arsenal of nuclear weapons, by far the superior navy, much stronger allies, and
incomparably greater economic health. As it turned out, moreover, the Soviets did not make a big
effort to improve their long-range bombing forces until the mid-1950s; NSC's worries about
nuclear attack as early as 1954 were way off the mark.34

When Truman received the report in early April, he neither endorsed nor rejected it. Instead,
he passed it along for economic analysis. If the Korean War had not broken out two months later,
it might not have been acted on; Truman still hoped to curb defense spending. Still, NSC-68
commanded the support of virtually all high-ranking American officials (Defense Secretary
Johnson excepted) at the time it was delivered. It was music to the ears of the armed services.
The Korean War then cinched the case for defense spending along the lines urged by the report.
By fiscal 1952 the United States was paying $44 billion for national defense; by 1953, $50.4
billion, roughly the amount privately anticipated by advocates of NSC-68. Spending declined a
little when the Korean War ended but still ranged between $40 and $53.5 billion every year
between 1954 and 1964. Along with the decision for the Super, the logic of NSC-68 reflected the
rapid militarization in American foreign policies following the Soviet atomic explosion and the
"fall" of China.

THE TOUGHENING of American attitudes toward the Soviets in early 1950 did not exist in a
cultural or political vacuum. On the contrary, events heated up already flammable anti-
Communist emotions and ignited a Red Scare of considerable fire and fury. On January 21, ten
days before Truman decided for the Super, a federal jury brought thirteen months of hotly
contested litigation to a close by finding Alger Hiss, accused of having been a spy for the Soviets
in the 1930s, guilty of perjury. Hiss, a middle-rank Establishment figure in foreign policy
councils during the mid-1940s, was sentenced to five years in prison. On January 27 Klaus Fuchs,



a German-born English atomic scientist who had worked on the A-bomb, was arrested for turning
over secrets to the Soviets during and after the war. He was later tried in England, convicted, and
imprisoned. On February 9 Senator Joseph McCarthy of Wisconsin alleged that Communists
infested the American State Department. His accusations, offered to the Ohio County Women's
Republican Club of Wheeling, West Virginia, increased pressure on the Truman administration
to get tough with the Soviets. The Red Scare of "McCarthyism" helped to besmirch American
politics and culture for much of the next five years.

These dramatic events, while of great significance in fanning the flames of anti-Communism
in the United States, have to be seen in a longer historical context. McCarthy was in fact a Joe-
Come-Lately to the Red Scare, whose roots require a quasi-archaeological probe into the
American past. Americans have periodically lashed out at radicals, alleged subversives, aliens,
immigrants, blacks, Catholics, Jews, and other vulnerable groups who could be blamed for
complex problems. The Red Scare in America following the Bolshevik Revolution was only the
most flagrant of many outbursts, driven both by the government and by popular vigilantism,
against left-wing activists. These outbursts revealed the volatility of popular opinion, the
growing capacity of the State to repress dissent, and the frailty of civil libertarian thought and
action in the United States.

The turbulent years of the 1930s and especially of World War II did much to lay the
foundation for the Red Scare of the 1940s and 1950s. From the mid-1930s on, right-wing
politicians and intellectuals readily associated the New Deal with socialism and Communism.
The House Committee on Un-American Activities investigated left-wingers following its
establishment in 1938.35 In 1940 Congress approved the Smith Act, which made it a criminal
offense for anyone to "teach, advocate, or encourage the overthrow or destruction of . . .
government by force or violence." People accused under the law did not have to be shown to have
acted in any way, only to have advocated action. The Smith Act was used by the Roosevelt
administration against alleged Nazis as well as against American Trotskyists—prosecutions that
Communists applauded.

At the same time, Roosevelt unleashed FBI director J. Edgar Hoover to check into potentially
subversive people and groups. In 1941 Congress authorized the army and navy summarily to
dismiss any federal employee considered to be acting contrary to the national interest. This was
the start of governmental "security risk" programs, which cost 359 employees their jobs in 1942.
The Justice Department began developing in 1942 the "Attorney General's list" of groups
considered disloyal. By the middle of the year the FBI had helped the AG to name 47 such
groups.36 Even the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), which had been formed following
World War I to protect dissenters, joined in the patriotic efforts of the war years. As early as
1941 it had excluded Communists from membership. From 1942 on Morris Ernst, its head,
corresponded with Hoover on a "Dear Edgar" basis, in which he passed on information about
alleged Communists in the ACLU.

Wartime patriotism spurred other, much more flagrant violations of civil liberties, notably the
incarceration of Japanese-Americans in "relocation" camps during most of the war. Less obvious
but of long-run significance was the hyper-patriotism that developed among many American
people. For some this patriotism arose during military service. For others it followed years of



work in defense plants. Either way, large numbers of people, including many European-
Americans, came to feel a larger sense of belonging to the United States. The patriotic wartime
injunction "Be American" competed with earlier ethnic or class identifications.

When the Cold War arose after 1945, Americans were often quick to join the "get-tough"
chorus. The atheistic dogmas of orthodox Marxism repelled Catholics and other religious
believers. The subjection of the "old countries" offended many others. More generally,
Americans who were trying to get ahead—going to college, raising families, moving to suburbia,
acquiring consumer goods—were all the more ready to believe fervently that the United States
was a free and mobile society and that Communism, which took away private property, was not
only totalitarian but also a threat to their social and economic futures. In this way the hopes for
social mobility that pervaded the postwar years stimulated both grand expectations and nervous
feelings about Reds. The quests for personal security and domestic security became inextricably
interrelated.37

World War II had lasting effects in one other, less definable way: like most armed conflicts it
toughened popular feelings. The fighting, people concluded, had been necessary. Sacrifice was
noble. "Appeasers" were "soft." Long after the war many Americans tended to glorify the
"manly" virtues of toughness. Those who were "soft" ran the risk of being defined as deviant.
Arthur Schlesinger, Jr's. widely admired liberal manifesto The Vital Center (1949) made this
clear. Liberals, he said, showed "virility," leftists and rightists "political sterility." Communism
was "something secret, sweaty, and furtive like nothing so much, in the phrase of one wise
observer of modern Russia, as homosexuals in a boys' school."38 The homophobia that pervaded
American culture had many sources, but some of it rested on the view that homosexuals were not
only perverted but also subject to blackmail. In the early 1950s they were specifically included
among the categories of people who could be fired from sensitive positions as "security risks."39

Many postwar forces abetted these wartime developments. One was disturbing evidence of
Communist espionage. In June 1945 the FBI arrested several employees of Amerasia, a left-wing
magazine close to the American Communist party, as well as John Stewart Service, a China
expert in the State Department. The magazine's offices contained 600 secret and top-secret
documents, some of which contained information concerning American plans for bombing in
Japan. When it became known that federal agents had illegally entered the magazine's offices,
the case against the editors fell apart. Evidence concerning Service was too skimpy, and he was
released. The result was small fines for three Amerasia staff members for illegal possession of
government documents.40

In part because the Justice Department was embarrassed about its own illegal activities in the
case, the Amerasia matter did not get widespread publicity at the time. But it was a worrisome
affair for government officials. When Igor Gouzenko, a file clerk in the Soviet Embassy in
Toronto, defected in early 1946, their worries intensified. Gouzenko produced evidence that the
Soviets had spied on atomic energy research in Canada and elsewhere during the war. Neither the
Amerasia nor the Gouzenko affair proved that any Americans—let alone government officials—
were guilty of espionage. Indeed, no American public officials were convicted of spying at any
time during the postwar Red Scare. But Gouzenko's revelations did show that the Soviets had
spied on America during and after World War II. Evidence such as this later played into the



hands of Red Scare activists.41

The heat of partisan politics further intensified the postwar Red Scare. Running for the
presidency in 1944, Dewey had linked Communism, FDR, and the New Deal. The Democrats had
fired back by associating the GOP with fascism and "fifth column" activities. Red-baiting in the
1946 campaign smeared many candidates, including Congressman Jerry Voorhis, Richard
Nixon's opponent in southern California. Voorhis denied Nixon's unfounded accusations, but to
no avail. His defeat, like that of others attacked by anti-Communists in 1946, provided an
obvious object lesson: Red-baiting could pay off at the polls.42

Ardent foes of Communism often enjoyed substantial support from conservative interest
groups, many of which worked closely with Hoover. The American Legion was one, the United
States Chamber of Commerce another. Right-wing publishers such as Colonel Robert
McCormick of the Chicago Tribune and aging, melancholic William Randolph Hearst, who ran a
nationwide chain of papers, regularly (and sometimes hysterically) raised the alarm against
subversives at home and Communists abroad. Patriotic organizations such as the Daughters of
the American Revolution chimed in. Leading prelates of the Catholic Church as well as the
Knights of Columbus were especially outraged by the atheism of Communism. Francis Cardinal
Spellman of New York was a sort of chaplain of the Cold War and actively assisted the FBI to
root out Reds from American institutions.43

By mid-1946 a number of anti-communist liberals and leftists joined in this chorus against
Communism at home and abroad. They included union leaders, intellectuals, and others who
joined the ADA and who worried about Communist influence in the labor movement and other
high places.44 These liberals opposed the extreme and sometimes irrational fulminations about
Communism that emanated from the Far Right. They detested Red-baiters like Nixon. Unlike
many conservatives, they did not worry much that Communism threatened private property in the
United States. But, having tried to work with Communists in progressive causes, they were
certain that American Communists got their marching orders from Moscow.45 Irving Howe, a
democratic socialist, explained, "Those who supported Stalinism and its pitiful enterprises either
here or abroad, helped befoul the cultural atmosphere, helped bring totalitarian methods into
trade unions, helped perpetrate one of the great lies of the twentieth century, helped destroy
whatever possibilities there might have been for a resurgence of a serious radicalism in
America."46

Whether the American Communist party was as alien an organization as Howe and others
maintained still divides historians. Some point out accurately that the party, after reaching a peak
in membership in 1945, declined in the late 1940s. Although influential among certain unions
until 1949, it was hardly a potent force in American politics, and its leaders did not receive a
great deal of aid from Moscow. Many American Communists in union locals, moreover, were
honest, effective, and popular with the rank-and-file. Still, Howe and others were on target in
lamenting the lockstep consistency with which leading party officials—as opposed to many
lesser party members—followed the Moscow line on all major questions, including the coup in
Czechoslovakia and the Berlin Airlift.47 Some of the leaders had indeed surrendered their
intellectual independence—and their patriotism—to the Kremlin. And Howe was surely correct
in bewailing the baneful effect of such a rigid and uncompromising party on the chances for



revival of an independent Left in the United States.

Another issue dividing historians concerns the degree to which the "public at large" promoted
a Red Scare. Should one emphasize the role of elites—partisan Republicans, interest group
leaders, anti-Communist liberals—or see the elites as mainly reflecting the "voice of the
people"? There is no sure answer to this question, in part because polls of public opinion on the
subject offer conflicting evidence. Analysts who focus on elites, however, probably have the
better case, for the majority of Americans in the late 1940s and early 1950s only slowly grew
worried about subversion. As William Levitt remarked of his suburbanites, people were too busy
getting ahead to fret a great deal about Communists, let alone to lead crusades against Reds. A
survey at a height of the Red Scare in 1954 found that only 3 percent of Americans had ever
known a Communist; only 10 percent said they had known people they even suspected of being a
Communist. The same survey concluded, "The internal communist threat, perhaps like the threat
of crime, is not directly felt as personal. It is something one reads about and talks about and even
sometimes gets angry about. But a picture of the average American as a person with the jitters,
trembling lest he find a Red under the bed, is clearly nonsense."48

Still, anti-Communism cut fairly deeply in some ways. As early as 1946 polls showed that 67
percent of Americans opposed letting Communists hold government jobs. A poll in 1947
revealed that 61 percent of respondents favored outlawing the Communist party.49 Political
leaders and anti-Communist pressure groups had helped to rouse such popular feelings; they did
not spring up on their own. But there was a good deal of evidence to suggest that ardently
patriotic and anti-Communist emotions were not hard to whip up once Cold War fears mounted.
When the Truman administration sent the so-called Freedom Train around the country in 1947–
48, it was greeted by enthusiastic crowds, brass bands, and patriotic speeches. An estimated 4
million people turned out to look at the train's exhibits, which included the Declaration of
Independence, the Constitution, and the Truman Doctrine.50

It is especially clear that most American people continued to care little for civil liberties in the
immediate postwar years. Americans in the 1940s and early 1950s may not have worried deeply
that there were a lot of Communists hiding under the bed, but they were often ready to believe
that party members and sympathizers were dangerous to the Republic. Acting on such beliefs,
liberal organizations moved summarily to purge Communists in these years. By 1949 labor
unions, the NAACP, the Urban League, and the Congress of Racial Equality had largely
succeeded in doing so, and in 1950 the NAACP decided to expel Communist-dominated
chapters.51

Civil liberties also came under siege in the world of education. Those who knew much about
the history of education in the United States were not surprised by this development, for
taxpayers long had demanded that schools and colleges promote national values. Patriotism, as
taught in the schools by the salute to the flag and the Pledge of Allegiance, was highlighted in
classrooms celebrating the American way. In 1940 twenty-one states required loyalty oaths of
teachers. There was therefore little reason to suppose that school boards, principals, or college
administrators would behave much differently from other American officials caught up in the
Red Scare.



What began happening in the late 1940s was nonetheless unsettling to beleaguered civil
libertarians in the academic world. In 1948 the University of Washington fired three teachers—
two of them with tenure—when they refused to answer questions by state legislators about
whether they belonged to the Communist party. The teachers never found another academic job.
Later in the same year the American Federation of Teachers, a leading union, voted against
allowing Communists to teach, and the Board of Regents of the University of California system
required its faculty to take a non-Communist oath. Faculty members who refused to sign got
caught up in a long and internecine controversy. A total of thirty-one, including some with
tenure, were ultimately fired.52

Although legislators and other outsiders led these anti-Communist crusades, they found
prominent educators ready to go along with much of their agenda. Charles Seymour, president of
Yale, announced, "There will be no witch hunt at Yale, because there will be no witches. We do
not intend to hire Communists." Presidents Conant of Harvard and Eisenhower of Columbia
headed a blue-ribbon panel which concluded in 1949 that Communists were "unfit" to teach. The
American Association of University Professors (AAUP) opposed loyalty oaths and the firing of
teachers for taking the Fifth Amendment, but it granted the right of university administrators to
expect its professors to answer questions about their politics. Moving with excruciating
slowness, the AAUP did not censure universities that violated civil liberties until 1956.53

All who took stern positions essentially endorsed the view that Communists, as minions of
Moscow, had surrendered their independence of thought. Sidney Hook, a well-known
philosopher, defended the autonomy of educational institutions, but he said that university
administrators could and should police their campuses against such influences. Hook reiterated
that Communists were not free to think for themselves: there was a party line "for every area of
thought from art to zoology."54 The Socialist leader Norman Thomas, a veteran of bitter fights
with Communists over the years, agreed: "The right of the Communist to teach should be denied
because he has given away his freedom in the quest for truth. . . . He who today persists in
Communist allegiance is either too foolish or too disloyal to democratic ideals to be allowed to
teach in our schools."55

It is an exaggeration to conclude that the Red Scare terrorized American academe in general.56

Most universities—and many individual faculty members—defended academic freedoms.57 Still,
the Red Scare in education was a demoralizing episode, especially at the not-so-ivory towers of
universities where academic freedom had been supposed to be safe. Schools and colleges feared
to keep on their faculties anyone who had refused to deny that he or she was a Communist. When
confronted with such issues, a number of administrators and non-Communist faculty members
were quick to assume that all Communists were the same, without asking if Communist teachers
made any effort to indoctrinate students and without distinguishing between those faculty who
were good scholars and teachers and those who were not. Teachers grew cautious, and some
suffered greatly.58 Though estimates vary, it is thought that 600 or so public school teachers and
professors in these years lost their jobs because they were smeared by accusations that they were
Communists or Communist sympathizers. Blacklists often ensured that they would not be hired
elsewhere.59

MUCH OF THE IMPETUS for McCarthyism in the early 1950s developed between 1947 and



1949 and arose from the activities of government. Some of these activities, such as the efforts of
the House Committee on Un-American Activities (HUAC), came from right-wing zealots and
political opportunists in Congress.60 Others came from the Justice Department (including the
FBI) of the Truman administration. Well before McCarthy took his place on the national stage,
ever more energetic governmental scene-setters had rung up the curtain on a Red Scare drama
that appeared to play popularly at the polls.61

By all odds the most durable villain of the drama was Hoover, who had begun his hunt for
subversives when Woodrow Wilson's Red-hunting Attorney General, A. Mitchell Palmer, placed
him in charge of the Justice Department's newly created General Intelligence Division in 1919.
Hoover was then 24.62 He moved quickly to set up special files on virtually all radicals known to
the country and did the legwork that much facilitated the Red Scare of 1919. By 1924 he was
head of the FBI, a post he retained for forty-eight years until his death in office in 1972. Hoover
was vain, surrounded by sycophants, obsessed with order and routine. People who met him in his
later days at the FBI were led through his many "trophy rooms" to his office, which glowed with
a purplish insectrepelling light that Hoover, a hypochondriac, had installed to "electrocute" bad
germs.63 Hoover sat regally behind a desk on a six-inch-high dais and looked down on his
visitors. Throughout his career he employed very few blacks or other minorities. Those who did
get hired spent much of their time driving his limousine, handing him towels, or swatting flies.

Hoover worked harder at rooting out subversion than at any other activity. In doing so he used
a vast and intricate network of informers, some of them undercover agents, others—like Cardinal
Spellman—well-known public figures anxious to cooperate in the anti-Communist crusade. In
return he gave them information about subversives in their midst. No rumor, it seemed, was too
trivial for Hoover to follow up, especially if it involved sexual activities. Much of the
information—fact, hearsay, trivia—went into his secret files.

These many flaws were well known to critics in the Truman years. Bernard De Voto lashed out
in 1949 against Hoover's use of "gossip, rumor, slander, backbiting, malice and drunken
invention, which, when it makes the headlines, shatters the reputations of innocent and harmless
people. . . . We are shocked. We are scared. Sometimes we are sickened. We know that the thing
stinks to heaven, that it is an avalanching danger to our society."64 Truman complained privately,
"We want no Gestapo or Secret Police. FBI is tending in that direction. They are dabbling in sex
life scandals and plain blackmail. . . . This must stop."65 But Truman made no effort to fire him.
He refrained from criticizing Hoover openly, even when he realized that the director was feeding
information about alleged subversives to enemies of his administration. Truman even depended
on the FBI to check the loyalty of federal employees and to help prosecute Communist leaders.66

When Truman left office at the peak of the Red Scare, Hoover and the FBI were stronger than
they had been in 1945.

The reasons for Hoover's success were not hard to discover. One was his carefully cultivated
reputation as a crime-fighter. Another was his apparently large pile of dirt about people high in
public places. Hoover was also a consummate bureaucrat. More than most high officials in the
1920s and 1930s, he had then mastered the art of public relations. When FBI agents killed John
Dillinger, "Public Enemy Number One," Hoover took personal credit. Equally important, Hoover
was hardly a rogue elephant. He ordinarily made sure that authority for aggressive activities such



as bugging and wiretapping came from above. Again and again he got such assurances from
Presidents and Attorneys General who recognized that Hoover commanded information they
needed—or thought they needed—to have.

A co-villain in the Red Scare drama was HUAC, which had attracted some of the most
reactionary and bigoted men in public life.67 A senior Democrat, John Rankin of Mississippi,
was an especially rabid antiSemite and racist. Denouncing civil rights activity in 1950, Rankin
exclaimed, "This is a part of the communistic program, laid down by Stalin approximately thirty
years ago. Remember communism is Yiddish. I understand that every member of the Politburo
around Stalin is either Yiddish or married to one, and that includes Stalin himself."68 Another
HUAC power, Republican J. Parnell Thomas of New Jersey, was later convicted of illegally
padding his payroll. A third member thereafter was Nixon, who did more than anyone else after
1946 to make HUAC an aggressive agent of anti-Communism. His persistent labors gave him a
national reputation.

In 1947 HUAC concentrated on probing into left-wing activity in Hollywood. Announcement
of the committee's intention inspired protests among American entertainment figures. "Before
every free conscience in America is subpoenaed," Judy Garland cried, "please speak up! Say your
piece. Write your Congressman a letter! Airmail special." Frank Sinatra asked, "Once they get
the movies throttled, how long will it be before we're told what we can say and cannot say into a
radio microphone? If you make a pitch on a nationwide radio network for a square deal for the
underdog, will they call you a Commie? . . . Are they going to scare us into silence?" Fredric
March demanded, "Who's next? Is it your minister who will be told what he can say in his pulpit?
Is it your children's school teacher who will be told what he can say in his classroom? . . . Who
are they after? They're after more than Hollywood. This reaches into every American city and
town."69

The hearings that opened in October began relatively quietly with the testimony of "friendly
witnesses" who cooperated with the committee. The actor Gary Cooper, terse as ever, said that he
opposed Communism "because it isn't on the level." Walt Disney contended that the Screen
Cartoonists Guild was Communist-dominated and had earlier tried to take over his studio and
make Mickey Mouse toe the party line. Ronald Reagan, head of the Screen Actors Guild, tried to
straddle the fence. He criticized the deviousness of Communists but added that he hoped never to
see Americans "by either fear or resentment . . . compromise with any of our democratic
principles."70 In the next few years Reagan turned more decisively to the right, enthusiastically
enforcing a blacklist on actors accused of being Communists and identifying to the FBI actors
and actresses who "follow the communist party line."71 His cooperation with HUAC and Hoover
was a milestone on his road from New Deal liberalism to the Republican Right.

Donnybrooks broke out when unfriendly witnesses confronted HUAC. Some cited the Fifth
Amendment, which protected them against possible self-incrimination. Ten others took the much
riskier path of claiming the right of freedom of speech under the First Amendment. They refused
to give straight answers to a range of committee questions about whether they were Communists.
The "Hollywood Ten," as they became known, included talents such as the screenwriters Alvah
Bessie, Dalton Trumbo, and Ring Lardner, Jr. Some of them rudely insulted HUAC members.
The screenwriter Albert Maltz likened Rankin and Thomas to Goebbels and Hitler.72



The stand of the Ten evoked admiration among left-liberal colleagues in the entertainment
industry, including such stars as Humphrey Bogart, Lauren Bacall, Katharine Hepburn, and
Danny Kaye, who formed the Committee for the First Amendment. But public opinion seemed
hostile, and the studio heads, who feared for the image of the industry, closed ranks against them.
The Ten, along with 240 or so others, were blacklisted by the industry, many of them for years.
HUAC cited the Ten for contempt. When they lost their appeals in 1950, they went to prison for
terms ranging between six months and a year.

If Hoover and HUAC were the villains of the anti-Communist drama, Truman and his advisers
clumsily—and sometimes recklessly—acted as spear-carriers. Even as the Red-hunters looked
for subversives in 1947 the administration was scouting out the "loyalty" of federal employees.
Their efforts rested on Executive Order No. 9835 issued on March 22, 1947, nine days after
announcement of the Truman Doctrine. The order set up "loyalty boards" in government agencies
that employed some 2.5 million people. It seemed reasonable on the surface. Employees (and
potential new hires) who were called before the boards had the right to a hearing and to counsel.
They were to be informed of the specific charges against them and had the right to appeal to a
Loyalty Review Board under the auspices of the Civil Service Commission. They could be fired
if the boards found "reasonable grounds . . . for belief that the person involved is disloyal to the
Government of the United States." This involved such activities as sabotage, espionage, treason,
advocacy of violent revolution, performance of duties "so as to serve the interests of another
government," and affiliation with any group "designated by the Attorney General as totalitarian,
fascistic, communistic, or subversive."73

In practice Truman's loyalty program was careless of civil liberties. The very word "loyalty"
was problematic, encouraging zealots to bring charges on vague and imprecise grounds. While
employees had the right to hear of charges against them, accusers could withhold anything they
designated as secret. Government workers did not have the right to know the identity of their
accusers—often agents of the FBI—or to confront them in the hearings. "Evidence" used against
them often amounted to no more than a dossier available only to members of the loyalty
boards.74 Many governmental employees investigated by the loyalty boards were guilty of
nothing more than having belonged to liberal organizations on an AG list that grew rapidly after
1947.

Critics of Truman have argued that his loyalty program was intended as a tough domestic
counterpart to the Truman Doctrine. This was not the case. The order had been considered for
some time and stemmed from recommendations of a Temporary Commission on Employee
Loyalty that Truman had established in November 1946. Moreover, the program was hardly new;
for the most part it broadened and codified orders that Roosevelt had issued during the war. The
AG's list dated to 1942. In tightening these wartime procedures the President hoped to fend off
right-wingers who said that he was "soft" on Communism and to keep management of the
program out of the hands of the FBI. That is why the Civil Service Commission, not Hoover,
controlled the program. Hoover felt slighted and angry about the order.

Still, the President and his aides should have taken greater care to protect people. Truman
knew that government employees deserved fair procedures and asserted that his loyalty program
would provide them. But he nonetheless expanded an already flawed set of procedures and did



nothing to stop other agencies of government from establishing even more arbitrary loyalty
programs: the armed services were allowed to investigate civilian employees of defense
contractors and to order firings without giving any account of the charges against the suspects.75

By mid-1952 Truman administration loyalty boards had investigated many thousands of
employees, of whom around 1,200 were dismissed and another 6,000 resigned rather than
undergo the indignities and potential publicity of the whole process. None of them was proved to
be a spy or a saboteur.76 The program reflected badly on the administration's awareness of civil
liberties and encouraged subsequent apocalyptic thinking about subservion. It was ironic indeed
that Truman's partisan opponents scored political points by charging him with being "soft" on
Communism.

A year later, during the 1948 campaign, the Truman administration went still further to
demonstrate its Americanism, by prosecuting top leaders of the American Communist party. This
effort led to drawn-out litigation that culminated in review by the Supreme Court in June 1951.
At every level of the court system the eleven defendants lost their case. In New York the judge
ruled that the leaders had violated the Smith Act by urging overthrow of the government "as
speedily as circumstances permit" and therefore represented a "clear and present danger" to
American society. Judge Learned Hand of the appeals court agreed and cited events of the Cold
War as evidence of the Communist threat. When the Supreme Court upheld the convictions in the
case of Dennis v. U.S., the leaders were fined $10,000 each and sentenced to prison terms of five
years.77

Almost no one in those troubled times was eager to stand up and defend these leaders of the
American Communist party. That was understandable, not only because of Cold War tensions but
also because the party itself had never cared for civil liberties. Americans thought the
Communists had it coming. But the prosecutions were disturbing to advocates of free speech, for
they depended on the ill-constructed Smith Act, which took aim at organizations deemed to be
engaged in the teaching or advocacy of violent revolutionary activity. The government, unable to
show that the defendants had committed any overt acts of violence or crime, fell back on the
argument that belonging to the Communist party made them part of a conspiracy to commit such
acts in the future. In so doing the government was stifling speech, and Supreme Court Justice
Hugo Black said so in a dissent that he registered with William Douglas. He hoped that "in
calmer times, when present pressures, passions, and fears subside, this or some later court will
restore the First Amendment liberties to the high preferred place where they belong in a free
society."78

Having put the top leadership in jail, the Truman administration then went after other well-
known Communists. By the end of 1952 it had secured thirty-three more convictions. Ultimately
126 were indicted and ninety-three convicted before Cold War fears abated and a more liberal
Supreme Court discouraged such litigation in the mid- and late 1950s.79 In this sense the
prosecutions were successful; they not only sentenced Communists to prison but forced the party
to throw vast amounts of its time and money toward their defense. Meanwhile the party
committed suicide by supporting Soviet foreign policies, including the crushing of the Hungarian
revolution in 1956. Thereafter it was estimated that party membership plummeted to 5,000, of
whom so many were FBI agents that Hoover considered taking over the party by massing his men



at its next convention.80

But the prosecutions were otherwise unfortunate, for two reasons. First, they engaged the
government in further attacks on civil liberties. Second, they drove the remaining leaders
underground, where it proved harder to keep track of their activities. Indeed, the prosecutions
represented a remarkable overreaction. They revealed, as did the broader McCarthyism that
complemented them after 1950, the growing force of the Red Scare in America, a force that owed
some of its strength to activities of the administration of Harry S. Truman.

All these actors in the drama against subversion—Hoover and the FBI, HUAC, administration
loyalty boards and prosecutors—gained the attention of an increasingly alarmed American
audience between 1947 and early 1950. The most compelling actors, however, were the
protagonists in a prolonged and bitter legal fight that episodically grabbed center stage between
the summer of 1948 and January 1950: the tribulations of Alger Hiss. Many decades later this
fight stands out as among the most dramatic in the history of the Red Scare.

HUAC opened the action in August 1948 when it brought a number of confessed ex-
Communists before it to testify. One of these was Whittaker Chambers, who said he had spied for
the Soviets in the 1930s. Rejecting the party in 1938, Chambers embraced Christianity and
emerged as a knight-errant against atheistic, brutal Communism. A facile writer, he worked for
nine years at Time magazine before resigning as a senior editor in 1948. Chambers was pudgy,
rumpled, disheveled, sad-faced, and emotionally unstable to the point of frequently considering
suicide. In sensational testimony he identified for HUAC a number of people as fellow
Communists in the 1930s.81

One of those named was Alger Hiss, then the much-respected head of the Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace. Hiss was the antithesis of Chambers. He had been educated at Johns
Hopkins University and the Harvard Law School. A protégé of Harvard professor Felix
Frankfurter, he became a clerk for Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes. During the
1930s he worked in a number of New Deal departments, including State after 1936. Although not
quite a top-ranking official, he attended a number of international conferences, including Yalta,
and was a promising member of the State Department when he left to direct the Carnegie
Endowment in 1947.

Hiss was an Establishmentarian. Among his friends were Acheson and others in the elite of
foreign policy-makers in the Roosevelt-Truman years. Associates marveled especially at his
poise. He had handsome, well-defined features and the facility in speech of a well-trained
attorney. Murray Kempton, a respected liberal columnist, said that Hiss "gave you a sense of
absolute command and absolute grace." Alistair Cooke, a friendly journalist, observed that Hiss
"had one of those bodies that without being at all imposing or foppish seem to illustrate the
finesse of the human mechanism."82 Much of the drama that followed Chambers's testimony
stemmed from the apparently impeccable credentials of Alger Hiss. If such a man had been a
Communist, then nothing the government did was safe.83

When Hiss heard of Chambers's accusations, he insisted on responding. Under oath he denied
all before HUAC, whose members he openly disdained, and challenged Chambers to repeat his
charges without benefit of congressional immunity. When Chambers did so, Hiss sued him for



libel. Hiss's many friends were outraged at Chambers's accusations; Truman himself denounced
HUAC's fishing as a "red herring." But Nixon was suspicious of Hiss, regarding him as the
epitome of the liberal eastern Establishment, and he pressed the case against him. The FBI
worked closely with Nixon, apparently feeding him sensitive material—and denying it to Hiss—
whenever it was needed.

Chambers then fought back. In November 1948 he said that Hiss had not only been a
Communist but had committed espionage by turning over confidential government documents to
the Soviets in the late 1930s. In one of the most theatrical moments of the controversy Chambers
brought reporters to a field on his Maryland farm and showed them microfilmed documents that
he had hidden in a hollowed-out pumpkin. These, he said, were copies of State Department
documents that Hiss had turned over to him in 1937 and 1938. The "Pumpkin Papers," as they
were called, made for sensational newspaper coverage.

Hiss was now on the defensive. The same grand jury that heard evidence concerning the top
Communist leaders weighed Chambers's accusations in December 1948 and decided to press
ahead with his case. The statute of limitations had lapsed for charges of espionage, but the jury
indicted Hiss on two counts of perjury: for denying that he had ever given Chambers any
government documents, and for claiming that he had never seen Chambers after January 1, 1937.
The trial in June 1949 ended in a hung jury, but when he was tried again he was convicted on
January 21, 1950. Hiss later served three years of his five-year sentence and spent more than
forty years thereafter stoutly asserting his innocence.

Whether Hiss was innocent in fact remained a much-disputed matter years later. The political
legacy of the case, however, was clear. The prolonged and often sensational struggle refurbished
the facade of HUAC, which grew bolder in its anti-Communist probes. It advanced Nixon, whose
instincts about Hiss seemed justified by the results. It established that Chambers and others had
indeed been engaged in espionage for the USSR in the 1930s. When Klaus Fuchs was arrested on
charges of atomic espionage six days after Hiss's conviction in 1950, it was easy for people to
imagine the existence of a vast and subterranean conspiracy that had to be exposed.

The Hiss trials had still wider symbolic value for many conservatives and anti-Communists in
the United States.84 To them Hiss's conviction seemed long-overdue validation of all that they
had been saying about rich, elitist, well-educated, eastern, Establishmentarian New Dealish
government officials. "For eighteen years," HUAC Republican Karl Mundt of South Dakota
exploded, the United States "had been run by New Dealers, Fair Dealers, Misdealers and Hiss
dealers who have shuttled back and forth between Freedom and Red Fascism like a pendulum on
a Kukoo clock."85

WITH A STAGE SO WELL SET  in February 1950, it was hardly surprising that one of these
angry partisans in Congress should have marched to the center and stolen the scene. Senator
Joseph R. McCarthy of Wisconsin wasted no time doing so when he spoke to the Republican
women in Wheeling on February 9. There he waved around papers that he said documented the
existence of widespread subversion in government. His exact words on that occasion are
disputed, but he appears to have said, "I have here in my hand a list of 205—a list of names that
were made known to the Secretary of State as being members of the Communist Party who
nevertheless are still working and shaping policy in the State Department."86



These were sensational charges. McCarthy, after all, was a United States senator, and he
claimed to have hard evidence. Intrigued, reporters asked for more information. Doubters
denounced him and demanded to see the list. McCarthy brushed them off and never produced
one. His information, indeed, was at best unreliable, probably based on FBI investigations of
State Department employees, most of whom were no longer in the government. In subsequent
speeches—he was on a "Lincoln Birthday" tour—McCarthy changed the figure from 205 to fifty-
seven. When he spoke on the subject in the Senate on February 20, he rambled for six hours and
bragged that he had broken "Truman's iron curtain of secrecy." The numbers changed again—to
eighty-one "loyalty risks" in the State Department—but McCarthy remained aggressively
confident. "McCarthyism" was on its way.87

People who knew Joe, as he liked to be called, were hardly surprised by the brazenness of his
behavior. A lawyer and controversial circuit court judge before the war, McCarthy had served in
the marines during World War II. In 1946, still only thirty-seven, he beat Robert La Follette, Jr.,
the incumbent, in a Republican primary that featured lies about La Follette's campaign finances.
McCarthy then swept to victory in the anti-Truman backlash of that year. His campaign relied
heavily on lies about his war record as a marine officer in the Pacific. Advertising himself as
"Tail Gunner Joe," he falsely maintained that he had flown up to thirty combat missions when in
fact he had gone on none. Later he often walked with a limp that he said had been caused by "ten
pounds of shrapnel" that had earned him a Purple Heart. In fact he had hurt his foot by falling
down the stairs at a party. He had seen very little combat action and had never been wounded.
This did not faze him: in the Senate, he used his political influence to get an Air Medal and the
Distinguished Flying Cross.88 McCarthy was in fact a pathological liar throughout his public life.

Colleagues also knew that McCarthy was crude and boorish. Thickset, broad-shouldered, and
saturnine, he was often unshaven and rumpled in appearance. He spent more time playing poker
and accepting favors from lobbyists than he did on Senate business. A heavy drinker, he regularly
carried a bottle of whiskey in the dirty briefcase that he said was full of "documents." He bragged
about putting away a fifth of whiskey a day. McCarthy liked above all to be thought of as a man's
man. Many of the subversives, he said, were "homos" and "pretty boys." When attractive women
appeared before his committees, he leered at them and jokingly told aides to find out their
telephone numbers. Being a man's man, he seemed to believe, meant being rough and profane: he
thought nothing about using obscenities or belching in public.

McCarthy was no stranger to Red-baiting, having resorted to it himself in 1946. But he was
intellectually lazy and had never bothered to learn much about Stalin or the American
Communist party. Above all, he was unscrupulous and ambitious. With re-election facing him in
1952, he cast about for an issue that would fortify his otherwise weak record. For a while he
seems to have thought crime would be the issue, but Senator Estes Kefauver of Tennessee
preempted that possibility by staging highly publicized hearings on organized crime. Dining with
friends in January 1950, McCarthy was advised to go after subversives. "That's it," he said, his
face lighting up. "The government is full of Communists. We can hammer away at them."89

He kept up the hammering, rarely relenting for long, for more than four years. He was
remarkably inventive and imaginative in doing so. As before he did not worry about lying. Again
and again he would stand up, pulling a bunch of documents from his briefcase, and improvise



while he went along. As his audience grew, he became more and more animated and skillful at
spinning stories. When opponents demanded to see documents, he refused on the ground that
they were secret. When caught in an outright lie, he attacked his accuser or moved on to other
lines of investigation. Few politicians have been more adept in their use of rhetoric that makes
good headlines. Repeatedly he blasted "left-wing bleeding hearts," "egg-sucking phony liberals,"
and "communists and queers."90

McCarthy did not much care who he attacked. Once he referred to Ralph Flanders, a liberal
Republican colleague from Vermont, as "senile—I think they should get a man with a net and
take him to a good quiet place." Robert Hendrickson, a Republican from New Jersey, was "a
living miracle in that he is without question the only man who has lived so long with neither
brains nor guts."91 During McCarthy's four-year tear through American institutions he also
assailed the army, the Protestant clergy, and the civil service. He reveled in super-masculine
imagery of fighting and bloodshed, bragging that he went "for the groin" and that he would "kick
the brains out" of opponents.92

The senator from Wisconsin saved most of his hard knocks, however, for the Democrats.
Acheson, a special target, was the "Red Dean," a "pompous diplomat with his striped pants and
phony British accent." Marshall, who had "lost" China, was part of a "conspiracy so immense and
an infamy so black as to dwarf any such previous venture in the history of man." The
"Democratic label," he said, "is now the property of men and women . . . who have bent to the
whispered pleas from the lips of traitors." The Democratic years were "twenty years of treason."
When Truman fired General Douglas MacArthur from his Asian command in 1951, McCarthy
said of the President, "The son of a bitch ought to be impeached."93

If there was a core of consistency to McCarthy, it was an emotional one of class and regional
resentments. A Roman Catholic and a midwesterner, he seems genuinely to have detested the
well-educated, wealthy, and mainly Protestant eastern Establishment. This is why Acheson and
other "striped-pants" Anglophiles who dominated the State Department were such inviting
targets. McCarthy underscored his feelings at Wheeling: "It is not the less fortunate members of
minority groups who have been selling their nation out, but rather those who have had all the
benefits the wealthiest nation on earth has had to offer. . . . This is glaringly true of the State
Department. There the bright young men who are born with silver spoons in their mouths are the
ones who have been worst."94

But McCarthy was not an ideologue. He was above all a demagogue seeking attention, re-
election, and—maybe in the future—the presidency. A loose cannon, he had no organization to
speak of, and he rarely followed up on any of his charges. Challenged to name a true subversive,
he announced in March 1950 that he would "stand or fall" by his accusation that Owen Lattimore
was the "top Russian agent" in the United States. This was a bizarre and unfounded accusation.
Lattimore was a little-known scholar of Asia who had been uncritical in some of his writings
about Stalin and Mao Tse-tung. But McCarthy could produce no documentary evidence that the
professor had ever been a Communist.95 Thereafter McCarthy made no serious effort to name
people who were supposedly ruining the United States, and he never identified a single
subversive. It was simpler to scatter his shot around the landscape.



The scattering made him the most controversial public figure in the country by the spring of
1950. Both Time and Newsweek, while critical of him, put him on their covers. A Gallup poll in
May reported that 84 percent of respondents had heard of his charges and that 39 percent thought
they were good for the country.96 This was a remarkably high level of public recognition, and it
placed the Truman administration on the defensive. Was there a way to counter McCarthy's
reckless accusations?

Some people thought so. Given the attention McCarthy was receiving, they said, Truman and
others should immediately have recognized the danger and appointed an impartial blue-ribbon
investigating committee to weigh his charges.97 But that would probably have required giving
such a committee access to sensitive personnel files. To the President, this was unthinkable.
Democrats instead tried to refute McCarthy. In February Truman retorted that there was "not a
word of truth" to McCarthy's accusations. In late March he said McCarthyites were the "greatest
asset the Kremlin had."98 Senate Democrats set up a committee headed by Millard Tydings of
Maryland to investigate the charges. Testimony before the Tydings Committee exposed many of
McCarthy's lies and exaggerations, which the majority report later concluded were a "fraud and a
hoax perpetrated on the Senate of the United States and the American people."99

McCarthy and his allies, however, brushed aside the Tydings Committee by charging that it
was a partisan cover-up. Senator William Jenner of Indiana, a fervently anti-Communist
Republican, accused Tydings of heading the "most scandalous and brazen whitewash of
treasonable conspiracy in our history." McCarthy branded the committee report as a "green light
to the Red fifth column in the United States" and a "sign to the traitorous Communists and fellow
travelers in our Government that they need have no fear of exposure."100 Reactions such as these
showed why it was so difficult to discredit McCarthy and his allies. So long as the President
refused to turn over personnel files, McCarthy could savage whatever committee that tried to
refute his allegations.

Others who lament McCarthy's climb to fame have blamed the press. Reporters, they say,
should more insistently have demanded that he produce evidence. Some newspeople were indeed
appalled by his behavior. But McCarthy generally did well at manipulating the press. Many
publishers were deeply conservative and believed in what McCarthy was saying. Moreover,
reporters were not editorialists, and they felt obliged to record what a United States senator, who
was "news," had to say. Again and again his charges got headlines that proclaimed the rise of a
Red menace in the United States.101

Rigorous investigative journalism of the sort that arose in the 1960s and 1970s would probably
have weakened McCarthy. But it is ahistorical to expect such journalism to have existed in the
1950s. Reporters were ill paid in those days and lacked the resources in staff or money to dig
deeply into McCarthy's charges. The Washington press corps was small. It was not until later,
amid growing anger about a "cover-up" during the Vietnam War, that significant numbers of
reporters became obstreperous in challenging "official" sources. Only in the 1970s, in the
aftermath of Watergate, did this attitude become widespread among political journalists in the
United States.

Others analysts of McCarthyism in retrospect have concluded pessimistically that it



demonstrated the susceptibility of the American people to demagogic appeals. There is evidence
for such gloomy indictments of democracy, but it is limited. McCarthy's attacks on the eastern
Establishment indeed set off responsive echoes, especially among conservative Republicans.
Like McCarthy, some of these Republicans literally loathed Acheson. "I look at that fellow,"
Republican Senator Hugh Butler of Nebraska said. "I watch his smart aleck manner and his
British clothes and that New Dealism, everlasting New Dealism in everything he says and does,
and I want to shout, Get Out! Get Out! You stand for everything that has been wrong in the
United States for years."102 The managing editor of McCarthy's hometown Appleton newspaper
explained, "We don't want a group of New Yorkers and Easterners to tell us whom we are going
to send to the Senate. That is our business, and it is none of theirs."103 The anger that underlay
such comments suggested that regional resentments still burned strongly indeed in the United
States.

McCarthy's rampage also appealed to people who nursed hostility toward elites, especially in
government. This feeling reflected enduring class, ethnic, and religious tensions, which
periodically broke into the open amid more superficial manifestations of popular consensus in
the United States. Working-class people who had struggled to get ahead after the war resented it
when "educated" liberals appeared to look down on their accomplishments and their styles of
life. A number of east-European-Americans, moreover, responded warmly to McCarthy's claims
that Democrats had "sold out" the masses behind the iron curtain. Many Catholics, hating
"Godless" Communism, also seemed to support his crusades. McCarthy, like Alabama's George
Wallace in the 1960s, often appealed to all these groups by highlighting the influence of those
who were wealthier and more influential. The sociologist Jonathan Rieder observes correctly that
McCarthy advanced a "rhetoric of plebian contempt for things effete" and "hurried the movement
of the Right toward a conservatism conspicuously more majoritarian than previously."104

The phenomenon of McCarthyism, however, should not be seen as a broadly popular
movement or as one that was essentially working-class, Catholic, or ethnic in membership.
Millions of such people, after all, still tended to vote Democratic and to reject McCarthyite
visions of the world. Rather, three things may be said about McCarthyism. First, it derived much
of its staying power from the frightened and calculating behavior of political elites and of allied
interest groups, not from the people at large. Second, many partisan Republicans took the lead in
backing their reckless colleague. Third, McCarthyism rode on anti-Communist fears—again,
strongest among elites—that were already cresting in early 1950.105

The role of political leaders was indeed important. Those who had to run for office were often
very cautious. Most of them did not like McCarthy personally and were appalled by his behavior.
But the ferocity of his attacks—and his apparent invulnerability to criticism—shook many of
them. They were reluctant to stand up and be counted against him, especially in an election year.
Some of the most fearful office-holders came from working-class and Catholic districts.
Representative John F. Kennedy, whose father was a friend and a patron of McCarthy, was
among them. "McCarthy may have something," Jack said. Neither as a representative nor (after
1952) as a senator did Kennedy speak out against McCarthy.

Many Republican senators eagerly supported their colleague. For some this was only natural:
they had been making similar charges for some time. On the same day that McCarthy spoke in



Wheeling, Homer Capehart of Indiana rose in the Senate to ask, "How much more are we going
to have to take? Fuchs and Acheson and Hiss and hydrogen bombs threatening outside and New
Dealism eating away at the vitals of the nation! In the name of Heaven, is this the best America
can do?"106 Then and later Capehart, Jenner, and other conservatives gladly reinforced their
Wisconsin colleague. When Truman nominated Marshall to be his Secretary of Defense
following the outbreak of war in Korea, Jenner denounced the former Secretary of State as a
"living lie" and as a "front man for traitors."107

Had these Republicans been the only ones to stand up for McCarthy, he might have had a more
difficult time of it in the Senate—and with the press and the American people. But McCarthy
also got the backing of Robert Taft, "Mr. Republican," the most influential GOP politician on
Capitol Hill. Taft was not close to McCarthy—or to zealots like Jenner—and he did not think
that subversion threatened the nation. But Taft, like most of his Republican colleagues on the
Hill, strongly opposed the drift of American foreign and domestic policies since the New Deal.
He very much disliked Acheson, one of McCarthy's favorite targets. Shocked by the unexpected
victory of the Democrats in 1948, Taft longed to embarrass and defeat them. He also hoped to
win the GOP presidential nomination in 1952. And he knew that anti-Communism was politically
popular. For all these reasons Taft refused to denounce his colleague. McCarthy, he said, should
"keep talking and if one case doesn't work out, he should proceed with another one." This was an
irresponsible position that reflected the especially harsh partisan atmosphere of the times.108

Taft, although influential among his Republican colleagues, could not silence all senatorial
opposition to McCarthy. In June 1950, seven liberal Republican senators led by Margaret Chase
Smith of Maine issued a "Declaration of Conscience" that complained about the Senate being
used as a "publicity platform for irresponsible sensationalism." Moreover, it is doubtful that Taft
—or anyone else—could have silenced McCarthy, who reveled in the attention that he aroused.
Still, the support of McCarthy by the GOP, especially in the Senate, did much to lend a veneer of
political respectability to McCarthyism from 1950 through 1954.

To highlight the role of elites in the support of McCarthy is to challenge the notion that he
aroused great popular support. Polls, indeed, showed that he did not; only once, in 1954, did more
than 50 percent of Americans say that they backed him. Still, office-holders knew that it paid off
politically to be loudly and insistently against Communism, especially following the alarms that
rang through American society in late 1949 and early 1950: the Soviets had the Bomb, the Reds
had China, Hiss had lied, Fuchs was a spy. These were widely known, profoundly alarming
events that were already promoting Red Scares—in unions, in schools and universities, in
Hollywood, within the Truman administration itself—well before McCarthy made his headlines.
It was in this highly charged Cold War atmosphere of fear and suspicion that McCarthy and his
well-placed allies were able to run amok.

LOOKING BACK ON MCCARTHYISM and the postwar Red Scare, George Kennan came close
to despair:

What the phenomenon of McCarthyism did . . . was to implant in my consciousness a
lasting doubt as to the adequacy of our political system. . . . A political system and a public
opinion, it seemed to me, that could be so easily disoriented by this sort of challenge in one
epoch would be no less vulnerable to similar ones in another. I could never recapture, after



these experiences of the 1940s and 1950s, quite the same faith in the American system of
government and in traditional American outlooks that I had had, despite all the
discouragements of official life, before that time.109

 
Other observers have been a little less pessimistic than Kennan, who had always doubted the

capacity of democracy to cope with crisis. Indeed, McCarthy ultimately overreached himself and
crashed into popular disgrace in 1954.110 Thereafter the Red Scares that had sullied American
politics and society abated. Still, Kennan had good cause for pessimism, for McCarthy's fall
occurred more than four years after he started his rampage at Wheeling, more than five years
after anti-Communists moved to cleanse the unions, schools, and colleges, more than six after
government started using the Smith Act to put Communist leaders in jail, and more than seven
after Truman tightened loyalty progams and HUAC assailed Hollywood. During these eight years
it is estimated that a few thousand people lost their jobs, a few hundred were jailed, more than
150 were deported, and two, Julius and Ethel Rosenberg (Communists who were arrested in 1950
following further revelations about the Fuchs case) were executed in June 1953 on charges of
conspiracy to commit espionage.111

Kennan, moreover, was correct in lamenting two broader results of the postwar Red Scare.
First, it constricted public life and speech. Before the Red Scare peaked, many public figures had
been both liberal and anti-Communist, without worrying much about being labeled as a "pink" or
being accused of "disloyalty." During the Red Scare, however, liberal politicians and intellectuals
became vulnerable to the charge of being "soft" on Communism—or worse. Some muted their
liberalism, especially in the 1950s. As Diana Trilling said many years later, "McCarthy not only
deformed our political thinking, he . . . polluted our political rhetoric. [He] had a lasting effect in
polarizing the intellectuals of this country and in entrenching anti-anti-communism as the
position of choice among people of good will."112

Second, McCarthyism helped to tie a straitjacket of sorts on America's foreign and defense
policies. How much the coat confined remains disputed. Some of the major policy initiatives of
1949–50—militarization of NATO, non-recognition of the People's Republic, development of the
Super, support for NSC-68—would have occurred anyway, as alarmed reactions of government
officials confronted with a foe like Stalin, especially after the Soviets got the Bomb in 1949. The
strait jacket was nonetheless tight. The Red Scare helped to turn understandable concerns about
Communist intentions into demands for the toughest kinds of responses. Could the arms race,
both nuclear and otherwise, have been less dangerous than it became after 1950? Could the
United States have cautiously built bridges to the People's Republic, thereby driving a wedge
between the Soviet Union and China? These and other options would have been politically
perilous after the Cold War hardened in 1946, but the Red Scare made certain that they were not
seriously explored. Especially after 1949, politicians, scholars, and writers who dared suggest
initiatives that seemed "naive" or "soft" on Communism were even more than before at risk of
losing office or reputation.

The Red Scare, finally, dampened a little the otherwise upbeat, can-do mood of American life
at the time. "A little" is the way to put it, for postwar prosperity increased even more rapidly
from 1950 through 1954 than it had between 1945 and 1948. The rising personal expectations of



millions of Americans—most of them unaffected by the Red Scare—grew ever more grand.
From this perspective the Red Scare may be seen as a shameful saga of overreaction and
intolerance; it left scars. Still, in the longer run it did not stop the majority of Americans from
their expectant pursuit of the Good Life.



8
Korea

 
There are few monuments in the United States commemorating the Korean War. By the 1960s
most Americans had tried to put the war out of memory. Many who later saw "M*A*S*H," the
popular TV series about an American medical unit in Korea, assumed that the episodes were set
in Vietnam. Other Americans recalled the war as a relatively insignificant "police action," as
Truman called it on one occasion. One book on the conflict is entitled The Forgotten War.1

This national amnesia is understandable, for the Korean War, which pitted American and
allied troops against North Korea and China between June 1950 and July 1953, seems
inconsequential compared to the two world wars and to America's ten-year battle in Vietnam. At
the time, however, the Korean conflict loomed large both at home and abroad. On several
occasions during the war Truman and his advisers feared that it might escalate into World War
III. Determined to stem the tide, as they saw it, of worldwide Communism, they briefly
considered using nuclear weapons. Although they prevented the conquest of South Korea, they
did not achieve a wider objective—reunifying the peninsula under non-Communist control—that
they undertook in the fall of 1950. The war had lasting diplomatic, economic, and domestic
consequences. Far from an insigificant little police action, it was a brutal, bloody conflict that
devastated Korea and inflicted nearly 4 million casualties (dead, wounded, and missing), more
than half of whom were civilians. It left 33,629 Americans dead from battle and 103,284
wounded.2

THE KOREAN CONFLICT was rooted in World War II. When the Second World War ended in
August 1945, the United States and the Soviet Union (having entered the fight against Japan at
the last minute) assumed responsibility for the surrender of enemy forces on the Korean
peninsula, a largely mountainous, mineral-rich land that Japan had annexed and ruled brutally
since 1910. Pentagon officials looked hurriedly at the map and decided on the 38th parallel as a
line to divide the country for occupation purposes—the USSR in the North, the United States in
the South—until it could be reunited in the future. This was a midway line roughly 300 miles
south of the Yalu River, which formed much of Korea's northern border with Manchuria, and 300
miles north of the southernmost areas of the coast, which jutted into the Sea of Japan toward the
southwest portions of Japan. About 10 million Koreans lived in each half of the country, with
most of the industry in the North and much of the agriculture in the South.3

The Cold War quickly dashed hopes for the reunification and independence of Korea. Instead,
the 38th parallel became a frontier that separated two hostile regimes. Kim II Sung, a charismatic
young Communist, took over control in the North; Syngman Rhee, an American-educated anti-
Communist, gathered the reins of power in the South. In 1948 the regions became separate
regimes: the People's Democratic Republic in the North and the Republic of Korea (ROK) in the
South. Kim ran a tyrannical regime; opponents were commonly executed without trial. Rhee's
was slightly less autocratic but equally bent on reunification by conquest. Fighting between
partisans of both sides rent the unhappy peninsula between 1945 and 1950, killing perhaps



100,000 people. When North Korean troops invaded the South on the night of June 25 (June 24
United States time), they greatly widened a conflict that had long taxed the patience of the
occupying powers in both areas.4

What decided the North Koreans on attack remains debated more than forty years later. At the
time American high officials, convinced that Kim was a pawn of Moscow, thought that Stalin
had masterminded the invasion. Although the Soviets had removed their own troops from the
area in 1949, they had continued to give North Korea substantial military assistance in early
1950, including T-34 tanks, which were devastating offensive weapons. America's ambassador to
the Soviet Union, Alan Kirk, cabled home on June 25 that the attack represented a "clear-cut
Soviet challenge which . . . US should answer firmly and swiftly as it constitutes direct threat [to]
our leadership of free world against Soviet Communist imperialism."5

Critics of American policy in Korea—then and later—add that the attack took place because
the Soviets thought that the United States would not defend the South. Kim had reason for such
optimism in 1950. American troops had been pulled out of South Korea in June 1949, and
Truman refused to commit the United States to a security pact with Rhee or to support his urgent
and angry requests for better arms. Like his top advisers, the President worried about Rhee's own
aggressive designs. Truman administration officials also remained staunch Europe-firsters;
committing major military resources to Korea, they thought, would weaken defenses in the West.
For these reasons, Truman withheld substantial military aid from South Korea.

Stalin and Kim may have paid special attention to Dean Acheson's "defense perimeter" speech
in January 1950. In this widely noted address the Secretary of State omitted South Korea from
areas that the United States would automatically defend against aggression. Those who carefully
read the speech perceived that Acheson was deliberately murky in certain passages, holding out
the possibility that unspecified places (such as Korea) might expect American help—if they
could not defend themselves—from "the entire civilized world under the Charter of the United
Nations."6 Still, it was unwise of Acheson to lay out publicly what the United States was likely to
do in the world; it would have been better to keep people guessing. In doing so he made it clear
that defense of South Korea was a low-priority item in the United States.

It now seems that American leaders misread Stalin's role in the invasion. To be sure, Soviet
military assistance made such an attack possible. Indeed, the Soviets drew up the plan of attack
once it had been decided to move. But the initiative for the invasion came from Kim, who
appears to have thought that an invasion would touch off a revolution against Rhee's autocratic
rule in the South. After resisting Kim's appeals, Stalin gave his assent to the attack, apparently
believing that the fighting would be brief and that the United States would not intervene.7

The war, in short, was as much a dramatic extension of the civil conflict in Korea as it was a
deliberate provocation from the Kremlin. Still, it is highly improbable that Kim would have
acted without Soviet approval, and American leaders were therefore correct at the time to heap a
good deal of the blame on Moscow. Then and throughout the war they were deeply worried that
the USSR had fomented the fighting so as to tie up American forces in Korea, thereby opening
western Europe to Communist advances.8

Whatever the sources of North Korea's decision, it was clear that Kim and Stalin had badly



misjudged the situation. Although some South Koreans supported the invaders, most did not. The
South Korean army, while badly outgunned, remained loyal to Rhee. And the United States
confounded enemy expectations by deciding to help the South Koreans. Kim's misjudgment,
based at least in part on the irresolute signals of the Truman administration, was one of the most
portentous in the history of the Cold War.

THE NORTH KOREAN ONSLAUGHT in the darkness of June 25 was a well-organized,
smashing offensive spearheaded by 150 of the Soviet T-34 tanks, ROK rockets from bazookas
bounced harmlessly off the tanks. Estimates were that some 90,000 well-trained, well-
camouflaged North Korean troops took part in the assault. Many were battle-hardened, having
served as "volunteers" for Mao in the Chinese civil war. They overwhelmed the ill-equipped
ROK forces, some of whom had to rush back from furlough. About all that the defenders could
do was stand and resist, fall back, resist a little more, and fall back again. Within a few days the
North Koreans overran Seoul, the South Korean capital, smashed down the peninsula, and
seemed destined to push ROK forces into the sea.

Truman received news of the invasion at 9:30 P.M. June 24 at home in Independence, where he
had gone for a weekend visit with his family. Acheson, telephoning the bad news, told him that
he had already asked the UN Security Council to call for an end to the fighting and the
withdrawal of North Korean forces to the 38th parallel. The next day, a Sunday, Truman flew
back to Washington and went straight to Blair House, where he was living while the White House
across the street was undergoing major renovations. By then the Security Council had already
approved the American-sponsored resolution, 9–0. But the North Koreans paid no attention and
smashed ahead to the south. Top military and diplomatic officials joined the President for dinner
at Blair House and for the first of many tense meetings that Truman convened there over the next
few days. The key players included Acheson, Dean Rusk, who was Assistant Secretary of State
for Far Eastern Affairs, Omar Bradley as Chairman of the Joint Chiefs, the service chiefs,
Defense Secretary Louis Johnson, and other officials from the executive branch. No member of
Congress was invited.9

From the start all these men favored taking a strong stand against North Korean aggression.
Their motives varied a little. A few worried that Communist control of South Korean air bases
would pose a greater threat to the security of Japan, which the United States was building up as a
bastion of capitalism in Asia. But most of those at the meeting were not much concerned about
Japan, and they cared little for South Korea in itself. They worried instead that the North Korean
invasion, like Nazi moves in the 1930s, brazenly challenged the will and the credibility of the
"Free World." If the United States pursued appeasement, Armageddon was at hand. 10 Truman
told an aide that "Korea is the Greece of the Far East. If we are tough enough now, if we stand up
to them like we did in Greece three years ago, they won't take any next steps. . . . There's no
telling what they'll do, if we don't put up a fight right now."11

Despite such talk, Truman and his advisers at first hoped that the North Koreans could be
stopped without having to involve the United States in ground combat. This hope reflected their
acute awareness of America's military weakness, especially its army's. The President made no
military commitments at the meeting on June 25. By the next night, however, the situation in
Korea had deteriorated badly. General Douglas MacArthur, the American military commander in



Asia, urgently requested American help. Truman responded with more decisive steps,
committing American air and naval forces to the South and greatly increasing aid to Indochina
and the Philippines. He also ordered the Seventh Fleet to the waters between mainland China and
Taiwan, thus guaranteeing Chiang Kaishek naval protection for the first time since his flight the
previous year. Within two days of the invasion the United States was significantly expanding and
militarizing its foreign policies in Asia.

The next morning Truman widened his circle of advisers a little by bringing in some
congressional leaders for a meeting. But his goal was mainly to inform them of the decisions the
previous night, not to seek their advice. They offered no serious objections, and the meeting
lasted only half an hour. Later that day Congress seemed enthusiastic in support of the
President's actions. That evening the UN passed a resolution supporting the dispatch of air and
naval forces to aid the beleaguered South Koreans.

But these moves, too, failed to slow the advance from the North, and MacArthur grew ever
more agitated, calling for immediate dispatch to Korea of two American army divisions from
occupation duty in Japan. His plea reached the Pentagon at 3:00 A.M. June 30, Washington time.
Truman, up and shaved, received it at Blair House at 4:47 and approved it without hesitation or
further consultation. His decision produced the development that virtually all American political
and military leaders, MacArthur included, had dreaded until that time: United States soldiers
were to fight on the land masses of Asia.

Thanks to the desperate military situation in Korea in the five days following the invasion,
Truman and his advisers were acting under formidable pressures of time. It is hardly surprising,
therefore, that they made some mistakes. One was Truman's failure adequately to consult
Congress. Neither then nor later did the President request what some people thought the
Constitution demanded in such a situation: a congressional declaration of war. When he asked
Senator Tom Connally, head of the Foreign Relations Committee, if he should do so, Connally
said no. "If a burglar breaks into your house, you can shoot at him without going down to the
police station and getting permission. You might run into a long debate by Congress, which
would tie your hands completely. You have the right to do so as Commander in Chief and under
the UN Charter."12

Connally merely told Truman what he wanted to hear. The President did not involve Congress
in the decision to intervene. He later explained, "I just had to act as Commander-in-Chief, and I
did."13 This was a plausible argument, for time was indeed of the essence, and he did not know
then how bloody a conflict lay ahead. Still, he set a bad precedent. Presidents in the past had
maneuvered in ways that committed American troops to battle. But Truman had gone farther than
that, asserting that his constitutional role as commander-in-chief justified executive action alone.
Many later Presidents, notably Lyndon Johnson, followed in Truman's footsteps by committing
the United States to fighting without securing congressional sanction.

Truman's executive decisions angered a few doubters, such as Taft, who had called for
congressional consultation before the United States dispatched its ground forces. At the time,
however, these doubters did not say much, and Taft did not press his case. Most people in the
frightening, urgent days of late June believed that Truman had to act quickly. When the war went
badly, however, Taft and others—mostly conservative Republicans—sharpened their attacks on



Truman's display of presidential authority. The President's failure to consult Congress in 1950
added to his political difficulties over the next two and a half years, during which time his foes
again and again branded the morass as "Truman's War."

Truman also erred in calling the war a "police action." When he held a press conference on
June 29, he declared, "We are not at war." A reporter then asked if it would be accurate to call the
fighting a police action under the United Nations. "Yes," Truman replied. "That is exactly what it
amounts to."14 His response seemed harmless at the time. But he had already sent in air and
naval help, and within twenty-four hours he had committed the first of what became many
divisions of American ground forces. Moreover, the brunt of the "UN" effort was borne by South
Korean and American men, who were commanded by MacArthur and subsequent American
generals. It was therefore misleading to call the war a UN initiative. When the fighting became
stalemated, costing many thousands of American lives, it was understandable that people tore
into him for calling a "war" a "police action." Words can be big weapons in politics.

In June and July, however, Truman had little to worry about at home, for his decisions evoked
widespread approval. Prominent public figures as otherwise different as Thomas Dewey, George
Kennan, and Walter Reuther hailed his moves. Eisenhower, then president of Columbia, said,
"We'll have a dozen Koreas soon if we don't take a firm stand." Taft, although upset at the
bypassing of Congress, indicated he was for American intervention. Even Henry Wallace
emerged from relative obscurity to take a hawkish stand. He declared, "I am on the side of my
country and the United Nations." By August Wallace was in favor of using nuclear bombs if
necessary, and by November he called for massive American rearmament.15

Going to war seemed equally agreeable to the American people. Polls indicated that nearly
three-quarters of the public approved of Truman's actions. Newsweek questioned individuals,
most of whom were delighted that the United States had taken a stand. "After China, the Russians
thought they could get away with it," an auto worker in Detroit exclaimed. Another worker
angrily replied, "It should have been done two years ago." A businessman agreed: "Truman was
in a spot where he couldn't do anything else, but he did all right." A man on a street corner
concluded, "I think it's one of the few things the President's done that I approve of, and that
seems to be the general feeling among people."16

Opinions such as these revealed a profound truth about Americans in the post-World War II
era: they were not only patriotic but also eager—in the short run—to back decisive presidential
actions in the field of foreign affairs. Later Presidents, indeed, came to understand that "police
actions" and "surgical strikes" could greatly (though briefly) revive sagging ratings in the polls.
This was emphatically not Truman's motive for going to war, but his firm and "presidential"
resolve helped temporarily to raise his popular standing in the summer of 1950.

Americans above all seemed pleased that the United States had taken—finally—a strong stand
against Communism. When Truman's decision to send in troops was announced, members of
both houses of Congress stood up and cheered, even though they had not been consulted. When
he asked them in mid-July for an emergency defense appropriation of $10 billion (nearly as
much as the $13 billion budgeted for the entire year), they stood up and cheered again. Both
houses approved his request almost unanimously. Congress also authorized him to call up the
reserves, extended the draft, and gave him war powers similar to those exercised by Roosevelt



during World War II. Members of Congress were above all pleased that America was standing
firm against Communism. Joseph Harsch, an experienced reporter for the Christian Science
Monitor, summed up the feeling in Washington: "Never before have I felt such a sense of relief
and unity pass through the city."17

IN KOREA, HOWEVER, the war went badly for the United States and its UN allies in the first
few weeks. MacArthur had been optimistic; like many Americans he had a low opinion of Asian
soldiers, and he thought the United States could clean things up quickly. But he had done a poor
job of preparing his occupation forces in Japan.18 The troops who were rushed from Japan to
Korea—most of them to the port of Pusan on the southeast corner of the peninsula—were poorly
equipped and out of shape. Colonel John "Mike" Michaelis, a regimental commander,
complained that many of the soldiers did not even know how to care for their weapons. "They'd
spent a lot of time listening to lectures on the differences between communism and Americanism
and not enough time crawling on their bellies on maneuvers with live ammunition singing over
them. They'd been nursed and coddled, told to drive safely, to buy War Bonds, to give to the Red
Cross, to avoid VD, to write home to mother—when someone ought to have been telling them
how to clear a machine gun when it jams."19

If conditions had been better, the troops might have had a little time, once in Pusan, to train
more intensely. But they were rushed to the front lines. There they were torn up by the well-
planned North Korean advance. Ignorant of the terrain, UN forces also struggled against
drenching rains, which turned roads into mud and created near-chaotic snarls for retreating
vehicles. Temperatures hovered around 100 degrees during the day. Thirsty American soldiers
drank standing water from rice fields that had been fertilized with human waste: many were
wracked with dysentary. In the first two weeks of savagery, much of it in nighttime close combat,
United Nations forces suffered 30 percent casualties and reeled back toward Pusan.20

During late July the North Koreans kept driving south, inflicting devastation on the UN forces,
the vast majority of whom were Americans. But the UN was slowly evening the odds. Rapid
dispatch of troops from Japan boosted manpower; UN troops outnumbered North Korean in the
South by early August. Artillery and anti-tank weapons gradually neutralized the T-34 tanks. And
the UN forces had overwhelming superiority in the air. This they used to full advantage, raising
havoc with North Korean supply lines. UN air superiority remained vital throughout the war,
enabling the dropping of 635,000 tons of bombs (and 32,557 tons of napalm)—more than the
503,000 tons dropped in the Pacific theater during all of World War II. 21 The bombing followed
a consciously devised "scorched earth" policy that wiped out thousands of villages and
deliberately destroyed irrigation necessary for the all-important rice economy of the peninsula.
Thousands of Koreans suffered from starvation and slow death; many survivors cowered in
caves. The number of civilian deaths—estimated at around 2 million—approximated 10 percent
of the prewar population of the peninsula. The ratio of civilian deaths to total deaths in the
Korean conflict was considerably higher than in World War II or Vietnam.22

Firepower such as this inflicted especially heavy casualties on the North Korean forces, which
(according to later estimates) suffered 58,000 dead or wounded by early August. They lost
around 110 of their 150 tanks. Increasingly reliant on green conscripts, they also stretched their
supply lines. At this point the UN forces stiffened within a small but defensible perimeter



bounded in part by the Naktong River on the north and the Sea of Japan to the east. The perimeter
protected Pusan, where supplies and troops were off-loaded at a furious pace. General Walton
Walker, commander of the American Eighth Army, had the advantage of mobility within the
perimeter. Having broken North Korean codes, his forces often knew where enemy would attack.
By mid-August the UN no longer feared a Dunkirk-like evacuation.23

Disaster having been averted, MacArthur began pressing his superiors in Washington for
approval of a retaliatory operation that he had conceived early in the war: a surprise amphibious
landing at the port of Inchon, some thirty miles west of Seoul. Such an attack, he argued, would
catch the enemy by surprise, outflank them, trap them between UN forces to the north and to the
south, and obviate need for the alternative: a long and bloodier counter-offensive straight up the
peninsula.

MacArthur's plan at first seemed too risky for Bradley and other top-ranking military officials
in Washington. Admirals were especially nervous about it, for Inchon had no natural beach—
only seawalls that protected the city. Worse, the tides at Inchon were enormous, up to thirty-two
feet. An amphibious assault would have to be timed to coincide with the highest of high tides,
either September 15, September 27, or October 11. If anything went wrong, such as a sunken ship
blocking the harbor, the assault could be stalled and the landing ships left grounded on an open
expanse of mud. It was rumored, moreover, that the Russians were mining the harbors. "Make up
a list of amphibious don'ts," one naval officer grumbled, "and you have an exact description of
the Inchon operation."24

In considering the Inchon option, Truman, Bradley, and others also had to consider its source:
MacArthur himself. MacArthur, then seventy years old, was one of the most distinguished
soldiers in American history. Graduating number one in his class from West Point in 1903, he
served in the Philippines, East Asia, and Mexico and reached the rank of major by the time of
America's entrance into World War I in 1917. As commander of the famed 42d Infantry
(Rainbow) Division during the war, he proved a brave and dashing leader. Twice wounded, he
was decorated thirteen times and emerged from the war a brigadier general. He then became
superintendent of West Point, held various other high-ranking posts in the Philippines and the
United States, and was elevated to chief of staff of the army in 1930. At age fifty he was the
youngest man ever to hold that post.25

When his term as chief of staff ended in 1935, MacArthur was named military adviser to the
newly created Philippine Commonwealth. Though he retired from the United States Army in
1937, he stayed on in the Philippines with the rank of field marshal. Famed for his gold-braided
hats, aviation-style sunglasses, and corncob pipes, he was a fabled figure even before World War
II. When war broke out, he returned to active duty to become commander of United States Army
forces in Asia. Though driven out of the Philippines after the bloody battles of Bataan and
Corregidor in 1942, he escaped to Australia and commanded American soldiers in the successful
island-hopping assaults that battered Japan in the Pacific. By war's end he had returned to the
Philippines and become a five-star general. Thereafter he served as commander of American
occupation forces in Japan, where he developed a hugely favorable reputation as a firm but
benevolent destroyer of Japanese militarism. By 1950, when the Korean War broke out, he had
been in Asia, never returning to the United States, for more than thirteen years.



This impressive record of achievement gave MacArthur an almost legendary reputation. Many
observers of his work in postwar Japan hailed him as an American Caesar. But Bradley and
others who knew him recognized that MacArthur was also vain, arrogant, and domineering.
Having spent much of his life in Asia, MacArthur was certain that it was crucial to the long-run
security of the United States. He was equally sure that he understood the "mind of the Oriental,"
as he called it, better than anyone in Washington. He was surrounded by sycophants and reveled
in publicity, much of it provided by photographers who took pictures of him that flatteringly
emphasized the jut of his jaw and by journalists who turned out copy that highlighted his
personal achievements without saying much about the contributions of others. Eisenhower, asked
if he knew MacArthur, later said, "Not only have I met him. . . . I studied dramatics under him
for five years in Washington and four in the Philippines."26

Truman, too, had his doubts about MacArthur. In 1945 he had referred to him in his journal as
"Mr. Prima Donna, Brass Hat" and as a "play actor and bunco man."27 When MacArthur issued
an unauthorized statement in August 1950 on the need for American defense of Taiwan—a
sensitive foreign policy question—Truman was so livid that he personally dictated a message
calling on MacArthur to withdraw his statement. As Truman conceded later, by which time
MacArthur had many times overstepped his position as a military commander, he would have
done well to have removed the general then and there.

Instead, Truman not only kept MacArthur on but also—following approval by the Joint Chiefs
—authorized the Inchon operation. Given the go-ahead, MacArthur moved quickly, and the
assault took place on September 15. Protected by American air power, some 13,000 marines
poured ashore and overwhelmed the small, inexperienced garrison of troops who were defending
the area. Only twenty-one Americans lost their lives in the landing. Inchon fell within a day, and
additional UN forces stormed east into Seoul. At the same time, American and ROK troops broke
through the Pusan perimeter and chased the now retreating North Koreans northward. By
September 26 the devastated city of Seoul was again in UN hands; by September 27 half of the
North Korean army was trapped; by October 1 UN forces were back at the 38th parallel.
Although 40,000 or so North Korean troops escaped into the North—a severe disappointment to
the United States—the Inchon assault had turned the war around. MacArthur had organized a
remarkably successful military operation.28

At this point in late September the Truman administration made one of the most fateful
decisions of the postwar era: to unify Korea under Western auspices. This meant crossing the
38th parallel, destroying Kim's army, and driving to the North Korea-China border along the
Yalu. MacArthur insisted on such a strategy, and his opinion—now that he had managed such a
magnificent operation—carried weight. No one at the Pentagon dared to challenge him. But
MacArthur's goals merely echoed those of others. Virtually all American officials, flush with
excitement after Inchon, believed that the enemy must be destroyed; aggression must not go
unpunished; the credibility of the "Free World" was at stake.29 Public opinion, too, seemed to
demand that the UN finish the job. The New Republic, dismissing rumors that the Chinese might
intervene, agreed: "War with China would certainly be a disaster for the West. Yet war cannot be
averted by conceding to illegal aggression."30 America's UN allies concurred with the decision to
cross the parallel, as did the UN itself, which formally approved it in early October.



As these approvals made clear, the decision to go north was not taken in haste. Still, Truman
and his advisers might have proceeded with more care, for the goal of unification changed the
original goal of UN intervention. In particular, Truman and his top advisers would have done
well to ponder the meaning of ambiguous but repeated Chinese threats and warnings. They might
have done more consulting with Congress—which again was left out of the loop. And they should
have thought more about long-range problems. How close to the Yalu should UN forces go? If
the drive succeeded, how would Korea be unified? Did the United States intend to stay in Korea
after the fighting in order to protect what it had won? These and other questions received
relatively little consideration in the heady excitement that followed success at Inchon.

At first the fighting went well enough. With the X Corps driving up the east and the Eighth
Army sweeping up the west of North Korea, UN forces advanced in great strides. Bombing
further savaged the enemy armies and devastated civilian life in the North. By the end of October
a few ROK units were already near the Yalu. Although the Chinese government was threatening
to intervene, military intelligence and the CIA picked up little evidence of major Chinese troop
movements toward Korea.

Truman nonetheless decided to talk personally with MacArthur about the situation, and in
mid-October he flew with top aides 14,425 miles to Wake Island in the Pacific. MacArthur,
Truman later remembered, was arrogant and condescending at Wake. Nonetheless, the two men
and their aides managed to reach consensus in only an hour and a half. MacArthur was
reassuring, predicting that the Eighth Army could be out of Korea by Christmas.31 When Truman
asked about the possibility of Chinese intervention, the general replied, "Very little." He added,
"We are no longer fearful of their intervention. . . . The Chinese have 300,000 men in Manchuria.
Of these probably not more than 100,000–125,000 men are distributed along the Yalu River.
Only 50,000–60,000 could be gotten across the Yalu River. They have no Air Force. . . . If the
Chinese tried to get down to Pyongyang [the North Korean capital] there would be the greatest
slaughter."32 When the conference ended, Truman lauded MacArthur and gave him a
Distinguished Service Medal.

Two weeks after the Wake Island conference, however, ROK units began capturing soldiers
who were Chinese. Interrogation suggested that the invaders were arriving in force. Why they
intervened is yet another debated question about the war. One motivation may have been Chinese
gratitude to the North Koreans for sending in more than 100,000 "volunteers" to help against
Chiang in the late 1940s. Surely more important were Chinese concerns about security, concerns
that mounted greatly when MacArthur, disobeying orders, sent American (as opposed to ROK)
troops close to the Yalu in late October. 33 Whatever the Chinese motives, they were compelling
enough for Mao to persist even when the Soviets delayed in making good on earlier assurances of
air cover to sustain Chinese intervention.34

MacArthur was relatively unmoved even when the Chinese attacked in force on November 1.
He was simply egotistical. Having assured himself that the Chinese would not dare to intervene,
he refused to believe that they might prevail. When he returned to Tokyo (where he maintained
his headquarters) after a visit to Korea on November 24, he confidently announced a final UN
offensive. "If successful," he proclaimed, "this should for practical purposes end the war."35 It
was the day after Thanksgiving.



MacArthur's offensive at first met little resistance. But two days later Mao's tough, battle-
seasoned men poured into combat in full force. They wore warm padded jackets to fend off the
bitter cold, with wind-chill temperatures as low as twenty or thirty degrees below zero, and with
howling winds that froze the weapons and batteries of defenders. Drawn from poor peasant stock,
the Chinese were used to privation. They carried only eight to ten pounds of equipment—as
opposed to sixty pounds for many UN soldiers—and moved very quickly. Accustomed to the lack
of air cover, they were skilled at holding still when planes were overhead. When the planes went
away, they swarmed as close as possible to the enemy, blasted away with automatic fire, and
engaged in terrifying hand-to-hand combat. Often fighting at night, they overran UN soldiers
huddled on the frozen ground and stabbed them to death through their sleeping bags. The Chinese
were unimaginably numerous, and they seemed fearless. UN forces likened the hordes before
them to an endless wave of humanity that seemed oblivious to danger or death.

The fighting that followed for the next few weeks was among the bloodiest in the annals of
American military history. Some of this carnage stemmed from faulty generalship. In his
overconfidence MacArthur had left a gap between his forces on the east and on the west, thereby
endangering their flanks. In his haste to get to the Yalu he had stretched his supply lines and
thinned his forces. UN soldiers were cold, increasingly ill fed and ill supplied, and in many cases
cut off from reinforcements. Overwhelmed by the suddenness and surprise of the Chinese
assault, they scrambled desperately for cover. In places retreat became rout, as UN forces
jammed lowland roads and exposed themselves to withering fire from masses of Chinese on the
hillsides.

The bravery of these beleaguered troops has become the stuff of legends. One was an epic
"fighting retreat" by members of America's First Marine Division from the Chosin Reservoir,
where they had been trapped, to the port of Hungnam forty miles away, where they were
evacuated. The marines sustained 4,418 battle casualties, including 718 deaths, and (together
with their air support) inflicted an estimated 37,500 casualties on the enemy, two-thirds of them
fatal. Still bloodier was the lot of men in the United States Army's Seventh Infantry Division,
which retreated for some sixty miles over twisting, mountainous roads. Their worst ordeal was a
gauntlet of six miles where the Chinese held high ground on both sides and blasted American
soldiers with mortars, machine guns, and small-arms fire. On one day some 3,000 American
soldiers were killed, wounded, or lost. Overall the 7th Division suffered 5,000 casualties (one-
third of its total force) in the last three days of November.36

The sudden turnabout staggered MacArthur, whose overweening self-confidence disappeared
overnight. "We face an entirely new war," he lamented. Thereafter he fired off plaintive, self-
serving messages that blamed Washington for giving him meager support. He demanded that
Chiang's army be "unleashed" to fight alongside the UN in Korea, that China be blockaded, and
that Chinese industrial targets be bombed, if necessary with atomic weapons. "This group of
Europhiles," he complained of Truman's advisers, "just will not recognize that it is Asia which
has been selected for the test of communist power and that if all Asia falls Europe would not
have a chance—either with or without American assistance."37

Truman did his best to keep his emotions under control during these desperate weeks. But the
strain was severe, and domestic provocations had already compounded his troubles. On the



unseasonably hot afternoon of November 1, when he was napping at Blair House, two fanatic
Puerto Rican nationalists fired at guards outside the house. White House police jumped into
action, and a wild gun battle erupted on the steps and the sidewalk. When the shooting was over,
one of the would-be assassins was dead, the other wounded. One policeman was shot dead at
close range and two wounded. Truman maintained his schedule as if nothing had happened. But
the attempted assassination sharply constricted his freedom. There were no more walks across
the street to work at the White House—instead he rode in a bullet-proof car. He confided to his
diary, "It's hell to be President." The biographer David McCullough thinks that the months of
November and December 1950 were "a dreadful passage for Truman . . . the most difficult period
of his Presidency."38

A few days after the Blair House shootings the off-year elections confirmed the President's
shaky standing with voters. At that time Chinese intervention was only beginning; it was not yet
a big concern. But Republicans nonetheless attacked him for his conduct of the war and for being
"soft" on Communism. In Illinois the conservative anti-Communist Everett Dirksen defeated
Scott Lucas, who was then Senate majority leader. In Ohio Taft won a sweeping victory that set
him up as a major presidential contender for 1952. In California Richard Nixon beat
Congresswoman Helen Gahagan Douglas, a liberal Democrat, in a nasty fight for a seat in the
Senate. She called him "Tricky Dick," a name that stuck. He called her the "Pink Lady" and
charged that she was "pink down to her underwear."39 McCarthy helped to engineer the defeat of
Maryland's Millard Tydings, who had chaired the Senate committee that had investigated him, by
circulating faked photographs showing Tydings chatting with Earl Browder, a head of the
American Communist party. Republicans cut Truman's majority in the Senate from 12 to 2 and
his majority in the House from 92 to 35. Pundits interpreted the results as a repudiation of the
President.

Already tense in early November, Truman faltered in the aftermath of the post-Thanksgiving
Chinese offensive a few weeks later. At a press conference on the morning of November 30
reporters asked him if the United States might fight back by using the atomic bomb. The
President responded, "There has always been active consideration of its use. I don't want to see it
used. It is a terrible weapon and it should not be used on innocent men, women, and children who
have nothing to do with this military aggression." A reporter persisted, "Did we understand you
clearly that use of the bomb is under active consideration?" Truman replied, "Always has been. It
is one of our weapons." When asked whether targets would be civilian or military, he said, "I'm
not a military authority that passes on those things. . . . The military commander in the field will
have charge of the use of weapons, as he always has."40

Truman's comments unleashed international consternation. Clement Attlee, Prime Minister of
Great Britain, was so alarmed that he flew to the United States for talks. In Washington,
Truman's top aides began damage control. Charles Ross, presidential press secretary, issued a
release to clarify Truman's comments. The President, he said, knew full-well that only the
commander-in-chief, not generals in the field, determined whether nuclear weapons might be
used in crisis.

By the time Attlee arrived in Washington on December 4, it was generally understood that
Truman did not intend to deploy the Bomb. Shaken by the Chinese onslaught, he had spoken



carelessly. But his remarks revealed the edginess that he felt at the time. This became especially
clear when Ross, an old and valued childhood friend, suddenly collapsed and died of a coronary
occlusion following a press briefing on the afternoon of December 5. Though badly shaken,
Truman and his wife pulled themselves together and went off to hear their daughter Margaret, an
aspiring singer, give a recital before a gala crowd at nearby Constitution Hall.

Margaret, uninformed about Ross's death, sang to repeated applause. But not all listeners were
impressed. Paul Hume, music critic for the Washington Post , published a polite but nonetheless
devastating review of her performance in the next morning's paper. Truman, up early as usual,
read the review at 5:30 A.M. and exploded by writing a 150-word diatribe to Hume that he
immediately sealed and stamped (three cents) and gave to a messenger to post. A key passage
said, "Some day I hope to meet you. When that happens you'll need a new nose, a lot of beefsteak
for black eyes, and perhaps a supporter below."

This was by no means the first time that Truman had lost his temper and confided his fury to
paper. But he had never gone so far as to post something like this. Hume and his editors at the
Post did nothing about it, but copies were made, and the letter soon appeared on the front page of
the Washington News . Publication of it unleashed a deluge of angry mail that descended on the
White House. Some of it raged about the war in Korea:

HOW CAN YOU PUT YOUR TRIVIAL PERSONAL AFFAIRS BEFORE THOSE OF ONE HUNDRED AND
SIXTY MILLION PEOPLE. OUR BOYS DIED WHILE YOUR INFANTILE MIND WAS ON YOUR DAUGHTER'S
REVIEW. INADVERTENTLY YOU SHOWED THE WHOLE WORLD WHAT YOU ARE. NOTHING BUT A LITTLE
SELFISH PIPSQUEAK.

 
Perhaps the hardest letter for Truman to bear arrived with a Purple Heart enclosed. It read:

Mr. Truman: As you have been directly responsible for the loss of our son's life, you
might just as well keep this emblem on display in your trophy room, as a memory of one of
your historic deeds.

 
One major regret at this time is that your daughter was not there to receive the same

treatment as our son received in Korea.

 
Truman put the letter in his desk drawer, where it stayed for several years.41

The letter to Hume, however regrettable, was but a diversion compared to the mayhem that
was continuing in Korea. When news of the Chinese assault reached the President, he knew that
the whole war had changed. "We've got a terrific situation on our hands," he commented on
November 28. "The Chinese have come in with both feet."42 Although he resisted MacArthur's
appeals for a widening of the war, he demanded drastic action at home. On December 15 he went
on television to declare a national emergency and to call for all-out mobilization. This, he said,
would necessitate a build-up of the army to 3.5 million men and the imposition of economic
controls. "Our homes, our nation, all the things we believe in are in great danger." Clinging to the
belief that the Soviets were to blame, he added, "This danger has been created by the rulers of the



Soviet Union."43

Meanwhile the retreat continued. By Christmas UN forces had been pushed below the 38th
parallel—a fallback of more than 300 miles in less than a month. Soldiers and millions of cold
and panic-stricken refugees jammed the roads. In the first week of January Seoul had to be
evacuated by the UN forces for the second time, and Rhee fled with his government to Pusan. For
Truman and the United States it was the bleakest time in the long history of the war.

ACCIDENTS AND INDIVIDUALS sometimes make a difference amid the larger determinants of
history.

The accident happened on an icy road near Seoul on December 23. It killed General Walton
Walker, head of the American Eighth Army, who was riding in a jeep. The individual was his
replacement, Lieutenant General Matthew Ridgway, who was then vice-chief of staff of the army
in Washington. As soon as Ridgway was appointed he flew from Washington to Tokyo, arriving
Christmas Day. After talking with MacArthur the next morning, he flew to Korea that afternoon.

Ridgway, fifty-five, already enjoyed a distinguished military record. A protégé of Marshall, he
was well read and thoughtful. He was also brave and superbly fit. During World War II he had
planned and executed the airborne invasion of Sicily. In June 1944 he jumped himself as leader
of his division's D-Day airborne assault on Normandy. A soldier's soldier, he thrived in the field
and in the midst of his men. In Korea he stalked the front lines, a hand grenade strapped to his
chest, and tried to rally his dispirited forces.

Ridgway was appalled by the low morale, bad food, inadequate clothing, and poor intelligence-
gathering of the Eighth Army and moved quickly to improve things. He insisted on more
patrolling, so as better to locate and shoot at the enemy. He got some of his men off the roads and
up onto the hillsides and brought in the air force and artillery on a much larger scale. He was also
fortunate, for enemy supplies, especially of gasoline, ran low, and the advance stalled. Ridgway
mounted Operation Killer, which directed heavy artillery fire on enemy soldiers, who by then had
become stretched out and more exposed. Thousands were slaughtered. "I'm not interested in real
estate—just killing the enemy," he explained. By mid-January Ridgway had helped to restore
morale, stopped the retreat, and brightened the UN prospects. He then followed with Operation
Ripper, a counter-attack that ground its way back north. By the end of March his troops had
regained most of the territory south of the 38th parallel, including Seoul, as well as bits here and
there of the North. There the front stabilized, changing little over the remaining twenty-eight
months of stalemate on the peninsula.44

MacArthur, however, seemed to find relatively little to cheer about amid this recovery. In
December, following his public demands for escalation, he had been ordered to say nothing
without prior clearance. But MacArthur continued to give interviews to journalists in Tokyo.
These repeated his main themes: Asia was the major battleground of the Cold War, and "limited"
war was unthinkable. As before, his complaints angered Truman, Bradley, and other top advisers.
But they, too, were shocked by the ferocity of the Chinese assault, and they were afraid to
remove so legendary a figure as MacArthur, hero of Inchon, or even seriously to reprimand him.
One who did complain was Ridgway, at a meeting shortly before his appointment in Korea. As
the meeting was breaking up he grabbed General Hoyt Vandenberg, the air force chief, and asked



him why the Joint Chiefs didn't tell MacArthur what to do. Vandenberg shook his head. "What
good would that do? He wouldn't obey the orders. What can we do?" Ridgway replied, "You can
relieve any commander who won't obey orders, can't you?" Vandenberg just looked at him,
amazed. Acheson later observed, "This was the first time that someone had expressed what
everybody thought—that the Emperor had no clothes on."45

There matters rested uneasily until March 20, at which time Truman told MacArthur that he
planned to seek a negotiated settlement with the Chinese. MacArthur sabotaged this idea four
days later by issuing a statement of his own in which he offered to meet with the Chinese and to
work out a settlement. If they refused, he said, his troops might invade China.46 When Truman
heard of this, he was enraged. So were Acheson, Lovett, and other advisers, who wanted the
general fired. Truman now knew this would have to be done. "I've come to the conclusion that
our Big General in the Far East must be recalled," he wrote in his diary.47 He told Democratic
Senator Harley Kilgore of West Virginia, "I'll show that son of a bitch who's boss. Who does he
think he is—God?"48 But Truman took his time. His ratings in the polls were at an all-time low
of 26 percent, and he shrank from the firestorm that would erupt if he got rid of the general.
Instead, he sent a mild reprimand and awaited a more flagrant act of insubordination that would
justify removal.

MacArthur had already written a letter that was just such an act. He sent it on March 20 to
Joseph Martin, the House Republican leader, in response to a speech that Martin had given in
February and then relayed to Tokyo for MacArthur's reaction. The United States, Martin had
proclaimed, must be in Korea to win! If not, "this administration should be indicted for the
murder of American boys." MacArthur's reply heartily endorsed Martin's sentiment and nicely
summarized his overall views:

It seems strangely difficult for some to realize that here in Asia is where the Communist
conspirators have elected to make their play for global conquest, and that we have joined the
issue thus raised on the battlefield; that here we fight Europe's war with arms while the
diplomats there still fight it with words; that if we lose the war to Communism in Asia the
fall of Europe is inevitable, win it and Europe most probably would avoid war and yet
preserve freedom. As you point out, we must win. There is no substitute for victory.49

 
In writing such a letter to a partisan foe of the President—and in placing no restrictions on its

publication—MacArthur sealed his doom as commander in Asia. When Martin read the letter on
the floor of the House on April 5, Truman knew he had to act.50 Still, he moved deliberately, first
consulting not only his military advisers but also Vice-President Barkley and House Speaker
Rayburn. He even sought the opinion of Fred Vinson, who was Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court. All said that the President had no choice but to remove MacArthur, political firestorm or
no. When the Joint Chiefs finally recommended removal—on military grounds—on April 9,
Truman had the papers drawn up, but he still hoped to get word to MacArthur privately before
proclaiming the deed to the world. When a leak threatened to foul up this strategy, the firing was
announced sooner than Truman had planned—at 1:00 A.M. on the morning of April 11. That was
almost six days after Martin had aired the letter. 51



In removing MacArthur, Truman noted the important policy issues, especially whether or not
to limit the war, that separated the two men. These differences were profound, involving the
relative strategic importance to the United States of Europe and Asia, the use or non-use of
nuclear weapons, and the taking of other provocative actions of war against China. MacArthur
may have been correct to think that stepping up the war with China, especially the threat of
nuclear weapons, would have induced Mao to ease off or to back down. But MacArthur had been
wrong about a lot of things in 1950, including his predictions that the Chinese would not
intervene. And his demands for escalation were frightening not only to Truman and his advisers
but also to America's allies and the UN. Had Truman followed MacArthur's counsel, he would
have damaged relations with his NATO allies and weakened Western defenses in Europe. He
would have faced an even more costly war against China, and he might have had to fight the
Soviet Union as well. To get bogged down in a major war in Asia would have been senseless, and
Truman knew it.

Instead of dwelling on these policy disputes, however, Truman fired MacArthur because he
wished to preserve the important constitutional principle of civilian control over the military.
MacArthur had repeatedly disobeyed orders. He had been insubordinate, directly challenging the
President's constitutional standing as commander-in-chief. Truman derived no special pleasure in
taking action, which he should have done much earlier. "I was sorry to have a parting of the ways
with the big man in Asia," he wrote Eisenhower on April 12, "but he asked for it, and I had to
give it to him." Although the firing required a certain amount of political courage, Truman later
explained to a reporter that "courage had nothing to do with it. He was insubordinate, and I fired
him."52

When MacArthur got news of his removal, he was at a luncheon in Tokyo. He said to his wife,
"Jeannie, we're going home at last."53 A few days later he took off for the United States,
receiving a hero's welcome in Tokyo, Hawaii, and San Francisco before arriving in Washington
shortly after midnight on April 19. There he was met by the Joint Chiefs, who had unanimously
recommended his firing, and a substantial crowd. Around noon that day he went to Capitol Hill to
give an address to both houses of Congress. It was a scene of high drama, and MacArthur did not
disappoint his admirers. He strode confidently down the aisle, whereupon the Congress gave him
a standing ovation. He spoke for thirty-four minutes, during which time he was interrupted by
applause thirty times. Those present were struck by his control as he outlined his now familiar
differences with American policies. He ended with dramatics. "I am closing my fifty-two years
of military service," he said. "The world has turned over many times since I took the oath on the
Plains at West Point. . . . But I still remember the refrain of one of the most popular barracks
ballads of that day which proclaimed most proudly that—'Old soldiers never die; they just fade
away.' And like the old soldier of that ballad, I now close my military career and just fade away
—an old soldier who tried to do his duty as God gave him the light to see that duty. Good-bye."

Not everyone, of course, found the speech thrilling. Truman privately pronounced it "a
hundred percent bullshit." But some congressmen, including people who had wanted him fired,
wept openly. Dewey Short, a conservative Republican from Missouri, said, "We heard God speak
here today, God in the flesh, the voice of God." From New York came the verdict of former
President Herbert Hoover, who described MacArthur as "a reincarnation of St. Paul into a great



General of the Army who came out of the East."54 A Gallup poll found that 69 percent of the
American people sided with MacArthur in the controversy.55

There was more to come. After MacArthur spoke he rode triumphantly down Pennsylvania
Avenue, where an estimated 300,000 people cheered him. Bombers and fighters flew in
formation overhead. In New York the next day, he received a ticker-tape parade the likes of
which the city had never seen before. Some estimates placed the crowds at 7.5 million people.
Office workers and residents clustered on balconies, rooftops, and fire escapes and threw down
blizzards of torn paper. Men shouted, "God bless you, Mac!" On the river, tugs and ocean-going
boats tooted, adding to the din of the occasion. The general, his cap white with paper, climbed
onto the folded top of the open car and acknowledged the adoration. At City Hall he accepted a
gold medal and exclaimed, "We shall never forget" the tremendous reception.56

While the homecoming orgy was taking place, Americans throughout the country were letting
Truman and Congress know what they thought about the issue. Within twelve days of the firing
the White House received more than 27,000 letters and telegrams, which ran twenty to one
against the President. Many of these were so hostile and abusive that they were shown to the
Secret Service. Members of Congress got another 100,000 messages during the first week, many
of which demanded Truman's impeachment:

IMPEACH THE JUDAS IN THE WHITE HOUSE WHO SOLD US DOWN THE RIVER TO LEFT WINGERS AND
THE U.N.

 
SUGGEST YOU LOOK FOR ANOTHER HISS IN BLAIR HOUSE.57

 
Rancor also colored debate in Congress. Senator Robert Kerr, a freshman Democrat, dared to

defend the firing. "General MacArthur," he said, "claimed that if we started a general war on Red
China, Russia would not come to her rescue. . . . I do not know how many thousand American GIs
are sleeping in unmarked graves in North Korea. . . . But most of them are silent but immutable
evidence of the tragic mistake of 'The Magnificent MacArthur' who told them that the Chinese
Communists just across the Yalu would not intervene." 58 Jenner, however, shouted, "Our only
choice is to impeach President Truman and find out who is the secret invisible government which
has so cleverly led our country down the road to destruction."59 McCarthy, not to be outdone,
later denounced Truman as a "son of a bitch" and blamed the firing on a White House cabal
"stoned on bourbon and benedictine."60

Partisans like Jenner, McCarthy, and others kept up their attack long after the firing. And
Truman maintained a low profile, appearing at no major public events until the opening day of
baseball season at Griffith Stadium, where he was booed by the crowd. But it was remarkable
how quickly MacArthur's support subsided after the initial frenzies. From the beginning many
leading newspapers, including some that normally opposed Truman, had defended the right and
duty of a President to punish insubordination. Among them were the New York Times , the
Baltimore Sun, the Christian Science Monitor, and even the Republican New York Herald-
Tribune, which commended Truman's "boldness and decision." Close observers of the crowd in



New York agreed that the turnout was amazing and unprecedented but noted that many of the
onlookers were more curious than anything else.61

By early May the emotions that had swept through the country in April were already abating.
Ridgway, named to replace MacArthur, was holding the line in Korea. Congressional hearings
conducted by the Senate Foreign Relations and Armed Services committees slowly and
inexorably completed this process of readjustment. Led by the grave and courtly Richard Russell,
a powerful Senate Democrat from Georgia, the senators elicited repeated support for the
constitutional principle that had motivated Truman, as well as for his support of a limited war.
The Joint Chiefs were especially effective, pointing out—contrary to MacArthur's claims—that
they had never shared his views about escalation or the centrality of Asia in the grand strategy of
the United States. Bradley delivered the line that everyone remembers when he said that
MacArthur's policies "would involve us in the wrong war, at the wrong place, at the wrong time,
and with the wrong enemy."

ALTHOUGH TEMPERS COOLED in May and June of 1951, they revealed a stubborn fact:
Americans had small patience for lingering "limited war." Most people seemed to agree with
Truman that escalation of war with China and use of nuclear weapons would be costly and
bloody. At the same time, however, Americans were frustrated. They had initially supported the
war believing that the "credibility" of the United States and the "Free World" were at stake. But
they had expected to win—America always had (they thought). As MacArthur had said, there was
"no substitute for victory." As this very different and difficult conflict became a bloody
stalemate after March 1951 their frustrations mounted, and "Truman's War" engendered ever-
rising resentment.

Frustration of this sort suggested that democracy and prolonged military stalemate do not
easily mix. Indeed, the frustration was understandable, for the fighting continued to shed a great
deal of blood. Chinese and North Korean losses became staggering. Nearly 45 percent of
American casualties were suffered in the last two years of fighting. This was the war of
Heartbreak Ridge (September 1951), Pork Chop Hill (April 1953), bloody night patrols,
ambushes, mines, flying shrapnel from artillery, sudden raids for already war-scarred real estate.
Bombing and artillery denuded the landscape around the 38th parallel. More sweltering heat and
rainstorms, frigid cold and howling winds, heat and rainstorms again, more cold. And no ground
gained. Would the war ever end?

Beginning in July 1951 the United Nations, led by the United States, entered into peace talks
with their enemies. Headlines thereafter periodically held out hope for an end to the conflict.
These were cruel delusions, for the fighting lasted until July 1953. Although both sides seemed
willing to accept a cease-fire that would confirm existing military realities—close to what they
had been at the start of the war—they differed on the issue of repatriation of North Korean and
Chinese prisoners of war. The Truman administration insisted that repatriation of such prisoners
—around 110,000 in all—had to be voluntary. Those who did not want to return to North Korea
or to China, estimated at more than 45,000, would not have to. China and North Korea refused to
accede, arguing that many of these prisoners had been intimidated by brutal Nationalist Chinese
guards who were threatening them with injury or death if they said they wanted to go home.62

Truman probably could have given in on this point without arousing great domestic protest; most



Americans did not get excited about the fate of enemy prisoners. But he did not, regarding the
issue as one of principle. The Chinese and North Koreans, too, held firm, perhaps hoping they
could get better terms once Truman was out of office after 1952. The issue was resolved only in
mid-1953, when the enemy gave way. At that time 50,000 enemy prisoners, including 14,700
Chinese, refused to go home.63

The frustrations aroused by war and stalemate in negotiations gradually brought MacArthurite
solutions back into the realm of discussion. In January 1952 Acheson contacted the British to get
their approval, in case armistice talks broke down or terms of an armistice agreement were
violated, for the bombing of military targets in China and for blockading of the mainland.
Winston Churchill, who had become Prime Minister in 1951, demurred. He also sought
assurances that the United States would not use nuclear weapons. Bradley gave him cold comfort.
The United States did not plan to use atomic bombs in Korea, he said, "since up to the present
time no suitable targets were presented. If the situation changed in any way, so that suitable
targets were presented, a new situation would arise."64

Bradley's comment seemed to suggest that Truman's advisers were again willing to consider
resorting to nuclear weapons. This might have been popular with the American people. In August
1950 polls had showed only 28 percent of Americans in favor of such use. By November 1951, a
time of stalemate, 51 percent were willing to see the Bomb let loose on "military targets."65 Two
months later—when Acheson was exploring escalation with Churchill—Truman sat down and
wrote a memo to himself spelling out a possible ultimatum to the Soviets, whom he still blamed
for all that had happened in Korea. It read:

It seems to me that the proper approach now would be an ultimatum with a ten-day
expiration limit, informing Moscow that we intend to blockade the China coast from the
Korean border to Indochina, and that we intend to destroy every military base in Manchuria
by means now in our control— and if there is further interference we shall eliminate any
ports or cities necessary to accomplish our purposes.

 
This means all-out war. It means that Moscow, St. Petersburg, Mukden, Vladivostok,

Peking, Shanghai, Port Arthur, Darien, Odessa, Stalingrad, and every manufacturing plant in
China and the Soviet Union will be eliminated.66

 
Four months later, in May, Truman returned to this idea. This time he drafted an internal memo
to "the Commies": "Now do you want an end to hostilities in Korea or do you want China and
Siberia destroyed? You may have one or the other; whichever you want, these lies of yours at the
conference have gone far enough. You either accept our fair and just proposal or you will be
completely destroyed."67

The President never sent such messages. As ever, he considered Europe more important to
American security than Asia, and he wanted to end the fighting in Korea so that the United States
could concentrate its resources in the West. His memos were ways of blowing off steam—
contingent schemes that would be considered only in the event of collapse of negotiations or



aggression elsewhere.68 Still, it was clear that high American officials—Acheson, Bradley, the
President—found the trials of limited war deeply frustrating as of 1952.

THE KOREAN WAR FINALLY came to a close on July 27, 1953, after the Chinese and North
Koreans agreed to voluntary repatriation of prisoners of war. Why they relented after two years
remains yet another debated mystery of the war. Some people point to the death of Stalin in
March 1953, arguing that the new Soviet leadership pressured China to back down. Others think
Eisenhower, then President, may have threatened the enemy with the use of nuclear weapons.
This cannot be solidly documented. The most likely reason was that the Chinese and North
Koreans were tired. Recognizing that Eisenhower and the new Republican administration were
impatient and uncompromising, they decided to settle. After more than three years of fighting, an
uneasy cease-fire settled on a peninsula now more implacably divided than ever. The boundaries
did not differ greatly from those at the start of the fighting in 1950.69

How did the war affect the United States and the world?

In some ways, not very happily. Truman's failure to consult Congress set a poor precedent and
helped to saddle his administration with blame when the fighting fell into apparently pointless
stalemate. More important, Western "credibility" would have been stronger if the UN had
stopped at the 38th parallel. The decision that provoked the stalemate—to drive further north—
was indeed hard to resist: what would the American people have said if enemy troops, then on the
run, had been allowed to escape and regroup behind their old borders? Still, pressing to the Yalu
obviously proved costly. That decision also enabled the Chinese, who might otherwise have
stayed out of the war, to establish their own "credibility" and to emerge with enhanced standing
in the eyes of many "have-not" nations in the world.

The conflict in Korea also accelerated the process of globalization of the Cold War. When the
fighting ended, the United States found itself ever more strongly committed to greater military
support for NATO. It redoubled efforts to rebuild Japan as a bastion of capitalist anti-
Communism in Asia.70 It had to protect Rhee, a tyrant, and to station troops in South Korea for
decades ahead. It also found itself more engaged in the support of Chiang Kai-shek in Taiwan
and in the camp of the French in Indochina. By January 1953 America was providing 40 percent
of the French effort in that little-known but highly incendiary outpost of Southeast Asia.71

The war had a mixed impact on the American economy. Increases in defense spending boosted
the GNP, accelerating the boom psychology of the American people and promoting ever-grander
expectations about personal comforts in the future. At the same time, however, defense spending
sparked the flame of inflation, which incited some 600,000 steel workers to strike for better
wages in April 1952. When the workers refused to settle, Truman seized the mills in hopes of
forcing the strikers back to work. His dramatic move exposed the social tensions that gripped the
nation during the war. It also set off a major constitutional impasse. This was resolved only in
June when the Supreme Court rejected the argument that his standing as commander-in-chief
justified the seizure.72

The increases in military spending—and the larger global commitments that America
shouldered after the war—greatly changed the mix of federal expenditures in the United States.
Defense spending, $13.1 billion in 1950, jumped to a wartime high of $50.4 billion in 1953 and



remained between $40.2 billion and $46.6 billion for the remainder of the 1950s. By contrast,
non-military spending tended at first to suffer, declining from approximately $30 billion in 1950
to a low of $23.9 billion in 1952 before rising slowly for the next several years—to $38 billion in
1958. Per capita spending for non-military ends increased hardly at all in these years. The
emphasis on military expenditures boosted by the Korean War, while helpful to areas engaged in
defense contracting, set public priorities that did little to promote government support for a
healthy peacetime economy.

Notwithstanding these not altogether happy results of the war, it is fair to conclude that
Truman, once faced with the fact of North Korean aggression, acted in the best interests of world
stability. To have stood by while Kim overran the South would have been demoralizing indeed to
peace-abiding nations. By intervening the United States and the UN made North Korea pay
dearly for its greed. They may also have discouraged the Soviets from supporting subsequent
military adventurism by client states elsewhere in the world. In these important ways Truman's
decision to fight in June 1950—and his refusal thereafter to provoke a much wider war with
China—not only sent strong signals against aggression but also guarded against still more
dangerous escalation of the conflict.

THE WAR, FINALLY, LIFTED  the Red Scare to high tide. Truman was powerless to stop the
wave of anti-Communist and xenophobic feeling that washed over the country during and after
the conflict. Hoover redoubled his fight against Reds in American life. Schools embarked on
drills that claimed to prepare children for the horrors of atomic attack. Sales of back-yard bomb
shelters seemed to increase. States and towns passed legislation that banned Communists from
teaching, civil service, or office-seeking and that made the taking of the Fifth Amendment
grounds for dismissal from government service.73 Even the comic strips were affected: Buzz
Sawyer went to work for the CIA; Terry now chased Communists, not pirates; Joe Palooka
outwitted the Reds to rescue a scientist in Austria; Winnie Winkle was thrown into a Soviet jail;
Daddy Warbucks and his friends blew up enemy planes carrying H-bombs toward America.

Fears unleashed by the Korean War helped to spread the Red Scare into intellectual circles.
This was by no means an all-encompassing development, for American intellectual life remained
vibrant. Many important books appeared during the war that were largely unaffected by concerns
about Communism: J. D. Salinger's The Catcher in the Rye (1951), Ralph Ellison's Invisible Man
(1952), Erik Erikson's Childhood and Society (1950), and David Riesman and Nathan Glazer's
The Lonely Crowd (1950) are four of the most enduring. In the arts, architects and abstract
expressionist painters made the United States—and New York City in particular—an
international center of creative talent in the late 1940s and early 1950s. But the threat of
Communism did alarm some intellectuals.74 Even before the war, in 1949, the British writer
George Orwell had written 1984, a dystopian novel that was widely assumed to describe the
future under Communism. It quickly became a classic. In 1951 Hannah Arendt, a highly regarded
political thinker and philosopher known for her hostility to fascism, published The Origins of
Totalitarianism. It tended to equate Communism and fascism by showing how both systems
relied on terror and unlimited political power.

Conservative religious leaders more eagerly joined the wartime drive against Communism at
home. During the winter of 1950–51 the evangelist Billy Graham spoke to enormous and



enthusiastic crowds who heard him warn against "over 1,100 social-sounding organizations that
are communist or communist-operated in this country. They control the minds of a great segment
of our people. . . . educational [and] religious culture is almost beyond repair." In 1952 Fulton J.
Sheen, the auxiliary Catholic bishop of New York, began attracting huge audiences to watch his
new television show, "Life Is Worth Living." His book of the same title, published in 1953,
reached number five on the best-seller list. Sheen wore a black cassock with red piping, a scarlet
cape that flowed off his shoulders, and a large gold cross around his neck. Candles and a statue of
the Virgin Mary loomed behind him. He had piercing eyes that glowed like coals and an
apparently effortless eloquence that enabled him to speak without notes. Sheen kept his distance
from the shabbier diatribes of McCarthyites. But many of his messages denounced Communism,
the antithesis of Catholicism as he saw it.75 At his peak in 1954 he reached an estimated 25
million people a week.

In the Cold War climate of the early 1950s, it was hardly surprising that television, then
spreading with incredible speed to American households, should have welcomed an anti-
Communist like Sheen. Indeed, the TV networks, too, felt the rising power of the Red Scare.
Three days before the North Korean invasion of 1950, three former FBI agents published Red
Channels: The Report of Communist Influence in Radio and Television . Financed by a leading
supporter of the China Lobby, it included an alphabetical list of 151 people in the radio and
television business along with "citations" of their involvement in various suspect organizations.
These were mostly liberal associations, but Red Channels made them seem subversive. Sponsors
grew nervous, and radio and television stations felt their pressure. Blacklisting followed. Among
the so-called subversives who found it hard to get time on the air in the early 1950s were Leonard
Bernstein, Lee J. Cobb, Aaron Copland, Jose Ferrer, Gypsy Rose Lee, Edward G. Robinson, and
Orson Welles.76 The left-wing singer Pete Seeger was banned from network TV until 1967. The
black singer-activist Paul Robeson, an apologist for Stalinism, had his passport stripped for eight
years beginning in 1950.77 In 1954 the New York Times  estimated that right-wing agitation had
cost 1,500 radio and television people their jobs.78

Tensions in Hollywood also demonstrated the special anxiety that American institutions felt
about Communism during the Korean War years. Thanks in part to HUAC's assaults in 1947,
accommodating studios had already brought out a few films that featured explicitly anti-
Communist themes. These included The Iron Curtain (1948) and The Red Menace (1949). With
the coming of war, anti-Communism did a brisker business on the sets: one historian has counted
around 200 such movies produced between 1948 and 1953, most of them after 1950.79Among
them were I Married a Communist (1950), I Was a Communist for the FBI  (1951), The Whip
Hand (1951), Red Snow (1952), and My Son John (1952). Many of the Communists portrayed in
these films (few of which did well at the box office) were scruffy, humorless, effeminate, and
sinister. They did a good deal of spying and recruiting for the party, and when necessary they
murdered patriotic citizens who got in their way.80

Another growing genre of film, science fiction, also tried to play on anti-Communist emotions
during and after the war. Following such films as When Worlds Collide  (1951) and War of the
Worlds (1953), "sci-fi flicks" became increasingly popular in the 1950s. Many of these movies
need no deep analysis. Others, such as Them (1953) and Invasion of the Body Snatchers (1956),



were truly scary, arousing fears of monsters—perhaps mutations from atomic testing. Common
themes in the sci-fi movies featured "good" scientists and public officials contending with
dangerous conspirators, aliens, or monsters from the "other." What one got from such themes
surely varied; if we know anything from the explosion of cultural analysis in our own times it is
that many individuals reach their own conclusions about what they see and read and hear. Still,
some of these movies carried conservative subtexts: watch out for people who are different;
things (and people) may not be what they seem; trust in authority; be careful in all that you say
and do; guard against enemies and conspirators.81

Liberals and leftists in Hollywood had to be especially careful following the outbreak of war in
Korea. Some actors, directors, and technicians lost their jobs in the war years; one estimate
places the number at 350 by the mid-1950s.82 Blacklisted screenwriters resorted to the use of
pseudonyms. A particular target of Red-hunters was the British-born Charlie Chaplin, who
angered conservatives both because he had been involved in a paternity suit and because he had
supported a range of left-wing causes. One of his films, Monsieur Verdoux  (1947), was
withdrawn from circulation after the American Legion led protests against its pacifist message.
A new film in 1952, Limelight, ran in only a few American cities. When Chaplin took a trip out
of the United States in September 1952, the government arbitrarily rescinded his re-entry permit
until he agreed to submit to rigorous examination of his political beliefs and moral behavior.
Refusing to do so, Chaplin remained in exile until returning in 1972 to receive a special Oscar.
He died in Switzerland in 1977.83

The Justice Department's intervention in the case of Chaplin underlined the continuing
importance of governmental action in feeding the flames of anti-Communism. As before, zealots
on Capitol Hill proved ready with the matches. With Korea as Case Number One of Communist
conspiracy, McCarthy and others spearheaded thirty-four separate probes into domestic
Communist influence during the 1951–52 Congress and fifty-one in 1953–54. So politically
popular was the issue of anti-Communism that 185 of the 221 GOP representatives elected in
1952 asked Republican House leaders to give them an assignment on HUAC in the new
Congress.84

One of the most effective anti-Communists in Congress was Patrick McCarran, a conservative
Democratic senator from Nevada. McCarran meant business and, as a member of the majority
party before 1953, got results. In 1950 he led to passage an Internal Security Act (also called the
McCarran Act) that required Communists and other "subversive" groups to register with the
Attorney General. A Subversive Activities Control Board (SACB) was given broad authority to
identify the groups. The law further barred individuals in such groups from holding government
or defense jobs or from getting passports; it denied entrance to the United States of aliens who
had ever belonged to the Communist party or other totalitarian parties or had advocated violent
revolution; and it authorized detention of accused spies and saboteurs during any national
emergency declared by the President. Truman vigorously opposed the legislation, calling it the
"greatest danger to freedom of press, speech, and assembly since the Sedition Act of 1798."85

Civil libertarians also denounced the act, mainly because of the sweeping authority it gave to the
SACB. Still, the Democratic Congress not only approved the legislation but overrode Truman,
when he vetoed it in September 1950, by votes of 286 to 48 in the House and 57 to 10 in the



Senate.86 Thanks to litigation by the Communist party, the act was not enforced, but it placed left
and liberal groups on the defensive and remained on the books for years. It exposed with special
clarity the bipartisan political appeal of anti-Communism in the Korean War election year of
1950.

In 1951 McCarran struck again, this time directing his Internal Security Subcommittee to
investigate "China hands" in the State Department who had "lost" China. Truman, feeling the
pressure, tightened his loyalty/security procedures in April 1951 to place a greater burden of
proof on government employees. John Stewart Service, an expert on China, underwent eight
separate investigations before being labeled a risk and fired by Acheson in December. Another
China hand, John Carter Vincent, was accused of being a loyalty risk in 1951 and quit the State
Department. By 1954 most of the leading men on the China desk had been purged from
government service, thereby depriving the United States government of the expertise it had
previously been able to muster about the People's Republic of China.87

McCarran's next success, in 1952, was the McCarran-Walter Act. The law was liberal in one
respect: it repealed thirty-year-old legislation that had excluded Asian immigrants from the
United States, substituting instead small quotas, and it removed racial qualifications for
citizenship that had also been used to discriminate against Asians. Otherwise, the McCarran-
Walter Act was offensive to liberals and to Truman, who vetoed it. It maintained the existing
"national origins" system of immigration by which certain groups—mainly southeastern
Europeans and Jews—had been discriminated against. It also strengthened the Attorney General's
authority to deport aliens who were thought to be subversive. Congress again overruled Truman's
veto.88

The Red Scare on Capitol Hill—and elsewhere in the United States during the Korean War—
exposed a final legacy of the war: it deeply damaged the Truman administration. This damage
was cumulative rather than dramatic, for the Korean conflict, unlike the later quagmire that was
Vietnam, was not a "living room war." People could not turn on their television sets and witness
the savagery of combat. There was little in the way of organized anti-war protest: Americans
either wanted to win or get out. Some 5.7 million men served in the military during the war
—about one-third the number in World War II—without much being said against the draft. But
the frustrations of stalemate—and the continuing casualties—heightened the Red Scare and
rendered Truman virtually powerless to control Congress or effectively to lead the country. Well
before the 1952 elections it was clear that the Korean War had divided the nation and that the
majority of the American people were ready for a change in leadership.



9
Ike

 
A poll of historians conducted by Arthur Schlesinger in 1962 ranked President Dwight D.
Eisenhower as number twenty-one among the thirty-four Presidents in American history before
that time. He stood near the bottom of "average" presidents, tied with Chester Arthur and just
ahead of Andrew Johnson. That changed. A poll twenty years later placed Eisenhower ninth
among the ten best, between Truman and James K. Polk.1

Polls such as these are silly exercises that reveal more about the biases of historians (most of
whom are liberals) and about the times than they do about the ability of individual Presidents.
Eisenhower ranked higher in 1982 in part because some of his successors in the White House,
especially Lyndon Johnson and Richard Nixon, had pursued outrageously devious and dishonest
policies. By contrast Eisenhower (and Truman, too) seemed by then to be sensible and honorable.
His reputation since 1982 has if anything grown more lustrous. An accomplished biographer,
Stephen Ambrose, started his book in 1990 by stating that "Dwight David Eisenhower was a great
and good man. . . . one of the outstanding leaders of the western world of this century."2

Those who have a low opinion of Ike, as he was called, tend to regard him as a career military
officer with a narrow range of interests and a limited intellect. Many professors at Columbia
University considered him to be wholly out of his depth in the academic world, whereupon he
offered his own definition of an intellectual: "a man who takes more words than are necessary to
tell more than he knows,"3 Schlesinger, a liberal Democrat, later said that Eisenhower's mind
"functioned at two levels: a level of banal generality, so hortatory as to be meaningless; and a
level of ad hoc reaction to specific events, often calm, intelligent, and decisive, but not always
internally coherent. It may indeed seem in the end as it did at the time that, while Eisenhower
often knew what he wanted to do at any particular moment, his larger sense of affairs was
confused and contradictory."4

When Eisenhower became President in 1953, his detractors regularly made fun of his habits.
Deploring his time-consuming passion for golf, they also criticized him for his taste in books—
mainly western novels—and for his love of poker and bridge. This passion was indeed deep:
flying back from the GOP national convention in San Francisco in 1956, Eisenhower spent eight
straight hours on the plane playing bridge with his friends.5 His critics further complained that he
surrounded himself mainly with big businessmen and other rich people, sometimes at stag
dinners in the White House, and cut himself off from "ordinary" folk.

Nothing gave his detractors more amusement (or concern) than Eisenhower's apparent
inarticulateness. At press conferences he often seemed to stumble or to go off in all directions at
once, thereby obscuring his meaning and confounding his audience. If Ike were giving the
Gettysburg Address, Dwight Macdonald once quipped, he would phrase it like this:

I haven't checked these figures, but eighty-seven years ago, I think it was, a number of
individuals organized a governmental setup here in this country, I believe it covered eastern



areas, with this idea that they were following up based on a sort of national independence
arrangement and the program that every individual is just as good as every other
individual.6

 
Critics of Eisenhower's presidency complain above all that he did not work hard at the job and

that he failed to take charge. A good President, they thought, had to be strong and activist—like
FDR. The liberal journalist I. F. Stone put this view well as early as January 1953 when he wrote,
"Eisenhower is no fire-eater, but seems to be a rather simple man who enjoys his bridge and his
golf and doesn't like to be too much bothered. He promises . . . to be a kind of president in
absentia, a sort of political vacuum in the White House which other men will struggle among
themselves to fill."7 Objections to Eisenhower's love of golf especially punctuated his
presidency. A bumper sticker read, BEN HOGAN [the best golfer of the era] FOR PRESIDENT, IF WE'RE
GOING TO HAVE A GOLFER FOR PRESIDENT, LET'S HAVE A GOOD ONE . A contemporary joke had Ike
asking golfers ahead of him, "Do you mind if we play through? New York has just been
bombed."8 Liberals then and later described Eisenhower as at best an appropriate President for
the conservative 1950s: "the bland leading the bland." John F. Kennedy was but one of many
contemporaries who, partisanship aside, believed that Eisenhower was a "non-President," with
little understanding of the powers available to him.9

Eisenhower's defenders reply correctly that he deserves a more rounded appraisal. Ike, they
emphasize, had a remarkably engaging personality and dominating presence. Although he was
only five feet, ten inches tall, he carried himself with an erect military bearing and exuded
physical strength and vitality. At sixty-two when he entered the White House, he was one of the
oldest chief executives in American history, but even after 1955, when he had a heart attack, he
remained tanned and vigorous in appearance. Although he had a hot temper, most people who
came in contact with him remembered instead his bright blue, often flashing eyes and his wide,
warm, and infectious smile. He radiated sincerity and openness. Field Marshal Bernard
Montgomery, who clashed often with Ike during World War II, admitted, "He has this power of
drawing the hearts of men towards him as a magnet attracts the bits of metal. He has merely to
smile at you, and you trust him at once."10

Friendly writers also emphasize Eisenhower's native abilities and pre-presidential
accomplishments. These had not been easy to foresee early in his life. Born in 1890 in Texas, he
was raised by God-fearing pacifist parents in Abilene, Kansas, but nonetheless went to West
Point, graduating in 1915. He was better known there as a football player (until sidelined by
injury) than as a scholar, finishing sixty-first in a class of 164. Unlike MacArthur, he did not see
action in World War I, and as a result he moved ahead only slowly in the resource-starved
interwar army. In the 1920s, however, he served in Panama under General Fox Conner, a literate
man who encouraged Eisenhower to read more widely in military history and the classics.
Eisenhower later considered this stint as a kind of graduate education. Conner recommended him
for the army's elite Command and General Staff School at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, where Ike
excelled, graduating first in a class of 275.

Eisenhower was thereafter marked as one of the ablest young officers in the army. After a tour
of duty in the office of the Assistant Secretary of War, he served under MacArthur both in



Washington—while MacArthur was chief of staff between 1930 and 1935—and in the
Philippines from 1936 to 1939. He then returned to the United States before being called after the
attack on Pearl Harbor to work in Washington in the Planning Division of the War Department,
where he much impressed army chief of staff Marshall. Marshall later tapped him to be supreme
allied commander in Europe. Eisenhower's successful handling of D-Day, his open, democratic
manner, and his ability to maintain harmony among often egotistical military and political
figures made him an exceptional leader of coalition forces. He received a hero's welcome when
he returned to the United States in 1945. He then became army chief of staff before leaving for
Columbia in 1948 and the command of NATO forces in 1951.

By the end of World War II, when Eisenhower had become a closely watched figure, some
disinterested observers appreciated his intelligence and articulateness. Steve Early, FDR's press
secretary, went to one of Ike's press conferences and emerged as a strong admirer. "It was the
most magnificent performance of any man at a press conference that I have ever seen," Early
said. "He knows his facts, he speaks freely and frankly, and he has a sense of humor, he has
poise, and he has command."11 Another experienced journalist, Theodore White, was equally
impressed while Ike was commander of NATO in 1951 and 1952: "I had made the mistake so
many observers did of considering Ike a simple man, a good straightforward soldier. Yet Ike's
mind was not flaccid; and gradually, reporting him as he performed, I found that his mind was
tough, his manner deceptive; that the rosy public smile could give way, in private, to furious
outbursts of temper; that the tangled, rambling rhetoric of his off-the-record remarks could, when
he wished, be disciplined by his own pencil into clean, hard prose."12

Eisenhower's years in the military in fact had helped him to think and write clearly. Much of
his career had involved preparing position papers and speeches, including many of MacArthur's.
When speechwriters began composing for him, he proved to be a painstaking and often stern
editor, seeking to rid prepared remarks of high-flown rhetoric. Although he was indeed
convoluted in many presidential press conferences, he usually knew what he was doing, and he
rarely said anything very damaging. Eisenhower was in fact considerably more ambitious, crafty,
and egotistical than most people recognized, and he took pains to protect his image. When he
decided to run for the presidency in 1952, he surrounded himself with more professional
advertising and public relations experts than had any presidential candidate in American history,
and by 1955 he used TV as much as he could to promote himself and his policies.13 Samuel
Lubell, a sophisticated journalist, laughed at the notion that Ike was a "five-star babe in the
political woods." On the contrary, he was "as complete a political angler as ever filled the White
House."14 Ike was especially adept at a key to presidential survival: letting associates take the
blame for controversial statements while appearing to remain above politics. The liberal reporter
Murray Kempton later highlighted this talent in an influential article, "The Underestimation of
Dwight Eisenhower," which is widely cited by pro-Eisenhower revisionists. Ike, Kempton
concluded, was far shrewder than people realized. "He was the great tortoise upon whose back the
world sat for eight years. We laughed at him; we talked wistfully about moving; and all the while
we never knew the cunning beneath the shell."15

Revisionists such as Kempton understood that Eisenhower was more than simply cunning.
Many politicians—Nixon quickly comes to mind—were as good as or better than Eisenhower at



that. Ike had three other characteristics that stood him in good stead as a President and that
account for the huge affection that most Americans held for him in his own time. The first was
his normally prudent way of reaching decisions. When he became President, he brought with him
a military way of doing things: finding loyal staff, establishing a hierarchical system of
organizing it, meeting regularly with immediate subordinates, and allowing time (where
possible) for contemplation before rushing into things. As critics were quick to point out, this
style of decision-making tended to deprive him of the free-wheeling and sometimes innovative
ideas that energized the administrations of Presidents like FDR and JFK. Over time it often
insulated him from urgent public passions, such as the emerging civil rights movement. But it
was orderly, and it kept him focused, his mind uncluttered, on issues he considered important. As
exploited by his cautious intelligence, this administrative style encouraged prudent judgments on
most (not all) matters of high public policy.

Second, Eisenhower had great self-confidence in his knowledge of foreign and defense
policies. Compared to Truman, who had to learn on the job, or Kennedy, who felt he had to prove
himself, Ike came to the White House with the serene self-assurance—it bordered on arrogance
at times—of someone who had wide experience in these areas. He was personally acquainted
with many of the world's leading statesmen and military leaders and was for the most part a wise
judge of character. More important, he understood military matters and kept abreast of
technological changes in weaponry. For many Americans it was comforting, amid the otherwise
harrowing nuclear build-ups of the Cold War, to know that Eisenhower was in charge.

Third, Eisenhower had a sincere commitment to public service.16 This came from a
combination of forces: his upbringing in a righteous, hardworking family; his education; above
all, perhaps, his career as an army officer. While he was hardly "above politics" as President, he
impressed associates with his seriousness and concern for the dignity of the office. More than
most world statesmen of his time, he seemed solid and sensible—at least in foreign and military
affairs.

As archival materials became available to historians and political scientists in the 1970s and
1980s, these, too, seemed to confirm that Eisenhower, while ill informed on many domestic
issues, was normally shrewd and prudent otherwise. They make it clear that he, not strong-willed
subordinates, was the one in control. Let Schlesinger, a critic, have last words that describe Ike as
at once self-promoting and politically astute. Revelations from Eisenhower's papers, Schlesinger
wrote in 1983,

unquestionably alter the old picture. We may stipulate at once that Eisenhower showed
much more energy, interest, self-confidence, purpose, cunning, and command than many of
us supposed in the 1950s; that he was the dominant figure in his administration whenever he
wanted to be (and he wanted to be more often than it seemed at the time); and that the very
genius for self-protection that led him to exploit his reputation for vagueness and muddle
and to shove associates into the line of fire obscured his considerable capacity for decision
and control.17

 
EISENHOWER'S GLITTERING WAR  record and widespread popularity had made him attractive



as a presidential possibility in 1948, but he had resisted entreaties from both parties and had
stayed at Columbia. There and in Europe after 1951, however, he continued to be besieged by
VIPs who wanted him to run in 1952. By the fall of 1951 non-partisan Ike clubs were springing
up around the country. Truman himself in November of that year told Ike he would back him for
the Democratic nomination.18

As a military officer Eisenhower had never registered a party affiliation or (he said) voted.
(Later he said he would have voted Republican in 1932, 1936, and 1940 and Democratic—in the
midst of war—in 1944.) He had held his most important assignments under Democratic
Presidents and strongly supported Truman's Cold War initiatives, including the Korean War. But
he was very conservative on domestic matters, believing almost passionately in the necessity of
balanced federal budgets and limited governmental intervention in the social and economic life
of citizens. Not for a minute did he consider running as a Democrat.

Resisting Republican entreaties proved to be more difficult. Many GOP leaders, remembering
the debacle of 1948, were almost desperately eager to run the popular Ike as their candidate. It
helped even more that he had taken few clear stands on domestic issues and had therefore made
few enemies. Thomas Dewey, still governor of New York, began badgering him to run as early as
1949. He told Ike that only he could "save the country from going to Hades in the handbasket of
paternalism-socialism-dictatorship."19 By late 1951 Dewey, Senator Henry Cabot Lodge of
Massachusetts, and other leading Republicans—most of them in the eastern, internationalist
wing of the party—were developing a well-financed network of support for Eisenhower's
nomination as a Republican presidential candidate in 1952.

Eisenhower, far away in Europe, managed to keep some distance from Lodge and Dewey
throughout 1951 and into early 1952. He refused even to say whether he was a Republican or a
Democrat. But as primary season approached he relented, agreeing to have his name placed as a
Republican contender in the New Hampshire primary in March of 1952. Without leaving Europe
or taking a stand on any of the issues, he won the primary by taking 46,661 votes to 35,838 for
Taft, his most formidable opponent.20

Several considerations apparently prompted Ike to enter the political fray. One was his concern
over Truman's budget message in January, which projected a sizeable deficit for the next fiscal
year. Another was his distaste for Taft, who had opposed many Roosevelt-Truman era foreign
policies and who had led conservative Republicans in the Senate in their support of both
McCarthy and MacArthur. Taft, he told a friend, was "a very stupid man . . . he has no
intellectual ability, nor any comprehension of the issues of the world."21 Finally, Eisenhower
may have been more interested in being President than he had let on. (As early as 1943 General
George Patton guessed that "Ike wants to be President so badly you can taste it.")22 Fearing the
alternatives—a Democrat or Taft— Eisenhower convinced himself in early 1952 that it was his
duty to run. With characteristic self-confidence he was certain that he could do the job better
than anyone else on the political horizon.23

His victory in New Hampshire testified strikingly to his popularity. Thereafter there was no
turning back. By June he had resigned from his post at NATO and had returned to campaign
against Taft and other lesser candidates, including Governor Earl Warren of California and



former Minnesota Governor Harold Stassen, a near-quadrennial contender. The battle against
Taft became especially intense and hard-fought, pitting the eastern Dewey-Lodge wing of the
GOP against the more "isolationist" and mostly conservative middle-western wing of the party. It
was a jagged rift that had long divided the party and that imperiled Eisenhower's policies
throughout his subsequent political career.

Ike proved a somewhat wooden candidate at first; the hustings were new to him and made him
uncomfortable. Many party regulars, moreover, deeply admired Taft, "Mr. Republican," who had
led the GOP in Congress since 1939. Ike, they complained furiously, was an outsider—not even a
real Republican—who had no right to enter GOP primaries, let alone to claim the nomination.
Still, Eisenhower had two big assets: he seemed better informed than Taft about foreign affairs,
and he was America's most popular hero. Party leaders also worried that Taft, a colorless,
uncharismatic campaigner, might lose to a Democrat in November. For these reasons Eisenhower
rolled up delegates in the primaries and eked out a victory over Taft at one of the most bitterly
contested party conventions of modern times. It was not until September, when Eisenhower
promised a conservative course, that Taft and his angry supporters agreed to support the parvenu
party nominee in November.

The delegates who chose Ike sharply repudiated Truman's foreign policies, which Eisenhower
had played a major role in implementing. The GOP platform denounced containment as
"negative, futile, and immoral" because it "abandons countless human beings to a despotism and
godless terrorism." Mindful of ethnic and anti-Communist voters, the platform went on to
deplore the plight of the "captive peoples of Eastern Europe" and to call for their liberation.
Republicans further pledged to "repudiate all commitments contained in secret understandings
such as those of Yalta which aid Communist enslavement." 24 That the delegates could nominate
Eisenhower and approve such a platform testified to the near-schizophrenic divisions within the
GOP and to the unembarrassed philosophical inconsistency of American political parties.

The convention also selected Richard Nixon as Ike's running mate. Eisenhower ultimately
made the choice, mainly because many of his top advisers, including Dewey, were
recommending it.25 Nixon had worked quietly but effectively to swing California delegates to
Ike during the convention, thereby infuriating Warren's California loyalists. More important to
ticket managers, Nixon was young (only thirty-eight in 1952), a fiercely anti-Communist
partisan, and a tireless campaigner. As a Californian he brought regional balance to the ticket and
was expected to help deliver the state's important electoral votes. Then and later Eisenhower
remarked that Nixon seemed to have no friends; he never warmed up to him. But he seemed
yoked to him for at least the duration of the campaign.26

Democrats and liberals professed to be shocked and appalled by the GOP ticket and platform.
"T.R.B.," columnist for the New Republic, observed correctly that Ike actually stood to the right
of Taft on some domestic issues. Eisenhower, he wrote, was "a counter-revolutionist entirely
surrounded by men who know how to profit from it." The Eisenhower-Nixon team was a "Ulysses
S. Grant-Dick Tracy ticket."27 Another liberal described the convention as full of "treason
screamers and poison-tongued character assassins." Most of these liberals enthusiastically
backed the man whom the Democrats named to run against Ike: Governor Adlai Stevenson of
Illinois. Their enthusiasm was in some ways odd, for Stevenson was hardly much of a liberal.



The grandson and namesake of Grover Cleveland's Vice-President, he had grown up in
Bloomington, Illinois, in a very wealthy family. His grandmother had been a founder of the
Daughters of the American Revolution.28 He had been educated at Choate School in Connecticut
and at Princeton and flunked out of Harvard Law School before finishing his legal degree at
Northwestern and practicing law in Chicago. But for the Democratic heritage of his family,
Stevenson might well have been a Republican, like many of his wealthy friends.

In 1952 Stevenson did not differ greatly from Eisenhower. He was an ardent Cold Warrior. He
opposed public housing and was ambivalent about repeal of the Taft-Hartley Act. He castigated
"socialized medicine." While denouncing McCarthy, he approved of the dismissal of teachers
who were Communists and supported the Truman administration's use of the Smith Act to
prosecute Communist party leaders. He could sound snobbish, as when he denounced the GOP
for "trying to replace the New Dealers with car dealers."29 Like his running mate, Senator John
Sparkman of Alabama, he considered civil rights to be mainly a question for the states to handle.
Stevenson and Sparkman, determined not to provoke another Dixiecrat walkout, ran on a
platform that was considerably more conservative concerning civil rights than the one on which
Truman was elected in 1948.30 The democratic socialist Irving Howe, casting a cool eye on
liberal enthusiasm for Stevenson, later concluded that "Adlaism" was "Ikeism . . . with a touch of
literacy and intelligence."31

For all these reasons Stevenson did not appeal much to the working-class-black-ethnic-urban
coalition that Roosevelt had amassed and that Democrats needed in order to win national
elections. Many party regulars found him to be aloof, for he distanced himself not only from
Democratic bosses but also from the Truman administration. This behavior so irritated Truman,
who had been an early backer of Stevenson, that he wrote another of his unsent letters: "I'm
telling you to take your crackpots, your high socialites with their noses in the air, run your
campaign and win if you can. . . . Best of luck to you from a bystander who has become
disillusioned."32

Why then did Stevenson attract so many admirers in his time? Democrats who followed him
liked his solid record as an internationalist in the 1930s and his State Department service during
World War II, work that helped in the organization of the United Nations. He was a Democratic
Establishmentarian with considerable experience in the realm of foreign affairs. When Illinois
Democrats cast about for an honest Democrat to run as governor in 1948, they turned to
Stevenson. Helped by running against weak opposition, he proved to be an effective vote-getter,
winning the largest plurality in Illinois history and running far ahead of Truman. He was an
efficient governor who attracted able and committed people to his administration. To politicians
seeking a viable presidential candidate in 1952—Truman wisely declined to run again—
Stevenson, governor of an electorally significant state, was an obvious man to draft. After much
hesitation he agreed to run.33

Liberal Democrats especially loved Stevenson—this is not too strong a verb—because he
seemed to be everything that Eisenhower was not. They adored his speeches, which he spent
hours practicing before delivering with a polish and vocabulary that many intellectuals
considered wonderful. (Some did not: Howe noted that Stevenson was the sort of man who would
call a spade an implement for the lifting of heavy objects.) There was intellectual snobbishness



in this adoration; Republicans countered derisively that "eggheads" were the core of his support.
But many of his speeches were indeed gusts of intelligent fresh air amid the staleness of political
discourse that had often passed for campaign oratory in the 1940s and 1950s. So "eggheads" were
happy to be involved. David Lilienthal pronounced that Stevenson's speeches were "simply gems
of wisdom and wit and sense." The journalist Richard Rovere added, "His gifts are more
imposing than those of any President or any major party aspirant for the office in this century."34

Stevenson ran a dignified, issues-centered campaign in which he promised to "talk sense to the
American people." This, too, appealed greatly to liberal supporters and intellectuals. But as the
Democratic candidate he inevitably had to contend with partisan attacks on the Truman record.
Republicans hammered away at creeping corruption—the "mess in Washington," they called it—
in the Truman administration after 1950. The Truman years, they cried, involved "Plunder at
home, Blunder abroad." The corruption in fact was minor, mainly involving influencepeddling on
a small scale, but it existed, and Truman—ever loyal to friends—had been slow to stamp down
on it. Eventually Truman's appointments secretary was convicted of accepting bribes, and nine
federal employees in the Reconstruction Finance Corporation and Bureau of Internal Revenue
went to jail.35

More damaging to Stevenson were loud and insistent charges that the Democrats had been
"soft" on Communism. The Red Scare and Korea overwhelmed other issues, including civil
rights and labor controversies that had been important in 1948. As in previous years the
Republican Right led this assault, often irresponsibly. McCarthy branded the Roosevelt-Truman
years as "twenty years of treason." Referring to "Alger—I mean Adlai," he said that he would
like to get onto Stevenson's campaign train with a baseball bat and "teach patriotism to little Ad-
lie." Nixon labeled Stevenson "Adlai the Appeaser," said he had a "PhD from Dean Acheson's
cowardly college of Communist Containment," and reminded voters that the country would be
better off with a "khaki-clad President than one clothed in State Department pinks."36

Rhetoric such as this tapped into the persisting undercurrent of regional, class, and ethnic
resentments that raged beneath the surface of American society in the postwar era. Like
McCarthy and his allies, the Chicago Tribune regularly assailed liberal eastern intellectuals, on
one occasion carrying the headline HARVARD TELLS INDIANA HOW TO VOTE . Its columns regularly
associated virile masculinity with anti-Communism and implied that Stevenson was something
less than a "real man." The New York Daily News , a bitterly reactionary paper, referred to Adlai
as "Adelaide" and said that he "trilled" his speeches in a "fruity" voice, using "teacup words" that
were reminiscent of a "genteel spinster who can never forget that she got an A in elocution at
Miss Smith's finishing school."37

Eisenhower was uncomfortable around rabid Red-baiting such as this and avoided it himself.
Most of his speeches were bland and unmemorable. When Senator Jenner, who had called
Marshall "a front man for traitors," embraced him on a platform in Indianapolis, Eisenhower
winced and hurried away. He told an aide that he "felt dirty from the touch of the man." But the
"soft on Communism" issue dominated GOP strategy in 1952, and Eisenhower did nothing to
curb the partisan zeal of other Republicans, including his running mate. Traveling into
McCarthyite Wisconsin, Ike went so far as to delete from a prepared speech a paragraph that paid
tribute to Marshall, who had mentored his military career. In so doing he kowtowed to McCarthy,



who pumped his hand in Milwaukee when Ike gave the now sanitized speech. Reporters who had
seen the original version assailed Ike for his cravenness. Eisenhower himself felt ashamed. But
he did not apologize for what he had done, and Red Scare rhetoric swelled throughout the
campaign.38

Nothing fed anti-Communist feelings more than the still stalemated struggle in Korea. GOP
leaders coined a symbol that stuck: K1C2—for "Korea, Communism, Corruption." Eisenhower
himself made much of such feelings. Conceding that Stevenson could be witty, he told people
that he did not find much to smile about. "Is it amusing," he asked, "that we have stumbled into a
war in Korea; that we have already lost in casualties 117,000 of our Americans killed and
wounded; is it amusing that the war seems to be no nearer to a real solution than ever; that we
have no real plan for stopping it? Is it funny when evidence was discovered that there are
Communists in government and we get the cold comfort of the reply, 'red herring'?"39

With polls showing Eisenhower well ahead, it seemed that nothing could derail his campaign.
In mid-September, however, occurred the one great controversy of the contest: revelations in the
press that Nixon had a private political "fund" donated by wealthy California supporters. This
need not have been a big issue, for the fund was small (around $16,000) and legal. Many
politicians, including Stevenson, had similar sources of cash. But accusatory editorials in the
press unnerved Ike, who was said to have remarked at the time, "Of what use is it for us to carry
on this crusade against this business of what is going on in Washington if we ourselves are not
clean as a hound's tooth?"40 Eisenhower then dawdled, refusing to offer a public defense of his
running mate. Nixon grew increasingly furious as the controversy threatened to destroy his
political career. Phoning Ike, he went so far as to assert, "There comes a time in matters like this
when you've either got to shit or get off the the pot." Eisenhower professed to be appalled by such
language and kept Nixon hanging. Nixon later complained that Eisenhower's attitude made him
feel like "the little boy caught with jam on his face."41

With the problem dumped in his lap Nixon went on national television to defend himself. He
spoke for thirty minutes, during which time he described his family's far from sizeable financial
assets in detail. His wife, Pat, was deeply upset and later complained, "Why do we have to tell
people how little we have and how much we owe?" But Nixon marched to his own drummer. Pat,
he said, did not have a mink coat (unlike the wife of a Democratic influence-peddler who was
part of the "mess in Washington"), but "she does have a perfectly respectable Republican cloth
coat." Nixon then told his huge audience about "the little cocker spaniel dog . . . black and white
spotted" that had been sent to them in Washington "all the way from Texas" at the start of the
campaign. "Our little girl—Tricia, the six-year-old—named it Checkers. And you know the kids
love that dog and I just want to say this right now, that regardless of what they say about it, we're
going to keep it."42

The Checkers speech, as it became known, was maudlin and tasteless, and many
contemporaries said so. But it was also a brave performance by a determined and aggressive man
who had been abandoned by many of his so-called friends. Popular reaction to his effort was
overwhelmingly favorable. Many people broke into tears. Eisenhower, who had nervously
watched the speech, soon recognized the favorable reaction and concluded that Nixon had saved
himself. He summoned Nixon from the West to Wheeling, West Virginia, and told him, "You're



my boy." This comment neatly captured the condescension that characterized Ike's feelings about
his much younger running mate. Nixon was proud of what he had done, convincing himself that
he was a master of television and could best anyone who tried to confront him on the screen. But
he also felt bitter. He never forgot how badly he had been treated and correctly called the
controversy, which could have killed his political ambitions, the "most searing personal crisis of
my life."43

Nixon's remarkable performance had another effect: it demonstrated more than any event to
that time the potential power of television in politics. This should have been apparent by then to
political professionals, for TV was booming like almost nothing else in the nation. In 1951, 9
million people had watched the signing of a peace treaty with Japan. The number of households
with TV sets had soared from around 172,000 in the 1948 campaign to 15.3 million in 1952. This
was about one-third of American households. But the politicians had been slow to appreciate the
potential for change. Stevenson was contemptuous of television, maintaining that he never
watched it. He used it during the campaign, but only as a medium to display his oratorical skills.
Although these were impressive, viewers did not get excited watching him reading speeches from
a studio, usually from 10:30 to 11:00 P.M. at night. Worse, Stevenson went on live, frequently
speaking for more than the thirty minutes he had paid for. On several occasions, including
election night, he was cut off before he finished.44

Eisenhower, too, started by displaying little interest in television, regarding it as a commercial
medium that was for the most part beneath his dignity. He was wise enough, moreover, not to
give speeches on TV: he knew that Stevenson was much the abler public speaker. But aides
pressed him, especially after the Checkers speech, to let himself be televised in action.
Increasingly he relented, and many of his rallies and campaign appearances were carefully
scripted to convey the "I Like Ike" fervor of crowds who cheered him on. His TV advisers would
cut to brief portions of his speech, but then focus again on the enthusiasm of his admirers. These
were effective productions that promised to make television a force in politics for the first time.

Eisenhower also agreed to spend one evening in New York City taping "spots," as they became
known. This was an amazing event. Surrounded by advertising men, Eisenhower sat in the studio
and was taped giving short "answers" to questions. These "answers," mostly from phrases he had
already used during the campaign, were hand-lettered on cue cards that were held before him.
The lettering was big and bold so that Ike, who was near-sighted, would not have to be televised
wearing glasses. After Eisenhower left the studio, having taped forty spots of twenty seconds
each, the advertising experts went to Radio City Music Hall to get "everyday Americans" and
bring them to the studio. There they were taped asking the questions to which Eisenhower had
already given the answers. Technicians then spliced the answers to the questions.45

Eisenhower was at first edgy and unhappy during the process. Although he gradually warmed
to the project—even writing an "answer" himself—he grumbled at one point, "To think that an
old soldier should come to this." A few television executives, too, were uneasy about using them.
Complicated issues, they thought, could not be boiled down to twenty seconds or a minute. And
Democrats were outraged when the spots began appearing. George Ball, a young Stevenson
speechwriter, accused the Republicans of selling out to the "high-powered hucksters of Madison
Avenue." Stevenson added, "I think the American people will be shocked by such contempt for



their intelligence; this isn't Ivory Soap versus Palmolive." Reporters executive editor explained
why his magazine was so critical of the spots: they were "selling the President like toothpaste."46

Criticisms like these in no way deterred those engaged in the operation. The GOP invested an
estimated $1.5 million in the project, and the TV networks happily took the money. In all,
twenty-eight different spots appeared on the air, many of them more than once, usually during
intervals between highly popular programs. They conveyed no new information about the issues
and often oversimplified them. "What about the high cost of living?" one spot asked. "My wife,
Mamie," Ike answered, "worries about the same thing. I tell her it's our job to change that on
November fourth." But virtually all analysts were convinced that the spots, which brought
Eisenhower's luminous smile into millions of American homes, were effective. Use of spots—
and of television coverage in general—henceforth became an indispensable tool in American
politics.47

It would be too much to say, as some have, that television efforts such as Eisenhower's
revolutionized campaigns and elections in the United States. Seriously contested issues,
especially the Cold War, the state of the economy, and (increasingly) race relations, continued to
be presented in speeches, news columns, and editorials. But the importance of TV in politics
nonetheless became enormous. Other things being equal, television coverage could give a big
edge to telegenic campaigners. Candidates without bundles of money—television was very
expensive—operated at great disadvantage. The need for such money made politicians ever more
careful about offending wealthy contributors and important special interests. Even more than in
the past, money talked loudly in national politics.

The rise of television also weakened the political parties, both locally and on the national
level. These were challenged by highly personal organizations of individual candidates, many of
whom virtually ignored party lines and relied instead on TV to reach people directly. Voters
tended increasingly to support individual candidates instead of party tickets. Others, abandoning
party identifications, called themselves independents. These trends were by no means new—
partisanship had been declining in the United States since the 1890s—nor were they the result of
TV alone: rapidly rising educational levels, substantial geographical mobility, and advancing
prosperity—which altered the ways that voters perceived socio-economic issues—were among
the many forces that underlay the growing unpredictability and independence of the electorate.
Nor was the rise of independent voting necessarily a bad thing: the highly partisan political
universe of earlier years had drawbacks of its own. Still, the decomposition of parties—and with
it the stability and reliability of governing coalitions—became pronounced as early as the 1960s,
and television had much to do with it.48

By mid-October, with Nixon cleared of misconduct and the GOP TV campaign in high gear,
the election was hardly in doubt. But candidates can never be too sure, and Eisenhower took one
more arrow from his quiver. In Detroit on October 24 he returned to the problem of Korea, where
a new Communist offensive was underway. Eisenhower proclaimed that the first task of a new
administration would be "to bring the Korean war to an early and honorable end." That task, he
added, "requires a personal trip to Korea. . . . I shall make that trip. . . . I shall go to Korea."49 His
pronouncement was a shot in the dark, for he did not know what he would do once he got there.
Would he escalate the war or use nuclear weapons? But everyone seemed to agree that his



proclamation was a master stroke. Eisenhower, after all, was a war hero and a five-star general. If
anyone could end the awful stalemate, it was Ike.

The results of the election surprised few analysts. Stevenson took nine southern and border
states and, thanks in part to much increased turnout, got 3.14 million more votes in a losing cause
than Truman had received while winning in 1948. But the election was a striking personal
triumph for Eisenhower, who attracted a huge following. He captured 33.9 million votes (55.4
percent of the total) to 27.3 million for Stevenson. His total vote was nearly 12 million more than
Dewey had received in 1948. Sweeping the electoral college, 442 to 89, he even cracked the so-
called Solid South by winning Florida, Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia. Although lesser
Republicans did not do so well—widespread split-ticket voting was a sign of the decomposition
of parties—they gained majorities in both houses of Congress, 48 to 47 in the Senate and 221 to
211 in the House. Republicans were in control of the White House and Capitol Hill for the first
time since the election of 1930. The once dominant Democratic electoral coalition, struggling to
survive amid the return of good times in the postwar era, had obviously taken a battering.

AFTER WINNING THE ELECTION Eisenhower went as promised to Korea, where he spent three
days on the front. He returned convinced that the war had to be brought to a close, and he
concentrated on that goal during the first six months of his administration in 1953. A
combination of circumstances, including the fatigue of the enemy, led to signing of a cease-fire
that took effect on July 27. This was thirty-seven anguished months after the start of the war in
1950.50

In securing the cease-fire Eisenhower did not win major concessions from the enemy: had the
Truman administration tried to sell a similar result, it would have been attacked by the Right.
Nor did the agreement end all bloodshed: border incidents killed many people over the
subsequent decades that American troops remained there. But Eisenhower, a general and a
Republican, escaped popular vilification. The cease-fire agreement, indeed, was probably the
most important single accomplishment of his eight-year presidency, and the one he most
cherished later. Giving a big boost to Eisenhower's prestige early in his presidency, it also
eliminated the most acrimonious political issue of the era. A year and more of peace by late 1954
even calmed some of the passions of the Red Scare. By 1955 Americans were already trying to
put the war out of mind and to concentrate on the enjoyment of the good life at home.

The ebbing of acrimony, however, took time. Especially in 1953 and 1954, Cold War passions
and partisan battling continued to rend American society and culture. No President could easily
have managed these controversies, and Eisenhower, who tried to avoid most of them, was no
exception. A persistent political reality intensified these controversies in 1953–54: the
aggressiveness and fury of the anti-Communist Right.51 In the aftermath of the heady GOP
triumph of 1952 these emotions may have been stronger—and the Left weaker—than at any time
in the modern history of the United States. One scholarly overview of these years concludes: "On
the coldest, darkest, and most reactionary days of the [Ronald] Reagan ascendancy [in the 1980s]
there was more radical belief and activity to be seen in the United States than was present
anytime in the 1950s."52

Historians, to be sure, have subsequently dug about in the byways of American culture and
exposed signs of rebellion and dissatisfation with the conservative values of the early



Eisenhower years. Some young people, mostly in university circles, identified with Holden
Caulfield, the restless anti-hero of J. D. Salinger's novel The Catcher in the Rye (1951). Mad
magazine, a zany and highly irreverent publication, began its commercially very successful
career (it was number two in circulation behind Life by the early 1960s) in 1952.53 I. F. Stone
established his iconoclastic and liberal Weekly in 1953; Irving Howe started Dissent, an organ of
left-of-center opinion, in 1954; Marlon Brando and (by 1954) James Dean stood forth as models
of anti-Establishment behavior in film. But these scattered manifestations of unease and
discontent did not matter much in political circles. Readers of Dissent, for instance, admitted that
they remained a "tiny band of exiles" throughout the 1950s: circulation for the magazine
approximated 4,000 at the time.54 Writers interviewed by Partisan Review, another left-of-center
magazine, agreed in a symposium in 1952 that they did not want to be alienated from the
mainstream. Instead, they wished "very much to be a part of American life. More and more
writers have ceased to think of themselves as rebels and exiles."55 This indeed was so. The
majority of left-liberal intellectuals in the early 1950s had come to perceive—some reluctantly—
that American culture was dominated by a moderate-to-conservative, middle-class "consensus."
Indeed, a contemporary barometer of conservatism was the founding in 1955 of the National
Review, the anti-Communist creation of William Buckley, a young Catholic intellectual not long
out of Yale. The magazine gradually became a leading organ of conservative opinion—the most
successful of its kind to appear in years.

Democrats, too, seemed tame and chastened following the 1952 election. In the Congress the
dominant group centered about two moderate Texans, Democratic House leader Sam Rayburn
and Senator Lyndon Johnson, who became majority leader between 1955 and 1960. Among
intellectual circles a few Democratic liberals, including the economist John Kenneth Galbraith,
championed progressive domestic causes within the newly formed Democratic Advisory Council
(DAC), a pressure group. DAC policy proposals helped to establish a liberal Democratic
domestic agenda for the 1960s but did not attract great attention before then. Other liberals,
including Senator Hubert Humphrey of Minnesota, covered their flanks against conservative
attack by championing tough legislation to fight Communism. In 1954 Congress overwhelmingly
approved Humphrey's Communist Control Act, which defined the Communist party as a "clear,
present, and continuing danger to the security of the United States" and deprived the party of "all
rights, privileges, and immunities attendant upon legal bodies."56

As Humphrey's stance made clear, anti-Communist fervor seemed politically irresistible in
these years. One manifestation of this fervor was the fate of Julius Rosenberg and his wife Ethel.
Accused of being part of a ring (including Fuchs) that had passed atomic secrets to the Soviets in
the 1940s, they had been convicted in March 1951 of conspiracy to commit espionage, at which
time Judge Irving Kaufman sentenced them to death. Their crime, Kaufman declaimed from the
bench, was "worse than murder." Critics of the judgment maintained that Kaufman, the Justice
Department, and the FBI had been guilty of misconduct during the trial. Other critics asserted
correctly that the punishment was severe: Fuchs, a much more important figure than the
Rosenbergs, was sentenced to fourteen years' imprisonment in England.57 But campaigns on
behalf of the Rosenbergs, who were Communists, failed utterly in the Red Scare of the early
1950s. As the date of their execution approached, counter-demonstrators appeared outside the
White House. One held a sign, FRY 'EM well done. Another had a placard, LET'S DON'T ELECTROCUTE



THEM, HANG THEM. Eisenhower refused to commute the sentence, which he thought would deter
others. On June 19, 1953, a month before the cease-fire in Korea, the Rosenbergs went silently to
their deaths.58

The Eisenhower administration moved quickly to establish its anti-Communist credentials in
other ways. In April the President issued Executive Order No. 10450, which replaced the network
of loyalty decrees created by Truman. The new system was broader than Truman's, including not
only loyalty and security as criteria for dismissal but also "suitability," a vague and open-ended
category. The order widened the power of summary dismissal, until then available only to heads
of sensitive departments such as State and Defense, by giving it to chiefs of all federal
departments and agencies.59 The Eisenhower administration also continued ongoing anti-
Communist efforts, including the purging of the foreign service, prosecutions of Communists
under the Smith Act, deportation of Communist aliens, and exclusion of alleged subversives
seeking entrance to the United States. The President supported efforts to legalize the use of
wiretaps in national security cases and gave a free hand to the FBI's continuing harassment of
left-wingers. In 1956 the FBI established COINTELPRO (counter-intelligence program), whose
primary target was the Communist party.60

One of the most famous casualties of such governmental efforts was J. Robert Oppenheimer,
"father of the atomic bomb," who was stripped of his security clearance by the Atomic Energy
Commission in June 1954. He was thereupon terminated as a governmental consultant.61 This
action followed six months of investigations during which it became clear that the FBI had
bugged and tapped his activities for fourteen years. Oppenheimer had many left-wing friends and
relatives, including his wife, who had been a Communist; during the war he had lied to
investigators about their connections in order to protect them. But this was old, known
information, and many of his scientific associates, including Harvard president James Conant,
were shocked at what was happening to him. They realized that Oppenheimer was being punished
primarily for his opposition to development of the hydrogen bomb. And Oppenheimer's fate was
sad. He lost access to scientific developments—his life and career—and was cut off from other
scientists, many of whom were afraid to talk to him.62

The ultimate test of Eisenhower's approach to loyalty and security was of course the question
of McCarthy. Once the GOP regained control of the Senate, McCarthy was in his element, for he
now had a chairmanship—of the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations—from which he
launched probes that irritated the new administration. Assisting him was a subcommittee staff
headed by chief counsel Roy Cohn, a sour, troubled, and fervently anti-Communist attorney. In
April 1953 Cohn and a close friend, G. David Schine, set off on a well-publicized tour of Europe
in which they called for the purging of allegedly subversive literature from government libraries.
The State Department panicked and issued a directive excluding books and works of art by
"Communists, fellow travelers, et cetera" from United States information centers abroad. A few
books were actually burned.

Eisenhower had never cared for McCarthy, and he fumed when the senator considered
contesting the confirmation of Walter Bedell Smith, a close friend who had been Ike's chief of
staff in the army, as Undersecretary of State early in 1953. By then Ike was becoming
increasingly friendly with Taft, GOP leader in the Senate, and Taft managed to get Smith



confirmed. Meanwhile, the President tried quietly to undermine McCarthy in other ways:
encouraging GOP senators to oppose him; getting a reluctant Vice-President Nixon to stave off
McCarthy's probes into network television; trying to prevent McCarthy from speaking at party
gatherings; and suggesting (very indirectly) to publishers and other media executives that they
give the rampant senator less time and space. Fred Greenstein, a political scientist, later cited
these moves as evidence for what he called Eisenhower's shrewd, subtle, and effective "hidden-
hand presidency."63

Eisenhower, however, refused to go beyond indirection or to challenge McCarthy head-on.
There were several reasons for his reluctance to do battle. First, he agreed with many of
McCarthy's goals. As his policies made clear, he was a staunch Cold Warrior. Second, he feared
an intra-party brawl that would further imperil his shaky GOP majorities in Congress. McCarthy,
after all, was a Republican, and the President was leader of the party. Third, Eisenhower
recognized that a direct confrontation with McCarthy would give the rambunctious, often
uncontrollable senator even more publicity—on which McCarthy thrived—than he already had.
It was better, he thought, to try to ignore him and to hope that given enough rope the senator
would eventually hang himself. Eisenhower, finally, was afraid that a fight with McCarthy would
diminish the all-important dignity of the presidency. Why use up vital presidential resources to
scrap with an alley-fighter? "I will not get into the gutter with that guy," he said privately. Later
in the year he added—again privately—"I just won't get into a pissing contest with that skunk."64

Ike's worries about the dignity of the presidential office rested on two even deeper concerns.
One was to protect his own personal popularity with the American people. Eisenhower, while
self-confident, nonetheless craved popular approval. He generally avoided tough decisions that
might threaten it.65 Second, Ike very much wanted to promote domestic tranquility. Throughout
his presidency he feared to take actions that might undermine what he considered to be the
harmony of American society. He also believed that his mission should be to restrain the role of
government, not to force it to fulfill great goals or obligations. These aspirations—protecting his
own standing, sustaining domestic tranquility, and curbing the activity of the State—
complemented one another in his mind and helped to explain why he often chose not to do
potentially controversial things: advance ambitious social programs, push for civil rights, get
involved in war in Vietnam. They also accounted for his restrained approach to McCarthy. To
wade into the arena with such a demagogue, he thought, would endanger his popularity, incite
discord, and damage social harmony.

Whether Eisenhower should have been more bold remains one of the most contested questions
about his presidency. As it turned out, McCarthy did overreach himself and crash in mid-1954.
The President thereby stayed out of the gutter. And his personal popularity—always high—did
not suffer. On the other hand, these were in many ways dispiriting times. Federal employees,
whom Eisenhower was supposed to protect, were hurt under his watch. If Ike had risked even a
little of his immense personal popularity and presidential prestige, he might have slowed the
senator down or hastened his demise. It could not have hurt him much to try. His refusal to
challenge McCarthy represented a major moral blot on his presidency.

Everything finally unraveled for McCarthy in early 1954. In March and April, Edward R.
Murrow, a widely respected investigative reporter, ran a series of programs concerning



McCarthy on "See It Now," a CBS network production. It was the first time that television—
which had expanded by then to 25 million households—had exposed him in any major way. For
the most part Murrow let McCarthy's bullying words and truculent actions speak for themselves.
McCarthy finally appeared on the show in April and tore into Murrow, calling him "the leader
and the cleverest of the jackal pack which is always found at the throat of anyone who dares to
expose individual Communists and traitors." Scholars debate the impact of these shows, some
insisting that most Americans did not watch them: "Dragnet," a popular police series, drew far
more viewers at the time.66 Others add that McCarthy was already beginning to fade before the
shows started. These are valid reminders that television was hardly all-powerful. But "See It
Now" did attract a great deal of attention and critical praise at the time, and it legitimated rising
criticism of McCarthy from other media. If Nixon's Checkers speech indicated that TV could
save a politician, "See It Now" and televised hearings that followed suggested it could also help
ruin one.

What really brought McCarthy down was his ill-advised attempt at the same time to ferret out
subversive activities in—of all places—the United States Army. The army responded by
documenting that McCarthy and Cohn had secured special privileges for Schine, then a private in
the army.67 The Senate established a special committee headed by South Dakota Republican Karl
Mundt to hear the charges and counter-charges. The "Army-McCarthy hearings," as everyone
soon called them, began on April 22 and lasted thirty-six days (for a total of 188 hours) through
June 17. Often sensational, they attracted more than 100 reporters and crowds exceeding 400.
The hearings were televised to Americans who had little good daytime TV to divert them. Some
estimates put peak audiences as high as 20 million people.68

Placed on the defensive, McCarthy began drinking heavily. He often slept in his office and
showed up looking unkempt and unshaven. On black-and-white television he resembled a heavy
from Central Casting. He spoke in a low monotone, often petulantly. Again and again he jumped
to his feet to shout "Point of order," so often that the audiences ultimately broke out in laughter.
He outdid himself in bullying participants and hurling abuse. Eisenhower, appalled by
McCarthy's excesses, thought that McCarthy was "psychopathic" and "lawless," but again he said
nothing.

What he did do, however, proved problematic indeed for McCarthy, who was demanding
access to sensitive information concerning federal employees, in the army and elsewhere. Key
Republican senators backed McCarthy's demands for such access, but Eisenhower firmly resisted
them. "I will not allow people around me to be subpoenaed," he told GOP leaders on May 17,
"and you might just as well know it now." Senator William Knowland of California rejoined that
Congress had a right to issue such subpoenas. The President repeated, "My people are not going
to be subpoenaed."69 He then made sure that people appreciated his resolve on the issue,
directing his Defense Secretary to withhold sensitive information from McCarthy and his
committee. His language was sweeping in its assertion of presidential authority and dismissal of
congressional rights. "It is essential to efficient and effective administration that employees of
the Executive Branch be in a position to be completely candid in advising with each other on
official matters." It followed that "it is not in the public interest that any of their conversations or
communications, or any documents or reproductions, concerning such advice be disclosed."



This was an extraordinary claim; Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., later termed it the "most absolute
assertion of presidential right to withhold information from Congress ever uttered to that day in
American history."70 Earlier Presidents had argued that discussions in Cabinet meetings were
confidential, but no one had yet been so bold as to extend executive privilege to the entire
executive branch.71 Many people doubted the constitutionality of what Ike had done. It did them
no good, however, for the President had spoken. Later Presidents, including Nixon during the
crisis of Watergate, used Ike's precedent-setting directive to make similar assertions. More
immediately, McCarthy was stymied; without access to such information he could not begin to
establish the subversiveness of individuals in the army or elsewhere in the executive branch of
government.

Frustrated and exhausted, McCarthy finally finished himself on the afternoon of June 9. The
army's special counsel, a soft-spoken but shrewd and able attorney named Joseph Welch, was
grilling Cohn on the stand. McCarthy broke in and began accusing Welch's law firm of harboring
a leftist lawyer named Fred Fisher. The charge was no surprise to Welch, for McCarthy had
threatened in private to bring it up. So Welch was ready and turned to Mundt, as a personal
privilege, for the chance to reply. "Until this moment, Senator," he began, "I think I never really
gauged your cruelty or your recklessness." Welch then explained that he had earlier taken Fisher
off the hearings because Fisher had briefly belonged to the pro-Communist National Lawyers
Guild. Speaking firmly and with a tone of ineffable sadness, Welch faced McCarthy and added,
"Little did I dream you could be so cruel as to do an injury to that lad," who would now "always
bear a scar needlessly inflicted by you. If it were in my power to forgive you for your reckless
cruelty, I would do so. I like to think that I am a gentleman, but your forgiveness will have to
come from someone other than me."

McCarthy should have let the matter rest, but he bulled ahead with further attacks on Fisher.
Again Welch spoke out. "Let us not assassinate this lad further, Senator. You have done enough.
Have you no sense of decency, sir, at long last? Have you left no sense of decency?" When
McCarthy broke in again, Welch cut him off:

Mr. McCarthy, I will not discuss this further with you. You have sat within six feet of
me, and could have asked me about Fred Fisher. You have brought it out. If there is a God in
heaven, it will do neither you nor your cause any good. I will not discuss it further. I will not
ask Mr. Cohn any more questions. You, Mr. Chairman, may, if you will, call the next
witness.

 
There was a moment of silence, and the room burst into applause. Mundt called for a recess and
walked out with Welch. McCarthy turned up his palms and shrugged his shoulders. "What did I
do?" he asked in confusion. "What did I do?"72

He had destroyed himself on national television. The hearings dragged on for a few more days,
but McCarthy was by then a beaten man. Senator Ralph Flanders of Vermont, a Republican,
demanded that the Senate censure him then and there. Instead, the Senate moved deliberately,
awaiting the findings of a special committee appointed to explore McCarthy's activities over the
past few years. When it reported (after the off-year elections of 1954) it unanimously criticized



him for conduct (during earlier investigations of him by the Senate) that damaged the honor of
the Senate. This was the narrowest possible charge, one that ignored many more reckless acts.
But it virtually guaranteed a favorable response to the report. On December 2, 1954, the Senate
voted to "condemn" McCarthy by a vote of 67 to 22. As had so often been the case during the Red
Scare, the vote was partisan. All forty-four Democrats voting favored the resolution, as did the
one Independent, Wayne Morse of Oregon. The forty-four Republicans voting divided evenly, 22
to 22.73

Eisenhower could relax at last. He told the Cabinet that the movement could now be called
"McCarthywasism" and cut him from the list of dignitaries welcome at White House social
functions. The press largely ignored him. When Nixon visited Milwaukee during the 1956
campaign, McCarthy sidled up to a seat next to him. A Nixon aide asked him to leave, and he did.
A reporter found him weeping.74

Feeling betrayed, McCarthy also suffered from the ravages of drink. He died of a liver
condition on May 2, 1957. He was only forty-eight years old and still a United States senator.

ALTHOUGH MCCARTHY AND Red Scare issues threatened to obscure other political matters
in the early 1950s, they were by no means the only concerns of the era. Other domestic
controversies, mostly fomenting political deadlock, illuminate Eisenhower's strengths and
weaknesses in these years.

Liberals who explored Eisenhower's philosophy concerning these domestic issues were sure
that he was ill informed and near-reactionary. Concerning social welfare, he had snapped in
1949, "If all Americans want is security, they can go to prison."75 He said of the Tennessee
Valley Authority, "By God, I'd like to sell the whole thing, but I suppose we can't go that far." 76

Like most politicians at the time, he paid little attention to widespread rural poverty or to urban
decay. Eisenhower himself conceded that he was conservative on domestic issues, admitting that
Taft, who had come to favor federal aid to education and public housing, was "far more 'liberal
and radical' than anything to which I could ever agree."77

Eisenhower seemed so vulnerable on domestic matters that liberals had a field day making fun
of him. Some dubbed him "Eisen-hoover." When he tried to summarize his domestic philosophy
by saying that he was
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"conservative when it comes to money and liberal when it comes to human beings," Stevenson—
ever quick with a quip—retorted, "I assume what it means is that you will strongly recommend
the building of a great many schools to accommodate the needs of our children, but not provide
the money."78

Like most wisecracks in politics, this one was a little unfair. Eisenhower was indeed
uninformed on domestic matters when he became President, but he did have a fairly coherent
philosophy of government. It was well described in a statement of Abraham Lincoln's that he
liked to repeat: "The legitimate aim of government is to to do for a community of people,
whatever they need to have done, but cannot do at all, or cannot so well do, for themselves—in
their separate, and individual capacities. In all that the people can individually do as well for
themselves, government ought not to interfere."79

What this meant in practice was what his most enthusiastic supporters called "Modern
Republicanism." This was a little right of center in emphasis. Believing in limited government,
Eisenhower passionately endorsed conservative fiscal policies; balancing the budget and cutting
government spending—even on defense—were his highest goals.80 Curbing spending, in turn,
helped bolster his philosophical opposition to federal aid to education, a major cause of liberals
in the 1950s, and to "socialized medicine." He sought to cut costly federal price supports to
agriculture. He approved legislation returning "tidelands oil," which liberals argued belonged to
the national government, to private interests and the states. He wanted above all to decrease the
role of government because he believed that large-scale federal intervention threatened
individual freedom, the ultimate good in life.

To be conservative did not mean to be reactionary. Eisenhower was emphatic about the
distinction between the two. Although he sought to reduce spending, he was not a mindless
slasher. The Republican Right complained that he did not cut federal expenditures enough when
he took over. (A young conservative senator, Barry Goldwater of Arizona, later said that Ike ran a
"Dime Store New Deal.") Like most public figures at the time, the President accepted the need
for a little compensatory fiscal policy when the times demanded it. And keeping a close eye on
spending was not an abstract end in itself but a means of warding off inflation, which seemed to
him (and to many contemporary economists) to be the most worrisome problem during and
immediately after the economically stimulating Korean War. This his administration did help to
control, and the next few years were remarkably prosperous and stable. Even Galbraith, no friend
of GOP economic policy, conceded in January 1955 that "the Administration as a whole has
shown a remarkable flexibility in the speed with which it has moved away from these slogans [of
balanced budgets]."81

The President also proved ready to accept a few moderately liberal ventures in the realm of
social policy. "Should any political party attempt to abolish Social Security, unemployment
insurance, and eliminate labor laws and farm programs," he warned his conservative brother
Edgar, "you would not hear of that party again in our political history."82 He thereupon signed in
1954 a broadening of Social Security. He also sought to extend the minimum wage, which
covered fewer than half of the wage workers in the United States. Both programs, of course, were
financed primarily by employers and workers—not by federal funds that might increase federal



deficits. But Eisenhower in no way threatened the welfare state begun in the New Deal years:
social welfare expenditures during his presidency rose slowly but steadily as a percentage of
GNP (from 7.6 percent in 1952 to 11.5 in 1961) and (especially after 1958) as a percentage of
federal spending.

Beyond these moves lay a larger vision of what the United States should be: a cooperative
society in which major groups such as corporations, labor unions, and farmers would set aside
their special interests to promote domestic harmony and economic stability. The State,
Eisenhower believed, could serve as an arbiter of this cooperative commonwealth, acting to bring
excessive special interests together and restraining their demands. As in his dealings with
McCarthy, however, Ike shrank from involving the presidency in controversial questions. Better,
he thought, to stand above the battle and in so doing preserve his political standing.
"Partisanship," moreover, was to Ike a word every bit as dirty as "special interest." He
complained that Truman had used "ward-boss, strong-arm tactics" that had not worked and that
had diminished the prestige of the presidency. He added, "I am not one of the desk-pounding
types that likes to stick out his jaw and look like he is bossing the show. I don't think it is the
function of a President of the U.S. to punish anybody for voting as he likes."83

In holding to this Whiggish view of the presidential role Eisenhower indeed conserved his
personal prestige and popularity. If he had tried to push through major domestic legislation, he
would surely have provoked determined opposition. Contemporary measures of public opinion
indicated that the majority of middle-class (and politically influential) Americans in the early
1950s, especially in the aftermath of the Korean War, did not look to government for great
changes. They were tired of the angry controversies of the late 1940s and early 1950s.
Developing ever-larger expectations about their personal futures, they were bent on maximizing
the substantial economic and educational gains that they were coming to enjoy. Pressure groups,
too, resisted change that threatened their standing. It is simply ahistorical to think that
Eisenhower, who was elected as a moderate, could have or should have demanded major reforms
in the early 1950s.

Congress was if anything even less interested in considering major social reforms in the early
1950s.84 This was especially so after the unexpected death of Taft from cancer in July 1953. "Mr.
Republican" had hardly been a liberal, but he was not a reactionary either, and the responsibility
of working for a Republican President for the first time in his congressional career had
strengthened his sense of teamwork. Before his death he and Ike had become fairly good friends,
even playing golf together. His passing genuinely upset the President, who held the hand of Mrs.
Taft and repeated, "I don't know what I'll do without him; I don't know what I'll do without him."
Thereafter the Senate Republican leader was William Knowland of California, a humorless and
much more conservative figure. Eisenhower found Knowland—and the GOP right wing that
henceforth dominated the party in the Senate—deaf to his "Modern Republicanism," and he
gradually despaired of healing the ideological rifts in his party. On one occasion he confided to
his diary about Know-land, "In his case, there seems to be no final answer to the question, 'How
stupid can you get?'"85

For all these reasons Eisenhower's first term witnessed little significant domestic legislation.
Aside from the extension of Social Security, which had the support of an increasingly well



organized lobby for the elderly, the only important law approved was the Interstate Highway Act
of 1956. This greatly increased federal subsidies for highway-building throughout the country.86

Many critics were appalled by this act, among them Lewis Mumford, who complained, "The
most charitable thing to assume about this action is that they [the Congress] didn't have the
faintest notion of what they were doing."87 Expanded in subsequent years, the building effort had
often drastic effects on air quality, energy consumption, the ecology of cities, slum clearance and
housing, mass transit, and railroads.88 But it greatly appealed to ordinary Americans, especially
the expanding millions who owned cars. And it offered vast economic benefits to a wide circle of
interests, including the automobile, trucking, construction, and petroleum industries, to say
nothing of real estate developers, motel and restaurant chains, shopping mall entrepreneurs,
engineers, and many others in virtually every congressional district. Highly popular in Congress,
it promised to give something to almost everybody. It had enormous long-range importance,
establishing the basis for the American transportation system for the rest of the twentieth century
and beyond.89

Congress otherwise acted with restraint. It refused to extend coverage under the minimum
wage or to curb farm subsidies that benefited large commercial operators. Surplus crops
continued to pile up, and millions of small farmers and farm workers, including millions of
blacks, swelled an already substantial Great Migration into overburdened cities. Congress also
did little to deal with poverty, education, or mounting urban problems. It seemed especially deaf
to what was soon to become the greatest domestic controversy of all: race relations.90 Many of
these issues, having been slighted, provoked ever-greater social and political divisions by the late
1950s. In the 1960s they dominated a much more activist legislative agenda.

It would be stretching things to say that Americans were especially happy with the Republican
party's domestic record during Eisenhower's first term. Democrats recaptured both houses of
Congress in the 1954 elections, after which interest groups continued to command center stage
on Capitol Hill. But there was little doubt that Americans continued to like Ike personally; his
carefully cultivated popularity persisted at extraordinarily high levels. Above all, the majority of
middle-class Americans, expectant about the future, seemed more interested in private concerns
than in domestic reforms after 1954. The Korean War was fading from memory; McCarthy was
silenced; the economy was booming. Although Eisenhower had not done much to promote some
of these developments, notably the downfall of McCarthy, he was widely credited with ending
the war and with calming the roiling partisanship that had disturbed the nation in the Truman
years. To millions in the mid-1950s he remained an admirable, even heroic figure.
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World Affairs, 1953–1956

 
On March 1, 1954, the United States tested the world's first hydrogen bomb at Bikini Atoll in the
Marshall Islands. More awesome than scientists anticipated, it proved to be 750 times more
powerful than the A-bomb dropped at Hiroshima. Radioactive debris from the blast spread across
7,000 square miles of the Pacific, including inhabited islands, and enveloped a small Japanese
fishing boat, Fukuryu Maru (the Lucky Dragon) that was some ninety miles east of Bikini at the
time. Radioactive ash rained down on the fishermen. Some lost their appetites and grew
nauseous. Their skin turned darker, and sores broke out on their fingers and necks, which had
been most exposed to the radiation. When the boat got back to Japan two weeks later, twenty-
three of the crew were said to be suffering from radiation sickness. Fishermen on other Japanese
boats returned to port and also complained of contamination. An outcry arose, peaking six
months later when Aikichi Kuboyama, a Lucky Dragon fisherman, died. American authorities
said he had been felled by hepatitis acquired from a blood transfusion, but his organs revealed
pronounced effects of radiation. Admiral Lewis Strauss, chairman of the Atomic Energy
Commission, stated that the fishermen had belonged to a "Red spy outfit."1

Meanwhile, the Soviet Union was conducting its own atomic experiments. On September 14,
1954, military leaders exploded a Hiroshima-sized atomic bomb in the air above 45,000 Red
Army troops and thousands of civilians near the village of Totskoye. This was in the Ural
Mountains, 600 miles southeast of Moscow and within 100 miles of a million people. The test,
which was not disclosed until 1991, aimed at ascertaining whether troops (who were advised that
the blast was an "imitation" atomic explosion) could continue to fight under such conditions.
Films of the event revealed that some of the soldiers, who were less than two miles from blast
center, indeed managed to struggle through maneuvers amid the smoke and dust and 115-degree
heat. But many wore little or no protective clothing, and their exposure to radiation was
enormous. A documentary concerning the episode later concluded that a number of soldiers and
villagers fell sick, went blind, or developed cancer and other illnesses attributed to the radiation.2

These two events were among the most shocking of the early Cold War years. But they were
hardly unique. The United States exploded at least 203 nuclear weapons in the Pacific and in
Nevada between 1946 and 1961 and another ninety-six in 1962, exposing an estimated 200,000
civilian and military personnel to some degree of radiation. The Russians, the French, and the
British also conducted tests. Americans near the Nevada sites were rocked and startled by the
blasts and flashes of light from the explosions. Thousands of people employed in clean-up
operations, as well as "downwinders" in the Pacific and in western states, claimed to suffer from
the effects of radioactivity as a result of the tests.3

Whether scientists, politicians, and military leaders in the 1940s and early 1950s should have
done more to warn the world about radiation remains a debated issue years later. Some scientists
at the time were worried, not only about dangerous fallout from the tests but also about hundreds
of experiments in which radiation was deliberately released into the environment and in which



human beings were unknowingly dosed or injected with radioactive substances in order to learn
more about bodily reactions. One such scientist, in 1950, warned the AEC that such experiments
had "a little of the Buchenwald touch."4 By the mid-1950s many people were growing alarmed by
what they heard and read. News items reported the presence of radioactive substances in the soil
and in foods and predicted that leukemia, birth defects, possibly even horrible mutations might
develop from explosions that had occurred far, far away.

Leading Eisenhower administration officials tended publicly to ignore or to dismiss such
alarming reports. The evidence of danger, they said, was sketchy and debated by scientists. Many
experts then believed that radioactive substances had beneficial potential: X-ray machines
commonly measured foot sizes in shoe stores. Atomic testing and other kinds of
experimentation, they added, were essential to national security and medical research. It is now
clear, however, that these experts underestimated the dangers from the experiments. It is also
clear that officials in charge of atomic testing knowingly exposed human beings to nuclear
fallout. The AEC staged a well-orchestrated propaganda campaign on behalf of the peace-related
blessings of atomic power, and Ike himself activated America's first commercial nuclear power
plant in 1955.5 The AEC attempted to suppress evidence of long-range fallout problems as they
became more evident by the mid-1950s.6

Those officials who were kept apprised of what the weapons could do, however, nonetheless
grew nervous. Eisenhower was one. Following a briefing in 1955 on the outcome of a
hypothetical atomic war with the Russians, he estimated privately that the Soviet Union (which
lagged in the nuclear arms race) would incur three times as many casualties as would the United
States but that 65 percent of Americans would require medical care, most of whom would be
unable to get it. He observed, "It would literally be a business of digging ourselves out of the
ashes, starting again."7

This was indeed an unthinkable prospect—the most horrifying of the many calamities that
would befall the world if the Cold War could not be contained now that the major protagonists
were amassing stockpiles of thermonuclear weapons. Dealing with this new world, which was
considerably more frightening than the one that had confronted political leaders in the 1940s,
was the most awesome task facing the Eisenhower administration. Ike's performance in the areas
of foreign and defense policy could determine the fate of the earth.

EISENHOWER'S EARLY ACTIONS  in these respects seemed likely to intensify the Cold War.
Repeating the tough anti-Communistic messages of his election campaign, he devoted much of
his inaugural address to denouncing Communism. "Freedom," he said, "is pitted against slavery;
lightness against dark." In his State of the Union message he added that the United States would
"never acquiesce in the enslavement of any people."8 When Stalin died in early March, Ike made
little effort to develop better diplomatic contacts with the new Soviet leadership. His neglect,
which was studied, may have been unfortunate, for the new Soviet premier, Georgi Malenkov,
seemed eager for contacts.9

Much later, when historians looked at once classified documents, it became clear that
Eisenhower was wiser and subtler than his moralistic rhetoric suggested. He recognized, for
instance, that world Communism was not monolithic, that the Soviet Union had severe internal



problems, that Communist ideology was not the driving force behind Russian behavior, and that
Soviet leaders did not intend to start a war. Conflicts between the Russians and the Chinese, he
understood, were serious. Tensions with both nations must be reduced.

Eisenhower occasionally expressed these feelings to trusted aides, such as Emmet Hughes.
"We are in an armaments race," he lamented in March 1953. "Where will it lead us? At worst, to
atomic warfare. At best, to robbing every people and nation on earth of the fruits of their own
toil." A month later he spoke out for a limit on arms and for international control of atomic
energy. In December 1953 he delivered an "Atoms for Peace" speech to the UN. It called on the
nuclear powers—the United States, the USSR, and the UK—to turn over some of their
fissionable materials to an international agency.10

These efforts, however, were sporadic and not followed through. Some, such as Atoms for
Peace, were at least in part propagandistic—the proposal would have weakened the Soviet Union
more than the United States, which was ahead in nuclear development—and were ignored by the
USSR. Eisenhower tended instead to sustain the harsh, sometimes nearly Manichean rhetoric of
the campaign and of his inaugural address, especially in the first two years of his administration.

Eisenhower talked tough for many reasons. One was to reassure anti-Communist allies abroad
of America's unbending resolve to stay the course. To have done otherwise, he thought, would
have weakened support for NATO, which was then seeking to build up military forces and to
embrace West Germany. Eisenhower also had to deal with hard-liners at home, McCarthy among
them, who were stronger than ever before in Congress. Influential politicians on Capitol Hill
worried not only about Soviet activity but also about maintaining the defense contracts that had
become vital to the economic health of their districts during the Korean War. Many of the
influential senators of the 1950s—GOP leaders William Knowland of California and Everett
Dirksen of Illinois, Georgia Democrat Richard Russell (a power on the Armed Services
Committee), Lyndon Johnson of Texas—ardently supported high levels of defense spending and
firm foreign policy. So did important businessmen and many labor union leaders. The more than
$350 billion in military spending during the Eisenhower era bolstered a host of corporations and
defense workers in the country.

Above all, Eisenhower talked tough because neither he nor anyone else could be sure of Soviet
or Chinese intentions. The Korean War, after all, was still killing American soldiers in July 1953.
A month later the Soviets exploded their first thermonuclear device (not a bomb). In 1954 and
1955 high-level advisory committees, including the National Security Council, apprised the
President of what they thought were significant increases in Soviet nuclear power. The Soviets,
one such report warned in early 1955, then had the capacity to deliver a "knockout" attack on the
United States.11 Though Ike knew that America had far superior nuclear resources, he could not
afford to let his guard down in such circumstances. Like all American Presidents in the Cold War
era, he had to take seriously an obviously powerful adversary. In doing so he frequently felt
obliged to issue dire warnings about the dangers.

The President, like most Americans after years of Cold War hostility, in fact reflected a
consensus that the Soviets were unbending and that signs of softness in dealing with them were
tantamount to "appeasement." Most liberals and conservatives agreed on these apparently
unchanging facts of the world order. They also believed that the United States, the world's



greatest democracy, had a mission to promote democratic ideals throughout the world. For these
reasons, too, Eisenhower did little, especially at first, to try to soften Cold War tensions. So
while he possessed a subtler and more sophisticated knowledge of world affairs than many
contemporaries, he seldom exposed his awareness to the public. He could have done more than
he did during his presidency to educate the American people about the dangers of the fast-
moving nuclear arms race.12

Eisenhower's top appointments in the fields of foreign and defense policy reflected his anti-
Soviet priorities. One of these was Admiral Arthur Radford, who replaced General Bradley as
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in May 1953. Radford was a favorite of Republican
conservatives, who never forgave Bradley for opposing MacArthur in 1951. A strong advocate of
atomic weapons development, Radford (and other leading military advisers in the 1950s) brought
a larger naval-air emphasis, especially the use of aircraft carriers, to military planning. Radford
proved a ready advocate of the use of force abroad, mainly in Asia. On five occasions in the next
two years (three concerning Indochina, two concerning the Nationalist-held islands of Quemoy
and Matsu off the Chinese mainland) Radford pressed for American attacks, possibly including
the use of nuclear weapons. Ike overruled him all five times.13

Charles E. Wilson, the President's choice for Defense Secretary, was another strong Cold
Warrior. Wilson appealed to the President because he had been head of General Motors, the
nation's largest defense contractor. Ike hoped Wilson could bring businesslike economies to the
Pentagon and control the interservice rivalries that still plagued defense planning. In his
confirmation hearings, however, Wilson denied that he would have a conflict of interest, even
though he owned $2.5 million in GM stock and had $600,000 due him in deferred compensation.
Wilson further proclaimed at the hearings that "what was good for our country was good for
General Motors, and vice versa"—a comment that opponents twisted to "what was good for
General Motors was good for the country."14

Wilson was confirmed but did not manage to control the services. (This was never easy.)
Moreover, he lost influence within the administration, in part because he could not curb his
tongue. Perhaps his most memorable faux pas took place during the 1954 election campaigns,
when he opposed further government aid to the unemployed by blurting, "I've always liked bird
dogs better than kennel-fed dogs myself—you know, one who'll get out and hunt for food rather
than sit on his fanny and yell."15 Well before then, however, government associates found him
far too blunt for his own good. At a Cabinet meeting one aide listened to Wilson, then scribbled a
note to another, "From now on I'm buying nothing but Plymouths." It was said that Wilson while
at GM had invented the automatic transmission so that he would always be free to drive with one
foot in his mouth.16

Eisenhower's most important appointee, Secretary of State John Foster Dulles, seemed at first
to be a sound, indeed almost inevitable choice for the position. Dulles was the grandson of John
Foster, President Benjamin Harrison's Secretary of State, and the nephew of Robert Lansing, who
had held the post under Woodrow Wilson. Dulles had been personally concerned with
international relations for almost fifty years and had attended the Paris peace conference after
World War I. He had then become an influential attorney in New York and was part of the
Establishment network of well-placed lawyers and bankers who formulated postwar American



foreign policy. In selecting Dulles, Eisenhower told his chief aide, Sherman Adams, "Foster has
been in training for this job all his life." He reminded Emmet Hughes, "There's only one man I
know who has seen more of the world and talked with more people and knows more than he does,
and that's me."17

From the beginning, however, Dulles became a lightning rod for criticisms of Republican
foreign policies. This was in part because he seemed extraordinarily influential. Some
contemporaries, indeed, were sure that Dulles was the power behind the throne and that Ike
merely acquiesced in whatever Dulles devised. This was not the case: Eisenhower made all
important policy decisions himself. Indeed, the President was at times bored and irritated by
Dulles, who tended to be preachy in meetings. The Secretary of State, Ike said on one occasion,
had "a lawyer's mind" and tended to act like "a sort of international prosecuting attorney."18 But
critics of Dulles were correct in recognizing that Eisenhower relied heavily on his Secretary, who
was a hard worker, knowledgeable, and wholly loyal in trying to carry out the President's goals.
For these reasons, and because Eisenhower did not always monitor his subordinates closely,
Dulles enjoyed considerable leeway and initiative. He held office, enjoying the President's
confidence, until he grew ill with cancer and had to resign in April 1959. Only then did
Eisenhower step forward more boldly on his own as the spokesman for American foreign policy
interests.

Critics who took aim at Dulles fired off many grievances. They emphasized first of all that he
was moralistic and self-righteous. This was often true. Dulles, the son of a Presbyterian minister,
was influential in national church affairs. His strong Christian faith strengthened his distaste for
Communism, which he deplored as atheistic as well as unprincipled. Moreover, Dulles seemed
humorless, at least on the job. Self-assured and pompous, he had a habit of looking up toward the
ceiling (some critics thought toward God), hands calmly folded on his desk, while talking (critics
said pontificating) at considerable length. Other critics simply described his manner as "Dull,
Duller, Dulles."19

What most irritated liberal opponents was Dulles's apparently inflexible and ideological anti-
Communism. This helped him to acquiesce in McCarthy-inspired efforts to purge the State
Department of alleged subversives and appeasers. I. F. Stone, the liberal journalist, called him
"McCarthy's Secretary of State."20 While this charge was inaccurate, the critics were mostly
correct in focusing on his anti-Communist zeal, for Dulles—more than most contemporary
political leaders—believed that Communist ideology (rather than strategic interests) determined
Soviet behavior and that the Soviet Union therefore had a grand design.21 Perceiving issues in
ideological terms, Dulles could be pickily legalistic when dealing with other political leaders.
Some of these leaders were infuriated by his manner. Churchill said that Dulles was "the only
case of a bull I know who carried his own china shop with him." The journalist James Reston
added that Dulles "doesn't stumble into booby traps; he digs them to size, studies them carefully,
and then jumps."22

Analysis of Dulles's ideas and activities by historians has slightly softened this acid portrait.
Dulles was in fact politically shrewd. Anxious to escape the vilification from the GOP Right that
had savaged Acheson, he worked hard at protecting his standing with conservatives in Congress,
a very important consideration. It is also clear that Dulles was no more inflexible than Acheson



—or than the Truman administration generally, which had initiated no serious negotiating with
the Soviet Union (or China) in many years. Dulles's style may have seemed more rigid, but the
end result was much the same: more hardening of the Cold War.23

These reminders are useful. Still, few contemporaries saw a flexible, subtle side to Dulles.
Publicly—and in negotiations—he was mostly stern and unbending, with a harsh edge that not
even Acheson had matched. Indeed, Dulles seemed an eager spokesman for a new administration
that regularly denounced the Democrats for being "soft" on Communism. Like anti-Communist
conservatives on the Hill, he seemed prepared to push the Cold War, already frigid, into a deep
freeze from which it might never emerge.

The Central Intelligence Agency headed by Foster Dulles's younger brother Allen was equally
anti-Communist. The agency, created in 1947, had grown slowly prior to the Korean War. But it
had received authorization to conduct covert operations as early as 1948, using it to intervene at
that time in Italian politics, and it grew rapidly in the early 1950s. By 1952 its budget had risen
to $82 million, its personnel to 2,812 (plus an additional 3,142 overseas "contract" personnel),
and its number of foreign stations from seven to forty-seven. Under Eisenhower and Allen
Dulles, a pipe-smoking bon vivant who was charming, popular with Congress, and well
connected socially as well as politically, it grew into an important government agency.24

The CIA had its first significant impact early in the Eisenhower years. In the summer of 1953
it led a successful coup in Iran against Prime Minister Muhammad Mussadegh, who had earned
the enmity of British leaders by nationalizing their oil interests in 1951. The coup replaced
Mussadegh with the pro-Western Muhammad Reza Shah Pahlevi, who agreed to a new charter
that gave British and American oil interests 40 percent each of Iranian oil revenues. The Shah
received a package of American economic aid worth $85 million.25 In June 1954 the CIA
intervened again, this time in Guatemala in an effort to help rebels overthrow Colonel Jacobo
Arbenz Guzmán, the legally installed leader of the country. Arbenz Guzmán's mistake had been
to promote land reform by expropriating (with compensation) significant acreage of the
American-owned United Fruit Company. Unbeknownst to the American people, CIA pilots
joined in bombing raids that may have helped the coup to succeed. Eisenhower, fearing the
spread of Communism in Central America, was highly pleased with the result. "My God," he told
his Cabinet, "just think what it would mean to us if Mexico went Communist."26

Because both of these coups were quickly and rather easily accomplished—and because some
of the CIA's involvement remained secret—they did not attract great attention from the
American press. This was unfortunate for several reasons. First, the coups exacerbated internal
divisions in these countries, with disastrous long-range consequences for the people there.
Second, the coups indicated the willingness of reporters at that time uncritically to accept
obfuscatory CIA cover stories: it was not until the late 1950s, when a U-2 reconnaissance plane
under control of the CIA was shot down over the Soviet Union, that significant numbers of
reporters began to display a healthy distrust of self-serving government handouts.27 Third, it was
obvious that the coups involved well-placed economic interests. A thorough public discussion of
these interests would have been useful in exposing the material forces that helped to drive
America's Cold War behavior. Fourth, the coups convinced the CIA and other government
officials that covert actions were easily carried out. In the next few years it conducted other such



actions in Japan, Indonesia, and the Belgian Congo. The bravado that such efforts engendered
was to prove disastrous in later years.28

The coups were revealing in other ways as well. Americans who read about them seemed
delighted with what they were allowed to know of CIA activity. The CIA leader in Iran, Kermit
Roosevelt, TR's grandson, was acclaimed as a hero.29 Americans seemed unconcerned that the
interventions violated sovereign rights. Foster Dulles was hardly challenged when he went on
radio and TV following the coup in Guatemala to call it a "new and glorious chapter for all the
people of the Americas."30

Above all, the coups indicated the power of Cold War thought and action within the
Eisenhower administration. Top officials argued that Communist elements linked to Moscow
were the key forces behind both Mussadegh and Arbenz Guzman. This was not so. Though
Mussadegh belatedly turned to the Iranian Communist party for help in order to bolster himself,
he was fundamentally a nationalist. Arbenz Guzman was a reformer, not a Communist. But the
Dulles brothers easily convinced themselves—and many others—that Communism lay at the
root of international unrest. The coups in Iran and Guatemala revealed that key figures in the
Eisenhower administration, perceiving the world in black and white, had at best a dim awareness
of the appeal of nationalism and anti-colonialism throughout the world. Then and later American
officials would demonstrate this profound misunderstanding.

Nothing did more to sharpen the tough-minded image of the Eisenhower administration than
Foster Dulles's pronouncement of a "massive retaliation" policy in January 1954. The "Free
World," he said, had properly tried to contain Communism with measures such as the Marshall
Plan, the Berlin Airlift, and the dispatch of troops to Korea. But these were inadequate,
"emergency" reactions. Moreover, the "Free World" could not match "the mighty land power of
the Communist world." Instead, it must take the initiative and rely on "massive retaliatory
power." The nation should "depend primarily upon a great capacity to retaliate, instantly, by
means and at places of our choosing." This would mean "more basic security at less cost." Dulles
went on to say that warnings of such massive retaliation—nuclear weapons—had brought the
Chinese to heel in Korea in 1953. The Secretary seemed to be proposing that the administration
brandish nuclear weapons whenever confronted by an enemy.31

Dulles was not simply indulging in his fondness for stern and grandiloquent phrases. On the
contrary, the National Security Council, which became much more important in policy-making
during the Eisenhower administration, had reconsidered defense doctrine in 1953 and had
approved NSC-162/2 on October 30. This document emphasized the need for a nuclear-based
strategy and for cost-cutting (mainly of ground-based forces) in defense spending. Eisenhower
had read Dulles's speech in advance and had apparently penned in the key passage calling for a
policy based on a "capacity to retaliate, instantly, by means and at places of our own choosing."32

"Massive retaliation"—the "New Look," contemporaries called it—was carefully conceived
administration policy.

The New Look in fact nicely complemented existing defense initiatives, which were beginning
to rely heavily on the Strategic Air Command (SAC). By 1954 the SAC, still headed by the
tough-talking, fiercely anti-Communist General Curtis LeMay—a kind of airborne George Patton



—was replacing its propeller-driven B-36 bombers with jet-propelled B-47S. These could fly at
speeds of up to 600 miles per hour and had an effective range (when refueled in the air) of nearly
6,000 miles. LeMay presided over a rapid expansion of his force between 1948 and 1955, by
which time the United States had some 400 B-47S plus another 1,350 planes capable of dropping
nuclear weapons on the Soviet heartland. The Soviets had perhaps one-tenth as many that could
bomb the United States.33 Given this enormous edge, it seemed only logical for the Eisenhower
administration to announce a policy that rested heavily on air power and atomic weapons.

Eisenhower backed massive retaliation for two other military reasons. First, it was obvious
that the Soviets possessed a very large advantage in ground forces. As Dulles pointed out, there
was no way that the United States could realistically hope to catch up in that domain. Second,
Eisenhower knew that missiles carrying nuclear warheads were soon to become main-line
military weapons. In pursuit of such weapons he quietly but aggressively supported research and
development of the Atlas, Polaris, and Minuteman programs, all of which were well underway by
the late 1950s, and of light warheads for such missiles. America's support of bombs and
warheads was intense, resulting in growth in the number of nuclear weapons available to United
States forces from around 1,500 in January 1953 to 6,000 or so six years later. This was an
increase of 4,500, or 750 a year, or two or more per day. The effort, which was far greater than
militarily necessary, gave the United States a wide edge in missile development by the late
1950s.34

In supporting massive retaliation Eisenhower and Dulles adopted historically familiar
American approaches to defense: faith in high technology, and aversion to large standing armies
in times of peace. These were politically attractive approaches. They also had several more
precise goals in mind. The policy, they believed, widened American initiative by enabling quick
retaliation—nuclear if necessary—on an aggressor's own territory. The United States, for
instance, could blast the Soviet Union itself instead of using troops (which were expensive to
maintain and might get killed) to deter Communist trouble-making wherever it might occur—
Greece and Turkey? Berlin? Korea?—throughout the world. In this sense, they thought, the new
policy was both cheaper and safer than NSC-68 (1950), which had in effect called for fighting
aggression wherever it occurred. Second, massive retaliation was supposed to keep an enemy
guessing. Eisenhower and Dulles hoped that adversaries, like the Chinese in Korea, would think
twice before defying the United States.

To Eisenhower the new doctrine promised above all to promote his vision of the good society
at home. Reliance on massive retaliation would enable reductions in the size of the army, which
would have been very expensive to maintain at Korean War levels, and therefore to cut costs.
"More bang for the buck," contemporaries said. The President was especially anxious to balance
the budget because he feared inflation, which he was sure would badly damage the economy and
widen divisions in American society. These, in turn, would weaken the standing of capitalism in
the global battle against Communism.

In his skepticism about the long-run capacity of the American economy to tolerate high levels
of military expenditure, Eisenhower differed substantially from bullish contemporaries—and
from his successors in the White House. Holding grand expectations about the potential for
American influence in the world, they felt confident that government could also promote rapid



economic growth at home. They were much readier to spend generously for both defense and
domestic programs. Eisenhower, too, was a Cold Warrior who wanted to lead the "Free World"
against Communism. But he placed a considerably higher premium on the need for fiscal
restraint, the key (he thought) to social stability. His tenacity in support of prudent financing,
whether for defense or social programs, stamped a definite character on his presidency.

Eisenhower was also afraid that high levels of defense spending would give too much power to
military leaders and defense contractors. The result could be a "garrison state" that distorted
priorities. "Every gun that is made," he said in 1953, "every warship launched, every rocket fired
signifies, in the final sense, a theft from those who hunger and are not fed, those who are cold
and not clothed."35 This did not mean that he believed in large-scale government social programs
to relieve suffering; far from it, for those, too, would unbalance the budget. But he did worry that
heavy spending for arms would feed what he later called the "military-industrial complex."36

The quest to contain costs under the New Look enjoyed modest success over the next few
years. Thanks mainly to partial demobilization following the Korean War, federal spending for
defense decreased from $50.4 billion in fiscal 1953 to $40.3 billion in 1956 before creeping up to
$46.6 billion in 1959. After 1954 it also decreased slowly as a percentage of the federal budget
and as a percentage of GNP (from 14 percent of GNP at the peak of the Korean War to around 9
percent by 1961).37 All the armed services took cuts in personnel, especially the army, in which
Eisenhower had spent most of his adult career. It lost 671,000 men and women between 1953 and
1959—a slashing that brought the number to 862,000 and that outraged many of Eisenhower's old
friends and colleagues. Two of these angry generals, Matthew Ridgway and Maxwell Taylor,
were army chiefs of staff in the 1950s; both wrote books in retirement that protested the
reductions.38 The cuts prompted charges that the United States would lose the flexibility to cope
with local crises—"limited wars"—throughout the world. Ike, however, was determined to
control costs and to curb the influence of the military-industrial complex. Sure that air and naval
power offered sufficient security (especially when missiles became operational), he successfully
stood his ground. Only a general with his commanding popularity and expertise could have
managed this policy without severe political damage amid the Cold War fears of the 1950s.

Opponents of massive retaliation leveled other complaints at the new policy. Some insisted
correctly that it amounted to a strategy of nuclear "blackmail." Ike indeed resorted to blackmail
against the People's Republic of China in standoffs over the offshore islands of Quemoy and
Matsu in 1955.39 Other critics complained that massive retaliation was saber-rattling of the most
dangerous sort, that it frightened allies, and that it would accelerate the arms race. More "bang
for the buck" would be matched by a Soviet response of more "rubble for the ruble." Finally, they
said, the policy was simply not credible. Potential aggressors, far from being deterred, would act
with impunity, confident that the United States would not dare to use nuclear weapons in the vast
majority of regional conflicts. The Soviets, one critic complained, would be able to "nibble the
free world to death piece by piece."40

Eisenhower did not bend under these criticisms; he never repudiated massive retaliation or the
New Look, and he avidly supported development of missiles and nuclear power. But both he and
Dulles grew sensitive to the need for careful application of the policy. Eisenhower in fact came
to regret the rhetoric. He told a press conference in February 1954, "I don't think that big and



bombastic talk is the thing that makes other people fear." Later in 1954 he reminded Dulles that
"when we talk about . . . massive retaliation, we mean retaliation against an act that means
irrevocable war."41 Dulles, writing about massive retaliation in Foreign Affairs in April 1954,
emphasized that it was "not the kind of power which could most usefully be evoked under all
circumstances." He went on to say that he appreciated the need for other weapons.42

Still, the rhetoric was incendiary, and the critics were correct in lamenting it. The policy did
frighten America's allies, and it did not help whatever chances may have existed following the
death of Stalin for renewed dialogue with the Soviet Union, which thereupon rushed to catch up
with the United States. Massive retaliation may in fact have played into the hands of Soviet hard-
liners looking for reasons to accelerate their own weapons development. Finally, the rhetoric
helped to further an already heated climate of domestic opinion. Massive retaliation did nothing
to facilitate efforts at easing the Cold War in an age of thermonuclear capability.

It is nonetheless striking that most American political figures in the mid-1950s—Democrats as
well as Republicans—adopted the same assumptions that moved Eisenhower and Dulles. Like
Eisenhower, they talked as if they were certain of Soviet aggressiveness—even if privately they
were not so sure about that. Though some of them, such as Adlai Stevenson, later sought to stop
thermonuclear tests, most leaders tended to demand more, not less, defense spending—as well as
a good deal more military flexibility. Amid the powerful anti-Communist consensus that
dominated American life in the mid-1950s, voices for acting "tough with the Russians" all but
silenced counsels of restraint.

NOTHING MORE CLEARLY revealed the nature of Eisenhower's conduct of world affairs than
a series of crises that threatened to run out of control between 1954 and 1956. These concerned,
in order, Indochina, Quemoy and Matsu, Suez, and Hungary. In several of these cases the
administration seemed to toy with the idea of American military intervention. But ultimately
cautious management by Eisenhower and his advisers—and good luck—enabled the United
States to control its involvement. Ike's prudence under the test of these crises forms the nub of
his enhanced reputation in later years.

In 1945 many native nationalists in Indochina had regarded the United States with admiration.
President Roosevelt had periodically criticized colonialism and seemed prepared to put pressure
on France, which had governed the area since the late nineteenth century, to surrender or soften
its claims for repossession once the Japanese (who overran the region during the war) had been
evicted. Although Roosevelt backed off from his anti-colonial rhetoric in early 1945, Ho Chi
Minh, the leading nationalist from Vietnam (part of Indochina), still looked to the United States
for support and inspiration. When Ho's forces (working with an American intelligence unit)
managed to take control of Hanoi in September 1945, he proclaimed Vietnamese independence in
a message inspired by the Declaration of Independence: "We hold these truths to be self-evident.
That all men are created equal." Later that day United States Army officers stood with
Vietnamese patriots, listening proudly to the playing of "The Star-Spangled Banner" as American
warplanes flew overhead.43

Ho was soon to be rudely disappointed. The French, assisted by the British, reclaimed southern
Vietnam and in November 1946 shelled the northern port city of Haiphong, killing 6,000
civilians. Open warfare then broke out between the French and the Vietminh, as Ho's forces were



called. Fighting was to savage Vietnam (and often neighboring Laos and Cambodia, the other
parts of Indochina) for decades thereafter.

American officials during the late 1940s did not pay the warfare much attention. Some
recognized that Ho was a popular nationalist leader and that the French were corrupt and often
brutal. But France was needed as an ally in the developing European struggle against
Communism. Moreover, although Ho was first and foremost a nationalist, he was also a
Moscow-trained Communist. Then and later this basic fact was the single most important
determinant of American policy toward the region. Presidents from Truman through Nixon—
from the 1940s into the 1970s—insisted that Vietnam must not be allowed to fall to the
Communists. As Secretary of State Marshall put the matter in February 1947, "We are not
interested in seeing colonial administrations supplanted by [a] philosophy and political
organization . . . controlled by the Kremlin."44

Communist domination of Vietnam, American officials believed, would be bad for several
reasons. Militarily and economically the area was thought to provide a "natural invasion route
into the rice bowl of Southeast Asia."45 But real estate or resources were not America's major
concerns. Rather, the key to American thinking was what Eisenhower, using an already worn
metaphor, called in 1954 the "falling domino principle" and what other leaders labeled
"credibility." If a local communist like Ho Chi Minh could topple the domino of Vietnam, nearby
dominos—Thailand, Burma, Malaysia, Indonesia, maybe even Australia, New Zealand, India,
and Japan—might fall next. Such a domino effect would not only deprive the "Free World" of
resources and bases; it would also demonstrate that America was a paper tiger—loud but not
"credible" when a crisis arose.

For these reasons the Truman administration sided with the French, who in February 1950
established Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia as semi-autonomous "free states" within a French
Union. Bao Dai, the former emperor of Annam (a part of Vietnam within Indochina), was
recognized by the United States and its Western allies as the puppet head of Vietnam. The USSR,
China, and other Communist states recognized Ho. The United States stepped up military aid to
the French in the area, especially after the outbreak of the Korean War, which seemed to prove
the aggressive intent of Communism—Chinese as well as Vietnamese—throughout Asia.46 The
aid amounted to 40 percent of French military costs by January 1953 and totaled $2.6 billion
between 1950 and 1954.47

The Eisenhower administration continued this policy, increasing the aid to 75 percent of the
cost of the war by early 1954, and for the same basic reasons. It was anxious to get France to join
the European Defense Community (EDC), a military arm of NATO, and therefore tried not to
antagonize the French government. In this way, as in many others, American policy in Southeast
Asia was inextricably bound to policies in Europe and to overall Cold War strategy. Far-off
Vietnam, considered relatively unimportant in itself, was both a domino and a pawn on the world
chessboard.48

The French, however, were losing badly to rebel forces led by the resourceful Vo Nguyen
Giap, the Vietminh commander-in-chief. Then and later the lightly armed, lightly clad Vietminh
soldiers, enjoying nationalistic support from villagers, fought bravely, resourcefully, and



relentlessly—incurring huge casualties—to reclaim their country. By contrast, the French army
was poorly led. Its commanders were contemptuous of Giap and his guerrilla forces and vastly
overrated the potential of their firepower. Ike dismissed the French generals as a "poor lot."
General Lawton Collins, a top American adviser, said that the United States must "put the
squeeze on the French to get them off their fannies." Nothing of that sort happened, and the
French, hanging on to major cities such as Hanoi and Saigon, foolishly decided in early 1954 to
fight a decisive battle at Dienbienphu, a hard-to-defend redoubt deep in rebel-held territory near
the border with Laos.49

By then various of Ike's advisers were growing anxious to engage the United States in rescue
of the French. One was Vice-President Nixon, who floated the idea of sending in American
ground forces. Another was chief of staff Radford, who urged massive strikes, possibly with
tactical nuclear weapons, from American bombers and carriers.50 General Nathan Twining, air
force chief of staff, favored dropping "small tactical A-bombs." The result, he said, would have
been to "clean those Commies out of there and the band could play the Marseillaise and the
French would come marching out of Dienbienphu in fine shape."51

At times Eisenhower seemed tempted to involve American military forces in Vietnam. The
region, he said in January 1954, was a "leaky dike." But it is "sometimes better to put a finger in
than to let the whole structure wash away." On April 7, with the French in desperate straits at
Dienbienphu, he gave his version of the domino theory: "You have a row of dominos set up. You
knock over the first one, and what will happen to the last one is a certainty that it will go over
very quickly. So you could have a beginning of a disintegration that would have the most
profound consequences."52 His remarks hinted at a decisive American commitment.

In fact, however, his domino statement was window dressing aimed mainly at reassuring
domestic hard-liners and, perhaps, to make the Chinese think twice about intervening. The
President never did more than toy with the idea of air strikes or use of nuclear weapons. As a
general, he knew that strikes would have little military value around Dienbienphu. "I couldn't
think of anything probably less effective," he later explained, " . . . unless you were willing to use
weapons that could have destroyed the jungles all around the area for miles and that would have
probably destroyed Dienbienphu itself, and that would have been that."53 Shown an NSC paper
recommending use of atomic weapons, he exploded, "You boys must be crazy. We can't use those
awful things against Asians for the second time in less than ten years. My God."54

Eisenhower, moreover, had already taken steps to avoid unilateral American military
involvement. He and Dulles agreed that there could be no such intervention without major French
concessions, including significant movement toward Vietnamese independence. Testing British
reactions, he had discovered what he already suspected: Great Britain, led by Churchill, had no
stomach whatever for military engagement. Neither did army chief of staff Ridgway. American
intervention, Ridgway said, could entail the drafting of 500,000 to 1,000,000 additional men and
the fighting of a war in a country whose people, unlike most Koreans, passionately opposed
American military presence. Ridgway ridiculed the "old delusive idea . . . that we could do things
the cheap and easy way."55

With doubts like these in mind, Eisenhower shrewdly decided to consult key congressmen,



knowing that they, too, were cool to American action. On April 3, four days before his domino
pronouncement, the congressional leaders told him that sentiment on Capitol Hill opposed
intervention . "No more Koreas," they said, unless America's allies, notably Britain, gave firm
military commitments and unless the French agreed to speed the process of Vietnamese
independence. The congressional leaders, like Ike, were virtually certain that neither the British
nor the French would accept such conditions. So when France two days later asked for American
air strikes, Eisenhower rejected the request, pointing out that it was "politically impossible."56

Radford and others kept up the struggle for American military action, but the die had been cast
in early April: the United States had decided not to intervene. Americans would not have to go to
war. On May 7, a month after the domino statement, France's 12,000-man garrison at
Dienbienphu fell in a defeat that was disastrous to French resolve and pride. France still
maintained a token presence in southern Vietnam, but their days were numbered. Ho, Giap, and
the peasant-based Vietminh had won a resounding triumph against Western colonialism.57

The immediate aftermath of these historic events satisfied few of the contestants, who met at
Geneva to work out a political settlement. Ho Chi Minh's representatives demanded a united,
independent country but were pressured both by the Russians, who were trying not to drive the
French into the EDC, and by the Chinese, who may have worried about American intervention,
into accepting less at that time than they had fought for. Representatives of the French Union and
of the Vietminh instead agreed to a temporary division of Vietnam, under separate governments,
near the 17th parallel. Reunification of Vietnam, it was later specified, was to take place in July
1956 following free elections that would determine a new government. Though disappointed, Ho
Chi Minh accepted the results. The North, which he was to govern, included a majority of the
country's population. Southern Vietnam, by contrast, was to be governed by Bao Dai, who
enjoyed French backing but virtually no popular support. It seemed certain that Ho Chi Minh, the
George Washington of his country, would win elections in 1956.58

The United States publicly dissociated itself from these discussions and refused to be a party
to the accords. Dulles visited Geneva but stayed only briefly, refusing to shake the hand of Chou
En-lai, the Chinese foreign minister. A hostile biographer of Dulles said that he acted like a
"puritan in a house of ill-repute."59 Dulles instead departed for a whirl of diplomacy that led in
September 1954 to creation of the South East Asian Treaty Organization, or SEATO. The
signatories were the United States, Great Britain, France, Australia, New Zealand, the
Philippines, Pakistan, and Thailand. All agreed to "meet common danger" in the region in
accordance with each nation's "constitutional principles" and to "consult" in crisis. A separate
protocol designated Laos, Cambodia, and southern Vietnam as areas which, if threatened, would
"endanger" the "peace and security" of the signatories.60 As American leaders recognized,
SEATO was a weak organization. The treaty envisioned no standing armed forces like those
being developed under NATO, and it required only consultation, not military action. The pact
failed to get the backing of key Asian nations such as India, Burma, and Indonesia.

American officials, however, emerged hopeful from these developments. The protocol to the
Geneva accords, they recognized, gave them two years in which to improve the situation.
Between 1954 and 1956 the CIA, following the designs of Colonel Edward Lansdale in Saigon,
harassed the North by trying to destroy their printing presses, pouring contaminants into the gas



tanks of buses, and distributing leaflets predicting that the North, if it won elections in 1956,
would retaliate harshly against the South.

In looking ahead to 1956 the United States relied increasingly on Ngo Dinh Diem, who
assumed the premiership of the South in 1954. Diem was an ardent Vietnamese nationalist who
hated the French. He was also a staunch anti-Communist and devout Catholic. A self-exile after
World War II, he had settled at a Maryknoll seminary in New Jersey and developed ties with
influential American Catholics such as Francis Cardinal Spellman of New York, an avid foe of
Communism, and Senator John F. Kennedy of Massachusetts. These ties proved useful for
cementing political support in the United States, which poured economic and military aid into
the South in hopes of making Diem a viable leader.61

Sending large aid packages to Diem aroused sometimes splenetic protests from knowledgeable
American officials, who considered Diem—accurately, as it turned out—a self-centered,
stubborn, and power-hungry leader. Robert McClintock, the American chargé d'affaires in Saigon
in 1954, branded Diem a "messiah without a message," whose sole policy was "to ask immediate
American assistance in every form." Lawton Collins, who became American ambassador there in
1955, wanted Diem removed from office.62 Both Foster and Allen Dulles, however, backed Diem
heartily, and other American officials saw no better alternative. The aid mounted.

Until mid-1955 Diem struggled to consolidate his power in Saigon. Lacking a popular base in
the countryside, he also faced sharp opposition in the cities. But he proved a tough and
resourceful leader, and substantial American backing gave him a stronger hold by late 1955,
when a referendum ousted Bao Dai and established Diem as President of a new republic. Diem,
with American approval, then made one of the most fateful decisions of the Cold War: to reject
the holding of nationwide elections in 1956. The private reason for reaching this decision (in
which the Chinese and the Soviets acquiesced) was that Ho Chi Minh would easily have
triumphed. The excuses given publicly by Diem were that his government had not signed the
Geneva accords and that, thanks to the authoritarian control by Ho in the North, the balloting
could not be free. Nineteen fifty-six came and went without nationwide elections, and Vietnam
remained divided, with unforeseen but ultimately terrible results for the Vietnamese people and
for American society.

How to judge the record of the Eisenhower administration concerning events in Vietnam
between 1953 and 1956? The answer is: critically. The refusal to agree to elections in 1956,
combined with rising repression by Diem thereafter, prompted mounting nationalist rage, civil
war, increasing American aid to Saigon, and—in the 1960s—full-scale American intervention.
This is not to say, as some have, that American decisions between 1954 and 1956 (and later in the
Eisenhower years) made the American-Vietnamese War inevitable: United States leaders in the
early 1960s could have dared to cut their losses. It is to say, however, that Ike's decisions—which
enjoyed bipartisan support at the time—were thereafter perceived by American political leaders
of both parties as commitments to the protection of South Vietnam from Communism. This was
a highly dangerous legacy to leave.

In 1954–56, however, virtually no one imagined that the United States would mire itself as
deeply as it did in the 1960s. On the contrary, what many people were pleased about in the mid-
1950s was that the United States did not intervene militarily in 1954. Given the pressures to do



so—from the French, from high-ranking officials like Radford, and from others who wanted to
take a stand against Communism—this was not a wholly obvious decision to have made at the
time. Other, less prudent commanders-in-chief might have acted differently. That Eisenhower
chose to stay out did not mean that he was smarter than later Presidents who sent in American
troops: they had tougher decisions to make because the military situation in South Vietnam grew
ever more desperate over time. Still, Eisenhower's decision not to intervene militarily testified to
his prudence. That he was able to do so with relatively few domestic political recriminations, at a
time when McCarthyism was at full tide (the Army-McCarthy hearings did not start until April
22), revealed the respect that Washington officialdom (and the American people) had for the
general's understanding of foreign and military matters.Not becoming directly engaged
militarily, in a rigid Cold War atmosphere that tempted overreaction, was to his credit.

THE NEXT MAJOR FOREIGN POLICY controversy of the era arose from the bitterness following
Chiang Kai-shek's withdrawal to Taiwan in 1949. American Asia-firsters, persistently lobbied by
Chiang and his American-educated wife, still insisted that the United States had "lost" China and
that the Nationalists should be helped to retake the mainland. Responding to these pressures from
the Right, Eisenhower had announced that the United States would remove its Seventh Fleet from
the straits between Taiwan and the mainland of China. Chiang, he implied, was now "unleashed"
so that he could invade the People's Republic. This was hardly likely, given Chiang's profound
military weakness, but he did manage to bomb the mainland, using American-made warplanes. In
any event the symbolism of "unleashing" was of political benefit to an administration anxious to
protect itself from right-wing attacks at home.

No one was more persistent on behalf of Chiang than GOP Senate leader Knowland of
California. Writing in Collier's magazine in January 1954, Knowland left no doubt of his zeal.
"We must be prepared," he wrote, ". . . to go it alone in China if our allies desert us. . . . We must
not fool ourselves into thinking we can avoid taking up arms with the Chinese Reds. If we don't
fight them in China and Formosa, we will be fighting them in San Francisco, in Seattle, in
Kansas City."63 Silly as such rhetoric sounds in retrospect—and it was indeed absurd—it came
from the mouth of the Senate majority leader. If Eisenhower hoped to hold his party together in
Congress, he had to play his cards carefully in dealing with Chiang Kai-shek.

So it was that a crisis of sorts arose in September 1954, when the People's Republic responded
to Chiang's provocations by shelling the small and well-fortified Nationalist-held island groups
of Quemoy and Matsu, two miles or so off the mainland.64 The Nationalists shelled back.
Radford, again reacting sharply, advised Eisenhower to place American troops on the islands and
to authorize bombing raids, using tactical nuclear weapons, on the mainland. Some of these
"tactical" weapons were potentially more destructive than the bombs used against Japan at
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Other anti-Communist activists perceived the confrontation as a major
test of American credibility. If Quemoy and Matsu fell, they said, China would proceed to assault
Taiwan. As in the crisis over Dienbienphu, Eisenhower faced loud and partisan demands for
decisive action.65

Eisenhower responded shrewdly. Concluding that it would be politically risky to do nothing,
he reaffirmed America's commitment to protect Taiwan and the neighboring Pescadores Islands.
But he was deliberately ambiguous about Quemoy and Matsu, whose strategic value and



defensibility struck him and other military experts as doubtful indeed. Instead, he arranged in
December a mutual defense pact with Chiang. It formalized American commitment to Taiwan in
case of enemy attack but did not include one to Quemoy and Matsu. The pact also stipulated that
Chiang cease unilateral raids on the mainland.

In January 1955, however, the People's Republic sent troops to one of the Tachen Islands,
which the Nationalists controlled. Though these islands were 200 miles from Taiwan and of no
strategic importance, their plight again aroused the Asia-first lobby. Ike decided to let the islands
go, but he also determined to involve Congress (newly controlled by the Democrats after the
1954 off-year elections) in his response, and he asked lawmakers to grant him blanket authority,
as commander-in-chief, to use military force in order to protect Taiwan, the Pescadores, and
"closely related localities."

Congress responded quickly and enthusiastically. In so doing it ceded for practical purposes
some of its constitutional authority to declare war. Few events in the history of the Cold War
exposed so starkly the power of anti-Communist feelings and the way that these feelings abetted
the expansion of executive power. The Formosa Resolution, as it was called, was well
remembered by Lyndon Johnson, Senate majority leader in 1955, who resurrected it as a
precedent in his effort nine years later to expand presidential power in dealing with Vietnam.

When the People's Republic stepped up shelling of Quemoy and Matsu in March, hawks in the
administration reacted still more sharply. Radford wanted to give China a "bloody nose." Dulles,
in public remarks cleared by Ike, announced that the United States was prepared to use tactical
nuclear weapons there. At a press conference the President then added, "In any combat where
these things [tactical nuclear weapons] can be used on strictly military targets and for strictly
military purposes, I see no reason why they shouldn't be used, just exactly as you would use a
bullet or anything else."66

The threat to use nuclear weapons, even if only in a "strictly military" way, shook many
people, including allies of the United States. American officials had spoken this way in the dark
days of the Korean War in late 1950, at which time the mere suggestion had fanned a whirlwind
of anxiety. So, too, in 1955. Who could be sure that nuclear weapons could be strictly controlled
in a military situation? James Hagerty, Eisenhower's able press secretary, was so worried that he
urged his boss to say nothing more if asked about the situation at a forthcoming press conference.

The President's response is central to the legend of his shrewdness as chief executive. "Don't
worry, Jim," he is said to have joked to Hagerty. "If that question comes up, I'll just confuse
them." The question did come up, and he managed to say nothing new.67 Thereafter shelling from
the mainland soon abated. In mid-May it stopped, and the crisis receded. Quemoy and Matsu
remained in Nationalist hands.

Then and later Eisenhower's handling of the Quemoy-Matsu "crisis" struck many people as ill
advised. Opponents of his management go beyond assailing him for rattling nuclear weapons.
They insist that he and Dulles virtually touched off the crisis by encouraging Chiang's
provocative behavior—all to placate highly partisan Asia-firsters on the domestic scene. Ike,
they add, then manipulated Cold War anxieties to scare the Congress into granting him
unprecedented and potentially dangerous executive power. These critics say that the United



States should have worked at promoting better relations with the People's Republic, both because
China was by then a well-established major power in the region and because some Chinese-
American rapprochement would have widened a growing wedge between China and the USSR.68

They question, finally, whether Ike's strong stand made much difference to the Chinese (who
resumed shelling in 1958).

There is considerable wisdom in these criticisms. Eisenhower and Dulles did little to
discourage Chiang and his American partisans, even though they recognized that the Nationalist
leader was fomenting trouble. To this extent they played into Cold War passions, going so far as
to use the threat of nuclear attack in defense of a few strategically insignificant islands. This was
massive retaliation with a vengeance. It was mainly the restraint of the Chinese that in the end
prevented more serious hostilities.69

Still, Eisenhower, who recognized the very limited strategic value and difficult defensibility of
the islands, did manage to avoid military intervention. And to the public, who did not know about
details, it seemed a well-managed business. Some later historians in fact have singled out
Eisenhower's actions as a classic example of his shrewd leadership concerning foreign affairs. In
particular they cite his adept handling of Congress, which gave him a useful blank check, and his
capacity for ambiguity—with his comment to Hagerty as a sort of Exhibit Number One. By
getting wide discretionary authority and then threatening—or so it seemed—the enemy with
nuclear weapons, Eisenhower seemed to have orchestrated things in ways that he could control.
In any event, the Chinese, perhaps uncertain of Ike's intent, finally stopped the shelling.70 To
Americans eager for triumphs in a dangerous Cold War, Eisenhower appeared as something of a
savior, especially because he had again kept the nation out of war. His popularity rating soared to
68 percent when the confrontation was over.71

At this point the Soviet leadership under Nikita Khrushchev, by then well established at home,
made a few conciliatory gestures, including the signing of a peace treaty with Austria that ended
Soviet military presence there. Dulles opposed any serious negotiations with the USSR, but
Eisenhower seemed eager to sit down with his adversaries. The result in July 1955 was a
"summit" conference in Geneva, the first such gathering since the Potsdam conference of 1945.
The "spirit of Geneva" excited hopes for a new era of "coexistence." Russian and American
delegates mingled, even in the bars, and people joked about "coexistence cocktails"—"you know,
vodka and Coke." The evangelist Billy Graham, a world-renowned figure, conducted a revival
there and pronounced the virtues of summits. Moses, he reminded people, had had a summit
parley and received a ten-point directive that the heads of government would do well to
examine.72

The most dramatic development of the conference occurred when Eisenhower set forth a
proposal for "open skies." Taking off his glasses, he spoke directly and from memory to
Khrushchev to say that the United States was prepared to swap sensitive information concerning
its armed forces with the Soviet Union. He further recommended regular and frequent aerial
inspection of military installations in both countries. He concluded with a spirited appeal: "I do
not know how I could convince you of our sincerity in this matter and that we mean you no harm.
I only wish that God would give me some means of convincing you of our sincerity and loyalty
in making this proposal."73



Unfortunately for Eisenhower, God did not intervene to warm up the Russians. Khrushchev
was a blunt, sometimes crude diplomatist, and he made no effort to hide his contempt for
Eisenhower's proposal. "In our eyes," he told the President, "this is a very transparent espionage
device. . . . You could hardly expect us to take this seriously." 74 Khrushchev's reaction, while
abrupt, was entirely understandable, for the open-skies idea was in part an American propaganda
ploy which, having been laid on the table, Ike did little to follow up. As Eisenhower recognized,
the Soviets already knew much more about American military installations—American skies
were "open" to a wide range of observers—than the United States knew about Soviet sites. If
Khrushchev had accepted open skies, he would have learned relatively little but would have
bolstered American military intelligence. He thereby rejected the proposal, and the summit
accomplished nothing of substance.75

As in the standoff of Quemoy-Matsu, however, Eisenhower's involvement in the Geneva
conference worked well for him at home. Most Americans seemed pleased that he had made the
effort to talk across the table with the Russians. They also applauded open skies, appreciating
that the President was anxious to reduce the possibility of surprise attack. (Eisenhower, in fact,
seems sincerely to have hoped that the Soviets would consider his idea.) And although the
conference accomplished nothing, it did usher in a slight thaw in the Cold War that lasted (as it
turned out) for almost five years. Again, therefore, Ike's popularity soared, this time to an
amazing 79 percent in a Gallup poll of August 1955. The columnist James Reston commented,
"The popularity of President Eisenhower has got beyond the bounds of reasonable calculation and
will have to be put down as a national phenomenon, like baseball. The thing is no longer just a
remarkable political fact but a kind of national love affair."76

A month later, while vacationing with his wife and in-laws in Denver, Eisenhower, then sixty-
four, suffered a heart attack that sent him to the hospital for six weeks and forced him to
recuperate carefully for a couple of months thereafter. He was fortunate, as was the United
States, that no major foreign policy controversy erupted during his illness and recovery between
September 1955 and February 1956. But one development did take place during this time that
seemed especially promising for the future of Soviet-American relations.

That was an amazing speech that Khrushchev gave to the 1,400-odd top Soviet officials who
were attending the twentieth Congress of the Communist party in Moscow in February 1956.
Although the address was supposed to be secret, it soon leaked to the Russian people and to the
West. Khrushchev attacked Stalin (his former boss and patron) as a paranoiac tyrant who had
inflicted purges, show trials, terror, forced labor camps, and mass executions on the people of his
country. Khrushchev called for the de-Stalinization of the Soviet Union and eastern Europe,
maintained that capitalism and Communism were not incompatible, and seemed to welcome
coexistence with the West. His speech was one of the most important documents of postwar
Western history, not only because it held out the hope for a thaw in the Cold War but also
because it excited hopes for reform in eastern Europe. It devastated Stalinist Communists
throughout the world: the American Communist party, already weak, virtually fell apart. All
these developments, of course, were welcome to Americans and to the Eisenhower
administration as it readied itself for a re-election campaign later in the year.

The campaign offered few surprises. Virtually everyone was certain that Ike, still



phenomenally popular, would win in a walk. But he had been ill, and that made his choice of
running mate especially important. Eisenhower worried that Nixon, with whom he still had cool
personal relations, would harm the GOP ticket. On two occasions, the second as late as April
1956, he offered Nixon a wide choice of Cabinet posts, specifically suggesting Defense. Nixon,
however, correctly perceived the offers as a way of driving him out of the vice-presidency and
refused. Eisenhower, who had no politically viable alternative, acquiesced. It was to be Ike and
Dick once more.77

The Democrats tried again with Stevenson, who ran this time with Senator Estes Kefauver of
Tennessee.78 Stevenson boldly tried to start a high-level debate about nuclear testing. But no one
gave him much of a chance, and his opposition to testing commanded little backing amid the
continuing anti-Communist consensus.79 Indeed, Stevenson struck some Democratic politicians
as a poor campaigner. One was young Robert F. Kennedy, who joined the Stevenson team in the
fall and who professed to be appalled. Stevenson, he recalled, had "no rapport with his audience
and—no feeling for them—no comprehension of what campaigning required—no ability to make
decisions. It was a terrible shock for me." (Stevenson, equally hostile, referred to "Bobby" as the
"Black Prince.")80

As election day approached the Democrats relied heavily on TV spots. This made sense, for by
1956 there were 35 million households with sets in the United States, as opposed to 15.3 million
in 1952. Some of the Democratic spots introduced "negative" ads for the first time, usually aimed
at raising doubts about Nixon, should some unnamed awful thing just happen to occur to Ike. One
spot showed a shifty-looking, narroweyed, small man, over whom loomed the letters NIXON. The
audio added, "Nervous about Nixon?"81

In the last days of the campaign two of the most frightening foreign policy controversies of the
postwar era interceded to command public attention. One, especially dangerous, broke out in the
Middle East, where Cold War rivalries, Arab-Israeli hostilities, and Western hunger for control
of oil had long heated up an inflammable mix for all concerned, including the United States. The
mix grew hotter after 1954, when Gamal Abdal Nasser, a strong Arab nationalist, secured power
in Egypt. Dulles tried to steer a tight course between support of Israel and of Nasser, whom he
hoped to use as a buffer against a Russian presence in the oil-rich Middle East. He therefore
agreed in December 1955 to lend Nasser $56 million for construction of the Aswan High Dam on
the upper Nile. The dam was a key to Nasser's dreams of breaking the poverty of his country and
promoting a rise to industrialization.

In mid-1956, however, the volatile mix neared ignition. Nasser recognized the People's
Republic of China and purchased arms from Czechoslovakia in the Soviet bloc. Dulles, angry at
Nasser's flirtation with the Communist orbit, abruptly canceled his offer of the loan. In July
Nasser then shocked the world by nationalizing the Suez Canal, which had been controlled until
then by a mostly British- and French-owned canal company. Revenues from ships passing
through, Nasser said, would finance the dam. Although Eisenhower and Dulles tried to work out a
settlement in the months that followed, the Israelis, British, and French quietly resolved to fight.
On October 29, with the election campaign in the United States entering its final stages, the
Israelis attacked, smashed Nasser's ill-trained forces, and began driving toward the canal. Two
days later the British and the French, in what was obviously a preconceived plan worked out with



the Israelis, began bombing Egyptian military installations. They then landed paratroopers with
the aim of taking the canal.82

News of the Israeli attack outraged Eisenhower, who stopped campaigning to take charge of
the situation in Washington. Attempting at first to prevent British and French engagement, he
sponsored a resolution in the UN calling on Israel to withdraw and urging other UN members to
refrain from the use of force. The resolution later passed overwhelmingly, with the United States
and the Soviet Union standing together against Britain and France. The British and French
ignored the warning and began bombing, whereupon Nasser sank ships to block the canal.

The President was especially angry with Britain and France, for they had assured him that they
would not use force. When he learned of the British bombing, he was furious with Anthony Eden,
the British Prime Minister whom he had known well since World War II. "Bombs, by God," he
roared. "What does Anthony think he's doing?" He telephoned Eden and gave him a tongue-
lashing that reduced the Prime Minister to tears. When Ike heard that paratroopers were about to
land, he exclaimed, "I think it is the biggest error of our time, outside of losing China."83

The USSR then inflamed the mix by warning that it was prepared to use military power against
the Israeli-British-French forces in the region. Eisenhower—it was election day—thought that
the Soviets were bluffing, but he placed American military units on world-wide alert. If the
Soviets intervened, he warned, the United States would send in its own troops to resist them. This
was the tensest moment of the crisis and one of the most frightening of the entire Cold War.
Emmet Hughes recalled that the President told him, "If those fellows start something, we may
have to hit 'em—and if necessary, with everything in the bucket."84

At this flashpoint the protagonists came to their senses. The Russians did not intervene; the
combatants agreed to a cease-fire and ultimately withdrew. A possible world war had been
averted. But most of the major players gained little from the crisis. Nasser had become a hero to
other Arab nationalists, but his army had been humiliated, and the closing of the canal for the
next few months inflicted additional economic damage on his country. The Soviet Union scored a
few propaganda points by posing as protector of Arab interests but did not advance its influence
in the area. The Israelis had proved they were a tough fighting force but had been prevented from
delivering a body blow to their enemies. The British and the French were the biggest losers by
far. Having embarked on a foolish military mission, they had been isolated and forced to
withdraw. They never regained their standing in the Middle East.

The United States, too, suffered a little from the crisis. Many people blamed Dulles for
provoking the affair by withdrawing his offer of a loan. For this reason, and because the United
States had been friendly with Israel since 1948, most Arab nations remained cool to Washington.
The crisis, moreover, temporarily damaged America's relations with Britain and France. The
weakening of Britain and France in the region, however, offered some benefit to the United
States, which further expanded its increasingly globalistic reach by becoming the major Western
power in the Middle East. Henceforth America was the most important guardian of Western oil
interests there—a key to subsequent tensions in the region. In early 1957 Eisenhower stepped up
military and economic aid to Middle Eastern nations and made it clear that the United States
would intervene if necessary to secure stability in the area.85



Most important in the short run, Eisenhower's conduct of the Suez Affair earned him
considerable admiration both abroad and at home. He deserved it. The administration had stood
strongly against the use of force in the region during the tense negotiations following
nationalization of the canal: Britain, France, and Israel could have had no doubt that military
action would prompt the sort of American reaction that it did. When they attacked anyway,
Eisenhower moved quickly and firmly. If his opposition to British and French colonialism did
not satisfy Arab nationalists, it was nonetheless a prompt and decisive response under difficult
circumstances. And he had even faced down the Russians without getting in a war! Americans
again had reasons to be proud of their President.

While the Suez crisis was raging, Eisenhower found himself suddenly confronted with another
bloody milestone of the Cold War, this time in Hungary. The Soviet satellite nations of eastern
Europe had long stirred restlessly under the Russian yoke, especially following Khrushchev's
denunciation of Stalinism in February. In mid-1956 riots in Poland had forced the USSR to make
some concessions, and in October discontent escalated to rebellion in Hungary. At first it seemed
that Soviet diplomacy would contain the trouble, but on November 4 Khrushchev sent 200,000
troops and 4,000 tanks into Budapest and other areas to crush the opposition. This was two days
before the American elections. The Soviet juggernaut did a brutally thorough job, killing some
40,000 Hungarian freedom fighters and forcing the flight of more than 150,000 refugees.86

The suppression of Hungary shocked the world and badly soiled the image of Communism.
Was Khrushchev's rule any better than Stalin's? Still, the Eisenhower administration took some
criticism for what had happened. By promoting since 1952 the goal of "liberation" of "captive
peoples," it had implied that it would actively assist anti-Communist rebels. Broadcasts by the
Voice of America and Radio Free Europe further encouraged foes of Soviet oppression in east
Europe. The Eisenhower administration's doctrine of "liberation" appealed to dogmatic anti-
Communists and to many eastern-European-Americans. But military reality in eastern Europe,
which was occupied by the powerful Red Army, meant that liberation was a sham.

Eisenhower, who had spent most of his life in the army, knew this full well. Hungary, after all,
was land-locked and virtually surrounded by Communist countries, including the Soviet Union,
which had no toleration for rebellions next to its borders. Ike thus rejected CIA calls for the
parachuting of arms and supplies to the Hungarian freedom fighters and refused to consider the
dispatch of American forces. Hungary, he observed sadly, was "as inaccessible to us as Tibet."
He realized—as knowledgeable observers long had known—that America's main military
resource was atomic attack, or massive retaliation. This would do more to destroy Hungary than
to rescue it.87

Eisenhower supporters nonetheless managed to derive some crumbs of satisfaction from the
Hungarian revolution. The President, almost everyone acknowledged, did the sensible thing
(indeed, it was the only thing) by not trying to challenge the Soviets in Budapest. Eisenhower
again had used his understanding of military realities to avoid overreaction that might lead to
war. Most important, perhaps, it was obvious that the major villains of the piece were not
Americans but Soviets. Khrushchev's behavior had again seemed to prove the validity of two
fundamental tenets of American thought about world affairs: the Soviets were tyrannical, and
they must be contained.88



THE CRISES IN SUEZ AND HUNGARY, still unfolding on election day, probably had little
effect on the voting in the United States. The results of the balloting at any rate merely
confirmed what everyone already anticipated: Eisenhower won a sweeping triumph. He received
35,590,472 votes to Stevenson's 26,022,752. This was more than 57 percent of the ballots.
Stevenson actually received a million fewer votes in 1956 than he had in 1952; his margin of
defeat was almost 3 million greater. Eisenhower carried every state outside the South (except
Missouri) and even took five states there: Virginia, Florida, Louisiana, Tennessee, and Texas.
The electoral college was 457 for Ike to 73 for Stevenson.

The election was mainly a personal triumph for the President. He attracted a wide range of
backers to his side, including a majority of the black vote in ten northern and twelve southern
cities, a development that threatened the viability for the future of the Democratic electoral
coalition.89 But he did not sweep his party in with him. The Democrats retained control of
Congress, gaining one seat in both the House and the Senate. Eisenhower would have to confront
a House in which Democrats outnumbered Republicans by 233 to 200 and a Senate where they
had a majority of 49 to 47. It was the first time since 1848 that a presidential candidate had won
without carrying either house of Congress with him.

Any number of things, of course, can explain a personal victory of such magnitude. Among
them, many pundits thought, were the ineffective candidacy of Stevenson, as well as the
economy (which was flourishing and therefore helped the incumbent). But all agreed that voters
still liked Ike. And what they especially seemed to like, aside from his attractive personality, was
his record in military and diplomatic affairs. The contrast between the mood in 1952, when the
nation had been mired in Korea and McCarthyism, and 1956, by which time the United States
had enjoyed three years of peace, was sharp and satisfying. If Ike and Dulles had missed chances
to ease the tensions of the Cold War, if they had sometimes pursued provocative policies, they
had nonetheless avoided serious blunders. Above all, they had managed to promote prosperity
and to keep the country out of war. No wonder the voters were grateful.



11
The Biggest Boom Yet

 
Widely used words and phrases evoke the dynamism and quest for "fun" that pervaded the
remarkably buoyant years of the mid-1950s, especially for the ever more numerous and steadily
better-off middle classes. Hear a few: gung ho, cool jazz, hot rod, drag strip, ponytail, panty raid,
sock hop, cookout, jet stream, windfall profit, discount house, split-level home, togetherness, hip,
hula hoops, Formica, and (in 1959) Barbie Dolls.1 The whole world, many Americans seemed to
think by 1957, was turning itself over to please the special, God-graced generation—and its
children—that had triumphed over depression and fascism, that would sooner or later vanquish
Communism, and that was destined to live happily ever after (well, almost) in a fairy tale of
health, wealth, and happiness.

Not everyone, of course, had these grand expectations. Poverty and discrimination still
afflicted millions, especially blacks, Mexican-Americans, and Indians. Cold War concerns,
including nuclear testing, remained unnerving. A recession hit the country in 1958, temporarily
souring the atmosphere. By then a number of groups—blacks, some of the young, women here
and there—were openly restless. Still, the mid-1950s seemed almost wonderful, especially in a
material sense, to millions of upwardly mobile people. The Korean War was fading from
memory, the Red Scare was weakening, Eisenhower stood strong in command, and the consumer
culture—what a marvel it appeared to be!—seemed well on its way to softening social
divisions.2

A few numbers tell this story, which was especially happy for the mid-decade years.3 The GNP
rose in constant 1958 dollars from $355.3 billion in 1950 to $452.5 billion in 1957, an
improvement of 27.4 percent, or nearly 4 percent per year. By 1960 it had increased to $487.7
billion, or 37 percent for the 1950s as a whole.4 By 1960 the median family income was $5,620,
30 percent higher in purchasing power than in 1950. A staggeringly high total of 61.9 percent of
homes were owner-occupied in 1960, compared to 43.6 percent in 1940 and 55 percent in 1950.
Thanks in part to the fiscal restraint of the Eisenhower administration, prices remained stable
after the inflationary years of the Korean War (the postage stamp for ordinary letters stayed at
three cents until 1958), and unemployment (save in the recession year of 1958, when it averaged
6.8 percent) was remarkably low, bottoming out at between 4.1 and 4.4 percent between 1955 and
1957.5

Male college and university graduates were especially blessed during these years. Born in the
Depression when the birth rate had fallen to a record low, these young, highly educated men were
a relatively scarce and prized commodity. Corporate recruiters flocked to the campuses,
sometimes making reservations a year ahead to be sure of having a place to interview.
(Recruiters were not much interested in talented women, who were thought to be suited for roles
as wives and mothers.) By the mid-1950s the average earnings of young men after a few years of
graduation from college approached those of considerably older men.

It is doubtful that this highly favored group received a more rigorous education than earlier



generations of university graduates. On the contrary, the rampant growth of schools and colleges,
which accepted ever-larger percentages of high-school seniors, combined with other
developments to create a longterm "dumbing down" of American secondary and higher education
in many localities. That was a price of educational democratization as it accelerated in postwar
America. Moreover, minority children and the poor generally received inferior schooling. Still,
education flourished as one of many booming enterprises in the 1950s.6 As never before, a
college degree literally paid off.7

MANY FORCES POWERED this prosperity, which accelerated even more rapidly in the golden
age of the 1960s: the GNP in 1958 dollars reached $658.1 billion in 1966, 35 percent higher than
it had been in 1960. High among these forces were America's still substantial competitive
advantage over war-damaged European and Japanese economies; the continuing availability of
cheap oil, a source of energy that greatly spurred industrial and commercial growth; and ever-
larger investment in research and development. R&D helped spur impressive advances in science
and technology, keys to leaps in productivity and real per capita income. The 1950s witnessed
especially rapid expansion of electronic and electrical firms, of tobacco, soft drink, and food-
processing companies, and of the chemical, plastics, and pharmaceutical industries. IBM
blossomed as a leader in the computer business, soon to become a guiding star of the American
economy. Transistors, having been developed after the war, emerged to commercial significance,
beginning in 1953 with their use in hearing aids. The airplane and airline industries also boomed,
surging past railroads in passengers carried by 1957. In 1958 Americans could fly on Boeing 707
passenger jets. Two years later Eisenhower was dazzled by the speed and comfort of Air Force
One, the first presidential jet.8

Several other forces added to economic growth in the 1950s. One was government defense
spending, which had expanded enormously during the Korean War and remained significant,
Eisenhower's economizing notwithstanding, throughout the decade. In some ways, of course,
spending on military goods distorted priorities, depriving civilian sectors of the economy. Still,
defense contracts, which averaged around 10 percent of GNP from 1954 through 1960, stimulated
many corporations and employed large numbers of workers. Thanks in part to the log-rolling of
southern and western representatives and senators, defense spending especially spurred economic
growth in parts of the South and West, regions that had previously lagged in the American
economy.9

The continuing baby boom further abetted economic progress, though in some ways
unevenly.10 America's population leaped from 151.7 million in 1950 to 180.7 million in 1960.
This was a growth rate of 19.1 percent, the highest of any decade (save the 1900s) in the
twentieth century.11 The population increase of 29 million was the biggest in American history
before or since. Booms that had started in the late 1940s—in home-and school-building,
suburban development, household gadgetry, automobiles, television, children's wear and toys—
expanded in the 1950s and early 1960s.

Federal agencies and private producers fostered growth by energetically encouraging people to
spend their money. As in the late 1940s, the Federal Housing and Veterans administrations
offered low-interest loans to facilitate home-buying and suburban expansion. Retailers and
manufacturers ("Buy Now, Pay Later," GM beckoned) offered enticing installment plans. In 1950



the credit card, courtesy of the Diner's Club, made its historic arrival; these and other cards
spurred huge increases in borrowing. So did advertising, which sold $5.7 billion worth of ads in
1950 and $11.9 billion in 1960. It was one of the most celebrated growth areas of the 1950s.
Private indebtedness jumped from $104.8 billion to $263.3 billion during the decade.12 Older
people who had scrimped and saved, especially during the Depression, rubbed their eyes in
wonder at the willingness of people to go into debt to pay for household gadgets, large new cars,
swimming pools, air-conditioning, sports events, eating out, travel, and buying binges at
"supermarkets," another big growth area of the age. The consumer culture surged ahead,
assaulting Depression-era values of thrift and saving and enticing the upwardly mobile millions
to develop ever-rising expectations about the Good Life.

Spectator sports blossomed as never before in this more affluent world. Baseball continued to
be the most popular, attracting 14.3 million people to the sixteen major league parks in 1953. In
1958 the New York Giants and Brooklyn Dodgers took advantage of the growth of the West to
move to San Francisco and Los Angeles, touching off subsequent westward movements of sports
franchises and leading in the 1960s to dramatic expansion of the major leagues.13 Some 2.3
million people attended pro basketball games in 1953, and 8 million watched college football.
Estimated total attendance at football games at all levels in that year was 35 million. As if to
anoint such growth, Sports Illustrated, a Luce publication, first appeared in August 1954. In
sports, the magazine trumpeted, "the golden age is now."14

The phenomenal financial success of the Dodgers in Los Angeles depended not only on
westward migration (California surpassed New York as the nation's most populous state in 1965)
but also on the ability of people to drive to the ball park, for the growth of L. A. rested on the
megabuilding of multi-lane freeways. Road-building, much expanded by the Interstate Highway
Act of 1956, greatly aided the petroleum, automobile, and construction industries and endowed
the nation with a replicable on-the-road culture featuring motels and fast food. In August 1952
the first Holiday Inn opened, between Memphis and Nashville; by 1960 Holiday Inns had
mushroomed into a hugely successful chain of franchises. In April 1955 Ray Kroc, a fifty-two-
year-old businessman, built the first modern-style McDonald's—featuring the famous golden
arches—in Des Plaines, Illinois. It sold hamburgers for fifteen cents (a price that did not rise
until 1967, when it climbed to eighteen cents), coffee for a nickel, and milkshakes for twenty
cents. A family of four could eat for $2 or less and do so in its cars if it wished. By 1960 there
were 228 McDonald's franchises, with annual sales of $37 million.15

Automobile manufacturers profited enormously from these changes. Sales of passenger cars
jumped from 6.7 million in 1950 to a record 7.9 million in 1955. In that year GM, which sold
roughly half of these cars, became the first American corporation to earn more than $1 billion.
GM had assets greater than those of Argentina and revenues eight times those of New York State.
(Defense Secretary Wilson had had a point in saying that "what was good for our country was
good for General Motors, and vice versa.")

GM and other auto manufacturers had special success in persuading Americans to turn in or
dump their old models—some 4.5 million cars were scrapped annually in the 1950s—and to buy
sleek, multi-colored, gas-guzzling, chrome-encrusted conveyances featuring (after 1955)
sweeping and non-functional tail fins.16 The driver behind the wheel of such garish but powerful



wonders was king of the road, owner of a chunk of the American dream. By 1960 nearly 80
percent of American families had at least one car, and 15 percent had two or more. There were
then 73.8 million cars registered, as opposed to 39.3 million ten years earlier.17

Many contemporary critics assailed the vulgarity of these automobiles. The new cars, one said,
looked like chorus girls coming and fighter planes going. Another likened the cars to jukeboxes
on wheels. But these critics missed the point, which was that millions of Americans had fallen in
love with cars, the bigger and flashier the better. Automotive design—at its most flamboyant
from 1955 to the early 1960s—expressed the dynamic and materialistic mood of the era. The
designs deliberately recalled the lines of jet planes and generated a streamlined, futuristic feeling
—one that was emulated in many other products, from toasters to garden furniture to new
kitchens that featured all manner of sleekly crafted electrical conveniences. (Many of these
kitchens led into colonial-style living rooms, but Americans did not seem to mind the contrast.)
The TWA airline terminal in New York, designed by Eero Saarinen, captured this buoyancy. So
did Dulles Airport in Virginia, also by Saarinen, and other new buildings with soaring, butterfly
roofs, bold cantilevers, and forward-leaning facades.

The "baroque bender" of contemporary design, the historian Thomas Hine explains, revealed
the "outright, thoroughly vulgar joy" that many prospering Americans felt in being able to live so
well. It was just this sort of pride that Vice-President Nixon expressed in 1959 when he bragged
truculently about gleaming American kitchen conveniences at a trade show in Moscow—a show
that the New York Times  called a "lavish testimonial to abundance"—in order to remind
Khrushchev (and the world) of the fantastic economic potential of the American way of life.18

All these developments promoted grand expectations, especially among the educated middle
classes, about the potential for further scientific and technological advances. This optimistic
spirit—the feeling that there were no limits to progress—defined a guiding spirit of the age and,
over time, unleashed ever more powerful popular pressures for expanded rights and
gratifications. Many contemporaries talked as if there were almost nothing that American
ingenuity—in science, industry, whatever—could not accomplish. Engineers and scientists were
perfecting weather satellites, rockets, solar batteries, and atomic submarines. Things "atomic"
continued to seem promising beyond belief. Scientists at Brookhaven National Laboratory on
Long Island talked of creating wonderful new hybrids of carnations in its radioactive "Gamma
Garden." Researchers at Argonne Laboratory near Chicago experimented with potatoes, bread,
and hot dogs to show that irradiation kept foods fresh and germ-free. National Geographic
concluded that "the atomic revolution" would "shape and change our lives in ways undreamed of
today—and there can be no turning back."19

Biologists, medical researchers, and doctors seemed nearly omnipotent. Having developed
penicillin and streptomycin in the 1940s, scientists came up with antihistamines, cortisone, and
other new antibiotics in the next few years. The National Institute of Health, an insignificant
government agency at its founding in 1930, received better congressional funding, expanded into
an ever-larger number of disease-specific institutes, and had to be renamed (in 1948) the
National Institutes of Health. In 1953 a team of researchers at the University of Cambridge,
England, made a spectacular breakthrough by describing DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid), thereby
stimulating unprecedented advances in genetics and molecular biology. One of the team



members, James Watson, was an American biologist. 20 Physicians, who as late as the 1930s had
been able to do little more than diagnose people and to console patients when they got sick,
found that they now had a huge pharmacopoeia at their disposal, and they used it.21 In 1956, 80
percent of drugs being prescribed had reached the market in the previous fifteen years. These
included tranquilizers such as Milltown ("don't give a damn pills," Time called them), which
were first introduced in the mid-1950s. Sales of tranquilizers were beginning to boom by 1960,
suggesting that prosperity, for all its blessings, was associated with anxieties of its own.22

Medical leaders fought confidently against other scourges. Heart disease was by far the
number one killer, and doctors attacked it with open-heart surgery, artificial replacement of
valves, and installation of pacemakers. Two other scourges were whooping cough and diphtheria,
much-feared killers of children as late as the 1930s. Vaccines greatly reduced the incidence and
mortality from both by the 1950s. Researchers also developed promising leads in the effort to
prevent or control mumps, measles, and rubella; their efforts began to pay off in the 1960s.
Doctors were happy to take credit for these advances and for the health of the American
population. People were living longer (an average of 69.7 years by 1960, as opposed to 62.9 in
1940), growing to full stature earlier (by age 20 instead of by age 25 in 1900), and becoming
taller and stronger.23

In fact, physicians and scientists claimed too much. Better nutrition—a blessing of affluence
—promoted a good deal of the improvement in life expectancy.24 Doctors continued to be far
from expert about many things. Despite innumerable claims of "breakthroughs," cancer, the
number two killer, remained a mysterious, dread disease.25 Some physicians, moreover,
compromised themselves by touting cigarettes in ads, even after studies in the early 1950s had
begun to demonstrate the serious health hazards of tobacco: the Journal of the American Medical
Association still accepted cigarette advertisements at the time.26 Medical care was so expensive
that millions of Americans, lacking health insurance, continued to rely on home medications,
faith-healers, or fatalistic grin-and-bear-it.

Still, growing numbers of middle-class Americans, rapidly enrolling in private medical
insurance plans and enjoying easier access to care, grew enamored with the medical profession.
Doctors reached the peak of their prestige and cultural status during the 1950s and 1960s, by
which time they began to be celebrated in television series such as "Dr. Kildare," "Ben Casey,"
and "Marcus Welby, M.D." Norman Rockwell illustrations continued to lionize the friendly
family doctor who came day or night, rain or shine, to heal the sick and console the dying. Men
went out of their way to tip their hats (most people still wore them in the 1950s) to doctors on the
street.27

Nothing did more to enhance the status of medical research—and to escalate already growing
expectations about the capacity of science to save the world—than the fight against
poliomyelitis, a deeply feared scourge of the era. Polio mainly struck children and young people,
sometimes killing them, sometimes leaving them paralyzed or confined to "iron lungs" so that
they could breathe.28 Because polio was known to be contagious, especially in warm weather,
many schools closed earlier in the spring or opened later in the fall. Terrified parents kept their
children out of crowded places, such as movie theaters, stores, or swimming pools. Those with



money rushed their children to the country. Desperate for a cure, some 100,000,000 people—
nearly two-thirds of the population in the early 1950s—contributed to the March of Dimes, the
major organization sponsoring research against the disease. Still, the scourge persisted. An
epidemic in 1950 afflicted nearly 32,000 children; another in 1952 affected nearly 58,000 and
killed 1,400.

A crash research program then paid off, especially in the lab of Dr. Jonas Salk of the
University of Pittsburgh Medical School. Having developed a killed-virus vaccine against the
disease, Salk (with government help) mounted a nationwide inoculation program in 1954–55.
The testing operated amid relentless publicity and increasingly nervous popular anticipation.
Finally, on April 12, 1955, the tenth anniversary of the death of FDR, a polio patient, Salk
announced that the vaccine was effective. It was one of the most exciting days of the decade.
People honked their horns, rang bells, fired off salutes, dropped work, closed schools, and
thanked God for deliverance. Within a few years, by which time most American children had
been inoculated, polio ceased to be a major concern. There were only 910 cases in 1962.29

ECONOMIC GROWTH AND AFFLUENCE , many contemporaries thought, were further eroding
the class, ethnic, and religious divisions of American society. The onset of "post-industrial
society," they said, was ushering in a world of relative social calm and of "consensus."30 This
notion was appealing, especially when it was used to differentiate the United States, prosperous
and apparently harmonious, from the harsh and presumably conflict-ridden Soviet Union and
other Communist societies. It was also a notion that was highly debatable, for affluence—great
engine of change though it was—was neither all-embracing nor all-powerful.

Optimists who perceived the erosion of class distinctions pointed to undeniably significant
changes in the world of work. By 1960 some of the larger corporations, such as IBM, offered
their employees clean, landscaped places to work in as well as benefits such as employer-
subsidized health care, paid holidays, and sick leaves. Work weeks declined a bit, to an average
of around forty hours in manufacturing by 1960. The greater availability of leisure time helped to
drive the boom in recreation. By the early 1960s millions of American employees could count on
annual paid vacations—an unthinkable blessing for most people in the 1930s.31

Workers also benefited from the expansion of the Social Security program, a contributory
system that paid benefits to the elderly from collection of payroll taxes on employers as well as
employees. By 1951 roughly 75 percent of employed workers and their survivors had become
part of the system.32 Benefits were hardly high, averaging $42 per month for retired workers in
1950 and $70 by 1960. Retired women workers, most of whom had earned less while employed,
generally received less than men, as did survivors. Still, growth in coverage and in benefits was
of some help to millions of Americans. The number of families receiving Social Security checks
increased from 1.2 million in 1950 to 5.7 million in 1960; in the same period the total paid in
benefits rose from $960 million to $10.7 billion.

Labor unions, too, continued to secure improvements for working people. As in the past, these
gains were far from universal. Some unions continued to exclude the unskilled, including large
numbers of blacks or women. Labor leaders in the 1950s, moreover, largely abandoned hope of
achieving governmental direction of such social policies as health insurance, concentrating



instead on wringing benefits from employers. The result was that the United States continued to
feature a social welfare system that was more private than those in other nations. Still, unions
remained a force for many workers in the 1950s. In 1954 they represented nearly 18 million
people. That was 34.7 percent of non-agricultural workers, a percentage second only to the 1945
high of 35.5 percent.33

Union leaders focused on bread-and-butter improvements, often succeeding in achieving
higher wages, shorter hours, and better working conditions. Some secured guaranteed cost-of-
living adjustments to their members; by the early 1960s more than 50 percent of major labor
union contracts included them.34 Unions also struggled to win benefits—or fringes, as they came
to be called. Many managed to negotiate contracts that solidified the advantages of employee
seniority and that introduced clear-cut grievance procedures, sometimes with provisions for
binding arbitration. These procedures were important, for they strengthened the rule of law in the
workplace, they provided much-cherished job security, and they helped management and labor
avert strikes.35 Friction hardly disappeared: a major strike in the steel industry, for instance,
shook the nation in 1959. But the number of strikes (and worker-hours lost) did drop
dramatically after the highs of the mid-1940s and early 1950s.36

As promising as these changes were, they did not fully capture the higher expectations that
gripped sizeable numbers of American workers at the time. These workers, to be sure, recognized
that American society remained unequal, and they were far too sensible to buy into myths about
progress from rags to riches. But they were delighted to have the means to buy homes, cars, and
household conveniences. These gave them a larger stake in capitalist society, enhancing their
dignity as individuals and their sense of themselves as citizens. Many workers also believed (at
least in their more hopeful moments) that the United States promised significant opportunity and
upward mobility—in short, that social class was not a hard-and-fast obstacle. Those who became
parents—a commonplace experience in the baby boom era—came to expect that their children
would enjoy a better world than the one they themselves had grown up in during the "bad old
days," relatively speaking, of the 1930s.

Were such expectations realistic? According to census definitions of occupation, the hopeful
scenario seemed to have some validity. Thanks in large part to labor-saving technology, the
percentage of people engaged in some of the most difficult and ill-paid work—in mining and
agriculture—continued to plummet. As of 1956, the census also revealed, there were more
Americans doing white-collar work than manual labor. Millions of these upwardly mobile people
swelled the migration to suburbs, thereby depopulating factory-dominated neighborhoods where
working-class styles of life had prevailed. Having broken away from their old neighborhoods,
many of these migrants behaved in ways that at least superficially resembled those of the middle
classes. For the first time they bought new cars and major household conveniences, shopped in
supermarkets instead of mom-and-pop stores, ate processed and frozen foods (which boomed in
the 1950s), and dressed—at least while off the job—like many white-collar friends and
neighbors.37 Given such developments, it was hardly surprising that some contemporaries
thought the United States was entering a post-industrial stage of capitalism in which class
distinctions were withering away.38

In fact, however, nothing quite so dramatic happened either then or later. While the percentage



of people defined by occupation as manual workers declined over time, the numbers of workers
so employed continued to rise slowly but steadily (from 23.7 million in 1950 and 25.6 million in
1960 to 29.1 million in 1970). If one adds the 4.1 million farmers and farm workers and the 7.6
million "service workers" (a broad category that includes janitors, maids, waitpersons,
firefighters, gas station attendants, guards, and domestics) to the 25.6 million people counted as
manual workers in 1960, one gets a total of 37.3 million Americans who mainly used their hands
on the job. This was 10.1 million more than the number designated as white-collar at the time.
"White-collar," moreover, was a misleadingly capacious category: it included 14.4 million
clerical and sales workers among its total of 27.2 million in 1960.39 Many of these people were
ill paid and semi-skilled. However one looks at these numbers, two points are clear: blue-collar
workers remained central to the economy of the 1950s, and classlessness—as defined by work—
remained a mirage.40

Millions of American workers, moreover, hardly considered themselves white-collar or well-
off in their jobs. Contemporary critics such as the sociologist C. Wright Mills and Paul Goodman
insisted accurately that much work remained routine, boring, low-paid, and geared to the making,
advertising, and selling of consumer gadgetry. People employed at such labor were often
dissatisfied and angry. Absenteeism and sloppy workmanship plagued assembly lines.41

Increasing numbers of these poorly paid employees were women, who in the 1950s were entering
the labor force in record numbers.42 Moreover, blue-collar people who moved to suburbs such as
the Levittowns did not suddenly become "middle-class."43 Rather, they tended to maintain their
values and styles of life and continued to think of themselves as members of the "working
classes."

The best way to describe what was happening at the time is not to trumpet the coming in the
1950s of a classless or post-industrial society. Rather, it is to observe that the United States, like
other advanced industrial nations, was depending less on heavy manual labor—in factories,
fields, and mines—and more on service work and office-based employment. Larger percentages
of people escaped hard physical labor, earned higher real wages, and enjoyed more comfortable
lives. Most, to repeat, had higher hopes than their parents had about the future. Sharp divisions in
income and wealth, however, persisted. Regional differences remained pronounced; then as
always the South had the highest incidence of poverty. Living standards and opportunities
(especially in schools) differed greatly. At least 25 percent of Americans were "poor" in the mid-
1950s.44 From these perspectives, class distinctions, while softening when measured by census
definitions of occupation, remained significant, both as facts of social life and as elements in the
ways that people perceived themselves.

Unions, moreover, began to lose their potential to promote socio-economic mobility. Falling
into a slow but apparently irreversible slide after the mid-1950s, they represented by 1970 only
27.4 percent of non-agricultural workers, a percentage well below those in most other industrial
countries.45 Several forces drove these trends, among them the relatively greater growth of
service work, where unions often struggled to gain a foothold. Many employers moved to the
South and West, which had always been relatively hostile ground for labor organizers. Some
corporations began moving their activities overseas, where cheap non-union labor offered
competitive advantages.



It did not necessarily help the prospects of low-paid workers that many of the most powerful
labor leaders of the early and mid-1950s became increasingly cautious and conservative. Chief
among these leaders was George Meany, a strongly anti-Communist labor bureaucrat who
became head of a newly merged AFL-CIO in December 1955. The merger, indeed, symbolized
the weakening state of the CIO, which became a sort of junior partner. Walter Reuther, who
presided over the Industrial Union Department within the new entity, became increasingly
disenchanted with Meany, who showed little interest in mobilizing the masses of unskilled and
semi-skilled workers in the United States. Meany also gave up trying to advance unions in the
South. Although a few unions—of retail clerks, service employees, and communications workers
—managed to expand, most grew only slowly, if at all, in the 1950s and thereafter.46

It further hurt the cause of unions that the huge Teamsters Union under Dave Beck and Jimmy
Hoffa was shown to be flagrantly corrupt and mob-dominated. Reflecting a mood of rising
popular disenchantment with unions, Hollywood produced On the Waterfront  (1954), which
showed goons running a longshoremen's local. It won a number of Academy Awards. Losing
patience, the AFL-CIO expelled the Teamsters in 1957. And Congress, after conducting highly
publicized hearings on the internal evils of unions—evils that were said to range from
Communist influence to racketeering—passed the Landrum-Griffin Act in 1959. The law opened
the door to government intervention into union affairs—corporate crooks faced no comparable
intrusions—and tightened restrictions against secondary boycotts and picketing.47 Although the
act probably had little effect on unionization, its passage symbolized the declining political
power of the House of Labor, which never recaptured the fire that it had enjoyed in its halcyon
days of the late 1930s and early 1940s. It was sad commentary on what happened thereafter that
the Teamsters emerged as the largest labor organization in the country by the mid-1960s.

AMERICANS IN THE 1950s who heralded the view that ethnic consciousness was declining,
like those who celebrated the advent of classlessness, could also point to developments that
appeared to support their claims. By 1960 the percentage of foreign-born in the population had
dropped to a new twentieth-century low of 5.4 percent (compared to 7.5 percent in 1950). The
percentage of native-born people of foreign or mixed parentage also fell, from 15.6 percent in
1950 to 13.4 percent in 1960. This, too, was a twentieth-century low.48 Some trends, to be sure,
suggested otherwise. Puerto Ricans, who as United States citzens were not subject to stringent
immigration laws, jammed night flights from San Juan to New York City, and Mexicans began
coming in larger numbers to the Southwest. Still, immigration to the United States remained
insignificant in the 1950s, averaging only 250,000 a year during the decade. Ellis Island, the
nation's preeminent immigration center, closed in 1955.49

Most "ethnic" Americans, moreover, continued to be white in skin color and of European
background. In 1960 the most numerous groups of people with a foreign or mixed parentage had
hardly changed since 1945. They continued to be German- and Italian-Americans (approximately
3.3 million each), followed by people with roots in Canada, Poland, Britain, Russia, and Eire.
Mexican-Americans ranked next, well down the list, with 1.2 million. Asians remained an almost
invisible group outside a few concentrated urban neighborhoods. The census in 1960 enumerated
only 642,000 people (of a total population of 180.7 million) who had one or more parents from
anywhere in all of Asia.50



The low level of immigration, together with the formidable patriotic fervor exerted by the
Cold War, sustained an assimilationist Zeitgeist. The Immigration and Naturalization Service,
actively promoting a more homogeneous society, abetted this spirit by aggressively deporting
illegals, especially Chinese, and by pressing aliens to become American citizens. A massive
effort in 1954 culminated in the induction to American citizenship of 55,000 people on Veterans
Day alone, including 7,500 at the Hollywood Bowl and 8,200 at the Polo Grounds in New York
City. In 1946 aliens had taken an average of twenty-three years to become citizens; by 1956 the
average time had plummeted to seven.51

Amid long-range and apparently irreversible trends such as these it was hardly surprising that
contemporaries imagined a not-too-distant, consensual time in which ethnicity would not matter
much. Will Herberg, a prominent theologian, captured these expectations in 1955 in his widely
hailed study of American religion and ethnicity, Protestant Catholic Jew. Herberg argued that
religious and racial identifications remained strong but that ethnic loyalties were rapidly
weakening. Like others, he was impressed by the ability of the melting pot to acculturate people
into an "American Way of Life."52

Later developments, notably the open ethnic consciousness that arose in the 1960s and 1970s,
showed that Herberg and others greatly exaggerated the heat of the melting process. It then
became obvious that ethnic differences (like class distinctions) refused to boil away. Even fairly
well established groups, such as Irish-Americans, often nursed old resentments and clung to
neighborhood enclaves. But in the aggressively assimilationist milieu of the mid-1950s Herberg's
analysis seemed persuasive. Only later did other scholars, notably Nathan Glazer and Daniel
Moynihan in their perceptive book Beyond the Melting Pot (1963), highlight the enduring power
that ethnic identifications—what one eats, who one marries, where one lives, how one votes—
had in the lives of the American people.53

Herberg's book, among others, noted the apparently powerful role of organized religion in
American society during the 1950s. Self-identification as Protestant or Catholic or Jew, he
argued, had become central to the culture. Many contemporary developments bolstered this view.
Even more than in the past, polls suggested, Americans openly embraced one of these faiths. The
ubiquity of church-building, especially in the booming suburbs, stunned foreign visitors. Popular
songs included such favorites as "I Believe," "It's No Secret What God Can Do," "The Man
Upstairs," and "Vaya con Dios." The percentage of people who said they belonged to a church or
synagogue increased from 49 percent in 1940 to 55 percent in 1950 to a record-high 69 percent in
1959. No other Western culture was nearly so "religious" in that sense.54 Some 66 percent of
these self-identifiers proclaimed themselves Protestant, 26 percent Catholic, and 3 percent
Jewish.55

Most Americans at the time knew little about other religions (or even their own), and they
displayed small interest in ecumenicalism. Some openly disparaged other faiths and
denominations. Catholic leaders clung to traditional beliefs, resisting marriage outside the
Church and firmly opposing birth control.56 Anti-Catholic feelings remained open. Former
Harvard president James Conant, a prominent educational reformer in the 1950s, denounced
Catholic parochial schools, even if maintained without state aid. The Catholic faith, he said, was
undemocratic.57



Cold War concerns did much to stimulate this apparently rising religiosity. Communism,
many Americans believed, was evil in part because it was Godless. Hollywood, tapping into such
feelings, brought out big-selling films such as Quo Vadis? (1951), The Robe (1953), and Ben-Hur
(1959) in which Christians starred as heroes against authoritarian and pagan Roman villains.58

The Reverend Billy Graham explained that Communism, "a great sinister anti-Christian
movement masterminded by Satan," must be battled at every turn. Eagerly promoting such
views, many politicians and writers highlighted the contrast, as they saw it, between "atheistic
Communism" and the spirituality of the "Free World." On Flag Day in 1954 Eisenhower signed
legislation that added the phrase "one nation under God" to the Pledge of Allegiance as recited by
millions of children in American schools. The new pledge, he said, would enrich a world in
which there were so many people "deadened in mind and soul by a materialistic philosophy of
life." The President then expressed one of his most fatuous (yet apparently popular) utterances:
"Our government makes no sense unless it is founded on a deeply felt religious faith—and I don't
care what it is." A year later Congress endorsed this approach by approving legislation that added
the words "In God We Trust" to American currency.59

In taking steps such as these, some critics said, the President and Congress were blurring the
constitutionally decreed separation of church and state. But relatively few people in the 1950s
seemed to notice or to care. On the contrary, these actions reflected widely held and popular
feelings that fused the ideals of Christianity and "Americanism" into a firmly anti-Communist
"civil religion."60 God, many people believed, had endowed the United States with a mission to
spread the sacred truths of the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution throughout the
world and to destroy the diabolical dogmas of Communism.

In such a climate of opinion conservative evangelicals made impressive advances. In 1950
Billy Graham founded his Evangelistic Association. It began as a one-room office with a single
secretary. By 1958 the association had a staff of 200 operating out of a four-story office building
in Minneapolis. They answered 10,000 letters a week and collected and disbursed $2 million a
year. Graham appeared on a weekly television show and offered a column syndicated in 125
newspapers. He told the faithful that they should believe in the literal truths of the Bible and
warned that the world might soon come to an end. "Time," he said repeatedly, "is running out."
Graham branded drinking, smoking, card-playing, swearing, and dancing as sins.61

Graham was far and away the most famous evangelist of the postwar era. A frequent visitor to
the White House, he appeared to be a special friend of Eisenhower, who, though never much of a
church-goer before he became President, made a show of attending thereafter. (Ike even opened
Cabinet meetings with a prayer.)62 Graham's remarkable visibility testified to the eloquence and
intensity of his preaching, to the eyecatching theatrics of his massive revivals, and to the special
care that he and his increasingly large staff devoted to marketing. Few postwar "personalities"—
a word that reflected the media-based culture of the age—better combined old-fashioned ideas
and modern packaging.63

Other rising evangelists, most of them deeply conservative Protestants, joined Graham in
preaching against the materialism, hedonism, and secularism of modern life. They attracted
millions of Americans (how many no one knows for sure), many of them relatively poor,
geographically unsettled, and ill educated. These were people who felt cut off—or alienated—



from the more secular world of the middle classes and who searched for consoling and
unambiguous truths. Large numbers of such people followed Oral Roberts, a Pentecostal
Holiness preacher and faith-healer who used television and mass-mailing techniques to build up
a nationally known fundamentalist organization. By the mid-1950s Roberts had a huge ranch in
Texas, a twelve-passenger plane, a television and radio show carried by 400 stations, and a
university in his name. He was then drawing in more than $50 million a year in revenues.64

Growing numbers of Americans identified themselves as premillenarians, people who believed
that an apocalypse would bring on the second coming of Christ. The Savior would subsequently
cleanse the world of sin. Some of these true believers were so thoroughly alienated from
contemporary American culture, including not only materialism (as they saw it) but also
capitalism itself, that the word "conservative" scarcely begins to describe them. Often poor and
class-conscious, they professed to be horrified by what they considered the immoral secularism
of the more affluent middle classes. Their grim and pessimistic view of contemporary American
culture confounded optimistic predictions about the withering away of social distinctions and
belied the surface homogeneity of American society at the time.65

How profound were these varied manifestations of organized religious activity? The answer is
unclear. On the one hand it was undeniable that many Americans—always an especially religious
people—were sincere in their professions of faith. Millions joined religiously inspired voluntary
organizations to engage in charitable work. Black people drew on religious faith to mount rising
protests against racial injustice: no account of the emergent civil rights movement can slight the
power of Christian ideals. On the other hand, church membership statistics, as always, remain at
best an inexact guide to the depth of religious convictions. Herberg, among others, doubted that
theological distinctions or spiritual profundity was very important to most of the people who
identified with one church or another. People joined churches, he said, to give themselves clear
social status in a rapidly changing, mobile culture where class and ethnic boundaries seemed a
little less distinct. Church membership satisfied a need for "belonging."

The striking popularity of the Reverend Norman Vincent Peale during the 1950s further
suggests the fallacy of seeing deep spiritual meaning in all aspects of religiosity at the time. Well
before then Peale had been a prominent minister, at the Marble Collegiate Reformed Church on
Fifth Avenue in New York City. Peale downplayed sectarian differences to reach for a mass
audience. His book A Guide for Confident Living sold well when published in 1948. Peak's fame
truly spread, however, in 1952 when he brought out another book, The Power of Positive
Thinking. As this title suggested, Peale offered an optimistic message about the capacity of
Christian teaching to evoke attractive personal qualities. Chapter titles included "I Don't Believe
in Defeat," "How to Get People to Like You," and "Expect the Best and Get It." 66 Appealingly
simple in its message, The Power of Positive Thinking essentially argued that self-confidence and
faith could work wonders. The book shot quickly to the best-seller list, where it remained for
more than three years. This was an amazingly durable record. And it kept on selling, to a total of
3 million copies by 1974. Behind the Bible and Charles Sheldon's novel In His Steps (1897) it
was the most popular religious-spiritual book in the history of American publishing.

The phenomenon of Peale distressed many intellectuals in the 1950s. A few grudgingly
conceded that he may have helped to moderate sectarian narrowness. A certain superficial



homogenization and local good feeling may have followed. But they were otherwise appalled at
what they considered his oversimplified incantation of "faith." As the conservative philosopher
Russell Kirk put it, popularizers like Peale offered a "religion-in-general" that was "evacuated of
content." Christianity of that sort amounted to "little more than a vague spirit of friendliness, a
willingness to support churches—providing these churches demand no real sacrifices and preach
no exacting doctrines."67

Peak's extraordinary popularity, like Eisenhower's superficial piety, indeed exposed the
sanctimonious side of the religious "revival" in the 1950s. These phenomena did not cut deep.
Still, for many—especially those in the less favored classes—fundamentalist faiths provided an
anchor of consolation as well as self-identification amid the floodtides of social and cultural
change. More profound than "positive thinking," they not only survived the 1950s but also spread
steadily in subsequent years.

SUBSEQUENT NOSTALGIA for the mid-decade years of the "nifty fifties"—perceived in
retrospect as a harmonious and mostly happy era—has conveyed the impression that social
analysts had little to complain about at the time. This was not the case: much about American
society in the 1950s repelled them. Intellectuals and others focused especially on the apparent
flaws of suburbanization, the vulgarity of runaway materialism and consumerism, and the
deterioriation of "traditional American values."

Given the suburban boom that took off after 1945, it was hardly surprising that life in the
suburbs evoked considerable contemporary commentary in the 1950s. The roar of bulldozers
smashing trees and overrunning farms resounded on urban fringes throughout the land. Of the 13
million homes built between 1948 and 1958, 11 million were suburban. This represented a
fantastic building boom: one-fourth of all homes standing in 1960 had been built in the previous
ten years. Some 83 percent of all population growth in the nation in the 1950s was in suburbs.
The trend, already powerful, continued in the 1960s. In 1950 there had been 35 million
suburbanites; by 1970 there were 72 million (in a total population of 205 million). Suburbs then
housed more people than did central cities or farms, and by 1972 they offered more jobs than did
the central cities.68

There was much about this phenomenal growth, however, for contemporary critics to bemoan.
One lament was its impact on cities, which saw much of their vitality drained to the fringes. This
trend was more pronounced in the United States, where the automobile revolution was by far the
most advanced, than anywhere else in the world. Eleven of the nation's twelve biggest cities (Los
Angeles was the exception) lost population in the 1950s, most of it to suburban expansion. Urban
playhouses, art galleries, and concert halls struggled to attract patrons. Many city newspapers
folded. By contrast some suburban papers, notably Newsday, thrived; its circulation rose from
32,000 in 1940 to 370,000 by 1960, much of it in suburban areas on Long Island.

Hundreds of downtown movie houses either closed or let their amenities decline. Lobbies,
once baroque spectacles to behold, became cluttered with popcorn, candy, and soft drink
counters; uniformed ushers, who once had guided patrons down lushly padded aisles, became a
vanishing breed. The decline of the movie palaces was not primarily the result of television but
of the movement of millions of people to the suburbs. Drive-in theaters flourished in their place:
there were 100 in 1946, more than 3,000 in 1956.69



The rise of suburbs badly hurt downtown hotels and retail outlets, which fought a losing battle
against motels and suburban malls. The number of hotel rooms in the United States actually
declined—from 1.55 million in 1948 to 1.45 million in 1964. Meanwhile, the number of motel
rooms increased from 304,000 to 1 million. Malls were among the greatest success stories of the
late 1950s and early 1960s. In 1955 there were already 1,000 malls in the country, whereupon a
huge new surge crested. By 1956 there were 1,600, with 2,500 more in the planning phase. Urban
public transit, too, shriveled in its near-hopeless struggle against automobile culture: the share of
urban passenger miles carried by public buses and subways dropped from 35 percent in 1945 to 5
percent by 1965. Highways increasingly invaded central city areas themselves: by 1956 there
were 376 miles of freeways within the nation's twenty-five largest cities. Cities, Lewis Mumford
exclaimed, were becoming a "tangled mass of highways, interchanges, and parking lots. "70

The decline of America's railroads in the 1950s was especially precipitous. Undercut by
highways and suburbanization, many drastically curtailed schedules. Rolling stock, service, and
stations deteriorated. The fate of New York City's Grand Central and Pennsylvania stations
symbolized the trend. In 1961 the profit-seeking owners of Grand Central petitioned the city to
lower the terminal's ceiling from fifty-eight to fifteen feet and to add three tiers of bowling
alleys in the new space. Thwarted in this effort by angry protests, the owners managed to sell the
air space over the station, and the dignity of the terminal was soon dwarfed by erection of the
fifty-five-story Pan American Building. Penn Station, an architectural monument, was gutted, its
mighty columns felled to permit construction of offices, a sports arena, and a cramped commuter
terminal.71

Nothing alarmed city officials more than the plight of downtown neighborhoods that decayed
when upwardly mobile people left for the suburbs. In the process the cities lost still more of their
tax bases. Congress had tried to deal with this problem in 1949 by approving legislation
authorizing the construction, with federal subsidy, of 810,000 public housing units. The law also
set aside federal money to aid local redevelopment agencies that agreed to purchase "slum" areas
and to demolish old buildings. The agencies were then supposed to sell the bulldozed space to
private developers, who would erect better housing for low-income people. Thus was born one of
the great hopes of the 1950s: "urban renewal."

Some cities, helped by federal funds, erected splashy new areas that seemed to revitalize
downtown areas: the "Golden Triangle" of Pittsburgh, the Government Center of Boston. But
urban renewal had a very uneven track record insofar as housing was concerned. The process of
redevelopment—identifying sites, buying land, relocating tenants, bulldozing, selling to builders,
putting up new dwellings—often moved slowly, sometimes in the teeth of resistance by affected
residents. In some places old buildings were razed, but new ones did not go up for years. One
such area, in St. Louis, was ridiculed as "Hiroshima Flats." Detroit had its "Ragweed Acres."
More serious, "urban renewal" often meant "poor removal" or "Negro removal." Development
officials tore down low-income neighborhoods only to sell the vacant land to developers who put
up more expensive housing. Poor people who had been displaced while the builders tore up their
homes could ill afford to move back. All too often urban renewal did two things: it shunted low-
cost housing, including racial ghettos, from one part of a city to another, and it enriched builders
and landlords.72



Meanwhile most cities, Pittsburgh and Boston among them, continued to lose upwardly mobile
residents to suburbs. In their place flocked throngs of poor blacks (and whites). Unable to afford
the suburbs (and in the case of blacks racially excluded from them), these people settled in the
most broken-down areas of the urban centers. Most of these people were fleeing the farms and
the small towns. The depopulation of rural America at the time, accelerated by the technological
revolution that was rendering farm labor superfluous, was one of the most harrowing and large-
scale demographic developments of the 1940s, 1950s, and 1960s. Because relatively few
American officials attended to the problems of these people in the 1950s, the mass migrations set
the stage for social and racial dynamite that exploded in the cities after 1965.73

If public housing had fulfilled its promise, this crisis would have been less severe. But it did
not. Funding was ungenerous. Whites put up often fierce resistance to subsidized housing that
accepted blacks. Builders showed little interest in such efforts, largely because public housing
was considerably less profitable for them than commercial construction, much of it in the
suburbs. By 1955 only 200,000 public housing units (instead of the targeted 810,000) had been
constructed; by 1965 only 325,203 had. Some of these worked fairly well; it is wrong to say that
public housing always failed. But many "projects" collapsed, and the subsequent reputation of
public housing, like that of urban renewal, plummeted.

No public housing project received more devastating publicity than Pruitt-Igoe in St. Louis.
Architects and planners hailed its design while it was being drafted in the 1950s. Its thirty-three
eleven-story apartment buildings, containing a total of 2,800 units, had open galleries that
tenants were expected to use as communal porches, laundries, and play areas. A "river of trees"
winding between the buildings shaded lots of open green space. By the mid-1960s, however,
Pruitt-Igoe had deteriorated badly. The open spaces had become scrubby and covered with litter
and broken glass. Muggings and rapes in corridors and elevators (when they worked) terrified
residents. The architect lamented, "I never thought people were that destructive." Although
renovation costing $7 million tried to pump new life into the project, it did not help. Starting in
1975 the housing authority tore down the whole thing.74

Critics offered widely differing opinions about what killed Pruitt-Igoe and other large urban
projects. Some said that the projects were too big, too high-rise, and too sterile. Others
emphasized that housing authorities needed more money to maintain the buildings and to provide
proper security.75 (All these flaws beset Pruitt-Igoe.) Others blamed racial tensions, which often
flourished in those places where blacks were allowed. A common dilemma facing housing
managers was whether to require upwardly mobile tenants—people who managed to exceed
income limits—to move out and find housing in the private market. Telling such people to leave
made sense: why subsidize people who were no longer "poor"? But their departure deprived the
projects of significant numbers of stable and law-abiding families. Losing "role models," many
projects also lowered "screening" regulations that had barred criminals. By the 1960s and 1970s
many projects had become dumping grounds for the most troubled of the urban American poor.

Critics of suburbs, angry as they were about the deterioration of cities, did not stop there.
Many deplored life in the suburbs themselves. Most suburbs, they said, were "techno-burbs" or
"slurbs"—large anti-urban conglomerations that existed mainly to suit highway builders and
suburban developers.76 John Keats wrote a satire, The Crack in the Picture Window , which



bewailed the lack of privacy there. His suburb featured a family, the Drones, whose neighbors
included the Fecunds and the Amiables.77 Another critic likened suburban life to "Disturbia," a
place where the inanity of existence produced "haggard" men, "tense and anxious" women, and
"the gimme kids" who, after unwrapping the last Christmas present, "look up and ask whether
that is all."78

Easily the most common complaint about suburbs focused on "conformity." Suburbs, indeed,
became symbols of what many critics imagined were the most oppressive aspects of life in the
1950s. These were not economic problems; aside from Mills and a few others, American
intellectuals tended to be optimistic about the economy. Rather, critics had cultural concerns.
They worried about the all-pervasive sameness, blandness, unventuresomeness, mindlessness,
and threat to individualism that they thought were flowing from the onrushing materialism of
middle-class life in the suburbs.

It followed, these critics thought, that people in suburbs were the ultimate "conformists."
Everyone there, a hostile observer noted, "buys the right car, keeps his lawn like his neighbor's,
eats crunchy breakfast cereal, and votes Republican."79 David Riesman and Nathan Glazer,
influential social thinkers, did much to encourage such criticism in a widely discussed book, The
Lonely Crowd, that they co-authored in 1950.80 The book argued that "American character" was
changing. People were losing a more individualistic "inner-direction" that had existed in the past
and were becoming more "other-directed," taking their cues from the opinions and behavior of
peers. Suburbs were said to energize this development. "The suburb," Riesman wrote elsewhere,
was "like a fraternity house at a small college in which like-mindedness reverberates upon
itself."81

Other writers chimed in with similar complaints later in the 1950s. John Cheever's short
stories focused on the mindless, empty lives of suburbanites. Suburbs, he wrote, "encircled the
city's boundaries like an enemy and we thought of them as a loss of privacy, a cesspool of
conformity."82 Another novelist, Sloan Wilson, in a best-selling book, The Man in the Gray
Flannel Suit (1957), skewered the soulless, consumerist lives of suburbanites and the corporate
world. William H. Whyte summed up criticisms like these in a big-selling work of popular
sociology, The Organization Man. Suburbs, he conceded, were often friendly places. Some
promoted greater tolerance. But they often had a hothouse quality that highlighted "getting
along" or "belonging." Whyte concluded that suburbs, together with large and bureaucratic
corporations, were threatening the individualistic and entrepreneurial drives that had made
America great.83

The conformist atmosphere of suburbs, critics added, helped to deaden political debate,
thereby sustaining the middle-of-the-road, mostly conservative consensus that seemed to
dominate, especially in the mid-1950s. No one expressed this feeling about political ideas in the
1950s more cogently than the sociologist Daniel Bell, especially in his collection of essays The
End of Ideology (1960).84 Bell insisted that older ideologies strong in the 1930s, notably
Marxism, had lost their power to attract people. Instead, Americans focused on more private
concerns and did not try to change the world. Bell did not altogether deplore this turn of events;
like many contemporary thinkers, he rejoiced that the United States had avoided the bitter
internal conflicts of more "ideological" societies like the Soviet Union. But he, too, was a bit



wistful for a time when lively political debate had resounded in the land.

Underlying many of these criticisms of suburbia—and by extension of the "American
character" in the 1950s—were deeper fears about the nation's psychological health. Buzzwords
and phrases exposed these fears: "alienation," "identity crisis," "age of anxiety," "eclipse of
community." The "uprooted" peopled America. "Mass society" obliterated identity and
"individualism." Society was a "lonely crowd." Many of these words and phrases reflected the
rising visibility of popular sociology, of psychological models, and of "experts"—whether
Norman Vincent Peale on the power of positive thinking or Dr. Benjamin Spock, who soothed
nervous parents with immensely reassuring advice about child-rearing. Psychiatry and
psychology, like organized religion, boomed in the 1950s. The United States, it seemed, was
becoming a "therapeutic culture" in which "experts" helped people to feel good.85

Some contemporaries thought that the rise of suburbia—and the runaway consumerism that
seemed to accompany it—were undermining what they considered to be traditional American
values. Mills charged forthrightly that the United States had become "a great salesroom, an
enormous file, an incorporated brain, and a new universe of management and manipulation. "86

Other writers cited front-page scandals to demonstrate the apparently ubiquitous subversiveness
of materialism, including the penetration by gamblers of big-time college basketball in 1951 and
the perversion by television of big-money quiz shows at the end of the decade. The lure of riches
seemed dangerously enticing.87

John Kenneth Galbraith, the often iconoclastic Harvard economist, summarized and expanded
on these criticisms in one of the most talked-about non-fiction books of the decade, The Affluent
Society.88 The title was ironic. Galbraith agreed that American society was in many ways
affluent, but he emphasized that it was above all grossly materialistic. A liberal, Galbraith called
for a range of public policies to improve the quality of life in America: greater spending for
public education, price controls to curb profiteering, even a national sales tax to raise money for
social services. Galbraith was concerned above all with the contrast, as he saw it, between private
opulence and public austerity. His target, like that of many other critics in the 1950s, was as
much the vulgarity of the culture as the economy.

All these denunciations of American society and culture in the 1950s revealed that
contemporary critics were both lively and trenchant. Moreover, they enjoyed substantial respect
at the time; writers like Whyte and Galbraith received widespread critical praise and attracted
many readers.89 Some of the criticism, however, was one-sided. Those who lambasted suburbia,
for instance, tended to ignore several basic facts: the boom in building energized important
sectors of the economy, providing a good deal of employment; it lessened the housing shortage
that had diminished the lives of millions during the Depression and the war; and it enabled
people to enjoy conveniences, such as modern bathrooms and kitchens, that they had not had
before. Like the Levittowners, these people often worked hard to keep up their properties and to
bring personal touches to their homes. Few suburbs, Malvina Reynolds to the contrary, were
ticky-tacky and all the same. Many suburbanites also took pride in the community life that
evolved around schools, churches, and other institutions: the new neighborhoods were hardly as
antiseptic and isolating as Keats and others suggested. Above all, millions of suburbanites were
delighted to have space—a profound human need—and to own property. A resident of Canarsie



in southeast Brooklyn, then a rapidly growing (and essentially all-white) "suburban"
neighborhood, remembered, "Most of us who live in Canarsie came from ghettos. But once we
made it to Canarsie, we finally had a little piece of the country." Another recalled, "It was
exhilarating to own my own home. I felt like I had finally achieved something."90

Critics were on especially shaky ground in suggesting that suburbs—and by extension what
they perceived as the materialism and "conformity" of American culture—were subverting
traditional values. It was obvious, of course, that economic growth greatly boosted the
consumption of goods, with much attendant waste and misdirection of resources from public
needs to private display. Galbraith was on target there. Acquiring "things," however, was hardly
new to American life in the 1950s—just easier because many more people had much more
money. More important, people were hardly abandoning "individualism" for "conformity" or
"inner-direction" for "other-direction." Traditional values—the work ethic, competing hard in
order to advance in the world—seemed as vital as ever. (Immigrants at the time frequently were
appalled by what they considered to be the grim and determined pace of life in the United
States.) Other long-standing human aspirations, such as the quest for security and stability and
the desire to live among people like themselves, also endured. People did not surrender to the
tyranny of conformity. Rather, they searched understandably for whatever enabled them and their
families to feel comfortable and safe.

Broad generalizations about changes in values or "national character" are often unsatisfying
because they fail to capture the variety and complexity of people. Throughout American history,
values of "community" (including "conformity") and "individualism" have coexisted, sometimes
amid considerable tension. So, too, in the 1950s. Like Willie Loman, the "hero" of Arthur
Miller's Death of a Salesman (1950), many Americans remained both fatuously conformist as
well as driven to achieve for themselves and their families.91 Disneyland, which opened in 1955,
revealed these complexities in another way. An enormously successful business enterprise, it
testified to the power of affluence and of the consumer culture. Millions of people, most (but not
all) of them middle-class, traveled long distances to visit the place.92 And Disneyland managed
to have things both ways, celebrating Main Street (à la Norman Rockwell) as well as
Tomorrowland. Main Street evoked nostalgia for traditional smalltown styles of life, while
Tomorrowland appealed to the still strong yearning of Americans for the new, the dynamic, and
the unknown. The positive values associated with technological progress—individualism and
entrepreneurialism among them—had by no means lost their hold on the imaginations of people.

Critics of affluent excess during the boom years of the mid-1950s tended sometimes to expect
human beings to deny themselves material pleasures. Yet a culture in which rising numbers of
people have the luxury of fairly secure food and shelter—increasingly the case in the United
States in the post-World War II era—is one in which hopes for still greater comforts will expand.
The majority of Americans, their basic needs more secure, developed ever-larger expectations
about life. Some, concentrating on material gain, came to crave quick personal gratification.
Others, however, began to imagine a better society in which the best of American ideals could be
put into practice—this, too, the nation as a whole could afford. In this way, material progress
helped in time to arouse not only quests for personal gratification but also rising awareness of the
needs and rights of people. It would not be long before a rights-consciousness emerged that



shook the surface calm of American culture.



12
Mass Consumer Culture

 
To listen to commentators on American cultural life in the 1950s was often to hear a litany of
complaints: the mass media were debasing public taste, sexual license was threatening traditional
morality, juvenile delinquency was overrunning society, and generational change—a "youth
culture"—was undermining the stability of family and community. Here are a few of the voices:

—On the mass media, especially television: "The repetitiveness, the selfsameness, and the
ubiquity of modern mass culture tend to make for automatized reactions and to weaken the forces
of individual resistance."

—On sexual behavior, as described by a critic of Alfred Kinsey's book Sexual Behavior in the
Human Female (1953): The book reveals "a prevailing degeneration in American morality
approximating the worst decadence of the Roman Empire. . . . the presuppositions of the Kinsey
Report are strictly animalistic."

—On youth and juvenile delinquency: "Not even the Communist conspiracy could devise a
more effective way to demoralize, disrupt, confuse, and destroy our future citizens than apathy
on the part of adult Americans to the scourge known as Juvenile Delinquency."

These complainers were not all prudes or reactionaries. The critic of "modern mass culture"
was Theodor Adorno, a leader of the Frankfurt School of cultural criticism, which drew on
Marxian and Freudian insights to lament the commercialization of American life. The critic of
Kinsey, one among many, was Henry Pitney Van Dusen, head of Union Theological Seminary, a
prestigious religious institution. Critics of mass consumer culture also included shrewd and
respected intellectuals such as the sociologist Daniel Bell and the historian Daniel Boorstin.1

Were these Jeremiahs on target? The answer depends, of course, on the perspective of the
viewer. In retrospect it is clear that they erected a number of straw men and exaggerated the
curses of change. Still, they correctly placed their fingers on problems (as well as prospects)
associated with one of the most profound developments of the postwar era: the dramatic
expansion of a mass consumer culture. Some aspects of this culture, notably the rise of television
and of "rock 'n' roll" music, struck the nation with great and sudden power. Other related
developments, such as more liberalized sexuality and the advent of a "youth culture," provoked a
great deal of controversy. While these changes did not stem the force of traditional values in the
1950s, they exposed undercurrents of dissatisfaction and rebellion that were to break loose more
powerfully in the 1960s.

INTELLECTUALS SUCH AS Adorno, Herbert Marcuse, and other European emigres who
dominated the Frankfurt School were hardly alone in condemning what they considered to be the
commodification and debasement of American cultural life. The effluvium of bad taste, they
thought, not only overran the arts but also oozed throughout American culture. The United States,
they said, suffered from ugly roadside "strips," rampant commercialization, mindless mass
entertainment—Disneyland was often Exhibit Number One—and tasteless, fat-filled food that



later made obesity a national concern.2

Dwight Macdonald, one of the nation's most trenchant critics, summed up many of these
feelings in 1960 in a widely cited essay, "Masscult and Midcult." It took special aim at the state
of the arts. "Masscult," he complained, was crassly commercial work—we know it when we see
it. "Midcult," exemplified by the Book-of-the-Month Club, Ernest Hemingway's The Old Man
and the Sea, and middle-class magazines like the Saturday Evening Post, was more insidious
because it "pretends to respect the standards of High Culture while in fact it waters them down
and vulgarizes them."3 "Mass society" had arrived but, alas, it was driving quality from the arts
and threatening to deprive even intelligent people of their ability to discriminate between what
was artistically enduring and what was merely cheap and commercial.4

Critics such as Macdonald identified many baleful consequences of the spread of the consumer
culture in the postwar era. Techniques of sales promotion, greatly abetted by the explosion of
advertising and public relations, increasingly resorted to "hype" to push a cornucopia of new
products and patterns. Just as auto manufacturers and fashion designers changed their styling
every year, so did other producers. Painters, sculptors, gallery owners, and curators struggled so
hard to come up with what was "new" that by the 1960s they had virtually abolished the concept
of avant-garde. By then pop art that replicated consumer goods, such as Andy Warhol's
renditions of Campbell's Soup cans, was becoming the latest of many high-priced rages in a
market-driven Art World. Warhol's intent was partly satirical. Still, he profited immensely. His
visibility by the early 1960s suggested that the boundaries between High Culture and Popular
Culture were becoming increasingly blurred over time.

In some ways, however, those who focused on the debasement of American aesthetic life
tended to exaggerate their case. The 1950s witnessed the rise to artistic prominence of a number
of essayists and novelists—J. D. Salinger, Ralph Ellison, Saul Bellow, Bernard Malamud, James
Baldwin, John Updike, Philip Roth—whose work received widespread critical acclaim and
remained much admired in later years.5 It was equally unfair to dismiss the Art World as only
faddish or strictly of "midcult" quality. Thanks in part to the flight of European artists and
intellectuals to the United States during the 1930s and 1940s, New York City emerged after the
war as a vibrant center for painters, sculptors, dramatists, actors, dancers, writers, musicians, and
others in the arts. The New York School of abstract expressionist painting by Americans such as
Jackson Pollock attracted international attention in the 1940s and early 1950s.

Seekers of High Culture in the United States, moreover, did not need to despair. Recordings of
classical music sold well during the 1950s and later. Theater companies, art museums, and
symphony orchestras, though struggling amid the decline of central cities, usually survived, even
in relatively small markets. Sales of books—including classics of literature—were bolstered by
the paperback revolution that exploded after 1945.6 What these quantitative trends indicated was
surely a matter of opinion; who could prove, for instance, that most of the people who went to art
museums "appreciated" what they saw? Still, it was equally hard to demonstrate that taste—
surely a subjective word—declined in the 1950s, especially in a country with increasing numbers
of highly educated people.

The output of Hollywood in the late 1940s and 1950s exposes some of the hazards of sweeping



generalizations about American culture. Movie producers, rapidly losing viewers, sought
anxiously to bring people back to the theaters. Most responded, as usual, by playing cautiously to
a mass audience. Westerns proliferated, many of them celebrating heroic men, submissive
women, and treacherous and dirty Indians. Other movies played to Cold War obsessions by
raising the specter of communism and glorifying strong military authorities.7 Cinerama in 1952,
3-D movies in 1953, and stereo sound and CinemaScope and Vista Vision in the mid-1950s
resorted to technological wizardry in the hope of enticing big turnouts.The Searchers (1956)
featured a ten-foot-tall John Wayne. Lots of films relied on lavish display, panoramic
photography, vivid Technicolor (standard by the late 1950s), hackneyed boy-gets-girl scenarios,
biblical extravaganzas (such as Cecil B. De Mille's The Ten Commandments  in 1956), and
predictable Hollywood endings aimed at sending people happily out of the theater.8

A few movies of the early postwar era, however, considered serious subjects. Among them
were Gentleman's Agreement (1947), in which Gregory Peck coped with anti-Semitism; Pinky
(1949), a controversial film that broke ground by showing a black woman passing for white; The
Man with the Golden Arm (1954), on drug addiction; and On the Waterfront  (1954).Rebel
Without a Cause (1955) gave James Dean the chance to emote about adolescent rebellion.
Hollywood even brought forth a few anti-war movies, including Stanley Kubrick's powerful
Paths of Glory (1957), and On the Beach (1959), which concerned the horrors of nuclear
catastrophe.9 As these examples suggest, movies in the 1950s, while for the most part tame and
unventuresome, offered a modest amount of range. Here, as elsewhere in the realm of cultural
criticism, complaints about the rapid debasement of culture were excessive.

This range suggested that critics such as Macdonald tended to overlook two things. First, there
was the obvious point that the mass media were necessarily commercial in nature. It stood to
reason that editors and movie producers would seek to maximize profits by going after mass
markets. So to a lesser extent did impresarios in the Art World. The result was predictable: much
cultural production continued to be aimed at popular, not elite, taste. And it did not assail
contemporary social norms, such as racial segregation. These realities existed throughout the
commercialized Western world. By the late 1950s, when the people of western Europe were at
last climbing out of the trough of wartime destruction, critics across the Atlantic were bewailing
the "Americanization" (or "Coca-Colaization") of Europe.

Elitist critics erred also when they suggested or implied that the purveyors of mass culture
commanded hegemonic power over the minds and values of people. It was true, of course, that
film producers, like owners of radio and television stations, possessed vast economic resources
that they might use to shape public tastes. Critics understandably worried much about this power.
It was far less clear, however, that the producers and owners succeeded in molding popular
opinions in any thoroughgoing way. For one thing, they had many "publics" to satisfy. Hedging
their bets, they cooked up a smorgasbord of things for consumers to feast on. An increasing
variety of films, television shows, music, drama, books, and magazines—compare a good
newsstand or music store of the 1960s with one of the 1940s—arose in an effort to sate these
specialized appetites.

Consumers, moreover, clung to their own tastes. As post-modern critics were later to
emphasize, "texts" (whether High Culture or popular entertainment) received distinctively



personal "readings" from individuals.10 People are not easily programmed. That this is the case
can be demonstrated by exploring the world of television, a dynamic force in the explosion of
mass culture during the 1950s.

WAYNE COY, A MEMBER  of the Federal Communications Commission, recognized in 1948
the forthcoming triumph of television. "Make no mistake about it," he said, "television is here to
stay. It is a new force unloosed in the land. I believe it is an irresistible force."11

His prediction proved prescient, for TV grew enormously in the next few years. In 1948 it was
still in its infancy; few Americans had ever seen it. People relied instead on radio, which in 1949
had 1,600 stations compared to twenty-eight for television. Then the TV boom: 172,000
American households had television in 1948, 15.3 million by 1952. In 1955 there were 32 million
television sets in use, in roughly three-fourths of households. The growth continued: by 1960
some 90 percent of households, including once isolated shacks in the Deep South and elsewhere,
owned at least one set; bars and restaurants catered to many other viewers. Color sets then came
into vogue. By 1970, 24 million homes (38 percent of the total) had color TV.12

As innumerable commentators noted at the time, television stood as an icon in American
homes. Millions of families dropped other activities to watch the early stars, such as the
comedians Milton Berle, Arthur Godfrey, Lucille Ball, and Jackie Gleason. Water companies
reported enormous increases in usage during commercial breaks. Families suspended talk during
meals to watch the "tube," especially after the advent of TV Dinners in 1954. Ball, star of the
immensely popular "I Love Lucy," captivated audiences in late 1952 as the date arrived for her
(real-life) baby. When she featured the blessed event on January 19, 1953, some 44 million
people tuned in to watch. The show received the highest TV rating (68 percent) of any in the
1950s. (A smaller number of viewers, some 29 million, watched Eisenhower's televised
inauguration the next day.) By the 1960s polls reported that television was the favorite leisure
activity of nearly 50 percent of the population and that TV sets were on for an average of more
than three hours a day in American homes.13

In its early years (until 1951 or 1952) television seemed promising to people with high-brow
tastes. From their perspective this was something of a Golden Age free of the crassest kinds of
commercial pressures. Programs such as "Playhouse 90" and the "Kraft Television Theater"
featured live drama with performers—Grace Kelly, Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward, Eva Marie
Saint—starring in plays crafted by well-known writers.14 "Meet the Press," moving over from
radio, began on NBC in 1948. Edward R. Murrow's sometimes iconoclastic "See It Now"
programs, such as those concerning Joe McCarthy in 1954, suggested that TV could challenge the
norms of American politics.

Programming such as this, however, could dominate only so long as most viewers were
relatively well-off and highly educated: in 1950 television sets still cost between $400 and $500,
sums far beyond the reach of most families. As the price of sets plunged within the next few
years, sponsors insisted on shows that would appeal to mass audiences. TV producers then had to
be more careful about controversial material. As one advertiser put it, "A program that displeases
any substantial segment of the population is a misuse of the advertising dollar."15 CBS slowly
downgraded Murrow's show to the point that it became an occasional documentary—"See It Now



and Then," cynics called it by 1958. News programs, never important in scheduling decisions,
scarcely mattered. Until September 1963 the evening news lasted only fifteen minutes.
Newscasters—such as Chet Huntley and David Brinkley, who reported the news on NBC for
almost fourteen years beginning in 1956—lacked the technology of videotape in the 1950s and
mostly contented themselves with showing film footage and reading a script. Marquis Childs, an
advocate of serious news programming, concluded in 1956 that "the effect at meaningful and
vital communication [of current events] simply has not been made."16

Technological developments further abetted mass production of TV offerings, thereby driving
live drama from the screen. As early as 1951 Ball and her co-star–husband Desi Arnaz used
edited film instead of live performance. Hollywood, seeking revenues as downtown movie
theaters closed, began producing "made-for-TV" films. These could be edited and rerun
innumerable times, thereby generating much higher profits for the effort involved.17 By the mid-
to late 1950s pre-staged series dominated TV prime-time, among them highly popular westerns
such as "Cheyenne," "Gunsmoke," "Maverick," and "Have Gun—Will Travel," detective stories
such as "Dragnet," "77 Sunset Strip," "Perry Mason," and "Hawaiian Eye," and comedies
featuring performers lured from radio such as Jack Benny and George Burns and Gracie Allen.

By then critics were already assailing the banalities of the "boob tube." T. S. Eliot described
TV as a "medium of entertainment which permits millions of people to listen to the same joke at
the same time, and yet remain lonesome." Even Eisenhower, who became an avid watcher, said
in 1953, "If a citizen has to be bored to death, it is cheaper and more comfortable to sit at home
and look at television than it is to go outside and pay a dollar for a ticket."18

The quest for mass audiences led networks (CBS and NBC dominated at the time) to support
general-interest programs. One of these was "The Ed Sullivan Show," perennially one of the most
highly rated offerings of the late 1950s. Hosted on Sunday nights by the poker-faced and un-
charismatic Sullivan, the show paraded the currently most popular entertainers. In 1952 NBC put
on its early morning "Today Show" featuring Dave Garroway. Before then the networks had
assumed that few people would tune in at an early hour of day: many channels had been blank. At
first the show did not do well, but Garroway then brought on stage a chimpanzee, J. Fred Muggs.
The chimp excited children, then adults, and "The Today Show" became a popular fixture.
Cartoons soon dominated morning TV on weekends.19

The networks made special efforts to chase after the greatly expanding audiences of middle-
class white suburbanites. They caught them with programs such as "Father Knows Best," "The
Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet," and "Leave It to Beaver," all of which celebrated the comical
but mostly triumphant experiences of middle-class, nuclear families. Most shows concerning
ethnic or working-class people, such as "The Goldbergs" and "I Remember Mama," were
dropped; few programs featured blacks.20 TV producers catered carefully to sponsors (such as
cigarette companies) and worked hard to reflect the norms of their viewers. They favorably
portrayed businessmen and professional people such as doctors, lawyers, and scientists. Political
issues were mainly off limits. So was frankness about sex: Lucy's pregnancy was mostly
mentioned as an "expectancy" or some other euphemism.21 Fathers tended to be all-knowing,
mothers all-supportive (and always at home), and children (though frisky) ultimately obedient
and loving. Except on the soaps, which had a grim.edge not found in prime-time, nothing very



bad ever happened.

By the mid-1950s the networks devoted increasing time to quiz shows. These required very
little money to produce and attracted sizeable audiences who watched contestants strive to win
Big Money. Although the popularity of these shows has been exaggerated, the best-known of
them, "The $64,000 Question," was the nation's most widely watched program in the 1955–56
season and fourth in 1956–57. These shows came crashing to earth in October 1959, following
scandalous revelations (concerning "Twenty-One") that producers had rigged the outcomes.
Staging quizzes in this way assured that telegenic contestants, such as Charles Van Doren,
remained on the air. Van Doren, son of a well-known Columbia University professor, stayed for
an exciting run of fourteen weeks during which he was given answers in advance. He won
$129,000.22

The quiz show scandals so embarrassed network executives that they resolved to promote
more public service. ("Public relations" became a necessary adjunct to the consumer culture of
the 1950s.) News staffs increased, current affairs documentaries made a comeback, and the
networks offered to televise debates between the major presidential candidates in the 1960
campaign. In September 1963 they lengthened evening news shows to thirty minutes. Critics of
TV, however, remained unimpressed. Television, they insisted, remained mindless. Programs and
commercials pandered shamelessly to the money-making mania of the consumer culture. Newton
Minow, chairman of the Federal Communications Commission, summed up these criticisms in
1961 by asserting, in a phrase that stuck in public consciousness, that television had become a
"vast wasteland." He continued, "You will see a procession of game shows, violence, audience
participation shows, formula comedies about totally unbelievable families, blood and thunder,
mayhem, violence, sadism, murder, western badmen, western good men, private eyes, gangsters,
more violence, and cartoons. And endlessly, commercials—many screaming, cajoling, and
offending. And most of all, boredom."23

Minow overgeneralized, for TV was too diverse to deserve such a blanket characterization.
Still, there was no doubting that television highlighted soaps, unsophisticated comedies, and
violence (though not nearly so much as in later years). As a uniquely intimate medium that
invaded millions of private homes, it also had to guard with special care against offending
people. Far from criticizing social mores, it mainly reflected existing norms and institutions.

It remains difficult, however, to assess the impact of television on the values and beliefs of
people. Debates over the cultural influence of TV, indeed, raged long after the 1950s. Those who
thought this power was large argued that television strengthened violent tendencies in people,
sabotaged the reading habit, stifled conversation (especially in families), and induced a general
passivity of mind. Why Johnny Can't Read, which focused on the role of TV, became a best-seller
in 1955.24 Critics added that TV did much to debase politics, both by lowering (through "spots")
the level of discussion and by increasing the costs of campaigning. It could make (Kennedy) or
break (McCarthy) the careers of politicians. Critics maintained also that television harmed radio,
newspapers and magazines, and the motion picture industry, while giving enormous boosts to the
advertising business and successful sponsors. When Walt Disney put on one-hour TV shows
about the frontiersman Davy Crockett in 1955, he sold $300 million worth of Davy Crockett
dolls, toys, T-shirts, and fake coonskin caps.25



Other, less hostile observers thought television did much to develop and define a more
national culture. As the networks sent out nationwide messages (and commercials) to people,
these analysts concluded, they helped to standardize tastes and to diminish provinciality and
social division. One widely noticed version of this argument, by the Canadian critic Marshall
McLuhan, went so far as to say that television was creating an interconnected "global village."
McLuhan thought this globalization might be a good thing, for the "new electronic
interdependence" would lead to a "single consciousness" that would link people not only
throughout the country but ultimately throughout the world.26

Some of these generalizations about the impact of television seem irrefutable. Television
indeed spurred the growth of advertising and advanced the careers of telegenic politicians such as
Kennedy. Over time, mainly after 1960, it accelerated two important political trends: the rise of
personalized TV campaigns and the weakening of party discipline and organization. Some
magazines and newspapers also suffered a bit because of the surge of TV: Life, America's
preeminent magazine of photojournalism, lost 21 percent of its circulation within six months in
1954; like other general-interest magazines such as Saturday Evening Post, Look, and Collier's,
Life later collapsed.27 Television advertising helped to work minor miracles for some sponsors,
such as Revlon, which rode "The $64,000 Question" to striking increases in sales. There is no
doubt that television reinforced the already rising consumerism that was such a prominent
feature of the 1950s.

Still, television was hardly all-powerful, even in the early years when it was a novelty for
people. Although some magazines struggled against competition from TV, most managed all
right, and a few, reaching out to specialized audiences, found growing markets. Sports
Illustrated, starting in 1954, was but one example of a trend toward such publications, which
over time heightened diversity among American magazines. Many women's magazines also
flourished. Radio and films, too, found new ways to compete, often by targeting special groups:
think of radio stations catering to particular tastes in music.

Television indeed lulled people into hours of sedentary viewing every day, but watchers were
often far from passive; on the contrary, they frequently laughed delightedly or argued heatedly
about the meaning of what they had seen. Studies of audiences suggested also that commercials
did not sweep all before them. Many ads sustained sales or brand-name preferences, but it was
harder to establish needs that people did not have already. Millions of people smoked and bought
big cars long before the explosive rise of TV commercials. (Steadily high percentages of
Americans kept on smoking even after cigarette ads were banned from radio and TV in 1971.)
Viewers commonly hooted out loud at exaggerated claims for products.28

In the 1980s and 1990s, when "popular culture studies" became a thriving scholarly pursuit,
writers were still debating the influence of television on American culture.29 Many persisted in
arguing that it was great, contributing, for instance, to long-run declines in educational test
scores and to crime in the streets—developments that grew especially pronounced after 1963.
Other analysts, however, doubted the strength of causal connections. Americans, they insisted,
look at the "texts" of TV as they do other aspects of mass culture, in highly individualized ways.
Viewers are not passive receptacles; they make choices.30 The class, gender, religion, and
ethnicity of people especially matter in affecting responses.



Although the jury remains out, this perspective on TV seems persuasive. Millions of American
TV-watchers—in the 1950s and thereafter—remained stubbornly attached to regional, ethnic, or
racial subcultures and resisted aspects of the more homogenized "outside world" that the mass
media thrust at them. Nothing, it seemed, could shake the love that many Italian-Americans
maintained for Frank Sinatra. Professional wrestling, a sham, nonetheless attracted large and
enthusiastic audiences, especially among the working classes. The power of these personal
preferences continued to divide the "global village" and to curb the capacity of TV to affect the
behavior of people.31

MUCH OF THE HAND-WRINGING about "mass culture" in the 1950s came from the Left. From
right-wing contemporaries came different laments: over the rise of sexual liberation, juvenile
delinquency, and generational change.

Worries about sexual liberation were hardly new, of course, to the 1950s. Reformers and
moralists had battled against prostitution and the "white slave trade" in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries and fretted about "flappers" and "companionate marriage" in the 1920s.
Rising divorce rates had greatly alarmed Americans from 1900 onward. The social turmoil of
World War II intensified such fears, as newspapers carried lurid accounts of "Victory girls,"
"khaki-wackies," and "good-time Charlottes" who gave themselves freely to GIs. Americans
worried especially during the war about the exposure of soldiers to venereal diseases. Stories
proliferated in the 1950s about "sex crimes." "Petting" seemed rapidly on the rise among
unmarried people. Most of these concerns reflected long-standing assumptions about class, race,
and gender, especially the double standard applied to the sexes. Lower-class white men (and
blacks of both sexes), it was often said, acted like animals. What had to be nipped in the bud,
traditionalists said, was greater sexuality among middle-class women, especially the young and
the unmarried.32

It was left to Dr. Alfred Kinsey, an Indiana University entomologist, to focus these fears
during the early 1950s. In 1948 he brought out his first book on American sexuality, Sexual
Behavior in the Human Male. Produced with little fanfare by a medical publisher, it relied on a
host of interviews that Kinsey and his associates had been collecting for years. The book was 804
pages long, costly ($6.50), and full of jargon, charts, and graphs. Nonetheless, it soared quickly
to the best-seller lists. His second volume, Sexual Behavior in the Human Female, came out five
years later. It ultimately sold some 250,000 copies and created a minor sensation.

It was not hard to see why, for Kinsey's books offered statistics that staggered Americans at
the time. Between 68 and 90 percent of American males, he reported, had engaged in premarital
sexual intercourse, as had nearly 50 percent of females; 92 percent of males and 62 percent of
females had masturbated at least once; 37 percent of males and 13 percent of females had had at
least one homosexual experience; 10 percent of males had led a more or less exclusively
homosexual style of life within the previous three years; 50 percent of men and 26 percent of
women had committed adultery before the age of 40. Kinsey added that around 8 percent of men
and 4 percent of women had had some kind of sex with animals.33

Kinsey's volumes encountered angry criticism from virtually all directions. A few bookstores
hid the volumes. Some libraries refused to buy them or to place them in general circulation,
thereby forcing patrons to come up to the desk and openly ask for them. Many writers disputed



Kinsey's statistics, contending that they were based on interviews with people, including large
numbers of prisoners, who spun elaborate tales about nonexistent sexual exploits. In so doing,
these reviewers said, Kinsey painted a falsely oversexed portrait of American society—one that
thereby encouraged an "everybody's doing it" mentality. The Indiana Roman Catholic
Archdiocese announced that Kinsey's studies helped "pave the way for people to believe in
communism."34 A minister added that Kinsey "would lead us, like deranged Nebuchadnezzars of
old, out into the fields to mingle with the cattle and become one with the beasts of the jungle."35

Other reviewers, including some who distanced themselves a bit from moralists such as these,
joined in the fray, which spilled over into newspapers and magazines for months after each of the
volumes appeared. Reinhold Niebuhr worried that the books would encourage excessive sexual
freedom. Margaret Mead predicted that Kinsey's findings might "increase the number of young
men who may indulge in 'outlets' with a sense of hygienic self-righteousness."36 Lionel Trilling,
one of America's most respected literary critics, agreed that sensible talk about sex might dispel
old myths and hang-ups. But he objected to the false pose of scientific objectivity that he thought
Kinsey affected, and to Kinsey's simple-minded reduction of sex to physical activity, especially
orgasm. Kinsey, he charged, used "facts" to celebrate an ideology of "liberation" and a
"democratic pluralism of sexuality."37 The Rockefeller Foundation, which had financed many of
Kinsey's researches, bowed to rising criticism of the reports and cut off his funding in 1954.38

Whether Kinsey's data were accurate remains controversial years later. He was probably
correct, for instance, to conclude that homosexuality was more widespread than Americans at the
time wished to believe. Indeed, some gay people were beginning to organize. A group of
homosexual men in Los Angeles formed the Mattachine Society in 1951 with the hope of
promoting more liberal understanding and arousing opposition against the vicious harassment of
"queers" by police and other authorities.39 On the other hand, because Kinsey conducted many of
his interviews with prisoners, he may have exaggerated the extent of homosexual behavior.40

Still, there was no doubting that Kinsey and his associates had done a great deal of research,
including some 18,000 lengthy personal interviews. There were no better data at the time.
Moreover, he was surely accurate in pointing out that various forms of amatory activity,
especially premarital sex, had risen steadily in America during the twentieth century. Each new
age cohort of young people was more sexually active—and at earlier ages—than the one that
preceded it. This was as true for women as for men and for people in the middle classes as well
as for those lower on the social scale. In reporting such trends Kinsey helped to demystify sex.41

While Sexual Behavior in the Human Female was still generating angry editorials, Playboy
arrived on the newsstands, in December 1953. It was the creation of Hugh Hefner, a young
college graduate who had worked for Esquire. Neither Hefner nor anyone else expected the issue
to sell very well. But it did, in large part because its "centerfold" carried a nude photograph of
Marilyn Monroe, who was already a well-known young star. The issue sold 53,000 copies,
enabling Hefner (who had gone into debt to finance publication) to bring out more. Within a year
Playboy issues were selling over 173,000 copies; by 1960 its circulation per month was over a
million. By then Hefner had branched out to establish Playboy Clubs in major American cities. In
1961 his pre-tax profits from Playboy approached $1.8 million while his profits from the clubs



were nearly $1.5 million.42

The rise of Playboy revealed the onrushing growth of America's consumer culture. Hefner
deliberately and gleefully advertised a "playboy philosophy" of self-gratification. Like the
expensive ads (many of them pushing cigarettes and liquor) that puffed up the size of his
magazines, he equated satisfaction with hedonistic consumption. In so doing he appealed to two
central fantasies of the modern consumer culture: first, that people should be free, and second,
that happiness inhered in material things. The genius of Hefner, said sex researcher Paul Gebhard
in 1967, was that "he has linked sex with upward mobility." Another critic added, "Real sex [for
Hefner] is something that goes with the best scotch, twenty-seven-dollar sun glasses, and
platinum-tipped shoelaces."43

The surging circulation of Playboy exposed how flimsy the floodgates of traditionalism were
becoming, and others soon rushed through the gap to ride on the big business of sex. One was
Grace Metalious, a thirty-two-year-old New Hampshire housewife who produced Peyton Place in
September 1956. Until then Metalious had never published a line, and her prose was
overwrought. But her novel was graphic for its time about sex and made good on the claim of its
jacket: to "lift the lid off a small New England town." Thanks mainly to its sexual openness (and
perhaps because of a quasi-feminist subtext that appealed to female readers), Peyton Place sold 6
million copies by early 1958. When it surpassed 10 million it became the best-selling novel ever,
overtaking Erskine Caldwell's God's Little Acre (1933) (which itself focused on sex).44

The gates kept falling. Vladimir Nabokov, a highly regarded writer, brought out Lolita, a book
that (among many other things) highlighted the adventures of a sexy "nymphet," in 1958. It sold
more than 3 million paperback copies and rose to number three on the fiction best-seller list.
Heartened by the flow of profits, publishers and civil libertarians joined forces to tear down the
now crumbling barriers that had protected censorship of sexually explicit materials. In 1958 they
succeeded, when the unexpurgated Grove Press edition of D. H. Lawrence's Lady Chatterley's
Lover appeared in American bookstores. By 1959 the book had risen to number five on the list of
best-sellers.

To permit writing about sex was one thing; to have sex flashed on the silver screen, where it
could be seen in the darkness by millions and millions of people, was another. For years states
had censored movies. Since 1934 Hollywood had tried to honor a self-regulating Production
Code that banned explicit handling of sensitive subjects, including homosexuality, incest, and
interracial romance. Profanity was forbidden. Movies must not show the "intimate parts of the
body—specifically the breasts of women." "Impure love," the Code said, "must never be
presented as attractive and beautiful. . . . Passion should be so treated that these scenes do not
stimulate the lower and baser element."45

But Hollywood, too, became more liberal in its depiction of sexuality in the 1950s. In 1953 it
had explored the theme of adultery in From Here to Eternity. A  few months after publication of
Peyton Place it brought out Baby Doll, featuring the sultry presence of Carroll Baker. Time called
the film (which was tame by later standards) "just possibly the dirtiest American-made motion
picture that has ever been legally permitted."46 Hundreds of theater owners, worried about the
reactions of traditionalists, refused to show it. Francis Cardinal Spellman of New York was so



incensed that he took to the pulpit of St. Patrick's Cathedral, for the first time in seven years, in
order to denounce it. Catholics who saw this "evil" and "revolting" film, the cardinal proclaimed,
would do so under "pain of sin."47

Not even the Holy Mother Church could stem the tide, however. The Code, cut adrift under the
rush of cultural change, gradually lost its force. Elizabeth Taylor, like Baker and Monroe, began
to star in films that showed a good deal more female flesh than a few years earlier. The studios
moved quickly to cash in on sexy books, putting out poorly made movie versions of Peyton
Place, Lolita, and Lady Chatterley's Lover before the decade was out. They also began—very
gingerly—to handle other controversial subjects: miscegenation in Island in the Sun (1957),
homosexuality in Compulsion (1958), and abortion in Blue Denim (1959).

All these developments preceded yet another boon for sexual liberation in the United States.
This was the decision of the Food and Drug Administration in May 1960 to approve the sale by
prescription of Enovid, the first oral contraceptive for women. Although the decision at first
attracted little attention—the New York Times  carried the story on page 78—women reacted
eagerly to arrival of "the Pill, "which promised at once to save them from unwanted pregnancies
and to make them as free about sex as men had always been. The double standard, some
imagined, might collapse. By the end of 1962, 2.3 million women were using the Pill. Clare
Boothe Luce exulted, "Modern woman is at last free as a man is free, to dispose of her own
body."48

The effects of the Pill, however, lay in the future. What is striking about the undoubted
liberalization of sexual attitudes in the 1950s is how slowly some things seemed to change. Many
institutions tried hard to hold a line: all but a few universities maintained restrictive parietal
rules until the late 1960s. Their efforts suggested that parents still expected their children to
conform to older norms of sexual behavior.

Other statistics suggested the enduring desire of people to find meaning in long-term,
monogamous family life. Following the disruptions of wartime, divorce rates dropped sharply
after 1947. Despite the passage of more liberal divorce laws in the 1950s, these rates remained
lower throughout the 1950s (and early 1960s) than they had been since 1942. Illegitimacy rates
also remained stable.49 Marriage rates fell off a bit from the record peaks of the early postwar
years but stayed very high. Despite world-record participation in higher education, Americans in
the 1950s still married young (an average of around 22 for men and 20 for women) and were
more likely to be married (90 percent or more at some point in their lives) than people anywhere
else on the planet.50 The baby boom did not slow until 1958, after which it declined only
gradually through 1964.

Playboys (or girls) were surely not the norm. Public opinion polls revealed that young people
in the 1950s unquestioningly expected to marry and raise families—what else was possible?
These feelings were especially strong among women. "It is not a matter of'want' or 'like to' or
'choice,'" one young women said about marrying. "Why talk about things that are as natural and
as routine as breathing?" Another woman, asked why she hoped to marry and have children,
responded, "Why do you put your pants on in the morning? Why do you walk on two feet instead
of one?"51



Sexual liberation, driven in part by the wider liberalization of attitudes that came with the
Biggest Boom Yet, and in part by the buoyant commercialization of the consumer culture, was
gathering great power in the 1950s. Not until the 1960s, however, did its power really become
obvious.

NO ASPECT OF LIFE in the 1950s seemed more clearly to expose the durability of traditional
cultural norms than the images and status of women. Betty Friedan's The Feminine Mystique
(1963), while overdrawn in various ways, struck a nerve by sketching the outlines of a world that
assigned women to decorative and supportive roles in a rampantly materialistic consumer
culture.52

A look at the evolution of women's fashions begins to reveal the groundings of this world. In
the war years, when unprecedented numbers of women had gone to work, it had been thought
acceptable for women to wear slacks. In 1947, however, the designer Christian Dior introduced a
"new look" that stressed femininity. Women's styles henceforth accentuated narrow waists to
draw eyes to shapely hips, and tight tops to focus attention on the bosom. An extreme in the
1950s was the "baby doll" look that featured tightly cinched-in waists and bouffant skirts fluffed
out by crinolines. Women's shoes, as one historian has said, "ushered in a bonanza for
podiatrists." The toe shape got pointier and the heels so high that it seemed almost risky for
women to walk. Women's fashions, largely prescribed by men who had an image of how the
opposite sex should look, had hardly been so confining since the nineteenth century.53

The trend in fashions sent a much broader message: the place of women in society was as
accessory, chiefly in the home as housewife and mother. No one made this more clear than
Benjamin Spock, whose Common Sense Book of Baby and Child Care (1946) continued to sell
extraordinarily well—almost a million copies every year of the 1950s. Spock was later chastised
by conservatives for what they considered to be his "permissive" advice about child-rearing.
Young people became radicals in the 1960s, they contended, because parents (mainly mothers)
had failed to establish discipline in the home. That was at best an overwrought accusation. And it
was ironic, for it overlooked Spock's much more traditional message: that children needed the
love and care of mothers who devoted all their time to the effort, at least until children were
three years of age. Fathers, Spock said, had a much smaller role in child-caring.

Women who tried to combine homemaking and career had to struggle, for "labor-saving"
devices proclaimed as the deliverance of housewives stopped well short of such a rescue. The
expanded availability of frozen and packaged foods, to be sure, enabled women to prepare meals
more quickly. Central heating provided a good deal more comfort. Gas-powered ranges were
much easier to manage than coal-burning stoves. Heavily physical demands eased for most urban
and suburban housewives. But the more the conveniences, the more time it seemed to take just to
keep things clean, especially for women who had (as many did) large families. Keeping the
conveniences fixed and in good running order took lots of time and trips. Men, moreover, showed
little inclination to take on these uninspiring chores. "Modern" housewives in the 1950s therefore
had little more time for careers, even if they had been encouraged by the culture to undertake
them.

Magazines offered career women of the 1950s especially cold comfort. Women's magazines,
as Friedan emphasized later, printed story after story extolling motherhood and domesticity.



Titles of stories revealed the pattern: "Femininity Begins at Home," "Don't Be Afraid to Marry
Young," "Cooking to Me Is Poetry." In 1954 McCall's left no doubt that women should be
subservient: "For the sake of every member of the family, the family needs a head. This means
Father, not Mother."54Seventeen advised women in 1957, "In dealing with a male, the art of
saving face is essential. Traditionally he is the head of the family, the dominant partner, the man
in the situation. Even on those occasions when you both know his decision is wrong, more often
than not you will be wise to go along with his decision. "55

A major role of the wife, these stories said, consisted of helping the husband get ahead.
Articles such as "The Business of Running a Home" explained that women should focus on
freeing men from domestic concerns, including shopping, diapering, and other essential duties.
In 1954 McCall's coined the neologism "togetherness," a word that nicely captured the ideal: the
woman should be a helpmate so that the man could rise in the world. Mrs. Dale Carnegie, wife of
a well-known expert on how to make friends and influence people, explained in 1955, "Let's face
it girls. That wonderful guy in your house—and in mine—is building your house, your happiness
and the opportunities that will come to your children." Split-level houses, she added, were all
right, "but there is simply no room for split-level thinking—or doing—when Mr. and Mrs. set
their sights on a happy home, a host of friends, and a bright future through success in HIS job."56

Many movies offered similar prescriptions, none more pointedly than All About Eve (1950), a
powerful film about Eve Harrington (Anne Baxter), an aspiring young actress who feigns
humility in order to ingratiate herself with Margo Channing (Bette Davis), the then first lady of
the stage. By the end of the movie Eve's selfish machinations pay off; she rises to the top of her
profession and receives a big award for her acting. As Margo realizes that Eve is taking her
place, she becomes bitter and jealous. But then she sees the light and marries the man she loves.
"A funny business, a woman's career," she muses. "You forget you'll need [men] when you start
being a woman again." Giving up a major role (which Eve lands), she says, "I've finally got a life
to live. . . . I have things to do with my nights." The message was hard to miss: career women
like Eve were evil schemers who did not understand the much more satisfying blessings of love
and marriage.57

Within a few years career women like Eve seemed to disappear from the screen. A special
example of this trend was The Tender Trap  (1955), starring Debbie Reynolds in a
characteristically feminine role. Reynolds, like Baxter, plays an aspiring actress, and she gets a
much-sought-after role. Frank Sinatra, whom she really wants, congratulates her. Reynolds,
however, replies, "The theater's all right, but it's only temporary." Amazed, Sinatra asks, "Are
you thinking of something else?" Reynolds replies, "Marriage, I hope. A career is just fine, but
it's no substitute for marriage. Don't you think a man is the most important thing in the world? A
woman isn't a woman until she's been married and had children." In the end Reynolds gets her
man.

It was a sign of the times that even radical intellectuals largely ignored the wider aspirations
of women. One was Paul Goodman, a caustic critic of American institutions whose essays were
collected in Growing Up Absurd  in 1960. As this title indicated, Goodman was appalled by the
consumerist world in which young people were trying to mature in the 1950s. But he worried
only about males. "A girl," he explained in his introduction, "does not have to . . . 'make



something' of herself. Her career does not have to be self-justifying, for she will have children,
which is absolutely self-justifying, like any other natural or creative act."58 In the essays that
followed Goodman ignored the needs of women.

To amass so many traditional, anti-feminist images from the era is of course to be selective
and therefore to leave the impression that American culture in the 1950s was monolithic, or even
virtually misogynist, on the subject of gender relations. That would be an exaggerated
conclusion. Images in television, for instance, offered some variety and provoked different
reactions among viewers. "Our Miss Brooks," a popular series, featured an unmarried
schoolteacher—a non-threatening stereotypical role for women. But while Brooks resorted to
silly (and unsuccessful) feminine wiles to attract a male colleague, she was generally a far more
intelligent and worthy person than the pompous men who dominated the school Establishment,
which kept her down. Alice Kramden, the wife of Ralph (Jackie Gleason) on "The
Honeymooners," was obviously the brains of the family. She paid little attention to Ralph's
bluster or to his crackpot ideas. Lucy, while wacky, was also shrewd: many women appeared to
delight in the way that she manipulated her husband. This is another way of repeating the
obvious: people emerge with individual understandings of what they see and hear in the media.

Movies, too, could offer a slightly more ambiguous view of the sexes than met the eye. Some
leading men—Montgomery Clift, Tony Perkins, Dean—were shown to be soft and sensitive.
Dean cried unashamedly in East of Eden (1955). Women, meanwhile, could be decisive.
Elizabeth Taylor in Giant (1956) played a strong-willed eastern bride who gradually tamed her
rancher-husband (Rock Hudson). Even Debbie Reynolds, having caught Sinatra in The Tender
Trap, let him know that she would henceforth assert herself. "Listen to me," she told him. "From
now on, you're gonna call for me at my house, ask me where I want to spend the evening, and
you're gonna meet my folks and be polite to them and bring me candy and flowers. . . . I've got to
make a man out of you."

It is inaccurate, finally, to assume that all American women in the 1950s embraced the
feminine mystique. Some were restless and unhappy. As Friedan put it in an article in Good
Housekeeping in 1960, "There is a strange stirring, a dissatisfied groping, a yearning, a search
that is going on in the minds of women." What the searchers wanted, she added, was the chance
for greater self-fulfillment outside the home. "Who knows what women can be," she asked,
"when they finally are free to become themselves?" In the same month Redbook started a contest
offering a $500 prize for the best account of "Why Young Mothers Feel Trapped." To the surprise
of the editors, an avalanche of entries—24,000 in all—arrived at their office.59

The varied messages about gender roles in the mass media and the dissatisfaction of some
mothers and housewives suggest an undercurrent of change, especially toward the end of the
decade. It is difficult, however, to know whether these manifestations of discontent amounted to
widespread feminist feeling. The people whom Friedan surveyed, for instance, tended to be
upper-middle-class white women. More highly educated than average, they were better placed
than most to act on the deprivations that they felt. The majority of messages in the media,
moreover, remained conservative. With some exceptions they did not directly challenge
dominant cultural values, which assigned women to a secondary and domestic sphere.

It seems, indeed, that most American women in the 1950s did not chafe very strongly against



the roles that were assigned to them. Friedan and others like her, to be sure, began to do so. But
what of the millions of women who were delighted to move to the Levittowns and other suburban
areas where at last they had decent housing and conveniences? Welcoming the consumer culture,
they lived much more comfortably than their parents had, and they imagined that their children
would do still better in life. Later, a number of developments—including still greater affluence
and rising rights-consciousness, which excited expectations—helped to arouse a women's
movement, especially among the young and the middle classes. As late as 1963, however, that
movement remained hard to predict.60

It was difficult, moreover, for the majority of American women in the 1950s to expect very
much in the way of advancement outside the home. Institutional barriers reflected and reinforced
cultural prescriptions. Witness politics. President Eisenhower made a few highly touted
appointments of women to governmental positions, notably Clare Boothe Luce as Ambassador to
Italy and Oveta Culp Hobby, a Texan, to head the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
In all he named twenty-eight women to positions requiring Senate confirmation, as opposed to
twenty during the Truman years. But these appointments were token. And leading politicians of
both parties had no intention of getting the Equal Rights Amendment approved. When
Eisenhower was asked about ERA at a press conference in 1957, he responded, laughing, "Well,
it's hard for a mere man to believe that a woman doesn't have equal rights. But, actually, this is
the first time that this has come to my specific attention now, since, oh, I think a year or so. . . . I
just probably haven't been active enough in doing something about it." Women activists were
upset, but they should not have been surprised, to learn that the President had been paying no
attention to their efforts.61

Witness, too, the world of education. Females, as in the past, actually stayed in high school on
the average about a year longer than males—in 1950 through the tenth grade as opposed to the
ninth grade for males (through the eleventh and tenth, respectively, by 1960). A slightly higher
percentage of women than men graduated from high schools. But thanks in part to the blessings
of the GI Bill, men were much more likely to go on to colleges and universities. In 1950 there
were 721,000 women enrolled in higher education, compared to 1.56 million men. By 1960 the
ratio (but not the gap) had narrowed a little: 1.3 million women attended colleges or universities
compared to 2.26 million men. Only 37 percent of women graduated, compared to 55 percent of
the men. Many of the women who dropped out did so, people joked, to get their M.R.S. degree
and to work on their Ph.T.—"Putting Hubbie Through." Of those women who graduated,
relatively small numbers went on for higher degrees, in part because graduate and professional
schools had quotas limiting the percentages of women they would admit. A total of 643 women
received doctorates in 1950, compared to 5,990 men. Ten years later the numbers were 1,028 for
women and 8,800 for men.

Some women's colleges (which were generally headed by men) discouraged their students
from taking "serious" subjects or preparing for careers. Mills College demanded a "distinctively
feminine curriculum" and featured such subjects as ceramics, weaving, and flower arrangement.
The president of Stephens College highlighted courses in interior decorating, cosmetics, and
grooming, and added that for women "the college years must be rehearsal periods for the major
performance" of marriage. Adlai Stevenson told Smith College graduates that he knew no better



vocation for women than that they might assume the "humble role of housewife."62

Statistics concerning the world of work offered the clearest measures of the institutional
barriers to gender equality. The percentage of workingage women who were in the labor force
gradually increased in the 1950s, from 33.9 at the start of the decade (smaller than the 1945 high
of 35.8 percent) to 37.8 in 1960. That was 23.3 million people, 9 million more than in 1940 and
nearly 5 million more than in 1950.63 This was one of the most significant social trends during
the postwar era. But women remained highly segregated in occupations deemed suitable for their
"lesser" talents: as secretaries, waitresses, elementary school teachers, nurses, and other mostly
low-paid members of the labor force. Some such women as waitresses received support from
unions for better working conditions.64 But most unions concentrated on attracting men. The
median income of white female full-time workers decreased from 63 percent of the median for
males in 1945 to 57 per cent in 1973.65

These aggregate statistics, revealing as they are, fail to catch perhaps the most significant
trend in women's work in the early postwar years. This was the rapid increase in the percentage
of women workers who were married. This rose from 36 percent in 1940 to 52 percent in 1950 to
60 percent in 1960—and to 63 percent in 1970. In part the increases reflected demography:
higher percentages of women had husbands. But the most important cause of the trend was the
desire of married women to enter the market. These were not women starting careers when they
were young; they were housewives belatedly finding work, much of it low-paid, in order to help
ends meet in their homes. This is what "togetherness" often meant for such families.66

Contemporaries and historians have disagreed over why so many of these married women
entered the work force. Some have emphasized the allure of the consumer culture, which, it was
thought, was creating an ever more palpable "land of desire," especially among married women
in the middle classes, among whom the greatest increases in employment were taking place at
the time.67 Achieving a degree of security, these women (like many men) were thought to
develop ever-greater appetites for goods. Expectations about the Good Life kept escalating.
Luxuries became necessities.

That surely happened: in this way as in many others, the rise of the consumer culture
profoundly affected the behavior of people. But women were neither mindless consumers nor a
homogeneous group. They divided, as always, along racial, ethnic, religious, regional, age, and
class lines, and it is therefore hazardous to generalize freely, especially about complicated
motivations. Women who were poor—many millions in the 1950s—could scarcely buy very
deeply into the consumer culture. And many others—again the Levittowners come to mind—
anxiously remembered the frightening years of the Great Depression and World War II. They
wanted more consumer goods—why not?—but they also yearned for security and then more
security, which they tried to advance by adding earned income to their households.68 They cannot
be accused of accumulating goods for the sake of goods.

In time many of these working women developed a heightened sense of empowerment. That
was a long-range result of widespread female employment, of ascending affluence, and of the
movement for civil rights, which drove ideological demands in many unanticipated ways. In the
1950s, however, most of these women were looking for jobs, not careers, and they exhibited little



feminist consciousness. That arose mainly in the 1960s.

IN 1954 FREDRIC WERTHAM, a psychologist, published The Seduction of the Innocent, an
emotional expose of the damage that violence and brutality in comic books (which were
published at a rate of more than 60 million a month by the late 1940s) were inflicting on young
people. Children, he said, were learning all the wrong lessons and might become delinquents.
Others would suffer from "linear dyslexia." A year later Benjamin Fine came out with 1,000,000
Delinquents —the number of adolescents he said (accurately) would run afoul of the law in 1956.
Time magazine, never to be outdone, then brought forth a special issue. It was entitled
"Teenagers on the Rampage."69

Jeremiads such as these exposed a nervous underside to the surface calm of American culture
in the mid-1950s, even before the oldest cohorts of baby boomers were entering their teens. The
alarmists received support from a great many federal agencies such as the Children's Bureau,
which—like many other concerned American institutions in the postwar era—took to heart
messages from the ascendant field of psychology and imagined that intervention by "experts"
could modify personal behavior. The experts (and others) cited a host of apparently accelerating
trends that purported to show an explosion of juvenile delinquency and youthful rebellion. These
ranged from serious matters such as gang fights and teenaged drinking parties to more trivial
matters such as the growing tendency of young "greasers" to wear cut-off T-shirts and blue jeans
and to style their hair in pompadours and duck-tails. Role models such as Brando and Dean
especially worried conservatives. Other alarmists blamed the apparent spate of youthful rebellion
on working mothers—prisoners of the consumer culture—who left "latch-key" children behind to
fend for themselves.

The United States Senate, moved to action by such concerns, responded as early as 1953 by
undertaking major hearings into delinquency. These lasted off and on throughout the 1950s and
attracted considerable notice after 1955 when Senator Estes Kefauver of Tennessee, a liberal
Democrat, agreed to take over the investigations. (Kefauver, who had large ambitions to become
President, was good at finding ways into the public eye: in 1950 he had presided over enormously
popular televised hearings that sought to prove the spread of "organized crime" in America.)
States and towns joined in the fight against sources of juvenile unrest. By 1955 thirteen states
had passed laws regulating the publication, distribution, and sale of comic books. Leading
intellectuals, including C. Wright Mills, praised Wertham's efforts.70

Hollywood pitched in with release in 1955 of Rebel Without a Cause and The Blackboard
Jungle, both of which featured rebellious teenagers. In Rebel Dean defies his weak-willed, apron-
clad father and domineering mother and joins a group of disaffected classmates who challenge
local conventions. Brooding and surly, Dean became an idol of sorts to many adolescents.
Blackboard Jungle, greatly aided in impact by the song "Rock Around the Clock" in its sound
track, shows wild and unruly high schoolers threatening to destroy all order in the classroom.
Like most apparently daring Hollywood films, both movies in fact closed with the forces of good
in control. At the end of Rebel Dean sees the light and submits to the authority of his father, who
says, "You can depend on me. Trust me." Glenn Ford, the embattled teacher in Jungle, manages
to isolate the worst kids and regain authority. Still, these movies upset many contemporaries.
Some reviewers, fearing that Blackboard Jungle would incite young people, damned it. A number



of localities sought to ban it.71

Nothing worried traditionalists in the mid-1950s more than the impact on young people of
revolutionary changes in popular music, especially rock 'n' roll. Until then "pop" music had
remained fairly tame. Hits in the early 1950s had included Rosemary Clooney's "Come On-a My
House," Perry Como's "Don't Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes," and Patti Page's "How Much Is
That Doggie in the Window?" Even then, however, country and rhythm-and-blues tunes, some of
them drawing on black musical forms, were gaining a considerable following. In 1954, Billboard
magazine noted that rhythm and blues "is no longer identified as the music of a specific group,
but one that can now enjoy a healthy following among all people, regardless of race or color."72

Later that year the record "Sh-Boom" came out, which in its white version by the Crew Cuts
and its black version by the Chords became the fifth-best-selling song of the year. Some
historians regard it as the first rock-'n'-roll hit.73 It was quickly followed by an undoubted
sensation, "Rock Around the Clock," as recorded by an all-white band, Bill Haley and the
Comets. Haley's group combined country and western with rhythm and blues and featured hard-
driving electric guitars and drums. "Rock Around the Clock" took off to the top of the charts and
ultimately sold some 16 million recordings. Soon black rock 'n' rollers, too, like Chuck Berry
("Johnny B. Goode," 1958), Chubby Checker ("The Twist," 1960), and Fats Domino, rose to fame
with a series of big-selling records.74

Rock 'n' roll did not supplant other forms of popular music: top hits of the late 1950s included
"Tammy" by Debbie Reynolds, "Mack the Knife" by Bobby Darin, and songs by Como, Sinatra,
Nat "King" Cole, Lena Home, and other favorites. Pat Boone, a clean-cut singer, was a "pop" star.
Folksinging groups such as The Weavers enjoyed a revival at the end of the decade and in the
early 1960s. Jazz artists such as Ella Fitzgerald, Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington, and many
others retained loyal followings. But the rise of rock 'n' roll was nonetheless one of the most
shocking cultural phenomena of the mid- and late 1950s, especially to people over the age of
twenty-five. Like jazz in the 1920s, the new music seemed to separate young Americans from
their elders and to usher in the beginnings of a strange and powerful "youth culture." Rock 'n' roll
gave millions of young people—especially "teenagers" (a noun that came into widespread use
only in 1956)—a sense of common bond: only they could appreciate it.75

No performer aroused more alarm than Elvis Presley. Elvis, twenty years old in 1955, was the
son of poor Mississippi farm folk who had moved into public housing in Memphis when he was
fourteen. He pomaded his hair and idolized Brando and Dean, whose Rebel Without a Cause he
saw at least a dozen times and whose lines he could recite from memory. Presley learned to sing
and play guitar while performing with local groups, often with people from his Assembly of God
congregation. In 1954 he recorded "That's All Right" and a few other songs, mainly in the blues
and country traditions, thereby exciting Sam Phillips, a local disk jockey, record producer, and
discoverer of musical talent. Phillips loved black music and had recorded such musicians as B. B.
King earlier in the 1950s. But the color line barred them from fame. "If I could find a white man
with a Negro sound," Phillips is reputed to have said, "I could make a billion dollars."76

Presley was the man whom Phillips had been seeking. By the end of 1955 his records were
hits, and his live performances, in which he affected an alienated Brando look and gyrated



sexually in time with the music, were sensations. Audiences, composed mainly of young people,
screeched and wailed in scenes that frightened other observers. One outraged commentator
charged that Presley's performances were "strip-teases with clothes on . . . not only suggestive
but downright obscene." In 1956 several of Presley's hits, such as "Hound Dog" and "Heartbreak
Hotel," sold millions of records. He signed to appear in three movies. Ed Sullivan, who had
prudishly announced that "Elvis the Pelvis" would never appear on his show, gave in and offered
him the unheard-of sum of $50,000 to perform on three of them. (On one the cameras showed
him only from the waist up.) An estimated 54 million Americans watched Elvis on one of these
shows—the largest audience for anything on TV until that time (and not surpassed until 67
million tuned in the Beatles, also on "Ed Sullivan," in 1964). Elvis had rocketed to fame as one of
the most phenomenal stars of a decade that, thanks to the rise of the mass media, was ushering in
an era of unprecedented star- and celebrity-worship. The composer Leonard Bernstein later went
so far as to call Presley "the greatest cultural force in the twentieth century."77

The rise of the new music owed a good deal of its growth to affluence and the power of the
consumer culture. By then teenagers were earning millions of dollars, often by working in fast-
food places on the roadsides. Others had allowances from their parents. Many could come up
with the modest sums that it took to buy record-players, as they were called at the time, and to
purchase the cheap 45-rpm vinyl disks that carried the new tunes. Almost everyone could afford
to feed nickels into the jukeboxes that played the music wherever teenagers assembled. Retail
sales of records jumped from $182 million in 1954 to $521 million in 1960. Rock 'n' roll, like
much else in the United States, quickly became corn-modified—a vital part of the thriving
culture of consumption.

Some adult Americans pretended not to be upset by the frenzy surrounding rock 'n' roll. Like
many other fads, it might go away. (Elvis, they said, was not so bad—he bought houses for his
parents, said his prayers, and did not smoke or drink.) But there was no doubting that the
popularity of rock 'n' roll exposed the nascent rise of a sometimes restless "youth culture." And
many older people openly revealed their sense of alarm. A psychiatrist, writing in the New York
Times, proclaimed that rock 'n' roll was "a communicable disease" and "a cannibalistic and
tribalistic kind of music." The racist metaphors here went unchallenged. Another critic, writing
to a Senate subcommittee on delinquency, lamented that "Elvis Presley is a symbol, of course,
but a dangerous one. His strip-tease antics threaten to rock-n-roll the juvenile world into open
revolt against society. The gangster of tomorrow is the Elvis Presley type of today."78

MANY OF THESE FEARS about juvenile delinquency, rock 'n' roll, and youthful rebellion
reflected contemporary confusion and anxiety amid the rapid social, demographic, and economic
changes that were transforming the nation. They also addressed real phenomena, for increasing
numbers of the young were indeed beginning to rebel against accepted ways. Some of these
young people identified with Holden Caulfield, the teenage anti-hero of J. D. Salinger's novel The
Catcher in the Rye (1951). Older people, Holden said, were "phonies." Others among the young—
few in numbers but much noted by contemporary trackers of social trends—became "beats" who
claimed to reject the materialism of the consumer culture and affected bohemian styles of life.79

Many others identified with a peer group culture of their own—one that highlighted a new
consumer-driven world of drive-in movies, fast-food hangouts, jalopies, and malls. It was small



wonder that many older Americans, bewildered by the pace of social change, began to feel
greatly threatened by a "youth culture."

Still, many of the "threats" to older ways of life in the 1950s were exaggerated. Statistics on
juvenile delinquency (and on crime in general), while unreliable, did not show increases during
the 1950s. Moreover, while many young people were restive, they saw no clear routes to
collective social action. Not even rock 'n' roll, for all its liberating potential, could provide those.
Instead, restless young people in the 1950s tended to rebel on a fairly small stage in which
parents and neighbors remained the major impediments to gratification. Except for blacks, who
grew increasingly militant in fighting against racial injustice, young people who were unhappy
with the status quo did not much concern themselves with larger political or social problems.
Most educators in the 1950s detected a "silent generation," both in the schools and in the
burgeoning universities.

What the restless young still lacked in the 1950s was the greatly magnified sense of possibility
—of open-ended entitlement—that was to give them greater energy and hope in the 1960s.
Instead, they encountered still strong cultural norms that prescribed traditional roles for
"growing up": "girls" were to become wives and homemakers, "boys" were to enter the armed
services and then become breadwinners. Few young men, Presley included, imagined that they
should avoid the draft: half of young men coming of age between 1953 and 1960 ended up in
uniform, most for two years or more.

By the late 1950s millions of Americans were enjoying the bounties of affluence and the
consumer culture, the likes of which they had scarcely imagined before. In the process they were
developing larger expectations about life and beginning to challenge things that had seemed set
in stone only a few years earlier. Older cultural norms, however, still remained strong until the
1960s, when expectations ascended to new heights and helped to facilitate social unrest on a new
and different scale.



13
Race

 
Color-consciousness has always blighted life in the United States. Light-skinned people, fearful
of "pollution" from "coloreds," historically erected formidable barriers against "non-white"
Americans. Between the late 1940s and 1960 these barriers opened up a bit, and a few outsiders
crept through the cracks. But only for a little way. The vast majority of non-whites—including
not only African-Americans but also American Indians, Asians, and many Hispanics—could not
get through.1 In matters of color and of racial consciousness the United States held firm.

THE TREATMENT OF  AMERICAN INDIANS had long demonstrated the virtual impenetrability
of such barriers. Thanks in part to military campaigns against them and mainly to the killing
diseases that Europeans brought with them to the New World, the number of native people in
what became the United States dropped drastically from many millions in 1600 (most estimates
of these numbers now range between 4 and 7 million) to a low of around 200,000 in 1900.2
Whites, having subdued all "Red" resistance and consigned most survivors to reservations, then
further cheated Indians out of their land and tried to force them to adopt white ways. In 1924
Congress decided that native-born Indians were citizens of the United States, but neither the
national government nor the states gave tangible meaning to that citizenship. Some states denied
Indians the vote until the early 1950s.

Between 1934 and 1945, John Collier, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, tried to promote an
"Indian New Deal" that would value native cultures, increase federal support for health and
education, and provide for greater self-government on the reservations. Collier was high-handed
and paternalistic, and many natives refused to cooperate with his plans. Still, his policies offered
hope for a more liberal treatment of the Indians, some of whom—then and later—were
encouraged in their quests for resistance and self-determination.3

Collier came under fire from conservative critics and resigned in 1945. His successors
gradually undermined his efforts, especially after 1953, when Congress sought to end the special
status that Indians had had under the law as wards of the United States. Over time, Congress then
declared, Indians would be subject to the same laws, privileges, and responsibilities as other
American citizens.4 The "termination" policy, as this approach was called, aimed to cut off
public aid to Indians and to get them to fend for themselves. In 1954 the Menominees, the
Klamaths, and several smaller groups agreed to be "terminated" and embarked as individuals into
the non-Indian world.

Termination thereafter soon lost some of its standing as official policy. A number of Indian
groups joined white sympathizers to protest vigorously against the new approach, which they
said was abandoning the majority of Menominees and Klamaths to lives of neglect. Other
advocates of government responsibility to native people succeeded in 1955 in transferring Indian
health facilities and programs from the Bureau of Indian Affairs (long considered an
unsympathetic and corrupt bureaucracy) to the Public Health Service, which did a better job.
Congress also provided modest financial aid to assist the growing number of individual Indians



who sought to leave their reservations and relocate. In 1958 the government backed away from
efforts to impose termination, and the policy—in eclipse during the 1960s—was formally ended
by President Nixon in 1969. By then Indian activists were beginning to take matters into their
own hands.

Still, the termination approach signified a central fact about national attitudes in the late 1940s
and 1950s: the continuing power of white assimilationist thinking. Indians, it was agreed, must
be forced to adapt to white ways. This thinking coexisted uneasily and in some manners
inconsistently with white assumptions about Indian inferiority. As in the past, whites who paid
attention to Indians tended to think that native cultures were crude and uncivilized. Most
Americans, moreover, did not give much thought to Indians, in part because the natives were
mostly out of sight and out of mind. Indeed, they remained a tiny minority: the census
enumerated 334,000 in 1940, 343,000 in 1950, and 509,000 in 1960.5 Relegated to reservations
(or scattered in remote areas), they had little formal education or political power. Many were
poorly nourished and ill. The vast majority lived in poverty. The miserable condition of most
American Indians in the 1950s, as throughout United States history, testified to the continuing
strength of white ethnocentrism and institutional discrimination in the country.

Asian-Americans, another group that had encountered racist treatment in the past, fared
slightly better than did American Indians in the 1940s and 1950s, during which time new
immigration laws opened a tiny bit of space. In 1943 Congress finally repealed legislation dating
to 1882 that had barred Chinese workers from emigrating to American shores. The repeal,
establishing small quotas for Chinese (105 per year), reflected wartime sympathy for China, an
ally against Japan. In 1946 Congress did the same for Asian Indians and Filipinos—people who
in effect had been barred from emigrating to the United States since 1917. In 1952 Congress
approved the McCarran-Walter Act, a major effort to recodify immigration statutes. Although it
contained tough sections that widened grounds for deportation, the act loosened some
restrictions. It repealed laws that had excluded Asians from settling in the United States, and it
eliminated "race" as a barrier to naturalization, thereby enabling Asians to become American
citizens.6

The practical effect of these new laws, however, was not great. Hatred and distrust of
Japanese-Americans, inflamed during World War II, persisted. Moreover, the McCarran-Walter
Act reaffirmed the quota system that had been enshrined in legislation of 1921 and 1924. These
laws had established very low quotas for unwanted groups, especially those from southern and
eastern Europe. The McCarran-Walter Act aimed to ensure that 85 percent or more of
immigrants would come from northern and western Europe—areas of "Anglo-Saxon stock." It
was especially hard on Asians, setting annual quotas of 185 for immigrants from Japan, 105 from
China, and 100 for each of other countries within a so-called Asia-Pacific Triangle. (Family
reunification provisions, however, permitted a great many more close relatives of Asian-
American citizens to come in as "nonquota" immigrants, thereby boosting numbers. Some 45,000
Japanese and 32,000 Chinese thereby immigrated to the United States in the 1950s.) Although
President Truman vetoed the measure, calling it restrictive and discriminatory, Congress
(Democratic in both houses) resoundingly overruled him.7 The McCarran-Walter Act formed the
essence of American immigration law until 1965, when Congress approved more liberal



legislation.

Latino-American people did not encounter nearly the same levels of exclusion and legal
discrimination that marginalized Indians and Asians in the United States. Many "Hispanics,"
after all, were light-skinned. Puerto Ricans were American citizens who could and did enter the
United States without restrictions.8 Mexicans had been periodically lured to the Southwest,
whenever American commercial farmers needed cheap labor. Primarily because of such demand
for workers, Mexicans and others from Latin America had never been assigned quotas:
immigration from the Western Hemisphere knew no legal limits. In 1942 Mexico and the United
States approved a program whereby Mexican braceros—workers under government contract—
might stay for specified periods of time as farm laborers in the Southwest. This arrangement was
regularly extended in the 1950s. In 1959 the program peaked, admitting 450,000 workers. By
1960 braceros made up 26 percent of America's migrant farm labor force.9

But the United States was hardly a haven for Mexicans and other migrants from south of the
border. On the contrary, they faced systematic discrimination, including segregation in housing
and schools. The braceros were widely exploited by their employers. When demand for farm
labor receded (as happened from time to time), American authorities rounded up Hispanic aliens
(as well as some people who were American citizens) and deported them.10 Dismal economic
conditions south of the Rio Grande, however, drove ever more people across the border in the
1940s and 1950s, including "illegals" who did not want to be tied to labor contracts. Many
braceros overstayed their presence rather than return to the even greater poverty of their native
land.11

Many of these Mexicans, angry Anglos complained, were mojados, or "wetbacks who should
be deported forthwith." Mexican officials, too, requested a crackdown on the "illegals" in order
to protect the contracts of the bracero program. American authorities responded to such
complaints in the early 1950s with Operation Wetback, as it was called. Raiding restaurants,
bars, and even private homes, they captured and deported as many as they could find. Some of
those who were caught in the net suffered harsh detention and other violations of civil liberties.
A number of estimates conclude that as many as 3.8 million Mexicans were rounded up and sent
away between 1950 and 1955.12

Efforts such as Operation Wetback (which nonetheless failed to stop migrations) cannot be
seen as purely "racist." Working-class Americans in the Southwest, confronting mass migrations
of people who labored for next to nothing, understandably sought to stem the flow of outsiders
who threatened to take away their jobs. Still, it was clear that Hispanics, whether braceros,
"wetbacks," or others, faced substantial hostility and discrimination in the United States. Like
Indians and Asians, many Anglos were saying, people from south of the border were inferior and
undesirable.

IT IS DIFFICULT to generalize about the status of African-Americans in the 1950s. Much
larger as a group than Indians, Asians, or Hispanics, they numbered 15.8 million people in 1950
and 19 million in 1960, or around 10.6 percent of the population. As in the 1940s, blacks
continued in the 1950s (and 1960s) to flee the South in unprecedented numbers: by 1970, 47
percent of black people lived outside the South, most in the Northeast or Midwest, as compared



to only 23 percent in 1940. Many of these migrants settled and resettled several times,
concentrating in cities, in their restless quest for a better life.13

Those who left the South in the 1950s sought to escape a world of black-white relations that
remained more systematically oppressive than anything experienced by other racial groups in the
United States and that had changed very little over time.14 Negative stereotyping of black people,
to be sure, became a little more subtle in the 1940s and 1950s: the NAACP succeeded in driving
"Amos 'n' Andy" off of TV in 1953.15 More important, whites were less likely in the postwar era
to resort to violence. Reported lynchings of blacks, which had averaged twelve a year in the
1930s, fell to a total of thirteen between 1945 and 1950.16 Thereafter the NAACP dropped federal
anti-lynching bills as its first priority and focused instead on fighting other forms of racist
behavior. But black people in the South during the 1950s still struggled in a Jim Crow society
that segregrated everything from schools and buses to bathrooms, beaches, and drinking
fountains. Despite campaigns by black activists for voting rights, only a token few black people
in the Deep South states were permitted to register or to vote.17 Daily humiliations continued to
remind black people of their third-class status. Whites never addressed black men as "mister" but
rather as "boy," "George," or "Jack." African-American women were called "Aunt" or by their
first names, never "Miss" or "Mrs." Newspapers rarely reported the names of black people but
instead described them as "negro," as in "a man and a woman were killed, and two negroes."
Whites did not shake hands with blacks or socialize with them on the street. When blacks
encountered whites in public places, they were expected to take off their hats, but whites did not
remove theirs in the same situation, or even in African-American homes.18

Flight to the North provided relief from some of these practices, especially in the booming
manufacturing sector of the economy, where thousands of blacks found industrial work in the
1940s and early 1950s. But change came slowly.19 As in the past, employers consistently
discriminated against African-Americans in hiring, advancement, and salary. Unemployment was
normally twice as high for blacks—especially males—as for whites. Poverty afflicted 50 percent
or more of blacks even in the economically good years of the mid-1950s. (White rates were
around 20 to 25 percent at the time.) Key unions—in construction, plumbing, sheet metal trades,
and electrical work—virtually barred blacks from membership. Even the United Automobile
Workers, which supported civil rights in the 1950s and 1960s, continued to be dominated by
whites. It elevated no blacks to its executive board until 1962, by which time black auto workers
were seething at daily humiliations on the shop floor.20

Talented black people who sought to break into new fields continued to face formidable
obstacles. In Hollywood there seemed to be a little more room for black actors, but mainly in
self-sacrificing roles. In Edge of the City (1957) and The Defiant Ones (1958) Sidney Poitier
humbled himself for white friends. These roles, he said later, were "other-cheek-turners."21 In
professional sports, team owners moved slowly. The New York Yankees baseball team waited
until 1955 before making Elston Howard, a gifted athlete, its first black player. The Boston Red
Sox, the last major league baseball team to sign a black player, delayed taking that step until
1959, at which time only 15 percent of the 400 roster players in the major leagues were African-
American. Most of them were top performers: one had to be excellent to make it.



Other sports in the 1950s remained mostly white at the highest levels. Althea Gibson broke the
color bar on the tennis circuit in 1949, winning both Wimbledon and the United States
championship in 1957, but few others followed her in the 1950s or early 1960s. Arthur Ashe, the
first black male on the circuit, did not start top-level play until 1963. The Professional Golfers
Association did not have a black player on the tour until 1961. No black golfer was invited to the
Masters tournament in Georgia until 1974, when Lee Elder appeared. In part because country
clubs were mostly closed to African-Americans, both tennis and golf continued to develop few
black stars.22

Although the National Basketball Association featured a few black players when it began in
1950, notably Nat "Sweetwater" Clifton, the teams had unwritten quotas permitting only four
blacks (including two starters) on their rosters throughout much of the 1950s. Talented black
basketball players were thought to be appropriate for the Harlem Globetrotters, where they were
expected to wear big, toothy smiles and to act like clowns. It was virtually axiomatic that blacks
should not coach major teams either at the college or professional level. While Bill Russell
overcame this obstacle by becoming player-coach of the Boston Celtics basketball team in 1966,
it was not until 1975 that major league baseball had a black manager (Frank Robinson) and not
until 1989 that the National Football League did (Art Shell).23

As earlier, no aspect of racism in America cut so deeply as housing discrimination. During the
1950s, what one scholar has called a "second ghetto" arose in large northern cities such as
Chicago. In the Windy City white politicians conspired with downtown businessmen and
developers to prevent the central city business district from becoming "ringed" by black
migrants, who were arriving from the South in record numbers. Exploiting federal funds for
urban renewal, they declared downtown black neighborhoods to be "slums," tore them down, and
put up commercial buildings or housing for whites in their place. African-Americans were
displaced into dilapidated neighborhoods, increasingly in all-black public housing projects. Most
of the 21,000 family units of public housing erected in Chicago during the 1950s were built in
already black regions of the city, thereby greatly increasing the density of blacks in these areas.24

Black people who sought to escape the projects confronted, as in the past, unyielding and
sometimes violent opposition from white property-owners elsewhere in the cities. And those who
yearned for a life in the suburbs mostly dreamt in vain. When a black family sought to move into
Levittown, Pennsylvania, in 1957, it was greeted with rock-throwing. Levitt dared sell a house to
blacks (in New Jersey) only in 1960. More than any other thing, governmentally sanctioned
housing discrimination revealed the power of white racist feeling against black people in the
United States.

Discrimination in housing solidified an already widespread de facto segegration in northern
schools. Whether this had totally bad results continued to be debated many years later, for some
experts argued that all-black schools (with black faculties) offered reinforcement for African-
American children that often did not exist in desegregated schools. Still, it was everywhere
obvious that discriminatory housing patterns prevented black children from attending much-
better-financed white schools. In short, African-American children were denied the basic right of
equal opportunity. Many northern black schools, indeed, continued to be badly maintained
institutions where faculty despaired of establishing elementary discipline and where little if any



serious academic learning took place. High percentages of the black children in these schools
came from poverty-stricken or broken homes that had no books or magazines—or even pens or
pencils. These children often arrived in school without having had breakfast. The readers they
studied from were usually hand-me-downs from white schools. The "Dick and Jane" stories in the
books featured pink-cheeked, well-dressed children doing pleasurable things in single-family
homes set in the suburbs. A host of contemporary studies suggested that the farther along black
children got in these schools, the farther they fell behind white children of the same age.25

Underlying these and other humiliations were white attitudes that persistently downgraded
African-American culture and history. While most white intellectuals had jettisoned the baggage
of scientific racism, they were loath to acknowledge that blacks had developed positive traditions
of their own, save perhaps in music and dance. Asserting that slavery had eradicated African-
American consciousness, Nathan Glazer and Daniel Moynihan concluded as late as 1963, "The
Negro is only an American, and nothing else. He has no values and culture to guard and
protect."26 It followed, other whites believed, that whites could ignore what blacks did and
thought. This is what Ralph Ellison lamented in labeling his novel Invisible Man (1952) and what
James Baldwin later meant by entitling a collection of his essays Nobody Knows My Name
(1961). To be ignored was as bad as to be oppressed—maybe worse.

OBDURATE THOUGH THESE OBSTACLES  remained, they weakened a bit in the 1950s. Some of
these changes, such as the disrepute of scientific racism as a result of the Holocaust, dated to the
war years. The democratic ideals extolled during the war had further challenged racist practices.
The rise of the Cold War obliged Truman and others to consider civil rights at home: American
claims to lead the "Free World" otherwise rang hollowly.27

Four other forces intensified the potential for interracial progress in the 1950s: ongoing social
and demographic change; rising pressure from the NAACP and other advocates of desegregation;
demands from brave and determined black people at the grass-roots level; and the United States
Supreme Court. These combined to ignite the modern civil rights movement, which inspired
unprecedented egalitarian passion in the nation. No other movement in postwar American history
did as much to arouse rights-consciousness in general—among women, the poor, and other
disadvantaged groups—and to transform the society and culture of the United States.

The social and demographic changes abounded: job opportunities and military service during
World War II, which had pulled millions of blacks—many of them young and impatient—out of
isolated and poverty-stricken enclaves in the rural South; subsequent migrations of millions
more, not only to northern industrial areas but also to growing southern cities; the ascendance in
these places of better-educated young people, of a black middle class, and of resourceful leaders;
greater black engagement in politics, especially in northern cities; the seductive affluence of the
postwar era, which excited aspirations for a better life; and the spread of mass communications,
especially television, which facilitated collective mobilization and alerted black people to the
dynamic possibilities of the culture at large. African-Americans, including many who were better
off in the postwar era than ever before, grew more keenly aware, of their relative deprivation.
Thanks to all these social and demographic changes, rights-consciousness, already rising in the
1940s, expanded for millions of American black people in the 1950s. Like whites, they were
rapidly developing grander expectations.28



Responding to these aspirations, civil rights advocates in the NAACP, which had grown
greatly during World War II, redoubled their efforts against racial segregation. Chief among
them by the late 1940s was Thurgood Marshall, a tall, determined lawyer who led the fight
against the "separate but equal" doctrine established by the Supreme Court in the 1890s. Marshall
was the son of a father who was a Pullman porter and waiter at an exclusive white club in
Maryland and of a mother who had graduated from Teachers College of Columbia University.
After graduating from Lincoln University in Pennsylvania, an all-black college with an all-white
faculty, Marshall had been denied admission, on racial grounds, to the University of Maryland.29

He never forgot this insult. He then went to Howard University Law School, a center under the
leadership of Charles Houston in the training of black civil rights lawyers.30 By 1938, when he
was only thirty, Marshall had become chief counsel for the NAACP. Marshall had a common
touch and an apparently fearless determination to travel anywhere, even in dangerous areas of the
South, that inspired local people to stand up against injustice.

In the 1930s and 1940s Marshall and fellow attorneys focused on ending "separate but equal"
in graduate education. This was a logical strategy at the time, for most southern states could
hardly pretend that they provided equality at that level, and black universities lacked the
resources to fill in the gaps. No black institution then offered work-leading to the Ph.D., and only
two (Howard and Meharry in Nashville) provided medical education. Blacks could study
dentistry, law, pharmacy, and library science in only one or two southern institutions, and they
could pursue graduate work in engineering or architecture nowhere in the South.31

Struggling for reform in graduate education forced Marshall and his associates to litigate
patiently through the various levels of the American court system. In June 1950 they had notable
success with the Supreme Court; on the same day the Court rendered two important decisions.
One ordered the state of Texas, which had set up a separate and inferior all-black "law school" (it
had three classrooms and three faculty members), to admit a black plaintiff to its all-white
school. The other decision barred the state of Oklahoma from continuing to segregate facilities
within its graduate school of education. Until then the school had forced the plaintiff, a sixty-
eight-year-old black educator, to use separate cafeterias and library facilities and to sit alone in
sections of classrooms marked RESERVED FOR COLOREDS.32

Marshall and others with the NAACP's Legal Defense and Education Fund next took on the
challenge of fighting against segregated public schools, which were then attended by some 40
percent of American children in twenty-one states, ten of them outside the Confederacy.33 States
and school districts that discriminated tried to claim that the separate facilities used by blacks
were equal. But their case was absurd, especially in the Deep South. South Carolina in 1945 spent
three times as much per pupil on its white schools as it did on black ones and 100 times as much
on transportation of white students. The value of white school property was six times that of
black. Mississippi schools were even more unequal; in 1945 its white schools received four and a
half times as much funding per pupil as did the black ones. Almost everywhere that segregation
existed, black school years were shorter, teachers were paid less, and textbooks were dated
discards from the white schools.34

In challenging such a vast and institutionalized core of American racism, Marshall and his
allies depended greatly on grass-roots help from black people and their institutions, especially



local NAACP branches. Pullman porters, who represented an elite in many black communities,
often supplied local leadership. Jim Crow, ironically enough, had helped to sustain all-black
institutions and communities that provided solidarity vital to protest. Many of those who assisted
the NAACP were unknown outside their communities and remained largely unsung participants
in the movement even in their own time. In backing Marshall and the NAACP they risked
vehement white retaliation that ranged from loss of work to fear for their lives. When Levi
Pearson, a black farmer in Summerton, South Carolina, dared to help the NAACP challenge
school segregation, white bankers cut off his credit so that he could not buy fertilizer. White
neighbors refused to lend him their harvesting machine as they had in the past, and his crops
rotted in the fields. Shots were fired at his house. Pearson was luckier than some: the Reverend
Joseph DeLaine, the black minister who persuaded him to bring suit, had his house burned down.
DeLaine and most other blacks involved with Pearson in the case were forced out of the county.35

Pearson and many other black people, however, had exhausted their patience, and they stood
up to be counted as plaintiffs in suits that Marshall brought against segegration in the schools.
Five of these suits, including Pearson's, reached the Supreme Court by 1953, challenging school
policies in Virginia, Delaware, the District of Columbia, South Carolina, and Kansas. The best-
known plaintiff was the Reverend Oliver Brown, a welder in Topeka, Kansas, whose eight-year-
old daughter Linda had to go to a Negro school twenty-one blocks away when there was a white
school only seven blocks from her house. His suit, joined by twelve other parents, was filed in
1951 as Brown v. the Board of Education of Topeka.36

At that time the Supreme Court seemed a fragile reed for civil rights activists to hang on to.
Although the Court had agreed to challenge "separate but equal" at the graduate level, it
remained divided internally on many other questions. Its most prominent liberal justices, Hugo
Black and William Douglas, fought openly with its most celebrated advocates of judicial
restraint, Robert Jackson and Felix Frankfurter. The Chief Justice, Fred Vinson, commanded
little respect from either camp. When the school cases reached the Court in 1953, Frankfurter
helped to arrange a rehearing of the arguments rather than face what he thought would happen if
the cases were decided then: a narrow, 5-4 decision against "separate but equal" that would invite
southern resistance and destroy chances for meaningful implementation. With the new hearings
set for December, Vinson died in September. "This is the first indication I have ever had,"
Frankfurter confided with relief to a former law clerk, "that there is a God."37

The new Chief Justice, Governor Earl Warren of California, emerged as proof that people
matter in history. In appointing him, President Eisenhower knew that the Court would soon have
to decide the segregation cases—High Court decisions do not bolt from the blue—and he should
have guessed that Warren, a Republican liberal, would support the plaintiffs. What the President
did not suspect was how dramatically Warren, a warm, gregarious, and straightforward man with
a great gift for friendship, would succeed in curbing the animosities that had polarized the Court.
Warren started on this effort immediately following his appointment in October 1953,
concentrating on securing consensus in the school cases. Eisenhower also did not recognize how
deeply Warren felt about racial injustice. Although the new Chief Justice had helped as
California's attorney general in 1942 to intern Japanese-Americans, he had deeply regretted this
lapse in judgment, and he determined to do what he thought was right for black children and their



parents in 1954.38 On the school cases, as on much else during his historic fifteen-year career as
Chief Justice, Warren approached issues without worrying too much about the niceties of legal
precedent or about judicial restraint. What the Court must do, he made clear, was to promote
social justice.39

Warren managed to bring colleagues into line, and on May 17, 1954—Black Monday, his
critics called it—the Court electrified the nation by unanimously overturning de jure racial
segregation in the public schools. "In the field of public education," Warren declared, "the
doctrine of 'separate but equal' has no place. Separate educational facilities are inherently
unequal." Drawing on psychological theories raised by the plaintiffs, Warren added that
segregation "generates a feeling of inferiority [among students] as to their status in the
community that may affect their hearts and minds in a way unlikely ever to be undone."40

Opponents of segregation hailed the decision. The Brown case, said the Chicago Defender, a
leading black newspaper, was a "second emancipation proclamation . . . more important to our
democracy than the atomic bomb or the hydrogen bomb." That was an understandable and for the
most part accurate observation. The Court, which enjoyed immense standing in the eyes of the
people, had spoken, and in so doing had overturned nearly sixty years of legally sanctioned
injustice. No longer, it seemed, could segregated public schools hide behind the law. Moreover,
Americans had always placed enormous faith in the capacity of schools to promote equal
opportunity and social mobility. In 1954 they imagined optimistically that racial prejudice would
decline if children of different colors were brought together in the classroom. For all these
reasons Brown conveyed profound moral legitimacy to the struggle for racial justice, not only in
the schools but also in other walks of life. Activists seeking voting rights immediately redoubled
their efforts, even in the Deep South. Without Brown, the civil rights movement would not have
been quite the same.

A few southern political leaders announced that they would try to comply with the ruling.
Governor "Big Jim" Folsom of Alabama, a liberal by southern standards, declared, "When the
Supreme Court speaks, that's the law." The governor of Arkansas added, "Arkansas will obey the
law. It always has."41 Many border-state school districts went further, taking action to bring
about substantial changes. By the end of the 1956–57 school year, 723 school districts, most of
them in these areas, had desegregated their schools. In these ways Brown mattered: it had quick
and tangible consequences for thousands of children and their families.

Whether these consequences were wholly positive was less than 100 percent clear to experts
who later surveyed the impact of school desegregation over time. Virtually all agreed heartily
that legally mandated segregation was wrong: equal access must be a fundamental right. They
also tended to agree (though some were not so sure) that minorities who attended desegregated
schools scored slightly better on standardized tests than other minority students and that they
were less likely to be truants, delinquents, or dropouts. Researchers also thought (although again
there were dissenters) that blacks who went to desegregated schools more frequently went on to
college, succeeded there, and found work outside of all-black settings.42

But some observers of the decision, including the black writer Zora Neale Hurston,
complained as early as 1955 that it defamed all-black schools and their teachers. Hurston, a



conservative Republican in her politics, wondered why black children would want to go where
they were likely to be humiliated or threatened. Desegregation, she added, was different from
integration—a (rare) situation in which people of different colors more or less willingly mix with
one another. "How much satisfaction can I get," she demanded, "from a court order for somebody
to associate with me who does not wish me to be near them?"43 She called instead for strict
enforcement of compulsory school laws and more funding for social workers and truant officers.
Other doubters asked what would happen to all the black teachers and principals and coaches who
had depended on the dual education system for employment. The answer, as it turned out, was
that some did lose their jobs or had to take lesser positions doing something else.

Some critics of Brown also questioned a controversial premise of the decision: that black
schools necessarily induced feelings of "inferiority" among African-American children. This
assumption rested in large part on research done by Kenneth Clark, an eminent black
psychologist. Clark had concluded, on the basis of experiments showing that black children often
preferred white dolls to black dolls, that blacks had low self-regard. Desegregated schools, he
thought, would counter such feelings. But this research was dubious and subject to different
interpretations. Black children attending desegregated schools in the North, for instance, seemed
to have lower self-esteem,. as Clark defined it, than black children in segregated schools. The
fact of the matter was that in 1954 there simply did not exist sufficient research that could
"prove" whether any particular racial mix in schools was superior—or in what ways—to any
other. The Court would have done better to avoid socio-psychological speculation, which opened
it to criticism.44

Educational progress also involved family values and social class. These Brown was not asked
to address, but it became increasingly clear over time that they remained central to any
understanding of what schools could do. Schools in middle-class areas received considerably
greater funding per pupil than did schools catering to the working classes. Moreover, parental
values and the stability of neighborhoods obviously mattered a great deal: why expect schools to
compensate much for disadvantages that children brought with them from their homes?
Desegregating schools, it turned out, was not the deliverance that some contemporary
enthusiasts, understandably swept off their feet by the moral power of Brown, tended to imagine.
Changing the racial character of schools could not do much to redress the larger social and
economic inequality of American life.45

These were some of the thoughtful questions about Brown. From the start, however, there were
openly racist responses, especially from leading southern politicians. The decision of the Court,
indeed, greatly weakened racial moderates in southern politics, emboldened racists, and
unleashed violent tendencies among extremists.46 Senator James Eastland of Mississippi, a
power on the Judiciary Committee (which passed on nominations of federal judges), explained
that Communists were behind the ruling of the Court. "The Negroes," he said, "did not
themselves instigate the agitation against segregation. They were put up to it by radical
busybodies who are intent upon overthrowing American institutions."47 Governor James Byrnes
of South Carolina (once a Supreme Court justice himself, as well as Truman's Secretary of State)
announced, "South Carolina will not now nor for some years to come mix white and colored
children in our schools." Governor Herman Talmadge of Georgia added, "I do not believe in



Negroes and whites associating with each other socially or in our school systems, and as long as I
am governor, it won't happen."48

Leaders such as these drew heart from the tentativeness of the ruling. The Court was silent in
1954 about how and when its order should be carried out. That was because Warren and his
fellow justices feared to move too far too fast. If they had said that desegregation must be carried
out without delay (as they had concerning the Texas law school case in 1950), angry southern
opponents might have flouted them, thereby undermining the legitimacy of the Court.

Anti-Brown agitators took further heart from the attitude of President Eisenhower. Like most
Americans, Ike had grown up in a white world. There had been no blacks in his hometown or at
West Point. He had risen in a Jim Crow army and had opposed Truman's order to desegregate the
armed services in 1948. He had many wealthy southern friends who talked about the
incompetence of their "darkies" and about the absolute need to segregate the races.49

Conservative by temperament, he was deeply pessimistic about the possibility of significant
changes in race relations and dead-set against using the federal government to force the South to
mend its ways. "The improvement of race relations," he wrote in his diary in 1953, "is one of
those things that will be healthy and sound only if it starts locally. I do not believe that
prejudices . . . will succumb to compulsion. Consequently I believe that Federal law imposed
upon our states . . . would set back the cause of race relations a long, long time."50

As President, Eisenhower held firm to these opinions. Where he could issue executive orders
to desegregate facilities—as in federally run shipyards or veterans' hospitals—he did so. He
encouraged efforts to desegregate District of Columbia schools. But he otherwise adhered to a
strict constructionist view of the federal-state relationship. "Where we have to change the hearts
of men," he told Booker T. Washington's daughter, "we cannot do it by cold lawmaking, but must
make these changes by appealing to reason, by prayer, and by constantly working at it through
our own efforts."51 When his Attorney General, Herbert Brownell, a liberal Republican, entered
an amicus curiae brief on behalf of Brown and fellow plaintiffs, the President did not stop him,
but he was careful not to associate himself personally with it. While the court was considering
the school cases in the spring of 1954, he invited Warren to dinner at the White House and sat
him next to John W. Davis, the attorney (and Democratic presidential candidate of 1924) who
was leading the legal defense team against desegregation at the time. After praising Davis as a
great American, Eisenhower took Warren by the arm and privately tried to get him to understand
the southern point of view. "These are not bad people," he said. "All they are concerned about is
to see that their sweet little girls are not required to sit in school alongside some big overgrown
Negro."52

When the Court issued its ruling a little later, Eisenhower was upset. Sure that the decision
would make matters worse, he became disenchanted with Warren, later grumbling privately that
appointing him Chief Justice was the "biggest damn fool mistake" he ever had made. When
reporters pressed him for his reaction to the Court's decision, he said that he was duty-bound to
accept it. But he refused to endorse it. "I think it makes no difference whether or not I endorse
it," he said. "What I say is the—the Constitution is as the Supreme Court interprets it; and I must
conform to that and do my very best to see that it is carried out in this country." But "very best"
did not move him to action. He told a trusted speechwriter, "I am convinced that the Supreme



Court decision set back progress in the South at least fifteen years. . . . It's all very well to talk
about school integration—if you remember that you may also be talking about social
disintegration. Feelings are deep on this, especially where children are involved. . . . We can't
demand perfection in these moral things. All we can do is keep working toward a goal and keep it
high. And the fellow who tries to tell me that you can do these things by FORCE is just plain
NUTS."53

Neither the tentativeness of the Court nor the inaction of Eisenhower accounted for the
outspoken resistance of men like Eastland and Talmadge. They and others were thoroughgoing
segregationists who needed little if any prodding to speak out against the Court. Eisenhower, in
short, had a point in maintaining that white feelings in parts of the South ran deep on the issue—
so deep that in retrospect it is hard to imagine that school desegregation could ever have been
accomplished there without governmental compulsion. He also had a point in reckoning that
white Americans at that time did not wish to force recalcitrant school districts to desegregate:
despite widespread noncompliance with Brown, civil rights played only a minor role in the 1956
campaign. Still, the President's stand was both morally obtuse and encouraging to anti-Brown
activists. Had he praised the Court for its decision and made clear his determination to enforce it
with whatever it took to do so, he would at the least have driven the Talmadges and the Eastlands
more to the defensive. Some of the more violent southern assaults that damaged race relations in
the next few years might have been avoided.

A year after Brown, in May 1955, the Court turned—as it had said it would—to the question of
implementation. By then, however, resistance to Brown in the Deep South had spread widely.
Moreover, it was becoming clear that the relocation of students posed complex and time-
consuming problems. For these reasons the Court again backed off from confrontation by
declining to define an acceptable standard for desegregated schooling. It also refused to set a
timetable for compliance. "Brown II," as the court's implementation order was called, said
instead that segregated school systems must make a "prompt and reasonable start toward full
compliance" and do so with "all deliberate speed."54

"Brown II" further emboldened southern opponents, some of whom resorted openly to
violence. 1955, indeed, was an unusually violent time: eight of the eleven lynchings of blacks in
the 1950s occurred in that year. Other blacks were killed for daring to assert their rights. In
Belzoni, Mississippi, the Reverend George Lee was shot at point-blank range and killed for
insisting that his name be kept on the voting lists. Evidence pointed to the sheriff, who was asked
about the pellets found in Lee's mouth. "Maybe," he replied, "they're fillings from his teeth." No
arrests were made. A few weeks later in Brookhaven, Mississippi, Lamar Smith was shot to death
in broad daylight in front of the county courthouse. He, too, was a black man who had presumed
to vote. As usual, no one was convicted of the crime.55

One of the most shocking incidents involved the killing in August of Emmett Till, a fourteen-
year-old African-American boy who was visiting relatives in Tallahatchie County, Mississippi,
an area that was two-thirds black and where no black person was on the rolls of registered voters
or of juries. Till's "crime" was to whistle at a white woman in a grocery store. Hearing of the
transgression—a tabu in much of the Deep South—the woman's husband, Roy Bryant, and his
half-brother, John Milam, drove to the sharecropper shack of Moses Wright, Till's great-uncle,



snatched Till, and drove off with him. Three days later Till was found dead in the Tallahatchie
River. He had been shot in the head and tied to a cotton gin fan so that he would sink. His body
was badly mangled. Till's mother, Mamie Bradley, had the body shipped back to Chicago, where
she displayed it in an open casket for four days. Thousands of people paid their respects. National
media carried the story to the country.56

To the surprise of many Americans who understood what Mississippi "justice" was like in such
cases, Bryant and Milam were actually arrested and charged with murder. The trial, which took
place before crowds of reporters, took place in September. But it was heard before an all-white
all-male jury and was a charade and a circus. The sheriff greeted black people attending the trial
with "Hello, niggers." Blacks, including reporters, were segregated in the courtroom. Wright
courageously testified and identified Bryant and Milam as the abductors. But the defense
attorney played openly to local white prejudices, reminding the jurors in his summation, "I am
sure that every last Anglo-Saxon one of you has the courage to free these men." The jury took
only an hour to deliver verdicts of not guilty. "If we hadn't stopped to drink pop," a juror
explained, "it wouldn't have taken that long." A grand jury, ignoring Wright's eyewitness
account, later declined to indict Bryant and Milam for kidnapping; their bail was returned, and
they went free. Wright dared not return to his shack, moved to Chicago, and never came back
home.57

The violence and intimidation employed by southern whites, while harshest in Mississippi,
broke out all over the South in 1955 and 1956. By this time the angry but scattered outbursts that
had greeted Brown in 1954 had spread much more widely. "Massive resistance" ensued,
including more violence.58 In February 1956 Autherine Lucy, a young black woman, sought to
become a student at the University of Alabama. She was almost lynched by white students, had to
flee, and was formally expelled. "Bama" was not desegregated (tokenly) until 1963. In
Birmingham a mob attacked and beat the famous black singer Nat "King" Cole when he sang at a
whites-only concert in the city's auditorium. In the late summer of 1956 violence broke out in
Clinton, Tennessee, where mobs of local whites, their numbers augmented to more than 2,000 by
outsiders, terrorized black children seeking entry to the schools. The Highway Patrol and the
National Guard used tanks and armored personnel carriers to curb the violence and desegregated
the schools. But cross-burnings, torching of Negro homes, and marches sponsored by the Ku
Klux Klan disrupted the area for years thereafter. Angry whites also prevented blacks from
enrolling in the schools of Mansfield, Texas, in 1956. The governor sent in Texas Rangers to
restore order, and the local school board removed the blacks from the schools. In all these cases
the federal government did nothing, maintaining that they were matters for state and local
authorities to handle.

Members of the Klan, which expanded considerably in the 1950s, provoked some of this
violent activity. As in the past, Klansmen incited violent intimidation and terror, including night-
riding, cross-burning, and mob assaults. They claimed to be deeply religious Christians dedicated
to the preservation of the Anglo-Saxon white race not only against the incursions of blacks but
also of Catholics, Jews, foreigners, and all kinds of "immoral" sinners. As one Klan speaker put it
in 1956, "The Ku Klux Klan is the only white Christian Protestant 100 percent American
organization in America today." Another Klansman added, "We are gonna stay white, we are



going to keep the nigger black, with the help of our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ."59

Most of these overtly violent southern racists and Klansmen hailed from the lower classes of
white society. Ill-educated, often almost as poor as the blacks, they whipped up a ferocious
Negrophobia aimed at keeping blacks in their place. But intimidators of blacks included more
than the lower classes. Thousands of more "respectable" people, including bankers, lawyers, and
businessmen, openly identified with organizations such as the Citizens' Councils, which enjoyed
great success at the time. The Citizens' Councils, indeed, were central in cementing a quasi-
respectable facade onto massive resistance. They publicly deplored violence but condoned a
great deal of it and did not act to bring perpetrators to justice. They stood foursquare for the
perpetuation of Jim Crow, including racial segregation in the schools. They repeatedly
denounced the Supreme Court, liberals, and northerners in general. What the North was trying to
do, they complained, was to impose a "Reconstruction II" on the South. This, they charged, was
more insidious than "Reconstruction I" following the Civil War.60

Southern politicians came together to present a near-united front against desegregation of the
schools. In early 1956 the Georgia legislature voted to adopt as its new state flag a design that
prominently featured the Confederate battle insignia. (Even in 1994, thirty-eight years later, state
officials refused to take it down, protests notwithstanding, from the Georgia Dome in Atlanta
when the predominantly black players of the National Football League's top two teams battled in
the Dome for the Super Bowl.) A much more potent sign of resistance occurred in March 1956,
when nineteen of the twenty-two southern senators and eighty-two of the 106 southern
representatives joined to issue the so-called Southern Manifesto. This widely noted declaration
accused the Supreme Court of "clear abuse of judicial power." It promised to use "all lawful
means to bring about a reversal of this decision which is contrary to the Constitution and to
prevent the use of force in its implementation." The signers included every senator and
representative from the states of Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, South
Carolina, and Virginia. The only southern senators who did not sign were Estes Kefauver and
Albert Gore, Sr., of Tennessee and Lyndon Johnson of Texas. All three were relatively liberal and
cherished hopes of running for President.61

The politicians opposed to desegregation did their most effective work by conjuring up a range
of imaginative ruses to evade implementation of Brown. States cut off aid to desegregated
schools, provided tuition grants to students who attended "private" all-white institutions, denied
licenses to teachers who tried to work at desegregated schools, and barred members of the
NAACP from public employment. "Freedom of choice" laws authorized parents to send their
children to schools of their own choosing. Many opted for all-white private schools, then
intimidated black parents who tried to follow suit. "Pupil placement" laws were a favorite dodge.
These enabled school officials to use the results of racially biased scholastic or psychological
tests as grounds for assigning students to segregated schools. In 1959 Prince Edward County,
Virginia, closed all its public schools, offering children private education in their place. When
blacks refused to accept what was offered them, they went without any formal schooling at all for
three years while litigation ran its course.62

In the long run the courts, which time and again proved vital to quests for legal equality in the
1960s, stepped in to put an end to ruses such as these. But it was a long, long run that accelerated



only in 1969.63 In 1962 there were still no black children in schools with whites in the states of
Mississippi, South Carolina, and Alabama. In 1964 fewer than 2 percent of blacks attended
multi-racial schools in the eleven states of the Old Confederacy. Many southern colleges and
universities excluded blacks until the 1960s or accepted only a token few. Very few black
teachers were allowed to work in white or desegregated schools. Where dual systems remained,
large disparities in funding and other resources persisted.64 Forty years after Brown, in 1994,
Summerton, South Carolina, where Pearson had brought suit, had an all-black high school and an
all-white town council. White children from the area went elsewhere to school.65

This was the South, which northern liberals repeatedly berated. But Americans in the North,
where de facto school segregation reflected racially separate neighborhoods, could hardly claim
to be color-blind. Brown had nothing to say about de facto school segregation, which frequently
grew more pronounced as black migrations continued after 1954. So little change occurred in
Topeka that the American Civil Liberties Union reopened Brown in 1979, asserting that thirteen
of the city's schools were highly segregated by race. The suit was not settled (in favor of the
ACLU) until 1993, after fourteen years of wrangling, at which point desegregation plans still
awaited implementation.66 Similar stonewalling happened elsewhere in the North: thirty-five
years after Brown it was estimated that nearly two-thirds of minority schoolchildren in the
United States attended public schools in which they exceeded 50 percent of enrollment. More
than 30 percent of black children went to public schools that were at least 90 percent non-
white.67

Developments such as these indicated that Supreme Court decisions, no matter how bold, by
themselves could fail to work major changes in the behavior of people in their communities, at
least in the short run. Indeed, much broader effort, including congressional action, was required
to force compliance with the law. The massive resistance indicated further how deeply racial
prejudice and institutionalized discrimination undercut the supposedly egalitarian ideals of the
country. Conservatives, Eisenhower among them, readily accepted these dispiriting lessons; they
had never had much faith in social engineering. A minority of Americans, however, persisted in
demanding a racially more egalitarian world. Among them were many black people, who angrily
resented southern defiance of Brown. The dissidents would not wait forever for courts and
politicians to help them. They would take action themselves.

IN THE 1950S they acted most dramatically in Montgomery, Alabama. Briefly the capital of
the Confederacy during the Civil War, Montgomery in the mid-twentieth century was a city of
some 70,000 whites and 50,000 blacks. Like other southern cities, it enforced Jim Crow,
segregating not only schools but virtually all public accommodations, barring most blacks from
voting and limiting them mainly to menial work. Some 60 percent of employed black women
were domestics, and nearly 50 percent of the employed men were domestics or laborers. The
median annual income of whites in Montgomery was $1,732; of blacks it was $970. Roughly 90
percent of white homes had flush toilets, compared to 30 percent of black homes. Because few
black people had cars, they had to use buses to get around.68

Dependence on buses galled many blacks in the city. The bus company in Montgomery hired
no black bus drivers. Its white drivers enforced rules that required blacks to pay at the front of
the bus, enter toward the back, and sit in the rear. Drivers often insulted and demeaned black



passengers. When buses filled with whites, drivers yelled, "Niggers move back." Blacks sitting at
the front of their section were expected to give up their seats and crowd to the rear.

Mrs. Rosa Parks, a forty-five-year-old Negro seamstress and downtown department store
worker, regularly rode these buses. Parks was a quiet woman who wore rimless spectacles.
Acquaintances knew her to be a dependable, reasonable person and a faithful church-goer. She
had long chafed at Jim Crow. More than ten years earlier she had been ejected from a bus for
refusing to do as she was told. A member of the NAACP, she was ready to test the bus company's
policies. On December 1, 1955, she finished work and Christmas shopping and boarded a bus to
go home. When white passengers filled seats in front of her, the driver yelled, "Niggers move
back." Parks refused to budge. The driver hailed policemen, who booked her for violating the
city's laws and told her to appear for trial four days later.69

E. D. Nixon, a Pullman porter who headed the local NAACP, had been waiting for an
opportunity such as this and responded quickly. His actions, and those of the NAACP, revealed
the central role played by unheralded black people in the fight for civil rights in the 1950s and
thereafter. Dramatic leaders came and went, but they could do little without the sacrifices of
local folk, who confronted great intimidation, including violence, on the grass-roots level. And
many of these people had long been restless indeed. "The Reverend [Martin Luther King] he
didn't stir us up," one young Montgomery woman told a reporter at the time. "We've been stirred
up a mighty long time."70

Women played large roles in what followed in Montgomery and in other demonstrations to
come. Jo Ann Robinson, a black English teacher, moved quickly. Hearing of Parks's arrest, she
stayed up most of the night, with other members of the Women's Political Council of
Montgomery, which she headed, to print protest leaflets, some 50,000 in all, to be distributed in
the next few days.71 The contribution of women like Robinson did not suggest that they were
angrier than men; the mounting impatience of involved black people knew no gender boundaries.
But black women were often a little less susceptible to economic pressure and to violence than
were black men. Many, like Robinson, were steadfast in their goals, well disciplined, efficient,
and for all these reasons vital to the cause of civil rights.

Nixon, Robinson, and other activists resolved to fight by boycotting the buses until the
company agreed to their demands. These were initially very moderate: the hiring of black
drivers, courtesy from drivers to black passengers, and seating on a first-come first-served basis
with blacks filling up the back and whites the front. Their strategy of boycott had a considerable
history: blacks had boycotted Jim Crow streetcars at the turn of the century. More recently, in
1953, a boycott in Baton Rouge had lasted a week and forced the city to let riders, regardless of
race, be seated on a first-come first-served basis.72 Starting a boycott of course demanded
sacrifices: people who refused to get on the buses would have to walk or cooperate in car pools.
The tactic also required widespread support; without unity among masses of black residents it
would backfire. But a boycott had attractive possibilities. It would enable people to express long-
pent-up feelings. It could be undertaken by blacks who acted by not acting and who thereby
risked relatively little (compared to the brazen business of trying to vote) in the way of
individualized reprisals. If successful, a boycott could hit white people where it hurt, in the
pocketbook. If thousands of people refused to take the buses, not only the company but also



downtown merchants would suffer severe financial losses.73

The organizers of the boycott knew that they must rely heavily on the most important of all
Jim Crow instititions: black churches. Southern blacks were perhaps the most religiously active
major group in the United States. At that time the National Baptist Convention, a confederation
of black churches, was the largest black organization in the United States and far and away the
best supported. It had twice as many members as did the NAACP.74 Churches in the South
provided virtually the only places where large numbers of black people could meet.

Over the weekend before Parks's trial, Nixon and other organizers held long, emotional
meetings in these churches. Looking for leadership, they turned to the Reverend Martin Luther
King, Jr., a twenty-six-year-old pastor who had come to Montgomery in late 1954 to head the
Dexter Avenue Baptist Church. Although young, King was well regarded by local people. As a
relative newcomer to the city, he had not antagonized its officials. He was quickly elected
president of the Montgomery Improvement Association, the organization formed to lead the
boycott.

King was well educated, especially for a black man in the 1950s. Raised in Atlanta, he was the
son of Reverend Martin Luther "Daddy" King, Sr., a locally famed preacher and sometimes
opponent of Jim Crow. The son had graduated from Morehouse College in Atlanta, an elite Negro
college, and then studied at Crozer Theological Seminary in Pennsylvania and at Boston
University, whence he received his doctor of philosophy degree (after coming to Montgomery) in
June 1955. Although King was hardly an intellectual, he was familiar with a number of key
philosophical and theological texts, among them the teachings of non-violent protest as
advocated by Henry David Thoreau and Mohandas Gandhi.

Even more important to King's thought were the writings of Reinhold Niebuhr, America's most
distinguished theologian. "Niebuhr's great contribution to contemporary theology," King wrote,
"is that he has refuted the false optimism characteristic of a great segment of Protestant
liberalism, without falling into the anti-rationalism of the continental theologian Karl Barth, or
the semi-fundamentalism of other dialectical theologians." What King meant was that Niebuhr
understood the profoundly sinful nature of mankind without lapsing into despair or abandoning
the struggle for social change.75 Niebuhr's Christian realism provided King with a base on which
he rested growing faith in tactics of non-violence.

King's emphasis on non-violent protest, which he refined in the course of the boycott, was
sincere and stubborn. Many times during his subsequent career he demanded of impatient
followers that they show love, not hate, against oppressors. Even when racists bombed his home
in 1956, he remained steadfast in holding to non-violent convictions. King's principled adherence
to such beliefs proved inspirational, especially to the religious southern folk who most revered
him. To stand up for what was right while trying to stay within the law offered his followers a
moral high ground. To contest injustice while refusing to strike one's oppressors was to express
the power of Christian love and forgiveness and to make one feel proud to be alive. "We got our
heads up now," a black janitor in Montgomery said, "and we won't ever bow down again—no sir
—except before God."76 No approach was better suited to the mobilization of the millions of
religious black people who yearned to support causes that would bring great meaning to their



lives.

Non-violence, moreover, offered distinct tactical advantages in quests for civil rights. King, a
thoughtful tactician as well as an inspirational moral leader, understood this. Non-violent
boycotting, for instance, was reassuring, for it promised to give supporters a way of expressing
themselves short of undertaking aggressive (and most likely bloody) confrontations with armed
and powerful authorities. Later, anticipating violent white retaliation, King shrewdly organized
protests in places (Birmingham, Selma) where volatile lawmen were in power, expecting that
violence against peaceful demonstrators would promote national revulsion against white racism
and elicit popular sympathy for his goals. To liberal whites, too, non-violence was reassuring, for
it relieved them of the stereotype of the angry and dangerous black man. When non-violent
activists were attacked—as increasingly happened—liberal whites often felt ashamed and guilty.
King anticipated these profound human reactions. But he knew enough not to gloat or to reveal
his more devious tactical moves. In contrast to other fiery leaders who arose to take the lead in
civil rights protests, he seemed moderate. Liberal whites gave money to him that they denied to
those who seemed radical.

King, however, was hardly a moderate by the standards of 1955. At that time he represented a
dynamic and forceful salient of what was not yet a national movement. Many white opponents
called him a rabble-rouser, even a Communist. Although the demands of the Montgomery
Improvement Association remained moderate, King refused to relent until the goals of the
association were won. Moreover, he denounced more than Jim Crow on buses; he also challenged
all aspects of racial segregation and discrimination in the United States. Desegregation, he
insisted, should be accomplished non-violently, but it must be accomplished.

Above all, King was a preacher and an advocate, not a theologian or a philosopher.77 Exposure
to injustice in Montgomery and elsewhere, more than book-learning in graduate school, roused
him to heights of eloquence. Like his father (and his grandfather, who had also been a minister),
he rooted his thinking and his style in established, widely appreciated Negro Baptist ways.78 In
the pulpit or before a crowd he conveyed deep feeling, indeed moral passion, in a dramatic and
cadenced manner that lay deep in the most powerful of African-American preaching traditions.
Listeners, especially southern Christians, found him awe-inspiring as a speaker. A biographer-
historian, Taylor Branch, describes this appeal: "His listeners responded to the passion beneath
the ideas, to the bottomless joy and pain that turned the heat into rhythm and the rhythm into
music. King was controlled. He never shouted. But he preached like someone who wanted to
shout, and this gave him an electrifying hold over the congregation. Though still a boy to many
of his older listeners, he had the commanding air of a burning sage."79

All these elements—the readiness of Nixon and the NAACP; the engagement of women such
as Parks, Robinson, and others; the outstanding leadership of King; above all the willingness of
rank-and-file black people to stick together—proved necessary to sustain the boycott in the
difficult months to come. Parks was convicted, ordered to pay a fine of $10, refused, and was
jailed. Black boycotters who could be identified were fired from their jobs. King was arrested on
a trumped-up charge and sent to jail, along with 100 others, for conspiring to lead an illegal
boycott. The Klan marched openly in the streets, vandalized at night, and poured acid on vehicles
used by blacks for car-pooling. The Citizens' Council distributed inflammatory handbills.



Boycott opponents bombed the homes of King and other Negro leaders. President Eisenhower,
still enormously popular in the country, kept his distance. "There is a state law about boycotts,"
he explained at a press conference, "and it is under that kind of thing that these people are being
brought to trial."80

The solidarity of Montgomery's black citizens (a small number of whites sympathized)
nonetheless prevailed. The boycott leaders brought suit, which rose slowly through the federal
courts, against the policies of the bus company. Meanwhile, most blacks refused to take the
buses, causing ridership to decline by an estimated 65 percent and bus company revenues to
plunge. Well-organized car pools helped some of the protestors. But others walked. The most
lasting anecdote of the Montgomery movement describes King stopping to ask an old woman
walking on the road whether she would prefer to ride the bus. "Aren't your feet tired?" he said.
"Yes," she replied, "my feets is tired but my soul is rested."

The boycott ended only after the Supreme Court ruled on November 13, 1956, almost a year
after the protest had started, that the city ordinances concerning seating on the buses violated the
Fourteenth Amendment. It declared that these discriminatory rules must stop as of December 20.
City officials balked at first and required King to pay an $85 fine for breaking anti-boycott
regulations. But they finally relented, and King and his co-leaders called off the boycott. On
December 21, 381 days after the boycott had started, King sat down with a white man at the front
of a bus.

One of the most sustained and coordinated black efforts in the entire history of the civil rights
movement was over at last. Indeed, the boycott was a very impressive effort. It thrust King, an
extraordinarily gifted leader, into a national and world spotlight. It proved that black people
could come together, persevere, and suffer at great length in order to establish their dignity, and
it remained an inspiring example for activists in the years to come.

Still, the Montgomery movement left some people unimpressed. Thurgood Marshall said
privately at the time, "All that walking for nothing. They might as well have waited for the Court
decision." King, he added, was "a boy on a man's errand." (Marshall nonetheless aided efforts by
the NAACP to get King out of jail.)81 Marshall's reaction, while ungenerous, captured an
important point: it took a decision of the Supreme Court to force city authorities to surrender.
The Court (and NAACP litigation) may have saved the boycott.

Other opponents of racial discrimination also recognized that the boycott did little to weaken
the larger edifice of Jim Crow. The Montgomery Improvement Association, although very well
organized and unswerving, did not change formal practices much in Montgomery. Schools,
public buildings, hotels, lunch counters, theaters, and churches remained segregated. "White" and
"Colored" signs confronted people entering public places. There were still no black bus drivers or
black policemen. And would future boycotts be a viable strategy? It would do no good, for
instance, to boycott a restaurant or park from which one was already excluded. In late 1956, when
the boycott in Montgomery ended, it was far from clear what methods of protest might bring
down the fortress of Jim Crow in the future.

It was also far from clear that the boycott changed white opinion outside the South. In the 1956
campaign neither Eisenhower nor Stevenson, his opponent for the presidency, paid much



attention to civil rights. Both declared that they could never imagine a situation that would
induce them to send in federal troops to enforce desegregation. Disgusted with the Democratic
party, Harlem's Democratic congressman, Adam Clayton Powell, Jr., and many other blacks
supported Ike.82 King then established an organization, the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference (SCLC), to carry on his efforts against racial discrimination. But the Conference,
dominated by Negro ministers, was ill organized and aroused limited enthusiasm outside some
areas of the South.

After the year-long excitement of Montgomery, militant activism for civil rights actually
abated.83 A great many black people, to be sure, had been inspired; they remained angry about
discrimination and eager for change. But most white Americans had never paid much attention to
the plight of minorities—whether they were Indians, Asians, Mexicans, or blacks—and for the
remainder of the decade they did not much bestir themselves to improve race relations in the
nation. Martin Luther King notwithstanding, they seemed more interested in enjoying the
blessings of the Biggest Boom Yet. It was not until the 1960s, when a massive increase in civil
rights activism arose, that they were forced to sit up and take notice.



14
A Center Holds, More or Less, 1957–1960

 
Public opinion polls in the late 1950s and in 1960, one historian reminds us, reported that the
American people were "relaxed, unadventurous, comfortably satisfied with their way of life and
blandly optimistic about the future."1

A few writers, however, have perceived a more restless citizenry. The scholar Morris
Dickstein, a college student at the time, recalled these years as "a fertile period, a seedbed of
ideas that would burgeon and live in the more activist, less reflective climate that followed."2

Richard Pells, a historian, adds, "Beneath the ordinary American's placid exterior, there seemed
to lurk a hunger for corrosive wit, jangling sounds, disruptive behavior, defiant gestures, a
revival of passion and intensity."3

People who perceived blandness and optimism pointed to varied phenomena: the apparently
indestructible popularity of Eisenhower, the weakness of political pressure for social legislation
and civil rights, the nearly total disarray of the Left. Millions of Americans still listened happily
to "oldies" by Pat Boone, Doris Day, and Frank Sinatra, laughed at the adventures of Ozzie and
Harriet, and flocked to watch movie stars like John Wayne. As John Kenneth Galbraith
complained in The Affluent Society (1958), Americans seemed dazzled by the glitz of the Biggest
Boom Yet.

Those who challenged this serene view of American society in the late 1950s countered by
citing evidence of cultural unease. "Beats" derided middle-class ways. Teenagers more than ever
reveled in the rock 'n' roll of Chuck Berry and the gyrations of Elvis. The comedian Lenny Bruce,
foul-mouthed and abrasive, assaulted mainstream values. Norman Mailer wrote a widely
discussed essay in 1957, "The White Negro," celebrating the wonders of a loose, free, "hip" life-
style. The comedian Tom Lehrer—"So long, Mom, I'm off to drop the bomb, So don't wait up for
me"—attracted enthusiastic audiences of college students who roared at his brilliantly crafted
songs against Cold War paranoia and nuclear overkill. Anti-war activists formed the Committee
for a Sane Nuclear Policy (SANE), also in 1957.

Alienated dissenters from centrist politics could be discovered here and there. At the
Highlander Folk School in the hills of Tennessee a former Socialist party organizer, Myles
Horton, and Ella Baker, who was soon to be a founder of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee, ran workshops for southern civil rights workers, including Rosa Parks. By 1959
Highlanders were singing a transformed gospel song as "We Shall Overcome." Hundreds of miles
away in Massachusetts, Robert Welch, Jr., a retired candy manufacturer, formed the John Birch
Society in 1958. The Birchers, as critics called his followers, accepted Welch's far-right view
that Ike was a "dedicated, conscious agent of the Communist conspiracy." Birchers claimed to be
40,000-strong by 1963.4

Which observers of the late 1950s to believe? The answer depends in part on what one tries to
find. Idealistic Americans, cherishing increasingly grand popular expectations about forging a



new and better society, unsettled aspects of national culture and politics in these years. In the
1960s these dreamers began to shake the society.5 As late as 1960, however, they did not much
divert the mainstreams of American culture and politics; between 1957 and 1960, moderates and
conservatives continued to win more battles than they lost. Cold War passions remained
especially intense. The moderate-to-conservative center that had dominated the United States in
the early and mid-1950s, while weakening, managed to hold.

ASIDE FROM THE FOLLOWERS of rock 'n' roll, the "beats" (critics came to call them
"beatniks") represented perhaps the most publicized form of dissent from mainstream culture
between 1957 and 1960. By far the best-known of them were two former students at Columbia
University. One, Allen Ginsberg, had graduated from the university in 1948. He was a poet, a
political radical, a drug user, and a pansexual. In 1956, at the age of thirty, he rose to fame
following highly public readings of "Howl," a poem he had written while under the influence of
peyote, amphetamines, and Dexedrine. "Howl" foresaw a coming apocalypse: "I saw the best
minds of my generation destroyed by madness / starving hysterical naked / dragging themselves
through the negro streets at dawn looking for an angry fix." When police then seized Howl and
Other Poems from a San Francisco bookstore, they ignited a sensational, widely reported trial
that brought Ginsberg and beats to national attention.6

The other featured beat was Jack Kerouac, who was thirty-four years old in 1956. (The best-
known beats were approaching middle age in the late 1950s.) In 1951 Kerouac had composed a
long stream-of-consciousness-style manuscript about his restless wanderings. Rewritten many
times in the next few years, it finally appeared as a book, On the Road, in 1957. An early, much-
cited passage captured its theme: "The only people for me are the mad ones, the ones who are
mad to live, mad to talk, mad to be saved, desirous of everything at the same time, the ones who
never yawn or say a commonplace thing, but burn, burn, burn like fabulous yellow roman candles
exploding like spiders across the stars."7 The book sold well and brought much further notice to
the beats. Then and later On the Road was a sacred text of sorts not only for the handful of self-
proclaimed beats but also for many others, most of them younger than Kerouac, who responded
to the message of escape from convention extolled in the book.

Some of those who were attracted to the beats became prominent a few years later. The
folksinger Bob Dylan grew up in the 1950s as Robert Zimmerman of Hibbing, Minnesota. He
greatly admired Ginsberg and left the University of Minnesota in 1961 to live in Greenwich
Village, a center of beat and bohemian life. Tom Hayden, perhaps the best-known "New Left"
leader of the early 1960s, was drawn to Kerouac and moved to San Francisco to experience the
beat environment in 1960. Dr. Timothy Leary, a Harvard psychologist who claimed to be a
follower of Ginsberg and other beats, began his mind-altering experiments with drugs—on
Harvard students—in 1960. Ginsberg himself soon became one of Leary's acolytes.8 All these
people absorbed in one way or another a major message of the beats: Americans must reject the
excesses of materialism, conformity, and the consumer culture.

The attention given the beats by the media in the late 1950s—and the fear that they aroused
among conservatives—suggest that they tapped into a reservoir of discontent, especially among
the young. They were a symbol of greater unrest that was to come. Still, it is a stretch to regard
the beats as initiating a major cultural trend in the late 1950s, let alone to see them as comprising



a "movement" that threatened a larger cultural center in the United States. Estimates of those
who actually became beats range from several hundred to a thousand or more, only 150 or so of
whom did any writing. They had little if anything in common with many other cultural rebels,
such as fans of rock 'n' roll, or with political leftists, at the time. Leary notwithstanding, the beat
phenomenon faded a bit by 1960. The media tired of it and moved on to new stories. The vast
majority of Americans by then seemed either bored, disgusted, or mildly amused by beat
behavior.

IN POLITICS, AS IN CULTURAL MATTERS,  opponents of a conservative status quo also seemed
to be gaining ground in the late 1950s, especially after a recession struck in 1958. Democrats
triumphed in the 1958 elections, greatly increasing their numbers on Capitol Hill. Senator John
F. Kennedy of Massachusetts cruised to victory in his quest for re-election and set sail for the
presidency in 1960. Other, more liberal Democratic senators, such as Hubert Humphrey of
Minnesota, Herbert Lehman of New York, and Paul Douglas of Illinois, took the offensive in
Congress by demanding passage of federal aid to education, a public system of health insurance,
and governmental assistance to "depressed areas." To combat the recession they called for
expansion of federal spending on public works and for a tax cut. Their legislative initiatives set
the economic agenda for Democratic presidential efforts in the 1960s.9

In the late 1950s, however, liberal Democrats scarcely came close to success. Congress did
manage to conduct some important business, including the admission to statehood of Alaska and
then Hawaii in 1959. In 1960 it approved a modest federal-state program to help the elderly with
their medical costs. But Democratic moderates, led by Lyndon Johnson and Sam Rayburn, set the
main agenda. This consisted primarily of acquiescing in the conservative domestic policies of
Eisenhower, whose still formidable personal popularity they feared to challenge. For these and
other reasons no liberal bills of significance succeeded during Ike's second term. Long-standing
socio-economic problems, including poverty, continued to fester, and newer ones, such as a
slowdown in manufacturing, were allowed to undermine the security of working-class people in
the cities.

Nothing more clearly revealed the frustrations of liberals in the late 1950s than the state of
race relations. Civil rights leaders, led by King, Roy Wilkins of the NAACP, and A. Philip
Randolph, sought to stir up sentiment for racial justice by staging a "Prayer Pilgrimage" at the
Lincoln Memorial on May 17, 1957, the third anniversary of Brown. The turnout of 25,000,
however, failed to attract much attention from the national media or politicians in Washington. 10

Activists on the local level, often led by women who belonged to youth chapters of the NAACP,
had slightly greater success: sit-ins in Wichita and Oklahoma City in 1958 succeeded in
desegregating drugstores. These and other sit-ins between 1957 and 1960 showed that black
people were ready for direct action, especially in the border states and Upper South. But the sit-
ins, like the Prayer Pilgrimage, did not arouse the conscience of America's white majority to the
cause of civil rights.

In the Deep South, meanwhile, racist whites continued to act with virtual impunity. Public
schools remained almost wholly segregated, and black colleges sympathetic to civil rights
suffered cuts in state funding. A black professor at Alcorn College who tried to enter the summer
session at the University of Mississippi in 1958 was arrested and placed in an insane asylum.



Whites laughed, "Any nigger who tries to enter Ole Miss must be crazy." A black army veteran,
Clyde Kennard, who sought to register at Mississippi Southern College in 1959, was harassed by
police, arrested on trumped-up charges (for "reckless driving" and stealing a bag of chicken
feed), and ultimately sentenced to seven years in jail. In 1959 a black Mississippian, Mack
Charles Parker, was jailed on charges of raping a white woman. Two nights before his trial nine
masked men snatched him from his cell at Poplarville, drove him to the Pearl River between
Mississippi and Louisiana, shot him twice through the chest, and flung him into the water. His
body was found nine days later. Many local people were said to know the killers, but none came
forward, and no one was tried. At the impaneling of a grand jury on the case in November a
circuit court judge, Sebe Dale, told the jurors that Supreme Court decisions probably caused
Parker's death. The Court, said the judge, was a "board of sociology, sitting in Washington,
garbed in judicial robes."11

Civil rights leaders hoped desperately that federal officials might help. Some of these officials
tried. The FBI worked hard in a futile effort to bring Parker's murderers to justice. And Attorney
General Herbert Brownell supported a civil rights bill that came to the floor of the Senate in mid-
1957. Hardly a tough measure, the bill nonetheless garnered support from liberals who hoped that
it could be stiffened so as to provide protection for black voters in the South. Eisenhower,
however, continued to believe that progress in race relations would happen only when popular
attitudes were ready for it. Clearly uninterested in the bill, he amazed reporters at a news
conference in July by telling them, "I was reading that bill this morning, and there were certain
phrases I did not entirely understand." Reporters, he advised, should talk to Brownell.
Eisenhower also made it clear that he had no stomach for military enforcement of racial justice.
"I can't imagine any set of circumstances," he said in July, "that would ever induce me to send
federal troops into any area to enforce the orders of a federal court, because I believe that [the]
common sense of America will never require it."12

Although Eisenhower's half-hearted support of the bill did it no good, the main problem facing
the measure was the threat of a southern filibuster. To prevent this from happening, Senate
majority leader Johnson resolved to compromise. He softened southern opponents with an
amendment guaranteeing defendants charged with criminal contempt (for violating voting rights)
the right of trial by jury. Many supporters of the bill hotly opposed the amendment, for they
recognized that the provision for juries—of whites—would protect defendants from conviction.
But Johnson, a shrewd parliamentarian, managed to persuade enough moderates, including
Democrats such as Kennedy, that it was either the bill with the jury trial amendment or filibuster
and no act at all. The amendment succeeded by a vote of 51 to 42. The bill then passed, 72 to
14.13

Some people at the time grew hopeful following this result. Whatever the faults of the bill,
they said, it was the first civil rights law to get through Congress since Reconstruction. Johnson,
they added, had done what he had to do and had demonstrated a statesmanship that made him a
viable presidential candidate—a goal that he clearly had in mind. The New York Times  called the
law "incomparably the most significant domestic action of any Congress in this century."14 All
these optimists pointed to features of the act that seemed promising: creation of a Civil Rights
Commission, establishment within the Justice Department of a civil rights division, and



empowerment of the Attorney General's office to bring injunctions when would-be voters
complained. In fact, however, the jury trial amendment, along with earlier compromises, gutted
the bill of any practical impact, and the Eisenhower administration brought only a handful of
suits against alleged violaters during the next three years. By 1959 the law had not added a single
black voter to the rolls in the South.15 A second voting rights law, passed in 1960, was equally
ineffectual, and at the end of the Eisenhower years only 28 percent of southern blacks of voting
age had the franchise. In Mississippi the percentage was 5.16

No racial controversy of Eisenhower's second term, however, was more discouraging to civil
rights activists than the confrontation over school desegregation in Little Rock in the late
summer of 1957.17 The struggle came as something of a surprise, for the city's mayor and school
board had planned to comply in a token fashion with court rulings on the subject. But the
governor of Arkansas, Orval Faubus, demagogically commanded 270 National Guard troops to
move in around Central High School on the day before school was set to open. The troops, he
said disingenuously, were needed to maintain law and order at the school. In fact, they were there
to keep the nine black children assigned to Central High from entering.18

The crisis escalated dangerously during the next three weeks. On the first school day the black
students heeded the advice of the school board and stayed home. But on the second day they were
escorted to school by two white and two black ministers, only to be stopped by the Guard. They
left, walking with dignity through a taunting, cursing crowd of white students and townspeople
who had been stirred up by Faubus's intervention. Television cameras captured their ordeal and
sent images of the event to amazed and angry viewers all over the globe.

Eisenhower now confronted a possibility that he had only two months earlier said he could not
imagine: using troops to enforce desegregation orders of the federal courts. He shrank from the
prospect. For the next eighteen days he tried to resolve the issue by conferring with the mayor
and even with Faubus himself, who flew to the President's summer retreat in Newport, Rhode
Island. Meanwhile the National Guard remained at the school, and the black children stayed
home. Faubus removed the guardsmen only when a federal court ordered him to, by which time
local passions had become inflamed to potentially violent proportions.

With the guardsmen gone, the nine black students came again to school on Monday,
September 23—three weeks after the crisis had begun. But only 150 local policemen were on
hand to protect them from a large and angry mob of whites. When the mob learned that the
children had managed to get inside Central High (through a delivery entrance), leaders started
shouting, "The niggers are in our school." The mob then began attacking black people on the
street as well as "Yankee" reporters and photographers. The local police were clearly sympathetic
to the mob; one took off his badge and walked away. The mayor, frightened by the specter of
large-scale violence, cabled the White House to ask urgently for the dispatch of federal troops.
The black students were taken out of school and sent home, whereupon the mob slowly dispersed.

Eisenhower still resisted the step of sending in troops. Instead, he denounced the "disgraceful
occurrences" at Little Rock and ordered people to desist and disperse. But the next day, with the
black children still at home, 200 whites showed up at the school. The President then carried out
what Sherman Adams, his top aide, later said was "a constitutional duty which was the most



repugnant to him of all his acts in his eight years at the White House."19 He sent 1,100 army
paratroopers into Little Rock and federalized the Arkansas National Guard, thereby removing it
from Faubus's command.20 In issuing the orders Eisenhower acted not as a defender of
desegregation but as commander-in-chief. Faced with Faubus's defiance and with violence, he
concluded reluctantly that he had no choice. It was the first time since Reconstruction that
federal troops had been dispatched to the South to protect the civil rights of blacks.

The President's actions earned him very mixed reviews. Southern politicians reviled him, with
Senator Richard Russell of Georgia comparing the soldiers to "Hitler's storm troopers."21 The
lieutenant governor of Alabama, Guy Hartwick, exclaimed that "Pearl Harbor was a day of
infamy. So was Eisenhower's brutal use of troops."22 But most advocates of forceful civil rights
activity were upset that Ike had been so indecisive. The President's dallying, they said, gave
comfort to extremists and besmirched the image of the United States all over the world.

The soldiers arrived on Wednesday, September 25, and stayed until the end of November. The
guardsmen remained for the entire academic year. Eight of the students stuck out the year, and
one, Ernest Green, graduated with his senior classmates and went off to college at Michigan
State. It was never easy for them, however, because a small minority of their white schoolmates
regularly cursed, pushed, and spat on them. Local whites threatened to dynamite the school and
to kill the school superintendent. (One such attempt was actually made but failed.) Faubus,
seeking headline-grabbing fame, was enthusiastically re-elected in 1958 and for three more terms
after that. In the 1958–59 academic year he closed all the schools in Little Rock rather than see
desegregation in the city. Other emboldened southern leaders followed in his footsteps and
swelled massive resistance throughout much of the South in the late 1950s. By 1960 blacks were
despairing about the chances for meaningful help from politicians and were resolving to take
action themselves.

AMERICAN CRITICS OF Red Scare excesses derived fleeting satisfaction from a few
developments of the late 1950s. But they, too, found these years frustrating.

The most significant sign of change in such matters came from the Supreme Court. By 1956–
57 Warren was emerging as an advocate not only of civil rights but also of civil liberties. Others
on the Court joined him to swing the tribunal toward a more liberal course. Chief among them
were the two veterans appointed by FDR, Black and Douglas, as well as a newcomer named in
1956 by Eisenhower, William Brennan, Jr., of New Jersey. Before nominating him Eisenhower
did not examine Brennan's views with much care—if he had, he would hardly have proposed him.
Like many conservatives in the late 1950s, the President was both stunned and upset by what
followed, for the Court began in 1956 to clear away some of the anti-Communist laws and
regulations that had flourished during the Red Scare. It declared its civil libertarianism most
clearly on June 17, 1957, which anti-Communist foes denounced as "Red Monday." Then and two
weeks later a series of decisions strengthened constitutional guarantees against self-
incrimination, construed the anti-Communist Smith Act of 1940 narrowly so as to guard against
political trials, protected individuals from having to answer questions (from HUAC) about
others, and ruled that certain defendants had rights to see reports by FBI-paid informants. As a
result of these decisions, the government virtually gave up efforts to prosecute Communists
under the Smith Act.23



Civil libertarians applauded the verdicts. I. F. Stone said that "they promise a new birth of
freedom. They make the First Amendment a reality again. They reflect the steadily growing
public misgiving and distaste for that weird collection of opportunists, clowns, ex-Communist
crackpots, and poor sick souls who have made America look foolish and even sinister during the
last ten years."24 Other Americans, however, were confused and upset by the trend. Eisenhower,
asked about some of the cases at a press conference, mused, "Possibly in their latest series of
decisions there are some that each of us has very great trouble understanding."25 Justice Tom
Clark, worrying about national security, complained that the Court, in affording accused people
access to FBI data, provided "a Roman holiday for rummaging through confidential information
as well as vital national secrets."26

Right-wing Americans who were already angry at the Brown decision were especially quick to
seize on these new cases and to attack the Court. The John Birch Society, mobilizing in 1958,
focused considerable resources on impeaching Warren and on curbing the authority of the Court.
Prominent conservative senators led a similar, more serious assault on Capitol Hill—one that
would have trimmed the Court's jurisdiction over the areas of loyalty and subversion. They
employed the familiar tactic of connecting Communism and support for civil rights. The Court,
said Eastland of Mississippi, was "being influenced by some secret, but very powerful
Communist or pro-Communist influence. "27

Advocates of judicial restraint offered more temperate criticisms of the Court. Among them
were some of the justices themselves, notably Felix Frankfurter, who remembered how the
Court's conservative activism in the 1930s had created a constitutional crisis. Judicial boldness,
he thought, could foment (indeed, was fomenting) attacks on the Court in the 1950s—this time
from the Right. By the late 1950s Frankfurter and John Marshall Harlan, whom Eisenhower had
appointed in 1955, openly called on the Court to moderate what they considered to be its
excesses of judicial activism. Edward Corwin, a Princeton professor emeritus widely regarded as
one of the nation's foremost authorities on constitutional history, went so far as to write the New
York Times, "There can be no doubt that . . . the court went on a virtual binge and thrust its nose
into matters beyond its own competence, with the result that . . . it should have its aforesaid nose
well tweaked. . . . The country needs a protection against the aggressive tendency of the court."28

Thanks to the efforts of Johnson and others in the Senate, Congress did not hamstring the
Court. But it was a near thing; in August 1958 the conservative coalition lost a key motion to
limit the Court's power by the narrow margin of 49 to 41. Perhaps aware that it risked retaliation,
the Court itself seemed cautious in 1959. In the Barenblatt case of that year it alarmed civil
libertarians by upholding, 5 to 4, a contempt citation of Barenblatt, an educator who had cited the
First Amendment in refusing to cooperate with HUAC.29 When the Court resumed its civil
libertarian course in the 1960s—in retrospect, Barenblatt was anomalous—conservative critics
erupted again. Their anger exposed a durable aspect of American thought in the postwar era: anti-
Communist feelings at home remained strong indeed.

Nothing did more during these years to excite such emotions than the successful launching by
the Soviet Union on October 4, 1957 of Sputnik, the world's first orbiting satellite. Sputnik was
small—about 184 pounds and the size of a beach ball. But it whizzed along, going "beep beep
beep" at 18,000 miles per hour and circling the globe every ninety-two minutes. A month later



the Soviets launched Sputnik II. This weighed some 1,120 pounds and carrried scientific
instruments for studying the atmosphere and outer space. It even accommodated a dog, Laika,
which had medical instruments strapped to its body.30

Americans reacted to these dramatic accomplishments with an alarm approaching panic. The
Soviets, it seemed, had far outpaced the United States in rocketry. Soon they might conquer
space, perhaps to establish dangerous extraterrestrial military bases. Meanwhile, American
efforts to catch up seemed ludicrous. On December 6 a nationally televised test of the Vanguard
missile proved deeply embarrassing. The missile rose two feet off the ground and crashed. Press
accounts spoke about "Flopnik" and "Stay-putnik." G. Mennen Williams, Democratic governor of
Michigan, ridiculed the American effort:

Oh little Sputnik
With made-in-Moscow beep,
You tell the world it's a Commie sky
And Uncle Sam's asleep.31Williams at least offered a light touch. Other critics, especially
Democrats, hammered at the administration for failing to keep pace with the enemy. Senator
Henry Jackson of Washington spoke of "shame and danger." Senator Stuart Symington of
Missouri added, "Unless our defense policies are promptly changed, the Soviets will move
from superiority to supremacy. If that ever happens, our position will become
impossible."32

 
A previously commissioned report by a panel of the Science Advisory Council, delivered in

early November to the National Security Council, seemed to bear out these criticisms. It
represented the thinking of a number of veteran (and partisan) anti-Communist
Establishmentarians, including Robert Lovett, John McCloy, and Paul Nitze (who in 1950 had
fashioned NSC-68 calling for major hikes in American defense spending). The Gaither Report, as
the document was called, was supposedly classified, but its contents quickly leaked. It
recommended enormous increases in military spending, amounting to $44 billion—to be
achieved by deficit spending—during the next five years.33 It also demanded rapid development
of fallout shelters. Press accounts seized on the Gaither Report as confirmation of America's
vulnerability and Eisenhower's culpability.

The Gaither Report was but one of a series of broadsides from "experts" on defense needs who
were sure that the United States was falling behind the Soviets. Starting in early 1958 the
Rockefeller Brothers Fund released a series of critiques along the same line.34 Some of these
came from the fertile mind of Henry Kissinger, a thirty-four-year-old student of international
relations. His own book Nuclear Weapons and Foreign Policy , published in 1957, had already
insisted that the United States needed a much more flexible and costly military posture. It
became a big seller.

Documents such as the Gaither and Rockefeller reports greatly distorted the contemporary
balance of terror. In fact, there was no such thing at that time—or later—as a "missile gap," a
phrase that Democrats and others flung at the GOP during the 1958 and 1960 election campaigns.
The Sputnik launches indeed demonstrated that the Soviets had an edge in capacity for thrust—



the ability to boost satellites into orbit. But in fact the Soviets lagged badly in the production of
usable warheads and did not deploy an intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) during the
Eisenhower years. In 1957 the United States had a huge advantage over the Soviet Union in the
areas of military missile development and in nuclear weaponry, and it widened it during
Eisenhower's second term. In the event of a Russian attack—which under the circumstances
would have been suicidal for the Kremlin—the United States could devastate the military and
industrial power of the Soviet Union.35

Eisenhower, moreover, had good reason to be confident of American nuclear superiority. Since
1956 he had benefited from extraordinary intelligence being gathered by U-2 planes, which were
sleek and supersonic reconnaissance aircraft designed to fly at altitudes up to 80,000 feet (fifteen
miles) and equipped with amazingly powerful cameras. Photographs could capture newspaper
headlines ten miles below. Evidence from U-2 flights established without doubt in 1956–57 that
the Soviets lagged far behind in development of ICBMs. The photos made it possible to lay out
in sequence what the Soviets were doing and thereby gave the United States plenty of warning
about Moscow's preparations, if any, for attack.

The President, self-assured about his military expertise, carefully examined the U-2 evidence,
for he took great pride in his attention to American security, which he considered to be far more
important than exploration of space. It was much better, he said, to have "one good Redstone
nuclear-armed missile than a rocket that could hit the moon. We have no enemies on the moon."
Refusing to be panicked by Sputnik, he insisted on adhering to the doctrine of "sufficiency": in
dealing with nuclear powers the United States needed mainly to maintain sufficient military
strength to survive foreign assault, with nuclear weapons in hand for a devastating counter-
attack, but it need not arm ad infinitum. How many times, he asked impatiently in 1958, "could
[you] kill the same man?"36 Rejecting the fiscal extravagance of the Gaither Report, Eisenhower
continued to insist on containing costs. He told his Cabinet (which needed endless reassurance)
in November, "Look, I'd like to know what's on the other side of the moon, but I won't pay to find
out this year."37

Under popular pressure Eisenhower did bend a little. In 1958 he supported establishment of the
National Aeronautics and Space Agency (NASA), a civilian bureaucracy that was created to
coordinate missile development and space exploration in the future.38 He also recommended
federal aid to promote American know how in science and foreign languages. The result,
approved by Congress in September 1958, was the National Defense Education Act (NDEA).
This was a historic break with twentieth-century practice, which had assigned educational
spending primarily to states and localities. As its title indicated, however, the NDEA was sold as
a defense measure, not as endorsement of a broader principle of federal aid to schools or
universities. Individuals who received money under the act had to sign a clause affirming loyalty
to the United States and to swear that they had never engaged in subversive activities.39

But Eisenhower otherwise hewed to his course. Indeed, he had a fundamental problem: if he
spelled out in detail the nature of America's superiority in missiles and nuclear weaponry,
thereby trying to relieve political pressure at home, he would have to reveal that the United
States possessed super reconnaissance planes. Such a disclosure, he thought, would expose too
much about American intelligence. (It was learned later that Ike need not have worried much



about this; the Soviets knew of the flights in 1956 but lacked the capacity until later to shoot
them down.) Full disclosure, Eisenhower further realized, would also amount to confession of
high-level spying. Worse, it would publicly embarrass Khrushchev, driving him to escalate
USSR defense spending. So the President did not tell all. Privately, he reassured people in the
know. Publicly, he relied on trying to convince a highly nervous population (in the face of ardent
partisan attacks) that he, a military expert, knew what he was doing.

As commander-in-chief Eisenhower deserves mostly good marks for his handling of concerns
over Sputnik (and of defense policies in general during his second term). By concentrating on
missile development Eisenhower presided over great gains in America's air-based and nuclear
capacity relative to that of the Soviet Union. By doing so quietly, he may have allayed Soviet
fears, thereby preventing the Soviets from hastening missile development of their own.40 By
refusing to panic in the face of Sputnik and domestic criticism he maintained a lid on defense
spending.41

At the time, however, Sputnik probably damaged Eisenhower's political standing. Belated
American missile successes—the United States finally launched its first satellite on January 31,
1958, from Cape Canaveral—did not do much to reassure American doubters. The satellite,
carried by a Jupiter C rocket, weighed only thirty-one pounds. In October 1959 the Soviet Union
landed a probe on the moon and sent back pictures of the dark side of the lunar surface. (In April
1961 it put the first man, Yuri Gagarin, into orbit.) The United States clearly lagged in this kind
of effort when he left office in January 1961. It was not until February 20, 1962 that Lieutenant
Colonel John Glenn became the first American to orbit the earth.

The Sputnik "crisis" above all revealed the enduring power of Cold War fears in the late 1950s.
Although Eisenhower did his best to reassure people about American preparedness, he only half-
succeeded. And this mattered politically. Americans, holding grand expectations about their
"can-do" capacity, liked to think that they were the first and the best at scientific and
technological innovation. If they fell behind, someone must have blundered. Reflecting these
attitudes, contemporaries as varied in their politics as Chester Bowles, Dean Rusk, AFL leader
George Meany, and Kissinger publicly deplored what they said was a lack of "national purpose."
(What that was, they were hard-pressed to say, but obviously it was up to the President to provide
it.) George Kennan complained in 1959 that the United States needed a greater "sense of national
purpose" if it hoped to best the Soviet Union in the competition for world leadership. General
Maxwell Taylor, army chief of staff in 1958–59, demanded a more flexible military posture in a
book, The Uncertain Trumpet, that he published in 1960. Eisenhower's own Commission on
National Goals warned him in 1960 that "the nation is in grave danger" and "threatened by the
rulers of one third of mankind." Disgusted, the President did not release the report, Goals for
Americans, until after the 1960 election. But claims that the nation suffered from a "missile gap"
nonetheless resounded throughout the campaign.42 When the new generation took power in 1961,
it zestfully accelerated the arms race.

ALTHOUGH EISENHOWER TRIED to moderate anxieties concerning Sputnik and defense
spending, he otherwise pursued policies that sustained and in some ways exacerbated the Cold
War during his second term. In his Middle Eastern policies, his use of the CIA, and above all his
conduct of relations with Cuba and Vietnam, he managed (with provocative help from



Khrushchev) to leave an unusually tense world situation to his successors.

His engagement with problems in the Middle East increased in early 1958 following a bloody
coup that overthrew the royal family in Iraq. Nearby nations, including Jordan, Saudi Arabia, and
Lebanon, grew worried that Nasser-style nationalism might engulf the region. Eisenhower
attended willingly to their concerns, both because he worried about Soviet moves in the area and
because he was determined to protect Western oil interests. He also welcomed the chance to take
forceful action.

All these concerns led to his decision, for the only time during his eight-year presidency, to
send American troops into what might become combat abroad. On July 15, 1958, marines
splashed onto the beaches of Lebanon. Two days later, in what was obviously a coordinated
effort, British paratroopers landed in Jordan. Fortunately for all concerned, fighting proved
unnecessary, and by late October the marines were removed. The incursion accomplished
nothing, for Lebanon had faced no real threat. In his eagerness to display the resolve of the
United States, Eisenhower had resorted to a form of gunboat diplomacy that bestowed no honor
on the nation or on his presidency.43

Similar criticism can be made of his continuing reliance on the CIA. During his second term
he gave it still more latitude than he had earlier, when it had abetted coups in Iran and
Guatemala. In 1958 the CIA attempted unsuccessfully to overthrow the government of Indonesia,
and in 1959 it helped to install a pro-Western government in Laos. Eisenhower knew of and
approved of such efforts. What he apparently did not know, but what his largely uncritical
support of the agency encouraged, was that CIA operatives were also hatching schemes to
assassinate the Congolese leader Patrice Lumumba and the new head of Cuba in 1959, Fidel
Castro.44 The CIA was becoming a rogue elephant.

In dealing with Khrushchev after 1957 Eisenhower tried sporadically to promote more
amicable relations. This was hardly because he trusted the Soviets or because he thought that
conciliation might lead to detente. Rather, he became ever more certain, thanks in part to the U-2
flights, that American military superiority made negotiations an increasingly safe and desirable
option. In 1958 Dulles, widely considered the ultimate hard-liner, added his weight to such an
approach by calling for reductions in defense spending. "In the field of military capacity," Dulles
advised, "enough is enough."45

Eisenhower and Dulles pressed especially for a Soviet-American ban on nuclear tests in the
atmosphere. Their support of such an effort rested in part on the advice of scientists, who by
1958 had grown more confident about their ability to distinguish a far-off nuclear test from a
seismic event. It might not be necessary any more, they thought, to demand frequent on-site
inspections of Russian installations—a demand that in the past had frightened the highly
secretive Soviet leadership and helped to stall efforts for control of testing. Administration
leaders were also growing worried about evidence linking atmospheric testing to long-range
radioactive fallout. Taking no chances, the United States ran yet another full series of tests in
October 1958 and then—secure in the knowledge of American superiority—ceased atmospheric
testing on October 31. A few days later the Soviets (who had conducted their own spate of tests
in October) stopped, too. Although both sides kept on building bombs, chances for some kind of



nuclear agreement seemed more promising than at any time in the history of the Cold War.46

As it happened, both sides stopped atmospheric tests for the next three years.47 But
Eisenhower failed in his quest for an agreement and presided over a Soviet-American
relationship that deteriorated badly by the summer of 1960. This was mainly the doing of
Khrushchev, who proved to be an erratic, confrontational, and sometimes grandstanding
adversary. In November 1958 the Soviet leader sharply escalated tensions over Berlin, which
remained isolated within the satellite state of Communist East Germany. Unless American troops
left West Berlin by May 27, 1959, Khrushchev warned, the Soviet Union would sign a treaty with
East Germany, thereby giving the East Germans a green light to deny American troops ground
access to Berlin. The United States, which did not recognize East Germany, might have no
recourse save to shoot its way into the city.

The early months of 1959 were difficult months for foreign policy-making in the Eisenhower
administration, for Dulles was in the hospital with cancer (he died on May 24). Eisenhower,
however, grabbed the reins and made it clear that the United States would stick by West Berlin.
But he tried not to embarrass Khrushchev by publicly calling his bluff. Instead, he resolved to
keep talking about Berlin and about a test ban. When critics demanded that he increase defense
spending in order to prepare for a crisis in Berlin, he grew angry and blamed selfish interests for
the hulabaloo. "I'm getting awfully sick of the lobbies by the munitions," he told Republican
leaders. "You begin to see this thing isn't wholly the defense of the country, but only more money
for some who are already fat cats."48

Eisenhower's patience paid off, at least temporarily. The deadline for a treaty between East
Germany and the Soviet Union passed without treaty, incident, or American concession.
Khrushchev would bring up the issue again and in 1961 would erect the Berlin Wall. But for the
time being he dropped his demands. Negotiations even resulted in an agreement that Khrushchev
and Eisenhower would exchange visits. Khrushchev came to the United States for a whirlwind
tour in September 1959. Erratic as ever, he called for Soviet-American friendship yet boasted,
"We will bury you." At the end of his visit he spent three days with Eisenhower at Camp David,
the presidential retreat in Maryland. There he agreed to a summit meeting at Paris in May 1960
with Eisenhower and the leaders of France and Great Britain. The "spirit of Camp David"
reminded people of the "spirit of Geneva" and promoted a good deal of journalistic talk about
"peaceful coexistence."

This lasted until May 1, 1960, when a U-2 reconnaissance flight by pilot Francis Gary Powers,
from Pakistan to Norway, was shot down by Soviet rocket fire near Sverdlovsk, 1,300 miles
inside Russian borders. The CIA, which had charge of the flights, had equipped Powers with a
needle dipped in curare, a deadly poison, so that he could kill himself before being captured. But
Powers bailed out and survived. His plane was found, and he was captured and interrogated. This
was sixteen days before the summit conference in Paris was scheduled to open.

The U-2 Incident, as it was called, need not have torpedoed the conference. Khrushchev,
though angry and embarrassed by the U-2S, could have announced right away that Powers had
been captured, at which point Eisenhower could have replied that excessive Soviet secretiveness
made the flights necessary. He might then have called them off, at least for a while. Khrushchev,
however, resolved to show the world (perhaps mainly the Chinese, with whom Soviet relations



had become dangerous) that he was tough. He therefore announced only that an American plane
had been shot down in Soviet territory, saying nothing about a U-2 or a pilot. He hoped that the
United States would spin a tissue of lies, in which case the Soviet Union could humiliate
Eisenhower and claim a big propaganda victory.

The ruse worked. American officials confirmed only that a weather reconnaissance plane was
missing. Khrushchev then sprang his trap on May 7, proclaiming that Powers had been captured
and had confessed and that Russian officials had the plane, complete with photographic
equipment that proved Powers had been spying. Powers, Khrushchev gloated, was equipped with
a pistol that was noiseless. "If that gun was meant for protection against wild animals . . . then
why the silencer? To blow men's brains out! The men who supplied him with the silence gun pray
in church and call us godless atheists!" Powers also had with him two gold watches and seven
ladies' gold rings. "What possible use could he make of all this in the upper strata of the
atmosphere? Perhaps he was to have flown still higher, to Mars, and meant to seduce the Martian
ladies."49

Eisenhower might then have kept quiet. But he was embarrassed by rumors that the mission
had taken place without his authorization, and he resolved to set those rumors straight. He
announced at a press conference on May 11 that he knew everything of importance that happened
in his administration. The flight had been necessary, he added, because "no one wants another
Pearl Harbor." To prevent such an attack the United States had to protect itself and the "Free
World" by spying. Espionage activities of that sort, he concluded, were a "distasteful but vital
necessity."50

Eisenhower then set out for Paris with the intention of going through with the summit.
Khrushchev, however, showed up in no mood to settle issues such as Berlin, probably because
hard-liners at home fought the idea of compromise. On the first day of the conference he arose,
red-faced and angry, to demand that Eisenhower condemn U-2 flights, renounce them in the
future, and punish those responsible. He also withdrew his invitation for Eisenhower to visit the
Soviet Union. Eisenhower was angry but kept his temper. The flights, he said, would not be
resumed. But he refused to accede to Khrushchev's other demands. When the Soviet leader
stalked out of the room, it was clear that the summit was over before it started.

The legacy of the U-2 Affair was negative for all involved, save perhaps Khrushchev who
scored the propaganda victory that he seemed to crave. American critics wondered why
Eisenhower had authorized such a flight on the eve of the summit (it was supposed to have been
the last until the summit was over) and were chagrined to see him caught in a lie, not only to
Khrushchev but also to the American people. The debacle destroyed whatever hopes had existed
(not strong) for a test ban agreement and for some understanding concerning Berlin.51 The U-2
Incident chased away the "spirit of Camp David" and set in motion a hardening of Soviet-
American relations that intensified during the next two years.

Eisenhower's foreign policies after 1956 left especially tense and unresolved situations in two
other areas of the world. One crisis, in Cuba, mounted quickly after Fidel Castro staged a
successful revolution against a corrupt pro-American dictatorship and triumphantly took power
in January 1959. Castro at first seemed heroic to many Americans. When he came to the United
States in April, he was warmly received and spent three hours talking with Vice-President Nixon.



But relations soon cooled. Castro executed opponents and confiscated foreign investments,
including $1 billion held by Americans. Refugees fled to the United States and told stories of
Castro's atrocities. Castro signed long-term trade arrangements with the Soviet Union, denounced
"Yankee imperialists," and recognized the People's Republic of China. It seemed that he was
taking Cuba into the Communist bloc of nations.52

The Eisenhower administration responded forcefully in 1960 by cutting American economic
aid and ultimately by refusing to accept Cuban sugar, a mainstay of the island's economy. An
embargo was placed on American exports to Cuba. The administration encouraged the formation
of a Cuban government-in-exile and authorized the CIA to promote paramilitary training of
exiles in Guatemala. They hoped to stage an invasion of the island. The Soviets responded to
these events by pledging to defend Cuba against attack from the United States. In Eisenhower's
last days in office the United States broke off diplomatic relations with Cuba. At that time there
were some 600 men being readied to attack from Guatemala.

The Eisenhower administration could hardly have preserved warm relations with Castro. The
Cuban leader, like many people in Latin American nations, deeply resented the economic might
of the United States, whose citizens owned some 40 percent of Cuban's sugar, 90 percent of its
wealth from mines, and 80 percent of its utilities.53 The United States also controlled a bit of
Cuban territory, a naval base at Guantanamo. Castro, anxious to curb American power in Cuba,
indeed to promote a social revolution, could not help but provoke animosities. Still, the far-from-
secret readiness of the Eisenhower administration to consider invasion—Castro was well aware
of what was going on in Guatemala—added heat to the fuel of emnity. When Eisenhower left the
White House, it remained only for someone to kindle the fires of war.

The legacy of Eisenhower foreign policy in Vietnam after 1956 was also grim and lasting.
Having encouraged southern leader Ngo Dinh Diem to ignore the Geneva accords' call for
national elections in 1956, the Eisenhower administration proceeded to step up support for his
increasingly corrupt and dictatorial regime. The aid totaled some $1 billion between 1955 and
1961, making South Vietnam the fifth largest recipient in the world of American assistance
during that time. By the late 1950s the United States mission in Saigon, the capital of the South,
employed 1,500 people; it was the biggest American mission in the world. The economic aid
helped to control inflation and to rebuild the southern economy in places like Saigon. But it did
little to help villages, where more than 90 percent of the people of South Vietnam lived. Most of
the aid, indeed, was military, designed to guard against invasion from Ho Chi Minh and his
Communist regime in North Vietnam.54

Diem, having struggled earnestly against criminal elements and against various corrupt
religious sects, had enjoyed some heartening successes by 1957. But he also proved to be
increasingly stubborn and narrow-minded.55 Brooking no interference with his exaggerated sense
of destiny, he refused to widen his circle of supporters much beyond his own extended family.
With his brother Ngo Dinh Nhu as his top adviser, he tightened his autocratic rule. Local
elections, a tradition in the country, were abolished. Diem filled village and provincial offices
with friends, many of whom arrested local notables on trumped-up charges and forced them to
pay bribes in order to get released. Diem and Nhu shut down unfriendly newspapers and
incarcerated many thousands of opponents. Southern opponents, feeling harassed, responded by



resuming armed resistance in 1957 and by beginning a campaign of terror against Diem's
supporters in the villages in 1958.

Ho Chi Minh also ruled autocratically in the North. Estimates place the number of dissidents
executed there at between 3,000 and 15,000 from 1954 to 1960. Indeed, Ho was so busy
centralizing his authority that he waited until January 1959 to give formal approval to Vietminh
resistance in the South. Thereafter, his aid increased rapidly. The North expanded infiltration
routes through Laos and Cambodia and sent increased numbers of trained agents into the South.
In 1960 it was estimated that these agents, together with southern rebels, assassinated some 2,500
Diem loyalists. In December 1960 the North took a major role in the official founding of the
National Liberation Front (NLF), the political arm of the struggle in the South against Diem, and
revolutionary activity further intensified. Diem, christening the NLF the Vietcong (Viet-
Communist), could not stem their advances in the countryside. By 1961 full-scale military
operations were in progress, and the Diem regime grew steadily more precarious.56

It is obvious in retrospect that the Eisenhower administration erred seriously in throwing so
much support to Diem. Ho, after all, was a popular liberator who had had every reason to expect
that he would win national elections in 1956 and become the legitimate ruler of a united nation.
By the late 1950s some administration officials recognized Ho's growing appeal and urged Diem
to reform. The dictator refused, whereupon the Americans—having no viable political
alternatives in the South—relented. More aid poured in, as did American military advisers, of
whom there were roughly 1,000 by January 1961.57

While the Eisenhower administration's record in Vietnam was wrong-headed, it can be placed
in context in two ways. First, Saigon was a long way from Washington. Vietnam, American aid
notwithstanding, did not seem as strategically important as Berlin, Cuba, the Middle East, or
even Laos (which many State Department officials in the late 1950s considered more in danger
of collapse). Warnings about trouble in Vietnam were received but, for the most part, ignored
amid the noise of diplomatic traffic. The administration simply did not pay great attention to
Southeast Asia.

Second, and more important, Ho Chi Minh was a Communist. In the polarized Cold War
atmosphere of the mid- and late 1950s, this alone was sufficient to make him an enemy in
American eyes. South Vietnam, administration officials thought, had to have backing to protect it
against the autocratic Communist rule of Ho. If Vietnam fell, moreover, it would be the domino
that threatened the collapse of other non-Communist governments in Southeast Asia. Other
American leaders who bothered to notice Southeast Asia agreed with this analysis. Senator John
F. Kennedy, speaking passionately to the American Friends of Vietnam in 1956, delivered
characteristic anti-Communist rhetoric on the subject. "Vietnam," he said, "represents the
cornerstone of the Free World in Southeast Asia, the keystone of the arch, the finger in the dike."
Should the "red tide of Communism" pour into South Vietnam, much of Asia would be
threatened. South Vietnam, he closed, "is our offspring, we cannot abandon it, we cannot ignore
its needs."58

AROUND 4:00 P.M. ON THE AFTERNOON  of February 1, 1960, four freshmen from all-black
North Carolina A&T College in Greensboro, North Carolina, entered the local Woolworth
department store to stage a protest. The store was open to all—the more business the better. But



its lunch counter, like those elsewhere in the South, was open to whites only. The four young
men, Ezell Blair, Jr., David Richmond, Franklin McCain, and Joseph McNeil, resolved to
conduct a sit-in at the counter until management agreed to desegregate it. Their bold and
courageous action sparked the direct action phase of the civil rights movement in the United
States.

The protestors had not entered upon their challenge carelessly. They knew a good deal about
the boycott at Montgomery and had learned about tactics of resistance from a pamphlet on the
subject circulated by CORE. A local white storekeeper, an NAACP member, had urged them to
struggle against racial discrimination. They were understandably frightened. When they sat
down, a black dishwasher behind the counter, afraid she would lose her job, loudly berated them
for being "stupid, ignorant . . . rabble-rousers, troublemakers." Behind them a white policeman,
confused and nervous, paced back and forth and slapped his club in his palm. No one served
them, and the store closed a half-hour early at 5:00 P.M. When they went back to campus, they
discovered that they were local heroes. So they remained decades later.59

From those modest beginnings emerged a wave of sit-ins that transformed the civil rights
movement. In Greensboro the four became twenty-four by the second day. By the fourth day
white women from the local University of North Carolina Women's College joined them. By then
protestors, mostly black students, were starting to sit in at lunch counters elsewhere in the state.
Within a week the movement had spread across the border to Hampton, Virginia, and Rock Hill,
South Carolina. A week later fifty-four sit-ins were under way in fifteen cities in nine states in
the South.60 It was obvious from the way that the spark of protest jumped from place to place
that black resentments, which had somehow failed to ignite other sit-ins between 1957 and 1959,
had exploded.

The sit-ins of 1960 arose, as did the civil rights movement in later years, from the collective
efforts of unsung local activists: they sprang from the bottom up. Many later leaders, unknown in
1960, jumped into action. One was Cleveland Sellers, then a sixteen-year-old in Denmark, South
Carolina. He started leading protests there. Another was Ruby Doris Smith, who joined
demonstrations in Atlanta. A "Nashville group" included such later well known activists as John
Lewis, Marion Barry, ministers James Lawson and C. T. Vivian, and Diane Nash. Schooled in
Gandhian principles, they believed in developing a disciplined "beloved community." An
"Atlanta group" included Julian Bond. Stokely Car-michael, a student at Howard University in
Washington, headed South to become involved. In New York City, Robert Moses, a twenty-six-
year-old high school teacher, looked at newspaper photographs of the Greensboro youths and was
inspired by their "sullen, angry, determined" look that differed from the "defensive, cringing"
expression common to blacks in the South. Moses, who was to become a legendary activist, soon
joined the student movement.61

In mid-April Ella Baker, the fifty-five-year-old executive director of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference, thought it was time to bring the student protestors together and develop
strategies that would go beyond what she considered the old-fashioned approaches of Martin
Luther King. The conference that she called, at Shaw College in Raleigh, attracted numbers
beyond all expectations: more than 300 students. While most came from southern black colleges,
those in attendance included nineteen white college students from the North. King addressed the



students, but Lawson, who had engaged in the Nashville sit-ins, sparked the most enthusiasm.
When the students adjourned, they had formed a new organization, the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee, or SNCC. Barry became its first chairman.62

When Baker addressed the students at the gathering, she urged them to challenge racial
injustice in all walks of life, including housing, health care, voting, and employment. "The
current sit-ins and other demonstrations," she said, "are concerned with something much bigger
than a hamburger or even a giant-sized Coke."63 At that time, however, SNCC was dominated by
black students at southern colleges such as Morehouse and Fisk. Bent on attacking legalized
racism in the South, they did not much concern themselves in 1960 with problems in the North.64

In focusing on Jim Crow in Dixie, SNCC did not differ greatly from King and other major
leaders of the movement at the time.

The protestors quickly encountered all kinds of resistance. This was expected, for the vast
majority of whites in the Deep South remained implacably opposed to desegregation. On the
segregated beaches of Biloxi, Mississippi, a white man shot and wounded ten black people. Even
in the Upper South whites generally refused to desegregate (Greensboro did not give in until
July, by which time the Woolworth store had lost an estimated $200,000 in business, or 20
percent of anticipated sales). Normally they summoned police to arrest demonstrators on charges
such as trespassing or disturbing the peace. Some 3,000 protestors went to jail in 1960.65

The activists also encountered reluctance from within black communities, which had never
been monolithic. Much of this resistance reflected generational divisions, which persisted in later
years. The NAACP, with some 380,000 members at that time, remained by far the largest civil
rights organization in the nation, and it was dominated by older leaders who never endorsed the
sit-in strategy. Local branches of the NAACP sometimes helped the protestors by providing legal
services and bail money but did so on their own. Thurgood Marshall derided the Gandhian "jail-
in" tactics of demonstrators as impractical and expensive and angered Nashville activists by
advising them, "If someone offers to get you out, man, get out."66 The president of Southern
University in Baton Rouge, a black institution, suspended eighteen sit-in leaders from school and
forced the entire student body to resign and reapply so that he could screen their applications and
weed out trouble-makers. He said, "Like Lincoln, who sought to preserve the Union, my
dominant concern is to save Southern University."67

Even so, the sit-ins spread rapidly, not only to all southern states but also to Illinois, Ohio, and
Nevada. It was estimated that 70,000 demonstrators took part in them. The protestors challenged
segregation at lunch counters, parks, pools, beaches, restaurants, churches, libraries,
transportation facilities, museums, and art galleries. The movement for rights, once unbottled,
spilled out to challenge discrimination in voting and in employment. When the campuses
reopened in September, a new surge of activism indicated that pressure for change, far from
abating, was unstoppable.

POLITICS AS USUAL, however, tended to persist amid this turmoil. The sit-ins still failed to
arouse the conscience of the vast majority of white Americans at the time. Most whites in the
North imagined that racism was a southern problem; most in the South refused to relent. Even
during the fall of 1960, with sit-ins proliferating, the majority of candidates for national and state



offices managed their campaigns as they always had—by saying little about race relations. This
was equally true of the major presidential candidates, Vice-President Richard Nixon and Senator
John F. Kennedy. Both were party regulars and centrists who devoted relatively little attention to
civil rights in 1960. The main issues at that time, as in most elections since 1945, remained the
economy and the Cold War.

This focus was to be expected of Nixon, whose major crusade in life before 1960 had contested
Communism. Many Democrats, indeed, had loathed him for his excesses in this effort since the
1940s. Nixon, they reiterated, had won a congressional seat in 1946 by falsely calling his
opponent, the incumbent Jerry Voorhis, a Communist. Running for the Senate in 1950, he had
Red-baited his liberal opponent, Representative Helen Gahagan Douglas. As Vice-President he
proved to be an energetic and unfailingly partisan Cold Warrior. When he ran in 1960, he was
still only forty-seven years old.68

Fellow Republicans admired Nixon's dogged tenacity and partisan spirit. But few of them
managed to get close to one of America's most private politicians. Contemporaries remarked on
Nixon's awkwardness in public and on his habit of constantly testing himself, as if in duels to the
finish, against people he imagined were mortal enemies. Many of these enemies were well-
connected figures: Alger Hiss, Acheson, Stevenson. Having grown up in a modest, hard-working
California family, Nixon never felt secure in eastern Establishment circles, and he could scarcely
conceal his resentments. Even partisan allies sometimes found him cold and excessively
ambitious. Others deeply distrusted him. "Would you buy a used car from this man?" opposition
posters of him proclaimed. Eisenhower noted unhappily that Nixon seemed to have no friends.
Ike's secretary, Ann Whitman, agreed. "Everybody," she confided to her diary, "trusts and loves"
Ike. "But the Vice President sometimes seems like a man who is acting like a nice man rather
than being one."69

Those who opposed Nixon especially detested his style. The tasteless appeal of his Checkers
speech in 1952 had appalled them. "No class," Kennedy had said. "No style, no style at all," the
Washington Post's  editor, Ben Bradlee (a Kennedy friend and supporter), had added.70 Nixon's
labored attempts in 1960 to project a more genial persona especially irritated detractors, who
thought that he remained a phony. Stevenson sniped that Nixon had "put away his switchblade
and now assumes the aspect of an Eagle Scout." An editor added that the question wasn't whether
there was a "new" or an "old" Nixon but "whether there is anything that might be called the 'real'
Nixon, new or old."71

Kennedy, by contrast, seemed to promise some change. His supporters hailed him—often with
hyperbole—as an accomplished writer, a hero in World War II, and a torch-bearer for a new
generation.72 Only forty-three years old in 1960, "Jack" was the youngest presidential candidate
of a major party in United States history.73 He was considered to be handsome, charming, and,
with his stylish young wife, Jacqueline ("Jackie"), the epitome of cultured cosmopolitanism. A
Harvard graduate, he surrounded himself with intellectuals who seemed to burst with ideas for
the future, as well as with political professionals who worked effectively in the precincts.
Kennedy beat Hubert Humphrey and others in a series of primaries, took the Democratic
nomination on the first ballot, named Lyndon Johnson as his running mate, and promised a New
Frontier for the United States.74



During the campaign, it became obvious that Kennedy had strong political assets, among them
access to unlimited money from his wealthy family. When Humphrey lost the West Virginia
primary, a key contest, he pulled out, complaining, "You can't beat a million dollars. The way
Jack Kennedy and his old man threw the money around, the people of West Virginia won't need
any public relief for the next fifteen years."75 Then and later foes of Jack especially distrusted
Joseph Kennedy, the cold and ruthless patriarch of the family who stopped at almost nothing
where the political advancement of his sons was concerned.76

Many liberals, too, found it hard to summon enthusiasm for Kennedy. Eleanor Roosevelt and
others remembered bitterly that JFK had refused to speak out against McCarthy and that he had
offered only perfunctory support for progressive social causes, including civil rights. (Kennedy
in fact had not been a hard-working or especially distinguished senator.)77 The ADA had to
overcome strong opposition within its ranks before agreeing to endorse him, and it never
supported Johnson. Many liberals had unkind words for both nominees. Eric Sevareid of CBS
complained that they were "tidy, buttoned-down men . . . completely packaged products. The
Processed Politician has finally arrived." Richard Rovere wrote in Harpers that Kennedy and
Nixon "tend more and more to borrow from one another's platforms and to assume one another's
commitments."78

Rovere and others were correct that the candidates were packaged—each spent record sums on
TV coverage and ads—and that they differed only marginally on the issues. Kennedy made much
of the slow growth of the economy since the 1958 recession and of the oft-alleged lack of
"national purpose" that commentators had claimed to discover in recent years.79 He also
endorsed party planks favoring federal aid to education, a higher minimum wage, and
governmental medical insurance for the elderly. Support of such policies helped him attract key
interest groups, notably teachers and labor unions. But Nixon, too, promised to take positive
action to improve economic growth; he seemed well to the left of Eisenhower on most domestic
issues. Nixon also insisted that he (unlike Ike) would be a strong and activist President. Kennedy
harped on the "missile gap," even though he was frequently told by high-ranking defense officials
that no such gap existed. Kennedy also seemed to support an invasion of Cuba by anti-Castro
exiles. This popular line privately enraged Nixon, who dared not reveal secrets about the CIA's
training of exiles in Guatemala. If anything, Nixon sounded less hawkish on the issue than did
Kennedy. Overall, however, both men were solid Cold Warriors.80

Kennedy, of course, won the election, which attracted a record-high turnout for a postwar
presidential race (around 64 percent of the eligible electorate) and turned out to be the closest of
the century. He received 49.7 percent of the vote to Nixon's 49.6 percent. His strength in
populous northern states gave him a margin in the electoral college, 303 to 219.8l But the swing
of a few votes in a few big states, notably in Illinois (where fraud by Democratic retainers in the
Chicago area helped him) could have turned the election the other way. The outcome was so tight
that some of Nixon's advisers urged him to contest it. The Vice-President, though bitter about
losing, chose not to take that divisive course (Republicans were also suspected of vote fraud) and
conceded defeat. It remained for the experts to render the postmortems that would explain why
he had lost.

There were plenty of diagnoses, no single one of which could explain all. Some Nixon loyalists



blamed Eisenhower, who made no effort to hide his well-known ambivalence about Nixon. At a
news conference in August he was asked for an example of a major idea of Nixon's that had been
adopted by the administration. "If you give me a week, I might think of one," the President
replied. "I don't remember."82 The President recognized immediately how bad that sounded and
apologized to his Vice-President. But damage had been done. Moreover, Eisenhower did not
campaign much until the last week, at which point he spent more time praising his own
accomplishments than extolling Nixon.

Other analysts tended to blame Nixon himself. Try as he might, Nixon seemed wooden in
public appearances, especially in contrast to the apparently more relaxed and much more
handsome Kennedy. Appearances mattered. This was especially clear in the first of a series of
televised debates, a new event in American political history. Americans who listened on the radio
thought that Nixon, a trained debater since high school, had "won." The majority of the millions
who watched on television, however, seemed attracted to Kennedy. Nixon had hurt his knee
campaigning and had a chest cold. Refusing to apply heavy makeup, he looked haggard and
unshaven, and he sounded hoarse. Kennedy, by contrast, arrived tanned from California and
seemed cool and controlled. While the debate may not have changed many minds—Nixon was
already losing ground in the polls and may have been behind—it lifted Kennedy from his lesser-
known status as challenger. It brought dismay to many in the Nixon camp and great enthusiasm
to Kennedy supporters, who fought thereafter with zest and high hopes.83

Kennedy indeed inspired fervor as the campaign neared its conclusion. At some of his rallies,
groups of people—especially women—broke through barriers and ran after his car. These,
Newsweek reported, were the "runners." Other Kennedy fans included "jumpers" who leapt up and
down as his motorcade came by, "double-leapers," women who jumped together while holding
hands, and "clutchers," women who crossed their arms and hugged themselves and screamed, "He
looked at me! He looked at me!" Nixon usually evoked applause, but nothing like runners,
jumpers, or clutchers.84

Many people who actually met Kennedy were almost as dazzled. They found him personally
charming, magnetic, even incandescent. He was poised, handsome, youthfully energetic, and he
could literally light up a room. Intellectuals and journalists responded favorably to his dry wit,
irreverence, and cool, detached intelligence. Haynes Johnson, a perceptive journalist, recalled
that Kennedy was "the most seductive person I've ever met. He exuded a sense of vibrant life and
humor that seemed naturally to bubble up out of him."85 Kennedy was uncomfortable indulging
for long in flights of high-sounding oratory. Yet in calling for change he appealed to the
idealistic hopes of people. By any standard he was the most charismatic American politician of
the postwar era, especially to women and younger people.86

Charisma, though important, was but part of the reason for Kennedy's narrow victory. He also
made tactical decisions that at least in retrospect seem politically astute, in that they
strengthened the urban-ethnic-black-southern coalition of voters that Roosevelt had fashioned in
the 1930s and that had held together for Truman in 1948. One such decision was his first as the
nominee: naming Johnson as his running mate. This decision amazed delegates and reporters.
Johnson, a presidential candidate himself, had attacked Kennedy both before and during the
convention. As Senate majority leader he had much more power than he ever would have as



Vice-President. Most of Kennedy's top advisers, especially his brother Bobby, who was his
campaign manager, despised Johnson, whom they considered to be a wheeler-dealer as well as a
conservative. But Kennedy (and his father) decided that they wanted Johnson on the ticket in
order to bolster Democratic chances in Texas, a key state, and elsewhere in the South and West.
And so the offer was made.

When Johnson's friends heard of the offer, they strongly opposed the idea. But Johnson was
attracted, both because he was seeking new challenges and because he was honored to be asked.
Privately he accepted, and word seeped out concerning the deal. At this point liberals protested,
and Bobby, thinking wrongly that Jack was reconsidering his offer, went to Johnson's suite. There
he dropped hints that Johnson should pull out of the vice-presidential picture. Johnson picked up
the phone to find out what Jack really wanted. Kennedy assured him that he remained the choice,
and the deal later sailed through the convention. Johnson, an extraordinarily sensitive man, never
forgave Bobby or forgot the insult. In the open, however, he feigned his enthusiasm for Kennedy.
His presence may have protected Kennedy's margins in the South.87

A second key decision by Kennedy concerned his Catholicism, which led many Protestants,
including Norman Vincent Peale, to question whether he ought to be President. (Martin Luther
King, Sr., was another doubter.) Kennedy met the issue head-on by addressing Protestant
clergymen in Houston, a center of Protestant strength. America, he said, is a nation where the
"separation of church and state is absolute—where no Catholic prelate would tell the President
how to act, and no Protestant minister would tell his parishioners for whom to vote." He added, "I
am not the Catholic candidate for President. . . . I do not speak for my church on public matters—
and the church does not speak for me."88 The election results later suggested that voters divided
sharply along religious lines and that Kennedy's Catholicism had hurt him more than it helped.89

Still, most contemporary observers agreed that Kennedy's speech at Houston managed to soften
religious rhetoric for most of the campaign. Had he evaded the issue, Protestant voters might
have ensured his defeat.

Another move that seems to have helped him politically were gestures that he and Bobby made
in late October toward embattled blacks. When King was arrested in Georgia and sentenced to
four months in jail on a minor traffic-related violation, Nixon tried quietly to intervene but said
nothing in public. Jack, however, was persuaded by an aide to telephone King's wife, Coretta, to
express his sympathy. At the same time, Bobby (unbeknownst to Jack) telegraphed the judge and
requested King's release. The judge relented, and King got out of prison on bail. King then gave
Jack full credit for what had happened. King Sr. came around, announcing, "I've got a suitcase
full of votes, and I'm going to take them to Mr. Kennedy and dump them in his lap."90 These
efforts by Bobby and Jack may have persuaded some wayward blacks who had voted Republican
in 1956 to return to the Democratic camp.91 Whatever the cause, some 70 percent of black votes
went Democratic in 1960 (as opposed to perhaps 63 percent in 1956), an increase that may have
turned the tide for Kennedy in several closely contested northern states, such as New Jersey,
Michigan, and Illinois, as well as in Texas (all of which Eisenhower had won in 1956).92

Eisenhower later attributed the Republican defeat to "a couple of phone calls" by John and Robert
Kennedy.93

SO THE DEMOCRATIC COALITION  survived. This center, among others, seemed to hold in



1960. Did did it make a difference?

Many Americans later imagined that it did. Kennedy, they believed, proceeded to outline a
range of new frontiers and to abandon the stodgy old politics of the 1950s. It remains difficult,
however, to identify very many Americans in the immediate aftermath of the election who
expected that anything very dramatic was about to happen. Conservatives insisted correctly that
Kennedy had no popular mandate. Eisenhower, who deeply disliked the Kennedys, also doubted
that the new administration would be able to change much. In his farewell address of January 17,
1961, he predicted instead that "an immense military establishment and a large arms industry"—
a military-industrial complex—might continue to poison the wells of international relations and
to dominate domestic policy. Urgently he warned the nation to be on guard.

Liberals, of course, were pleased that Nixon had lost and that the voters had returned
Democratic majorities to Capitol Hill: 65 to 35 in the Senate and 263 to 174 in the House. But
they, too, had difficulty interpreting the election as a triumph for significant change. Democrats
in fact lost twenty seats in the House. The fact was that Kennedy had run a pragmatic, centrist
campaign in which he promised to wage the Cold War more vigorously than ever. The sit-ins
notwithstanding, moral issues such as civil rights seemed no more pressing to Kennedy and his
advisers at the end of 1960 than they had to the majority of white Americans throughout
Eisenhower's second term. There seemed little reason to anticipate that the political center would
shift very much in the days to come.



15
The Polarized Sixties: An Overview

 
The year 1960, one historian writes, marked "the definitive end of the Dark Ages, and the
beginning of a more hopeful and democratic period" that lasted until the early 1970s. Another
historian calls the 1960s a modern Great Awakening which ignited a "Burned-Over Decade" of
cultural change akin to the turbulent 1840s. William Braden, a contemporary observer, labeled
the era an Age of Aquarius that heralded "a new American identity—a collective identity that
will be blacker, more feminine, more oriental, more emotional, more intuitive, more exuberant—
and, just possibly, better than the old one."1

Cultural conservatives witnessed these changes with disgust. The sociologist Daniel Bell was
appalled by young people who were trying to "transfer a liberal life-style into a world of
immediate gratification and exhibitionist display." The "counterculture," as it was called,
"produced little culture, and it countered nothing." The columnist George Will later dismissed
the decade as an age of "intellectual rubbish," "sandbox radicalism," and "almost unrelieved
excess." Braden worried that Americans who were forging the "new identity" might be mistaking
"vividness, intensity, and urgency for cultural sensitivity and responsible morality. They don't
know what they like, but whatever they or their emotions like must be art—or must be right, and
certainly righteous."2

Both sides of this still acrimonious debate were correct in recognizing that unusually
tumultuous events shook American life in the 1960s. Cultural and social changes seemed to
accelerate rapidly in the early 1960s, to reshape public policies in the mid-1960s, and to polarize
the nation in the last few years of the decade. By then the thrust of activism was dramatically
shifting direction: backlash mounted rapidly against the public programs and ushered in a
durable age of political conservatism in America. But the tumult of the decade nonetheless had
unsettled much that Americans had taken for granted before then, including vestiges of what for
lack of a better word can be called "Victorian." Thereafter, people seemed much readier to
challenge authority. As Morris Dickstein, a perceptive scholar put it, "The sixties are likely to
remain a permanent point of reference for the way we think and behave, just as the thirties
were."3

Dickstein's view of the sixties has much to be said for it. Signs of dramatic change were
gathering force even in 1960, when the sit-ins broke out in February. SNCC came to life in April.
Enovid, the birth control pill, was approved by the government in May. The Students for a
Democratic Society (SDS), later to be the most prominent of many "New Left" protest groups,
was born in June. In 1961 social change gathered new momentum. The civil rights movement
entered a bloodier stage, with racists attacking "freedom riders" who sought to integrate
interstate travel: between 1961 and 1965, twenty-six civil rights workers lost their lives in the
South. More than any other development of the early 1960s, the civil rights revolution spurred
the idealism, egalitarianism, and rights-consciousness that galvanized many other groups and
challenged social relations in the United States.



The early 1960s witnessed publication of extraordinarily provocative and influential books
that questioned conventional notions about American society and culture. In 1961 Jane Jacobs
brought out Death and Life of Great American Cities, which skewered the grandiose pretensions
of urban planners, and Joseph Heller published Catch-22, an unsubtle but hilarious and disturbing
novel about the inanities of the military in World War II. It sold some 10 million copies over the
next thirty years, appealing especially to opponents of the Vietnam War. Two seminal books
appeared in 1962. Rachel Carson's Silent Spring sounded an eloquent warning against pesticides
and environmental pollution. Widely acclaimed, it spurred an ecological movement that gathered
considerable force by the late 1960s. Michael Harrington's The Other America greatly dramatized
the problem of poverty in the United States, adding to pressures for governmental action.4 In
1963 James Baldwin's prophetic The Fire Next Time  alerted Americans to the likelihood of
violent racial confrontation. Betty Friedan's The Feminine Mystique also appeared in 1963. A
huge seller, it helped to launch a renaissance of feminism.

Reflecting the anti-Establishment spirit of these books, groups of protestors began to capture
public attention in the early 1960s. In Michigan Tom Hayden and other young SDS radicals
crafted the Port Huron Statement in 1962, a long, sometimes contradictory, but much-cited
manifesto of New Left activism.5 In Mississippi that fall, James Meredith, an air force veteran,
sought to become the first black person to attend the University of Mississippi. When
segregationists retaliated with violence, President Kennedy had to send in the army. Also in
1962, Cesar Chavez and fellow migrant workers organized the National Farm Workers
Association, thereby inspiring efforts that led to highly publicized strikes and boycotts later in
the decade.6 Early in 1963 Martin Luther King staged a dramatic protest against racial
discrimination in Birmingham. It provoked white violence, worldwide television coverage, and
rising outrage against racism in the United States. That August King and others took part in a
March on Washington that attracted some 250,000 protestors.

Other, unrelated events added to a public perception—this was important—that the times were
changing with especially accelerating speed in these years. The Supreme Court shocked
conservatives—and others—in 1962 by ruling that public schools in New York could not require
students to recite a State Board of Regents prayer in the classroom.7 The Vatican Ecumenical
Council, under the reformist leadership of Pope John XXIII, agreed to authorize use of the
vernacular in parts of the Catholic mass. Traditionalists were amazed and appalled.8 The folk-
singer Bob Dylan, who prophetically wrote the song "The Times They Are a-Changin'" in 1963,
also brought out "Blowin' in the Wind" earlier that year. The version by Peter, Paul, and Mary,
marketed in August 1963, sold 300,000 copies in two weeks and became the first protest song
ever to make the Hit Parade.9 Timothy Leary and Richard Alpert, having helped to celebrate the
virtues of drugs such as LSD, were fired from their posts at Harvard University that spring but
continued to beguile acolytes, especially among the young.

Other blows to the familiar followed in early 1964. In January the Surgeon General of the
United States issued a report by eminent scientists warning of the mortal dangers of tobacco.10 It
temporarily shook some of the millions of Americans (more than one-half of adult men, more
than one-third of women) who smoked.11 In the same month movie-goers began flocking to see
Stanley Kubrick's film Dr. Strangelove. It featured a crazed militarist, Jack D. Ripper (Sterling



Hayden), who refused to rescind an insane attack order because he was convinced that the
"International Communist Conspiracy" was trying to "sap and impurify all of our precious bodily
fluids." More effectively than any other movie of the era, the movie ridiculed the excesses of the
Cold War. A month later the Beatles arrived in the United States from England and became an
immediate sensation; a record 67 million people watched them perform on "The Ed Sullivan
Show." In March Malcolm X, a charismatic black nationalist, broke with the Nation of Islam,
formed the Organization of Afro-American Unity, and set about enlisting African-Americans in
northern cities.

Young people seemed especially restless at the time. Gaining confidence in 1964, when a
protracted "free speech" movement at the University of California, Berkeley, aroused nationwide
notice, activist students—many of them veterans of civil rights protests in the South—began to
demonstrate for a range of causes.12 Some raged against poverty and racial discrimination, others
(especially after escalation of American involvement in Vietnam) against American foreign
policies, others against the flaws of universities themselves. By no means all campuses
experienced significant unrest in the 1960s. But most of the elite colleges and universities did.
These attracted many of the brightest and most privileged young people among the huge and
expectant baby boom cohorts that were then swarming to the campuses. "If you are not part of
the solution," the idealists believed, "you are part of the problem." Their engagement
reinvigorated the political and cultural Left in the United States.13

These and other developments hardly added up to a coherent movement, or even a clearly
visible pattern. But they came hard and fast on one another, and they received great coverage
from television, which by then reached virtually all Americans, and from other sources of news
that reached a more highly educated population.14 It was in the 1960s that TV came into its own
as a major force in American life, promoting a more national culture while at the same time
casting its eye on profound internal divisions. Many Americans at the time indeed sensed that the
times were changing, that a new if undefined Zeitgeist, or spirit of the times, was in the process
of remaking society and culture. The restless spirit pushed with special insistence against the
political center. In 1963 activists demanding racial justice forced President Kennedy to come out
for civil rights legislation. Within a year and a half of Kennedy's assassination in November 1963
—a shocking act that intensified the pressures for change—reformers in Congress managed to
enact a spate of liberal legislation, including a "war on poverty," federal aid to education,
Medicare for the aged, Medicaid for the poor, reform of immigration law, creation of the
National Endowments for the Arts and the Humanities, and two historic civil rights laws that
would have seemed almost unimaginable a few years earlier.

Culturally, too, the center seemed in some disarray, especially after mid-decade. Large
numbers of people, most of them young, began to find common cause in seeking relief from what
they considered to be the vulgarity, impersonality, and overall dullness of middle-class culture.
Some of these rebels adopted New Left political opinions, but many others resisted mainstream
culture, not public policies. Millions found inspiration from rock musicians, especially (it
seemed) from those who were loudly and angrily anti-authoritarian. A rock concert at a farm in
Bethel, New York, in 1969 attracted some 400,000 people who wallowed happily about in the
rain, some in various stages of undress and drug-induced haze, for three days. Traffic jams and



police barricades prevented many thousands more from attending. "Woodstock" was the
culminating event of "countercultural" celebration in the 1960s.15

Smaller numbers of young people "dropped out" of mainstream American life to join
countercultural communes. They were a tiny minority of the overall population (which rose, a
little more slowly than in the 1950s, from 180.7 million to 204.9 million during the decade), but
they took pride in defying conventional mores. Many openly smoked marijuana; a few
experimented with harder drugs and engaged in various versions of free love. Between 1965 and
1975, when the communal movement lost momentum, some 10,000 such experiments blossomed
in the country. They received lingering if sometimes snide attention from the often voyeuristic
mass media.16

Nowhere was cultural change more clear than in the realm of sexuality among young people.17

The Pill assisted the spread of the already ascendant sexual revolution, but larger notions of
personal rights and "liberation" contributed still more. So, as earlier, did agents of the consumer
culture. In 1960 Playboy introduced its "Playboy Adviser" column, which offered explicit
guidance to readers seeking new and more imaginative ways of practicing sex. (By the early
1970s the magazine was regularly reaching an estimated 20 percent of adult American men.)18 In
1962 Helen Gurley Brown wrote Sex and the Single Girl, a message of female sexual liberation
that she later introduced to Cosmopolitan magazine. In 1968 Broadway staged Hair, a rock
musical that featured frontal nudity. Actors were paid extra for disrobing. The play became a hit
in New York and in many shows on the road.

By then many university parietal rules were crumbling, often without a fight from authorities.
Indeed, the sexual revolution assumed an unprecedentedly open and defiant tone, especially
among women, increasing numbers of whom rebelled against the "feminine mystique" of
deference and domesticity.19 Some flaunted mini-skirts, a new style that entered the United
States from France in 1965, and challenged their elders by living openly in an unmarried state
with men. The mid-1960s, one survey of sexual behavior concludes, represented "perhaps the
greatest transformation in sexuality [the United States] had ever witnessed."20

The mostly optimistic and reformist Zeitgeist that characterized the early 1960s weakened
rapidly after mid-decade.21 Only five days after signing of the 1965 Voting Rights Act in August,
blacks began rioting in the Watts section of Los Angeles. By 1966 the interracial civil rights
movement had split badly along racial lines, and advocates of "black power," among others, were
renouncing non-violence. Waves of riots engulfed central cities between 1966 and 1968.
American involvement in the Vietnam War, which escalated greatly between 1965 and 1968,
provoked angry confrontations and demonstrations on college campuses, at draft boards, and at
massive rallies in Washington and elsewhere. A number of college campuses were racked by
protest and closed down at various times between 1967 and 1970. Hispanics, Native Americans,
and feminists added to the air of tumult by demonstrating to promote their goals. In June 1969
homosexuals at the Stonewall Inn in Greenwich Village fought back against police harassment,
igniting five days of rioting by hundreds of people and arousing greater group consciousness
among the gay population.22

Confrontation, violence, and social disorder indeed seemed almost ubiquitous in America



during the mid- and late 1960s. In 1965 protestors at Berkeley proclaimed a "filthy speech
movement," a degenerate form of the free speech demonstrations a year earlier, thereby
hastening a trend toward open expression of profanity in American life. Hollywood brought out
Bonnie and Clyde in 1967 and The Wild Bunch in 1969, films that reveled in the choreography of
killing. Rock musicians jettisoned the lyrics of Dylan and Joan Baez for "acid rock." Television
shows featured more and more graphic violence. The SDS broke apart, with a few of its splinter
groups practicing violent revolution. More alarming than these scattered phenomena were
broader and apparently related social indicators: rates of violent crime, drug abuse, and alcohol
consumption, especially among young people, rose sharply after 1963.23 So did divorce and
illegitimacy rates, which had been stable since the late 1940s.24 Scores on Scholastic Aptitude
Tests began to fall after 1964. Most shocking of all, both Martin Luther King and Robert
Kennedy were assassinated in 1968. In December 1969, as if to close the decade on a specially
uncivilized note, a group of Hell's Angels, acting as security at a Rolling Stones concert in
Altamont, California, beat a few concert-goers savagely with pool cues, stomped a stoned and
naked young woman who tried to climb on stage, and stabbed to death a nineteen-year-old black
man. The featured performers looked on uneasily but kept playing, and the cameras—making a
commercial film about the Stones—kept rolling. Most rock fans in the huge audience of 500,000
seemed unaware of what had happened.25

DRAMATIC THOUGH THESE CHANGES WERE  in the 1960s, they represented only the most
widely noted aspects of an increasingly polarized era. The vast majority of Americans had little
if anything to do with campus rebels, counterculturalists, or anti-war protesters. They were very
much aware of the tumult—television lavished attention on it—but they went about their daily
lives in familiar ways.26 As in the 1940s and 1950s, they celebrated traditional values and
institutions such as the work ethic and monogamous marriage.27 Although ever-increasing
percentages of women entered the paid work force, thus altering the dynamics of family life (and
contributing to the falling off of the baby boom), most continued to do so in order to augment
family resources: earning money for the home, not deep dissatisfaction with life in the two-
parent nuclear family, largely explained their behavior.28 Feminist activism, while far more
visible than it had been in the 1940s and 1950s, still engaged only a minority of American
women, most of them young, white, well educated, and middle-class.

As they had in the 1950s, millions of upwardly mobile Americans rejoiced especially at the
ever-enlarging capacity of a thriving economy to bring material comfort to their lives. The 1960s
were the longest period of uninterrupted economic growth in United States history. Per capita
income (in constant 1958 dollars) rose from $2,157 in 1960 to $3,050 in 1970, an unprecedented
decadal increase of 41 percent. Prices remained stable until the late 1960s. Although
unemployment among 16- to 19-year-olds rose alarmingly, overall unemployment stayed low,
falling to 3.5 percent in 1969.29 Poverty as measured by the government declined rapidly, from
an estimated 22 percent of the population in 1960 to 12 percent in 1969.30

By this time the 1950s—then the Biggest Boom Yet—seemed almost dowdy to
contemporaries who remembered them. Many of the industries that had boosted that boom, such
as electronics, enjoyed even more fantastic growth in the 1960s. Well-placed business and
professional people came to expect as a matter of course an amazingly comfortable world that



featured high-speed air travel, credit card transactions, and generous expense accounts.
Architects and builders flourished, not only by catering to the explosively growing suburbs but
also by designing and constructing nests of high-rise buildings in the business centers of cities. It
was in the 1960s, the most glittering of times, that piles of glass and steel literally reached for
the sky in urban America.

The astonishing affluence of the 1960s did much to promote the grand expectations that
peaked in mid-decade. Millions of middle-class Americans—especially the youthful baby
boomers—had already experienced rising levels of prosperity during the 1950s. Unaffected
personally by the Depression or World War II, the boomers matured in a very different world
from that of earlier, more deprived generations. Moreover, the young and the middle classes
became much more numerous—and therefore more self-conscious and self-confident. The
number of people aged 15 through 24 increased from 24 million in 1960 to 35.3 million in 1970,
a jump of 47 percent. By then they accounted for 17.5 percent of the population, an all-time
postwar high.31 Increasingly large percentages of these young people went to colleges and
universities, which also boomed as never before in the 1960s. Many came to believe that they
had the knowledge and the resources to create a progressive, advanced society like none before in
human history. Some identified themselves as participants in a "new class"—of experts in
everything from engineering to social science to policy-designing. Their brimming, "can-do"
certitude stimulated grand expectations about the capacity of government to solve social
problems. Even more than in the 1950s, it seemed that there were no limits.

As these expectations expanded, millions of Americans began not only to anticipate ever-
greater social and technological progress but also to believe that they had "rights" to all sorts of
blessings, including profound psychological satisfaction. They imagined, often narcissistically,
that they could achieve great personal "growth" and "self-actualization."32 What earlier
generations had considered as privileges, many in this one came to perceive as entitlements. In
personal life this meant rapid gratification; in policy matters it meant deliverance from evil.
Anything, it seemed, was possible in this protean time in history. People talked confidently about
winning "wars" against contemporary problems, ranging from poverty to cancer to unrest in
Vietnam. Some thought that they could combat not only the age-old scourges of human life—
Disease and Disability—but also two others: Discontent and Dissatisfaction.33

These grand expectations also affected the behavior of groups. Government, many groups
argued, must act to guarantee their "rights." The rights revolution that ensued engaged not only
the established pressure groups—labor unions, corporations, farm organizations, blacks—but
also others, including Native and Hispanic Americans ("red power" and "brown power") and
feminists, who formed the National Organization for Women in 1966. Athletes, too, organized:
the Major League Baseball Players Association came into being in 1966.34 "Public interest"
groups rose to demand laws to protect the environment and to improve the quality of life in
myriad other ways. Elderly Americans, including militants who became known as the Grey
Panthers, developed especially powerful lobbies. Even poor people got together, creating the
National Welfare Rights Organization in the late 1960s and angrily denouncing Congress when it
failed to meet their demands. The proliferation of these self-conscious groups, some of which
(such as "seniors-only" enclaves) virtually excluded others, added to a perception by the early



1970s that the United States was becoming both a claimant society and an ever more openly
balkanized culture.

The often utopian expectations stimulated in the rights revolution crashed against these and
other forces by the late 1960s. Much of the rancor that thereafter roiled American life arose from
the increasingly sharp disjunctures that developed between grand expectations and the more
prosaic realities of American heterogeneity, notably the barriers erected by differences of class,
region, gender, and race. Further rancor arose from the resentment of "ordinary" people against
the special claims—many of them grandiose indeed—of the interest groups. There were limits
after all. The disjunctures dominated American life for decades after the 1960s.

Still, the depth of these divisions was not altogether clear until the late 1960s, for progress
before then seemed continuous and unending. Scientific and technological "breakthroughs"
appeared regularly. In 1961 Haloid Xerox Corporation, started in 1959, became Xerox
Corporation and transformed the ways in which institutions conducted their business. So did
large, mainframe computers. Air-conditioning spread widely and promoted enormous economic
growth in the South and Southwest. Television, equipped with videotape, began working wonders
in its coverage of news and sports: "Wide World of Sports" appeared for the first time in 1961
and instant replay in 1963. In 1961 Dr. J. Vernon Luck, Sr., became the first surgeon successfully
to reattach a severed limb—of a construction worker whose arm had been mangled in a freeway
accident. Six years later a South African surgeon, Dr. Christiaan Barnard, presided over a team
that managed the world's first successful human heart transplant. And the space program, set in
motion by President Kennedy in 1961, captured the imagination of millions. On July 20, 1969,
astronaut Neil Armstrong became the first man to set foot on the moon. Americans were thrilled
to hear him proclaim, "That's one small step for a man, one giant leap for mankind." President
Richard Nixon, speaking for many, boasted that the moon shot was "the greatest week in the
history of the world since the Creation."35

Many standbys of popular culture, too, offered reassuring continuities to Americans in the
1960s. Big-time sports captured ever-larger audiences, both live and on TV. Vince Lombardi,
coach of the powerful Green Bay Packers football team, extolled the virtues of hard work and
discipline and became something of a cult figure among Americans who proclaimed traditional
values. Winning, he said, wasn't an important thing—it was the only thing. Television, too,
continued to feature familiar prime-time programs along with its more violent fare. These
included such hardy perennials as "The Lawrence Welk Show," "The Lucy Show," and "The
Tonight Show" (which Johnny Carson took over in 1962 and stayed with for thirty years).36 "The
Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet," which had started in 1952, lasted through 1966, "Gunsmoke"
from 1955 until 1975. Sitcoms such as "The Beverly Hillbillies" and "Petticoat Junction" retained
solid followings for most of the decade.

The continuing popularity of other forms of popular culture also revealed the persistence of
mainstream tastes. Millions of people showed little interest in rock, enjoying instead popular
songs like Henry Mancini's "Moon River" (1961) and "Days of Wine and Roses" (1962).37 In
1965 viewers flocked to see The Sound of Music, a happy, sentimental film about the singing von
Trapp family. It earned more than $100 million on its first run and outdid Gone with the Wind as
the all-time best-selling movie.38 Four years later Walt Disney productions brought out The Love



Bug, which became the top-grossing movie of the year, attracting far more people in that year
than countercultural films such as Easy Rider and Alice's Restaurant. While attendance and sales
figures do not tell the whole story, by any means, about popular tastes, they suggest an obvious
continuity: millions of people still demanded non-threatening "family" entertainment.
Sensational media accounts focusing on cultural "revolution" in the 1960s left a false impression
of the decade: significant continuities were a feature of popular culture during the sixties.

Firmly established American attitudes toward world politics also changed very slowly during
the 1960s. While McCarthyite excesses had ebbed, a virulent anti-Communism still flourished at
most levels of American politics and culture. Robin Moore's book The Green Berets , which
celebrated the exploits of a big "Nordic type" in charge of America's Special Forces, sold 1.2
million copies within two months of its issuance in paper in late 1965. When the movie version
came out in 1968, starring John Wayne, it did very well at the box office. Patton, which
(somewhat ironically) highlighted the military exploits of "Blood and Guts" George C. Patton,
was the Best Picture of the Year in 1970.39

Popular attitudes toward the Vietnam War especially revealed the persistent power of
patriotic, anti-Communist opinion. The war sparked the most extensive protests in American
history: at least 600,000 people joined "moratorium" demonstrations in Washington in late 1969.
But anti-war demonstrators enraged millions of other Americans, many of them working-class
people who were not necessarily pro-war but who deeply resented the fact that many of the young
protestors ridiculed American institutions and avoided military service. "Here were those kids,
rich kids who could go to college, didn't have to fight," a construction worker railed. "They are
telling you your son died in vain. It makes you feel your whole life is shit, just nothing."40 The
anti-war protests especially angered the Cold Warriors who directed foreign policy in
Washington, and until 1970 they had only limited effect on electoral politics: all three major
presidential candidates on the ballot in 1968 opposed American withdrawal from the war.
Significant reductions in American ground forces came only in 1969–70, by which time "cut-our-
losses" realists began to coalesce effectively but very uneasily with moral opponents of the war.
By then it was obvious to all but a minority of people that the United States had little chance of
winning.

Political attitudes revealed other ambiguities in the 1960s. While contemporary accounts,
especially in the mass media, lavished attention on the rise of the student and anti-war Left,
conservative activists were also mobilizing. The Young Americans for Freedom, a right-of-
center organization, was founded in 1960. It attracted as many members in the 1960s as the SDS,
established in the same year. "Neo-conservative" intellectuals, regrouping to criticize the liberal
programs of the early 1960s, gathered increasingly large audiences by 1970. The GOP,
meanwhile, rebuilt itself after suffering serious defeats in the early 1960s; in 1966 it scored
impressive victories, and in 1968 it recaptured the presidency. Conservatives have often
controlled national politics, especially the presidency, since that time.

A final, durable continuity: America remained one of the most religious cultures in the
Western World. This religiosity assumed a large variety of forms. Religious leaders and church-
goers continued to contribute to the civil rights movement. Norman Vincent Peale, still
preaching the message of positive thinking, prospered as a much-admired figure. So did Billy



Graham, whose evangelical crusades drew millions in the United States and elsewhere in the
world. Although church-going in the United States fell a bit from its peak in the 1950s, it
remained high. An estimated 43 percent of Americans regularly attended services in 1968,
compared to approximately 10 to 15 percent in England and France.41

Less noticed at the time, but obvious later, fundamentalists of varied persuasions were
becoming increasingly numerous and preparing to speak out. Some were super-patriotic and
politically reactionary; others were scarcely able to contain their rage at the Supreme Court and
at elites—governmental, corporate, educational, scientific—that they perceived to be ruining the
nation. While the fundamentalist leaders were white and upper middle-class, the followers
included large numbers of poor and working-class people.42 The appearance in 1970 of Hal
Lindsey's book The Late Great Planet Earth suggested the depth of fundamentalist feelings in the
country. This was a pre-millenarian tract that foresaw a nuclear apocalypse caused by an anti-
Christ, after which Jesus Christ returned to earth and saved mankind. The book became the best-
selling non-fiction book of the 1970s and sold more than 28 million copies by 1990.

What these complex trends—the changes as well as the continuities— indicate is that the
1960s were an age of increasingly open polarization and fragmentation.43 The decade, to repeat,
ushered in unprecedented affluence and escalating expectations, and it left long-range legacies,
especially in the realm of race relations and in the personal behavior—much more free and anti-
authoritarian—of many young people. Yet well-entrenched older values, cherished by what
Richard Nixon and others called the silent majority, persisted along with these changes. The
conflict between older and newer mores, contested openly on the ever-broader and more
sensational stage of the mass media, sharply exposed already existing divisions in the nation,
especially along lines of age, race, gender, and social class. The center that had more or less held
in the late 1950s cracked in the 1960s, exposing a glaring, often unapologetic polarization that
seemed astonishing to contemporaries.44



16
The New Frontier at Home

 
Inauguration day, January 20, 1961, was cold and bright, the sun reflecting brilliantly off new-
fallen snow in Washington. The glare prevented the aging poet Robert Frost, who was invited to
recite at the ceremony, from reading the poem he had composed for the occasion. He gave one
instead from memory. But this was the only hitch in a memorable day. Thousands among the
throng at the Capitol, and millions among those who watched the event on television, were
captivated by the image of a youthful, vigorous, and eloquent Kennedy, who proclaimed his
determination to advance American ideals throughout the world. Summoning the idealism and
commitment of the American people, he told them: "Ask not what your country can do for you;
ask what you can do for your country. . . . Ask not what America will do for you, but what
together we can do for the freedom of man."1

Critics found Kennedy's oration to be bombastic. Yet popular reaction was generally
enthusiastic, and many people never forgot his call to action. Moreover, Kennedy seemed ready
to deliver on his promises. Although his selectees for top posts were hardly known as reformers
—Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara, National Security Adviser McGeorge Bundy, and
Treasury Secretary Douglas Dillon were Republicans—he made a show of assembling a team of
highly educated and activist advisers. Many of them were academic people—"the best and the
brightest"—from Harvard and other elite institutions. Dean Rusk, his Secretary of State, had been
a Rhodes Scholar. In celebrating the brilliance of his team Kennedy rarely missed a chance to
accentuate the difference between his presidency and that of the allegedly tired Eisenhower
administration.

Kennedy's administrative style indeed differed from Eisenhower's. Where Ike had relied on a
hierarchical system that he had known as an army officer, JFK sought out ideas from a corps of
free-wheeling advisers. Chief among them was his brother Robert, whom he dared to name as
Attorney General. McNamara, a super-efficient and dominating administrator whom JFK took
from the presidency of the Ford Motor Company, was another. Serving him as advisers in the
White House were Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., a Harvard history professor, and Theodore "Ted"
Sorensen, an articulate young liberal.2 Sorensen helped write many of JFK's major speeches,
including the inaugural address. For political matters Kennedy relied heavily on able strategists
—critics called them the Irish Mafia—such as Kenneth O'Donnell and Lawrence O'Brien. Many
other Americans, most of them young and idealistic, converged on Washington to seek lesser
posts in the ever-growing federal bureaucracy and to trumpet bold new ideas about town. Old
hands fondly likened the atmosphere to the early days of the New Deal.

Some contemporaries, including Democrats, were appalled by what they perceived accurately
as the loose administrative style of the new administration. "They've got the damnedest bunch of
boy commandos running around . . . you ever saw," Adlai Stevenson told a friend.3 And serious
flaws soon revealed themselves. In April the Kennedy administration blundered impetuously into
a disastrous effort to overthrow Fidel Castro in Cuba. But even this debacle had no apparent



effect on the young President's extraordinary popularity. Kennedy, indeed, reached out with
unparallelled success to the media. He was the first President to allow his press conferences to be
televised live. By May 1961 some three-fourths of the American people had seen at least one. Of
these viewers, a staggering 91 percent said that they had a favorable impression of his
performance, as opposed to only 4 percent who responded unfavorably.4

Setbacks also failed to blight the special and apparently contagious confidence that Kennedy
and his advisers sustained. Many of them, like Kennedy himself, had matured during World War
II, days of struggle and sacrifice that had supposedly given them the "toughness"—a favorite
word of Kennedy people—to cross the new frontiers of the 1960s. Extraordinarily self-assured,
they were even as young people highly conscious of their place in history. Kennedy liked to cite
the words of Shakespeare in Henry V:

We . . . shall be remembered;
We few, we happy few, we band of brothers . . .
And gentlemen in England now a-bed
Shall think themselves accursed they were not here.

 
Thanks in part to this élan, Kennedy managed to bring a special aura to the American

presidency. Truman and Eisenhower, to be sure, had presided over substantial growth in the size
and power of the executive branch. The extraordinarily telegenic Kennedy greatly accelerated
these trends by drawing popular attention to the pomp and circumstance of the office. Kennedy
and his elegant wife Jackie invited a parade of famous artists, musicians, and writers to the
White House. Carefully orchestrated state dinners for visiting dignitaries received wide
publicity. Jackie proudly showed off the way that she redecorated the presidential home. Many
reporters, themselves young and liberal, lavished attention on the high culture and taste that the
Kennedys appeared to bring to government. An air of royalty was enveloping the land of the
common man.

Americans began hearing more and more about the "awesome" responsibilities of the Oval
Office, now regularly capitalized by credulous journalists who described the High Decision-
Making taking place there and who left no doubt that the fate of the world depended on the deeds
of the American President. Theodore White's popular account of the 1960 election, The Making
of the President, 1960 (1961), not only highlighted the brilliance of Kennedy and his advisers but
also spoke reverently of the "hush, an entirely personal hush" that surrounded presidential
activity. The hush, he added, "was deepest in the Oval Office of the West Wing of the White
House, where the President, however many his advisers, must sit alone."5

The celebration of the American presidency, and by extension of the potential of the federal
government, greatly encouraged contemporary advocates of strong White House leadership.
Kennedy himself remained personally very popular throughout his presidency. Along with the
booming economy, which after 1962 seemed capable of almost anything, the magnified mystique
of the presidency stimulated ever-greater expectations among liberals and others who imagined
that government possessed big answers to big problems. The revolution of popular expectations,
a central dynamic of the 1960s, owed a good deal of its strength to the glorification of



presidential activism that Kennedy successfully sought to foment.

HIGH EXPECTATIONS  early gripped contemporaries who yearned for a New Frontier in the
realm of domestic policies. Newsweek predicted following the election that Kennedy could hope
for a "long and fruitful 'honeymoon' with the new Democratic 87th Congress." If Kennedy
"jumps right in with a broad new legislative program," Newsweek added, "he will find Congress
so receptive that his record might well approach Franklin D. Roosevelt's famous 'One Hundred
Days.'"6

The magazine proceeded to list reasons why Kennedy might succeed, chief among them the
support of capable Democratic leaders such as House Speaker Rayburn and Vice-President
Johnson, who was to preside over a Senate that he had dominated as majority leader since 1955.
Many domestic programs that adorned the Democratic domestic agenda, such as legislation to
help "depressed areas," federal aid to education and to housing, and a hike in the minimum wage
from $1 to $1.25 an hour, had wide support among congressional liberals. Some form of federal
health insurance seemed possible.

Reformers had a few successes over the next three years. Working purposefully in 1961,
Kennedy succeeded in enlarging the House Rules Committee, a bottleneck that had long blocked
liberal efforts, and Rayburn then shepherded through a hike in the minimum wage.7 Congress
also enacted legislation providing modest public funding for manpower training and depressed
areas, notably Appalachia. In 1962 it approved important (though little-noted) amendments to
drug regulations; these required new drugs to be tested for efficacy as well as for safety before
they could be approved for use.

Kennedy also took a few steps that later advanced the interests of women. In 1961 he named
Eleanor Roosevelt to head a Presidential Commission on the Status of Women. Its report in 1963,
in some ways far from feminist, advocated special training of young women to prepare them for
marriage and proclaimed that motherhood was the major role of the American woman.
Dominated by advocates of protective labor legislation for women, the commission also opposed
the Equal Rights Amendment.8 The President meanwhile appointed fewer women to high-level
federal posts than had his predecessors: he was the only President since Hoover never to have a
woman in the Cabinet.9 Still, the commission made some difference. It called for a federal stand
against sex discrimination and affirmed that women, like men, had a right to paid employment. It
also stimulated formation of similar commissions on the state level. Thanks in part to the
commission, Kennedy issued an executive order ending sex discrimination in the federal civil
service. In 1963 he signed an Equal Pay Act that guaranteed women equal pay for equal work.
Although this act excluded employees not covered by the Fair Labor Standards Act and had no
provisions for enforcement, it had some effect. In the next ten years 171,000 employees received
a total of $84 million in back pay under the act.10 Most important, Kennedy's commission
encouraged women activists on both the state and federal levels to develop networks and to talk
seriously about curbing long-standing divisions within their ranks. In this way, Kennedy
unintentionally aroused expectations that encouraged a much more self-conscious feminist
movement after 1964.

Kennedy, who had a mentally ill sister, also moved more actively than presidential



predecessors to advance the cause of mental health. In 1963 Congress passed a Mental
Retardation Facilities and Community Mental Health Centers Act, which funded local mental
health centers that were to provide a range of out-patient services, including marital counseling,
help for delinquents, and programs for unwed mothers and alcoholics. The act sought in part to
get mentally ill people out of large state hospitals, which supporters of the legislation considered
to be "snake pits" of callous and inhumane treatment. Thanks to subsequent funding for this
effort at deinstitutionalization, the population of mental hospitals declined from 475,000 in 1965
to 193,000 in 1975. Use of mental health services, meanwhile, exploded (six-fold between 1955
and 1980) among a populace ever more concerned about its psychological well-being.11

The new President took special interest in measures aimed at promoting economic growth.
Some of these sought to reassure corporate leaders, most of whom had supported Republicans
over the years. In 1962 Kennedy secured approval of legislation that accelerated depreciation
allowances and granted businesses tax credits for investment in certain kinds of equipment.12

The law probably enhanced corporate investment and growth. Kennedy also sought to mend
political fences with business that had been damaged following his heavy-handed attempt earlier
in 1962 to stop leading steel companies from introducing inflationary price increases. After the
companies temporarily backed down, he had been quoted as saying, "My father always told me
that all businessmen were sons-of-bitches, but I never believed it till now." Angry corporate
leaders had responded by wearing S.O.B. ("Sons of Business") buttons on their lapels.13

In 1962 Kennedy began to listen carefully to Keynesian economists, notably Walter Heller, a
University of Minnesota professor whom he had named to head the Council of Economic
Advisers. Heller, like many other economists in the early 1960s, was buoyantly self-confident
about his discipline. "Our statistical net," he maintained, "is now spread wider and brings in its
catch faster. Forecasting has the benefit of not only more refined, computer-assisted methods but
of improved surveys of consumer and investment intentions."14 Heller's enthusiasm brilliantly
reflected the rapidly rising confidence that liberals, especially in the social sciences, were
developing about the ability of "experts" to manage American society. This self-assurance,
expanding still more in the mid-1960s, excited and energized liberal activism at the time.

Although Kennedy had to struggle to understand the theoretical arguments of Heller and other
economists, he made considerable progress, and by 1962 he was ready to act on Heller's advice.
For political and humanitarian reasons he was anxious to reduce unemployment and to accelerate
economic growth. He also concluded that moderately higher federal deficits, which Heller
foresaw, could be risked without causing serious inflation; Eisenhower, after all, had
(unintentionally) run sizeable deficits during the recessionary years between 1958 and 1960. And
cutting taxes always sold well with Congress and the public. So it was that he came out publicly
in late 1962 for one of Heller's main goals: a cut in personal income and corporate taxes. Such
reductions, it was argued, would free funds for investment and thereby promote economic
expansion.15

In taking this stand Kennedy disappointed many liberals, who considered his tax cut a boon to
business and upper-income interests. They called instead for tax reform, increased social
spending, and investment in public works. Harvard economist John Kenneth Galbraith branded
the cut as "reactionary Keynesianism" and labeled Kennedy's announcement as the "most



Republican speech since McKinley."16 Still, the President conciliated some reformers by
accepting, however cautiously, the central Keynesian idea that compensatory fiscal policies,
including short-run budget deficits, could stimulate economic growth. No President before him
had dared publicly to assume such a position.17 In this sense his quest for a tax cut, which
ultimately passed in 1964, left an important legacy to policy-making.

Notwithstanding these varied legislative initiatives, Kennedy's record in the realm of domestic
policies was hardly stellar, for three reasons. The first was his own uninspiring leadership in this
area. As earlier in his career, Kennedy was a cool and unpassionate politician when he dealt with
domestic issues. He identified with moderates, not with liberals, whom he disdained as
"honkers." He also disdained congressional leaders, refusing to court them personally. Above all,
he did not much care about domestic issues. He told Sorensen, hard at work on the inaugural
address, "Let's drop the domestic stuff altogether." Sorensen did, and the address focused almost
exclusively on foreign affairs, Kennedy's abiding concern. On other occasions JFK made no
pretense of hiding his priorities. "Foreign affairs," he once remarked to Nixon, "is the only
important issue for a President to handle, isn't it? . . . I mean, who gives a shit if the minimum
wage is $1.15 or $1.25, compared to something like Cuba?"18

Second, Kennedy faced a line-up on Capitol Hill that he expected would defeat most major
liberal initiatives. Conservative Democrats, many of them from the South, continued as since
1938 to dominate key committees and to form informal but effective coalitions with conservative
Republicans. Johnson tried to overcome this coalition, but as VicePresident he was far weaker on
the Hill than he had been while majority leader of the Senate. Congress defeated or refused to
take action on a number of Kennedy proposals, including health insurance for the aged and
creation of a Department of Urban Affairs.

When liberals urged Kennedy to fight for his programs, he reminded them of his lack of
mandate in 1960 and of the political realities on Capitol Hill. Citing Thomas Jefferson, he said,
"Great innovations should not be forced on slender majorities." The President also hated to lose,
for he recognized that presidential prestige depended in part on maintaining an aura of
effectiveness. One had to conserve one's resources for major battles. "There is no sense in raising
hell, and then not being successful," he said. "There is no sense in putting the office of the
Presidency on the line on an issue, and then being defeated."19

Kennedy also failed to secure another key issue on the liberal agenda, federal aid to education.
Although he supported the idea, he encountered stiff opposition from southerners such as Howard
Smith of Virginia, head of the House Rules Committee. Smith proclaimed that the education bill
sought to "aid the NAACP and complete the subjection of the South."20 Religious conflicts
further hurt the bill. As a Roman Catholic Kennedy was politically sensitive to charges that he
secretly favored federal support of parochial schools. When he refused to endorse such aid,
liberal Catholics in Congress, including John McCormack of Massachusetts (who later replaced
Rayburn as House Speaker), deserted the larger cause. The bill then failed to escape the Rules
Committee. The fate of the school aid bill, like that of most important measures on the Hill,
reflected the continuing power of special interests in American politics, in this case the
organized Protestant and Catholic churches. It also exposed persistent divisions within American
society: differences along regional lines, among others, frequently cut across more obvious



"liberal" versus "conservative" splits and greatly complicated policy-making.

Third, Kennedy's programs reflected the wider limitations of liberal Democratic politics.
Many of his efforts manifested an interest group politics that aided influential lobbies a good
deal more than the poor and the powerless. An Omnibus Housing Act passed in 1961 that offered
federal support for urban renewal did more to help developers, construction unions, and
Democratic activists in the cities than it did to improve housing for the poor. A Manpower
Development and Training Act in 1962 retained some congressional support in the next six years,
but the act mainly subsidized officials and private interests who provided the training. It had at
best a marginal impact on unemployment. An Area Redevelopment Act, approved in 1961,
funneled federal money to Appalachia and other "depressed areas" but also had little effect, in
part because it was ill funded. Worse, opponents came to perceive it as pork barrel legislation for
key Democratic congressional districts. Congress refused to replenish the ARA's loan fund in
1963 and scrapped the program in 1965.21

Other liberal efforts were well intended but in some ways misconceived. The mental health
law, for instance, assisted many not-so-sick people who were permitted to leave mental hospitals
and gravitated to general hospitals, nursing homes, or community facilities. But it flung many
severely and chronically ill mental patients onto the not-so-tender mercies of communities that
lacked the will, the money, and the medical knowledge to care for them. In time,
deinstitutionalization exacerbated social problems, including long-range drug addiction and
homelessness.22

The tax cut especially revealed the limitations of Kennedy-style domestic policy. When finally
approved in 1964 it marked a considerable change in federal tax policy. The top marginal tax rate
on individuals was cut from 91 to 70 percent; the tax rate on the lowest bracket fell from 20 to 14
percent. Corporate tax rates dropped from 52 to 48 percent. The law was estimated to save
taxpayers $9.1 billion dollars in 1964.23 Heller and others were delighted, crediting the law for
the extraordinary economic growth and prosperity that characterized the mid-1960s. The tax cut,
they reiterated, proved their contention that social science expertise could fine-tune public
policy.

In fact, however, the tax cut, as Galbraith and others had said, mainly assisted the well-off.
Moreover, it probably had little to do with the great prosperity that arose by 1965. The American
economy had already begun in 1962 to rebound from a largely cyclical downturn. Central to this
recovery, aside from cyclical forces, were large and pre-existing developments, including the low
cost of energy, such as oil; continuing technological innovation; the expansion of world trade;
and heightened productivity. Certain sectors of the American economy further benefited from
rapid increases in military spending during the Kennedy years. In many areas these increases
boosted expansion more than did the tax cut.24

It is a little unfair to single out Kennedy for the limitations of liberals' assumptions about
socio-economic policy. A partisan Democrat, he largely followed the advice of others, who
dominated the northern-urban wing of his party. Moreover, Kennedy naturally sought to advance
popular programs, such as a tax cut, that would help him develop a larger political mandate in the
1964 election. Still, the fact remains that he devoted only sporadic attention to domestic affairs



and that his administration, hamstrung by Congress, accomplished little of significance in the
realm of social legislation. In this respect, as in others, his record resembled those of his
predecessors, Eisenhower and Truman. There were no new frontiers there.

THE MAJOR TEST of domestic policy for Kennedy—indeed for American institutions in
general at the time—was race relations. It was his fate to take office when more and more black
people were losing patience with drawn-out legal strategies and were turning instead to direct
action. Whites, mainly idealistic students from the North, began to join them in modest but
increasing numbers. While still relying heavily on sitins and boycotts, the civil rights activists
were developing an agenda larger than desegregating lunch counters and other facilities. Some
gave thought to improving the conditions of black people in the North. In the early 1960s,
however, they continued to focus mainly on ways to empower the masses of the black poor in the
South.25 Stymied by their opponents, they were very, very angry. "To be a Negro in this country
and to be relatively conscious," James Baldwin asserted in 1961, "is to be in a rage all the
time."26

Activists, many of them connected with CORE, decided to step up the battle against racism
only a few months after Kennedy had taken office. The new President, they thought, would show
more sympathy for their aspirations than Eisenhower had. Their strategy was to embark on
"freedom rides" through the Deep South. They would board interstate buses and try to
desegregate bus terminals wherever the buses stopped. In so doing they now had the rule of law
on their side, for the Supreme Court had decided in December 1960 that segregation of interstate
bus terminals was unconstitutional.27

The riders, including CORE leader James Farmer, fully anticipated that whites would react
violently.28 They therefore forewarned the President, Attorney General Robert Kennedy, and FBI
director Hoover of their plans. Robert later said that he knew nothing beforehand about the rides,
which started when seven blacks and six whites climbed on two buses in Washington and
traveled through the Upper South on their way to Alabama, Mississippi, and New Orleans. In
Rock Hill, South Carolina, John Lewis, a leading activist, was clubbed and knocked down when
he tried to enter the white rest room. When the riders reached Anniston, Alabama, a mob slit the
tires of one of the buses, smashed its windows, tossed in an incendiary device, and attacked the
riders as they fled from the smoke. This was when Kennedy—and many others in the nation—
awoke to the action. A dramatic new phase of the civil rights movement had begun.

The other bus rolled on to Birmingham, where a Klansman who was a paid FBI informer had
alerted Hoover earlier in the week that the KKK had worked out a deal with Birmingham public
safety commissioner Eugene "Bull" Connor that would allow the Klan fifteen minutes to attack
the riders before Connor's police intervened. Hoover, although nominally under the control of
Attorney General Kennedy, failed to inform his chief, and the riders had no federal protection
when they got off the bus. There they were badly beaten by thirty-odd Klansmen wielding
baseball bats, pipes, and bicycle chains. One of those attacked, a sixty-one-year-old, was left
permanently brain-damaged. The battered riders then broke off their trip and were flown to
safety in New Orleans.

As so often happened during the civil rights movement, the intransigence of whites stiffened



the resolve of the activists. New riders, led by Lewis, Diane Nash, and other SNCC workers from
Nashville, carried the campaign back to Alabama and Mississippi. CORE workers also returned.
Some of the freedom riders, including Lewis and Kennedy aide John Siegenthaler, were savagely
attacked in Montgomery.29 Other riders, including Farmer, were arrested in Jackson, Mississippi,
convicted of breaching the peace, fined $200 each, and (when they refused to pay the fines or to
post bail) sent to jail for thirty-nine days before they got out on bond. Many of these activists
were sent to the maximum security wing of the state penitentiary at Parchman, where guards
attempted unsuccessfully to break up their unity by knocking them about with water from fire
hoses, closing cell windows during the daytime to increase the already ferocious heat, and
blasting them with cold air from exhaust fans at night.30

Segregationist southern officials such as the volatile Governor Ross Barnett of Mississippi
hoped that stern measures like these would stop the freedom rides. But other activists kept
coming: 328 were arrested in Jackson alone by the end of the summer. Two-thirds were college
students, three-fourths were men; more than half were black.31 The freedom rides ended only in
September when the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC), acting on an earlier request from
Robert Kennedy, prohibited interstate bus and railroad companies from using segregated
facilities. It had been a protracted and violent struggle.

While the freedom rides were attracting national attention, civil rights workers were busy
elsewhere in the South. In the process they encountered some problems within their ranks.
Intramovement tensions, especially of generation and of class, arose clearly in Mississippi,
where Robert Moses and others began highly dangerous activities in August 1961. There, where
racism flared as intensely as anywhere in the nation, many young blacks in their late teens and
twenties had already joined the great mass migrations to the North, most frequently to the
supposed promised land of Chicago.32 Their exodus left a growing generation gap, requiring civil
rights workers to recruit among older farmers, young teenagers, and their parents. These people
differed from the mostly urban, middle-aged, middle-class black people, such as preachers,
porters, and educators, who had traditionally formed the backbone of the NAACP. These leaders,
in turn, had risked much in their lifetimes to support the mainly legal battles against
discrimination that the NAACP favored. They were often reluctant to embrace the militant
tactics favored by the new and younger generation of civil rights activists.33

Problems in uniting local blacks became especially visible in McComb, a southwestern
Mississippi town where segregationists had total control. To shake their hold SNCC leaders led
by Marion Barry favored "direct action" campaigns, such as sit-ins at drugstores and other
segregated facilities. Moses went along with such efforts, but he was also anxious to coalesce
with local NAACP leaders whom he considered to be vital to the success of long-range change on
the community level. Most of these leaders wanted to concentrate on voter registration, a
traditional goal of the NAACP. Endorsing this emphasis, Moses pointed out that direct action,
such as a sit-in, was often "a one-event thing, and not something the movement could sustain."34

By the end of 1961 Moses's worries about sit-ins proved prophetic. White authorities in
McComb responded to the SNCC sit-ins by arresting and jailing demonstrators, who remained
incarcerated for thirty-four days before being released on bond supplied by the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference and the NAACP. Two of those released then attempted to return



to their all-black school, only to be barred by their black principal. This action enraged many of
their classmates, more than 100 of whom dared to march through town, carrying banners and
singing "We Shall Overcome." Incredulous whites surrounded them and savagely assaulted a
newly arrived SNCC worker, Bob Zellner, the only white person in the march. Police then
arrested SNCC organizers and 116 students, some of whom went to jail for more than a month.
Meanwhile, the principal expelled all the marchers from school, requiring them to promise not to
participate in future demonstrations as the price for readmission. Most refused.

As Moses had feared, the sit-ins had the further result of dividing local black people, some of
whom blamed him along with other SNCC workers for what had happened. Many African-
American parents had been cool to sit-ins from the beginning. Others were appalled that SNCC
"outsiders" would encourage a march by students, most of whom were under eighteen years of
age, and they blamed SNCC when their children were banned from school. By the end of the
year, when Moses was finally released from jail, SNCC activity in McComb virtually ground to a
halt, not to revive substantially again until the summer of 1964.35

Violence by whites further ensured the defeat of civil rights activities in the area. In the county
seat of Liberty, E. H. Hurst, a member of the state legislature, shot and killed Herbert Lee, a
black farmer and father of nine who had been so bold as to drive Moses around the county to
contact potential voters. An African-American eyewitness, Louis Allen, told a coroner's jury that
Hurst had acted in self-defense, and Hurst was quickly cleared. Allen then told Moses that whites
had coerced him into perjury—Hurst, he said, had shot Lee in cold blood—and that he would say
so in public if offered protection. Moses called the Justice Department in Washington,
demanding that the government provide it. The Justice Department replied that it could not
possibly do so and that Hurst would be found innocent whatever it did. Allen, fearing for his life,
then stuck to his original story. A year and a half later he was ambushed, shot in the face, and
killed. No one was charged in the slaying.36

Tensions elsewhere within the movement afflicted the reputation even of King, who devoted
major attention to direct action protests in Albany, Georgia, between October 1961 and August
1962. The Albany Movement, as it was called, was one of the most frustrating of all civil rights
efforts of the early 1960s. Local authorities, led by police chief Laurie Pritchett, shrewdly curbed
white extremists and avoided excess. King was twice jailed but each time released on bail
without securing anything of significance. Arrested and jailed a third time, he came before a
judge who gave him a suspended sentence. King then left town, having failed to overturn
segregation in the city.

The fate of the Albany Movement brought into the open already brewing complaints by
activists about King. Many younger militants, while appreciating his enormous contributions to
the cause, were irritated by his style as a preacher. King, they sneered, was "de Lawd."37 Others
said he should risk jail more often, that he made key tactical errors, that SCLC was disorganized.
Local black people in Albany and other places sometimes grumbled that he was above all a
media star who swept into their communities, inflamed local whites, gained only token
concessions (if any), and then departed, leaving them to face the angry retribution of white
society.

The struggle at places like Albany accentuated other internal divisions as well. Some of these



were organizational, pitting the SCLC and the NAACP against each other. King, for instance,
expected the NAACP's Legal Defense and Education Fund to cover his mounting expenses.
Thurgood Marshall, who headed the fund, bitterly complained, "With Martin Luther King's
group, all he did was to dump all his legal work on us, including the bills."38 Both the SCLC and
the NAACP, moreover, clashed with CORE and SNCC. As in the past the NAACP mainly
attracted older, middle-class blacks who believed in the efficacy of litigation. But legal action
took time, and many younger civil rights workers would not wait. Committed to direct action,
they pushed ahead, sometimes impetuously, without listening to their elders. Often they chose to
go to jail rather than pay fines, whereupon they, too, turned to the NAACP. Roy Wilkins, head of
the NAACP, complained that SNCC workers in Albany "don't take orders from anybody. They
operate in a kind of vacuum: parade, protest, sit-in. . . . When the headlines are gone, the issues
still have to be settled in court."39

WHAT WOULD KENNEDY and his brother, in the key post of Attorney General, do about the
civil rights revolution in America?

Then and later they maintained that they did a good deal to help it advance along peaceful
lines. In 1961 the administration created a Committee on Equal Employment Opportunities.
Headed by Vice-President Johnson, it was active in probing discriminatory practices. The
administration also moved to hire more blacks in the federal government: in January 1961 only
ten of 950 attorneys in the Justice Department and only fifteen of 3,660 foreign service officers
were black.40 It nominated five blacks to federal judgeships. One was Marshall, who was named
to the Court of Appeals. Responding to the freedom rides, it pressured the ICC to issue its ruling
against segregated facilities in interstate travel. And it took special interest in voting rights
efforts—these were less likely than demonstrations to provoke violence—in the South. By May
1963 the Justice Department had become involved in voting rights struggles in 145 southern
counties. This was nearly a 500 percent increase over the thirty counties so affected when the
Eisenhower administration left office in 1961.41

For the most part, however, John and Robert Kennedy moved cautiously concerning civil
rights, especially in 1961–62. Their caution rested first on political considerations. Despite the
rising tide of protest, civil rights at that time still did not command great public attention or
passionate popular support. JFK, a careful listener to the public pulse, could see no political gain
in pressing for action, especially from a Congress that was certain to be recalcitrant. If he pushed
too hard for civil rights, he risked losing southern support he hoped to get in the 1962 and 1964
elections. Kennedy worried especially about southerners in Congress, notably powers like
Senator James Eastland of Mississippi, who headed the important Judiciary Committee.
Accommodating Eastland, Kennedy nominated four ardently segregationist men to federal
district judgeships in the Deep South. One of these men, William Harold Cox, once described
black people in his courtroom as "niggers" and compared them to chimpanzees.42

Political concerns also led Kennedy to back off from campaign promises. Although the
Democratic party platform in 1960 had indicated support for a civil rights bill, Kennedy refused
to introduce one in 1961 or 1962. Upset, NAACP lobbyist Clarence Mitchell observed that the
"New Frontier looks like a dude ranch with Senator Eastland as the general manager."43 Kennedy
also reneged on a campaign promise to issue an executive order banning racial discrimination in



federally supported housing. Such an order, he had proclaimed, required no congressional action,
just a "stroke of the pen." As 1961 and 1962 elapsed without such an order, disgruntled activists
raised an "ink for Jack" campaign and sent thousands of fountain pens to the White House. Their
campaign did no good. Kennedy waited until after the 1962 elections to issue the order, which he
circumscribed carefully. It had little effect.44

Personal predilections reinforced the caution of the Kennedys. Concerning civil rights, as
concerning other domestic issues, the President and the Attorney General remained cool and
detached. While they believed abstractly in the goal of better civil rights, they felt no passionate
attachment to the cause. The President's attitude became clear during his first week in office
when black African diplomats complained that restaurants on roads to Washington were refusing
to serve them. "Can't you tell them not to do it?" he asked his chief of protocol, Angier Biddle
Duke. Duke tried to explain his efforts to educate the managers. But Kennedy interrupted. "That's
not what I'm talking about. Can't you tell those African ambassadors not to drive on Route 40?
It's a hell of a road. . . . Tell these ambassadors I wouldn't think of driving from New York to
Washington. Tell them to fly!"45

President Kennedy worried especially that racial unrest in the United States would soil the
nation's image abroad and sabotage foreign policy goals that he really cared about. While the
freedom rides were starting, he was focusing intently not on race relations but on a forthcoming
summit meeting with Khrushchev in Vienna. After the riders were arrested and beaten, he was
worried and angry. "Tell [the riders] to call it off," he told his civil rights aide, Harris Wofford.
"Stop them!" When the riders persisted, the Kennedys publicly called for a "cooling-off" period.
Robert exploded to Wofford that the blacks totally failed to appreciate the need for national unity
on the eve of the summit. Farmer replied that blacks "have been cooling off for 150 years. If we
cool off any more, we'll be in a deep freeze."46

The Kennedys faced special dilemmas because of the role of FBI chief Hoover, as ever a
consummate and well connected bureaucrat. Hoover had developed an overpowering hatred of
Martin Luther King, whom he considered a "'torn cat' with obsessive degenerate sexual urges."
He was further convinced that one of King's advisers, a New York lawyer named Stanley
Levison, was a Communist. Worried about such rumors, Robert sent aides to urge King to sever
his relations with Levison. (King did not.) In early 1962 Robert Kennedy authorized the FBI to
tap and bug Levison's office and to tap his home telephone. In October he went further, giving
Hoover the go-ahead to tap King's telephones in Atlanta and New York.47

Although the taps remained on King's phones for the remainder of Kennedy's presidency (and
beyond), they revealed little of substance. King, they showed, liked parties and bawdy jokes and
apparently engaged in a good deal of extramarital sexual activity. These discoveries, had they
been publicly disclosed, would have damaged King's standing. No evidence, however, proved
that Levison had associations with Communists after he had become close to King in 1956. The
Kennedys nonetheless continued to sanction Hoover's obsessive and voyeuristic efforts.48

Why they did so remains debated. But it is obvious that they feared to challenge Hoover, who
had powerful contacts on Capitol Hill and who was spreading rumors about King throughout
Washington. Hoover, moreover, knew too much about President Kennedy's own reckless and



irresponsible sex life. In March 1962 he apparently warned Kennedy that Judith Campbell, with
whom Kennedy had been sleeping since early 1960 (and whose seventy-odd calls to the White
House since January 1961 had been logged and made known to the FBI), was also the mistress of
the Mafia gangster Sam Giancana. Giancana, in turn, was working with the CIA on plots to
assassinate Castro. Documentation of such a network badly compromised chances of prosecuting
Giancana and associated gangsters. (Robert, as Attorney General, nonetheless proceeded to do
so.) President Kennedy had also exposed himself to blackmail and disgrace. Quickly he broke off
relations with Campbell; so far as is known he had his last White House telephone conversation
with her that afternoon. With Hoover in command of such damning information it could not have
been easy for Kennedy to turn down his requests for taps on King.49

For all these reasons the Kennedys continued to give Hoover and the FBI wide leeway in
handling racial confrontations in the South. This harmed the movement, for Hoover not only
loathed King; he also feared and hated civil rights activists. Still obsessive about Communism,
he was sure that Reds dominated the civil rights movement, and he amassed huge dossiers on
left-wing sympathizers such as the composer Leonard Bernstein and many others.50 The FBI
hired few black agents and had none working on civil rights matters in the South. It offered
movement people no protection from white violence and sometimes (as at Birmingham)
knowingly condoned it. Nothing enraged civil rights workers more than the failure of the
Kennedy administration, about which activists had once had expectations, to use federal force to
shield them from attacks.

Instead, the Kennedy brothers relied on deal-making with southern politicians. Robert
Kennedy spent many hours on the phone reasoning with segregationist officials such as Barnett
and Eastland of Mississippi, who finally agreed that freedom riders in Jackson would be arrested
peacefully. In defending this approach the administration advanced constitutional arguments,
notably its exposition of "federalism." As enunciated by Assistant Attorney General Burke
Marshall, Kennedy-style federalism asserted that it was the responsibility of local authorities,
not the national government, to preserve order and to protect citizens against unlawful conduct.
Only when local officials completely lost control should the federal government consider
responding with force of its own. "We do not have a national police force," Marshall explained.
"There is no substitute under the federal system for the failure of local law enforcement
responsibility. There is simply a vacuum, which can be filled only rarely, with extraordinary
difficulty, and in totally unsatisfactory fashion."51

Violent confrontation at the University of Mississippi in September 1962 revealed the dangers
of this approach. This turmoil followed the efforts of James Meredith, backed by the federal
courts, to enroll as the first black student at the university. Barnett, however, drew on long-
discredited claims for states' rights to oppose Meredith's admission. He also whipped up a racist
frenzy among students and citizens of the state. "No school will be integrated in Mississippi
while I am your governor," he declared. He demanded the resignation of any state official "who
is not prepared to suffer imprisonment for this righteous cause. . . . We will not drink from the
cup of genocide."52

The Kennedys, as in the past, hoped to defuse the possibility of violence by negotiating
secretly with Eastland and Barnett.53 By the eve of Meredith's arrival they thought they had



struck a deal. Barnett, they believed, would keep order on the campus. Federal presence could
therefore be limited to around 500 marshals. The army would remain on call in Memphis, sixty-
five miles away. But by 7:30 on the evening of September 30, the day before Meredith was due to
enroll, a hostile crowd (peaking at around 3,000 later that night) of students and outsiders
gathered on the campus and began to throw bricks and Molotov cocktails at the marshals. Eight
were injured, whereupon the marshals retaliated with tear gas. The Mississippi Highway Patrol,
which was supposed to curb the crowd, instead withdrew; Barnett had broken his word. The
crowd became a mob. Gunshots rang out in the dark, wounding marshals and bystanders. The
deal between Kennedy and Barnett had ended in a riot.

By 10:00 p.m. the badly outnumbered marshals were besieged, and Robert Kennedy sent word
to Memphis to bring in the first of 5,000 troops. But a series of snafus fouled up the intervention,
and the men did not arrive until 2:15 A.M., nearly seven hours after the trouble had started. By
that time the marshals had no more tear gas, and two bystanders had been killed and 160
wounded, twenty-eight by gunshots. The troops then restored order, and Meredith was admitted.
He endured the year at the university and graduated (protected the while by federal guards) in
1963.

The rioting at "Ole Miss" did not make much difference at the time in the daily lives of the
masses of black people in the United States. Meredith was an embattled, courageous token. Nor
did the confrontation do much to change the strategy of the Kennedy brothers. As before, they
clung to the illusion that the national administration could keep its distance. But it was
increasingly clear that deal-making and "federalism" were weak reeds upon which to rely. How
long could the federal government depend on others to maintain the peace?

NOT VERY LONG , for Martin Luther King determined in 1963 to force the dismantling of
Jim Crow. Preparing thoroughly, he resolved to stage massive demonstrations in Birmingham.
This was known as perhaps the most systematically segregated city in the South. Fifty or more
racially inspired bombings of black homes and facilities had poisoned postwar race relations.
Blacks held only menial jobs, even in the city's booming steel industry. Lunch counters and all
public facilities were segregated. There were drinking fountains for whites only. The city even
closed its parks and playgrounds rather than submit to federal orders to integrate them. It barred
performances of the Metropolitan Opera because the company refused to appear before
segregated audiences. Public safety commissioner Connor and his men regularly terrorized black
people in the city. This was one of the main reasons why King chose it for his major effort.
Connor, he expected, would overreact and draw national attention to the civil rights movement.54

When King and his coalition of civil rights workers launched their boycotts, sit-ins, and
demonstrations in April 1963, Connor and other officials tried at first to act with restraint. King
was arrested for violating a state court order barring demonstrations and spent a week in prison,
where he penned "Letter from Birmingham Jail," a widely read summation of his commitment to
racial justice and non-violence. The demonstrations continued, but city authorities arrested
hundreds of protestors and threatened to deplete King's available volunteers. At this point King
sent out some 1,000 children from his church headquarters on a demonstration march into the
downtown. Connor's forces rounded up more than 900 of them, who ended up in jail. The next
day Connor ordered a new group of children not to leave the church. When some of them came



out, Connor and his forces lost their heads. Firemen turned on high-pressure hoses, water from
which knocked demonstrators to the pavement and cracked them against the side of buildings.
Some lay bleeding and unconscious. Policemen turned on marchers and beat them with
nightsticks. Other police held attack dogs on long leashes and seemed to revel in the sight of the
dogs snapping at and biting the demonstrators as they fell back from the onslaught.55

The violence exhilarated Connor, who ultimately threw more than than 2,000 children in jail.
When one of his officers held back a group of white people, he called to him, "Let those people
come to the corner, sergeant. I want 'em to see the dogs work. Look at those niggers run." A few
days later, with demonstrations continuing, a blast of water hit the Reverend Fred Shuttlesworth,
a top King aide, slammed him into the wall of a church, and left him unconscious. When an
ambulance came to take him away, Connor exulted, "I wish they'd carried him away in a
hearse."56

Connor's activities were more than the demonstrators could tolerate. Some of them reacted by
throwing stones and bottles at the police. One waved a knife at an officer. This was the first time
that a significant number of black people had broken with the non-violent mandate. On the other
side the violence became much worse. Opponents of the protests bombed the Birmingham home
of King's brother. Another bomb exploded in a Birmingham motel where King was thought to be
staying. These bombings sent blacks to the streets in a spasm of rock-throwing. Police retaliated
by beating blacks at random. As many observers recognized at the time, non-violence was losing
its power as an energizing ideology. A new, more bloody phase of the civil rights movement had
begun.

The Birmingham struggle was pivotal in other respects. It was the first protracted
demonstration to be carried live and nationwide on television. More than any event to that time,
it forced Americans to sit up and take notice. Many who saw the brutality of Connor and his
forces, especially to women and children, began to speak out against racial discrimination, to
write outraged letters to the editor, and to put pressure on their representatives in Congress.
Larger numbers than ever before went south to participate in a wave of new demonstrations and
boycotts. Birmingham did much to awaken hitherto passive people in the North.

Black people, too, were aroused by these events. Thanks to Connor's overreaction, white
moderates in Birmingham recognized that they had to make some concessions. Settling, they
promised to desegregate public eating facilities and to hire black salespeople. Other galling Jim
Crow practices survived, however, and blacks emerged from the struggle feeling angrier than
before. James Baldwin, publishing The Fire Next Time  earlier in the year, had already concluded
that desegregation would make little difference in a systematically racist society. "Do I really
want to be integrated into a burning house?" he asked.57 Militant civil rights workers in the
South, most of them still loyal to CORE and SNCC, grew increasingly critical of King's
adherence to non-violence, and they renewed protests throughout the nation. It was later
estimated that more than 100,000 people took part in demonstrations over the next seven months.
At least 15,000 were arrested.58

Kennedy, too, moved off the center. The struggle at Birmingham upset him for several
reasons. He was outraged by the brutality, noting that he felt "sick" when he saw a picture of a



police dog lunging at a Negro woman. He worried about the wide publicity, especially the
television coverage. This had flashed about the world and damaged America's image. How could
the United States claim to lead a "Free World" when it trampled on the rights of its own people?
Kennedy also feared new waves of violence if he did not do something. He worried above all that
he—and the government—might lose control of the dynamics of protest. Kennedy told people
that he wanted to "lead," not be "swamped" by what was happening.59

For all these reasons Kennedy gave aides the go-ahead to prepare a civil rights bill. When
Governor George Wallace of Alabama, a demagogic segregationist who had taken office earlier
that year, then emulated Barnett by trying to bar two black students from the state university in
June, Kennedy went on the air to announce his support of the legislation.60 In doing so he
brought an unaccustomed passion to his delivery. "The heart of the question," he said,

is whether all Americans are to be afforded equal rights and equal opportunities. . . . If
an American, because his skin is dark, cannot eat lunch in a restaurant open to the public, if
he cannot send his children to the best public school available, if he cannot vote for the
public officials who represent him, if, in short, he cannot enjoy the full and free life which
all of us want, then who among us would be content to have the color of his skin changed
and stand in his place?61

 
Kennedy's engagement marked an important turning point in the history of the civil rights
movement.62 But it was blighted that night in Mississippi. Among the many Americans who
learned of his message was Medgar Evers, an activist NAACP field secretary who had devoted
much of his life to civil rights activity in Mississippi. He stayed late at an NAACP meeting in
Jackson, returning to his wife and three children shortly after midnight. As he climbed out of his
car, a sniper shot him in the back with a bullet from a high-powered rifle. Evers staggered toward
the kitchen door where his family was waiting for him and collapsed in a pool of blood. He died
en route to the hospital.63

The martyrdom of Evers threatened to destroy Kennedy's hopes for peaceful, legislative
solutions to racial conflict. In Jackson a riot was narrowly averted. Many activists, moreover,
rejected Kennedy's bill as too little and too late. The measure at the time focused on curbing
racial discrimination in public accommodations, a major goal of the movement. But it was
crafted cautiously so as to secure the backing of congressional moderates, especially
Republicans, without whose votes the bill was doomed. It authorized the Justice Department to
litigate in support of non-discriminatory public accommodations only if individuals were willing
to initiate the suits. Its weak voting rights section excluded elections at the state and local levels.
Its sections concerning schools dealt only with de jure segregation, thus ignoring widespread de
facto segregation in the North. The bill offered no answers to the problems of police brutality and
of racial discrimination in employment.64

Moderate leaders of the civil rights movement nonetheless were encouraged by Kennedy's
support—at last—of a civil rights bill. Perhaps it could grow some teeth. Led by A. Philip
Randolph and Bayard Rustin, longtime activists, they resolved to stage a March on Washington
for Jobs and Freedom to exert pressure on behalf of legislation and jobs for black people. As



originally designed the march, which was set for August 28, would include a prolonged sit-in of
thousands of demonstrators at the Capitol until Congress enacted a satisfactory law.

A demonstration such as this greatly alarmed Kennedy and his aides, who labored hard to tone
down the plans. Their efforts brought results, convincing King, Roy Wilkins of the NAACP, and
Urban League head Whitney Young to agree to changes. By August these advocates, supported
by many white liberals, labor union officials, and church leaders, had managed to craft an
agreement that would limit the march to one day. Participants would be allowed to walk from the
Washington Monument to the Lincoln Memorial, where speech-making would close the event. It
was further understood that there would be no sit-in on Capitol Hill and that organizers would do
their best to have substantial numbers of whites at the rally. Marchers were to dress in
respectable clothing. Washington area liquor stores would be closed on the day of the march, a
provision that rested on the assumption that blacks would otherwise get intoxicated and rowdy.
Although many of these provisions offended SNCC leaders, including their chairman John Lewis,
they agreed to take part, in the hope that the march would give them a chance to speak their
views.65

Administration pressure to moderate the protest continued right up to the day of the march
itself on August 28.66 When Kennedy aides and other speakers saw a draft of a fiery speech that
Lewis intended to make, they pressed him to soften it. At the last minute other black leaders,
feeling the pressure, got Lewis to tone it down a little. Kennedy aides stood prepared to
disconnect the public address system in case things went awry. Malcolm X later observed, "There
wasn't a simple logistics aspect uncontrolled," and he branded the march the "Farce on
Washington."67

The vast majority of the hopeful and non-violent throng, however, were unaware of the angry
negotiations that were taking place near the podium. It was indeed a large crowd, estimated at
around 250,000 people—the biggest to that time for a political assembly in the United States. Of
this number, an estimated 50,000 were white. Among the marchers were many celebrities and
performers, including Joan Baez, Josh White, Odetta, Bob Dylan, and Peter, Paul, and Mary.
Marian Anderson and Mahalia Jackson sang movingly during the official program at the Lincoln
Memorial. But it was King who gave the most memorable speech. Finishing his prepared
remarks, he seemed ready to sit down, when Mahalia Jackson called out from behind him, "Tell
them about your dream, Martin! Tell them about the dream!" King obliged, setting forth his
dream (which he had told on earlier occasions) in the rolling cadences that made him such a
powerful orator:

I have a dream that one day this nation will rise up and live out the true meaning of its
creed: "We hold these truths to be self-evident—that all men are created equal."

 
I have a dream that one day on the red hills of Georgia the sons of former slaves and the

sons of former slaveowners will be able to sit down together at the table of brotherhood.

 
I have a dream that one day even the state of Mississippi, a desert state sweltering with

the people's injustice, sweltering with the heat of oppression, will be transformed into an



oasis of freedom and justice.

 
I have a dream that my four little children will one day live in a nation where they will

not be judged by the color of their skin but by the content of their character. . . .

 
With many in the crowd in tears, King closed with a famous peroration:

When we let freedom ring, when we let it ring from every village and every hamlet,
from every state and every city, we will be able to speed up that day when all God's
children, black men and white men, Jews and Gentiles, Protestants and Catholics, will be
able to join hands and sing in the words of that old Negro spiritual, "Free at last! Free at
last! Thank God almighty, we are free at last!"68

 
Thanks in part to King's speech, the March on Washington was celebrated by liberals at the time
as a tremendous outpouring of egalitarian, interracial, and non-violent spirit. That it was. But
Lewis and other activists could not forget how they had been pressured into accepting a one-day
event. And black people throughout the nation, however moved they may have been by the
activity, gained nothing substantial from it. As before they confronted galling daily reminders of
their second-class status.

The march also failed to change opinions on Capitol Hill. Hubert Humphrey, a leading liberal,
concluded ruefully that the march had not affected a single vote on the slow-moving civil rights
bill. Joseph Rauh, a leading liberal lobbyist, added later, "The March was a beautiful expression
of all that's best in America. But I would find it unreal to suggest that it had anything to do with
passing the civil rights bill, because three months later, when Kennedy was killed, it was
absolutely bogged down."69

Rauh was right, for the civil rights measure crept slowly through the congressional process in
the next few months. Renewed violence, meanwhile, stained the South; in September a bomb
blew up in a Birmingham church, killing four black little girls, and nearly sparking a riot.70 By
the end of October a weak new section was added to the bill that provided for an Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission, which was to have investigatory powers. But the bill was
snarled in the House and had not escaped Congressman Smith's hostile Rules Committee in late
November. Although it was expected to pass the House, it was certain to encounter a filibuster in
the Senate. Prospects for enactment of the bill seemed remote indeed, and the soaring rhetoric of
Martin Luther King on August 28 seemed all but forgotten on the Hill.

The deadlock delaying the bill served as an apt symbol of Kennedy's larger record in the field
of domestic policy between 1961 and late 1963. Indeed, his prospects in Congress (where
Democrats had lost five seats in the House in 1962) seemed no better in 1963 than they had been
earlier. On November 12, 1963, the New York Times  noted, "Rarely has there been such a
pervasive attitude of discouragement around Capitol Hill and such a feeling of helplessness to
deal with it. This has been one of the least productive sessions of Congress within the memory of
most of its members." This was a glum but accurate description of the prospects for domestic



change at the time. Kennedy had aroused liberal expectations but had failed to overcome the
long-entrenched power of the conservative coalition in Congress. New frontiers still stood in the
distance.



17
JFK and the World

 
In September 1960, Kennedy gave one of his most anti-Communist campaign speeches, in Salt
Lake City. It captured well the incendiary Cold War rhetoric of the era and summarized a widely
held American view of the world. "The enemy," he said, "is the Communist system itself—
implacable, insatiable, increasing in its drive for world domination. . . . This is not a struggle for
supremacy of arms alone. It is also a struggle for supremacy between two conflicting ideologies:
freedom under God versus ruthless, godless tyranny."1

Kennedy often spoke this way (though usually without the religious emphasis), describing a
bipolar world of good versus evil. His warnings about the "missile gap" reinforced this
Manichean perspective. His dramatic inaugural address, while containing conciliatory passages
regarding negotiations, was best remembered for its oft-cited lines "We shall pay any price, bear
any burden, meet any hardship, support any friend, oppose any foe to assure the survival and
success of liberty." The oration reiterated the grimness that he felt about the Cold War, as well as
his determination to do whatever it took to stop the advance of Communism.

Some of Kennedy's alarmist statements reflected political calculations. As a partisan
presidential candidate he assailed the record of Eisenhower even though he recognized that Ike,
like most American political leaders, was as much of a Cold Warrior as he was. In so doing
Kennedy (like Ike) missed a chance to talk some sense to the public. Indeed, JFK, who cared
above all about foreign policy, was better informed about it than he was about many domestic
affairs. He knew that the Soviet Union and the People's Republic of China bitterly opposed each
other, that neither Communist power was ready or anxious for war, and that the restless drives of
nationalism and anti-colonialism in Asia and Africa posed perhaps greater threats to world
stability than did international Communism. To channel these drives and to tap the energy of
idealistic American volunteers he established a Peace Corps, which worked at promoting
economic development throughout the world.

His rhetoric notwithstanding, Kennedy also understood that there was no missile gap.
Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara candidly acknowledged as much to Congress early in
1961. Kennedy was realist enough finally to understand that the United States could not and
should not try to remake the world. He hoped to pursue a slightly less ambitious agenda: to
contain Communism and to shape a balance of power more favorable than before to the United
States and its allies.2

To place JFK's statements in context, however, is not to argue that foreign policies under his
watch only echoed those of Eisenhower and Truman. To the contrary, Kennedy's personal
approach to foreign affairs—combined with forces mostly beyond his control—helped in his first
two years in office to escalate tensions with the Soviet Union. These represented the most
frightening years of the Cold War.3

Three outside forces constrained Kennedy's freedom of action in foreign policy and further



hardened the Cold War in the early 1960s. One was the continuing power of what Eisenhower's
farewell address had labeled the military-industrial complex. Arms contractors and military
leaders, gladly reinforcing talk about a missile gap, stepped up their demands for ever-larger
defense expenditures. They maintained especially strong influence in Congress. Ike, a military
officer for much of his life, had managed to resist some of these demands. His successor had no
such prestige or predilection.

The heated nature of anti-Communist public opinion in the United States was a second outside
force. There was nothing new about this opinion, but the rise of Fidel Castro in Cuba and
Khrushchev's truculence following the U-2 Affair had further inflamed it. So had rhetoric such as
Kennedy's in Salt Lake City. Newspaper and magazine stories whipped up fears during Kennedy's
first months in office. Time carried a major story in January arguing that the "underlying conflict
between the West and communism" was erupting on three fronts, in Cuba, in Laos, and in the
Congo. Newsweek followed with a special section on January 23. "Around the restive globe from
Berlin to Laos," it began, "the Communist threat seethed, and nowhere more ominously than in
Cuba." It closed by warning, "The greatest single problem that faces John Kennedy—and the key
to most of his other problems—is how to meet the aggressive power of the Communist bloc."4

A third outside force was the provocative behavior of Khrushchev. On January 6 the Soviet
leader gave a specially belligerent speech that was released two days before Kennedy's
inauguration. Among other things it pledged the USSR to support "wars of national liberation."
Experts on the Kremlin told Kennedy that Khrushchev had said similar things before, but the
President reacted sharply, telling all his top aides to study the address with care. "Read, mark,
learn, and inwardly digest it," he insisted.

On this occasion Kennedy overreacted, but he had ample reason to worry about his adversary.
Khrushchev went out of his way to crow about Soviet achievements, such as the historic orbiting
of the earth by Soviet cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin on April 12. He was rude to Kennedy when the
two leaders met at Vienna in June, and he blustered about Soviet power during the next two
years.5 Why Khrushchev acted so provocatively is still unclear; the Soviets remained
extraordinarily secretive. Perhaps he wanted to impress China with his ability to stand up to
adversaries, perhaps he felt pressure from military leaders at home, perhaps he considered the
youthful Kennedy to be weak. In any event Soviet behavior between 1961 and 1963 seemed
unusually truculent. It induced in Kennedy and his advisers a profound unease and reinforced a
toughness of their own.6

No President facing such outside circumstances would have found it easy to negotiate
thoughtfully with the Soviet Union. Still, Kennedy brought with him assumptions and attitudes
that further increased Cold War tensions. One was his belief in a defense policy of "flexible
response," as it came to be called. Like many Americans, Kennedy had long deplored what he felt
was the Eisenhower administration's overreliance on nuclear weapons. These, he said repeatedly,
were of little use in regional conflicts. The United States must build up more conventional forces
so that it could respond flexibly to circumstances. As he put it in July 1961, "We intend to have a
wider choice than humiliation or all-out war."7

In calling for increased spending on conventional weapons Kennedy exhibited few of the fiscal



concerns that had motivated Eisenhower. This was one of the major differences between the
foreign policies of Democratic liberals and Republican conservatives from 1953 on. Instead, JFK
listened to Establishment figures such as Paul Nitze, who chaired a pre-inaugural task force on
national security. Nitze, the guiding force behind the hawkish NSC-68 in 1950, again argued that
the United States could easily afford, and badly needed, increased defense spending. Economic
advisers, including Walter Heller, concurred and maintained that such expenditures would
stimulate the economy. This was military Keynesianism. "Any stepping up of these [defense]
programs that is deemed desirable for its own sake," a pre-inaugural task force report on the
economy advised, "can only help rather than hinder the health of our economy in the period
immediately ahead."8

Kennedy's support of higher defense spending depended heavily on a man who from the start
became one of his most valued advisers, Defense Secretary McNamara. A highly articulate and
extraordinarily well prepared spokesman, McNamara reassured members of Congress by laying
out for them a reorganization of the way the Pentagon would henceforth conduct its business. His
reorganization, which featured a Planning-Programming-Budgeting System, or PPBS, promised
to reduce interservice bickering, collusive bidding, and waste. As it turned out, military-
industrial connections were so well entrenched that not even McNamara and his much-
ballyhooed aides, employing modern methods of management and computerization, could
radically change things at the Pentagon. Still, in 1961 he seemed a dazzlingly competent new
face.9

Congress, welcoming the chance to promote business growth and employment, gladly
approved the new defense policies. During the next three years defense expenditures rose 13
percent, from $47.4 billion in fiscal 1961 to $53.6 billion in 1964. Despite Kennedy's criticisms
of overreliance on nuclear weapons, much of this increase went for additions to the nation's
already capacious nuclear arsenal, including construction of ten additional Polaris submarines
(for a total of twenty-nine) and of 400 more Minuteman missiles (for a total of 800).10 The
administration, having conceded that there was no missile gap, was taking no chances.

The increases were in fact not enormous in all respects. The number of military personnel
grew only gradually, from 2.5 million in 1960 to 2.7 million in 1964. In part because the GNP
rose rapidly during this period, the percentage of it spent on defense actually declined a little,
from 9.1 percent of GNP in fiscal 1961 to 8.5 percent in fiscal 1964. Still, the growth was
considerable by contrast to the last two years of the Eisenhower administration. Moreover,
Kennedy obviously assigned very high priority to defense. He gave special attention to the
development of "counter-insurgency" forces, such as the Green Berets. For a while he proudly
displayed a green beret on his desk.11

Kennedy's supporters naturally hailed these changes as improving the nation's capacity to
respond in new and flexible ways. This was true to a degree. Without the resources given to the
Special Forces, as they were called, the administration might have moved more carefully in
places like Vietnam. At the same time, however, JFK tended on occasion to gloat about
American readiness. When he let it be known in unprecedented detail in October 1961 that the
United States had a huge margin of nuclear superiority over the Soviet Union, he may have
caused Khrushchev deep embarrassment at home. This may have heightened Soviet fears, always



profound, about the West.12 Whether Kennedy had this impact on the Soviets cannot be proved.

Still, there was no doubting that JFK stamped a personal, activist pattern on the foreign
policies of his administration. While he relied on McNamara, his brother Robert, and a few
others, he made it clear that he was in command. He had little use for for the "striped-pants boys"
in the State Department—he thought they dithered and shuffled papers—and he came to despair
at the Buddha-like inscrutability of Dean Rusk, his loyal but bland Secretary of State. Rusk, he
told Theodore White, "never gives me anything to chew on, never puts it on the line. You never
know what he is thinking."13 Kennedy preferred decisive, tough-minded advisers, and he had
little time for doubters. As Chester Bowles, Kennedy's increasingly disillusioned Undersecretary
of State, complained at the time, the men in Kennedy's inner circle were "full of belligerence."
They were "sort of looking for a chance to prove their muscle."14

Kennedy's passion for decisive action in foreign policy had varied sources. One may have been
his tiny margin of victory in 1960: acting boldly might rally the patriotic and expand his base of
political support. In this frame of mind he announced his backing in May 1961 of the so-called
Apollo program, to make the United States the first to place a man on the moon. This major
effort cost some $25 to $35 billion before Neil Armstrong and two others reached the moon in
1969, and it produced relatively little scientific knowledge. But, as JFK anticipated, it enjoyed
considerable support from proud and patriotic American people.15 Another source of Kennedy's
boldness was constitutional: as commander-in-chief Kennedy enjoyed much more discretion than
he did in domestic matters, and he was temperamentally inclined to use it. A third source was his
continuing fear and uncertainty about Khrushchev, whose provocative behavior aroused his
competitive instincts. Finally, Kennedy, like other postwar Presidents who had been tested by
World War II, heeded what he thought were the lessons of history. To show indecisiveness, as
Western countries had done with Hitler in the 1930s, was to encourage aggressive behavior. Only
firm and unflinching direction could preserve the all-important "credibility" of the United States,
defender of the "Free World."

The President's activism in foreign affairs had a special edge of toughness about it. To critics
then and later it contained a potentially dangerous machismo. Some people thought this
machismo arose from his upbringing in an extraordinarily competitive family. Robert displayed
it, too. Others attributed it to his need to prove himself, the youngest elected President in
American history, as worthy of his office. Whatever the sources, Kennedy exhibited an intense
desire to demonstrate his mettle. To face crisis and to prevail was to demonstrate one's strength
and to assert one's manhood. As he prepared in May for his summit meeting with Khrushchev, he
said, "I'll have to show him that we can be as tough as he is. . . . I'll have to sit down and let him
see who he is dealing with."16

NOTHING EXPOSED THESE TENDENCIES more clearly than Kennedy's attempt to overthrow
Fidel Castro. The scheme that he and his zealous advisers ultimately carried out, an invasion at
the Bay of Pigs on Cuba's southern coast, took place on April 17, fewer than three months after
inauguration day. The invasion was one of the most disastrous military ventures in modern
American history.

Kennedy had uncomplicated motives for approving the attack. Like Eisenhower, who had cut



off diplomatic relations with Cuba in January, he was angered by Castro's volatility, his virulent
anti-American rhetoric, and his growing rapprochement with the Soviet Union. People close to
Kennedy, notably his father and Senator George Smathers of Florida, urged him to get rid of
Castro before the Soviet Union set up a virtual satellite off the Florida coast. Columnists and
editorial writers further raised a din for action. Moreover, Ike had authorized the training of
attackers. To Kennedy, activist by temperament, it was tempting indeed to deploy them.17

As advisers planned an assault on Cuba, a few government officials raised doubts. Among
them were liberals such as Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., and Adlai Stevenson, whom Kennedy had
named as United States Ambassador to the UN. Another doubter was Bowles, who wrote Rusk,
"Our national interests are poorly served by a covert operation. . . . This . . . would be an act of
war." Marine Corps Commandant David Shoup warned presciently that Cuba was a large island
(800 miles long) that would be very hard to conquer. Schlesinger directly conveyed his doubts to
Kennedy. So did J. William Fulbright, chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, who
insisted that an American invasion would violate the charter of the Organization of American
States (OAS). "To give this activity even covert support," he said, "is of a piece with the
hypocrisy and cynicism for which the United States is constantly denouncing the Soviet
Union."18 Cuba, Fulbright observed, was "a thorn in the flesh, but not a dagger in the heart."19

Most of Kennedy's high command, however, were in no mood to listen to doubters. They were
energetic, self-assured, and anxious to prove themselves. Kennedy's free-wheeling administrative
style, moreover, removed institutional checks that might have curbed impetuousity. McNamara
approved of a plan of attack, as did Robert Kennedy. Although the Joint Chiefs had reservations,
especially about the option of landing at the Bay of Pigs, they did not oppose the venture. The
CIA led the enthusiasts. CIA director Allen Dulles and his number two man, Richard Bissell,
were confident that their plans to assassinate Castro could be timed and coordinated with an
invasion of exiles from Central America. The United States would lend naval and air support to
the effort but would do so covertly. The exiles would land, whereupon anti-Castro rebels in Cuba
—presumed to be chomping at the bit—would rear up and drive the dictator from office.

What Kennedy knew about the assassination plans remains unclear. Although critics assume
that Judith Campbell served as a courier who kept him informed of the plots, no documentary
evidence exists to connect him with planning or knowledge of such plots prior to the invasion.
On the other hand, it is doubtful that the CIA would have dared to kill a head of state on its own.
It was also no secret to presidential advisers, including Dulles and Bissell, that JFK wanted
Castro dead. Nothing that the President did or said deterred them from urging strong action.20

The operation began with an air strike on April 15 by American planes based in Nicaragua.
They were painted over to look as if they were Cuban aircraft stolen by the exiles. Meanwhile
United States destroyers escorted an invasion fleet, and United States navy jets accompanied
United States bombers to within five miles of the landing site. According to the original plan,
planes were to launch a second air strike at the time of the invasion, thereby providing all-
important cover for the amphibious operation. American frogmen, disguised as Cubans, were to
be the first ashore. Kennedy and the CIA imagined that ruses such as these would hide the fact of
American involvement.

Most things that could have gone wrong did. The first air strike knocked out only a few of



Castro's planes and tipped him off that an attack was imminent. Indeed, well-publicized activities
of Cuban exiles both in Central America and in Florida had already made it apparent that
Kennedy was about to do something. News stories were full of predictions that invasion lay
ahead. Pierre Salinger, Kennedy's press secretary, later observed that the invasion was the "least
covert military operation in history." He added, "The only information Castro didn't have . . . was
the exact time and place of the invasion." Kennedy, Salinger noted, was upset by the lack of
secrecy. "I can't believe what I'm reading," he complained. "All he [Castro] has to do is read our
papers. It's all laid out for him."21

Despite these potentially disastrous developments, the President determined to go ahead. But
he altered earlier plans by refusing to authorize a second air strike to accompany the invasion. He
feared that some of the planes in such a strike might be hit, thereby exposing the involvement of
the United States. So it was on April 17 that the invaders, a brigade 1,400 men strong, began
landing at the Bay of Pigs. Only 135 of them were soldiers by profession. A radio station on the
beach, overlooked by the CIA, reported the assault. Coral reefs, also unforeseen, sank some of
the landing craft. A drop of parachutists did not land near enough to cut off a main road to the
beach. Castro's fighter planes, armed with rockets, tore into the ships and landing craft. Within
twenty-four hours, fifty-four Soviet-made tanks were on the field of action. Castro went to the
area and personally took charge of a counter-attack.

Well before then it was obvious that the venture was doomed. The Bay of Pigs, as some
military advisers had recognized, proved a poor choice of site, for it was a swampy region from
which soldiers, once trapped, could not melt away or find refuge. Instead, the brigade was pinned
down near the beach and badly exposed to enemy fire. Desperate, they called for air support from
fighter planes on the aircraft carrier Essex, some ten miles offshore. But Kennedy again
demurred, and the invaders soon surrendered. In all, 114 members of the brigade lost their lives.
A total of 1,189 exiles were taken prisoner.

Recrimination arose immediately and from all sources. The covertness fooled no one: Castro,
Khrushchev, and other world leaders recognized from the start that the United States had planned
and supported the operation, and they assailed the President. Many critics at home blamed him
especially for refusing to provide air cover. General Lyman Lemnitzer, Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, later called this decision "absolutely reprehensible, almost criminal." Eisenhower
was reported privately to have described the military operations as a "Profile in Timidity and
Indecision." Later he met with Kennedy and dressed him down for not using the planes.22 Many
who emphasized the potential of air support remained convinced that it would have ensured the
success of the landing, whereupon the indigenous anti-Castro population would have risen to
destroy his government.

Advocates of this course of action reflected a faith in the potential of air power that animated a
great deal of American thought in the postwar era: again and again it was assumed—often
wrongly—that air power held the key to military success. With regard to the debacle at the Bay
of Pigs they were right that failure to provide air support doomed whatever chance the invaders
may have had to establish themselves at the site. The critics were also correct to observe that no
President would have exposed American men (as opposed to Cuban exiles) to devastating enemy
fire without supporting them with all he had. No wonder that Kennedy and his advisers felt guilty



when the attack was over.

But it is clear that the invasion of Cuba suffered from many deeper flaws of overall strategy
and conception. The Bay of Pigs as a site was ill chosen. Military leaders had reservations about
this choice and other matters but in their eagerness to undertake the mission mostly kept them to
themselves. The CIA brought a buccaneering, can-do commitment to the project without
informing others of potential problems. Its hopes for assassinating Castro were pie in the sky.
Fearing leaks, the CIA also did a poor job of coordinating the invasion with agents for the anti-
Castro underground in Cuba. On this as on other occasions, military leaders as well as American
intelligence services poorly served the White House.

Kennedy and his advisers badly underestimated the military capacity of Castro. When the first
air strike failed to knock out his planes, Castro protected them from further assaults by
dispersing them. It is unlikely, therefore, that a second strike would have given the invaders full
control of the air. If it had, the Cuban leader had other military assets, notably a 25,000-man
army and a back-up militia force of 200,000. These could easily have overwhelmed the tiny
brigade of 1,400. Later writers have concluded that it would have taken at least 10,000 men and
open military commitment by the United States for any invasion to have had much of a chance of
triumph. And "triumph" would likely have required long-term military occupation of the island
—a down-the-road probability that Kennedy and his advisers did not think through.23

American planners failed finally to recognize the political support that Castro enjoyed at
home. Having overthrown a hated dictatorship in 1959, he remained popular among many of his
countrymen. Cubans in the Bay of Pigs area, where Castro had built schools and hospitals, were
especially loyal to him. Many Cubans who disliked Castro nonetheless resented the assault from
the overbearing Yankees to the North and rallied to his support. The CIA, anticipating a
groundswell of anti-Castro rebellion following a landing, grossly misjudged the political
situation on the island. (Dulles and Bissell also guessed wrong about JFK: if push came to shove
following the landings, they thought, Kennedy would commit American forces to save the
venture.) It was neither the first nor the last time that United States leaders in the postwar era
overestimated the potential for American military strength or underestimated the power of
nationalism and patriotic fervor overseas.

The legacy of the Bay of Pigs disaster was mixed. Kennedy, having been burned, recognized
that a process of unreflective "group-think" had prevailed. He gradually took steps to develop a
decision-making process that included more non-military and non-CIA advisers and that required
more extensive debate in advance of action. Kennedy also sought to assist social and economic
reform in Latin America. The Alliance for Progress, promised during the campaign, was created
to help finance such reform. It never received much money, however, and, like other Kennedy-
sponsored ventures in foreign aid, such as the Agency for International Development (AID), it
tended increasingly to spend for military assistance rather than for social change. In Latin
America, as elsewhere in the so-called Third World, the Kennedy administration sought mainly
to contain Communism, not to advance social reform.24

The debacle in Cuba also made Kennedy think twice about American military intervention in
Laos, where Communists were thought to be on the verge of taking over. Three days after the
Bay of Pigs invasion he told Nixon, "I don't see how we can make any move in Laos, which is



thousands of miles away, if we don't make a move in Cuba, which is only ninety miles away." In
September he told Sorensen, "Thank God the Bay of Pigs happened when it did. Otherwise we'd
be in Laos by now—and that would be a hundred times worse." Robert Kennedy later mused, "I
think we would have sent troops into Laos—large numbers of American troops in Laos—if it
hadn't been for Cuba."25 Instead of pursuing such a course, the Kennedy administration turned to
negotiation. In 1962 a fourteen-nation conference worked out a settlement for the time being.

Dealing with the Russians in the months after the invasion, Kennedy was both patient and
firm. At the Vienna summit in June, Khrushchev threatened again, as he had in 1959–60, to sign
a separate peace treaty with East Germany. Such a treaty would have permitted East Germany to
stop a highly worrisome outflow of refugees to West Germany. It would also have encouraged
the East Germans (whom the United States did not recognize) to cut off Western access to Berlin.
Kennedy, like Eisenhower, refused to budge or even to negotiate. "It will be a cold winter," he
told Khrushchev. He then asked Congress for another large hike in defense spending, mobilized
120,000 reservists, and called for a massive fallout shelter program.

Khrushchev responded by ordering large increases in military spending at home and in August
by constructing a wall separating the two Berlins and the two Germanys. This provocative
decision sparked one of the most inflammatory moments of the Cold War. Hawks in the United
States urged Kennedy to challenge the Soviets by stopping the building of the wall. American
and Soviet tanks and soldiers confronted each other menacingly at the borders. Kennedy,
however, did not overreact. He recognized that the USSR had the right to close off its zones, and
he let the construction proceed. Sending in a token force of 1,500 troops through East Germany
to West Berlin, he made it clear that the United States would stand by the beleaguered city.
Khrushchev then dropped his demands for a separate treaty.26 The Kennedy administration
performed more steadily and professionally in its summer war of nerves over Berlin than it had
over Cuba in April.

In general, however, the administration did not seem to learn very much from its experiences
in 1961, especially as they concerned Cuba. Kennedy continued to be enamored of the Special
Forces and of secret, CIA-led efforts to undermine unfriendly governments abroad. By 1962
Kennedy had relieved both Dulles and Bissell, but he approved a CIA-sponsored counter-
insurgency program in Laos. This involved the recruitment of 36,000 Meo tribesmen (later called
Hmong) as well as thousands of Thai "volunteers." The CIA directed guerrilla raids against both
China and North Vietnam. Air-America, a CIA-owned airline, became involved in bombing raids
in Laos. This secret war in Laos continued for years until exposed in the 1970s. By then it was
costing the CIA alone some $20 to $30 million a year.27

Kennedy above all seemed obsessed by Castro. Operation Mongoose, a highly secret, CIA-
coordinated program, was developed to damage Castro's regime. "My idea," Robert Kennedy said
in November 1961, "is to stir things up on the island with espionage, sabotage, general disorder."
Operation Mongoose tried all these things and more. Its agents sought to contaminate Cuban
sugar exports and to detonate bombs in Cuban factories, and it sponsored paramilitary raids on
the island. It is estimated that Mongoose developed at least thirty-three plans to assassinate
Castro between November 1961 and Kennedy's death two years later.28



THE BAY OF  PIGS AND BERLIN CONFRONTATIONS  implanted profound insecurity in both
Kennedy and Khrushchev. Both men soon behaved as if their personal manhood were at stake. A
mano a mano emotionality imparted to Soviet-American relations in 1962 a volatility that did
credit to neither man as a diplomatist and that provoked the most frightening military crisis in
world history.29

Khrushchev proceeded to act in an especially confrontational manner, resuming atmospheric
atomic tests in September 1961. (Kennedy did the same seven months later.) The Soviet leader
turned especially to Cuba, which he thought Kennedy was again preparing to attack. Beginning in
1961 the Soviet Union sent increasing numbers of military personnel to the island, and in the
summer of 1962 it started arming Cuba with missiles. These were not defensive weapons,
however, but medium-range offensive missiles designed to give the Soviets more military
potential—and diplomatic muscle—in the worldwide Cold War. They had a range of 1,100 miles,
easily sufficient to hit major population centers in the United States.30

By mid-October of 1962 the Soviets had almost completed their work. As later revelations
disclosed, they were then about a week away from making operational their launching sites near
San Cristobal. Later revelations also indicated that the Soviets had in readiness nine tactical
missiles with nuclear warheads. These had a range of around thirty miles and could have wreaked
havoc on American planes or invaders. Some 42,000 Soviet military personnel—twice as many
as American intelligence imagined at the time—were then on the island. Their commander, not
the Cubans (or military brass in Moscow), had authority to fire the missiles.31

Fortunately for the United States, the CIA grew increasingly suspicious of Russian-Cuban
activity in 1962. In September Kennedy publicly and privately warned Khrushchev not to put
Soviet missiles on Cuban soil. Khrushchev denied that he was doing any such thing, but on
October 15 photographs from U-2 reconnaissance flights showed that missile sites were well
underway in Cuba. Although the photographs failed to spot the launchers for the tactical missiles
or the nuclear warheads for the intermediate-range missiles, they revealed twenty-four launchers
for the intermediate-range missiles. The evidence was compelling. A "missile crisis," the most
frightening confrontation of the Cold War, now faced the world.

The deliberations of Kennedy and an "Executive Committee" of the National Security Council
that he set up to deal with the confrontation later evoked a great deal of praise for facilitating the
President's cool and courageous "crisis management." For the next thirteen days high-ranking
officials, chief among them McNamara, Rusk, Robert Kennedy, and National Security Adviser
McGeorge Bundy, debated options far into the nights. Hoping to avoid the group-think that
pervaded the Bay of Pigs debacle, the "Ex-Comm" members sought advice from a range of
sources, including Cold Warriors such as Dean Acheson, conciliators such as Stevenson, and
military and congressional leaders. They were thoroughly scared. Further reconnaissance flights
made it clear that work on the sites was progressing rapidly. Time was short. If the Ex-Comm
miscalculated, they risked national safety and much more. On October 20, just before the
administration decided what to do, Kennedy called his wife and children back to Washington so
that they could join him in an underground shelter if necessary.32

By then fairly well articulated though still shifting opinions dominated the anxious



discussions. Stevenson, the most conciliatory adviser, called for the demilitarization of Cuba
(including the United States base at Guantanamo) and for an American promise to remove
Jupiter offensive missiles that it had emplaced in Turkey, a NATO ally. These, he said, were of
no use save as a first strike and were as inflammatory to the Soviets as the Cuban missiles were
to the United States. Other moderates pointed out that each side already had capacity via ICBMs
to inflict fearsome damage on the other. Why should America risk a nuclear war to stop the
building of sites in Cuba?

Other, more militant, advisers called for much tougher American responses of one kind or
another. Fulbright, a hard-liner on this occasion, recommended an invasion of Cuba. Bundy,
Acheson, Vice-President Johnson, and others demanded air strikes against the missile sites. This
option seemed especially popular during Ex-Comm's early deliberations. Smashing the sites
might knock out the threat quickly without exposing Americans (save the pilots) to serious
danger. American invasion might follow if deemed necessary.

The President and his brother refused to go along with advice such as Stevenson's, which they
unkindly branded as "soft" and appeasing. Part of their reason for doing so was their profound
distrust of Khrushchev. They were angry because Khrushchev's emissaries had lied to them and
were continuing to lie even as Moscow directed completion of the sites in Cuba. They were also
highly sensitive to charges at the time by Republicans (congressional elections were imminent)
that the administration had been lax in dealing with Cuba, America's "back yard." For political
reasons, they believed, the President must under no circumstances appear weak. In addition,
Kennedy refused to accept the argument that the new sites added little to Soviet power.
Emplacement of the missiles would give Khrushchev greater leverage and political prestige
elsewhere in the world, as in Berlin. This would damage American credibility, then as always a
key concern of American leaders in the postwar era. As the Ex-Comm continued its debates, it
became clear that the President was determined not to back down from what he considered the
provocative and reckless behavior of the enemy. The missiles must go.

JFK and Robert, however, also came to oppose air strikes. Some members of Ex-Comm,
including Rusk and Undersecretary of State George Ball, shrank from the very idea of such
attacks. "A course of action where we strike without warning," Ball said on October 18, "is like
Pearl Harbor. It's the kind of conduct that one might expect from the Soviet Union. It is not
conduct that one expects from the United States." Rusk added, "The burden of carrying the mark
of Cain on your brow for the rest of your lives is something we all have to bear." Robert Kennedy
then agreed, "we've talked for fifteen years about a first strike, saying we'd never do that. We'd
never do that against a small country. I think it's a hell of a burden to carry." To launch such a
strike, he added, would make his brother "the Tojo of the 1960s."33

The analogy to Japanese militarism infuriated hawks such as Acheson, but Robert persisted,
pointing out that strikes could kill many people, including Russians and Cuban civilians, on the
ground. The Soviets might well retaliate, probably in Berlin. American military leaders,
moreover, weighed in with powerful practical advice. No one could be sure, they pointed out, that
strikes would knock out everything that the Soviets had in Cuba. If some of the missiles survived
the strikes, the Soviets might fire them off at the United States. The United States would feel
obliged to retaliate, possibly with nuclear weapons of its own, and perhaps with an invasion of



Cuba.

For these reasons the administration decided at almost the last moment not to begin with air
strikes. Instead, JFK settled on what he considered a middle ground: the United States Navy
would enforce a "quarantine" against further shipment of Soviet military equipment to Cuba.
Ships that defied the quarantine would be fired on if necessary. As a contingency air strikes could
also be employed.34 On October 22, a week after U-2 evidence had reached the White House,
Kennedy so informed Khrushchev, both via diplomatic communication and via a dramatic,
prime-time televised speech an hour later that let the world in on some of the behind-the-scenes
activities of high American officials the previous week. He further warned against Soviet
retaliation. Any missile shot at places in the Western Hemisphere, at Berlin, or anywhere else,
Kennedy said, would provoke a "fully retaliatory response" upon the Soviet Union. American
allies in NATO, as well as countries in the Organization of American States, had been consulted
in advance and uneasily supported Kennedy's forceful but frightening stand.

Unprecedented fearshot down an American U-2 over Cuba the and tension gripped people
throughout the world in the immediate aftermath of this announcement. Billy Graham, in
Argentina, preached about "The End of the World." Soviet submarines were sighted in Caribbean
waters. Soviet freighters, presumed to be bringing military equipment to Cuba, were approaching
the island. So were other ships carrying Soviet goods. What if they defied the quarantine and
were attacked by American naval vessels? The range of potential countermoves by the Soviets,
including aggressive action in Berlin or—a worst case—the dispatch of ICBMs against the
United States, was almost too horrible to think about.

Ex-Comm members, like millions of other people, waited nervously to see what would happen
the next morning, when the Soviet ships would have to decide what to do. The suspense seemed
nearly unbearable. Then relief. At the last moment some Soviet freighters slowly turned about.
Others, carrying no munitions, agreed to be stopped and searched on the high seas. Rusk nudged
Bundy, "We're eyeball to eyeball, and the other fellow just blinked." 35 It was a wonderful
moment for the tired and beleaguered advisers and for peace-seeking people throughout the
world.

The crisis, however, was far from over. Construction on the sites continued; very soon the
missiles might be operational. U-2 photos indicated that parts of Soviet bombers were being
uncrated and readied for assembly on Cuban airfields. Kennedy insisted that the missiles be
removed and the sites inspected. On October 26 Khrushchev appeared to agree. In return, he said,
the United States must end the quarantine and promise not to invade the island. As American
officials were considering on October 27 whether to accept this settlement, a second Soviet note
arrived. It added the demand that the United States remove the Jupiter missiles in Turkey, an
action that presumably required NATO approval. This escalation of Soviet demands confused
and antagonized American leaders. When a Soviet surface-to-air missile shot down an American
U-2 over Cuba the



same day, killing the pilot, the American Joint Chiefs of Staff reacted angrily and called for an
immediate air strike on Cuba. A majority of Ex-Comm members supported their
recommendation. In this terrifying moment it was eyeball-to-eyeball again before Kennedy
himself ordered the planes to hold off for at least one more day.

At this point Robert Kennedy, drawing on suggestions from others, offered a way out of the
impasse: accept the arrangement proposed in the first Soviet note and act as if the second note
had never been received. President Kennedy liked the idea and told Khrushchev that he would
accept the first proposal. Again employing open diplomacy, the President made his stance public.
In private as well as in public he laid special emphasis on one aspect of the understanding:
construction on the sites must stop immediately.36

Kennedy did not inform the public, however, of quiet talks that he also approved. As he was
announcing his tough stance to the world, he authorized his brother to talk privately with Anatoly
Dobrynin, the Soviet ambassador in Washington. Robert told Dobrynin that Moscow must
commit itself by the next day to remove the missiles, in return for which the United States would
later take out its missiles from Turkey and from Italy. Kennedy had planned to do so anyway,
recognizing that submarine-launched Polaris missiles made the Jupiters obsolete. At the same
time, JFK quietly developed a fall-back plan by which the United States, working through the
UN, would support removal of its missiles from Turkey in return for Russian removal of its
missiles in Cuba.

Khrushchev was so relieved to get the American note that he arose early on the morning of
October 28 and personally dictated his acceptance of it. Kennedy was delighted. "I cut his balls
off," he crowed privately. But Castro was outraged, both because Khrushchev had given in and
because he himself had not been consulted. (He first heard the news over the radio.) Castro
kicked a wall, shattered a mirror, and denounced Khrushchev as a "son of a bitch . . . a bastard . . .
an asshole," and a man with "no cojones."37

Other interested parties were equally angry at the settlement. When anti-Castro Cuban exiles
in Florida heard of it, they were irate that Kennedy would consider a promise not to invade the
island. Kennedy, they said, had agreed to "another Bay of Pigs for us. . . . We are just like the
Hungarians now." Later that day, when Kennedy met with American military leaders to thank
them for their advice, he was staggered by their reaction. "We have been had," one said. SAC
chief Curtis LeMay pounded the table. "It's the greatest defeat in our history, Mr. President. . . .
We should invade today."  McNamara, who was present, recalled that Kennedy "was absolutely
shocked. He was stuttering in reply."38

At that stage, however, there was little that opponents of the settlement could do: Kennedy and
Khrushchev had spoken. Within the next few weeks the two leaders saw to it that most of the
agreement went into effect. U-2 reconnaissance indicated that the Soviets were removing the
missile launchers and missiles from Cuba. The United States stopped its quarantine and clamped
down on the forays of emigrés against Cuba. By April 1963 the Jupiter missiles were taken out of
Turkey and Italy and replaced by Polaris missiles in submarines.

In evaluating Kennedy's handling of the missile crisis many people have given him very high
marks. Some, like McNamara, maintained at the time that the administration's prior build-up of



defense forces, preparing for "flexible response," was both prescient and critical to America's
ability to meet the situation. "A line of destroyers in a quarantine or a division of well-armed
men on a border," he declared, "may be more useful to our real security than the multiplication of
awesome weapons beyond our actual needs."39 Other admirers of Kennedy have praised him as a
cool and collected crisis-manager and lauded the much-improved decision-making process as
carried out by Ex-Comm. Kennedy advisers emerged from their ordeal with great pride and self-
assurance about their capacity to handle crises in the future.

Those who favorably evaluate Kennedy's actions tend to blame Khrushchev as the real villain
of the piece. They surely have a point. The Soviet leader acted rashly in building up missiles in
Cuba and compounded his rashness by lying about it even after it became clear that Kennedy
knew he was lying. When Kennedy resisted, Khrushchev wisely backed down from a nuclear
exchange. But the Soviet leader was even then reckless, having ceded to Soviet commanders in
Cuba the authority to fire off missiles on their own. One commander completely surprised
Moscow by doing just that, bringing down the American U-2. It was fortunate indeed that
Kennedy, acting prudently, resisted the urging of his military advisers and refused to authorize a
retaliatory strike. If he had, the United States would probably have killed Russians and set in
motion a series of responses that might have provoked a nuclear war.

Khrushchev's worst error was in starting something so reckless that it could not be carried out
if challenged. When he turned back the ships, he accepted worldwide public embarrassment. Not
only Castro but also Red China ridiculed his handling of the affair. Critics at home grew
increasingly restless, finally removing him from power in October 1964 (and replacing him with
leadership that was bent on still more rapid expansion of Soviet military forces). His
mismanagement of the missile crisis almost certainly contributed to his ouster and helped to
usher in further escalation of the arms race.

Supporters of Kennedy argue also that he acted with an admirable mix of firmness and
wisdom. If he is compared to some of the hawks on Ex-Comm, that is true. To have ordered an
invasion or an air strike would have been to invite nuclear disaster. If he is compared to
Stevenson, praise is less clearly due, for Stevenson had a point in emphasizing that the missiles
in Cuba gave the Soviets little new military potential: their ICBMs already could hit American
targets. The United States, having discovered the missiles, might have quietly struck a deal. But
Kennedy was correct in believing that acquiescence by the United States in Soviet missiles in
Cuba—which were certain to come to public attention—would have changed international
perceptions of Soviet strength and diplomatic boldness, thereby damaging America's credibility
in the world.40 Acquiescence might also have encouraged Khrushchev to take further liberties.
Finally, it would have provoked major political recriminations in the United States. For all these
reasons, Kennedy felt he had to take a firm stand. When he resisted—and forced the Soviets to
back down—Americans reacted with enormous relief and fulsome praise. The journalist Richard
Rovere observed in the New Yorker  that Kennedy had achieved "perhaps the greatest personal
diplomatic victory of any President in our history."41

Still, critics of the President's performance have many of the last words. With good cause they
raise questions about actions and omissions that long pre-dated the crisis itself. If he had not
followed the Bay of Pigs invasion with Operation Mongoose and other highly threatening anti-



Castro activities, the Cubans might not have looked so eagerly for Soviet military help. If he had
given higher priority to intelligence-gathering, he would probably have known a little earlier of
the substantial Soviet buildup on the island. If he had specifically warned the Soviets before
September 1962 (perhaps following the Bay of Pigs debacle) not to bring offensive missiles to
Cuba, they might not have dared to do so. Many of these American actions (and inactions) had
the effect of persuading Castro and Khrushchev that another invasion—this one openly American
—was soon to come. That, in turn, rattled them. The administration gave too little thought to the
way in which American actions, some of them (such as Mongoose) hostile indeed, were
perceived by unfriendly governments.42

Kennedy can also be faulted for his performance in October 1962. Angered by Khrushchev's
lying, he was understandably eager to score a diplomatic victory and to humiliate the Soviet
leader in the process. This he resolved to do publicly. If he had privately shown the U-2
photographs to Soviet officials and tried to negotiate—perhaps (as he ultimately did) by
exchanging missiles in Cuba for missiles in Turkey—he might have managed a tense but not
world-frightening diplomatic settlement. Alternatively, he might have threatened to take the
strong stand that he did but have done so via more quiet diplomacy, thus enabling Khrushchev to
back off in private. Instead, Kennedy felt he must face down his adversary if he hoped to avoid
repeated challenges in the future, and he resorted to television. This was an unsubtle and
provocative approach that required the enemy not only to give in but also to accept public
humiliation. Nothing can be more risky in high-stakes diplomacy. Kennedy himself noted, "If
Khrushchev wants to rub my nose in the dirt, it's all over."43

Kennedy partisans exaggerate considerably when they describe the decision-making process,
as many did, as a cool and masterful display of the best and the brightest of American
officialdom. Schlesinger later maintained that Kennedy's response revealed a "combination of
toughness and restraint, of will, nerve and wisdom, so brilliantly controlled, so matchlessly
calibrated, that it dazzled the world."44 On the contrary, members of the Ex-Comm worked
frantically and went without sleep. Understandably, some lost their tempers. Given the pressure
of circumstances, these were predictable reactions, but they reveal that Kennedy and his advisers
found themselves confronted with an unanticipated situation that demanded improvisation. What
followed was not always very cool.

Nor did it reveal much mastery. No such capacity was easy to attain in complicated, fast-
moving situations wherein a good deal of key information was either not known or
misunderstood. Ex-Comm advisers, for instance, did not realize that the Soviets had 42,000 men
on the ground in Cuba, that the Soviets might have tactical nuclear weapons ready to fire at
invaders, or that decisions to shoot off missiles could be made by Soviet commanders in Cuba
rather than in Moscow. Fortunately, the Ex-Comm people decided against either invasion or air
strikes, which might have prompted terrific counter-force. But they did so only at the last minute
and on the basis of faulty intelligence. In a word, they were lucky as well as wise.

Kennedy, meanwhile, underestimated the enemy's military capacity. Wrongly assuming that
the United States had total control of the air, he kept the U-2S flying and lost one at a critical
time in the negotiating process. Only the President's restraint at that point prevented major
escalation. Meanwhile, Mongoose operatives were continuing to plot separately; unreachable by



the CIA during the crisis, they managed to blow up a Cuban factory on November 8. What would
the enemy have thought if Mongoose agents had succeeded in doing so at the height of the crisis
in late October? Imponderables such as these suggest how extraordinarily difficult it is for
decision-makers—whether American or Soviet—to "manage" a major crisis in the nuclear age.
Officials then and later who thought they could indulged in a fair amount of self-congratulatory
wishful thinking.45

Second thoughts about the crisis gradually sobered both Kennedy and Khrushchev, who agreed
to establish a "hot-line" in 1963 in order to lessen the chances of nuclear disaster. In June 1963
the United States, the Soviet Union, and Great Britain agreed to a limited ban on nuclear testing
in the atmosphere, in space, and under water. The Senate ratified it, 80 to 19, in September, and it
was signed in October. The treaty did not do much to reduce tensions, for underground testing
continued. Expenditures on nuclear-armed bombers, Polaris missiles, and Minutemen escalated.
Other potentially important nuclear powers such as France and China refused to accede to the
treaty. Still, the agreement signified a bit of a thaw in the deep freeze of Soviet-American
relations. In a widely hailed speech at American University on June 11, Kennedy went so far as
to suggest a reassessment of Cold War assumptions. "In the final analysis," he said, "our most
common link is that we all inhabit this small planet. We all breathe the same air. We all cherish
our children's future. And we are all mortal."46

But the understandings that Kennedy and Khrushchev had reached over Cuba at the end of
October 1962 had been rough and tentative, and serious disagreements persisted even as Kennedy
talked of common humanity. American forces had had to remain on highest alert until November
20, at which point Castro had reluctantly agreed to the return of three long-range Soviet bombers
to the Soviet Union. Then and thereafter, most of the 42,000 Soviet soldiers and technicians
stayed in Cuba. Castro never admitted on-site inspectors, thereby promoting persistent rumors
that secret installations remained. He sought to export his revolution to other parts of the
Western Hemisphere, notably in Venezuela, where a Cuba-inspired plot was uncovered in
November 1963. The Soviets ultimately resumed their military build-up in Cuba by installing
offensive fighter bombers and starting construction of a submarine base.47

United States policy regarding Cuba remained equally provocative. Kennedy refused to put his
no-invasion promise in writing, demanding that Cuba first agree to inspections and that it cease
"aggressive acts against any of the nations of the Western Hemisphere."48 This insistence left
him—and subsequent Presidents—free to launch an invasion. As if to confirm that possibility,
the Kennedy administration revived Operation Mongoose in June 1963. Only in September 1970,
during the Nixon presidency, did leaders of the United States and the Soviet Union (again
bypassing Castro) reach a semi-formal understanding of the settlement of 1962. At that time
Nixon said the United States would not invade Cuba, and Leonid Brezhnev, the Soviet leader,
agreed that Russia would stop developing offensive weapons on the island. Even this
understanding, however, was a secret exchange between leaders, not a formal agreement. It was
not until some years later that many officials in the American government even knew of it. Cuba
remained a flashpoint of the Cold War.49

COMPARED TO THE DRAMATIC CONFRONTATIONS over Cuba, developments in Vietnam during
much of Kennedy's tenure received little public attention. Yet they were profoundly significant.



When Kennedy entered the White House, there were some 1,000 American military advisers in
Vietnam. In October 1963 there were 16,732. They had been authorized to go with combat
missions against the forces of the National Liberation Front and to use napalm and Agent
Orange, a powerful and toxic defoliant, so as to flush out opposition. On November 1, 1963, the
South Vietnamese President, Ngo Dinh Diem, and his brother Ngo Dinh Nhu, were killed in a
coup. Although Kennedy had not expected them to be killed, he had in effect encouraged the
effort. The assassinations left the government of South Vietnam even more disorganized and
demoralized than it had been under Diem. This was the situation at the end of the Kennedy
administration three weeks later.50

Kennedy's expansion of American commitment to Vietnam was consistent with his overall
view of foreign and defense policy, a test of his inaugural promise to "pay any price" and "bear
any burden" to "assure the survival . . . of liberty." Like most American political leaders at the
time, he was convinced that the Soviets and the Chinese were behind the efforts of Ho Chi Minh's
war of liberation. He further believed that Diem, a vehement anti-Communist, held the key to
stopping enemy victory in South Vietnam. Special Forces such as the Green Berets, he thought,
afforded the flexible response necessary to assist Diem against enemy guerrillas. Kennedy's chief
military adviser, General Maxwell Taylor, considered Vietnam a "laboratory" for American
military development. Walt Rostow, who played a major role in policy-making, was equally
blunt. The United States, he said, should make aggressive use of its Special Forces. "In Knute
Rockne's old phrase, we are not saving them for the junior prom."51

Beliefs such as these did not plunge Kennedy pell-mell into escalated involvement. On the
contrary, Kennedy resisted the idea of sending American soldiers into combat. After the Bay of
Pigs he became more leery of potentially costly military adventures, opting in neighboring Laos
for negotiations and covert operations. In Vietnam he contented himself with the dispatch of 400
Special Forces.52

Kennedy continued to resist hawkish advice later in 1961. Taylor and Rostow led a mission to
Vietnam in October and returned to call for the dispatch thereto of 8,000 American soldiers—a
"logistic task force" composed of engineers, medical people, and small numbers of combat
infantry to support them. Taylor explained that the men would serve as a "visible symbol of the
seriousness of American intentions" and as a reserve force in case the military situation suddenly
deteriorated.53 Other advisers, however, criticized aspects of the Rostow-Taylor report.
Undersecretary of State Bowles warned that the commitment of such a force would rush the
United States "full-blast up a dead-end street." Kennedy was torn. On the one hand he remained
very nervous about the unpredictable Khrushchev. "That son of a bitch," he said, "won't pay any
attention to words. He has to see you move." As always, he worried about maintaining America's
credibility in the world. On the other hand Kennedy gave only cursory attention to Southeast
Asia, and he remained fearful of heavy American involvement. He noted: "The troops will march
in; the bands will play; the crowds will cheer; and in four days everyone will have forgotten.
Then we will be told we have to send more troops. It's like taking a drink. The effect wears off,
and you have to take another."54 Opposing the commitment of combat troops, he agreed in
November 1961 to the sending of more military advisers. By the end of the year there were 3,205
in South Vietnam.55



In so doing, however, Kennedy was hardly giving up on Diem. In addition to increasing the
number of advisers, JFK made other key decisions in November that set a course for the
remainder of his administration. He rejected, first of all, the recommendations of Bowles and
Averell Harriman, a special adviser, that the United States work for a cease-fire in Vietnam, to be
followed in time by a negotiated agreement leading to elections that would reunite the nation.
This was a course similar to the one that Harriman was then working out for Laos. Given the
extent of American support for Diem since the mid-1950s, such a policy would have been
difficult to sell to the American public. Moreover, Diem and Ho Chi Minh were on a collision
course and would have hotly opposed it. In any event, Kennedy scarcely considered such an
option. He stuck instead with the effort to promote Diem as the non-Communist leader of a
sovereign South Vietnam, even though he recognized—it was impossible not to—that Diem had
become increasingly despotic and corrupt over the years. "Diem is Diem," Kennedy mused, "and
the best we've got."56

Kennedy rejected other options suggested to him in November 1961. One, pressed by Senate
majority leader Mike Mansfield of Montana, was to insist that Diem use American aid and know-
how to promote social reform, especially in villages where the battle against the NLF was being
lost. If Diem refused to do so, he should be cut off. Rusk, one of the strongest advocates of
curbing Communism in Asia, seemed sympathetic with versions of this option from time to time.
Diem, he complained, was "an oriental despot." The United States needed to take a hard line with
him, else its support would be wasted.57

Advice such as this made sense to Kennedy—and to many others who struggled to develop a
coherent policy concerning Vietnam over the years. But it was extraordinarily hard to put into
practice. For one thing, Diem continued to enjoy significant political support in the United
States, especially from conservative Catholics and determined Cold Warriors. Throughout his
presidency Kennedy worried a good deal about the political consequences of appearing "soft" in
Vietnam. Remembering that Cold Warriors (himself included) had accused Truman of "losing"
China, he determined that he would not go down in history as the President who had "lost"
Vietnam. For another, thanks in large part to decisions made by the Eisenhower administration,
Diem was the government in South Vietnam. If he refused to back major reforms, what was the
United States to do? The answer was that it could not do very much, except—perhaps—to look
for a more pliant but equally anti-Communist successor. Indeed, JFK faced a tougher situation
than the one that had confronted Eisenhower: in the late 1950s Diem had retained some
plausibility as a leader, but he was losing it rapidly in the early 1960s. This created major
dilemmas for Kennedy. He could and did threaten to cut Diem off, but that managed mostly to
sour relations without much changing Diem's own headstrong course.

Kennedy advisers focused instead on two efforts after late 1961, "counter-insurgency" and a
"strategic hamlet" program. Counter-insurgency involved using American military advisers to
help Diem's armed forces engage the enemy. South Vietnamese military leaders, however,
showed little interest in fighting. Many of them were instead engaged in extortion and other
forms of corruption. The United States sent in more and more military advisers: there were 9,000
—as well as 300-odd military aircraft, 120 helicopters, and other heavy weapons—by December
1962. But Kennedy was busy with other concerns and did not give the effort much attention. Nor
did his political advisers, who left matters mainly to General Paul Harkins, the American



commander in Vietnam. Harkins tried (some 100 Americans lost their lives in the effort by
December 1963) but failed to turn the tide. "Search and destroy" missions killed many villagers.
Use of napalm devastated parts of the countryside. Counter-insurgency grew increasingly
unpopular with South Vietnamese people in rural areas, where the NLF made rapid inroads in
late 1962.58

The strategic hamlet program aimed to develop pockets of strength in these rural areas.
American and South Vietnamese authorities were supposed to cooperate in developing civic
programs, fortifications, and radio contacts in and between key villages. Moats and bamboo
would protect villages from the enemy. But the program required the uprooting and moving
about of people from their villages so that they would be safe in the hamlets. It also proved
impossible, even when villagers were told to carry identification, to prevent subversive forces
from infiltrating the hamlets. Most important, the strategic hamlet program did not promote
either land reform or democratic practices. While many villagers distrusted the NLF, which was
frequently brutal, they had little reason to support the corrupt and dictatorial government of
Diem in Saigon. Most of them probably wanted above all to be left alone.59

The political situation in South Vietnam began seriously to deteriorate in 1963. Diem came to
rely increasingly on Nhu, described by one leading scholar as a "frail and sinister man who
tended toward paranoia and delusions of grandeur," and on Nhu's wife, "beautiful, ambitious, and
acid-tongued."60 Diem and the Nhus, who were Catholic, especially antagonized southern
Buddhists, one of whom, Quang Due, took the extraordinary step on June 11 of publicly
immolating himself in protest in Saigon. Photographs of Quang Due burning to death shocked the
world, Kennedy included.61 Other Buddhists followed suit during the summer, with Madame Nhu
cavalierly dismissing the actions as "barbecues." She offered to supply matches and gasoline for
Buddhists who wanted to burn. Diem and Nhu jailed hundreds of protestors and raided Buddhist
pagodas. In August they staged a major sweep of opponents and arrested 1,400 people.

The day after these arrests Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr., arrived in Saigon as the new American
ambassador to South Vietnam. Lodge was a Republican, Kennedy's opponent for the Senate in
1952 and Nixon's running mate in 1960. His appointment symbolized JFK's quest for a bipartisan
political consensus in order to shore up his precarious policies in Southeast Asia. Perceiving the
mood of demoralization in Saigon, Lodge had little faith in Diem's ability to rule the country.
Washington, moreover, signaled to him that a coup, if likely to succeed, would be acceptable.
The Kennedy administration further indicated its displeasure with Diem—and its willingness to
see him removed—by cutting back aid in October. CIA officials developed close contacts with
anti-Diem generals.62

A large and frequently bewildering increase in diplomatic cable traffic took place between
Lodge's arrival in August and the coup on November 1. For the first time, Kennedy involved
himself steadily in what was happening in Vietnam. Still, his top advisers, such as McNamara,
Rusk, and Bundy, were not sure what to do. Harkins appeared to oppose the removal of Diem,
Lodge to favor it. Offered no clear instructions, Lodge had considerable latitude and gave anti-
Diem plotters—some of them in contact with the CIA—every reason to assume that the United
States would not thwart a coup. When it broke out on November 1, Kennedy and other
Washington officials eagerly monitored events. Neither they nor Lodge had insisted that Diem



and his brother be spared, but when Kennedy heard that they had been killed, he leapt to his feet
and rushed from the room in dismay. Schlesinger recalled, "I had not seen him so depressed since
the Bay of Pigs. No doubt he realized that Vietnam was his great failure in foreign policy, and
that he had never really given it his full attention."63

NOT MANY SERIOUS SCHOLARS would disagree with this assessment of "failure," which was
in part one of inattention to a serious problem that demanded careful presidential engagement.
From the beginning many of his military and intelligence advisers, including those in the CIA,
warned repeatedly that the United States would have to make a major military commitment, at
the least of 200,000 American men, if it hoped to have a good chance of victory in Vietnam. But
JFK did not listen. Brushing aside such advice (the CIA, after all, had been wrong before), he
persisted in hoping that the South Vietnamese, assisted by American Special Forces and
"advisers," could prevail. This notion was highly questionable by 1963, but aside from dumping
Diem, Kennedy never reassessed the situation, and he had no well-considered long-range plans.

Kennedy's failure stemmed also from faulty assumptions about the Cold War as it affected
Southeast Asia. Like Rusk and other top advisers, Kennedy believed fervently in the domino
theory. Indeed, he perceived the emerging post-colonial nations of the world as a new and vital
battleground in the Cold War. If the United States acted indecisively in Southeast Asia, he
thought, it would send a message of weakness to Moscow on how it would respond to insurgency
elsewhere in the world. Rusk, moreover, was convinced that what was happening in Vietnam was
part of a larger Communist plot. In clinging to such beliefs Kennedy did not act on what in fact
he knew: the Soviets and the Chinese were bitterly opposed to each other by 1961. He also
neglected to heed what some advisers (a minority, to be sure) were saying: the battle in Vietnam
was a civil war, not a blueprint from the design of world Communism.

Although it is hard to find committed defenders of Kennedy's policies in Vietnam, some
writers have tried to explain them in context. They reiterate that earlier decisions by Eisenhower
had already committed the United States to Diem, that anti-Communist pressure at home in the
United States constrained the President's freedom of action, and that Kennedy managed, despite
these pressures, to forbid the direct use of American combat troops. They highlight Kennedy's
increasingly well informed appraisal of the situation in the last months of his administration.
"Unless a greater effort is made by the government [of South Vietnam]," Kennedy told CBS in
September, "I don't think that the war can be won out there. In the final analysis, it is their war.
They are the ones who will have to win it or lose it." Acting on this appraisal, it is argued,
Kennedy in October ordered the return to the United States of 1,000 advisers by the end of the
year. This decision, it is further claimed, was to pave the way for recall of all the advisers at
some point, probably after the 1964 presidential election.64

No one can be certain how Kennedy would have coped in 1964 or 1965 with the situation in
Vietnam, which remained fluid and unpredictable. Perhaps he would have cut his losses.
Kennedy did express greater doubts in private about escalating American involvement than he
dared to state in public. On several occasions he reminded hawkish advisers that General
MacArthur, no dove, had warned about the costs of America trying to fight a land war in Asia. It
also seems possible that JFK would have reconsidered his course after the 1964 election. He told
his friend Charles Bartlett in 1963, "We don't have a prayer of staying in Vietnam. We don't have



a prayer of prevailing there. But I can't give up a piece of territory like that to the Communists
and then get the people to reelect me."65 It may be that if Kennedy had lived to win a major
mandate in the 1964 election, he would have dared to confront Cold War passions and to
extricate the United States from Vietnam.

The evidence for such a scenario, however, is sketchy. Some of those who cite Kennedy's CBS
interview neglect to point out that he added, "I don't agree with those who say we should
withdraw. That would be a great mistake. . . . This is a very important struggle even though it is
far away. We made this effort to defend Europe. Now Europe is secure. We also have to
participate—we may not like it—in the defense of Asia." Kennedy partisans also fail to note that
the American advisers to be withdrawn from Vietnam in late 1963 were mostly part of a
construction battalion that had finished its work. They were being brought home for Christmas
and were scheduled to be replaced by others. Most of Kennedy's major advisers concerning
Vietnam then and later were certain that Kennedy never intended to "withdraw" American
advisers and military aid before he could be certain that the South Vietnamese could safely
defend themselves. Rusk said later, "I had hundreds of talks with John F. Kennedy about
Vietnam, and never once did he say anything of this sort [about withdrawal]." JFK's speech
prepared for delivery in Dallas on November 22, 1963, contained a reminder about Vietnam: "We
dare not weary of the task."

Kennedy's flawed policies in Vietnam do not entirely reflect his overall record in the field of
foreign affairs. An assessment of this record shows that he was less of a hard-line Cold Warrier
than some of his rhetoric, such as his speech in 1960 in Salt Lake City, had suggested. It further
indicates that he grew a little more sophisticated and cautious as he gained experience. In the
face of often considerable domestic pressures he acted prudently concerning Laos and toward the
Congo and Indonesia, where his advisers also helped to broker settlements. The Peace Corps,
while of limited effectiveness in coping with the enormous socio-economic problems of
underdeveloped nations, earned decent marks for effort. So did the limited test ban treaty and
Kennedy's growing awareness following the missile crisis of the need for negotiation with the
Soviets. When he left office, the two nations had established an uneasy but promising detente.
Above all, Kennedy was applauded for standing up behind Berlin and for maintaining Western
defenses in Europe.

Against these accomplishments, however, may be listed troubling failures and misconceptions
that plagued Kennedy and his advisers. Although he knew there was no missile gap, he eagerly
increased defense spending and helped to escalate the arms race. Despite the Bay of Pigs debacle,
he persisted in plans to harass and frighten Castro, thereby accentuating the provocative behavior
of Khrushchev. Ignoring evidence to the contrary, he held fast to clichés—especially in public—
such as the domino theory and the existence of a monolithic "international" Communism. He
persisted in celebrating the capacity of the Special Forces and more broadly of military moves to
solve deeper social and political problems. On many occasions, as in his policies concerning
Vietnam, he proved poor at sorting out good information from bad and at developing long-range
plans. Contrary to the claims of his acolytes, he did not grow very much on the job.

POLITICAL CONSIDERATIONS GAVE  Kennedy little rest. Having been elected by the smallest
of margins, he never stopped planning for 1964. So it was that he traveled to Texas on November



21, 1963. His wife Jackie went with him, the first time she had taken such an obviously political
trip with him since the 1960 campaign. Kennedy hoped to bring peace to warring Democrats in
the state and advance his political chances.

The very thought of such a trip irritated Kennedy. He was unhappy with Vice-President
Johnson, who had been unable to resolve the feuds in Texas and who had pressed him to make the
journey. Johnson, he knew, would get him to come to his ranch and wear "one of those big
cowboy hats." Kennedy also expected opposition from right-wing activists, for Texas, like much
of the South, stirred with people who despised him for his civil rights bill and for his softness, as
they saw it, in foreign policy. A month earlier Stevenson had been struck and spat upon in Dallas.
When JFK arrived in Dallas on November 22, an ad in the morning paper asked why he had
allowed "thousands of Cubans to be jailed and sold wheat to those [the Russians] who were
killing the United States in Vietnam. Why have you scrapped the Monroe Doctrine in favor of the
spirit of Moscow? . . . Mr. Kennedy, WE DEMAND answers to these questions and we want them
now." Kennedy observed to Jackie, "We're heading into nut country today."66

Hostility such as this had often caused Kennedy to reflect on how easy it would be for some
crazy person to take out a rifle and kill him. But he rarely took major precautions, and he did not
do so on November 22. Preparing for a ten-mile motorcade through downtown Dallas, he and
Jackie climbed into an open car with Texas governor John Connally and his wife Nellie. Jackie
wore white gloves and held a bouquet of red roses. As they passed the Texas School Book
Depository around 12:30 P.M., gunshots rang out. One of the shots wounded Connally, and two hit
Kennedy in the head and the neck. Blood spattered Jackie and the car, which sped off to a
hospital. It was too late to save the President, who was clinically dead on arrival in the
emergency room. The time of death was placed at around 1:00 P.M.67

Less than an hour and a half after the shooting, Dallas police arrested Lee Harvey Oswald, a
twenty-four-year-old order-filler at the Book Depository, and charged him with the slaying of a
Dallas police officer, J. D. Tippitt, who had tried to detain him in the street on suspicion of the
assassination.68 Nine hours later Oswald was charged with the murder of JFK. He vehemently
denied all charges. Two days later, Jack Ruby, a strip-joint owner well known to police,
approached Oswald as the alleged assassin was being transferred. Ruby pulled out a concealed
pistol and killed Oswald on the spot. He explained that he acted out of grief for the President.

The killing of Oswald stimulated already rampant speculation about the assassination. Had
Oswald really done it? If so, had he acted alone? Who put him up to it and why? Had Ruby been
sent to silence him? This speculation grew enormously over the years and never seemed to stop:
in early 1992, four books on the New York Times  non-fiction best-seller list dealt with the events
at Dallas on that unforgettable day. Much of this speculation centered on alleged conspiracies,
which millions of Americans believed to have led to the killing. Many people could not believe
the report that one bullet had managed to pass through both Kennedy and Connally. Others,
accepting the claims of a few bystanders, were sure that there had been more than one assassin
and that more than three shots had been fired.

In order to subvert these and other theories Johnson, now President, appointed a commission to
offer an official government account of the assassination. It was headed by Chief Justice Warren
and contained among its well-known members Richard Russell of Georgia, a power in the Senate,



Congressman Gerald Ford of Michigan, a leading House Republican, and Allen Dulles, former
head of the CIA. The staff of the commission concluded in September 1964 that Oswald alone
had committed the crimes by firing three shots from the sixth floor of the Depository Building,
whereupon he had fled into the streets, been accosted by Tippitt, and killed him, too.

The general conclusions of the Warren Report, as it was called, have satisfied most scholars.
They have agreed that Oswald was a loner who had endured a deeply troubled hitch in the
marines, after which he lived in the Soviet Union for thirty-two months. He was profoundly
unhappy there, at one time slashing one of his wrists, and was apparently kept under surveillance
by Russian officials who doubted his emotional stability. Coming back to the United States in
early 1963, he remained a self-styled Marxist, identifying particularly with the virtues of Castro's
regime in Cuba. At one point he tried and failed to assassinate General Edwin Walker, a right-
wing leader who lived in Dallas. Oswald also moved temporarily from Dallas to New Orleans,
where he opened a Fair Play for Cuba chapter. Finding no takers, he returned, embittered, to
Dallas. There, the commission said, he decided to kill the President. The commission noted that
Oswald's palmprint was found on the stock of the rifle, left at the Depository, that had been used
to fire the fatal shot.69

Because Ruby killed Oswald, it is impossible to know why Oswald did what he did. But it is
unsatisfactory to stop with the obvious: that he was highly unstable. Oswald was a politicized
young man whose actions reflected the super-frigid context of the Cold War of the early 1960s.
That was a time when governmentally sanctioned killing, whether by the CIA or the Soviet KGB,
was an openly discussed and apparently viable option in the conduct of foreign policy. Castro,
indeed, frequently (and accurately) claimed that the CIA was trying to assassinate him. While in
New Orleans, Oswald read in the newspapers an account of one of Castro's diatribes against the
United States and apparently convinced himself that the Cuban leader wanted Kennedy dead. The
assassination of JFK, in short, was not only an outrage by an unstable individual; it was also a
politicized act, one of the most terrible in the history of the Cold War.70

The Warren Report greatly pleased President Johnson, who was especially anxious to scotch
rumors that the Soviets had been involved in a conspiracy to kill his predecessor. Such a finding,
he knew, would generate enormous and dangerous public pressures to retaliate. He was equally
eager to put down other conspiracy theories. Johnson therefore hailed release of the report. So,
too, did virtually all other mainstream commentators in the media. Worried about the fragility of
American institutions in the aftermath of the shock, they wanted very much to think that only a
sociopathic individual would have done such a thing.

The report, however, did not put an end to theories about conspiracy. That was in part because
members of the commission had pre-judged the case. Although the commission staff interviewed
some 500 people (the report was 888 pages long), its work contained flaws. Moreover, it sealed
some of its evidence for seventy-five years, thereby feeding suspicions that there was something
to hide. As later revelations made clear, key sources did not divulge all they knew to the
commission. The CIA, for instance, hid its involvement with the Mob and with plots to kill
Castro. The FBI obfuscated in order to conceal its failure to keep close tabs on Oswald, who had
been known to be dangerous. Commission members themselves, such as Russell, Ford, and
Dulles, did not inform staff members, who wrote the report, about Mongoose and the broader



tensions of Cuban-American relations that may have been highly pertinent in explaining
Oswald's behavior. Robert Kennedy, who had overseen Mongoose since November 1961, also
kept its nefarious doings secret from the commission. Such activities, these people persuaded
themselves, were not relevant to the assassination. To reveal them to a commission, they thought,
was to compromise the operations of the CIA.

These secrets, clearly relevant in retrospect, were scarcely suspected by conspiracy theorists in
1964. Rather, doubters at that time tended to imagine other scenarios. A few theorists, most of
them on the right, believed that the commission failed to follow up leads that would have
implicated Castro, the Soviet Union, or both. Others blamed the Mob, with which both Oswald
and (especially) Ruby had shadowy ties. Gangsters, they said, were furious at Kennedy for not
getting rid of Castro (who had closed down their casinos in Cuba) and at Robert Kennedy for
prosecuting Mafia leaders and some of their friends, such as Teamsters leader Jimmy Hoffa.

Many believers in conspiracy theories felt a deep personal loss. Idealizing Kennedy, they
could not believe that one demented person could succeed in killing a President. Great events
require great causes or conspiracies. Distrusting government officialdom and Establishmentarian
reports, they concocted elaborate reconstructions involving Very Important People. Some
pointed the finger at FBI chief Hoover, who was known to dislike Kennedy. Others said that the
CIA had masterminded the killing out of fears that Kennedy would give in to the Communists
and dismember the agency itself. A few people thought Johnson, Pentagon officials, or other
Cold Warriors had ordered the killing of the President in order to stop the United States from
pulling out of Vietnam and dismantling the military-industrial complex.71

So insistent were doubters of the Warren Report that a select House committee started to
review it in 1976. After working for more than two years and spending some $5 million, it
reported in 1979 that Oswald had shot Kennedy and that neither the Soviet Union nor Cuba nor
any government agency in the United States had been involved in the killing. Most scholars have
accepted this view, which echoed the major findings of the Warren Commission. But the
committee otherwise challenged the commission conclusions by asserting that there was a "high
probability" that a second gunman had fired at Kennedy and missed. The committee did not
identify this gunman but speculated that the Mob may have been behind this conspiracy. Its
evidence for this conjecture, later challenged by other experts, was unconvincing. The committee
closed some of its most sensitive records until the year 2029, thereby fueling further the rampant
speculation that persisted about the case.

Although these conspiracy theories attracted a host of adherents in the late 1960s and 1970s—
years of intensifying distrust of government—they were visible even in the immediate aftermath
of the assassination. Prior to release of the Warren Report, 52 percent of Americans told pollsters
that they believed there had been some kind of conspiracy.72 For many Americans at that time
the killing was a shattering event that once and forever damaged their faith in the future. 'For
me," a radical student recalled, the assassination "has made all other acts irrelevant and trivial; it
has displaced time with paranoia, good with evil, relative simplicity with incomprehensibility,
and an ideal with dirt."73 A perceptive historian added later that the United States "stopped being
a place of infinite progress and ever-expanding promise. Instead, there were suspicions of dark
and far-reaching conspiracies."74 The belief in conspiracy reflected widespread feelings then and



later, especially among people who had wanted to think that Kennedy—young, handsome,
vibrant, heroic—had been the last best hope for a New Frontier. Something bright and
irreplaceable had gone out of their lives, and they yearned for explanations.

The assassination, finally, made a martyr of Kennedy. While President he had enjoyed
considerable political popularity. But he was never so admired as he was after his death,
whereupon he frequently ranked in public opinion polls (not among historians) above
Washington, Lincoln, and FDR as a "great" American President. 75 Some of this adulation
stemmed from the martyrdom caused by the assassination; Lincoln, too, had become a legend
after he had been shot. Some of it also depended on the response of Jackie and on the
extraordinary power of television to dramatize the three days of post-assassination ceremonies
that she had a major hand in designing. Millions of Americans huddled before their television
sets to watch Jackie, dressed in black, walk alongside her late husband's coffin, borne by a
riderless horse to Washington's St. Matthew's Cathedral for funeral services. The Kennedy
children, five-year-old Caroline and three-year-old John, were at her side. Following the service
John stood at attention, as he had seen the soldiers do, and saluted the coffin. The horse-drawn
procession then moved in stately slowness through Washington to Arlington National Cemetery
in Virginia. There Kennedy was laid to rest, his grave to be marked by an eternal flame
overlooking the city.

Five days later Jackie called the journalist-historian Theodore White to the Kennedy
compound in Hyannisport, where she told him a story that White placed in Life magazine on
December 6. People should realize, she said, that Jack had been sickly as a boy and had spent
hours reading about King Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table. In the last days of his life
he had responded warmly to Lerner and Loewe's Broadway musical Camelot, which
sentimentalized those wondrous days of chivalry and heroism. At night in his bedroom he played
the recording from Camelot before going to sleep, and he especially loved the lines

Don't let it be forgot,
that once there was a spot,
for one brief shining moment
that was known as Camelot.

 
Jackie added in White's article, read by millions, that the Kennedy administration had been
Camelot, "a magic moment in American history, when gallant men danced with beautiful
women, when great deeds were done, when artists, writers, and poets met at the White House and
the barbarians beyond the walls were held back." But "it will never be that way again. . . . There'll
never be another Camelot again."76

If Kennedy had been alive to read this, he would probably have derided it. And rightly so, for it
was myth-making of maudlin proportions. Still, it had an apparently lasting appeal to millions of
people who had been shaken by the assassination and who were looking for ways to affirm the
meaning of Kennedy's life. As they tried to cope with the future they were somber, to be sure.
They also yearned to erect monuments to his memory.



18
Lyndon Johnson and American Liberalism

 
Five days after Kennedy's assassination Lyndon Johnson went to Capitol Hill to address the
Congress. Millions of Americans across the country watched anxiously. The new President, a tall
and deliberate man, spoke slowly and clearly. "All I have," he said, "I would gladly have given
not to be standing here today." He then moved to his main theme, that he would finish what
Kennedy had started: "John F. Kennedy lives on. . . . No words are sad enough to express our
sense of loss. No words are strong enough to express our determination to continue the forward
thrust of America that he began."1

Kennedy, Johnson reminded his audience, had proclaimed at his inaugural in 1961, "Let us
begin." Now, Johnson said, "Let us continue." Focusing on domestic problems (as Kennedy had
not), Johnson enumerated some of the "dreams" that he said Kennedy had pursued: "education for
all of our children," "jobs for all who seek them," "care for our elderly," and above all, "equal
rights for all Americans whatever their race or color." Johnson stressed the issue of civil rights.
"No memorial or oration or eulogy could more eloquently honor President Kennedy's memory
than the earliest possible passage of the civil rights bill for which he fought so long. We have
talked long enough about equal rights in this country. We have talked for one hundred years or
more. It is time now to write the next chapter and write it in the books of law."

It was a solemn yet uplifting oration. When Johnson finished, his audience, which yearned for
leadership in the aftermath of the assassination, jumped to its feet and applauded
enthusiastically. Public opinion polls suggested that Johnson had also impressed the American
people. Unlike Truman, who had floundered upon taking office in 1945, Johnson, congressional
aide in 1931, congressman in 1937, senator in 1949, majority leader of the Senate from 1955
through 1960, Vice-President since 1961, seemed knowledgeable and assured. The fifty-five-
year-old Texan sounded like a President.

Johnson and his liberal allies, however, had to cope with a range of serious problems, the
largest of which was the war in Vietnam. At home he had to preside over the resolution of major
dynamics of American life that had been strengthening in recent years: the extraordinary moral
power of egalitarian ideas as nourished by the civil rights movement, and rapidly rising popular
expectations, many of them propelled by the promises of Kennedy. Interrelated, these dynamics
peaked in the mid-1960s. They excited still grander expectations—demands, in fact, for
government entitlements—that were both exhilarating and divisive. It was the peculiar fate of
Johnson, a master of coalition-building on Capitol Hill, to have to deal with forces that were on
their way to fragmenting the United States.2

JOHNSON WAS BORN  and raised in the hill country of southcentral Texas, the son of a
rough-edged father who struggled to make a sometimes precarious living and who served as a
populistically inclined state legislator, and of a strong-willed mother, who yearned for a more
genteel style of life. Strains afflicted the marriage and, biographers have surmised, left their
mark on young Lyndon, their eldest. People who remembered him as a boy and a young man



describe him as in many ways the son of the father: crude, boisterous, a little wild. They
remember him also, however, as in awe of his mother, who sternly withheld all signs of affection
when she was displeased with him. As he had yearned to win the love of his very different
parents, Johnson always seemed desperately eager to make people love him. He also became
adept at conciliation, a wonderful skill for anyone who hopes to advance in politics. Throughout
his life he labored long and hard to bring people together.3

People close to Johnson, however, also felt that his upbringing left him insecure as he battled
his way up the political ladder. Unlike FDR, his role model, he lacked a patrician background.
Unlike Kennedy, to whom he was often unflatteringly contrasted, he lacked inherited wealth and
good looks. (Many contemporaries made fun of his ears, which were large and jutted out from his
head.) Instead, Johnson had had to struggle at every turn, barely losing a senatorial primary in
1941 (his opponent probably stole it from him) and barely winning one in 1948 (he surely stole
that). Following this narrow victory opponents derided him as "Landslide Lyndon." After re-
election in 1954, he finally had a secure political base, which he used to run for President in
1960. But by then he had acquired a reputation as a self-aggrandizing wheeler-dealer.

Regional identification remained strong in the United States, and Johnson felt especially
insecure about this aspect of his background. Among his southern and western colleagues on
Capitol Hill, it was a political asset which he used to full advantage. As he grew wealthy he
acquired a cattle ranch, in which he took great pride. He relished the chance to put on his boots
and cowboy hat, load visitors into his Cadillac, and drive them, terrified, at ninety miles per hour
about his far-flung property. But many easterners, especially well-educated people who admired
the polished and stylish Kennedy, considered Johnson to be a virtual caricature of all that they
associated with Texas. Many, noting his shiny, wide-lapeled suits and slicked-back hair, likened
him to a riverboat gambler. These aspersions stung Johnson, a proud and vain man. Whatever he
did, he came to believe, the eastern Establishment would disparage.

In the minds of Johnson and many of his admirers this Establishment had a broad reach. It
consisted, they thought, of reporters and columnists for eastern media empires, such as the
Washington Post  and the New York Times , and of their acolytes, highly educated esthetes and
snobs from expensive eastern schools and universities. The Times, Johnson complained in 1967,
"plays a leading part in prejudicing people against [me]. Editors won't use the word, 'President
Johnson,' in anything that is good. Bigotry [against Texans] is born in some of the New York
Times people."4 Johnson especially identified Kennedy-lovers with the Establishment.
Bewildered by the adulation that Kennedy received while he had lived, Johnson grew resentful
when the "Kennedy people" did not rally unconditionally to his side after 1963. "It was the
goddamnest thing," he later told a biographer. "He [Kennedy] never said a word of importance in
the Senate and he never did a thing. But somehow . . . he managed to create the image of himself
as a shining intellectual, a youthful leader who would change the face of the country. Now, I will
admit that he had a good sense of humor and that he looked awfully good on the god-damn
television screen and through it all was a pretty decent fellow, but his growing hold on the
American people was a mystery to me."5

If Johnson had been a more reflective man, he might have understood why many Americans
failed to warm up to him. For Johnson was in many ways unlikeable. Stories about his towering



vanity are legion. As a senator he offered to give a calf from his ranch to parents who named
their babies after him. When he became President, he ordered White House photographers to
record his movements for posterity. One estimate concludes that he had 500,000 photos taken of
himself. Johnson enjoyed studying these shots and regularly gave them to visitors and
dignitaries. Johnson also had plastic busts made of himself, which he was known to stroke
affectionately while conversing with people in the White House. Paying a visit to the Pope, he
was presented with a fourteenth-century painting as a gift. In return he surprised the Pontiff by
giving him a bust of himself.6 Jokes, most of them unkind, featured Johnson likening himself to
Abraham Lincoln, FDR, or—most commonly—to Jesus or God.

Johnson's vanity probably served to compensate for the insecurities that seemed central to his
character. His urge to dominate may have had similar roots. Whatever the sources, his need for
total loyalty among associates was legendary. Staff members came to understand that they not
only had to work long hours; they also had to honor him and to surrender to his imperious will.
When Johnson became President he dictated dress codes for his aides. He insisted that they be
reachable at all times of the day or night. To be assured of getting in touch with Joseph Califano,
one of his most trusted advisers, Johnson had a telephone installed next to the toilet in Califano's
office bathroom. Worst of all for a staff member was when he was summoned to confer in
Johnson's bathroom while the President was sitting on the toilet.7

Johnson demanded not only loyalty but also subservience from people around him. To
humiliate and even to frighten others was to heighten his own sense of himself. He explained to
an aide, "Just you remember this: There's only two kinds at the White House. There's elephants
and there's pissants. And I'm the only elephant." A disenchanted press secretary, George Reedy,
later observed that Johnson "as a human being was a miserable person—a bully, sadist, lout, and
egoist. . . . His lapses from civilized conduct were deliberate and usually intended to subordinate
someone else to do his will. He did disgusting things because he realized that other people had to
pretend that they did not mind. It was his method of bending them to his desires."8

How could such a man rise so high in American politics by 1960? One reason was desire.
Beginning in 1931, when he first arrived in Washington as a twenty-three-year-old congressional
secretary, Johnson was obsessively ambitious. He worked extraordinarily long hours and drove
himself to near exhaustion in many of his campaigns. Running for the House in a special election
in 1937, he lost forty-two pounds in forty days. Seeking a Senate seat eleven years later, he lost
some thirty pounds before squeaking through to victory in a primary. He was always careless of
his health, bolting down food, smoking heavily, and drinking recklessly. In 1955, when he was
only forty-seven, he suffered a severe heart attack and cut back on cigarettes. He remained driven
and restless, unable to settle for what he had done in life.

With his eye on the future, Johnson always displayed shrewd political instincts. As a young
man he sought the attention of FDR, who named him in 1935 as director of the National Youth
Administration (NYA) in Texas. Johnson was then only twenty-six. Once in the House he quickly
befriended Sam Rayburn, the powerful Texan who became Speaker in 1940 and held that office
(except during four years of GOP control) until his death in 1961. Rayburn, a lifelong bachelor,
treated Johnson almost as a son. When Johnson moved to the Senate in 1949, he became a
protege of Richard Russell of Georgia, leader of the southern Democratic bloc in the upper house



and one of the most influential men in American government. Carefully cultivated connections
such as these helped Johnson to rise with remarkable speed. When he became Democratic leader
in the Senate in 1953, he was only forty-five years old, the youngest man in modern American
history to hold such a position.

Johnson's ability to manipulate the political system, while unmatched, only partly explained
his advancement. Equally important was his great skill as persuader and coalition-builder,
especially in the Senate, where he established his national reputation in the 1950s. Johnson made
it his business to know everything he could about the personal foibles and political needs of his
colleagues, whom he assiduously wooed with courtesies and small favors. He knew when to
flatter, when to bargain, when to threaten. He worked hard to familiarize himself with the details
of legislation and counted noses carefully before going out on a limb. When he decided on a
course of action, he expected to win, and he usually did.9

Colleagues on the Hill who resisted Johnson often received what contemporaries described in
awe as The Treatment. This was Johnson the persuader at his most compelling. Senator George
Smathers of Florida described The Treatment as "a great overpowering thunderstorm that
consumed you as it closed in around you." It could last a few minutes or several hours. As the
journalists Rowland Evans and Robert Novak described it, Johnson "moved in close, his face a
scant millimeter from his target, his eyes widening and narrowing, his eyebrows rising and
falling. From his pockets poured clippings, memos, statistics. Mimicry, humor, and the genius of
analogy made The Treatment an almost hypnotic experience and rendered the target stunned and
helpless."10

Liberals who observed Johnson in these Senate years refused to be beguiled. Most of them
continued to regard him as a smooth and self-serving political operator who had engaged in vote
fraud in order to enter the Senate. Some of his aides, such as right-hand man Bobby Baker,
seemed even more slippery. Liberals also refused to credit him with true instincts for reform.
Noting his friendship with conservative southerners like Russell—and his reluctance to criticize
Eisenhower—they further denounced him for his support of Texas oil interests, his coolness to
organized labor, and what they assumed was his ambivalence about civil rights.

Liberals had ample cause for questioning Johnson's claims to be one of them. Especially
before 1954, he felt he had to tread carefully lest he offend politically powerful conservative
business interests in Texas. Johnson, however, was more liberal than many contemporaries
imagined. Obsessed though he was with advancing himself, he also hoped to advance social
justice. As director of the NYA in Texas in the 1930s he had worked effectively to direct federal
help to the young people who were the targets of the legislation; no other state director was so
energetic or successful as Johnson. He strongly backed other New Deal social programs,
especially rural electrification and public housing. When he ran for the House in 1937, he was the
only contender enthusiastically to support Roosevelt's controversial plan to pack the Supreme
Court. Then and later FDR remained his idol.11

Johnson's belief in bread-and-butter liberalism as advanced by the New Deal reflected his
regional interests. He insisted that federal aid was the key to breaking down the isolation and
destitution of the South, by far the nation's most poverty-stricken region. He took care while
President to direct as much federal money as possible to the South and West, thereby helping to



bring the Sun Belt, as it became called, into the mainstream of the American economy. But
Johnson's faith in the State as benefactor of socio-economic progress transcended regional
particularism. In this belief, the essence of his political philosophy, he was very much in tune
with liberals of his generation.

As JOHNSON PREPARED his domestic programs in late 1963, he knew—everyone knew—
that he possessed an enormous advantage that liberal predecessors had been denied since the late
1930s: a national mood so eager for strong presidential leadership that even Congress and
interest groups had to take heed. A number of developments helped to encourage such a mood.
Kennedy's expansive rhetoric about a New Frontier, although ignored on the Hill in his lifetime,
had kept a liberal agenda alive. Surging growth of the economy since 1962 helped enormously:
the nation, it seemed, could afford expensive federal programs. And highly optimistic liberal
bureaucrats, such as Walter Heller of the Council of Economic Advisers, were certain that social
science expertise and computerization gave government the tools to change the world.

Forces such as these, however, paled in power compared to the impact of Kennedy's
assassination. This impact, to be sure, did not move everyone in the same way. Some people
thought that sinister forces had overtaken the country: reform in such a satanic society was futile.
Conservatives clung to historically powerful doubts about the capacity of government to improve
on the market. Special interest groups continued to resist changes that appeared to endanger
them. Millions of Americans, as always, remained apathetic or apolitical. Still, Kennedy's
assassination touched many people as they had not been touched before. Could the murder of so
young and promising a leader be redeemed? Must his life be wasted? A palpable popular
yearning for determined political leadership seemed ubiquitous.

Johnson provided it. In the months following Kennedy's death he scarcely wavered in his
certainty that he, like FDR, could develop public programs to benefit society and to secure the
progress of the "Free World." He was equally confident that the United States had more than
enough resources to accomplish these things. Indeed, he epitomized the rise of grand
expectations that captured many liberals in the 1960s. "I'm sick of all the people who talk about
the things we can't do," he told an aide in 1964. "Hell, we're the richest country in the world, the
most powerful. We can do it all."12

In pushing for such an expansive liberalism, LBJ (as many people called him) devoted
unprecedented attention to Capitol Hill. "There is," he explained later, "but one way for a
President to deal with the Congress, and that is continuously, incessantly, and without
interruption. If it's really going to work, the relationship between the President and Congress has
got to be almost incestuous. . . . . He's got to build a system that stretches from the cradle to the
grave, from the moment a bill is introduced to the moment it is officially enrolled as the law of
the land." He added, "A measure must be sent to the Hill at exactly the right moment. . . . Timing
is essential. Momentum is not a mysterious mistress. It is a controllable fact of political life that
depends on nothing more exotic than preparation."13

Johnson worked as hard at accommodating congressional sensibilities as any President in
modern American history. Again and again, and at all hours, he picked up the phone to call and to
flatter legislators, among them junior people who had never heard from the White House before.
Leaving nothing to chance, he insisted that his political aides be on the Hill at all times. With



characteristic crudeness he told them, "You got to learn to mount this Congress like you mount a
woman." He told Califano never to take a congressman's vote for granted. "Don't ever think about
those things. Know, know, know! You've got to know you've got him, and there's only one way
you know." Johnson raised his right hand, made a fist, and looked at it. "And that's when you
know you've got his pecker right here." LBJ then opened his desk drawer, unclasped his fist as
though he were dropping something, slammed the drawer, and smiled.14

One of Johnson's first major efforts after Congress resumed work in early 1964 was to secure
passage of the tax cut that Kennedy had supported. A version of it had previously passed the
House, but a companion bill was stalled in the Senate by determined fiscal conservatives who
demanded that the administration also agree to pare expenditures in the coming fiscal year.
Heller and other liberals resisted this pressure and held out for a budget that would set spending
at $101.5 billion. Johnson broke the stalemate by siding with the conservatives. "If you don't get
this budget down to around 100 billion," he told Heller, "you won't pee one drop."15

Congressional conservatives, pleased by Johnson's concession, soon approved a bill. It called
for cuts totaling $10 billion over the next two years, and Johnson signed it in February. As many
liberals had predicted earlier, the law mainly helped upper-income groups and corporations.
Loopholes persisted, unchallenged by congressional liberals or conservatives, for years
thereafter. Still, Johnson's accommodating stance on taxes helped to produce a law that had
seemed badly bogged down before Kennedy's death. His flexibility thereby enhanced his
reputation as a legislative leader. The law, moreover, promised to benefit a good many people,
pleasing members of Congress in an election year. Some economists, Heller included, hoped that
the tax cut would indeed stimulate the economy and thereby demonstrate the virtues of
Keynesian ideas.

Johnson's next major effort pursued a goal that he grandiloquently announced in his State of
the Union message in January: "This administration, today, here and now, declares unconditional
war on poverty in America."16 This idea, too, he had taken in part from Kennedy, whose
economic advisers had been developing plans to battle poverty in the last weeks of his life.
Heller managed to see Johnson on the evening of November 23, one day after the assassination,
and to mention in a general way what Kennedy and his advisers had been thinking. "That's my
kind of program," Johnson replied. "Move full speed ahead."17

Heller, elated, proceeded to do so. So did others in the governmental bureaucracy who had
already been working on related problems. Among them were officials on the President's
Committee on Juvenile Delinquency, which Kennedy had set up in May 1961. Exploring
programs in various cities, the committee had become especially attracted to Mobilization for
Youth, an experimental effort on the Lower East Side in New York City. Theorists for MFY, as it
was called, believed that social problems such as delinquency stemmed mainly from blocked
economic "opportunity" and that the remedy lay in community planning to increase such
opportunities.18 Impressed, the Kennedy administration awarded MFY a grant of $2.1 million in
May 1962.19 This idea, that poor people needed government help and guidance to promote wider
opportunity, lay at the heart of subsequent liberal efforts in the 1960s to fight poverty.

Michael Harrington's The Other America, published in late 1962, gave added force to liberals



who wanted to battle against poverty. Harrington maintained that 40 to 50 million Americans, or
as much as 25 percent of the population, were deeply in need. The book attracted widespread
attention, especially after it received a long and laudatory review by Dwight Macdonald in the
New Yorker  in January 1963. Kennedy apparently read the article. While Harrington had little
effect on the details of subsequent policy-making—he was far to the left of administration
liberals—his book did much to place the subject on the national political agenda. Poverty, having
been "invisible" (in Harrington's word) for years, had now been "rediscovered."20

Government officials, meanwhile, were sharpening their analytical skills to produce the
concept of a "poverty line." In 1964 this line was estimated to be around $3,130 for a family of
four and a little more than $1,500 for a single individual.21 By that standard, 40.3 million people
were "poor," around 21 percent of the population of 192 million.22 Certain groups, moreover,
clustered below the line, including more than half of black Americans, nearly one-half of people
living in female-headed families, and one-third of people over 65.

With poverty in the news, Johnson jumped at the chance to tackle it. He remembered the good
that the NYA and other New Deal social programs had done in the 1930s, and he wanted to be the
President who finished what FDR had started. Equally important, he shared the contemporary
liberal view that the United States, a rich and resourceful country, could afford to do something.
Johnson also believed unquestioningly in another liberal faith: that government had the skill to
improve the lot of its citizens. What motivated Johnson to fight poverty, in short, was not the
worsening of a social problem—higher percentages of Americans had been poor in the 1950s—
but the belief that government could, and should, enter the battle. These optimistic expectations,
not despair, lay at the heart of American liberalism in the sixties.

Political motivations further influenced Johnson's enthusiasm for a war against poverty. He
was anxious to draw upon Kennedy's ideas and to get something passed in order to demonstrate
his skills with Congress. He especially wanted to be able to point to solid accomplishments in the
forthcoming presidential campaign. In February he named R. Sargent Shriver, a brother-in-law of
Kennedy who already headed the Peace Corps, to develop a bill. Shriver, like Johnson, was less
interested in the details of legislation than in results on the Hill, and he fashioned a hodgepodge
of presumably popular prescriptions against poverty. These included programs to improve
education for pre-schoolers and adults, to expand job training, and to create a domestic version of
the Peace Corps that would send idealistic volunteers into poverty-stricken areas.23

Neither Shriver nor Johnson intended their efforts to increase governmental spending on
public assistance. Both hated the very idea of long-term welfare dependency and of costly
governmental outlays for public aid. "Welfare," indeed, remained a dirty word in the lexicon of
liberals as well as of conservatives in the United States. Instead, Johnson hoped that a "war" on
poverty would provide the "opportunity" necessary to help people help themselves. Welfare,
thereby rendered unnecessary, would wither away. The goal, Shriver said repeatedly, was to offer
a "hand up, not a hand out," to open "doors" to opportunity, not to establish federally financed
"floors" under income. Johnson also made it clear that he would not increase taxes—after all, he
had just signed a tax cut—for a large-scale program of public employment. Having promised
conservatives to control spending, he intended to hold the line. From the beginning, therefore, the
war on poverty had limited firepower. It was to rely mainly on educational programs and job



training, mostly for young people, in order to improve their skills and their equality of
opportunity. Enhancing opportunity was a profoundly American idea, rooted in a tradition dating
to Thomas Jefferson and the Declaration of Independence.24

The poverty bill that Shriver and others fashioned in the spring of 1964 also included the idea
of "community action." Those who coined the phrase did not define it with precision. Without
much reflection they hoped that poverty programs would promote community development—
another cherished American faith—and that local leaders would be involved at some level with
formulating and carrying out the war. Only later, when the war against poverty got started, did it
become clear that community action programs, or CAPs, would become the heart of the effort.25

A few of the draftsmen in early 1964 went further and imagined that poor people themselves
should play important roles in developing community action. In the phrasing that appeared in the
legislation, the poor were to have "maximum feasible participation." What the phrase meant did
not become clear, and it attracted little notice during congressional debates over the bill. It was
only later that a few radicals and activists tried to assign "maximum feasible participation" to
themselves. In doing so they clashed sharply with local authorities, including Democratic
politicians who had other ideas for the money. "Community action" and "maximum feasible
participation" then became fighting words that divided the Democratic party. Such were some of
the longer-range consequences of a bill that Johnson had expected to bring him praise and
gratitude.26

These, to be sure, were unintended consequences. Neither Johnson nor Shriver foresaw them in
the spring of 1964. Still, they can be faulted for their haste. Hurrying to start the war, they did not
wait for studies to be done that might have told them more about the nature of poverty, which
had complicated structural roots that their bill scarcely considered. The majority of poor people
in the United States—as in any industrialized economy—needed more than education, job
training, or the engagement of domestic peace corps workers. Millions were too old, too sick, or
too disabled to benefit much from such efforts. Single mothers with young children confronted
multiple problems, including the need for costly day care. Blacks, Mexican-Americans, and other
minorities faced widespread discrimination in housing and jobs. Unemployment,
underemployment, and low wages afflicted millions of people in the labor force. Farm and
migrant workers had long been among the poorest of people; approximately 50 percent of
Americans living on farms in 1960 were poor by government definition. The South, a
predominantly rural region, then and later suffered from the highest incidence of poor people in
the nation.27

Radicals such as Harrington understood and highlighted the depth of these structural roots of
poverty. "The entire invisible land of the other America," he wrote, "[had become] a ghetto, a
modern poor farm for the rejects of society and the economy." Harrington went further in his
condemnation of American society to argue that many of America's poor lived in a "separate
culture, another nation, with its own way of life." He concluded, "The most important analytic
point to have emerged in this description of the other America is the fact that poverty in America
forms a culture, a way of life and feeling, that makes it a whole."28

Harrington employed the concept of a "culture of poverty" to dramatize the seriousness of the



problem and to force politicians to act. Conservatives, however, made the most of the idea in
subsequent debates over the nature of poverty. If poverty was rooted in the very culture of many
low-income Americans, they said, then it was foolish for policy-makers to think they could do
much about it.29 Liberal efforts, it followed, at best were a waste of the taxpayers' money. At
worst they were counterproductive, for they would encourage "undeserving" people—"drunks,"
"deadbeats," "welfare mothers"—to rely on the government. Conservatives further insisted that
most "poor" people managed all right. To be "poor" in the 1960s, they said with some asperity,
was to live far more comfortably than "poor" people had lived in the 1930s or at the turn of the
century.30

Some of these conservative arguments were hard to refute. Most of the people defined by the
government as poor in the 1960s had central heating, indoor plumbing, and television. Many
owned cars. In much of the world they would have been considered well-off. But in comparing
living standards in the 1960s to the past, conservatives failed to appreciate that escalating
expectations were beginning to affect the poor as well as more affluent people. Television
heightened these expectations by blanketing the screen with programs and commercials that
advertised the affluent society. Low-income people, realizing what they lacked, developed an
ever more acute sense of relative deprivation. As their expectations intensified in the next few
years—in part because of hype from the "war" against poverty itself—this sense increased. It
underlay much of the acrimonious social conflict that arose later in the decade.31

Conservative arguments about a "culture of poverty" were also flawed. To be sure, durable
subcultures, most obviously among racial minorities, persisted in the United States. Notions
about cultural "consensus" that had been widespread in the 1950s seemed increasingly wrong-
headed in the 1960s, when blacks and other self-conscious ethnic groups reasserted their cultural
roots. And some of these groups, such as blacks, Mexican-Americans, and Native Americans, had
rates of poverty that were much higher than those of whites. But most low-income people, blacks
included, continued also to subscribe to mainstream cultural values such as the blessings of
democracy, hard work, and long-term marriage and family life. They were not isolated in a
puncture-proof or inferior "culture" of their own. Where they were often most different was not
in culture but in class standing. They lacked money. Lacking money, they lacked power, and they
felt aggrieved. Many institutions, moreover, seemed distant or irrelevant to them. Labor unions,
which had assisted upward mobility in the 1930s and 1940s, were weakening and offering
relatively little help. Many low-income Americans, living in such a world, grew angry and
resentful. Others remained apathetic, thereby appearing to confirm negative stereotypes about
them. Feelings such as these exposed class and racial divisions that radicals like Harrington
deplored.

Johnson, Shriver, and the others who developed the war on poverty, however, were not
radicals. They were optimists who reflected the confidence of contemporary American liberal
thought. Unlike radicals, they thought that most poor people needed only a helping hand to rise in
life. Unlike conservatives, they had great faith that government could and should extend that
hand. Largely unaware of rising feelings of relative deprivation, they gave little thought to the
idea (which was politically unrealistic) of redistributing wealth or income. They were not much
concerned about inequality. They focused instead on programs to promote greater opportunity—a



politically attractive goal—and pushed ahead impatiently for congressional action.

When Shriver and his advisers sent their handiwork to the Hill, Republicans and many
Democratic conservatives hotly opposed it. Senate Republican leader Everett Dirksen of Illinois
called the idea "the greatest boondoggle since bread and circuses in the days of the ancient
Roman empire—when the Republic fell."32 But the legislative outcome was never much in
doubt, for Johnson had worked with Shriver to assure that he had more than enough loyal
Democrats—and a few liberal Republicans—to pass the bill. That they did on heavily partisan
but nonetheless comfortable votes (226 to 185 in the House and 61 to 35 in the Senate) in August.
The final measure included most of the various ideas and programs that had surfaced earlier in
the year: loans for small business and rural development, funding for work-study benefiting
college students, and the domestic peace corps idea, which was entitled Volunteers in Service to
America, or VISTA. The bill also authorized establishment of Job Corps centers to provide job
training and of a Neighborhood Youth Corps to create low-wage jobs for young people, mainly in
central city areas. Finally, it called for development of community action programs, to be worked
out by local leaders in concert with Washington. The act, underlining the focus on providing
opportunity, set up an Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO)."33

To no one's surprise Shriver became head of OEO, whereupon he moved quickly to create the
necessary bureaucracy and to hasten the flow of money before election time. Shriver believed
sincerely in the capacity of government programs to help the needy, and he was an aggressive
administrator. He proved especially adept on Capitol Hill, where he spent much of his time in the
next few years trying to ensure continued support for the "war." Some of the initiatives pioneered
by OEO-funded community action programs, moreover, generated fairly considerable support
over time, notably Head Start and Follow Through, which aimed to improve the educational
opportunity of poor children.34 Another CAP initiative, Neighborhood Legal Services, was much
more controversial but managed to offer sorely needed legal advice to welfare recipients and
others. These efforts returned the problem of poverty, long neglected, to on the agenda of
national policy-making.

OEO, however, was poorly funded from the first. Congress appropriated at most $800 million
in new money in 1964. This was less than 1 percent of the federal budget. With at least 35
million people officially defined as poor at the time, this came to a little more than $200 per poor
person per year. And very little of the money went directly to the poor. Most OEO dollars,
instead, covered the salaries and expenses of administrators, professionals, and government
contractors who provided services such as Head Start or job training. Some of these officials
were upwardly mobile blacks who for the first time secured fairly dependable employment with
the government; for them, the war on poverty was a true opportunity. But few of them had been
poor. Not only radicals like Harrington but also many liberals deplored the miniscule character
of the program. It was at best a skirmish, not a war.35

If the United States had faced a depression in 1964, larger sums for a "war" on poverty might
have been acceptable on Capitol Hill. For a brief spell in the mid-1930s Congress had authorized
$3 billion a year for relief and public employment, more than one-third of the federal budget. But
1964 promised great and continuing economic growth, and few people applied pressure for larger
expenditures to help the poor. On the contrary, most Americans maintained historically durable



and largely conservative attitudes about the subject: aside from special "categories" of the
"deserving poor"—people who were disabled, widows with children, the elderly without social
insurance—the needy should normally take care of themselves. In the face of such widely held
faith in individualism, it was unthinkable in 1964 that Congress would do much more than it did.

Lack of money, to be sure, was a drawback if one sought truly to fight a war. But low funding
was not, as some observers later claimed, solely the fault of a fiscally prudent Congress or of a
subsequent rise in military spending that threatened growth in domestic programs. On the
contrary, Johnson himself never sought much more than he received. This was not only because
he focused on providing opportunity rather than handouts. It was also because he truly hoped to
hold down spending. He came close, managing to reduce federal expenditures slightly from 1964
to 1965—from $118.5 billion to $118.2 billion—and the annual deficit from $5.9 billion to $1.4
billion. Federal government spending as a percentage of gross domestic product actually
decreased a little in the early 1960s, from 18.3 percent in 1960 to 17.6 percent in 1965, before
rising again to 19.9 percent in 1970.36 Conservatives who railed at LBJ (and more generally at
liberals in the 1960s) for "throwing money at problems" somewhat distorted the realities of
government fiscal policies. Indeed, increases in federal spending for domestic purposes, while
substantial by 1968, were hardly lavish. It was not until the supposedly more conservative 1970s
and 1980s that public spending for domestic programs—especially health care and Social
Security—exploded in size and created huge deficits. Some of this increase was attributable to
growth (largely unforeseen) in programs from the Johnson years, but much also stemmed from
legislation in the early 1970s.37

Nor was lack of money the only drawback. As indicated, OEO-type programs failed to attack
the problems of the poor. Take job training, for example. Some trainees managed to find work,
but it was far from clear that the training turned the tide for them. To some extent, Job Corps and
other manpower programs "creamed" upwardly mobile people who would have found work in
any event. Moreover, some of the trainees who found employment replaced other workers,
canceling out any net gains. Otherwise, the OEO made no effort in the short run—such as
providing public jobs—to fight underemployment and unemployment. It did nothing to lessen
inequality. To have placed more federal money in job training—or in educational programs such
as Head Start—would have enhanced the life-chances of some of America's poor, but perhaps not
very many. In the short run, offered neither work nor welfare, they remained poor.38

Flaws such as these might not have mattered much if all that was at stake was a billion or so
dollars a year. And indeed they did not matter in the fall of 1964, when Shriver pressed ahead
excitedly with his plans. At that time, the existence of the war on poverty enhanced Johnson's
reputation among liberals as a man who cared about the unfortunate and who could get Congress
to do his bidding. LBJ's political timing, in which he took justifiable pride, had been good as he
readied for the presidential campaign.

But the flaws did matter in the longer run—even as early as 1965. This was in part because
Johnson and his aides greatly oversold their efforts, thereby raising unrealistic expectations, both
among liberal observers and among the poor themselves. The struggle against poverty was hailed
as the centerpiece of LBJ's liberal program. It was to be an "unconditional war." Poverty, Shriver
said, could be wiped out (with sufficient funding) within ten years. Predictions such as these



were an understandable and to some extent pardonable aspect of political salesmanship. But
given the obduracy of destitution in all human societies, they were astonishing. When the
predictions failed to materialize, mounting disillusion and cynicism undermined the liberal
premise even as the expectations survived.39

SECURING PASSAGE OF A TAX CUT  and a war on poverty helped to establish Johnson's
credentials as a skilled and successful leader of Congress. But the civil rights bill that Kennedy
had introduced in June 1963 represented the central test of LBJ's presidential abilities. Johnson's
struggle to get it passed absorbed most of his time and effort for the first six months of 1964.

Several considerations led Johnson to throw himself into the cause. First and foremost, he
believed in it. Having grown up in Texas, he had seen first-hand the viciousness of racial
discrimination, and he empathized with the victims. As a congressman he had battled to ensure
that federal agricultural programs treated blacks and whites equally. Milo Perkins, a top official
in the Farm Security Administration at the time, recalled that Johnson "was the first man in
Congress from the South ever to go to bat for the Negro farmer." When Congress approved
appropriations for public housing in 1937, Johnson persuaded officials of the United States
Housing Authority to select Austin as one of the first three cities in the nation to receive funding.
He then got the city to "stand up for the Negroes and the Mexicans" and to designate 100 of the
186 housing units for them.40 Although he moved cautiously as a senator so as not to offend
white supporters, he remained well to the left of most southern politicians at the time. When he
singled out Kennedy's civil rights bill in his speech to Congress five days after the assassination,
he made it clear that he was sincere and determined.

The new President also recognized that great effort was necessary if the bill were to become
law. Kennedy's measure was certain to pass the House in some form in 1964, but to maintain
credibility among liberals, many of whom deeply distrusted him, LBJ had to lead a strong bill
through the gauntlet of the Senate. Johnson recalled, "If I didn't get out in front on this issue [the
liberals] would get me. . . . I had to produce a civil rights bill that was even stronger than the one
they'd have gotten if Kennedy had lived. Without this, I'd be dead before I could even begin."41

As expected the House approved a bill early in February by the comfortable margin of 290 to
130, leaving the Senate to determine the fate of the measure. When Johnson heard of the vote, he
wasted no time. "All right, you fellows," he phoned aides celebrating in a House corridor. "Get
over to the Senate. Get busy. We've won in the House, but there is a big job across the way." 42

Johnson and his aides knew that southern senators, led by Russell of Georgia, would try to
filibuster the bill to death. Passage depended on his ability to get the Senate to vote for cloture,
the only way to stop the interminable talk. Under rules at the time cloture required the votes of
two-thirds of the Senate.

The key to getting two-thirds was GOP minority leader Dirksen of Illinois, whose ultimate
position on the bill would guide many of the thirty-two other Republicans (one-third of the
chamber) in the Senate. But Dirksen, a colorful and loquacious conservative, was on the fence.
On the one hand, he seemed to favor some sort of bill. On the other, he (and many other
Republicans) wanted portions softened. Some sought to emasculate the measure. While Johnson
was willing to consider modest changes, he knew that liberals demanded a tough bill such as the



one that had passed in the House. Over the next several months he spent hours wooing Dirksen, a
friend and former colleague, sometimes by inviting him to the White House, swapping stories
with him, and drinking with him into the night.43

Johnson drove his staff members, keeping them around until late. He regularly quizzed Larry
O'Brien, his congressional liaison, on exactly what various senators had said that day, and he kept
long tally sheets of senators' names and columns for YES, NO, and UNDECIDED. AS Califano said
later, "Johnson would devour these tally sheets, thumb moving from line to line, like a baseball
fanatic reviewing the box scores of his home team. It was never too late to make one more call or
hold another meeting to nail down an uncertain vote."44

In making such an effort, Johnson had many useful allies. These included liberal labor union
leaders like Walter Reuther as well as activists like Clarence Mitchell, chief lobbyist for the
NAACP. Other civil rights leaders from SNCC, CORE, and SCLC pitched in. Church leaders
applied pressure throughout the struggle, at one point weighing in with a prayer vigil—"coercion
by men of the cloth," some observers said—at the Lincoln Memorial.45 On the Hill, Johnson
relied heavily on Senator Hubert Humphrey of Minnesota, who became floor leader for the bill.
A longtime champion of civil rights, Humphrey hoped to be named LBJ's running mate in the
1964 campaign. Like Johnson, he lobbied hard with undecided senators. He joked later, "I
courted Dirksen almost as persistently as I did [my wife] Muriel."46

The filibuster lasted three months, an all-time record, during which time opponents of the bill
grew increasingly emphatic. Senator Barry Goldwater of Arizona predicted that the bill would
"require the creation of a federal police force of mammoth proportions."47 Toward the end
Dirksen exacted some concessions, including one that limited sanctions against school
segregation to de jure practices in the South. He then announced that he and most other
Republicans were satisfied with the bill as it had come from the House. They voted for cloture,
which was approved on June 10 by a margin of 71 to 29. Opponents were twenty-one southerners,
three Democrats from outside the South, and five Republicans, including Goldwater. The bill
later passed, 73 to 27. Johnson signed the 1964 Civil Rights Act on July 2.48

The act contained a number of strong provisions. It banned racial discrimination in privately
run accommodations for the public, such as theaters, movie houses, restaurants, gas stations, and
hotels, and authorized the Attorney General to eliminate de jure racial segregation in public
schools, hospitals, playgrounds, libraries, museums, and other public places. The act stated that
schools, as well as other federally assisted institutions, faced loss of federal funds if they
continued to discriminate. It also authorized the Attorney General to bring suits on behalf of
parents complaining of discrimination in the schools and declared that the government would
assume their legal costs.

The law also included a section, Title VII, that forbade discrimination in employment and
specified the category of sex in addition to those of race, color, religion, and national origin. The
inclusion of sex as a category was originally the handiwork of House Rules Committee chairman
Howard Smith of Virginia. His motive was to defeat civil rights legislation, which he vigorously
opposed. If the amendment passed, he figured, liberals committed to protective legislation for
women might feel obliged to oppose the entire bill, which then would fail. But Smith



miscalculated, for liberals voted overwhelmingly for the final bill on the floor of the House. Title
VII remained in the bill that went to the Senate and emerged unscathed in the act that Johnson
approved in July. So did provision for creation of an Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC). Such was the process by which Title VII and the EEOC, later to become
keys to unanticipated and unprecedented federal enforcement of gender equality, entered the law
of the land.49

No law, of course, can work wonders overnight, and the 1964 Civil Rights Act was no
exception. Voting rights remained to be protected. Many employers and unions evaded the
strictures against job discrimination. De facto racial discrimination remained widespread in the
North, especially in housing and schooling. Many school districts, mainly in the Deep South,
continued to employ ruses of one sort or another to avoid desegregation in public education.
Until 1969, when the courts cracked down, little progress was made in this ever-sensitive area of
race relations. Finally, the law did not pretend to do anything to better the mostly abysmal
economic condition of black people in the United States. Like the war on poverty, it was a
liberal, not a radical, measure. It aimed to promote legal, not social, equality.50

The civil rights act was nonetheless a significant piece of legislation, far and away the most
important in the history of American race relations. Quickly upheld by the Supreme Court, it was
enforced with vigor by the Johnson administration. That required a huge expansion in the reach
of the State, for there were many thousands of hospitals, school districts, and colleges and
universities affected by provisions of the law.51 Although many southern leaders resisted, most
aspects of enforcement proved effective in time, and the seemingly impregnable barriers of Jim
Crow finally began to fall. Black people at last could begin to enjoy equal access to thousands of
places that had excluded them in the past. Few laws have had such dramatic and heart-warming
effects.

In retrospect, a comment by Dirksen at the time best explains why the Civil Rights Act of 1964
passed. Citing lines attributed to Victor Hugo, Dirksen mused, "No army can withstand the
strength of an idea whose time has come." He added, "In the history of mankind, there is an
inexorable moral force that moves us forward."52 His point, of course, was that the drive for civil
rights had acquired a momentum and a moral power by 1964 that not even filibuster rules in the
Senate could withstand. The momentum, in turn, derived from the thousands of heroic efforts by
civil rights activists in the preceeding years. It came from the bottom up, from the grass roots,
not from the top-down strategies of VIPs in Washington.

This was true, but it was also true that Johnson had dominated the Washington stage. Some
liberals still distrusted him, to be sure, as did black leaders, who suspected correctly that he, like
Kennedy, was using the FBI to spy on civil rights activists. But most civil rights lobbyists on the
Hill conceded his role as a star. Bayard Rustin said later that Johnson and his aides did "more . . .
than any other group, any other administration. . . . I think Johnson was the best we ever had."
Mitchell added that LBJ "made a greater contribution to giving a dignified and hopeful status to
Negroes in the United States than any other President, including Lincoln, Roosevelt, and
Kennedy."53 These were appropriate tributes to presidential leadership of an unusually high
order.



WHILE JOHNSON WAS  confidently commanding the ship of state in Washington, social and
ideological forces elsewhere in the nation were beginning to press on the mainstream of
American politics. These forces came from both the right and the left. Driving them, as so much
else in the 1960s, were the imperatives of class, region, and race.

Two rising political figures especially alarmed liberals in 1964. The first to emerge as a threat
to Johnson's ambitions was Governor George Wallace of Alabama. Early in his political career
Wallace had directed his appeals mainly at working-class whites, paying relatively little
attention to racial issues. Then and later he considered himself more of an economic populist—a
spokesman for ordinary people—than a representative of the Right.54 In 1958, however, he had
lost a primary contest for the governorship to John Patterson, who Wallace felt had whipped up
Negrophobia in order to beat him. Wallace was furious. "John Patterson out-nigguhed me," he
was said to have cried after the primary. "And boys, I'm not going to be out-nigguhed again."55

He wasn't. Winning in 1962, he exclaimed at his inauguration in 1963, "From this cradle of the
Confederacy, this very heart of the great Anglo-Saxon Southland . . . I say, segregation now!
Segregation tomorrow! Segregation forever!" As governor he continued to be liberal on
economic and educational issues, but he became a hero to many southern whites when he "stood
in the schoolhouse door" to block the court-ordered admission of two blacks to the University of
Alabama in 1963.

Wallace was an unusually powerful public speaker. A former Golden Gloves bantamweight, he
was feisty and combative. He conveyed a passion and a body language that electrified crowds
who came to hear him. Charged up, his eyes glowing with intensity, he seemed scarcely able to
control himself. Johnson called him a "runty little bastard and just about the most dangerous
person around."56 His appeal transcended racial issues, important though those were. Again and
again Wallace spoke as the champion of the common man. He attacked intellectuals, do-gooders,
federal bureaucrats, radicals, Communists, atheists, liberals, civil rights workers, student
protestors—soft and pampered elites all—who were threatening hard-working people. His was an
appeal, reminiscent in some ways of McCarthy's, that tapped with unexpected depth into the
class and regional resentments of American life.

He also had unlimited ambitions. He therefore decided to enter some Democratic presidential
primaries in the spring of 1964. His purpose, he said, was to sound an alarm against the civil
rights bill, which was then tying up the Senate. But he also planned to bring his larger message to
a national stage. The results staggered liberals. Although Wallace had little money and no real
organization, he attracted large and enthusiastic crowds, especially in white working-class areas,
where his angry assaults on distant government bureaucrats aroused passionate support. In April
Wallace carried 34 percent of the votes cast in the primary in Wisconsin, a normally liberal state.
Later in the spring he won 30 percent of the vote in Indiana and 43 percent in Maryland. "If it
hadn't been for the nigger bloc vote," he said of Maryland, "we'd have won it all."57

Wallace knew that he had no chance to win a presidential election, but he nonetheless
unnerved political adversaries. In June he announced that he would run as an independent on a
third-party ticket. By early July he had managed to get on the ballot in sixteen states. There was
talk that he might receive enough electoral votes in the South to deprive Johnson of outright
victory, thereby forcing the issue to be resolved by the House of Representatives.



While Wallace was rising to national prominence, conservative Republicans were developing a
remarkably well organized effort on behalf of a much more ideologically pure right-wing
political figure, Goldwater of Arizona. Goldwater was an affable man who had many friends on
the Hill. Tall, trim and handsome, he was tolerant in his personal relationships. He belonged to
the NAACP. He had been among the most consistently right-wing senators since he had come to
Washington in 1953. Contemporaries labeled him a conservative, and he wrote a popular
summation of his beliefs entitled The Conscience of a Conservative in 1960. In fact, however,
Gold water was a political reactionary who opposed virtually all efforts of the federal
government to intervene in domestic social policy, including civil rights legislation. The
graduated federal income tax, he believed, infringed on individual freedom, his highest value. An
ardent anti-Communist, he seemed anxious to send in military force to settle overseas disputes.
Goldwater's outspoken criticisms of Johnson's policies in 1964 attracted a fervent, well-financed
following of conservatives and reactionaries, most of them upper-middle-class, who determined
to make him the GOP presidential candidate in 1964. Diffidently, for Goldwater did not much
want to become President, he agreed to run for the nomination.

It seemed in early 1964 that Goldwater would fail in this effort. Polls suggested that he had
relatively little appeal, even among Republicans. Pundits observed correctly that he was too far
to the right to capture moderate voters. But Wallace's successes in the primaries exposed the rage
of many Americans against liberal policies and gave heart to right-wing elements in the GOP.
Goldwater's major contender for the nomination, moreover, had political liabilities of his own.
This was Governor Nelson Rockefeller of New York, a liberal who commanded virtually no
support in the conservative wing of the party. Two years earlier, when he had seemed assured of
the 1964 nomination, Rockefeller had left his wife of many years and married a much younger
woman. This action badly blighted his chances in 1964.

When Goldwater narrowly beat Rockefeller in a head-to-head California primary in June, it
was clear that the nomination was his. A month later, in mid-July, he got the nod in a raucous
GOP convention in San Francisco that exposed the bitter feelings rending the party. Goldwater
delegates booed so loudly when Rockefeller arose to speak that he could not be heard. Goldwater
was so angry at the rejection he received from moderates and liberals that he named
Congressman William Miller of New York as his running mate. Miller was almost totally
unknown but was nearly as reactionary as Goldwater himself. Goldwater closed by defending far-
right organizations such as the John Birch Society in his acceptance speech. "Let me remind
you," taunting his opponents, "that extremism in defense of liberty is no vice . . . and that
moderation in pursuit of justice is no virtue."58

Goldwater's nomination, liberals exulted, was the best thing that could have happened to the
Democratic party. His zealous supporters, however, were happy and hopeful. Southern
conservatives figured that he might beat Johnson in the region, and they prevailed on Wallace to
withdraw. Wallace did so, leaving the GOP with a good chance—for the first time since the
Reconstruction era—of scoring major triumphs in Dixie. Political observers braced for a
campaign centered on the politics of region and race.

ONCE THE REPUBLICANS had nominated Goldwater and Miller, Johnson and his advisers
concentrated on pulling all but the Right into a big and joyous coalition that would bring him



overwhelming victory. He orchestrated a Democratic convention in Atlantic City in late August
that played as he directed, including the selection of Humphrey as his running mate. Before it
was over, however, racial confrontations revealed fissures in American society that, while
ultimately harmless to LBJ in 1964, widened later to rend his party and transform the nature of
American politics.

Some of these fissures were already exposing the rise of fiercely anti-white activists
associated with the Nation of Islam. The Black Muslims, as they were called, had been formed in
the 1930s. Spurning Christianity as the religion of the slaveowner, they also rejected racial
integration and called for black people to separate and build up their own communities. Members
were to improve themselves by renouncing drink, drugs, tobacco, gambling, cursing, and sex
outside of marriage. Men were to wear white shirts and suits, women long dresses, head-
coverings, and no makeup. Deeply alienated from whites, the Muslims had no use for the
interracial civil rights movement or for "corrupt" and "evil" white society. They were racists
themselves, perceiving whites as "devils" who had been bleached in the years following creation
and foreseeing a day of judgment when Allah would defeat the whites and vindicate the blacks
through racial separation. Their ideas drew on versions of apocalyptic holiness religion popular
among blacks as well as on historically durable traditions of black nationalism.59

While the Muslims enjoyed growing popularity, mainly among the most deprived people in
ghetto areas of large northern cities such as Chicago, Detroit, and New York, they gained
relatively few full converts. Estimates are that there were between 5,000 and 15,000 active
Muslims in the early 1960s, 50,000 believers, and a considerably larger group of sympathizers.60

When Malcolm X, one of the most popular Muslim leaders, dismissed Kennedy's assassination
as a case of the "chickens come home to roost," he aroused bitter emotions. Elijah Muhammad,
leader of the Nation of Islam, berated Malcolm for his impolitic remarks, thereby sharpening a
split that had already widened between the two men. In March 1964 Malcolm X broke away from
the Nation to head his own group, the Organization of Afro-American Unity.

The rise of Malcolm X (born Malcolm Little; the X was a marker for the African family name
that had been lost under slavery) in the remaining eleven months of his life was impressive.61

During this time he took two trips to Africa, exploring further the teachings of Islam. He
gradually dropped the most extreme forms of anti-white racism held by the Black Muslims,
gravitating instead (or so it seemed) toward a more secular, quasi-socialistic platform that
foresaw some accommodation with poor and working-class whites. At the same time he
remained a black nationalist, and he insisted that blacks must help themselves, using violence if
provoked, if they hoped to survive the evils of white civilization. "There can be no revolution
without bloodshed," he proclaimed.62 He dismissed civil rights leaders as lackeys of the white
Establishment: King was a "traitor," a "chump," and a "fool." (King retorted that Malcolm was a
"hot-headed radical with a dangerous emotional appeal.") Malcolm was extraordinarily self-
possessed, articulate, quick-witted, and often funny. He spoke boldly and with a controlled but
obviously passionate anger. In the process he attracted growing attention and support from urban
blacks in 1964.

What Malcolm X might have been able do had he lived—enemies from the Nation of Islam
assassinated him in New York in February 1965—cannot be said. 63 Most politically engaged



black Americans at that time remained committed to the teachings of King or to the leaders of
other civil rights organizations. These leaders regarded Malcolm X as a wild and impractical
opportunist anxious for personal glory. Would he have dared to speak so boldly if he had to live
and work in the South, where activists were literally risking their lives? What, they asked, had he
actually accomplished, except to stir up resentments in the cities and thereby to blight the vision
of interracial progress? "What did he ever do?" Thurgood Marshall asked years later. "Name one
concrete thing he ever did."64 Other critics wondered how black people, a mostly poor and
relatively powerless 11 percent of the population, could hope to advance in American life if they
rejected white people and white institutions.65

These were good questions, and they indicate that Malcolm X was far from the inspirational
figure in 1964 that he later became, in martyrdom, for large numbers of blacks in the United
States. Still, Malcolm had begun to instill pride in increasing numbers of African-Americans,
some of whom were angrily verging on rebellion. On July 18, 1964, a riot erupted in Harlem.
Lasting a week, it featured fights between blacks and police, as well as burning and looting and
attacking of whites. When it quieted down, another riot broke out upstate in Rochester. King,
Randolph, Wilkins, and other black leaders called for peace, but in August riots stunned Paterson
and Elizabeth, New Jersey, and Philadelphia. Compared to other urban riots in American history
—and to riots later in the decade—these were relatively minor disturbances, and they stopped in
September. But they exposed the coming of "the fire next time" that Baldwin had prophesied in
1963. It seemed that Johnson's civil rights legislation, primarily addressing the legal rights of
blacks in the South, did little or nothing to placate the rage of blacks in the ghettos.

Racial confrontation in the South more directly threatened the President's hopes for a serene
and successful campaign in 1964. Mississippi, as so often in the history of the civil rights
movement, proved the major arena of conflict. There CORE, SCLC, NAACP, and SNCC had
earlier formed a Council of Federated Organizations (COFO) aimed at mobilizing black people,
especially to gain the right to vote. Robert Moses, still risking his life in the state, served as
program director for the effort, which had intensified in 1963. Aiding him at that time was a
cohort of eighty-odd white students, most of them from Yale and Stanford. They had been
recruited by Allard Lowenstein, a thirty-three-year-old white activist from New York who was
deeply engaged in the movement. In October 1963 they endorsed NAACP activist Aaron Henry
and Tougaloo College chaplain Ed King, a white man, as nominees for governor and lieutenant
governor on a Freedom party slate.66

Moses and others, heartened by these efforts, then began planning what became known as
Freedom Summer in Mississippi, a campaign in 1964 to register blacks as voters and to establish
"Freedom Schools" for black children.67 Seeking volunteers, they finally accepted more than
900, mainly white college students who could take at least part of a summer off. Most of them
underwent a week or two of training before going to Mississippi in late June. As they prepared to
go they were warned by veterans of the movement that the Johnson administration opposed the
venture and would offer them no federal protection. LBJ feared violence that in turn would
damage Democratic party unity in the coming campaign. As the volunteers arrived in the
Magnolia State, they faced enormous danger without hope of backing from the government.

What many had feared soon happened. On June 21 two white activists, Michael Schwerner and



Andrew Goodman, and one black activist, James Chaney, disappeared near Philadelphia,
Mississippi. When their bodies were finally found buried in an earthen dam in early August, it
was revealed that Schwerner and Goodman had been shot through the head once each with .38
caliber bullets. Chaney had been shot three times.68 Evidence implicated Neshoba County deputy
sheriff Cecil Price, who had apprehended the three young men and turned them over to a Klan-
dominated mob that killed them gangland style. Three years later an all-white jury convicted
Price and six others, including local Klan leader Sam Bowers, of "violating the civil rights" of
Schwerner, Chaney, and Goodman.69

The terror in Mississippi frightened the volunteers and outraged people throughout the world.
COFO leaders were angry, too—in part at themselves for lapses in their own precautionary
procedures, and in much larger part at the Johnson administration for having failed to provide
protection. The FBI, indeed, did not arrive on the scene until twenty hours after the three men
vanished and did not take charge of the search for three days. Later in the summer, Hoover,
responding to criticism, increased his forces in the state, and one of his informants made possible
the discovery of the bodies and the subsequent prosecution of the killers. COFO leaders and
volunteers, however, remained furious at the administration.

Violence and bloodshed further stained the efforts of that fateful summer. Between June and
the end of August foes of COFO burned or bombed thirty-five homes, churches, and other
buildings in Mississippi. Thirty-five volunteers were shot at (three were hit), eighty were beaten,
and three more were killed. White authorities made more than 1,000 arrests of COFO workers
and their allies. As Cleveland Sellers, a leader of COFO, recalled, "It was the longest nightmare I
have ever had, those three months."70

Much of the work that summer took place in the Freedom Schools, which engaged thousands
of poor, mostly rural black children and their parents in an experiment that promised much for
their lives. But the most highly publicized activity was to secure equal rights for black people in
state and national politics, and COFO mounted a major effort to enlarge the rolls of their
Mississippi Freedom Democratic party (MFDP). Pursuing an orderly democratic process, they
ultimately selected a total of thirty-four delegates and thirty-four alternates to represent the state
at the Democratic National Convention in late August in Atlantic City. Four of the delegates,
including Ed King, were white. Roughly three-quarters of them were small farmers.71

Thus was set in motion a highly contentious struggle between Johnson and liberal allies on the
one hand and militant civil rights workers on the other. The Freedom party delegates did not
intend that to be. Declaring their loyalty to the President and to the liberal ideals of the
Democratic party, they expected to be well received at the Johnson-dominated convention. The
rival white delegation chosen by party regulars, by contrast, denounced the civil rights act and
explicitly opposed the party platform. Most of these whites were expected to support Goldwater
in the fall. But Johnson, after first hoping to work out a compromise, discovered that the white
Mississippians would walk out of the convention if the MFDP received any consideration
whatever. Several other southern delegations threatened to join them. If that happened, Johnson
faced serious electoral consequences in Dixie.

Johnson, orchestrating every detail of his nomination, had foreseen controversy and had



planted FBI informants to secure intelligence about the upstarts soon to arrive at the
convention.72 He also leaned on the convention's credentials committee, which considered the
rival claims, so as to ensure that it would not vote to bring the inflammatory issue before the
convention floor. Still, he hoped that pressure and persuasion would help MFDP delegates see the
light. Some of the nation's best-known liberals, including Reuther and Humphrey, besieged
MFDP leaders with pleas and promises. Nationally known black leaders—Rustin, King, CORE
leader James Farmer—also seemed ready to accept a compromise. This would have allotted the
MFDP delegates two voting seats and admitted the rest with non-voting, honorary status. Johnson
further indicated, although in general terms, that convention rules would be changed so that
racial discrimination would not determine the selection of delegates in 1968. The credentials
committee did LBJ's bidding and recommended the deal.73

Carrots, however, failed to move the Freedom party delegates, largely because they offered
little. The two delegates to be seated, LBJ said, must include a white and a black, specifically Ed
King and Aaron Henry. They were not to be seated as Mississippi delegates—to do so would be
to concede the legitimacy of their claim to represent the state—but as delegates "at large."
Johnson further sent word that one of the most vociferous Freedom party delegates, Fannie Lou
Hamer, should not be permitted to vote at the convention.

Hamer had already attracted extraordinary attention among other delegates and reporters in
Atlantic City. An eloquent spokeswoman for what it was like to be black and poor in Mississippi,
Hamer was the twentieth child of impoverished, barely literate sharecroppers. In 1962 when she
had dared to register to vote, she had been driven off the land where she had worked for eighteen
years as a field hand. Later she had been badly beaten for encouraging other blacks to register.
She emerged from these ordeals as a strong and uncompromising advocate of equal rights.74

When she appeared before the credentials committee on August 22, she described in graphic
detail to spectators and to television viewers what had happened to her on that occasion:

I was carried to the county jail. . . . And it wasn't long before three white men came to
my cell where they had two Negro prisoners. The state highway patrolman ordered the first
Negro to take the blackjack. . . . And I laid on my face. The first Negro began to beat, and I
was beat until he was exhausted. . . . The state highway patrolman ordered the second Negro
to take the blackjack. The second Negro began to beat and I began to work my feet, and the
state highway patrolman ordered the first Negro who had beat to set on my feet and keep me
from working my feet. I began to scream, and one white man got up and began to beat me on
the head and tell me to "hush." One white man—my dress had worked up high—he walked
over and pulled my dress down and he pulled my dress back, back up. All of this is on
account we want to register, to become first-class citizens, and if the Freedom Democratic
Party is not seated now, I question America.75

 
When Johnson saw this testimony on TV, he quickly called a presidential press conference in the
hope that the networks would cover it and drive Hamer and others off the air. They did as he had
anticipated, preempting among others Rita Schwerner, whose husband had been murdered in
June. Johnson thought he had silenced "that illiterate woman," as he called Hamer. But the MFDP
had the last word, for that evening the networks rebroadcast the hearings in prime-time,



including all of Hamer's powerful testimony. Later, when asked to support Johnson's
compromise, she snorted, "We didn't come all this way for no two seats." Shortly thereafter the
Freedom party delegates decisively rejected the compromise.

In the short run Johnson was the winner of this struggle and the Freedom party loyalists the
losers. He was nominated by acclamation, as was Humphrey, his loyal aide. He was convinced,
moreover, that most white Americans—most voters—approved of his attempts to avoid
identification with extremes. "Right here," he said, "is the reason I'm going to win this thing so
big. You ask a voter who classifies himself as a liberal what he thinks I am and he says a liberal.
You ask a voter who calls himself a conservative what he thinks I am and he says I'm a
conservative. . . . They all think I'm on their side." And that, he said later, was "where the
majority of the votes traditionally are."76

In the long run, however, Johnson's liberal position on civil rights could not satisfy militants at
both ends of the spectrum. Given the polarization of emotions concerning race by 1964, this was
no longer possible. Angry white delegates from Mississippi raged at his efforts to compromise
and walked out of the convention. Some of the Alabamans also stalked out. For them and for
many other southerners, Goldwater and Wallace, not Johnson, were the politicians of choice. The
electoral results in November confirmed that the majority of white voters in the Deep South
remained unreconstructed rebels on the subject of race.

No group was more angry than the MFDP and other civil rights militants. Long suspicious of
liberals such as Kennedy and Johnson, they regarded the battle at Atlantic City as the last straw.
Many never trusted white people again. Almost all refused to listen to the blandishments, as they
saw them, of liberals or governmental bureaucrats. When emissaries of LBJ tried to explain to
Hamer that her refusal to compromise might cost Humphrey the vice-presidency, she stared at
them in disbelief. "Do you mean to tell me," she asked Humphrey, "that your position is more
important to you than four hundred thousand black people's lives?" When Humphrey tried feebly
to respond, she walked out in tears. When she ran into him later, she told him, "Senator
Humphrey, I been praying about you . . . you're a good man, and you know what's right. The
trouble is, you're afraid to do what you know is right."77 No exchange better captured the gulf
that by then was polarizing black militants and white liberals in America.

COMPARED TO THE UNREST in the cities and the turmoil at Atlantic City, the electoral
campaign that followed was relatively tame. Goldwater refused to run a demagogic campaign
focused on the issue of race. His position, after all, was already well suited to success in the Deep
South. Instead, he tried to bring across his highly ideological opposition to Big Government as it
had arisen in the United States under the New Deal, the Fair Deal, and the "Dime Store New
Deal" of the Eisenhower administration. "Socialism through Welfarism," he maintained, was the
greatest threat to Freedom.78

No presidential candidate in modern American history, however, proved more impolitic. He
once told the columnist Joseph Alsop, "You know, I haven't really got a first-class brain."
Politically speaking, this seemed evident in the campaign, during which Goldwater went out of
his way to offer voters what he called a "choice, not an echo." In the process he issued blunt
statements that alienated millions of voters. He went to Appalachia to denounce the war on
poverty and to the South to call for the sale to private interests of the Tennessee Valley



Authority, which was highly popular in the area. He told the elderly that he wanted to scrap
Social Security, and farmers that he opposed high price supports. "My aim," he insisted, "is not
to pass laws but to repeal them."79

Some of his statements were so uncompromising that he opened himself up to ridicule. "The
child has no right to an education," he proclaimed. "In most cases he will get along very well
without it." American missiles were so good, he said, that "we could lob one into the men's room
at the Kremlin." Angry at what he considered the arrogance of the liberal East Coast
Establishment, he observed, "Sometimes I think this country would be better off if we could just
saw off the Eastern Seaboard and let it float out to sea." Democrats had a field day playing with
the motto of his supporters, "In Your Heart You Know He's Right." "In your guts," they quipped,
"you know he's nuts."

Goldwater's bellicose statements on foreign policy left him especially vulnerable to criticism.
"Our strategy," he said, "must be primarily offensive. . . . We must—ourselves—be prepared to
undertake military operations against vulnerable Communist regimes." When asked earlier in the
year what he would do about Vietnam, he replied that he would bomb the supply routes in the
North. What would he do about trails hidden in the jungle? Goldwater answered that "defoliation
of the forests by low-yield atomic weapons could well be done. When you remove the foliage,
you remove the cover." Although Goldwater tried to clarify and deny these remarks—he meant
tactical weapons, not atomic bombs—he was consistent on one point: let the generals have a free
hand, and they would bring victory.80

If Americans had known what Johnson and his advisers were thinking about Vietnam at that
time, Goldwater would not have seemed extreme. For the fighting in Vietnam was going so badly
for Diem's forces that administration leaders were developing plans to escalate America's role.
By the summer of 1964 they had decided privately that the United States
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The desegregation of Montgomery buses: The Rev. Ralph Abernathy (front row, left), the Rev.
Martin Luther King, Jr. (second row), and the Rev. Glenn Smiley, ride a bus in December 1956.
The woman is unidentified. AP Library of Congress.

 

 
The Greensboro sit-in, February 2, 1960. The blacks depicted are Ronald Martin, Robert
Patterson, and Mark Martin. The white woman came to the counter for lunch but decided not to
sit down. UPI, Library of Congress.
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Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara, General Maxwell Taylor, Kennedy, and Secretary of
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Left to right: National Security Adviser McGeorge Bundy, Ambassador Maxwell Taylor, and
General William Westmoreland, in Vietnam, February 1965.
UPI/Bettmann. would sooner or later have to drop bombs on the North, and in August they
manipulated naval confrontations in the Tonkin Gulf off the coast of Vietnam that gave them
congressional authorization for escalation if the time should come.81

 
Having secured authority for military action in the future, Johnson posed as the peace

candidate during the campaign. He denounced Republican speakers, including Goldwater, who
talked of bombing the North, and said, "I want to be very cautious and careful, and use it [bombs]
only as a last resort, when I start dropping bombs that are likely to involve American boys in a
war in Asia with 700 million Chinese." He added,

I have not thought that we were ready for American boys to do the fighting for Asian
boys. What I have been trying to do . . . was to get the boys in Vietnam to do their own
fighting with our advice and with our equipment. That is the course we are following. So we
are not going north and drop bombs at this stage of the game, and we are not going south
and run out and leave it for the Communists to take over.82

 
From the beginning of the campaign, polls showed that Johnson had a large lead. But it was

simply not in him only to win; he had to dominate. Taking no chances, he sanctioned an
unprecedentedly harsh and negative series of television spots. One featured a large saw cutting
through a wooden map of the United States while the narrator cited Goldwater's comment about
the East Coast. Another depicted a pair of hands tearing up a Social Security card.83 The most
controversial spot characterized Goldwater as a maniac whose foreign policies would destroy the
world. It showed a little girl picking petals off a daisy and counting, "one, two, . . . five—." Then
the girl looked up startled and the frame froze on her eye until she dissolved into a mushroom-
shaped cloud and the screen went black. While she disintegrated a man's voice, loud as if at a test
site, intoned, "ten, nine. . . ." An explosion followed, whereupon the voice of Johnson was heard.



"These are the stakes—to make a world in which all of God's children can live, or go on into the
dark. We must either love each other, or we must die." The spot closed with the familiar
message, "Vote for President Johnson on November 3. The stakes are too high for you to stay at
home." The daisy spot, as it was called, provoked a flood of protest that deluged the White House
switchboard with phone calls. Embarrassed, Johnson had it pulled after one showing. But
television news programs showed it repeatedly during the next few weeks. It was later estimated
that 40 million Americans saw it at one time or another.84

Goldwater and his staff responded with some negative spots of their own. Indeed, the battle in
1964 was especially nasty. A later survey of campaigns between 1964 and 1988 concluded that a
record-high 40 percent of television ads in 1964 featured negative personal jabs at the
opposition.85 But Goldwater's spots were much less negative, and they attracted less attention.
Most of the GOP budget went instead to coverage of speeches and statements. These continued to
feature Goldwater's uncompromising and often reactionary views, mainly on domestic issues.
According to polls, they did nothing to bolster his chances in November.

SOME OF THE RESULTS of the election of 1964 signaled deep danger ahead for the
Democratic party. Thanks mainly to Johnson's ardent support of the civil rights act, many
southern whites showed that they wanted nothing more to do with him. Largely for this reason he
lost the states of Mississippi, Alabama, South Carolina, Louisiana, and Georgia in November, as
well as Goldwater's Arizona. He won narrowly in Florida. A majority of white voters in
Arkansas, Tennessee, North Carolina, and Virginia rejected the President.86

The growth from 1964 on of the GOP in the South and the Southwest turned out to be one of
the most important long-range trends in postwar American politics. Thereafter Republicans were
highly competitive in presidential elections in these areas. There were many causes behind the
decline of the Democratic party in the South and Southwest, but chief among them, as Johnson
himself recognized, was his open endorsement of civil rights in 1964. "I think," he told Califano
when he signed the civil rights act, "we delivered the South to the Republican party for your
lifetime and mine."87

In 1964, however, few pundits paid much attention to the travails of Democrats in the South.
They focused instead on LBJ's astonishing national triumph. Voters gave Johnson 43.1 million
votes to Goldwater's 27.2 million. This was 61.2 percent of the total vote, an extraordinary
showing. Carrying all but six states, LBJ swept the electoral college, 486 to 52. Democratic
congressional candidates coasted in on his coattails. They were slated to control the House by a
margin of 295 to 140 and the Senate by 68 to 32, gains of thirty-seven and one respectively.

Notwithstanding these numbers, some observers wondered whether Johnson's mandate would
last. Many who voted for him did so out of distaste for Goldwater, not out of support for the
President or his programs. LBJ never aroused deep affection among voters. Still, there was no
doubting that Johnson sat high in the saddle at the end of 1964. Beginning with his reassuring
presence in the anxious days following the assassination, he had seemed purposeful and effective
during his year in office. He had displayed great skill in dealing with Congress, getting it to
approve an apparently beneficial tax cut and a "war" on poverty. He had shepherded through a
historic civil rights act, presided over a year of rapid economic growth, and kept the peace. With



a strongly Democratic Congress awaiting him in 1965 he was poised to lead the nation to new
and unprecedented triumphs. The liberalism that he championed rode at high tide.



19
A Great Society and the Rise of Rights-Consciousness

 
As Johnson departed from his inaugural ball in January 1965, he warned his aides, "Don't stay up
late. There's work to be done. We're on our way to the Great Society."1

Both the phrase "Great Society" and the planning for it dated to May 1964, when Johnson
addressed the graduating class of the University of Michigan. "We have the opportunity," he
proclaimed, "to move not only toward the rich society and the powerful society, but upward to
the Great Society." That was "where the city of man serves not only the needs of the body and the
demands of commerce but the desire for beauty and the hunger for community. . . . It is a place
where men are more concerned with the quality of their goals than the quantity of their goods."2

Some of Johnson's efforts at that time, notably the war on poverty, were already being readied
to advance the Great Society. Starting in that summer, he also established the first of what
ultimately became 135 "task forces" to study a wide range of social problems.3 After the election
Johnson drove ahead with all of his legendary energy, for he was certain that his mandate would
not last on Capitol Hill. "You've got to give it all you can, that first year," he told an aide.
"Doesn't matter what kind of a majority you come in with. You've got just one year when they
treat you right, and before they start worrying about themselves."4

In pushing for congressional action Johnson amassed very great authority in his own hands.
Immediately following the election he cut back drastically on the size of the Democratic
National Committee, even removing long-distance phone lines from its offices. He ordered aides
and Cabinet heads to say nothing to the media about strategies—all releases would come from
the White House.5 His quest for personal control sought among other things to plug leaks and to
curb the unruly federal bureaucracy. It accelerated a long-range postwar trend toward the
weakening of party organizations in America and the centering of decision-making in the White
House.6 It also reflected an increasingly imperious and dissimulative manner that distressed his
friends and outraged others. Journalists began writing in the spring of 1965 about a "credibility
gap" emanating from the Oval Office.

In 1965, however, Johnson's imperiousness did not damage his effectiveness as a leader of
domestic policy. Never had a chief executive seemed so much in control of things. Johnson sent
sixty-five separate messages to Capitol Hill between January and August and never let up. Much
of what he requested aimed to go beyond the bread-and-butter liberalism of the New Deal in
order to create a Great Society that would be qualitatively better and that would guarantee
"rights" and government entitlements. And Congress did his bidding, enacting the most
significant domestic legislation since FDR's first term and accelerating the rights-consciousness
of the people. The GOP Congressional Committee grumbled that it was the "Three-B Congress—
bullied, badgered, and brainwashed." The journalist James Reston marveled that LBJ was
"getting everything through the Congress but the abolition of the Republican party, and he hasn't
tried that yet."7



COMMENTS SUCH AS THESE reflected a tendency of political observers to personalize the
policy-making process. According to such analyses, legislation gets enacted—or foreign policy
gets implemented—when and if a President rises above mediocrity to make his mark on the
nation. As an explanation of Johnson's successful domestic leadership in 1965 this is useful up to
a point. In that historic session LBJ demonstrated many of the traits that make for effective
congressional action: advance preparation, thoughtful timing, amazing attention to detail, an
unbending sense of purpose, and The Treatment. Behind all of these was his vision, inspiring to
liberals, of a Great Society that would establish larger opportunities and entitlements for the
disadvantaged.

Other, broader advantages, however, greatly facilitated his strong leadership. Chief among
them, as he well recognized, was the nature of Congress in 1965. Here the disastrously impolitic
campaign of Goldwater in 1964 had significant consequences. Not only was the new Congress
more Democratic than at any time since 1938; it also had sixty-five freshmen, most of them
young liberals who arrived in Washington ready and willing to follow their party leaders. These,
majority leader Mike Mansfield of Montana in the Senate and Speaker John McCormack of
Massachusetts and majority leader Carl Albert of Oklahoma in the House, were mostly loyal to
LBJ.8 The loose but normally formidable coalition of conservatives that had dominated Capitol
Hill since the late 1930s was so weak in 1965 that any reasonably competent liberal President
would have done well.

Pressure groups, always central to the congressional process, further aided the President. Labor
unions were becoming increasingly divided on issues of race and foreign policy and were not
always reliable allies of the administration, but they remained the strongest single lobby for
some of LBJ's liberal measures.9 The well-organized National Education Association (NEA)
worked hard for federal aid to schools. In addition, liberal "public interest groups" began to come
into their own in 1965. Many of the activists who led these groups had been inspired in the
Kennedy years. They were young, energetic, politically independent, suspicious of what they
called "politics as usual" and of the "tired old bureaucracy" of Washington. They did not always
lobby in the sawiest fashion. But by 1965 they were publicizing a range of programs, including
measures to clean up the environment, improve the delivery of health care, reform the schools,
and crack down on what they considered the excesses of big business. They wanted to go beyond
the bread-and-butter liberalism of the 1930s to improve the quality of life. Their more aggressive
involvement in national affairs broadened the nature of pressure group politics in the United
States.10

Decisions of the Supreme Court in the early 1960s gave yet another push to rights-
consciousness by 1965. Starting in 1962 the Court delivered a series of landmark decisions that
delighted many Americans on the left and infuriated most on the right. In that year it issued the
first of a number of rulings that forced states to redraw the lines of rurally weighted voting
districts—at both the state and congressional levels—so as to give urban and suburban voters a
representation appropriate to their growth in numbers.11 By 1965 states were scrambling to do
so, thereby (reformers hoped) reducing the power of rural conservatives in legislatures and in
Congress. In Engel v. Vitale , also decided in 1962, the Court held that it was unconstitutional—a
violation of the separation of church and state—for public schools in New York to require



children to recite a non-denominational State Board of Regents prayer. A year later it ruled
against the practice of daily readings of the Bible in the public schools.12

These were but a few of many decisions that sought to enhance civil liberties in the early
1960s. In Gideon v. Wainwright (1963) and Escobedo v. Illinois (1964) the Court expanded the
constitutional rights of alleged criminals.13 In Jacobellis v. Ohio (1964) it complicated the the
enforcement of laws against pornography; henceforth, the Court said, prosecutors must prove
that such material was "utterly without redeeming social importance."14 In the midst of the 1965
congressional session the Court ruled, 7 to 2, that an 1879 Connecticut statute prohibiting not
only the sale but also the use (by married as well as unmarried people) of contraceptive devices
violated a constitutional right of people to privacy.15

I n New York Times υ. Sullivan  (1964) the Court unanimously overruled an Alabama court
decision that had found the Times and four black clergymen guilty of libel because of an ad,
containing errors of fact, that the clergymen had run in the paper to back a legal fight then being
waged by Martin Luther King. To hold the newspaper guilty, the high court ruled, was to inhibit
discussion of public issues. "Erroneous statement is inevitable in free debate," the judges said,
and "must be protected if the freedoms of expression are to have the 'breathing space' that they . .
. need to survive." The Court concluded by ruling that public figures and officials could recover
damages for libelous statements by the news media only if they could prove that the statements
were published as a result of "actual malice." Civil libertarians hailed the decision, which had
great importance in later years, as a ringing defense of First Amendment freedom.16

In another series of cases the Court proclaimed its continuing opposition to racially
discriminatory practices. In Garner υ. Louisiana (1961) it had upheld the constitutional rights of
protestors to conduct peaceful sitins; in Edwards υ. South Carolina (1963) it ruled that states
could not legitimately arrest civil rights demonstrators who had peacefully protested on the
grounds of the statehouse; in Shuttlesworth υ. City of Birmingham (1963) it decided that Jim
Crow ordinances in the city could not be enforced; in Heart of Atlanta Motel υ. United States
(1964) it unanimously upheld the public accommodations sections of the 1964 Civil Rights Act;
and in Griffin υ. County School Board of Prince Edward County  (1964) it overturned the
discriminatory ruses of school segregationists in Prince Edward County, Virginia.17 In 1964 it
began a judicial assault on racist state laws by overturning a Florida statute that had forbidden
cohabitation between whites and blacks in the state, and in 1965, again while Congress was in
session, it overturned a Mississippi law that discriminated against blacks who wanted to vote.18

Many of these decisions aroused loud and abrasive controversy. Conservatives and police
officials complained bitterly that the Court was coddling criminals. Southern officials resisted
the decisions regarding race and civil rights. The Jacobellis and other rulings regarding
pornography excited incredulous reactions from people across the political spectrum. The
Connecticut birth control case was too much even for Justice Hugo Black, one of the most ardent
defenders of civil liberties on the Court. He dissented testily, maintaining that there was no
constitutional justification for the notion that people had a right to "privacy." Justices Felix
Frankfurter (who left the Court in 1962) and John Marshall Harlan dissented from the majority
decisions on reapportionment. Their argument, like that of many later critics of the activist
Warren Court, rested on their belief in the necessity for judicial restraint. Frankfurter complained



in 1962 that the Court was entering a "political thicket." It should seek "complete detachment"
and abstain from "political entanglements." Harlan added that the Court "is not a panacea for
every blot upon the public welfare, nor should this court, ordained as a judicial body, be thought
of as a general haven for reform movement."19

No decisions unleashed more lasting controversy than those involving religion. Cardinal
Richard Cushing of Boston exclaimed, "The Communists are enjoying their day." The theologian
Reinhold Niebuhr observed that the Engel decision "practically suppresses all religion, especially
in the public schools." Engel and other cases did more than anything else over time to arouse the
religious Right from its political quietism. Other Americans, too, thought that the justices had
lost their minds.20

Liberals, however, were greatly inspired by the Court. At last, they said, the judges were
construing the law so as to extend the Bill of Rights and the Fourteenth Amendment to all kinds
of Americans, even blacks, non-believers, Jews, and criminals. What a change in constitutional
approaches to civil rights and civil liberties since the days of McCarthyism a decade earlier! The
Court, moreover, did not bend under criticism; it hewed to its liberal path in the next few years.
Advocates of a Great Society rejoiced that liberal programs of the 1960s, unlike those in the
1930s, were safe from judicial assault. Liberals controlled all three branches of American
government.

The decisions of the Warren Court reflected and accelerated one of the major trends of the era:
the rise of rights-consciousness. This, given special urgency already by the moral power of the
civil rights movement, began to seem all-conquering by 1965. It was bolstered by the ever more
infectious optimism of liberal social scientists who were certain that the economy, booming in
the mid-1960s, could afford to sustain major policy initiatives. Liberal policy-makers, equally
optimistic, were sure that the State could engineer political solutions to social and economic
problems. Polls suggested that the American people had unprecedented faith in politicians and in
the State.21 The convergence of these ideas and assumptions promoted an increasingly powerful
—and ultimately near-irresistible—drive for the expansion of individual rights in the United
States. The drive came from the bottom up—from ordinary people demanding justice—and from
the top down. A Rights Revolution was at hand.22

AMONG THE MANY LIBERAL ACTS  of the 1965 Congress were some that in other less active
sessions would have attracted considerable attention. These included a host of measures
signifying the onset of a burgeoning environmental movement: clean air legislation,
establishment of parks and national wilderness areas, a law to control the spread of billboard
advertising on interstate highways.23 Congress also approved a Higher Education Act featuring
guaranteed government loans for students, and it substantially expanded existing work-study
programs. These widened opportunities for students, especially those from low-income
families.24 Liberals created the National Endowment for the Arts and the National Endowment
for the Humanities, thereby substantially engaging the federal government in the promotion of
cultural life for the first time since the New Deal. Congress considered laws to improve mine
safety and consumer protection. It further increased funding for the war on poverty, although at
the modest level of approximately $1.5 billion for the coming fiscal year.25



These and other measures, however, seemed relatively inconsequential in 1965 compared to a
Big Four that passed by the end of the session: federal aid to elementary and secondary
education, Medicare and Medicaid, immigration reform, and a civil rights act to guaranteee
voting rights. These four laws, important by any standard of twentieth-century reform legislation,
had long been on the agendas of liberal groups. They amply displayed the strengths and
weaknesses of the Great Society, of Lyndon Johnson as political leader, and of modern American
liberalism.

Improving elementary and secondary education ranked high among the goals of liberals in the
postwar era. Some of these advocates focused on the need for higher teachers' salaries. Others,
especially once the baby boomers reached school age, demanded more resources for school
materials and construction. These goals had dominated debate from the 1940s, when
conservatives had ignored Truman's proposals, through 1961, when conservatives and Catholics
had defeated Kennedy's. Before 1965, a complicated mix of special interests—religious, racial,
regional—had joined conservatives to stymie all major efforts for federal aid.

Three changes in this mix facilitated passage of aid in 1965. One involved race. Urban liberals
in the past, led by Adam Clayton Powell, Jr., of Harlem, had opposed federal aid bills that would
have assisted segregated schools. But the 1964 Civil Rights Act, which called for the denial of
federal assistance to such schools, settled that controversy. Liberals, no longer worrying that aid
would abet segregation, were more eager than ever to support general school assistance. The
second involved the question of aid to parochial schools. Johnson, a Protestant, was not nearly so
politically vulnerable among Protestants as Kennedy had been on this issue, and he resolved to
satisfy both the National Education Association, representing public schools, and the National
Catholic Welfare Conference, the most active lobby for parochial schools. He did so by devising
a bill that would provide federally assisted educational programs directly to parochial
schoolchildren rather than to parochial schools. Public schools would be expected to make these
programs available to such students by way of expedients like dual enrollment, public television,
and sharing of equipment.26

Johnson also injected the third and most important new element into the mix: a focus on
poverty. Drawing on selective memories of his own life, he emphasized the benefits of education
to poor people. "Compensatory education," to be extended to children from low-income families,
would greatly expand his war on poverty. The bill that he endorsed trumpeted this principle while
at the same time offering a formula for distributing aid that was politically attractive. It offered
federal money to 90 percent of school districts in the nation and assured NEA lobbyists that local
school administrators would enjoy latitude in determining how the money was spent.27

Thanks to these changes it was clear that aid to elementary and secondary education would
pass. In the House a bill calling for $1 billion in the coming year was approved, 263 to 153, with
all fifty-six freshman non-southern Democrats who voted on the bill recorded in favor. In the
Senate, only eighteen voted no. Johnson signed the bill in April at the site of the one-room
schoolhouse where he had learned his ABCs many years before. "As a son of a tenant farmer," he
said, exaggerating the deprivation of his past, "I know that education is the only valid passport
from poverty."28

Passage of the act dramatically increased the role of the federal government in school



financing. The money, indeed, enticed members of Congress, who approved substantial sums for
compensatory education in the next few years. Federal expenditures for schools rose by 1968 to
approximately $4.2 billion, more than ten times the amount ($375 million) spent ten years
earlier. The federal share of total educational spending during the same period increased from
less than 3 percent to roughly 10 percent.29 It continued to rise in subsequent years, generating a
historic change in the nature of financial support for schools in the United States.

By then, however, the principles of federal aid enshrined in Johnson's education bills came
under sharp questioning. Conservatives from the start had insisted that the falling off of the baby
boom in the late 1950s, combined with rapid increases in school-building, was already easing
whatever "crisis" had existed in elementary schools. By the early 1960s, Goldwater pointed out,
the number of students per classroom and per teacher had declined from the early 1950s.
Teachers, moreover, were receiving more training. Conservatives added that while some districts
needed help, there was no need for an avalanche of federal money. Most local areas had done all
right in keeping pace with demographic change.30

Other, less partisan critics took aim at the way the act was administered in practice. The flow
of federal money after 1965 did promote a little greater equality in overall per pupil spending on
education in the United States. Poor states like Mississippi received a shot in the arm. But many
local school administrators managed to skirt guidelines on how to spend the money, using it to
cover routine administrative expenses and overhead, which did little or nothing for the poor. By
the early 1970s it was an open secret that a great deal of federal educational money aimed at the
poor was missing its target.31

Larger doubts centered about the very philosophy of compensatory education as it was
established in 1965. Although Johnson's task force on education had studied conscientiously, it
did not fully address the consequences of a central socio-economic trend of the postwar era:
young people were staying on longer in schools. Many of these students were daughters and sons
of parents with relatively little educational background. Others were blacks who had migrated
from the South, where their educational facilities had been abysmal. How to instruct these
masses of educationally deprived young people was a puzzle, and there was little research that
would help to unravel it. Advocates of compensatory education decided in 1965 that more
funding was an answer, but neither they nor teachers seemed able to use it very effectively.
Money for compensatory education was not the same as money for good education. This, in the
careful words of educational historian Diane Ravitch, would at the very least have meant using
money and developing expertise to provide "intensive, individuated instruction in an
encouraging, supportive environment."32

In 1966 there appeared a major study of American schools, Equality of Educational
Opportunity, undertaken for the Office of Education. Named the Coleman Report after the
sociologist James Coleman, its chief investigator, it questioned whether increases in per student
spending for schools made much difference in the measurable educational achievement of
individual students. The key to such achievement, the report concluded, appeared instead to be
the background of students' families, the ethos of their neighborhoods, and the academic zeal of
their classmates. For these reasons, desegregation might help, too. These conclusions surely did
not mean that spending levels were irrelevant. Parents, indeed, understood that good schools



required money, and they moved to districts that generously financed education. Their quest for
good schools did much to accelerate suburbanization. The report did suggest, however, that
dollars would go only so far and that beyond that point there was no strong correlation between
per pupil spending and student achievement. Starting in 1964, average scores on Scholastic
Aptitude Tests went steadily down, and per student spending went steadily up.33

Complicated reasons explain the much-lamented fall in scores, including the fact that higher
percentages of poor and ill-prepared students took the tests, thereby driving down averages.
Mindless absorption in television, others said, added to the decline in scores. Still, the faith in
spending for compensatory education that had excited Johnson and others lost much of its fire in
time. By the early 1970s a number of reform-minded critics had reached a different conclusion:
if the government hoped to better the achievement and life-chances of "disadvantaged" children,
it must pursue policies to reduce inequalities created by differences of socio-economic class. In
the context of American reform ideas, talk about class was a radical, not a liberal, notion, and it
had no political prospects.34

The second of the Big Four reforms of 1965, Medicare and Medicaid, also emanated from a
long and complicated series of postwar legislative struggles that had intensified in the late 1950s
and early 1960s. From the Roosevelt years on, the pressure of doctors in the American Medical
Association, among other lobbies, had held off major changes in the American health care
system. In 1965 one-half of all Americans older than 65 had no health insurance. As with the
education issue, however, prospects for liberal overhaul escalated as a result of the 1964 election.
Certain of chances for reform, LBJ made better medical care for the elderly his top priority and
arranged to have Democratic measures introduced in January as House and Senate Bills Number
One. Throughout the course of the subsequent legislative process he drove these bills ahead on
mostly straight partisan votes. On one key vote in the House, fifty-eight of the sixty-five first-
term Democrats voted to defeat a Republican-sponsored alternative to Medicare that might
otherwise have passed.35

What did pass was a Medicare bill that mandated increases in Social Security taxes (paid by
both employers and employees) to subsidize the costs of hospitalization for certain periods of
time (in general, 100 days) for most people who were over 65 years of age. This was Plan A. The
bill also offered Plan B, a voluntary program of insurance to help elderly people cover X-ray
tests, up to 100 home-nurse visits, and certain doctors' and surgical fees. Plan B was to be
supported by the government as well as by payments from recipients of care. The plans aided
some 19 million Americans at an estimated cost in the first year (starting July 1, 1966) of $6.5
billion.36

Congressman Wilbur Mills of Arkansas, the influential chairman of the House Ways and
Means Committee, then helped to add a Medicaid program, which few observers had anticipated
and which received little sustained attention on the Hill. Like the education act, it reflected the
contemporary focus on poverty. It offered federal matching grants to states that provided money
to poor people already eligible for categorical welfare programs—the blind, the disabled, the
needy aged not covered by Social Security, and families with dependent children (AFDC)—and
to a small number of other "medically indigent" Americans who were not in these categories.
Medicaid, like AFDC, was a government "entitlement": it guaranteed recipients assistance



(assuming state spending) without need of annual congressional approval of appropriations. All
these reforms passed with ease on partisan votes. Hailing the results, Johnson went to
Independence, Missouri, to sign Medicare in the presence of Harry Truman. "No longer will
older Americans be denied the healing miracle of modern medicine," he said with characteristic
flourish. "No longer will illness crush and destroy the savings that they have so carefully put
away over a lifetime so that they might enjoy dignity in their later years."37

Medicare and Medicaid considerably changed the nature of health care in the United States.
Growing rapidly in the next few years, they reached one-fifth of the population by 1976.38

Medicare helped a number of elderly people to receive health services that might otherwise have
driven them into poverty. Medicaid enabled many eligible poor people to go to doctors for the
first time in their lives. By 1968 it was estimated that low-income Americans consulted
physicians more often than did higher-income people (5.6 visits per year as opposed to 4.9
visits).39 Changes such as these gladdened the hearts of reformers and helped to sustain liberal
support for the programs in later years.

It was not so clear, however, that there was such a thing as the "healing miracle of modern
medicine." In the next few years death rates for people over 65 declined. So did rates of infant
mortality. But these improvements merely sustained long-range trends, and it could not be
proved that the extension of medical insurance—as opposed to other changes such as better
nutrition—made much difference. "Medical miracles" were rare: the vast majority of patients
with cancer, the nation's number two killer behind heart ailments, did no better after 1965. Infant
mortality rates in the United States continued to be higher than those in many other nations,
including some that were considerably poorer. They remained especially high among poor people
and blacks, signifying the stubborn persistence of class and racial divisions in the United States.

Medicare and Medicaid, indeed, fell well short of national health insurance. They helped only
the elderly and certain categories of the poor. Most Americans, including the working poor, had
to contribute to employer-subsidized group insurance plans, to pay for private insurance on their
own, or to do without. Those who lost their jobs often forfeited whatever coverage they may have
had. And millions of people did do without. No other industrialized Western nation had higher
percentages of its people—still about 15 percent in the early 1990s—without medical insurance.

Like aid to education, Medicare and Medicaid contained widely lamented flaws. One of these
involved gaps in coverage. Medicare did not pay for many things, including eye glasses, dental
care, and out-of-hospital drugs, and it did not cover long-term nursing-home care or the full costs
of hospitalization. Deductibles grew increasingly expensive as the costs of care rose steeply over
time. Ten years after the start of the program it was estimated that beneficiaries of Medicare
spent as much on the average in constant dollars as they had done in 1964.40

The administration of Medicaid exposed special limitations. Like many other federal-state
welfare programs—AFDC was the most salient example—it depended for its support on state
legislatures, some of which (mostly those in the poorer states) could not or did not appropriate
much money for the federal government to match. Huge variations in benefits arose from state to
state.41 Like most services to poor people, Medicaid also tended to offer low-quality help. Many
physicians shunned Medicaid patients, both because of the paperwork involved and because state



governments tended increasingly to set reimbursements at a level below what doctors could
receive from better-off patients. Some doctors ran so-called Medicaid mills that dispensed
unnecessary services or charged for nonexistent procedures, thereby bilking public authorities
and running up the costs to taxpayers. Dr. John Knowles, director of the Massachusetts General
Hospital, said in 1969, "Medicaid has degenerated into merely a financing mechanism for the
existing system of welfare medicine. . . . It perpetuates . . . the very costly, highly inefficient,
inhuman and undignified means tests in the stale atmosphere of charity medicine carried out in
many instances by marginal practitioners in marginal facilities."42

Critics of Medicare and Medicaid focused especially on the impact of the programs on
medical costs, which rose rapidly as the programs expanded in the 1970s and 1980s. Cost
increases, to be sure, had pre-dated 1965 and were rooted in the spread of private hospital
insurance plans such as Blue Cross and Blue Shield after 1945. These plans had encouraged
policy-owners to demand better (more expensive) care—after all, their premiums were
supporting it. Doctors and hospitals were happy to offer high-tech services that other people—
insurance companies—increasingly felt obliged to cover. Incentives for cost control weakened,
and medical expenditures escalated. Between 1950 and 1965 hospital prices rose at the rate of 7
percent per year, compared to a rise in the general price level of 2 percent per year.43

Congress in 1965 might have seriously addressed these trends by imposing cost controls on
doctors and hospitals providing Medicare or Medicaid services. But legislators who considered
doing so faced the obdurate resistance of the AMA, which damned such controls as socialized
medicine. Wilbur Mills and other congressional leaders had no stomach for a fight against such
politically powerful constituents, and they approved entitlements without real controls. The law
made it clear that hospitals and doctors should expect to be able to set their fees, with some
exceptions. Costs then rose even more rapidly than they had in the preceding few years. During
the next decade hospital prices jumped by 14 percent annually and physicians' fees by 7
percent.44 By the 1990s the costs of health care, driven upward in part by expenditures for
Medicaid and Medicare, were inciting angry debates over the role of government in American
life.

As it happened, the passage of Medicare and Medicaid in 1965 represented the only major
governmental changes in the American health care system during the next three decades.
Americans continued to live with a medical system that led the world in its training of physicians
and in technological wizardry but that was also bureaucratically complicated and far from
comprehensive. This was not the intention of Johnson and fellow liberals, who did well to secure
legislation that reformers had been seeking for years. In 1965 they probably accomplished all
that was politically possible. The power in Congress of pressure groups—insurance companies,
doctors, hospitals—overwhelmed whatever support there was at the time (and it was weak) for a
governmentally operated plan of national health insurance such as those that were instituted in
many other Western nations during the postwar era.

Still, the exaggerations of Johnson and other liberals at the time came to haunt them within a
few years. Talk about the "healing miracle of modern medicine" and about the capacity of
Medicare and Medicaid to deliver it was as Utopian as talk about "wars" against poverty or the
wonders of "compensatory education." Medicare and Medicaid survived to become important—



and extraordinarily expensive—entitlements. But in time they raised widespread questions about
the hyperbolic claims of Johnson and the wisdom of American liberalism.

Reform of the nation's immigration policies, the third of the Big Four in 1965, ranked lower
among the priorities of Johnson and his advisers at the start of the legislative session. But
congressional Democrats, led by Representative Emanuel Celler of New York, chose to seize
upon the uniquely liberal mood to challenge existing immigration laws. These, dating from the
1920s, still employed "national origins" quotas that discriminated against southern and eastern
Europeans and that sharply limited the numbers of Asians who could come to America.

By the close of the session they had succeeded, and Johnson traveled yet again, this time to the
Statue of Liberty, to sign a bill that reflected the more rights-conscious spirit of the era. The
legislation of 1965 did away with the old discriminatory quota system and established priorities
that were expected to increase the flow of people from southern and eastern Europe—those, at
least, who were not locked behind the iron curtain. It stipulated that a total of 290,000
immigrants per year (roughly the numbers then coming) could be admitted to the United States
as of 1968. For the first time in United States history the law set limits on the numbers of
immigrants who might be admitted from countries in the Western Hemisphere. These were to be
120,000 per year, with the rest—170,000—to come from Europe and (it was expected) in much
smaller numbers from Africa and Asia. A maximum of 20,000 people might come from any
single nation, except from those in the Western Hemisphere, where no such national limits were
applied.45

At the time of its passage the new immigration law, while hailed for its repeal of the old
quotas, did not seem likely to create major changes in the demography of the United States. Over
time, however, it did; framers of the law failed to foresee the consequences of what they had
done. This was mainly because the law also permitted the admission beyond numerical limits of
close relatives of United States citizens, both native-born and naturalized. Over the next decade
an average of some 100,000 were admitted each year in addition to the 290,000 authorized by the
statute. Equally unexpected, the sources of immigration began to change dramatically after the
late 1960s. Contrary to the expectations of Celler and others, the flow of immigrants from
Europe declined after 1968. But the numbers from Latin America and Asia began to swell. By
1976 more than half of legal immigrants to the United States came from seven nations: Mexico,
the Philippines, Korea, Cuba, Taiwan, India, and the Dominican Republic.46

These developments were hardly revolutionary at the time. The United States, with a
population of 194 million in 1965 (and 205 million in 1970) easily absorbed the 400,000 or so
legal immigrants per year who arrived in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Still, because the birth
rate of other Americans had stabilized, immigrants came to compose a steadily higher percentage
of the population. And the numbers of immigrants kept growing over time: by the late 1970s,
more than 450,000 legal immigrants arrived each year, fewer than one-fifth of whom were
Europeans. By 1980 the number of foreign-born people in the country had increased to 14
million, as opposed to 9.7 million in 1960. In the 1980s, an average of 730,000 legal immigrants
came annually, of whom roughly one-tenth hailed from Europe.47 The vast majority of the rest
(as well as large numbers of illegal immigrants) came from the Caribbean, Central and South
America, and Asia.



As immigration mounted in the years after 1968, scholars and politicians debated whether the
results justified the reform of 1965. Decades later there was no solid consensus on the matter.
Critics insisted that the flow of migrants strained schools and social services and deprived
native-born Americans, including blacks, of jobs. Others, stressing that the law gave priority to
immigrants with skills, retorted that the newcomers contributed to economic growth. Proponents
of more liberal immigration laws further welcomed the evolution of a richer ethno-cultural
mix.48 These debates, however, focused on later, long-range consequences that had scarcely
occurred to most people in 1965. What reformers saw at that time, and were happy about, was
that they had abolished discriminatory quotas and opened up the gates a little to people around
the world. Like much that cleared Congress in 1965, the immigration law reflected the hopefully
liberal temper of the time.

The fourth and most significant liberal accomplishment of the 1965 congressional session
involved the still most divisive issue of the age: race relations. This now focused on voting rights
for blacks, which the civil rights acts of 1957, 1960, and 1964 had failed to guarantee. In many
Deep South counties, 90 percent or more of blacks were not registered to vote. Johnson
recognized the problem and called for action in his State of the Union message in January. He
also anticipated, however, another southern filibuster—one that could tie up his Great Society
programs—and he did not want to jeopardize other bills in order to fight for a voting rights bill
early in the session.49

Civil rights activists, as so often in the 1960s, set their own agendas without consulting
Washington. In January, Martin Luther King amassed SCLC supporters to demonstrate against
the denial of voting rights in Selma, Alabama. Activists loyal to SNCC agreed to join, in part
because the cause was so compelling. Selma, a city of 29,000 people, had some 15,000 blacks of
voting age, of whom only 355 were registered to vote. Its board of registrars met only two times
per month and blatantly discriminated against black people daring enough to appear before it.
Blacks were disqualified if they neglected to cross a t in registration forms or did not know the
answers to obscure questions such as "What two rights does a person have after being indicted by
a grand jury?"50

King selected Selma as his site for the same reason that he had shrewdly chosen Birmingham
in 1963: he anticipated that whites would resist fiercely and violently, thereby dramatizing his
cause on television and forcing the government to act. Like "Bull" Connor in Birmingham,
Sheriff Jim Clark of Selma's Dallas County was expected to overreact. Clark was an
unreconstructed segregationist who proudly displayed on his lapel a button, NEVER, to tell blacks
that nothing would change. With the approbation of George Wallace and of white leaders in
Selma, he and his men had manhandled SNCC workers and would-be registrants in 1963 and
1964.

King judged his adversary accurately, for Clark and his deputies over-reacted in January and
February 1965, arresting and jailing more than 3,000 demonstrators, including King and SNCC
leader John Lewis. Deputies kicked and clubbed demonstrators and threw them into trucks that
took them to jail. On one occasion Clark shoved a woman, who then knocked him down. Deputies
threw her to the ground and pinned her, whereupon Clark leaned over her and smashed her with a
club. Widely circulated photographs of this action appalled Americans around the country. On



February 10 he arrested 165 protestors and pushed them on a three-mile forced march out of
town. Electric cattle prods used by his men singed many of the demonstrators, who fell vomiting
by the road-side. A few days later Clark punched the Reverend C. T. Vivian, an SCLC leader, and
sent him reeling down the courthouse steps. State troopers, meanwhile, ambushed marchers in
nearby Marion. When the troopers assaulted a black woman and her infirm father, her son,
twenty-six-year-old Jimmy Lee Jackson, tried to intercede. He was shot in the stomach at close
range by a trooper and died eight days later.51

King then resolved to dramatize the cause by organizing a protest march from Selma to the
state capital of Montgomery, fifty-six miles to the east. There the demonstrators were to petition
Governor Wallace for protection of blacks who wished to register. King hoped to start the march
on Tuesday, March 9, by which time he expected that federal judge Frank Johnson would have
voided an order by Wallace to ban it. Younger militants, however, determined to march on
Sunday, March 7. Selma police were sure that violence would occur, but when the mayor told
them that Wallace had promised there would be peace, they made no effort to stop the marchers
when they moved out of their church headquarters on the 7th. Lewis and SCLC leader Hosea
Williams led the 600 black demonstrators to the Edmund Pettis Bridge at the edge of town. Many
toted sleeping bags for the lengthy march to come. Across the bridge waited helmeted state
troopers wearing gas masks, as well as Sheriff Clark and his men, mounted on horseback.52

There followed one of the most frightening confrontations in the history of the civil rights
movement. A state police major shouted through a bullhorn, "Turn around and go back to your
church." He gave the marchers two minutes to turn back. Williams asked for a "word" with the
police but was told, "There is no word to be had." One minute later the troopers obeyed an order
to advance. They tore forward in a flying wedge, swinging their clubs at people in the way. Lewis
stood his ground, only to be cracked on the head. He suffered a fractured skull. With white
onlookers cheering, the troopers rushed ahead, hitting the demonstrators and exploding canisters
of tear gas. Five women were beaten so badly that they fell down near the bridge and lost
consciousness. Sheriff Clark's horsemen then joined in the assault. Charging with rebel yells,
they swung bullwhips and rubber tubing wrapped in barbed wire. More demonstrators fell,
seventy of whom were later hospitalized. The rest were driven back to the church where they had
started.53

The violence of Bloody Sunday, as demonstrators called it, outraged millions of Americans
who saw it shown (repeatedly) on national television. Editorials in northern papers angrily
denounced Wallace, Clark, and the troopers and demanded federal intervention. White supporters
of civil rights, mostly from the North, began descending on Selma to help the demonstrators.
From that point on it was virtually inevitable that Congress would have to take action—and
soon.54

Bloody Sunday unleashed especial fury among militants at the scene. As Lewis left for a
hospital, he cried, "I don't see how President Johnson can send troops to Vietnam . . . and can't
send troops to Selma, Alabama." He added, "Next time we march, we may have to keep going
when we get to Montgomery. We may have to go to Washington. " 55 King, returning to Selma
from Atlanta (where he had gone to preach on Sunday), started organizing a march for Tuesday,
March 9. Judge Johnson, however, indicated that he wanted the march postponed pending a



hearing on Wallace's request for a ban on the march. LBJ, too, applied pressure for delay.
Militants, however, were eager to march on Tuesday, even if that meant violating a court order
from Judge Johnson. King, caught in the middle, engaged in all-night arguments with other civil
rights protestors over strategy.

Unwilling to defy a federal court, King finally accepted an arrangement devised in concert
with federal mediators. He would lead a token march across the bridge, thereby demonstrating
the determination of his followers, but then would turn around and go back to his headquarters in
Selma. Alabama police promised not to hurt the marchers. King told only a few trusted aides of
his plan, however, and most of the 1,500 people (now including whites) who marched that day
assumed they were going to challenge the authorities. When King got across the bridge, he
prepared to turn about. But state troopers standing there had been informed of his plans and
suddenly wheeled out of the way, leaving (or so it seemed) a clear path to Montgomery.56

This move of the authorities, reportedly ordered by Wallace, was obviously designed to
embarrass King. Militants on the march, including James Forman and Cleveland Sellers of
SNCC, had already been highly critical of King—"de Lawd." They chafed to go ahead on the now
open road. But King had promised to turn around, and turn around he did, thereby aborting the
march. The episode fractured already delicate coalitions within the movement. In the
complicated events that followed, SCLC and SNCC barely managed to cooperate.

Militants who questioned LBJ's commitment, however, misjudged him. After Bloody Sunday
the President knew he must take a stand. Overriding advisers who urged restraint, he went to
Capitol Hill on Monday, March 15, to press for a strong new voting rights law. Millions of
people watched on prime-time television as he spoke carefully but with great emotion. Members
of Congress, outraged by the events at Selma, forty times interrupted his address with applause.
Johnson closed by raising his thumbs, fists clenched, and proclaiming, "Their cause must be our
cause, too. Because it is not just Negroes, but really all of us who must overcome the crippling
legacy of bigotry and injustice. And, we shall . . . overcome." His speech, especially the final
peroration, moved many in the movement, including King, whose eyes filled with tears.57

Two days later Judge Johnson sided with the demonstrators by striking down Wallace's request
for a ban on a march. Johnson conceded one of Wallace's arguments—that a march on a state
highway might impede traffic—but he held that the demonstrators had a right, given the
"enormous" wrongs that they had suffered, to assemble and to march in a peaceable and orderly
manner. The judge barred state and local officials from interfering with the marchers. Wallace
was outraged, having already called Judge Johnson a "low-down, carpetbaggin', scalawaggin',
race-mixin' liar." Vindicated, King and his aides set March 21 as the starting date for the march
—at last—to Montgomery.

At this point the President again intervened to assist the movement. When Wallace warned
darkly that he could not guarantee the safety of the marchers, LBJ called him to Washington for
three hours of The Treatment, during which he threatened to send in federal troops if necessary.
The session between the President and the governor featured profane and earthy language from
both parties. Wallace departed impressed by Johnson. When he was asked how LBJ compared to
JFK, he replied, "Johnson's got much more on the ball." He added, "If I hadn't left when I did,
he'd have had me coming out for civil rights."58



The march that began on March 21 proved to be an especially memorable event in the history
of the civil rights movement. Although King did not walk the whole way, he started out at the
head of a throng of thousands of people, most of them emotionally committed local blacks.
Significant numbers of whites from the North joined in. Other leaders—Ralph Abernathy, John
Lewis, King's executive secretary Andrew Young—circulated actively amid the marchers as they
walked. Federal marshals and the Alabama guardsmen flanked and protected both sides of the
highway. Helicopters circled overhead to look out for danger.59

After four days the marchers reached the outskirts of Montgomery, where they stopped for an
evening of entertainment. The folksingers Peter, Paul, and Mary led the throng in Bob Dylan's
"The Times They Are a-Changin'." The black comedian Dick Gregory delighted the crowd with
jokes about Selma and the segregationist mentality. The next day King and other national leaders
—Roy Wilkins of the NAACP, Whitney Young of the Urban League, A. Philip Randolph and
Bayard Rustin—stood at the steps of the capitol (where the Confederate flag flew over the
dome). As he had at the March on Washington nineteen months earlier, King closed an
inspirational series of speeches with a powerful and uplifting oration. The crowd, now 25,000
strong, sang out the anthem of the movement, "We Shall Overcome," modifying it triumphantly,
"We have overcome today."60

To an extent, they had. But that evening four members of the KKK tracked the movements of
Viola Liuzzo, a white Detroit housewife who had been transporting demonstrators to and from
Selma in her car. As she drove along a deserted stretch of the highway, the Klansmen drew even
with her car and shot her to death. They stopped to inspect the wreckage, failing to see a young
black activist who lay still in the car. Because one of the Klansmen was an FBI agent (who said
he had fired in the air), the crime was solved, and convictions were later obtained. Liuzzo's
killing, however, exposed the still powerful poison that contaminated race relations and left a
bitter taste in the midst of satisfaction.61

Compared to the drama at Selma, subsequent action on Capitol Hill moved deliberately.
Johnson and his aides, having derived enormous sustenance from the conflict in Alabama,
applied unrelenting pressure for passage of a voting rights bill. It received strong bipartisan
support save among congressmen from the South. The House approved it overwhelmingly, 333 to
85. Southerners filibustered in the Senate but lost on a vote for cloture, 70 to 30, after twenty-
five days of debate.62 The measure then passed, 77 to 19. For the signing of the bill on August 6
Johnson assembled a large audience of civil rights leaders and congressmen in the President's
Room at the Capitol—the same place where Lincoln had signed the Emancipation Proclamation.
"Let me say to every Negro in this country," he said. "You must register. You must vote. . . . The
vote is the most powerful instrument ever devised by man for breaking down injustice and
destroying the terrible walls that imprison men because they are different from other men."63

The 1965 Voting Rights Act greatly extended federal power in the United States. A frankly
regional measure, it took aim at Deep South states by stipulating that the Justice Department
could intervene to suspend discriminatory registration tests in counties where 50 percent or fewer
of the county's voting-age population had been able to register. If that failed to work, the
department could send in federal registrars to take over the job. The law covered state and local
as well as federal elections and protected not only the right to register but also the right to vote.



Two days after the bill became law, federal registrars turned up in Selma as well as in eight other
counties in three southern states. Within a year the strong arm of the federal government had
helped to increase the registration of eligible Negroes in the six southern states wholly covered
by the law from 30 to 46 percent. One of the many white office-holders defeated by the surge in
black voters was Sheriff Jim Clark of Dallas County, Alabama. He was beaten in a Democratic
primary in 1966.64

Many years later critics complained of longer-range consequences of the voting rights law of
1965. Some southern states, prevented by the law from discriminating against black voters,
gerrymandered and created at-large congressional districts so as to damage the political
aspirations of black candidates. In 1982 Congress amended the act so as to require that blacks
and other minorities be given greater opportunity to elect one of their own to Congress and state
legislatures. Reapportionment following the 1990 census gave substance to this amendment and
led to the election in 1992 of sixteen new black lawmakers on Capitol Hill. These developments,
the critics maintained, amounted to a special entitlement for blacks that legislators in 1965 had
not intended. The result, they added, was a manipulable system of representation that catered to
groups, or blocs, of voters, rather than a color-blind system that protected individuals from
discrimination.65 These developments, however, were unintended consequences of the act of
1965. They arose from a later, different politics that reflected the onward sweep and redefinition
of rights-consciousness and entitlements in the United States. Long-run outcomes of the voting
rights act, as of much legislation, could not be foreseen at the time.66

What might have been more clearly predicted were the limitations of voting rights, even in a
democracy like the United States. The right to vote had a special cachet in American history
dating to the eighteenth century. It was a wondrous magnet for oppressed people throughout the
world. But as women had recognized after getting the suffrage in 1920, the franchise could not
work wonders. Johnson exaggerated in claiming that the vote was "the most powerful instrument
ever devised by man for breaking down injustice." As he intoned these words, he knew that the
right to vote, however fundamental, could do only so much for black people, who faced deep
socio-economic disadvantages rooted in racism and discrimination. The future proved this point.
Nearly thirty years following passage of the voting rights act, the median household income of
blacks in Selma was $9,615, compared to $25,580 for whites. More than half of blacks in the area
lived in poverty in 1994.67

Daniel Moynihan, an Assistant Secretary of Labor in Johnson's administration, had already
identified these economic disadvantages in a report, The Negro Family: The Case for National
Action, that he had completed in April 1965. The Moynihan Report, as it became known, pointed
to rapidly increasing rates of unemployment, family break-up, and welfare dependency among
black people in the United States.68 LBJ relied on the report as the core of a major speech on
racial problems at Howard University in early June. Johnson emphasized that blacks in the
United States needed not only equality of opportunity but also "equality as a fact and equality as
a result." Moving beyond liberal quests for opportunity, he promised significant activity to
improve the socio-economic condition of blacks, the next frontier for civil rights, later in the
year.69

This was an extraordinary promise. By then, however, the Moynihan Report, published and



widely discussed, was embroiling the administration in furious controversy. Moynihan had
intended his findings to provide a "case for national action." His statistics on rising family break-
up among blacks were accurate and worthy of debate. But the report linked the problems of
Negro families to the heritage of slavery, thereby implying that the problems were both historical
and cultural and that blacks, emasculated by slavery, could not take charge of their fate.
Moynihan also used phrases such as "tangle of pathology" to describe the travail of the
contemporary black family. When black militants (and white radicals) got wind of the report,
they responded with outrage.70 CORE leader James Farmer called it a "massive academic cop out
for the white conscience." He added, "We are sick to death of being analyzed, mesmerized,
bought, sold, and slobbered over, while the same evils that are the ingredients of our oppression
go unattended.71

That most white liberals in 1965 listened in embarrassed silence to the rage of activists such as
Farmer showed how far the nation had moved since the late 1950s. At that earlier time few black
leaders would have presumed to speak out so insultingly about white liberal allies, and few
whites would have listened if they had. By mid-1965, however, black activists in the civil rights
movement had acquired great moral standing among American liberals. Progressively minded
whites for the most part dared not challenge them. Farmer's reaction especially indicated the
intensity with which militant blacks in 1965 distrusted white liberals. The gulf between the two
camps consigned the Moynihan Report to virtual oblivion and defeated whatever hopes Johnson
might have had in mid-1965—or thereafter—to go beyond voting rights and seriously address the
socio-economic problems of blacks in American cities. Liberalism would focus, as in the past, on
expanding opportunity, not on fighting social inequality.

Notwithstanding these developments, which upset Johnson and his inner circle, there was no
denying that the Voting Rights Act of 1965, like the Civil Rights Act of 1964, was a great
achievement: these were the most significant of the many Great Society laws that expanded
rights-consciousness in America. If most of the credit for the voting law belonged to civil rights
activists, Johnson and fellow liberals deserved some praise as well. The goal of the act, after all,
was to guarantee long-disfranchised black Americans the rights to register and to vote. This end
the law accomplished brilliantly, thanks in large part to vigorous and unyielding federal
oversight in the years ahead. By 1967 more than 50 percent of voting-age blacks had the
franchise in the six most discriminatory southern states. In 1968 there were blacks in the
Mississippi delegation to the Democratic National Convention. By the mid-1970s southern
blacks began to win electoral office, even in Congress. The increase in black registration was so
remarkable that southern white politicians, Wallace included, began by then to soften their racist
rhetoric in order to capture some of the black vote. The voting rights act largely wiped out a
blight on American democracy and transformed the nature of southern politics in the United
States.72

AMERICAN LIBERALS understandably hailed the accomplishments of Johnson and the
congressional session of 1965. "It is the Congress of accomplished hopes," Speaker McCormack
said. "It is the Congress of realized dreams."73 No other President cared so much as Johnson did
about domestic policies or about civil rights, and none since FDR in the 1930s had come close to
securing so many laws, many of them long awaited by reformers. It was a high tide of American



liberalism in the postwar era.

By mid-1965, however, there were signs that the tide was about to ebb. Nothing exposed this
more clearly than a riot that broke out in Watts, a predominantly black area of Los Angeles, only
five days after signing of the voting rights act on August 6. Although Watts seemed to be a less
squalid area than many black urban neighborhoods, it contained severe socio-economic
problems: three-quarters of the adult black males living there were unemployed. The riot started
following an altercation between police and a black man who resisted arrest for drunken
driving.74 Such fracases were nothing new in the history of relations between police and
minorities of color (including Mexican-Americans). But urban blacks, like blacks in the South,
had grown proud and angry. Charging police brutality, they rallied to the man's side. What
followed was five days of rioting, sniping, looting, and burning, mostly against white-owned
stores and buildings. The disturbance, ending only after 13,900 National Guardsmen came in to
restore order, killed thirty-four people and injured more than 1,000, the vast majority of them
blacks.75 Damage to property was estimated at more than $35 million. Some 4,000 people were
arrested. Although conservatives claimed that only a handful of "riffraff' had caused the trouble,
it was obvious that the uprising commanded wide support in Watts. Some 30,000 people had
participated in the rioting, and 60,000 more had stood by in support. Their hopes and
expectations whetted, they had lashed out at the white world. When King walked the streets
preaching non-violence, they ignored him. Clearly, the civil rights acts of 1964 and 1965 were
not softening the social and economic grievances of the black masses. Maybe no liberal
legislation could.76

ALTHOUGH THE WATTS RIOT  of 1965 was an extreme response, it appears in retrospect as
an ominous omen of the future. One domestic crisis after another in the next few years, including
even bloodier racial confrontations in the cities, shattered the optimism of social engineers and
threw liberals back on the defensive. By late 1965 Johnson himself seemed close to despair.
"What do they want?" he asked of his critics. "I'm giving them boom times and more good
legislation than anybody else did, and what do they do—attack and sneer. Could FDR do better?
Could anybody do better? What do they want?"77 From this perspective, the first twenty months
of the Johnson years stand as a shining but relatively brief era in the postwar history of American
liberalism.

The rather sudden ebbing of liberal hopes caused many scholars—and contemporaries—to
blame Johnson. They have a point. LBJ, unable to contain his ego, indeed wanted to outdo FDR—
and every other President in history. He measured accomplishment in largely quantitative terms:
the more big programs passed, the better. Some of these programs, such as OEO, were hurried
into law without much research to sustain them and without much aforethought about potentially
divisive political consequences. Other programs, such as aid to education, relied
overoptimistically on injections of federal spending to cope with complicated social problems
that, like poverty, needed more thoughtful study than they received. Getting things done quickly
was not the same as getting them done well.

Many of the subsequent problems with Great Society programs stemmed from three common
characteristics. One was the tendency of Johnson and his advisers to rely on highly partisan
majorities. When the programs encountered difficulties down the road, Republicans and others



felt free to say, "I told you so," and to denounce them at will. The civil rights acts stood as
exceptions to this tendency. Thanks to the moral power of the civil rights movement—and to the
overreaction of racists in the Deep South—these aroused bipartisan congressional support in the
North in 1964 and 1965. Northerners of both parties, having targeted the South as the Enemy, had
a stake in what they had accomplished. (After all, the acts did not much affect the North.) The
goals were clear and just, the enforcement strong, the laws of lasting significance.

Second, Johnson had little stomach for taking on well-entrenched political interests. In part
because he was fearful of conservatives, including corporate interests, he refused to consider
creation of large-scale public employment programs, such as the WPA, that might have provided
work and raised the income of the poor. Labor unions, too, feared such programs—because they
threatened to endanger the jobs of the working poor. Respectful of lobbyists for the National
Education Association, Johnson permitted local school administrators overwide leeway in their
spending of federal money. Aware of the power of the American Medical Association, he
approved health care legislation that (among other things) benefited hospitals, physicians, and
insurance companies. He refused to raise taxes to pay for any of these programs.

The Great Society programs were for these reasons quintessentially liberal, not radical. Except
in the area of race relations—a major exception—they made no serious effort to challenge the
power of established groups, including large corporations. In no way did they seriously confront
socio-economic inequality or seek to redistribute wealth. The essence of Great Society liberalism
was that government had the tools and the resources to help people help themselves. It sought to
advance equality of opportunity, not to establish greater equality of social condition.78

Oversell was a third characteristic of Johnson and the Great Society. As LBJ jetted about the
country to publicize and to sign the landmark acts of his administration, he (and others) offered
soaring descriptions of what he had done. The OEO could end poverty in ten years. Aid to
education would provide the "only valid passport from poverty." Medicare would advance the
"healing miracle of modern medicine." Voting rights were the "most powerful instrument ever
devised by men for breaking down injustice." Some of these programs indeed helped people, and
many others—immigration reform, governmental support of the arts and the humanities,
environmental legislation—reflected noble intentions. But the Great Society did not do nearly as
much to improve the economic standing of people as did the extraordinary growth of the
economy. When this stopped—in the 1970s—the flaws in LBJ's programs seemed glaring.
Hyperbole about the Great Society aroused unrealistic popular expectations about government
that later came to haunt American liberalism.

These were indeed problems with the presidential leadership of Lyndon Johnson and more
broadly with the liberal political philosophy that he embraced. Still, it is a little unfair to harp on
them. Johnson, who had an acute sense of what was possible in American politics, was correct in
maintaining that he had to move quickly in 1965 if he hoped to advance the liberal agenda. After
all, conservatives and interest groups had blocked it for a generation. And getting things done
naturally entailed reliance on his heavily Democratic majorities. Outside of civil rights, where
Republicans like Dirksen could be brought around, the GOP was neither necessary for legislative
majorities in 1965 nor in much of a mood to help.

It is easy to criticize Johnson for failing to challenge interest groups or to promote



redistribution of political and economic power in the country. But it is even easier to see why he
did not. Interest groups had become so powerful in American politics, especially in Congress,
that little significant legislation could be passed without their acquiescence. This was in part
because the groups controlled major political and economic resources that could threaten a
member of Congress with political defeat. It was also because other groups—the poor, minorities
—remained politically very weak. Many of these people could not or did not vote, let alone find
the time or money to play major roles in politics.

It was not just resources that bolstered interest groups. The groups also drew on—and
deliberately aroused—substantial ideological support from politically active Americans who
distrusted the State. A school aid act that contained tough federal guidelines on the spending of
money would probably have incited opposition not only from teachers and school administrators
—the interests, in this case—but also from thousands of parents and others who believed that
education should remain a primarily local responsibility. The federal government must not
"dictate" to the schools. Organized interests, for another example, led the opposition to greater
State involvement in medicine, but they also had popular backing, at least among the politically
influential middle classes. Many of these Americans—people who could afford doctors—
believed strongly in the preservation of traditional fee-for-service medicine against the "threat"
of State intervention.

The fate of the OEO revealed clearly what could happen if a government program became
perceived as dangerous to well-organized interests. Although militants gained control of only a
few of the community action programs, their activities raised such a storm of protest in 1965
among urban officials, most of them Democratic, that Johnson had to dispatch Vice-President
Humphrey on urgent missions of mediation. Democratic powers such as Mayor Richard Daley of
Chicago, however, were not to be placated unless the administration promised them control of
the money. Johnson, who needed their support, quickly acquiesced, as did Democrats in
Congress. Starting in 1966 Congress began amending expansive notions of "maximum feasible
participation" of the poor out of existence. Direction of anti-poverty programs was returned to
the alliance of urban politicians and social workers that had traditionally been in charge, but not
before the war on poverty had divided the Democratic party.

Critics who lambasted Johnson for not trying hard to seek equality of social condition were
also somewhat unfair. Notwithstanding rhetoric such as he employed in his speech at Howard, he
did not pretend to favor the redistribution that this would have entailed. He had been elected as a
liberal—as an advocate of deeply rooted American ideas about the virtues of equality of
opportunity—not as a champion of major structural change in American life. Liberals, indeed,
understood clearly how little political support there was in the nation for such an effort, which at
the least would have called for higher taxation of the middle and upper classes. To demand
equality of condition, many Americans continued to believe, was to burden the nation with taxes,
regulation, and bureaucracy, to threaten prosperity, and to damage the entrepreneurial vitality
and individualism that were at the heart of the American dream.

The final complaint about Johnson—that he oversold the Great Society—is both true and
understandable. This is what political leaders do in order to make legislators and voters buy what
they create. Johnson, a master salesman, could not restrain himself, especially when he had the



now ubiquitous appliance of television to help him. Selling, often with grandiloquent flourishes,
was part of the American way, not only of politics but also of the lusty commercial civilization
of which it was a part.

Still, the overselling proved unfortunate for Johnson and for American liberalism. What it did
was greatly strengthen powerful attitudes, notably the rise of grand expectations, that had been
gathering force since the 1950s and that were starting to dominate the culture in the early 1960s.
The overselling further propelled popular feelings that the United States could have it all and do
it all—that there were no limits to how comfortable and powerful and healthy and happy
Americans could be. This infectious optimism—about expertise, about government, about
"entitlements"—stimulated a Rights Revolution that reverberated long afterwards. But the
optimists were low on humility, and they underestimated the formidable divisions—of race, of
class, of region, of gender—that persisted in the United States. The liberal faith of LBJ and
others in the 1960s was both attractive and well-meaning, but it was destined for serious trouble
ahead.



20
Escalation in Vietnam

 
Like many Texans of his generation, Lyndon Johnson was brought up on the story of the Alamo,
where brave men had fought to the death to resist attack. As President he told people that his
great-great-grandfather had died there, although there was no substance to his claim. Vietnam, he
exclaimed to advisers on the National Security Council, "is just like the Alamo."1

This is one of many anecdotes that critics of LBJ relate about his approach to foreign policy.
They portray him as ignorant about the world, imperious, devious in the extreme, and quick on
the trigger. His handling of the war in Vietnam, they emphasize, demonstrated all these traits.
When he sat down with Ambassador Lodge in the immediate aftermath of Kennedy's
assassination, he personalized the war. "I am not going to lose Vietnam," he said. "I am not going
to be the President who saw Southeast Asia go the way China went."2 For many Americans then
and later the struggle in Vietnam was simply "Johnson's War."3



While Johnson was more sophisticated about foreign policy than these anecdotes suggest,
there was no doubt that United States involvement in Vietnam escalated enormously under his
watch. At the end of 1963 roughly 17,000 American military "advisers" were stationed in
Vietnam. A year later there were 23,000. Huge escalation then ensued. Following an attack on an
American base in February 1965, United States planes began bombing North Vietnam. By late
March American marines were regularly engaged in combat. At the end of 1965 there were
184,000 American military personnel in Vietnam; by the end of 1966, 450,000; by early 1968,
more than 500,000. The number of American casualties (killed, wounded, hospitalized, and
missing) increased from 2,500 in 1965 to a cumulative total of 33,000 by the end of 1966, to
80,000 by the end of 1967, and to 130,000 by the end of 1968, the peak of American
involvement.4 American planes unleashed more bombs, many of them napalm, on Vietnam
between 1965 and the end of 1967 than they had in all theaters of World War II. 5 Toxic chemical
defoliants such as Agent Orange, dropped to eradicate enemy cover, hit millions of acres of land
in Vietnam and destroyed one-half of the timberlands in the South.6 A motto of bombing crews
read "Only You Can Prevent Forests."

 

By the beginning of 1968 American and South Vietnamese firepower had killed, according to
reasonably reliable estimates, some 220,000 enemy soldiers. This was some sixteen times the
number of Americans (13,500) slain in Vietnam during the same period.7 Civilian casualties,
although smaller as a percentage of total casualties than in the Korean War (where percentages
had hit record highs), were also numerous.8 It is estimated that approximately 415,000 civilians
were killed during the ten years of American involvement in the war.9 Roughly one-third of the
people of South Vietnam fled their homes as refugees at one time or another during these
years.10

The escalation did not deter the enemy. By mid-1964 the North Vietnamese under Ho Chi
Minh and his chief general, Vo Nguyen Giap, had assumed control of most military operations in
the South, thereby transforming the character of the war. They relied in part on guerrilla tactics,
many of them conducted by southern allies in the National Liberation Front, and increasingly as
of late 1965 on conventional pitched battles in which the North Vietnamese army ordinarily had
a substantial edge in manpower.11 These engagements, as casualty figures indicated, cost them
dearly: they lost approximately a million troops during the war. The United States enjoyed an
enormous edge in firepower, it controlled the air, and its soldiers—contrary to later accusations
of ineptitude—fought well, especially before 1969. American soldiers won the majority of such
battles. But Ho Chi Minh's losses were far from fatal. North Vietnam had a rapidly growing
population, which in 1965 totaled around 19 million people (as opposed to 16 million in the
South), and some 200,000 young men came of fighting age each year during the war. As many as
were needed were thrown into the effort. The North also received substantial military aid from
both the Soviet Union and China (some $2 billion between 1965 and 1968), but they relied above
all on themselves and on the NLF in the South.12 Ho Chi Minh ran a dictatorial system that he
employed ruthlessly to outlast the imperialist invaders, from the world's most powerful country,
and to demand nothing less than an outcome that would ultimately unite Vietnam under his



control. More than any other factor, the unyielding determination of the enemy, both from the
North and from Ho's supporters in the South, wore down the American commitment, which
proved to be far less resolute, and foiled Johnson's efforts.

This was the longest and ultimately the most unpopular war in United States history. It had
large and negative effects on American life. While it lasted the war directed vast new resources
to the military-industrial complex. It further escalated the arms race and diverted the attention of
Johnson and the American people from foreign problems elsewhere in the world. (The Soviet
Union, building frantically, approached nuclear parity with the United States during these years.)
It "Americanized" and corrupted the culture and society of South Vietnam.13 It unnerved and at
times alienated America's allies. Spending for the war created huge budgetary deficits and
contributed significantly to inflation and economic instability by the early 1970s. These
economic problems, worsening in the early 1970s, seriously threatened the grand expectations
that had accompanied the liberal surge of the early and mid-1960s.14

The war helped undo Johnson's hopes for congressional expansion of Great Society programs.
He understood that it would, which is one of the reasons why he put off major escalation until
February 1965 and why he tried for the next few months to hide the extent of American
involvement from Congress and the American people. "I knew from the start," he said later, "that
I was bound to be crucified either way I moved. If I left the woman I really loved—the Great
Society—in order to get involved with that bitch of a war on the other side of the world, then I
would lose everything at home. All my programs. All my hopes to feed the hungry and feed the
homeless. All my dreams."15 Still, he chose the bitch. He soon found himself dealing with
military matters day and night and forsaking the domestic causes that had been closest to his
heart. Care and dollars that might have gone to the Great Society were lavished on the most
awesome military machine in world history.

Above all, the war polarized American society. Contrary to some accounts, substantial
opposition to the war rose only slowly in the United States, and it failed before 1968 to deter
Johnson and his advisers from their course. But as early as the spring of 1965 professors and
students on college campuses staged "teach-ins" critical of the war. New Left organizations,
small before 1965, attracted increased support and staged well-publicized anti-war
demonstrations. Senator William Fulbright, chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, held televised hearings critical of the war in January 1966. To pacify critics such as
these Johnson and his aides spoke of their desire for peace and promised vast American
economic aid to Southeast Asia when the fighting stopped. In early 1966 he talked
grandiloquently of "turning the Mekong into a Tennessee Valley." 16 But LBJ refused to agree to
anything that might cause South Vietnam to fall to Communism. Rhetoric aside, Johnson
departed only sporadically and slightly from this central position, which echoed those of
Eisenhower and Kennedy, and he attempted no serious negotiations with the enemy—which was
also inflexible—during his presidency. To offer concessions to Communists from Vietnam, he
said contemptuously, was to succumb to "Nobel Prize fever."17

Escalation increasingly dominated his term of office. Draft calls rose rapidly after 1964,
unsettling the large number of American males of the baby boom generation. A total of 11.7
million Americans served in the armed services during the nearly ten years of heavy American



involvement in the war, 2.1 million of whom went to Vietnam and 1.6 million of whom saw
combat.18 This was a small minority of the 26.8 million men who came of draft age (18 through
25) during the war; unlike the World War II or Korean War generations, the majority of draft-age
Americans neither entered the military nor fought.19 But millions of young men after 1964 could
not be sure of their fate, especially in the Johnson years, when calls were highest. These peaked
in 1966, when 340,000 Americans were drafted, compared to an average of only 100,000 per year
between 1960 and 1964. An average of 300,000 a year were drafted in the years 1965–1968. Four
times as many other young men enlisted in order to put an end to the mounting uncertainty posed
by their draft boards or to secure assignments that minimized their chances of combat. By 1968,
one-third of 20-year-old men in the United States were in the service.20

The enemy persevered, confident that the United States would lose heart. Johnson responded
by escalating American involvment. The United States bombed and bombed and bombed,
obliterating villages and uprooting millions. American soldiers fought in jungles, forests, rice
paddies, and hundreds of villages. But it was an unusually bewildering war without a clearly
demarcated battle front. Defense Secretary McNamara and General William Westmoreland,
America's new commander in Vietnam, bragged instead about enemy "body counts." Their goal
consisted of killing the Vietcong ("VC") in large numbers, thereby depleting the enemy of
fighting men and turning the tide. Many South Vietnamese people, moreover, seemed
maddeningly indifferent or, worse, friendly with the NLF. It seemed to the bewildered and
frustrated Americans that no one could be trusted. People on both sides committed atrocities.
Casualties mounted, gradually intensifying domestic opposition to the war.21 Even early in the
fighting it seemed that the bloodshed would never end.

The Vietnam War ultimately enlarged widespread doubts about the capacity—indeed the
honesty—of government leaders. Sapping the optimism that had energized liberals in the early
1960s, it badly damaged the Democratic party and provoked contentiousness that sharpened
already significant class and racial grievances. It called into question the honor and the decency
of much that Americans claimed to stand for. Nothing did more than the conflict in Vietnam to
alter the course of post-World War II American society and politics or to unleash the emotions
that polarized the nation after 1965.

JOHNSON DID NOT ESCALATE  the war because he was temperamentally a warmonger. Unlike
Kennedy, he had never demonstrated much interest in foreign policy or in the glamor of Special
Forces, Green Berets, or "flexible response." Cloak-and-dagger intrigue did not appeal to him.
When he heard in November 1963 about secret American efforts to sabotage Cuban installations,
he ordered them stopped, even though the CIA informed him that Castro was promoting a coup in
Venezuela.22 LBJ also sought to pursue the uneasy detente that Kennedy and Khrushchev had
been developing in late 1963. Throughout his administration he took great care not to make
sudden moves that might provoke either the Soviet Union or China, which remained at
loggerheads.

LBJ's policy of escalation in Vietnam, moreover, was neither careless nor precipitous.
Contrary to some historical accounts, the United States did not get bogged down in a "quagmire"
because Johnson waded into a swamp without looking where he was going. Johnson and his top
advisers, to be sure, did not understand the resolve and resourcefulness of Communist



revolutionaries, and they never imagined the morass that ultimately swallowed the American
effort. But he was well aware of the political and military deterioriation afflicting the
government of the South in 1964. By mid-year enemy forces controlled 40 percent of the land
and 50 percent of the people in South Vietnam. The so-called Ho Chi Minh Trail, an elaborate
network of roads (some of them in Cambodia and Laos) facilitating infiltration from the North,
could handle trucks and other heavy equipment.23 Johnson, deciding whether to escalate, had
solid intelligence on these developments. Moreover, a few of his advisers, including
Undersecretary of State George Ball and Maxwell Taylor (whom Johnson named to replace
Lodge as ambassador) warned him in 1964 and early 1965 that large-scale engagement of
American troops was unlikely to accomplish much. So did informal advisers such as Senate
Democratic leader Mike Mansfield. CIA officials (to whom Johnson paid little attention) said
much the same, as they had since 1961.24 Unlike Kennedy, who until mid-1963 had given the
situation in Vietnam little attention, Johnson understood that it demanded constant consideration
and that escalation of American involvement carried with it imposing dangers. For this reason—
and because he wanted nothing to disrupt his chances for election in 1964—Johnson increased
American aid to South Vietnam but otherwise said little concerning the conflict during his first
fourteen months in office.

Still, Johnson's personal approach to policy-making did much to promote escalation. As his
comments to Lodge in November 1963 revealed, LBJ perceived Vietnam, like civil rights, as a
litmus test of his ability to carry on the policies, as he saw them, of his martyred predecessor.25

Kennedy's support of the coup against Diem, he thought, committed the United States to the
preservation of successive governments in South Vietnam. From the start LBJ worked hard to
retain Kennedy's foreign policy and defense team, succeeding in persuading McNamara, Rusk,
and National Security Adviser McGeorge Bundy to stay on. All became top advisers on Vietnam,
Rusk for the remainder of his administration. Holding firm in Vietnam would not only carry on
Kennedy's policies; it would also show that Johnson could be counted on to sustain the
international credibility of the United States. This, he thought, was vital. He told Lodge, "Go
back and tell those generals in Saigon that Lyndon Johnson intends to stand by our word."26

Johnson's handling of the war also reflected an inner insecurity that he felt when dealing with
issues of foreign policy. Having given little attention to such matters during his political career,
he relied heavily as President, especially at first, on advisers. These with few exceptions were
tough-minded Kennedy men who remembered what appeasement had done in the 1930s and who
demanded that the United States remain firm. Munich, symbol of appeasement, must not happen
again. Some, like Rusk, believed that Ho Chi Minh was the agent of a world Communist
conspiracy, in this case run by China. McNamara, who especially impressed Johnson, glowed
with confidence about the technological and military capacity of the United States. Johnson
shared many of these beliefs, and he easily absorbed the determination of these and other
advisers in 1964. In later years he never admitted that they—and he—could have been wrong. He
clung resolutely—critics said blindly—to the course that he started steering early in his
presidency.27

Domestic political considerations figured especially heavily in Johnson's thinking about the
war. Like Kennedy, he feared the backlash that might whip him if he seemed "soft" on Vietnam.



Repeating "lessons" from history, he recalled:

I knew that if we let Communist aggression succeed in taking over South Vietnam there
would follow in this country an endless national debate—a mean and destructive debate—
that would shatter my Presidency, kill my administration, and damage our democracy. I
knew that Harry Truman and Dean Acheson had lost their effectiveness from the day that
Communists took over in China. I believed that the loss of China had played a large role in
the rise of Joe McCarthy. And I knew that all these problems, taken together, were
chickenshit compared with what might happen if we lost Vietnam.28

 
The significance of LBJ's personal traits accounted for the growing belief, especially by anti-war
activists, that Vietnam was "Johnson's War." His critics are correct in pointing to the role of
these traits and in arguing that Johnson, commander-in-chief until 1969, possessed the ultimate
power to stem the tide of escalation. He was the last, best, and only chance for the United States
to pull itself out of the quagmire.

Critics of Johnson are also accurate in pointing to his deceitfulness about events in Vietnam.
As later revelations showed, this became significant as early as his handling of the so-called
Tonkin Gulf crisis of August 1964. Following brief fighting between the United States destroyer
Maddox and North Vietnamese torpedo boats in the gulf on August 1, Johnson said nothing to the
American people. But the engagement riled him, and he sent a second destroyer, the C. Turner
Joy, into the gulf to help the Maddox resume operations. It is clear that while he was not trying to
provoke another fight, he was not trying to avoid one either. When he received reports of further
confrontations in the gulf on August 4, he announced that the enemy had fired on the two
destroyers. In retaliation he ordered five hours of American air attacks on enemy torpedo boat
bases and nearby oil storage dumps. One American airman was killed in the action.

The President also took advantage of the encounters to call on Congress to authorize him as
commander-in-chief to use "all necessary measures" to "repel any armed attacks against the
forces of the United States and to prevent further aggression" in the area. Congress, responding
with patriotic fervor, approved the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution, as it was called, with only
desultory debate. The votes were 416 to o in the House and 88 to 2 (Senators Ernest Gruening of
Alaska and Wayne Morse of Oregon) in the Senate. The resolution, wide open in its grant of
congressional power, indicated the power of the Cold War consensus in the United States.
Johnson, who never asked Congress for a declaration of war, later cited it as authority for
escalation far beyond anything the lawmakers could then have imagined.29

What really happened in the Tonkin Gulf, however, was much more mysterious than Johnson
had let on. A brief naval engagement had indeed occurred in the gulf on August 1, leading North
Vietnamese patrol boats to launch torpedoes at the Maddox. Fire from the Maddox and American
carrier planes had badly damaged one of the boats. Events on August 4 were much less clear. As
one of the destroyer commanders reported to McNamara at the time, it could not be ascertained
that the enemy had fired torpedoes. Blips on radar screens—the basis for reports of attack—may
have been caused by foul and freakish weather conditions. No American ships were hit, no men
wounded or killed. McNamara and Johnson nonetheless chose to use the reports as pretext for a



show of toughness that they had been seeking to make for some time. Johnson's goal was not to
secure a resolution enabling him to wage full-scale war, either then or later. Rather, it was to put
the North Vietnamese on notice that the United States was determined to fight back. It was also
to show the American people that he was every bit as tough as, if not tougher than, Barry
Goldwater, his opponent in the election campaign. To achieve these ends he resorted to deceit.
He was to do so again and again in the ensuing fifty-three months of his administration.

In hailing the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution Johnson issued a statement that revealed much about
his approach to the war in Vietnam. "Let no one doubt for a moment," he declared, "that we have
the resources and we have the will to follow this course as long as it will take us." Few
statements of the postwar era better expressed the grand expectations that America's liberal
leaders maintained at that high tide of national optimism. Johnson, along with many of the
American people, seemed to believe that the United States could build a Great Society at the
same time it was fighting a war. It could afford both guns and butter. America could do it all.30

T o SINGLE OUT LBJ AS A VILLAIN , however, is to ignore the extraordinarily powerful
cultural and political forces that long had dominated American thinking about Vietnam and
foreign policy. It was not just Johnson or erstwhile Kennedy advisers such as McNamara and
Rusk who demanded American firmness in Southeast Asia. As the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution
indicated—it was very popular with the public—virtually all political leaders agreed with them
in 1964–65. Preventing the spread of Communism, after all, remained the guiding star of
American policy. Presidents Truman, Eisenhower, and Kennedy had followed it, as had their
partisan opponents. All three Presidents had affirmed American support of South Vietnam and
enunciated versions of the domino theory as a rationale. It was Johnson's fate to become
President at a time when South Vietnam, following the assassination of Diem, was faltering
badly. It was difficult for him to temporize, as his predecessors (in varying degrees) had done.31

Some of those who demanded resolute action thought Johnson temporized far too much. Top
military figures in 1964 insisted on the need for American bombing of North Vietnam. When
LBJ finally agreed to it in 1965, they chafed under his policy of calibrated incrementalism, an
approach that involved significant escalation but that stopped short of full-scale military
engagement with the enemy. General Curtis LeMay, air force chief of staff, exclaimed that the
United States should bomb North Vietnam "back to the Stone Age." Admiral Ulysses S. Grant
Sharp, naval commander in the Pacific, complained that America's bombing amounted to
"pecking away at seemingly random targets." He added later, "We could have flattened every
war-making facility in North Vietnam. But the handwringers had center stage. . . . The most
powerful country in the world did not have the willpower needed to meet the situation. "32

Other military men also blamed Johnson for timidity in his waging of the war. Westmoreland
said later, "It takes the full strength of a tiger to kill a rabbit." A battalion commander added,
"Remember, we're watchdogs you unchain to eat up the burglar. Don't ask us to be mayors or
sociologists worrying about hearts and minds. Let us eat up the burglar our own way and then put
us back on the chain."33 Some of these critics argued that the United States should have
dispatched American troops against enemy sanctuaries in Laos and Cambodia. They emphasized
again and again that the United States should have done much more massive bombing of North
Vietnamese military installations and infrastructure. Some urged the mining of Haiphong harbor,



access point for outside aid to the North, and the bombing of Hanoi. Holding great expectations
about America's capacity to control world events, they could not understand how a relatively
small nation such as North Vietnam could survive against a world power like the United States.34

Other analysts of American military strategy grumbled that Westmoreland's emphasis, a
"search and destroy" strategy that sought to chase down enemy forces in South Vietnam, entailed
much wasted effort. The search and destroy approach, they noted, devastated a great many
villages, making enemies of the people the United States was trying to help. Some of these critics
thought it would have been better to concentrate American forces near the demilitarized zone
dividing the antagonists and along borders with Laos and Cambodia. The key, they insisted, was
to take the war to the North, where the enemy was coming from, and pay less attention to unrest
in the South. Others said it might have been better to devote greater effort to pacification, as it
was called. This was a policy, intermittently employed after 1965, that depended less on search
and destroy missions and more on civil-military programs to promote stability and peace in
heavily populated regions of South Vietnam.

It remains extraordinarily doubtful, however, that military options such as these—many of
them fine-tuned with hindsight—would have turned the tide. Hawks were correct that Johnson
hamstrung the generals and the admirals: North Vietnam never had to fear the worst. But
throughout the postwar era, hawkish critics had always tended to exaggerate the potential of
military actions, especially bombing, to achieve political objectives. Like McNamara, they
believed overoptimistically in the omnipotence of American technology. And they often
presumed the superiority of white, Western ways: Asians, they thought, could not stand up for
long against Western civilization. These were misplaced and ethnocentric assumptions that badly
misread the situation in Vietnam. What stands out about American involvement in Southeast
Asia, especially in retrospect, is the extent to which a truly enormous military commitment—
both of bombs and of troops—failed to stop, let alone defeat, a much less industrialized
adversary. Short of obliterating much of the North by dropping nuclear bombs on civilian centers
—an option not considered at high levels—it is hard to see how greater military engagement
could have achieved the goals of the United States.

Johnson's military problem, in some ways more complicated than that of his predecessors in
the White House, stemmed in large part from two simple facts. First, many people in South
Vietnam showed little stomach for the fight. Diem's successors, it turned out, were even less
successful than he in curbing corruption and in gaining popular support. South Vietnamese
leaders cooperated poorly with pacification programs, which were ill-coordinated with military
strategy and often lacked even elementary security.35 One-third of South Vietnamese combat
troops deserted every year.36 One of the most important lessons that might have been learned
from the Vietnam War was that it is difficult for a nation—even a world power—to reform and
protect a client state that cannot or will not manage itself. It may be impossible to provide
protection if the state in trouble also faces widespread civil unrest and invasion, as was the case
with South Vietnam.37

Second, the North Vietnamese were willing to fight hard and for however long it took. This
was always the biggest obstacle to American chances for long-range success—however measured
—in Vietnam. The longer the fighting went on—in a far-away land that seemed of little strategic



value to the United States—the shorter the patience of the American people, who tolerated far
fewer casualties than the enemy did.38 One can perhaps imagine the United States massing
hundreds of thousands of troops near North Vietnamese, Cambodian, and Laotian borders while
trying to maintain a degree of order and safety in urban areas in parts of the South. But Ho's
commanders were very good at infiltrating and at motivating their men, and the frontiers to be
guarded extended more than 1,000 miles. Even by positioning 600,000 or so men in Vietnam—
for who knew how many years?—the United States might not have been able to slow down
infiltration from the North. Behind the border, moreover, Ho had a reserve army of 500,000 or so
men. China threatened to enter the war if the United States went after Ho in the North. And who
could tell about the rapidly arming Soviets, with whom LBJ hoped to maintain a modicum of
détente?

Debates such as these over American military strategy animated armchair generals long after
the war had ended. In 1964 and early 1965, however, Johnson firmly resisted the most hawkish
advice. He feared alienating allies and provoking China and the Soviet Union. Equally important,
he did care deeply about his Great Society agenda. To wage a major war in Vietnam might
endanger passage of his domestic programs. Heeding the counsel of his closest advisers, he
determined in late 1964 to escalate, but only after the election and in a calibrated and
incremental way.

At the time this seemed like a politically sound as well as militarily promising approach to
take. We return to the power of the Cold War consensus in the United States. If Johnson had done
nothing, and watched South Vietnam collapse, he risked criticism not only from conservatives
and hawks but also from important allies within the Democratic coalition. Labor leaders,
including Walter Reuther, supported escalation in 1965–66. AFL-CIO president George Meany
ardently backed it long after that. "I would rather fight the Communists in South Vietnam," he
said in 1967, "than fight them down here in the Chesapeake Bay." An anti-war resolution
introduced at the AFL-CIO convention in that year lost by a vote of 2,000 to 6.39

The majority of congressional Democrats, too, gave enthusiastic backing to Johnson's moves
toward escalation. LBJ, indeed, worried more about criticism of his foreign policies from the
Right on Capitol Hill than from the Left. Richard Russell of Georgia, one of the most powerful
men in the Senate on defense issues, never believed that South Vietnam possessed much strategic
value to American interests, and he was cool to escalation in early 1965. Once Johnson acted,
however, Russell backed him to the hilt. "We are there now," he said. "If we scuttle and run, it
would shake the confidence of the free world in any commitment we might make." He and his
colleagues in essence abdicated congressional oversight over Vietnam policies for much of
Johnson's presidency. Unprecedentedly high defense appropriation bills during these years swept
through Capitol Hill with little or no debate. Even Fulbright's hearings in 1966 sparked little
interest on the Hill. Until 1968 Johnson enjoyed considerable bipartisan support in Congress for
his conduct of the war.40

Except for a few of the most anti-communist military advocates, supporters of escalation in
1964–65 were not sure—at least most of the time—that the United States and South Vietnam had
to win the war, in the sense of destroying all hostile units on the field. Rather, they hoped to
inflict so much pain on the enemy in both the North and the South that Ho would allow the war to



wind down. American engagement, Johnson believed, would sooner or later force Ho Chi Minh
to "sober up and unload his pistol."41 Thanks in large part to continuing American escalation
after 1965, the United States did prevent South Vietnam from falling during the LBJ years. In
retrospect, however, it is clear that this policy was doomed in the long run. It reflected
exaggerated expectations about the potential of American military and diplomatic muscle, as
well as a misguided faith that the American people would continue to pay the price that
escalation entailed. Their reluctance to do so after 1967 undercut the policy and reduced Johnson
to cries of bewilderment and rage. Johnson's approach also exposed profound misunderstanding
of Vietnamese culture, politics, and history.42 By 1964 the fires of revolutionary nationalism that
ignited the North Vietnamese and the NLF burned far too strongly to be stopped by American
arms or to be extinguished at the bargaining table.

Neither Johnson nor most of his advisers understood this in 1964 and 1965. Some, including
LBJ, never did. They would have profited, as would the American people, from much wider
exposure to the cultures of other nations. But the problem was only partly one of miseducation.
The United States undertook escalation in 1965 because of the Cold War. In this larger
calculation the nature of Vietnamese society and history was of little consequence. Johnson never
even claimed that Vietnam had great strategic value. He called it a "little pissant country." What
really mattered to him, as it had mattered so often to Americans in the postwar era, was the
credibility of his country's commitment in its larger battle against Communism in the world. To
show weakness on one part of the globe was to risk disaster on other parts. Rusk put this point
clearly. "The integrity of the U.S. commitment," he said in 1965, "is the principal pillar of peace
throughout the world. If that commitment becomes unreliable, the communist world would
certainly draw conclusions that would lead to our ruin and almost certainly to a catastrophic war.
"43

The focus on credibility in the fight against worldwide Communism seems both excessive and
tragic in hindsight. It ignored contradictory evidence at the time, including a fact known to most
of the policy-makers themselves: thanks in part to bitter Sino-Soviet rivalry, there was no such
thing in the 1960s as a worldwide Communist conspiracy. Ho Chi Minh, to be sure, was a
Communist, and he received aid from both China and the Soviet Union. A tyrant, he might well
be expected to assault other nations in Southeast Asia once he united his own country. But Ho
was above all a nationalist. And it was only speculation that he could or would overrun other
nations when and if he took Saigon. The domino theory was just that—a theory. Assessing the
theory in June 1964, a CIA report expressed doubts about its applicability to particular situations.
If South Vietnam collapsed, it said, Laos and Cambodia might fall, too. But that was conjectural.
And a "continuation of the spread of communism in the area would not be inexorable, and any
spread which did take place would take time—time in which the total situation might change in
any number of ways unfavorable to the communist cause."44

Thoughtful advice: CIA officials tended to be more cautious about escalation than many other
American policy-makers at the time. But also unheeded advice. It competed helplessly against a
Cold War consensus that continued to rule American society, politics, and culture. In deciding
for escalation in early 1965 Johnson was as much a prisoner of this consensus as he was an
activator of it. "LBJ," an accomplished historian of the war concludes, "appears less a fool or



knave than a beleaguered executive attempting to maintain an established policy against an
immediate threat in a situation where there was no attractive alternative."45

ON FEBRUARY 6, 1965, enemy forces attacked an American air base at Pleiku in South
Vietnam. The assault killed eight American soldiers and destroyed six helicopters and a transport
plane. McNamara and Westmoreland urged LBJ to retaliate instantly. Johnson, who had been
waiting for such a pretext, agreed. "We have kept our guns over the mantel and our shells in the
cupboard for a long time now," he said at a two-hour meeting with top advisers. "I can't ask our
American soldiers out there to continue the fight with one hand tied behind their backs." All his
major advisers—Rusk, Bundy, Taylor, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff General Earle
Wheeler—were consulted and agreed. Johnson thereupon ordered air attacks on targets in North
Vietnam.

This response to the raid on Pleiku started the great escalation. A campaign of regular
bombing attacks, Rolling Thunder, began in March and intensified over the next few months—
3,600 sorties by American and South Vietnamese planes in April, 4,800 in June. Most sought to
blast roads and railroads in the North so as to stem the flow of supplies to the South. LBJ, aided
mainly by civilian advisers such as McNamara and Rusk, met regularly for Tuesday lunches to
select bombing targets. "They can't even bomb an outhouse without my approval," he said
proudly. The President also increased American troop strength. On March 8, two battalions of
marines, accompanied by howitzers and tanks, came ashore to protect an American air base at
Danang on the northern coast of South Vietnam. They were authorized to attack the enemy if
necessary.46

During these early months of escalation Johnson, worried about weakening support for Great
Society initiatives in Congress, tried to hide the full extent of his activities in Vietnam. He did
not tell the people that American forces were authorized to go on the offensive. He said he would
go anywhere to talk peace. At Johns Hopkins University on April 7 he promised Southeast Asia
$1 billion or more in aid—an Asian Marshall Plan—once the fighting stopped. But he also made
it clear that he would never give in. "We will not be defeated," he emphasized. "We will not grow
tired. We will not withdraw." The next day American bombers launched a massive raid, and LBJ
authorized the dispatch of 15,000 more American troops.47

While Johnson was shoring up South Vietnam he found himself faced with trouble much
closer to home—in the Dominican Republic. On April 24 a coup led by forces supporting Juan
Bosch, a non-Communist leftist, overthrew the right-wing, pro-American government there.
Bosch, however, could not establish control, and skirmishing broke out. American officials on
the scene, including Ambassador Tapley Bennett, warned Johnson that Castro-inspired
Communists might prevail amid the disorder. Poorly advised, Johnson was also anxious to prove
that he would use American troops—in Vietnam, in the Dominican Republic, wherever seriously
provoked—to beat back Communist advances. His response on April 28 was to send in 14,000
American soldiers and marines. In so doing he ignored the Organization of American States,
which was supposed to meet in advance of interventions in the Western Hemisphere. The OAS,
LBJ remarked, "couldn't pour piss out of a boot if the instructions were written on the heel."48

American intervention in the Dominican Republic proved popular in the United States. It also



achieved its narrow purpose, for Bosch was prevented from ruling the country. By mid-1965
OAS troops were replacing the American forces, and in September a moderate leader, Joaquin
Balaguer, took over. But LBJ had greatly overreacted. Bosch was not a Communist; indeed, he
had been fairly elected President in December 1962, only to be overthrown in a coup ten months
later. Nor were Communists strong amid the turmoil in April 1965. By intervening Johnson
damaged whatever hopes the United States might have had of encouraging progressive forces in
the Western Hemisphere: thirteen military coups took place in Latin America later in the 1960s.
He demonstrated yet again that worries about worldwide Communist conspiracies dominated
American thinking about foreign policy.

If Johnson hoped that his show of force in the Caribbean would impress the North Vietnamese,
he was wrong. Neither bombing nor American fighting men seemed to improve the fortunes of
the South. Seeking order, the South Vietnamese military overthrew the last of many civilian
governments in June. General Nguyen Van Thieu, a graduate of the United States Command and
General Staff College at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, took over as head of state. He was a self-
effacing but shrewd political general with a great gift for survival in the ever-shifting intrigue of
Saigon politics. Colonel Nguyen Cao Ky became premier. Ky had been trained by the French as a
pilot and had later operated under CIA cover flying missions against the North Vietnamese.
Gaudy and flamboyant, Ky frequently dressed in a black flying suit with purple scarf. Ivory-
handled pistols jutted ostentatiously from his pockets.49

Top American leaders had little faith, to put it mildly, in Thieu and Ky. State Department
official Chester Cooper likened Ky to a character from a comic opera. "A Hollywood central
casting bureau would have grabbed him for a role as a sax player in a second-rate Manila night
club." William Bundy, a State Department expert on Asia (and McGeorge Bundy's brother),
observed glumly that Thieu and Ky were "absolutely the bottom of the barrel."50 Thieu and Ky
nonetheless brought some stability to South Vietnamese politics: Thieu became President in
September 1967 and stayed on in that position until the North Vietnamese won the war years
later. But they commanded little support among the masses of the people of South Vietnam.
Following their coup, as before, the NLF made gains in the South.

With the situation continuing to deterioriate, McNamara wrote a decisive memo in late July. It
laid out three options: "cut our losses and withdraw," "continue at about the present level," or
"expand promptly and substantially the U.S. pressure." McNamara urged rejection of the first
option as "humiliating the United States and very damaging to our future effectiveness on the
world scene." The second option would "confront us later with a choice between withdrawal and
an emergency expansion of forces, perhaps too late to do any good." He recommended the third.
It would lead to "considerable cost in casualties and materiel" but would "offer a good chance of
producing a favorable settlement in the longer run." McNamara thought that American troop
strength in Vietnam should be increased from 75,000, the number already there, to more than
200,000.51

McNamara's memo, one of the most important in the history of the war, laid out with special
clarity the logic behind American policy in Vietnam. All the main themes were there: the fear of
"humiliation," the need for American credibility on the "world scene," the faith in calibrated
escalation, the underestimation of the enemy, the grand expectation that military pressure would



ultimately force Ho Chi Minh to accept a settlement preserving the political integrity of a non-
Communist South Vietnam. Like other top leaders, McNamara did not believe that escalation
would destroy all enemy forces. But he could not bear the thought of pulling out, and he was
confident that the enormously greater power of the United States would prevail.

The five men who saw the memo were the major players: McGeorge Bundy, Rusk, Taylor,
Westmoreland, and Wheeler. Other members of the National Security Council did not
participate. Congress knew nothing of it. All five joined McNamara in approving the memo and
recommending it to Johnson. Some of them, including McNamara, wished to go further and
called on Johnson to declare a national emergency and to seek a hike in taxes to support major
increases in military spending. Military leaders urged the President to mobilize 235,000
reservists. The administration, these advisers expostulated, was about to venture into war in a
large way and should make that clear to Congress, the American people, and the world.

If Johnson had taken these steps, he would at least have stimulated open debate about policies
in Vietnam. But he refused to go that far. He thought that these moves might trigger military
responses from China or the Soviet Union, that they would "touch off a right-wing stampede" at
home that would require him to escalate further, and that they would weaken congressional
support for his Great Society programs, some of which (including the voting rights and Medicare
bills) remained to be passed. Mobilizing reservists, he feared, would provoke widespread unease
among Americans who would worry about being called into combat service. Instead, LBJ
accepted the basic recommendations of the McNamara memo without explaining their
consequences to the American people. On July 28 he announced a stepping up of draft calls and
the dispatch of an additional 50,000 men to Vietnam. Privately he committed himself to the
sending of up to 75,000 more by the end of the year. That would increase American troop
strength in Vietnam to around 200,000. The die had been cast.

THE WRITER DAVID HALBERSTAM, who served as a New York Times  reporter in Vietnam in
the early 1960s, later (1972) wrote one of the first large-selling books critical of the war. Its
decidedly ironic title was The Best and the Brightest. Many writers echoed his view that liberal
intellectuals and technocrats not only sparked the drive for escalation but also poured fuel on the
fires after 1965. McNamara, a genius at systems analysis and rational planning, was the most
ardent: critics of administration policy spoke of "McNamara's War." But the other incendiaries
seemed equally bright. McGeorge Bundy had been dean of the faculty at Harvard. Rusk had been
a Rhodes Scholar. So had Walt Rostow, who then had become a widely known professor of
economic history at MIT before rising to the status of a top adviser. Westmoreland had been first
captain of cadets at West Point and had fought in combat in both World War II and Korea. Taylor
was a D-Day veteran and a liberals' general who spoke several foreign languages and wrote
books.

In the next two and one-half years some of these men developed doubts about what they had
done. Bundy left the administration in early 1966, to be replaced by Rostow. McNamara's doubts
rose as early as December 1965, when he told Johnson that he questioned whether the American
public would support the war for the long time that would be required. Johnson was intrigued
enough to inquire, 'Then, no matter what we do in the military field there is no sure victory?"
McNamara replied, "That's right. We have been too optimistic." He then persuaded Johnson to



declare a "Christmas bombing halt" in the hope that negotiations might begin. The halt lasted
thirty-seven days without effect.52

In 1966 McNamara grew more deeply concerned. The fantastic escalation of that year was not
achieving its purposes. Martin Luther King and others were denouncing him as an architect of
disaster, especially for American blacks, who were dying in large numbers. By October
McNamara no longer thought that further escalation of manpower or of bombing would
accomplish much, and he called instead for the building of a huge infiltration barrier so as to
stabilize the situation. This bizarre and expensive idea, which exposed the extent of McNamara's
faith in technological solutions, evoked little support among other advisers and was eventually
dropped before construction could be completed. By 1967 McNamara was pacing about his
expansive Pentagon office, staring at the large framed photograph of Defense Secretary Forrestal
(who had committed suicide), and weeping. By late 1967 Johnson had given up on him. The war
had savaged the self-confidence of the most certain of men.53

Others among the "best and the brightest," however, stayed the course until the close of
Johnson's presidency in 1969. If Rostow and Rusk entertained serious doubts about the wisdom
of escalation, they kept them to themselves. Both offered consistently hawkish advice.
Westmoreland occasionally reported that calibrated escalation was not working, but usually to
plead for additional help.54 Most military leaders demanded more, not less, in the way of
American involvement. For them, as for LBJ, the policy of escalation must not be abandoned
simply because it was slow to accomplish its purposes.

Civilian advisers from time to time supported bombing halts and hoped for a negotiated
settlement, but never at the cost of jeopardizing the independence of South Vietnam. Ho Chi
Minh, however, insisted that any settlement must take into account the program of the National
Liberation Front. This meant (at the least) NLF participation in negotiations and substantial NLF
representation in a coalition government. LBJ and his advisers were certain that this would lead
to a Communist-controlled regime in South Vietnam and to unification under the leadership of
Ho. For this reason Johnson never encouraged serious negotiations. When a Polish diplomat
seemed about to succeed in developing peace talks in December 1966, the Johnson
administration spiked the idea by bombing heavily within five miles of the center of Hanoi. A
similar fate met efforts for negotiations undertaken in early 1967 by British Prime Minister
Harold Wilson. Johnson and Ho Chi Minh were so far apart that negotiations never had much of a
chance.55

The failure of efforts at negotiation left the fate of Vietnam to the soldiers. In 1965 the
casualties remained modest, and American morale was good in the field. Despite half-hearted
fighting by many (not all) units of the South Vietnamese army, Americans usually prevailed
when they could confront the enemy in head-to-head battles. But escalation on both sides
mounted in 1966, casualties increased, and fighting morale proved increasingly difficult to
sustain.56 Roughly 80 percent of American soldiers in Vietnam were from poor or working-class
backgrounds. Neither in college nor in graduate school—where most students received near-
automatic deferments until mid-1968—they often found themselves drafted after they got out of
high school. Indeed, American combat soldiers in Vietnam were unprecedentedly young—an
average of 19, as opposed to 27 in both World War II and Korea. For men so youthful, combat



experience in Vietnam was especially terrifying. There was most of the time no "front" or clear-
cut territorial objective. The young men—boys, mainly—felt that they were always far away "in
the bush." Ordered out on patrols into dense cover, they were bait to lure the enemy into battle.
Many were cut down by withering fire from the bush or were blown to bits by land mines.57

Morale also suffered because of the way that the military organized itself. The majority of
American combat soldiers in Vietnam were draftees or "volunteers" who joined the armed forces
in order to serve at a time of their own choosing. Most were required to stay there for one of their
two or three years of military duty. Unlike those who had fought in Korea or in World War II,
they expected to leave the battleground at a clearly specified time, whereupon someone else
would take their place. Unsurprisingly, some who neared the end of their terms were not eager to
take chances. Most American marines in Vietnam faced thirteen-month terms there that included
up to three tours in the field of eighty days each. This was an unusually heavy and frightening
exposure to combat—one that in many cases proved exhausting both physically and mentally to
the men involved.58

For these and other reasons many American combat units found it hard, especially in the later
years of the war, to develop camaraderie. In earlier wars, units had tended to stay together for the
duration of the effort. Soldiers in combat grew close, sometimes dying for one another. In
Vietnam, however, men often arrived in the field as individuals and were placed in whatever
squads needed help. Some of the men whom they fought beside had many months of service left
—these might become buddies to be protected—but others were nearing the end of their term.
They remained strangers, brief acquaintances who might soon go home.

Racial antagonism increasingly accentuated these problems.59 Many American black men at
first seemed ready and eager to serve in the military: through 1966 they were three times as
likely as white soldiers to re-enlist when their terms were over. But they faced the same kinds of
abuse and mistreatment on the front that they had faced at home. Often, it seemed, they were told
to do the dirtiest jobs and pull the most dangerous duty. Between 1961, when the first American
"advisers" died in Vietnam, and the end of 1966, 12.6 percent of American soldiers there were
black (roughly the percentage of blacks in America's draft-age population). In 1965, 24 percent
of American combat deaths were black, a high for the war.60

By then black leaders in the United States were becoming openly critical of American policy
in the war. King criticized escalation in August 1965, and both SNCC and CORE formally
opposed the war in January 1966. Blacks became less eager to serve. Many who were drafted and
sent abroad to fight had imbibed racial pride from the civil rights movement, and they would not
put up with second-class treatment. Made aware of these feelings, American army leaders sought
to lessen racial discrimination in the field. The percentage of combat deaths that was black began
to fall, to 16 percent in 1966 and 13 percent in 1968.6l Still, sharp antagonisms persisted,
reflecting not only the timeless tensions of color but also the mounting racial conflicts that were
rending American society at home.

Many Americans who served in Vietnam complained bitterly—again, mainly in the later years
of the war—of poor military leadership. This was hardly new in the annals of warfare, but the
problem seemed especially acute in Vietnam, where "fragging" (soldiers wounding or killing



their own officers) became a serious matter by the 1970s. Officers who were assigned to combat
normally served six-month tours. They scarcely had time to develop much rapport with men in
their units. Few of those above the grade of lieutenant (the lowest officer ranks) stayed long on
the front lines with the troops. They tended instead to remain in base areas, many of which were
lavishly outfitted, or in the air, mainly in helicopters. Only four American generals died in
combat during the years of fighting in Vietnam, three of whom crashed to their death in
helicopters. (The fourth was killed by sniper fire.) Although nearly 8,000 American dead—13.8
percent of the total—were officers, most of these were lieutenants or captains. The rest were non-
commissioned officers—sergeants, corporals, and the like—and draftees and "volunteers."62

Men in the front lines had to worry not only about the enemy but also about the firepower from
their own side. American dead and wounded from "friendly fire" were later estimated to be as
high as 15 or 20 percent of all casualties. Many things accounted for these unprecedentedly high
estimates: poor leadership, inadequate training, the frequency of close-in fighting in the bush,
and the penchant of high-ranking officers to hurry in calls for the heaviest sort of firepower—
after all, it was there—to support infantrymen in trouble.63

American fighting men were regularly lonely and frequently scared even when they were not
in combat. They had little if any understanding of the history or the culture of Vietnam, and they
did not know the language. The South Vietnamese, equally ethnocentric, were bewildered by the
impatient, technologically advanced, and increasingly frustrated Americans. Personal friendships
across the large gap in cultures were rare. Worse, many apparently supportive South Vietnamese
seemed to have an uncanny ability to avoid the mines and booby traps that maimed United States
troops. It was hardly surprising in the circumstances that many American fighting men came to
believe that all Vietnamese were alike. Everyone in "Nam," it seemed, wore black pajamas and
sneaked about treacherously in the night. "They say, 'GI number one' when we're in the village,"
an American soldier complained, "but at night the dirty rats are VC." Another wrote, "During the
day they'll smile and take your money. At night they'll creep in and slit your throat."64 More and
more, American combat veterans thought that no South Vietnamese civilian deserved a second
thought before being shot in the midst of a fire fight in a village. "The rule in the field/' one
explained, "if it's dead, it's VC."65

All these problems and fears helped to account for the savagery of the fighting in Vietnam. To
some this seemed even more gruesome than in other wars. NLF and North Vietnamese
combatants, battling against alien invaders, fought tenaciously, resorting to sabotage and stab-in-
the-back assaults on American soldiers in the night. Americans, with awesome firepower at their
disposal, dropped ever more napalm and Agent Orange and poured bombs on villages and enemy
installations. Commanders in the field often called in the planes, helicopters, and heavy artillery
wherever they thought the enemy might be. As an American major explained in 1968 following
the obliteration by American firepower of Ben Tre, a village in the Mekong Delta, "We had to
destroy the village in order to save it."

The savagery of combat intensified in 1966–67, by which time it was becoming increasingly
difficult for many of the soldiers to understand why the United States was fighting. McNamara,
Westmoreland, and their own commanders, after all, were measuring progress only in body
counts. When soldiers returned from patrol, they were asked one thing: how many did you kill?



One soldier exclaimed, "What am I doing here? We don't take any land. We don't give it back.
We just mutilate bodies. What the fuck are we doing here?"66

Increasing numbers of America's combat soldiers were revulsed by the slaughter, and many
thousands suffered from serious personality disorders thereafter. Others, however, grew callous
and cruel. That happens in wars. William Broyles, a marine lieutenant, later described the
experiences of his unit:

For years we disposed of the enemy dead like so much garbage. We stuck cigarettes in
the mouths of corpses, put Playboy magazines in their hands, cut off their ears to wear
around our necks. We incinerated them with napalm, atomized them with B-52 strikes,
shoved them out the doors of helicopters above the South China Sea. In the process did we
take down their dog-tag numbers and catalog them? Do an accounting? Forget it.

 
All we did was count. Count bodies. Count dead human beings. . . . That was our

fundamental military strategy. Body count. And the count kept going up.67

 
A COMMON ARGUMENT of supporters of American escalation is that the war was lost not in

the bush but on the home front in the United States. They emphasize the damaging role of two
institutions: the media, especially television, for presenting an overly negative picture of
American goals and accomplishments; and the universities, for succoring draft-dodging student
activists against the war. The anti-war stance of the media and of the students, they say,
encouraged a broader-based disenchantment that ultimately reached Capitol Hill.

In the long run the war indeed increased the skepticism—indeed the suspicion and testiness—
of the media, which understandably grew disenchanted by glowing government handouts and
public relations efforts. Their rising suspiciousness, which grew confrontational by the early
1970s, was a very important legacy of the war—one that reflected and intensified broader
popular dissatisfactions with government. Prior to 1968, however, most newspapers and
magazines supported Johnson's policies. Reporters necessarily relied heavily on handouts from
American military and political leaders, and newspapers printed thousands of stories carrying
greatly inflated statistics about enemy body counts and other supposed accomplishments of the
military effort. As in the era of Joe McCarthy, journalists normally felt obliged to accept what
office-holders and top military leaders—those who commanded relevant information—had to
say.

Television news programs, too, tended either to soft-pedal the horrors of the war (footage of
such horrors was hardly pleasurable to watch at dinnertime) or to go along with the
administration until 1968. Walter Cronkite, the avuncular, much-admired anchorman for CBS
news, came close to applauding Johnson's actions at the time of the Tonkin Gulf "crisis."
Henceforth, he told viewers, the United States was committed to "stop Communist aggression
wherever it raises its head."68 Then and for the next three years television newscasts not only had
little criticism to offer of American troop build-ups but also presented a great many unflatering
portrayals of anti-war activists, "hippies," and other critics of American institutions.



Although the conflict in Vietnam was America's first "living room war," newscasts devoted
little of their evening broadcasts (only twenty-two minutes long excepting commercials) to
actual fighting. With some notable exceptions there was not much footage of heavy combat that
showed dead or wounded American soldiers; one later estimate found a total of seventy-six such
cases in 2,300 newscasts surveyed between 1965 and 1970. In part because many battles were
fought at night and in locations far from television cameras, TV coverage of combat tended to
show soldiers leaping out of helicopters and dashing off into the bush. Sounds of artillery
boomed in the background. By the late 1960s the presentation of such scenes probably
accentuated an already widespread popular conviction that the war had no clear goals and that it
was going badly. But it also showed the courage of American soldiers, not the most bloody
aspects of the fighting. To a degree, such coverage may have helped to sanitize a sanguinary
struggle.69

The influence of college and university students on American attitudes toward the war is a
somewhat more complicated story. Clearly, the potential for student influence was enormous, for
it was in the mid-1960s that the coming of age of baby boomers began to swell the already rising
numbers of American young people on the campuses. The number of Americans aged 18 to 24
rose from 16.5 million in 1960 to 24.7 million in 1970, a jump of almost 50 percent. By then
approximately one-third of this age group (or 7.9 million) was studying at least part-time at
institutions of higher education. The explosive leap in the numbers of college-educated young
people, one of the most salient demographic trends of the decade, promoted increasing amounts
of talk by the mid-1960s about "youth culture," "youth rebellion," and "generation gap."

These demographic developments, moreover, interacted dynamically with changes in attitudes,
notably the rise of liberal optimism, escalating expectations, and rights-consciousness. Millions
of young people, especially those with the resources to pursue higher education, were swept up in
the hopes for change that civil rights activists and others had done much to unleash and that
Kennedy and Johnson had appealed to in order to promote liberal programs. As Bob Dylan had
prophesied in his song "The Times They Are a-Changin'," many young people thought they had
the potential to transform American life. Rarely before had two such interrelated and powerful
trends—demographic and ideological—occurred at the same time. Reinforcing each other, they
underlay much of the turmoil that distinguished the 1960s from the 1950s.70

A minority of these young people—again, mostly those with higher education—turned well to
the left in the early 1960s. Some grew rebellious upon arriving on campuses that had become
enormous and impersonal in recent years. Anger at bureaucracy and at the seeming indifference
of authority figures fueled a good deal of the discontent of young Americans in the 1960s. Other
students railed at what they perceived as complacency among older, affluent people who seemed
to ignore social problems. Accumulating material goods, they said, might have been all right,
indeed necessary, for their elders. But it was unsatisfying, even cold-hearted, to some in the
younger generation. Many of the young, indeed, felt guilty that they were well-off while others
were not. They believed above all that they must act—"put our bodies on the line"—against
injustice. They would work to smash racism and poverty and transform the consciousness of the
nation.71

Few of these young people were in open rebellion against their elders. On the contrary, they



tended to be the children of relatively affluent and indulgent parents and to have gone to schools
and colleges where they had been encouraged to think for themselves. (Nixon later grumbled that
they were a "Spock-marked generation.") In general, they were more likely than others in their
age group to have grown up in politically liberal families. Some were sons and daughters of
radicals—or "red-diaper babies," as critics named them. Many displayed a special self-
consciousness and self-confidence. Having grown up in a world that differed significantly from
that of their parents, they imagined that their elders just did not understand. As Dylan put it:

Come mothers and fathers
Throughout the land
And don't criticize
What you can't understand
Your sons and your daughters
Are beyond your command
Your old road is
Rapidly agin!
Please get out of the new one
If you can't lend your hand
For the times they are a-changin'.

 
Among these young activists in the early 1960s were some who derived their ideas from

radical thinkers of the 1950s, such as the sociologist C. Wright Mills, the free-thinking Paul
Goodman, and Michael Harrington.72 Most of the philosophically aware young activists of the
early 1960s liked especially to distinguish themselves from representatives of the "old" or
Marxist Left, which they thought was doctrinaire. Labor unions, too, seemed to them stodgy and
conservative, and liberals could not always be trusted. Most of the young activists considered
themselves members of a new generation and of a New Left, a term that came into general usage
in 1963. They would rid themselves of dogmatism and employ democratic procedures to generate
sweeping social change.73

From the beginning, members of the New Left differed a good deal among themselves, and
their major causes changed considerably over time. Some who joined the best-known protest
group of the time, Students for a Democratic Society, focused in the early 1960s on developing
community action against poverty. When the war on poverty began in 1964, they redoubled their
efforts to revitalize the ghettos and other poor pockets of American society. Most SDS workers—
and other young activists—were especially inspired by the civil rights movement. Student
protestors who demonstrated in the highly publicized movement for free speech at the University
of California at Berkeley in 1964 included key leaders who had been radicalized by the racism
that they had witnessed as civil rights volunteers in the South.74

Perhaps the most prominent young radical in the early 1960s was Tom Hayden, a University of
Michigan student who had worked with SNCC in 1961. Raised a Catholic, Hayden was a serious
thinker with a commitment to elevating the spirit and improving human relationships in the
United States. In 1962 he emerged as chief author of a major position paper of the SDS, the Port
Huron Statement.75 This manifesto, widely cited (if not widely read) by fellow activists in the



early 1960s, lamented the alienating affluence of American civilization and the consequent
"estrangement" of modern man. Although it did not renounce capitalism, it echoed Mills (whom
Hayden much admired) by asserting that "in work and in leisure the individual is regulated as
part of the system, a consuming unit, bombarded by hard-sell, soft-sell, lies, and semi-true
appeals to his basest drives." Hayden denounced what he deemed to be the intellectual aridity of
American universities and called on college students to "consciously build a base for their assault
upon the loci of power." The statement was vague about specific goals, welcoming, for instance,
both decentralization of government and a larger welfare state. But it clearly aimed at harnessing
the moral idealism of young people to humanize capitalism. This was to be done through the
process of "participatory democracy," a rallying cry for many who joined the New Left in the
1960s.

Although the SDS and other radical groups attracted rising attention in the media during the
early 1960s, they gained very few members at the time. In October 1963 SDS had six chapters
(plus thirteen more on paper) and a total of 610 paid-up members. In January 1965, before LBJ
escalated the war on a large scale, SDS had a few dozen chapters but still only 1,500 paid-up
members.76 Most of them were still concentrating on the issue of poverty. Although some of its
members had been active in demonstrations against nuclear testing, they had paid little notice
before 1965 to foreign policies or to events in far-off Asia.

Johnson's escalation soon transformed the SDS and other New Left organizations. Some of the
activists, to be sure, continued to concentrate on problems of the ghetto—Hayden was busy
mobilizing the poor in Newark—and others focused on reforming the universities. But many new
young people flocked to SDS and other New Left groups out of fear and anger at LBJ's foreign
policies. As early as April SDS dramatized the anti-war cause by sponsoring a March on
Washington. By 1966 SDS membership was three times what it had been a year earlier. Equally
important, SDS and other student-dominated organizations were developing considerably more
anti-war sympathy among otherwise apolitical university students, many of whom were
frightened by the threat of the draft. No other group of Americans was nearly so vocal against the
war—or so widely assailed by advocates of escalation—as the student New Left and its much
larger band of student sympathizers.77

Some of the students were attracted to speakers at university teach-ins who emphasized the
strategic fallacies of escalation. Hans Morgenthau, a prominent political scientist, repeatedly
emphasized that Vietnam had little geopolitical importance and that the United States, like
France in the 1940s and 1950s, was sacrificing resources as well as international prestige by
tying itself down in the war. Other well-known American students of foreign policy, including
George Kennan and the columnist Walter Lippmann, made similar points. They were realists
who deplored the distortions that Johnson's military escalation was creating in foreign and
defense policies.78

Most youthful opponents of the war, however, approached the issue from a moral point of
view. Here they differed sharply from many of their elders, such as Johnson, who had lived
through the rise of fascism and the struggles of World War II. The young, with a much more
present-minded view of things, did not worry nearly so much about Communism or the Cold
War. Where LBJ and his advisers applied the "lessons" of Munich and of appeasement, the young



activists were sure that the conflict in Vietnam was a civil war, not a Communist conspiracy.
They were appalled by the immorality, as they saw it, of American actions, which they equated
with racism in the American South. Placards proclaimed their position: STOP THE KILLING;
UNCONDITIONAL NEGOTIATIONS YES—KILLING VIETNAMESE CHILDREN NO; WAR ON POVERTY, NOT

ON PEOPLE; ONE MAN ONE VOTE—SELMA OR SAIGON; ESCALATE FREEDOM IN MISSISSIPPI.79

"Eve of Destruction," a popular song by P. F. Sloan, captured the anxiety that many of these
young people felt in 1965. Sung in a brooding, surly way by Barry McGuire, it was accompanied
by a pounding drumbeat and occasional whines of the harmonica. The lyrics were apocalyptic.
"When the button is pushed there's no runnin' away / There'll be no one to save with the world in
a grave." Racial injustice was rampant:

Handful of Senators don't pass legislation
And marches alone can't bring integration
What human respect is disintegratin'
This whole crazy world is just too frustratin' . . .
Look at all the hate there is in Red China
Then take a look around at Selma, Alabama.

 
And Vietnam:

The Eastern world, it is explodin'
Violence flarin', bullets loadin'
You're old enough to kill but not for votin'
You don't believe in war but what's that gun you're totin'
And even the Jordan River has bodies floatin'.

 
By contrast to many of the hit songs of 1964 (the Beatles' "A Hard Day's Night," the Supremes'
"Baby Love," and the Beach Boys' "Little Deuce Coupe"), "Eve of Destruction" was bitter and
discordant. It symbolized a move toward a much angrier, louder—and sometimes deliberately
unintelligible—form of rock music that rose in popularity during the late 1960s. Some people
thought "Eve of Destruction" subversive. Many stations refused to play it. It zoomed to the top of
the charts five weeks after its release in July, the fastest-rising song in the history of rock.80

After Johnson committed himself in mid-1965 to much-increased escalation, a minority of
American activists virtually disowned the government. Hayden, the pacifist Staughton Lynd, and
the Communist Herbert Aptheker journeyed to Hanoi at the end of the year and returned to
celebrate the "rice-roots democracy" of the North Vietnamese state. Hanoi, they said, was not
abetting the fighting in the South. The travelers ignored well-documented evidence, available
since the late 1950s, that North Vietnam had killed thousands of uncooperative peasants and had
imprisoned thousands of others in forced-labor camps. Outraged by the war, the radicals were
credulous visitors.81

Other militant foes of the war shared the rage that animated Hayden and his cohorts.
Demanding immediate American withdrawal, they attended rallies in 1966 waving NLF flags and



wearing buttons, VICTORY TO THE  NATIONAL LIBERATION FRONT. They chanted, "Ho, Ho, Ho Chi
Minh / The NLF is gonna win." They adopted as heroes not only Ho Chi Minh but also Mao Tse-
tung and Che Guevara, the Marxist guerrilla strategist who had helped Castro stage his revolution
in Cuba. Some were so psychologically alienated as to feel virtually homeless in the United
States. They called themselves the "NLF behind LBJ's lines."82

Colorful and quotable, the student radicals received considerable coverage in the media. Pro-
war Americans were quick to blame them for impeding the war effort. This was inaccurate,
however, in important respects. Nothing that the students said or did at that time weakened
Johnson's resolve to escalate the war. Anti-war activists enjoyed strength, moreover, on only a
few campuses in the United States. The more elite the college or the university, the more likely it
was to harbor visible opponents of the war in Vietnam. The state universities of Michigan,
Wisconsin, and California-Berkeley were three such places. Prestigious private institutions such
as Harvard and Columbia also proved relatively receptive to radical dissent. Most campuses,
however, remained quiet until the late 1960s: one careful estimate has concluded that only 2 to 3
percent of college students called themselves activists between 1965 and 1968, and that only 20
percent ever participated in an anti-war demonstration.83 It was highly inaccurate to lump
together the widely different institutions of higher education in the United States and accuse
them, especially in 1965–66, of succoring anti-war activity.

Class differences in opinions about the war further divided young people (and others) in
America. This was a complicated matter, for "attitudes" toward the war were neither
unidimensional nor consistent over time. Many people who told pollsters that they were opposed
to the war meant that they disagreed with the way that the administration was handling it; some
wanted more escalation, not less. Surveys that tried to get at class attitudes, however, did not
support the contention that the poor and the working classes were the strongest advocates of war.
Instead, they indicated that backing for the fighting was in fact highest among the young (people
aged 20 to 29) and the well educated. Over time it became especially weak among the elderly,
blacks, women, and the poorly educated. It is therefore inaccurate to argue that poor and
working-class people—for the most part, non-students—were the most avid advocates of
escalation or that middle- to upper-middle-class Americans, including university students, were
the greatest advocates of restraint. To the dismay of anti-war professors, high levels of education
did not translate readily into opposition to the fighting in Vietnam.84

Most university students who expressed sympathy with anti-war activity in the mid-1960s,
moreover, were hardly radical in their general views. Only a small percentage of them joined
SDS or other such groups. The much larger group of anti-war sympathizers on the margin
criticized the immoral course of the government, sometimes with inflammatory rhetoric, but
hoped that teach-ins and non-violent demonstrations would help Washington see the light.
Although they feared and avoided the draft, they were slow to resist it actively—that came later,
mainly after 1966. While they pressed the United States to stop the bombing, they were not so
likely to demand total American withdrawal, and they hoped for some form of power-sharing
arrangement between South Vietnam and the NLF. Given the bloody history of Vietnam, this was
a forlorn hope. Many anti-war sympathizers nonetheless clung to it and continued long after 1965
to believe in the possibility that reasonable men could find a reasonable solution.85



Notwithstanding all these qualifications, there was no doubt that radical anti-war activity in
the United States was nowhere more visible in the mid-1960s than on some of the most elite
campuses. These tended to enroll the most privileged, academically oriented, and highly
motivated young people in American life. Why this vanguard of students came to oppose the war
remains debated. Feelings of guilt, strongest among many of the most privileged, had something
to do with it. So did particular campus traditions, such as the power of pre-existing peace
movements and other liberal ideas. Jewish students, many of whom came from liberal or radical
families, were relatively well represented on these campuses and in the leadership of some of the
campus protests. Finally, many of the most privileged students had the greatest of expectations,
both about their own futures—which were threatened by the draft—and about the future of the
nation, which seemed destined to disgrace itself if fighting continued.86

Pro-war Americans in 1965 and 1966 were therefore correct to single out university students,
whether radical leaders who belonged to SDS, followers who turned out for demonstrations, or
young men who feared the draft, as the most determined leaders of protest against the conflict in
Vietnam. And because enrollments at places like Berkeley had become so huge—it had 27,000
students in the mid-1960s—opponents of war did not have to muster a very high percentage of
students on such campuses in order to bring out a good-sized crowd. Indeed, during the early
years of the war university students (and organizations such as SNCC) seemed to offer the only
substantial opposition to the fighting, for the conflict then remained more popular than people
later cared to remember. Many important institutions—labor unions, corporations, Congress, the
media, many (not all) of the churches—either supported escalation or went along with it through
1965 and 1966. Their attitudes reflected the continuing power of anti-Communist opinion in the
United States, as well as the willingness of most people to believe what their leaders were telling
them. Americans had not become very cynical about their public officials—yet. The "credibility
gap" was widening in 1965 and early 1966, but it had yet to become a chasm.

IN 1967 THE GAP WAS BECOMING  profound. By then Johnson had been escalating the conflict
for two years. Military spending was exploding in size—from $49.6 billion in 1965 to $80.5
billion for the fiscal year of 1968—and creating ever-larger deficits.87 Draft calls had peaked.
Some 450,000 American soldiers were in Vietnam. Most important, casualties had risen
alarmingly since 1965. Nothing did more than the casualty figures, which LBJ could not conceal,
to advance the tide of popular concern about the war in Vietnam. This did not yet engulf
Congress or other American institutions. But it was spreading beyond the student Left. Casualty
reports—and the sense of futility surrounding the fighting—had done the same during the war in
Korea. By the end of 1967 the tide seemed threatening indeed to the captains of state in
Washington.

Some of the anti-war protestors then began to turn from a strategy of protest to one of more
active resistance. Most of this remained non-violent, but some of it was confrontational.
Resisters began engaging in street theater and guerrilla actions. They taunted policemen ("pigs"),
soldiers, and other uniformed symbols of authority, tossed bottles, and sat in at draft
headquarters. Other resisters turned in or burned draft cards, thereby breaking the law, and were
prosecuted. In October 1967 the Reverend Philip Berrigan, a Catholic priest, doused draft records
in Baltimore with blood from ducks.88 Some young people eligible for the draft went



underground, and others fled to Canada and elsewhere. A highly publicized siege of the Pentagon
in October 1967—some 20,000 demonstrators took part—provoked brutal suppression by
authorities as McNamara watched nervously from the roof.89 Police attacked draft resisters on
"Bloody Tuesday" in Oakland in the same month. Prominent opponents of the war, among them
Dr. Spock and the Reverend William Sloane Coffin, openly counseled young men to resist the
draft and were indicted. Some of the militants were devising strategies of protest that would
literally "stop America in its tracks."90

This was the radical fringe of draft resistance in the United States. More common, however,
were draft avoiders. Ever-larger numbers of young people—most of them college students—
sought to avoid the draft by getting married and fathering children, staying as long as possible in
college and graduate school, joining the military reserves or the National Guard, or finding
friendly family doctors (including psychiatrists) who would say that they were too sick to be
inducted. A few claimed to be homosexual, grounds for avoiding military service. The effort to
escape induction, which meant eluding the call of local draft boards, could be all-consuming, for
men were eligible until the age of 26. "My whole life style, my whole mentality was cramped and
distorted, twisted by fear of the United States government," one high school graduate recalled.
"The fear of constantly having to evade and dodge, to defend myself against people who wanted
to kill me, and wanted me to kill."91

Many of those who sought to escape the draft managed to do so in the late 1960s. Some lived
in areas where enlistment rates were high, thereby obviating the need for their draft boards to dig
deep into their pool of eligibles. Most of the others who escaped the draft used every imaginable
ploy to achieve their ends. Those with good connections—doctors, friends on the draft boards—
managed much better than those who did not. Those who had deferments because they attended
college or graduate school did best of all, especially if they remained on campus beyond the age
of 25. For these reasons the Vietnam-era army (unlike the armies that had fought in World War
II or Korea) consisted disproportionately of the poor, minority groups, and the working classes.
They were getting drafted and killed while others—many of them university students who were
loudest against the war—stayed safely at home.92

No one had intended selective service to work in this way. Supporters of the system, which had
been created in the 1940s, argued that local draft quotas were based on reliable counts of eligible
manpower and that the local boards—more than 4,000 in all—would do a better and fairer job
than a far-off bureaucracy of "channeling" young men in their communities. Some young men
would be drafted; others with special qualifications that made them more useful in civilian life
would be spared. But the baby boom changed the situation by creating a huge available pool in
the mid-1960s. Local boards, with bigger pools to choose from, called far smaller percentages of
young men than had been the case during World War II and Korea. So the students and the
privileged, manipulating the system, generally escaped service. By 1967 the unfairness of the
process was obvious to all. It was a scandalous state of affairs that increasingly enraged working-
class young men, their parents, their relatives, and their friends.

It also upset Congress, which authorized changes in July 1967, and Johnson, who began to
implement them in early 1968. He did not attempt to stop the deferment of college students. But
he said that starting in the spring of 1968, graduate students (excepting those studying divinity,



dentistry, or medicine) who had not completed two years of study would be eligible for the draft.
So would college seniors graduating in 1968. Occupational deferments were also tightened.
Johnson made it clear that he expected draft boards to focus on people who had graduated from
college. "Start at age twenty-three," he said. "If not enough, go to twenty-two, then twenty-one,
then twenty, and lastly nineteen." As it happened, these moves did not change things
dramatically, for many draft boards by mid-1968 had filled their quotas, and a lottery system was
introduced in late 1969. But his directions greatly unsettled students and their parents. For the
first time, it seemed, the college-educated sons of the middle classes might have to face the
terrors of the bush.93

LBJ's ideas about the draft reflected visceral feelings that he harbored about anti-war activists.
A conventional patriot, he was infuriated by draft card burnings and other studied insults to the
American way. Militants who attacked him personally outraged him. On one occasion a
demonstrator confronted him with a sign, LBJ, PULL OUT LIKE YOUR FATHER SHOULD HAVE DONE . He
complained bitterly to Joseph Califano, a trusted aide, that the "thickness of daddy's wallet"
offered protection to the privileged and to the hypocritical young men who were pontificating in
order to save their skins.94

Johnson's rising rage against anti-war activists convinced him by 1967 that they included
Communists acting on directions from abroad. Determined to stop the conspiracy, he told the
CIA to spy on them. This was a violation, as he well knew, of the CIA's charter, which was
supposed to prevent the agency from conducting surveillance at home. This program, which
ultimately compiled information on more than 7,000 Americans, was later known as CHAOS.
Johnson also encouraged the FBI to infiltrate and disrupt the peace movement. The Counter-
intelligence Program (COINTELPRO) that had been begun in the 1950s to fight domestic
Communism now directed "black bag" jobs of surreptitious entry into private residences of anti-
war activists. When the CIA failed to come up with evidence connecting anti-war people with
Communism, LBJ leaked information to right-wing congressmen that such connections existed.
The congressmen then charged, as he had assumed they would, that "peaceniks" were being
"cranked up by Hanoi."95

Reactions such as these exposed the emotional stress that afflicted Johnson because of the
Vietnam War by 1967. He was obsessed by the carnage, often unable by then to think of anything
else. Earlier he had ordered the installation in the Oval Office of three large-screen television
sets. He did the same in a den next to the Oval Office, in his bedroom at the White House, and in
his bedroom at the LBJ Ranch, his home in Texas. He also placed Associated Press and United
Press International news tickers in the Oval Office. When he sensed that important news was
coming off the tickers, he left his desk, ripped off a sheet, and read through the reports. When he
stayed at his ranch—a source of solace in these trying times—he placed a transistor receiver in
his ear while he walked about his property.96

The rise of opposition to his policies intensified this obsessiveness. While polls in mid-1967
showed that a majority of the people still supported the war, they also revealed widening public
dissatisfaction with Johnson's performance as President. Approval of his handling of the war
dropped to a low of 28 percent in October.97 Despairing, Johnson agonized over news of
American casualties. He wept when he signed letters of condolence. He found it hard to sleep,



and he paced the corridors of the White House at night. Frequently he invaded the operations
room to check casualty figures at 4:00 and 5:00 A.M. Sometimes he slipped off in the night,
accompanied only by agents of the Secret Service, to pray and read scriptures with monks at a
small Catholic church in southwest Washington.98

At the same time, Johnson lost tolerance for disagreement or even debate. Reporters and
columnists became enemies. "I feel like a hound bitch in heat in the country," he said in a
characteristic sexual metaphor. "If you run, they [the press] chew your tail off. If you stand still,
they slip it to you."99 "Newspapermen," he added, "are the only group in the counslip it try who
operate without license. Reporters can show complete irresponsibility and lie and mis-state facts
and have no one to be answerable to."100 Johnson came to loathe public figures—Robert
Kennedy, by then a senator from New York, Martin Luther King, Fulbright (or "Half-bright," as
Johnson called him)—who dared to question his policies. Those who raised doubts at White
House meetings, such as McNamara, got nowhere. Johnson distrusted even advisers on the
National Security Council. Some of these people, he complained later, were "like sieves. I
couldn't control them. You knew after the National Security Council met that each of those guys
would run home to tell his wife and neighbors what they said to the President."101 By late 1967
Johnson felt fully comfortable only with a handful of aides, such as Rusk and Rostow, who joined
him for the Tuesday noon luncheons where they picked bombing targets. He dominated them,
virtually demanding sycophancy. The deft and solicitous legislative conductor who had
orchestrated the Great Society had become a frightened and high-strung maestro who shuddered
at the sound of a dissonant note.

What especially frustrated the President was the trap that the military situation had snared him
in. Military leaders such as Westmoreland assured him that the United States could prevail, but
Westmoreland also kept asking for authorization to carry the ground war into Laos, Cambodia,
and North Vietnam. He also requested more in the way of American manpower and materiel. In
April 1967 he called for 95,000 more soldiers, which would bring the total to 565,000. He added
that another 100,000 would be needed in fiscal 1969. He told Johnson that "last month we
reached the crossover point. In areas excluding the two northern provinces, attrition [of the
enemy] will be greater than additions to the force." Johnson, however, opposed extending the
ground war, and he did not dare announce expansion of troop numbers on such a scale. "Where
does it all end?" he replied. "When we add divisions, can't the enemy add divisions? If so, where
does it all end?" Westmoreland had no good answer to this question.102

Westmoreland's reports tended to be overoptimistic. In June he estimated enemy capability at
298,000 men, compared to CIA numbers that ranged between 460,000 and 570,000. "Westy's"
estimates excluded "self-defense" forces of 200,000 or more that the NLF could deploy if
necessary.103 These numbers were too much for McNamara, who had become increasingly
skeptical of upbeat reports from the field. He then authorized a wide-ranging review of the war
that later became known as the Pentagon Papers. Even Westmoreland admitted that defining the
size of the opposition depended on how one counted the foe. Guessing the size of enemy
manpower, he conceded, was like "trying to estimate roaches in your kitchen."104

Most advisers, moreover, knew that Johnson detested pessimistic reports, and they shielded
him from bad news. The discouraging CIA estimates stopped at the desk of Wheeler, Chairman



of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Wheeler was especially frightened that requests such as
Westmoreland's might somehow leak to the media. He told Westmoreland, "If these figures
should reach the public domain, they would, literally, blow the lid off of Washington. Please do
whatever is necessary to insure that these figures are not repeat not related to News Media or
otherwise exposed to public knowledge."105

For political reasons Johnson dared not adopt the more expansive ideas of military advisers in
mid-1967. In August he limited troop increases to 45,000. These would bring the total to around
515,000. But the President was hardly deceived by being shielded from bad news, for by then he
had studied hundreds and hundreds of documents and reports. He had "big ears" for intelligence.
Optimistic reports from the field notwithstanding, he knew full well that the war was going badly
for the United States and South Vietnam. The bombing was not deterring the enemy; missions to
search and destroy, and pacification, were not working; Communists controlled vast areas of the
South Vietnamese countryside.

The President nonetheless stayed his course. Having approved escalation for nearly three
years, he refused to believe that the South could not be saved. Summoning Westmoreland to
Washington in November 1967, he set in motion a blitz of happy-sounding publicity. Coached by
LBJ, Westmoreland gave the press what was by then a tired cliché: there was "light at the end of
the tunnel." He added, "I am absolutely certain that whereas in 1965 the enemy was winning,
today he is certainly losing. There are indications that the Vietcong and even Hanoi know this. . .
. It is significant that the enemy has not won a battle in more than a year."106

The public relations blitz of November 1967 was characteristic Johnson: bold, carefully
orchestrated, optimistic, grand in its expectations. Although he agonized in private, he would not
give in. Like the Texans who had fought at the Alamo, he would stand tall in defense of his
beliefs.



21
Rights, Polarization, and Backlash, 1966–1967

 
Although the war in Vietnam shook the optimism of liberals who had imagined that a New
Frontier and a Great Society would transform the United States, it was but one of many sources
of backlash, as it came to be called, that gathered strength after 1965 and polarized the nation.
The roots of the backlash, while varied, sprang mainly from divisions of race and class. They
were so deep that they would almost surely have fragmented the nation even in the absence of
military escalation.

The extraordinary affluence of postwar American society, a blessing to millions of people, did
much to exacerbate these divisions. By 1967–68, when the economy peaked, it had worked
wonders in living standards. Even more than earlier, people took for granted conveniences that
would have seemed luxurious to earlier generations. Millions of Americans in the ever-larger
middle classes now assumed that their children could go to a college or a university and fare
better than they had. They also imagined that modern science and technology would radically
reduce suffering and endow their lives with comfort. It was only a matter of time, they were
certain, before the United States, the world's greatest nation, would place a man on the moon.

Rising living standards, however, also expanded expectations, particularly among the huge and
self-assertive cohorts of young people—the baby boom generation—who had grown up in the
abundance of the postwar world. By the late 1960s these expectations also affected Americans of
less favored socio-economic backgrounds. Blacks, having achieved legal protection under the
civil rights legislation of 1964 and 1965, were quick to demand social and economic equality.
Poor people, including welfare recipients, insisted on their "right" to better benefits. Ethnic
groups, notably Mexican- and Native Americans, grew increasingly self-conscious and, like
blacks, turned to direct action to achieve their goals. Women, too, raised the banner of equal
rights. In 1966 expectant leaders formed the National Organization for Women.

Most of these groups turned eagerly to government, especially Washington, for redress of their
grievances. Like liberals, whom many protestors came to disdain, they hoped that they could
influence the system and expand the Great Society. Their expectations, however, had grown
grand indeed, and they were impatient. Increasingly, they sought not only benefits but also
guarantees and entitlements. The rise of rights-consciousness, having flourished in the early and
mid-1960s, became central to the culture by 1970.

The Rights Revolution received special inspiration from the civil rights movement, which in
turn had drawn on one of the most enduring elements of the American creed: belief in the equal
opportunity of individuals.1 As passage of the civil rights laws had suggested, large majorities of
people supported this ideal, and they persisted in doing so amid the backlash that ensued: the
laws continued to matter. As events after 1965 showed, however, Americans were much less
sympathetic when people demanded the "right" to social equality or special entitlements for
groups. That was taking the Rights Revolution too far.

Those who resisted the expectant demands of rights-conscious groups in the mid- and later



1960s controlled many of the levers of power, including Congress, in the United States. Some
championed "rights" of their own, including the right to run their lives (or their businesses)
without government regulation. As LBJ and liberals lost influence after 1965, these conservatives
won most of the battles. In so doing they frustrated the new claimants, driving them to new levels
of fury and sometimes to more confrontational forms of protest. These protests, in turn, fanned a
backlash that whipped out at a wide variety of targets, including anti-war demonstrators, the New
Left, "welfare bums," and "uppity" blacks. By 1968 life in the United States had grown far more
contentious than it had been in the hopeful days of the Great Society. Fragmentation and
polarization, much of it displayed on TV, seemed to endanger the give-and-take of political
compromise and to threaten the social stability of the nation.

AMID THIS ONGOING POLARIZATION  liberals (and others) took heart from a few
developments in 1966 and 1967. One, of course, was the continuing advance of prosperity. To be
sure, there were problems to worry about, including widespread poverty among minority groups,
agricultural workers, and female-headed families. Moreover, early seeds of inflation, fueled by
the boosts in military spending, began to worry economists.2 Still, the economy seemed
extraordinarily healthy in these years. High levels of productivity continued, bolstering uneven
but real economic growth. Unemployment overall fell from 4.5 percent in 1965 to 3.5 percent in
1969, the lowest it had been since the Korean War. 3 Income taxes, having been reduced by the
tax cut of 1964, remained relatively moderate, considerably lower than they were in other
industrialized nations.4 Inequality of personal assets actually declined slightly.5 Notwithstanding
the concerns among economists—concerns that turned out to be justified in the 1970s—most
Americans remained confident during the Johnson years about the future performance of the
economy. This confidence did much to inflate already substantial expectations.6

Advocates of liberal programs in these years observed with satisfaction that the federal
government managed to sustain spending on human resources even amid the escalation in
Vietnam. Indeed, such expenditures, while small compared to defense spending, rose
substantially between 1965 and 1970, and much more rapidly than in the New Frontier-Great
Society years between 1961 and 1965.7 As a percentage of gross domestic product they increased
from 5.2 percent in 1960 to 5.4 percent in 1965 to 7.7 percent in 1970. The United States, it
seemed, had the wealth to spend for butter (though not so much as reformers would have liked)
while also handing out very large sums for guns.

Liberals rejoiced especially at the performance of the Supreme Court, which continued as a
bulwark of support for the Rights Revolution until Chief Justice Warren's retirement in 1969. In
1966 it endorsed efforts to bring federal might into play in prosecuting the people who had
murdered Chaney, Schwerner, and Goodman in 1964; in 1967 it unanimously struck down a
Virginia law that had banned interracial marriage.8 Civil libertarians especially hailed the
majority opinion of Miranda v. Arizona (1966), in which the Court extended, 5 to 4, earlier
decisions that had broadened the rights of criminal suspects.9 In a voice charged with emotion
Warren declared from the bench that an alleged criminal "must be warned that he has a right to
remain silent, that any statement he does make may be used in evidence against him, and that he
has a right to the presence of an attorney, either retained or appointed." Police might interrogate
an accused who waived these rights, but even then the suspect might stop the questioning by



demanding to see a lawyer or invoking his or her constitutional rights.

As it turned out Miranda did not much change the practices of law enforcement: police and
prosecutors managed to figure out ways of maneuvering around the decision. At the time,
however, the decision aroused heated controversy, for "crime in the streets" was becoming an
inflammatory national issue. Enraged conservatives began to mobilize into increasingly self-
conscious lobbies. Justice John Marshall Harlan pounded the table in registering dissent. "This
doctrine has . . . has no sanction, no sanction. . . . It's obviously going to mean a gradual
disappearance of confessions as a legitimate tool of law enforcement." Justice Byron White, a
Kennedy appointee, added, "In some unknown number of cases the Court's rule will return a
killer, a rapist, or other criminal to the streets . . . to repeat his crime whenever it pleases him."
The executive director of the International Association of Chiefs of Police grumbled, "I guess
now we'll have to supply all squad cars with attorneys."10

These important decisions pointed to a key trend that was to accelerate in coming years: the
tendency of people to join groups in defense of their rights and seek legal redress in order to
advance them. More and more, Americans turned to litigation. The legal profession, both guiding
and reflecting this trend, grew rapidly in size and attracted many of the nation's most ambitious
and rights-conscious college graduates. Its most sucessful practitioners joined a "new class" of
highly trained, well-paid "experts"—technocrats, consultants, medical specialists, scientists—
that flourished in these dynamic years. Many of the lawyers, stimulated by the example of the
highest court in the land, trumpeted the seductive language of rights to advance the claims of
their clients.

Some of these lawyers undertook liberal causes, volunteering as counsel for aggrieved and
oppressed people, often under the auspices of the Legal Services programs of the OEO. In the
process they widened the rights of welfare recipients, assisted minorities seeking fair housing,
and abetted the efforts of the poor. Much of the support at the top for the Rights Revolution after
the mid-1960s came not from legislation—Congress balked at further moves—but from the
courts and from government bureaucracies composed of liberal activists, many of them in
agencies expanded by such Great Society landmarks as the OEO and the aid to education and
civil rights acts. Then and later, opponents of these activists complained bitterly that the courts
and federal agencies were overriding a more conservative popular will and giving unreasonably
favorable political treatment to adamant groups, especially blacks.11

The drive for rights proved particularly compelling in Washington, where newly created
bureaucracies such as the Office of Federal Contract Compliance and the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission became increasingly responsive to protest groups. New notions about
"affirmative action" began slowly to secure a hold in the mid-1960s. In September 1965 LBJ
issued Executive Order No. 11246, which (as amended to include sex in 1967) stated that
contractors should "take affirmative action to ensure that applicants are employed, and that
employees are treated during employment, without regard to their race, color, religion, sex, or
national origin." In May 1968 Johnson's Department of Labor elaborated on this order, requiring
contractors to prepare ethnic censuses of potential workers and to develop "specific goals and
timetables for the prompt achievement of full and equal employment opportunity." The
department designated groups to be counted as "Negroes," "Orientals," "American Indians," and



"Spanish Americans." These were guidelines that still focused on enhancing employment
opportunity for disadvantaged individuals. They did not establish quotas for groups, and they
were yet to be implemented. Still, a trend toward governmental enforcement of equal rights
seemed clear. Many liberals were encouraged by it; others, foreseeing "reverse discrimination,"
grew alarmed.12

THE RISE OF ORGANIZED MOVEMENTS among previously marginalized groups was indeed
contagious in these years. One was composed of farm workers, especially in California. In 1965
César Chávez, a thirty-eight-year old Mexican-American who had picked crops most of his life,
took the lead in merging the predominantly Mexican and Mexican-American membership of the
National Farm Workers Union with Filipino workers to create the United Farm Workers
Organizing Committee. Chavez, a frail, shy, and almost monastic man, possessed a charisma that
gave him legendary status as a leader. Uniting workers as never before, the UFW joined a strike
of grape-pickers in Delano, California, in 1965, thereby setting off a much wider action of
workers, La Huelga ("the strike"), throughout the San Joaquin Valley. La Huelga, dramatized
nationally by a boycott in 1968 against producers of table grapes in the valley, lasted for five
years. At the peak of the boycott some 17 million Americans stopped buying grapes, thereby
costing the growers millions of dollars. In 1970 the growers agreed at last to sign union
contracts.13

The contagion of rights-consciousness especially attracted women, who grew more politically
engaged than they had been since the achievement of women's suffrage in 1920. Their
restlessness had begun to flourish openly in 1963, thanks in part to the publication in that year of
Betty Friedan's highly popular The Feminine Mystique. Friedan had graduated Phi Beta Kappa
from Smith College in 1942 and had been bent upon going to graduate school, but instead
became a wife and mother of three in suburban New York. Increasingly unhappy, she discovered
at her Smith reunion in 1957 that many of her classmates shared her discontent. The home, she
wrote later, had become a "comfortable concentration camp." Friedan did not use the word
"feminist" in the book, writing instead about the "problem that has no name." This was the sense
of frustration and lack of fulfillment that some well-educated, middle-class women such as
herself had experienced as round-the-clock housewives.14

Friedan said little that was new, but she wrote effectively out of personal experience, and
hundreds of thousands of women identified with her. Her book came at an especially opportune
time. Kennedy's Commission on the Status of Women was already drawing attention to some of
the problems that Friedan complained about. After concluding its deliberations in October 1963,
the commission issued some 83,000 copies of its final report in the next year.15 More important,
Friedan's book appealed because it reflected two of the most powerful social trends of the era.
One was the ever-increasing number of women—many of them housewives—who were working
outside the home. In 1963, 36.1 percent of American women over the age of 14, or 24.7 million
people, were in the labor force. This was an increase of 6.3 million over 1950.16 More than three-
fifths of them, or 15.4 million, were married. The other current was the civil rights movement. It
sensitized millions of Americans—men as well as women—to inequality in the United States.17

The optimistic, prosperous spirit of the time further advanced Friedan's message. Relatively
few of the women who responded to The Feminine Mystique, surveys suggested, were from



minority groups or the blue-collar classes. Many of these people, after all, had always worked
outside the home, ordinarily in low-paid and sex-segregated jobs, and they found little that was
liberating in her talk about careers. Those among them who were mothers of small children knew
they could never afford day care that would enable them to seek employment with a future. For
these and other reasons the women's movement after 1963 was slow to attract wives and mothers
in the working classes. But many middle-class, well-educated women responded eagerly to
Friedan's book. Although they had not yet developed a collective, strongly feminist view of their
world, they sensed that there was more to life than cleaning house and bringing up children.

Moreover, women in general were developing increasingly high expectations, which they were
passing on to their children. Public opinion polls revealed how rapidly these expectations
expanded during the 1960s. A Gallup survey in 1962 indicated that only about one-third of
American women considered themselves victims of discrimination. Eight years later the
proportion had risen to a half, and by 1974 to two-thirds. By any standard these were striking
measures of social and cultural change.18

The sense of being discriminated against grew especially acute among young women who
worked in SDS or in civil rights groups. Men in these groups may have been a little more
sensitive to the rights of women than were men in American society at large. But they, too, could
be domineering, patronizing, and chauvinistic. When Stokely Carmichael, a leader of SNCC, was
asked what should be the role of women in the civil rights movement, he replied (in jest), "The
only position for women in SNCC is prone." Anti-war activists opposed the draft with the slogan
"Girls say yes to guys who say no." Women were one-third of SDS membership but had only 6
percent of the seats on the SDS executive council in 1964. At the SDS convention in 1965 a male
delegate assessed the situation. Women, he said, "made peanut butter, waited on tables, cleaned
up, got laid. That was their role." When a woman arose at the gathering to discuss the "women's
issue," she was greeted with catcalls. One delegate shouted, "She just needs a good screw."19

By then some of the female activists began to react in outrage. As one woman later
complained of the men who called themselves radicals, "They had all this empathy for the
Vietnamese, and for black Americans, but they didn't have much empathy for the women in their
lives; not the women they slept with, not the women they shared office space with, not the
women they fought at demonstrations with. So our first anger and fury was directed against the
men of the left."20 Two of these angry women, Casey Hayden (Tom Hayden's wife) and Mary
King of SNCC, reacted by writing and circulating widely a memo on "Sex and Caste" in late
1965. It drew a parallel between the subordination of blacks and of women. Both groups, they
wrote, "seem to be caught in a common-law caste system that operates, sometimes subtly,
forcing them to work around or outside hierarchical structures of power that may exclude them. .
. . It is a caste system which, at its worst, uses and exploits women."21

The memorandum of King and Hayden did not do much to change males in the anti-war and
civil rights movements. Attitudes about gender roles die hard. But growing numbers of many
young women on the left came to share their anger. By 1966 and 1967 some of them were calling
not only for equal rights but also for "women's liberation." Joining "consciousness-raising"
groups, they shared with other women their understanding of sexual exploitation and injustice.
They read and circulated memoranda such as "The Myth of the Vaginal Orgasm" and "The



Personal Is Political." They were a vanguard in support of a "sexual politics" that was to demand
reproductive freedom, the legalization of abortion, changes in family dynamics, and—in time—
lesbian rights. The rise of women's liberation exposed as clearly as any development of the mid-
1960s the tendency of protestors to assert the rights of groups and to employ the language of
rights and entitlements.22

Most of the women who led the drive for women's rights in the mid-1960s, however, were not
primarily advocates of sexual liberation. Rather, they were middle-aged political leaders like
Congresswoman Martha Griffiths of Michigan and professional women like Friedan who
demanded legal equality for the sexes. Their primary goal was to get the EEOC to enforce Title
VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act outlawing sexual discrimination in employment. Friedan, called
to Washington to assist the cause in June 1966, grew frustrated by the timidity of the commission
—some of its members thought Title VII was a joke—and by the lethargy, as she saw it, of other
women lobbyists for the cause. At a luncheon she sat down and scribbled on a napkin the words
calling for a National Organization for Women.23

Four months later, NOW was formed, with Friedan as its first president. It had only a small
membership, most of whom were white, middle-class women who advocated legal equality. Then
and later the organization had difficulty attracting blue-collar or minority women to its ranks,
and it was cool, especially at first, to demands for sexual liberation. Still, it was an assertive
organization, calling forthrightly for gender equality. Its statement of purpose emphasized that "a
true partnership between the sexes demands a different concept of marriage, an equitable sharing
of the responsibilities of home and children and of the economic burdens of their support."

NOW also managed to be heard. It was in part its lobbying that induced Johnson to add "sex"
in October 1967 to the phrase "race, creed, color, or national origin" that he had used in 1965 in
his Executive Order 11246 against discrimination in employment. NOW also endorsed the Equal
Rights Amendment to the Constitution, thereby jettisoning the long-held focus of female
lobbyists on protective legislation. In the new climate of equal rights, the courts gradually struck
these protective laws down in coming years. In 1968, after further lobbying, NOW and other
advocates even succeeded in reaching the EEOC. Before then the commission had insisted that
complaints about discrimination first be heard by the courts. Henceforth, it now decided, it would
agree to hear them itself. The EEOC also opposed airline regulations that had authorized the
firing of stewardesses who married or reached the age of 32, as well as want ads that appeared in
sex-segregated newspaper columns.24

Thanks to the activity of NOW and other new women's organizations after 1966, the media
gave great attention to the rise of "feminism" in the United States. From its modest beginnings in
the mid-1960s the women's movement, though hampered as before by racial and class divisions
within its own ranks, grew to establish one of the most durable legacies of the decade. The rise of
the women's groups, moreover, exposed with special clarity the proliferation of well-organized
lobbies in American politics, as well as the focus of these lobbies on legal action and
administrative procedures. Much of the pressure for equal rights in America after the mid-1960s
emanated from the courtrooms and the offices of the government bureaucracy.

That this was so, however, also revealed the political limitations of organizations such as
NOW. Like many other pressure groups for expanded rights in the mid- and late 1960s, NOW



found Congress cool to its efforts: only in late 1970 did ERA escape the House Judiciary
Committee. Congressional resistance, in turn, reflected wider popular doubts, among women as
well as among men, about many feminist causes. Polls indicated that while women were growing
increasingly sensitive about gender discrimination, only a small minority liked to be called
"feminists." The majority of housewives, indeed, told pollsters that they were largely content
with their lives. Many resented being told by "elitists" that raising families was boring. Other
women questioned the emphasis that NOW placed on the satisfactions of working outside the
home. Most American women in the 1960s, as earlier, had been socialized in traditional ways.
They anticipated marrying, having children, and, if necessary to support their families, working.
For this reason—not to compete with men—millions did take jobs outside the home. But many
of them had derived little satisfaction from the jobs that were open to them, which
notwithstanding the efforts of feminists and others continued to be low-paid and sex-segregated,
and they often returned to the home if family budgets so permitted.25

Attitudes such as these indicated that powerful cultural continuities persisted in the United
States amid the turmoil of change in the 1960s. Activists for sexual liberation encountered
especially fierce resistance from traditionalists. But even those women, like the leaders of NOW,
who concentrated on legal rights, faced formidable opposition. Frustrated, some of them grew
confrontational and assailed the "sexism"—soon to be a rallying cry—of American men, indeed
of American society. The "sexists," bewildered and hurt, shot right back. The war of words
expanded, firing up the thunderous language of rights and sparking in time an explosion of
litigation. By the late 1960s a "battle of the sexes" had become one of many polarizing struggles
that were rending American society.

WHATEVER SATISFACTIONS  that rights-conscious activists derived from the Warren Court,
the grape-pickers' strike, and the women's movement were shaken by the blows that battered
Johnson's Great Society in the last three years of his presidency.26 LBJ tried to move ahead on
the domestic front, especially in 1966, when he called on Congress to approve a sizeable agenda.
It included truth-in-packaging and truth-in-lending legislation to benefit consumers, an increase
in the minimum wage, and laws to improve safety in mines and on the highways. Other goals
were equally important: improving child nutrition, cleaning up rivers, reforming the bail system,
providing rent supplements for the poor, increasing support for urban mass transit, and
expanding the availability of low-cost housing. Johnson sought especially to stop the racially
discriminatory practices of developers and landlords. The list of his objectives highlighted a
special concern of liberals in mid-decade: to improve the quality of life in the cities.27

Congress approved a few of these measures in 1966, finishing its work in October with passage
of what LBJ and other liberals hailed as the Model Cities Act. In the next two years the act
offered more than $900 million in federal matching grants (80 percent federal, 20 percent local)
to cities for a range of programs aimed at improving housing, education, health care, crime
prevention, and recreation. Congress, however, refused to approve an "open housing" measure
that Johnson had urged to combat discrimination in the real estate market. And the effect of laws
that did pass was modest. The Model Cities Act, the most highly touted measure of the session,
aided some people, including upwardly mobile blacks who found jobs in the expanding
bureaucracy necessary to operate the programs.28 But, like urban renewal legislation in the past,



it did little for the poor. Some of the projects amounted to little more than pork barrel efforts that
shifted federal money to Democratic urban machines. Others were badly managed.29

So it was that the 1966 session turned out to be at most a feeble last hurrah for liberalism on
Capitol Hill. Throughout the session conservatives harped on the flaws of Great Society laws
passed earlier, notably those that were part of the war on poverty.30 They especially assailed the
Warren Court, which they blamed for a rise of crime and racial unrest in the cities. Gerald Ford
of Michigan, the House Republican leader, asked, "How long are we going to abdicate law and
order—the backbone of any civilization—in favor of a soft social theory that the man who
heaves a brick through your window or tosses a fire bomb into your car is simply the
misunderstood and underprivileged product of a broken home?"31

Advocates of rights for the disadvantaged scored a few victories in the 1966 elections,
including the triumph of Walter Mondale, a young liberal who replaced Humphrey in the Senate.
Massachusetts voters sent to the Senate Edward Brooke, a moderately liberal Republican who
became the first black person in American history to be popularly elected to the upper
chamber.32 But conservatives did better. Californians chose Ronald Reagan governor over two-
term incumbent Edmund "Pat" Brown, conqueror of Nixon in 1962. Alabamans, prevented by law
from re-electing Wallace, installed his wife Lurleen instead: Wallace remained governor in fact.
Lester Maddox, a vehement racist who had gained notoriety for banning blacks from his
restaurant, succeeded to the governorship in Georgia. Republicans, most of them conservatives,
replaced forty-seven Democratic incumbents in the House and three in the Senate.

A chastened Johnson recognized the conservative handwriting on the wall. His State of the
Union message in 1967 was so modest that the columnist James Reston ridiculed it as a "guns
and margarine" address. LBJ continued, however, to press for urban reforms, and in 1968
Congress authorized $5.3 billion in federal money over the next three years to subsidize low-cost
private housing. It was hoped that the law would lead to the construction of 1.7 million homes or
apartments within the next ten years. The housing law did result in an upsurge of building. But
many developers, as in the past, managed to evade quality controls and to build shoddy
structures. Scandals erupted, draining congressional support. The program was largely suspended
by 1970.33

LBJ also kept up pressure for his open housing bill. In April 1968 Congress turned around and
approved it. The measure was ambitious, banning discriminatory practices affecting 80 percent
of housing in the nation. Congress acted, however, only because it was frightened by rioting
following the assassination at the time of Martin Luther King. The law generally required
complainants to bear the burden of proof and provided for only weak enforcement. Given the
widespread refusal of whites to live near blacks, the open housing act, a landmark piece of civil
rights legislation on paper, did virtually nothing in practice to promote residential desegregation
in the cities.34

The 1968 Congress also revealed its continuing fear and anger about urban unrest, which had
mushroomed since 1965. The open housing law contained tough provisions against people who
crossed state lines with intent to incite riots: penalties of up to five years in jail and fines of
$10,000. Two months later Congress approved an Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act



that called for the spending of slightly over $100 million to upgrade law enforcement.
Lawmakers also included in the bill provisions that authorized local and state as well as federal
law enforcement officials to engage in wiretapping and bugging in a number of situations. For a
while the President considered vetoing the measure, which took aim at the Miranda and other
Supreme Court decisions. But the bill was highly popular not only on the Hill but also, it seemed,
among constituents. Government, people were saying, must get "tough" on crime. In the end
Johnson unhappily signed the bill, the last and in many ways the most conservative piece of
domestic legislation of his presidency.35

Johnson's difficulties with Capitol Hill, striking though they were in contrast to his successes
in 1964 and 1965, were nothing new in modern United States political history. All his liberal
predecessors, including FDR, had lost battles to pressure groups and to the conservative coalition
in Congress. Newly troubling to reformers, however, was the rise of well-articulated doubts
about the capacity of government to remedy social problems. These doubts seemed especially
strong among a number of once liberal intellectuals and policy-makers who subjected Great
Society programs—aid to education, Medicare and Medicaid, above all the war on poverty—to
close examination after 1965. Some of these people wrote for Commentary, a magazine edited by
Norman Podhoretz, who turned from left-of-center in the early 1960s to conservative after 1968.
Others published in a new journal, The Public Interest, that first appeared in 1965. It attracted
some of the nation's best-known intellectuals in the social sciences, including Daniel Moynihan,
the sociologists Nathan Glazer, James Wilson, and Daniel Bell, and the political philosopher
Irving Kristol.36

Some of these writers refused to be typed as "conservative." Bell described himself as a
socialist in economics, a liberal in politics, and a conservative only in culture. He thought of
himself as a "skeptical Whig," someone who believed in progress but doubted that government
could do much to enhance it. But many of the others, notably Kristol and Edward Banfield, a
student of urban problems, emerged as leaders of a "neo-conservative" intellectual surge in the
United States. Along with libertarians such as Milton Friedman, an especially influential
economist, they pointed with alarm at the dramatic increase in the number of government
programs, bureaucracies, and employees that the Kennedy and Johnson administrations had
created. Government, they said, was swelling to elephantine proportions. In so doing it was
greatly stimulating popular expectations. Yet the gulf between expectation and accomplishment
had widened, thereby inciting dangerously high levels of frustration and polarization.
Meanwhile, the number of federal regulations had multiplied seemingly beyond belief,
threatening to immobilize American institutions in a tangle of red tape.37

Intellectuals, of course, have ordinarily had little impact on the course of public policy in the
United States. That was true in the mid- and late 1960s as well. Few Americans—or members of
Congress—read The Public Interest. Still, the rapid rise of the "neo-cons" to intellectual
respectability was revealing. And their complaints, especially about the "dead hand of
bureaucracy," epitomized a new mood of doubt. After all, the government had obviously oversold
its expertise. The war on poverty was at best a skirmish. Worse, the "best and brightest" of
liberals had blundered badly in Vietnam. For these reasons conservatives successfully took the
offensive in public debate. Liberals, so confident and optimistic just a few years earlier, seemed



tired and unsure of themselves. This sudden and largely unexpected development was one of the
most lasting legacies of the mid-1960s.38

AS THE BATTLES  over open housing legislation in Congress revealed, racial conflict
continued to be the most divisive issue in American politics and society between 1966 and 1968.
During these years "black power" replaced interracialism as a guiding principle in the civil rights
movement, agitation for racial justice and "rights" mounted in the North, and race riots shattered
the cities. Even more than usual, these were turbulent years in postwar race relations.

There was a good deal of irony surrounding this turbulence. Black people in the United States
had never gained so much as they had between 1963 and 1966. The civil rights acts had
succeeded, at last, in providing for legal equality. Litigation, plus the threat of losing federal aid
to education, began to force school districts (save in the Deep South) to admit blacks to white
schools: in 1964 only 2 percent of southern blacks attended biracial schools, a percentage that
rose to 32 by 1968.39 Robert Weaver, the first black person to hold a Cabinet position—in newly
created HUD (Housing and Urban Development, 1965)—led administration attempts to improve
housing opportunities for blacks and the poor. Blacks also made unprecedented use of their
political potential. In 1967 voters in Gary elected Richard Hatcher, a black man, as their mayor.
Voters in Cleveland chose Carl Stokes, another black. These were the first African-Americans to
become big-city mayors in American history. In June of the same year Thurgood Marshall
became the first Negro to be confirmed as a justice of the Supreme Court. Blacks even fared
better economically, thanks mainly to the overall increase in prosperity (not to the Great
Society). Commentators observed happily that a significant black middle class was coming into
being. In fact, the United States was on its way to becoming perhaps the least racist white-
majority society in the world.40

Polls indicated, moreover, that most blacks were optimistic about their personal futures, as
well as positive about the virtues of desegregation. Only a minority seemed attracted to radical
causes. Millions, indeed, remained deeply attached to their churches, whose memberships far
outnumbered those of civil rights organizations. Many of these churches were led by
conservatives. Only a very small number of African-Americans, as before, joined or openly
identified with the Nation of Islam or other militantly black organizations. Martin Luther King,
who struggled non-violently for open housing laws in Chicago and other American cities during
these years, remained by far the most admired black leader in the country.

The irony, of course, was that for militant blacks, especially the young, these improvements in
race relations fell far short of what they were coming to expect. Their expectations whetted by
the acquisition of political and legal rights, they demanded social and economic rights: open
housing, better schools, decent jobs, everything that middle-class whites were enjoying. Social
and technological change further drove these expectations. Thanks in part to the massive south-
to-north migrations of blacks in the postwar era, blacks were far less isolated than they had been
in the past. Having escaped the rigidities of Jim Crow in the South, they felt a liberating sense of
possibility in the North. More than their elders, they could see what they were missing in life.
Television especially sharpened the sting of relative deprivation. Available to virtually all people
by the mid-1960s, it flashed to viewers the ever more fantastic wonders of the affluent society.
The relative deprivation of blacks, moreover, was in some ways growing. While the median



family income of black people was increasing more rapidly than that of whites in these years
(rising slightly from 57 percent of white income in the late 1940s to 61 percent in 1970), the gap
in their absolute earnings was widening.

Many black people had other grievances in these years. One was the war in Vietnam, which
grew steadily more unpopular with African-Americans as casualties mounted in 1966. Some of
the black veterans who finished their tours of duty in "Nam" returned angry at the discrimination
that they had experienced in the service and determined to fight at home for justice. "I ain't
coming back playing, 'Oh, Say Can You See,'" one such veteran exclaimed. "I'm whistlin' 'Sweet
Georgia Brown,' and I got the band."41

Black intellectuals, too, stressed that African-Americans must take pride in themselves, their
race, and their history. James Baldwin wrote bitterly of the psychological damage that afflicted
blacks who internalized the inferiority, thereby hating themselves, that whites ascribed to them.
The psychologist Kenneth Clark, whose research had influenced Brown υ. Board of Education,
wrote an introduction in 1966 to a widely read collection of essays, The Negro American, in
which he warned that whites could not be relied on to do much more for the cause of racial
justice. "The new American Dilemma," he wrote, "is power." Blacks must take it and act for
themselves. "Ideals alone . . . do not bring justice," he said. "Ideals, combined with necessity,
may."42 Some radical black intellectuals began to deny that blacks and whites could ever
understand each other. The playwright and essayist LeRoi Jones wrote in 1965 that whites could
not appreciate black jazz music. The difference between the white listener and black listener, he
said, is "the difference between a man watching someone have an orgasm and someone having an
orgasm."43 In 1968 Jones changed his name to Imamu Amiri Baraka. Like others of his
persuasion, he looked to Africa as a dominant and positive source of black cultural forms in the
United States. An impassioned chauvinist, he also celebrated the superior capacities of African-
American people.

With racial polarization developing, it required only an incident to undermine interracialism in
the civil rights movement. That happened when James Meredith, the loner who had tried to
integrate Ole Miss in 1962, determined in June 1966 to make a 220-mile pilgrimage from
Memphis, Tennessee, to Jackson, Mississippi. Black people, Meredith hoped, would be inspired
and emboldened to register to vote.44 Two days into his trek, however, a white man in Hernando,
Mississippi, pumped three rounds of birdshot from a 16-gauge automatic shotgun at Meredith
and a handful of fellow marchers on the highway. Meredith fell bleeding to the ground and was
rushed to a hospital in Memphis.

When Meredith started his march, few people had paid much attention. No civil rights
organizations were involved. The shooting changed all that. Top civil rights leaders—King,
Floyd McKissick, who had taken over in January from James Farmer as head of CORE, and
Stokely Carmichael, who had replaced John Lewis in May as the leader of SNCC—quickly
determined to resume the march. Meredith, whose injuries proved to be superficial, was a little
bewildered and worried about what these leaders were proposing to do. But he gave his assent to
carry on the march. Without the benefit of planning aforethought, a dramatic new protest—the
first on such a scale since Selma fifteen months before—was thrown into high gear.



For the next ten days the marchers, numbering between 30 and 250, walked toward Jackson
without major incident. But in Greenwood, police arrested Carmichael and two other SNCC
workers on charges of violating a local ordinance against putting up tents on the grounds of a
local black school. Carmichael, a West Indian who had gone to Howard University, was a proud
and fiery young man. While he had deferred to the nonviolent philosophy of King, he did not
believe in it, and he had already profoundly antagonized Roy Wilkins of the NAACP and
Whitney Young of the Urban League, who had come to Memphis to join in strategy sessions.
Both leaders angrily returned to New York. Carmichael had also demanded that whites be
excluded from the march, backing off only under pressure from King. When Carmichael got out
of jail on bail, he seized the occasion by firing up an agitated crowd of 600 at the scene.

His speech became a milestone on the road away from interracial cooperation in the civil
rights movement. "This is the twenty-seventh time I have been arrested," he announced. "I ain't
going to jail no more." Carmichael then shouted five times, "We want black power!" Each time
the crowd cheered more enthusiastically, and Carmichael warmed to the response. "Every
courthouse in Mississippi," he shouted, "ought to be burned tomorrow to get rid of the dirt."
Repeatedly he asked his listeners, "What do you want?" The crowd called back, louder each time,
"Black power! Black power! BLACK POWER!"45

Carmichael's call was neither spontaneous nor new in the long history of black protest in the
United States. The trend toward black direction of civil rights activities, even if it excluded
whites, had been relentless since the travail of the Mississippi Freedom Democratic party at the
Democratic National Convention in 1964. SNCC, in choosing Carmichael over Lewis a month
before, had signified its readiness for it. Willie Ricks, a SNCC advance man on the march, had
tried out the phrase at rallies and urged Carmichael to use it. Even so, the response of blacks in
Greenwood, many of them local people, to the slogan of "black power" was striking. Militant
blacks thereafter talked about "black power" all the time, sometimes to the accompaniment of
virulently anti-white rhetoric.46

What the phrase actually meant became a matter of sometimes agitated debate in the next few
weeks and months.47 Confusion over the matter was understandable, for "black power" was more
a cry of rage than a systematic doctrine. Some who used it were activists who recognized the
superior resources of the white-dominated political system. They considered black power a
temporary strategy of solidarity similar to that which other once powerless ethnic groups had
employed to gain a foothold in pluralistic democratic politics. "Before a group can enter the open
society," one manifesto said, "it must first close ranks."48 Other advocates of black power,
however, were radical and/or black nationalists who believed in excluding whites from black
institutions and who rejected not only the premises of integration but also white society in
general. Carmichael, one of these, also advanced Marxist social ideas from time to time. Still
other militants, echoing LeRoi Jones, saw black power as a way to resurrect black pride and
highlight African-American culture, which they regarded as more free and less "up-tight" than
that of whites.49

In essence, however, the quest for black power was a more or less inevitable result of the
dynamics of civil rights protest in the 1960s. At its core for most advocates was a not terribly
complicated idea. Carmichael explained it in his speech at Greenwood when he said, "We have to



do what every group in this country did—we gotta take over the community where we outnumber
people so we can have decent jobs."50 Proponents of black power insisted simply that whites
could not be trusted to help them. It followed that black people had to control their own political
and economic institutions. If whites felt abandoned, that was too bad. If they grew violent, blacks
must be ready to defend themselves.

For these reasons black power posed a challenge to King and other advocates of interracialism
and non-violence. They remained committed, as Carmichael was not, to cooperative strategies
with white liberals and to a goal of racial integration. A. Philip Randolph condemned black
power as a "menace to peace and prosperity." He added, "no Negro who is fighting for civil rights
can support black power, which is opposed to civil rights and integration."51 For a while King
considered pulling SCLC, his organization, out of the march. Rejecting such a move, he
nonetheless issued a statement saying, "the term 'black power' is unfortunate because it tends to
give the impression of black nationalism. . . . black supremacy would be as evil as white
supremacy." Wilkins went further, writing in Life magazine that black power was "the reverse of
Mississippi, a reverse Hitler, and a reverse Ku Klux Klan." Although Wilkins later retracted the
statement, it was obvious that Carmichael's approach frightened him. White liberals, too, were
upset. Vice-President Humphrey probably spoke for many when he declared, "Racism is racism
—and there is no room in America for racism of any color."52

The divisions separating Carmichael from King attracted great coverage in the media as the
marchers, now more numerous, resumed their trek toward Jackson. Most blacks on the scene
were attracted to the slogan of "black power," which in a loose and general way they had been
seeking for years. They continued to cheer Carmichael and other militants at rallies. Most also
revered King, however. Throngs of people flocked to the roadsides just to have the chance to see
him and crowded to his platforms to be able to say that they had touched him. As the leaders
struggled for control of the march, many black followers sought to avoid a clear choice between
them.

It took ten more days after Greenwood for the marchers to reach Jackson. En route King and
twenty others split off to hold in Philadelphia (Mississippi) a second anniversary
commemoration of the killings of Chaney, Goodman, and Schwerner. There they were attacked
by a group of twenty-five whites with clubs while police and FBI agents looked on. King was
aghast, calling Philadelphia "a terrible town, the worst I've seen." Meanwhile, in Canton, state
police sought to bar the main body of marchers from pitching their tents on a black
schoolground. When the marchers refused to disperse, sixty-odd troopers in full battle gear fired
tear gas into the campers, some 2,500 strong. The police then charged in, stomping and gun-
butting the men, women, and children who were weeping and blinded by the gas. When the police
riot was over, the field resembled a war zone. Dr. Alvin Poussaint, on the scene as a
representative of the Medical Committee for Human Rights, set up a makeshift clinic. "We were
up that whole night treating the victims," he recalled.53

By contrast to these violent events the rest of the march was anti-climactic. Meredith rejoined
the marchers, who numbered around 2,000, on the final leg of the trek that ended at the state
capitol in Jackson. This was Sunday, June 26, three weeks after Meredith had begun his journey
in Tennessee. That afternoon King and others addressed a jubilant throng of 15,000 and



proclaimed the march "the greatest demonstration for freedom ever held in the state of
Mississippi." Supporters cried, "Freedom now." Carmichael's supporters chanted, "Black power,"
in competition. Carmichael received big applause when he told the people that blacks "must
build a power base in this country so strong that we will bring [whites] to their knees every time
they mess with us."54

For blacks in Mississippi the march had indeed been a modest success. Some 4,000 blacks had
registered to vote, and 10,000 had marched at least part of the way. The violence of whites had
further focused liberal attention on racism in the South and revealed that the civil rights acts of
1964 and 1965, while historic, fell far short of protecting black people in Mississippi. Reporters
covering the action, however, continued to be virtually obsessed with the meaning of "black
power" and with the conflicts between King, Carmichael, and other civil rights leaders. It was
clear to them and to many American people that King, while remaining an extraordinarily gifted
and much beloved leader, would have to share the stage, as he had at Jackson, with rivals for
leadership. The civil rights movement was fragmenting.

The rise of black power seemed contagious in the next few months. In Oakland, California,
two young militants, Huey Newton and Bobby Seale, adopted the symbol of a black panther that
had been used in 1965 by SNCC workers in Lowndes Country, Alabama. Newton and Seale called
their organization, founded following the killing by San Francisco police of an unarmed sixteen-
year old black youth, the Black Panther Party for Self-Defense. It set up free health clinics, ran
educational programs, and offered free breakfasts for schoolchildren. The emphasis, however,
was military. Panthers liked to dress in uniforms of black trousers, light blue shirts, black leather
jackets, black berets, and dark sunglasses. They armed themselves with (then legal) unconcealed
weapons, formed disciplined patrols aimed at "policing the police," and preached a blend of
black nationalism and socialism. They were fond of citing Che Guevara, Ho Chi Minh, and
Chairman Mao, who had said, "Power grows out of the barrel of a gun."55

Reflecting their Marxist leanings, Panther leaders professed their willingness to work with
radical whites. Still, it was mainly a black nationalist organization, one of the most
confrontational that whites had yet come across. In May 1967 Newton, Seale, and thirty-odd
followers armed themselves with shotguns and M-16 rifles and marched into the California state
legislature in Sacramento in order to protest against a bill that would have made it illegal for
people to carry unconcealed weapons. As they had anticipated, this dramatic move gave them
great play in the media. The Panthers also proved ready to engage in gunplay, which during the
next few years killed at least nineteen Panthers in the course of conflicts with police, the FBI,
each other, and various black revolutionaries.56 Newton shot and killed an Oakland police officer
in October. Arrested on charges of murder, he was eventually convicted of voluntary
manslaughter and spent three years in jail before his conviction was reversed on a judge's error.

The Panthers were not so much a political group as they were angry young men attracted to
Third World revolutionary ideology, paramilitary activities, and in some cases to violence.
Newton grew fond of ever more high-sounding military titles, including Minister of Defense,
Supreme Commander, and Supreme Servant. He and some of his followers later ran an extortion
racket. Another top Panther, Minister of Education Eldridge Cleaver, was a convicted rapist who
had bragged about his conquests of white women. In early 1968 he and other top Panther leaders



were arrested following a shootout with Oakland police.

By 1969 the Panthers had virtually broken up, save in Oakland where they remained a
presence. Seale and Newton were in jail, and Cleaver had fled the country to avoid imprisonment.
Still, for a while after 1966 they were front-page news. The FBI devoted great resources to
campaigns against them of infiltration, harassment, and destabilization. So did police
departments: Chicago police in 1969 shot and killed a well-known Panther, Fred Hampton, while
Hampton was asleep at his apartment. Perceived as heroic by many young blacks in the ghettos,
as well as by the most extreme of white radicals, the Panthers achieved some success in
spreading their mission in 1966 and 1967. By 1968 they may have had 5,000 members in a dozen
large cities. Their mystique went farther. Cleaver's autobiographical Soul on Ice, which appeared
in March 1968, received praise from many liberal whites, even though it contained a good deal of
hate. A famous poster of Newton, sitting with a spear in one hand and a rifle in another, adorned
the rooms of blacks in the ghettos as well as of young radicals in the universities.57

While the Panthers attracted an especially large amount of publicity, they were far from the
only blacks to react angrily against what they considered the injustices of white America. Many
attacked the war. King, an opponent since 1965, escalated his rhetoric against it in early 1967,
calling the United States "the greatest purveyor of violence in the world today." Muhammad Ali,
the heavyweight boxing champion of the world, announced in 1966, "I ain't got nothing against
them Vietcong." Faced with the draft in 1967, he claimed exemption as a Muslim minister and
conscientious objector, whereupon he was summarily stripped of his boxing title and prevented
from fighting important bouts. He was also convicted of draft evasion and spent the next three
years struggling in the courts (ultimately successfully) to reverse a sentence of a $10,000 fine
and five years in prison.58 Carmichael went further, all the way to Hanoi in the summer of 1967.
There he announced, "We are not reformers. . . . We want to stop cold the greatest destroyers, . . .
American leadership."59

Other blacks, including many who were neither radicals nor Muslims, began questioning the
assumed virtues of school desegregation. For integrationists who considered Brown υ. Board a
virtually sacred text, this was heresy. But the doubters gathered strength in the climate of rising
black pride. Citing the performance of African-America students in some all-black schools, they
quarreled with the claims of white liberal "experts" who were saying that black students would
founder unless they attended schools with whites. Why, they asked, was a predominantly white
school better than a properly supported and predominantly black one?60 They also began to
demand local—meaning black—control of their schools, a course of action that often pitted them
against white teachers and taxpayers. A furious fight by blacks for control of schools in the
Ocean Hill section of Brooklyn in 1967–68 badly polarized racial attitudes in New York.61

The most militant civil rights leaders, meanwhile, rejected white co-leaders. In December
1966 the executive committee of SNCC voted formally to expel the five whites who still
remained on it. In July 1967 CORE, an interracial organization since its founding in 1942,
eliminated the term "multi-racial" from the membership clauses of its constitution. Moves such
as these killed off whatever chance SNCC and CORE still retained of reaching out to moderate
blacks and white liberals. Their funding dried up, and their white support declined drastically.
But their leaders, issuing ever more strident statements, did not seem to care. By early 1968



SNCC was dying so fast that it was ridiculed as the "Non-Student Violent Non-Coordinating
Committee." Looking for help, it sought an alliance with the Black Panthers. Carmichael became
"Prime Minister of the Panthers."

A few other black leaders made Carmichael look tame. One was Hubert "Rap" Brown, who
replaced him as head of SNCC in May 1967. Like many other young militants by that time,
Brown grew an African-style ("Afro") hair-do, and he went around in a blue denim jacket and
dark sunglasses. He made a name for himself by inciting resistance to whites, whom he called
"honkies," and to police, whom he branded as "pigs." "Violence," he said, was "as American as
apple pie." In Cambridge, Maryland, long the site of racial tensions, Brown climbed atop a
parked car in August 1967 and declared, "Black folks built America, and if America don't come
around, we're going to burn America down." A few hours later a fire erupted in a ramshackle
school for black children. When white firemen were slow to put out the blaze—they feared
snipers—the fire spread and burned out the heart of the black district of the city. Brown was later
arrested on charges of riot and arson, got free on bail, and shrugged off the charges. The real
blame for the unrest of blacks, he said, lay with Lyndon Johnson, "a wild, mad dog, an outlaw
from Texas."62

ALL THESE CONFRONTATIONS PALED  before the outbreak of urban riots in 1966 and 1967.
There were thirty-eight riots in 1966, the most serious in Chicago, Cleveland, and San Francisco.
They killed seven people, injured 400, and led to 3,000 arrests. Burning and looting caused an
estimated $5 million in property damage. The turmoil reached all-time highs in 1967. During the
first nine months of the year there were 164 insurrections; thirty-three of these were frightening
enough to require the intervention of the state police, and eight brought in the National Guard.
The two biggest riots, in Newark and Detroit in July, lasted for almost a week in each instance
and left twenty-three and forty-three people dead. Hundreds were injured. Thousands of buildings
were burned or looted, and thousands of people were left homeless. When the riot finally died
down in Detroit, Mayor Jerome Cavanaugh remarked, "It looks like Berlin in 1945."63

Many Americans, including prominent conservatives like Governor Reagan of California,
reacted angrily to the violence by blaming radical agitators and "riffraff" who engaged in looting
just to rip off stores.64 Others laid the blame at the feet of unsettled new migrants, many of them
from the South. Television coverage came in for a good deal of condemnation: black people,
critics thought, observed on TV that police and bystanders stood around and did nothing while
looters and rioters went freely about their business. Emboldened, the TV-watchers then went out
and emulated the rampages of others. There was some validity in these critiques. An almost
carnival-like atmosphere pervaded some of the riots. Scenes on television did little if anything to
discourage people from joining in. Looters were central to the disturbances. Unlike the
"community" riots that had erupted following World War I, which had involved a good deal of
fighting between blacks and whites, the disturbances of the 1960s were "commodity" riots
featuring stealing and burning. This change resulted in part from the great expansion over time in
the size of virtually all-black ghettos: whites in the 1960s were much less likely than they had
been in 1919 to live or work among blacks, and they feared to walk through their neighborhoods.
Interracial fighting was therefore rare—save between blacks and police—in 1967.

Other observers emphasized poverty and class grievances as a source of the outbreaks. This



was true, but mainly in a relative sense. Save for the most down-and-out in the ghettos, urban
black people lived more comfortably on the average than they had in the 1950s or early 1960s,
when the central cities had been relatively quiet. Moreover, there was no clear correlation
between the incidence or depth of poverty and disorder: the black ghetto in Detroit (as in Watts)
was generally better-off than those in other cities. Other desperately poor ethnic groups, such as
Puerto Ricans in New York, did not riot. Still, there was no doubting the anger fueled by the
sense of relative deprivation. Most of the rioters were poor or working-class; non-rioting blacks
were likely to be better-off. In Detroit, angry class feelings seem to have driven some poor
whites as well as blacks. Of the 8,000 who were arrested in the Motor City, 700 were white.65

Still another liberal view held that rage against racial discrimination inspired the riots. This
argument found its most enduring statement in the report of the National Advisory Commission
on Civil Disorders named by President Johnson. Known as the Kerner Report after its chairman,
Governor Otto Kerner of Illinois, it called in March 1968 for massive expansion of government
programs to soften the bitter heritage of "white racism" in employment, housing, welfare,
education, and every other walk of life. Research by the commission and by others in the
aftermath of the riots confirmed the key role of racial feelings, noting that thousands of black
people, not just the poor or a handful of agitators, took part. Most were young. They were likely
to be high school dropouts but nonetheless better educated than the average for blacks in the
central cities, and to be long-term residents—not "riffraff" or recent migrants. High percentages
—40 percent in some places—were unemployed and angry about job discrimination. Looters
tended to converge purposefully on white-owned stores, leaving black-owned establishments
unscathed. Most of the major disturbances occurred following incidents between white police
and local black residents. These incidents were mostly minor—the sorts of confrontations that
happened every day. But that was the point. News of the incidents, distorted by rumors or spread
by outraged local residents, tore like wildfire through a population harboring explosive
resentments against police and escalated into riots when the police handled situations badly.

The racial tension that blew up into riots had deep urban roots, especially in residential
discrimination. Confrontations between blacks seeking housing and whites, mostly working-
class, who were determined to keep them out, had long afflicted race relations and urban politics
in many northern cities and had intensified in the wake of black migrations in the 1940s and
1950s. Many of them had even then erupted in violence, which nervous white politicians and
business leaders had tried to keep out of the news. These antagonisms reached a breaking point
by the mid-1960s, infuriating many blacks and frightening local whites.66 Although such
conflicts most commonly pitted blacks against whites, they were also beginning to involve
Hispanic-Americans as well. In San Antonio the Mexican-American Youth Organization and in
Los Angeles the Brown Berets, a Chicano group, were mobilizing vigorously against residential
discrimination—and by extension school segregation.67

By the time the biggest waves of riots swelled forth in 1966–67, Americans generally were
growing edgy about ever-higher levels of unrest, disorder, and violence in the culture. The
national homicide rate doubled between 1963 and 1970—from 4.6 per 100,000 people to 9.2 per
100,000.68 The carnage in Vietnam, never far from people's minds, provided a gory backdrop for
violent behavior. Bonnie and Clyde, a film celebrating violence, appeared in August 1967 and



appeared to reflect a contemporary mood. Violence was rising especially rapidly at the time in
black central city areas, in part because of demographic changes: the coming of age of the baby
boom generation and the peaking of south-to-north migrations. For these reasons the ghettos by
the mid-1960s were home for an unprecedentedly huge population of young men, increasing
percentages of whom came from broken homes without strong discipline. Young men, moreover,
are always the group most susceptible to crime and violence.69 The decline in the number of
manufacturing jobs in many of these areas further exacerbated racial tensions. The special
demographics and economics of the mid-1960s, and the incapacity of hard-pressed cities to cope
with them, were generating what Americans were later to call a black "underclass" and creating
extraordinarily unsettling conditions.70

Many black and poor people, moreover, had become politicized by the civil rights movement
and had begun to develop higher expectations from life. Some joined a newly formed National
Welfare Rights Organization (NWRO). Following in the path blazed by civil rights workers,
NWRO leaders engaged in sit-ins and other forms of non-violent direct action. Later, NWRO
activists took over welfare offices. Other local residents organized to protest against urban
redevelopment that threatened to disrupt their neighborhoods.

Most of the blacks who took part in the riots of 1966 and 1967 apparently did not expect much
in the way of tangible results. Fired up by conflicts with the police, they started disturbances that
exploded suddenly, raged out of control, and then stopped before participants could develop
much of a program. Rather, the rioters rampaged so as to express themselves against long-
simmering injustices and to be noticed, at last. Although they damaged their own already
blighted neighborhoods, they often felt that the rampage had been worth it. As one rioter had said
in Watts, "We won, because we made them pay attention to us." 71 Congressman Adam Clayton
Powell, Jr., of Harlem added in 1967, "Violence is a cleansing force. It frees the native from his
inferiority complex."72

Some Americans reacted to the riots by calling on LBJ and Congress to do something to
improve life in the ghettos. Atlanta Mayor Ivan Allen, Jr., insisted, "This is a great national
problem. Congress can't wait for local governments to try to cope with problems that can be met
only on a national level." The New York Times  editorialized, "There are at least two conclusions
to be drawn. . . . One is that if Detroit is an example of America's best efforts to solve the racial
and other problems confronting the cities, the best is not nearly good enough. The other is that
even if progress is achieved on a broad front, the United States must be prepared to contend with
serious turbulence in its cities for a long time to come."73

The New York Times, like the Kerner Commission, was correct that the ills lay deep. Liberals,
however, did not have a very clear idea of what to do to cure them. Great Society programs, after
all, had failed to ensure peace. And hostilities across the color line seemed implacable. What
then to do? Should programs attempt to pump money into the ghettos, perhaps by aiming it at
black entrepreneurs, perhaps by offering tax breaks or other incentives to businesses that would
agree to locate there? Should resources be set aside to increase the recruitment of blacks into
police forces, so as to temper the incendiary feelings that ignited confrontations? Or should
government and private initiative focus on ways of helping blacks to get out of the ghettos? That
would involve truly tough actions to eradicate housing and job discrimination in white



neighborhoods. It might also require the spending of greatly increased sums on job-training and
education programs. These, in turn, would surely take a long time to make much difference.
Neither in 1967 nor later was there a consensus among liberals in the United States on what to
do. Instead, there was widespread bewilderment and panic.

Conservatives, by contrast, scored political points by denouncing agitators. Reagan noted
accurately that "the first victims . . . are the good, responsible members of the Negro
community." He added, however, that rioters were "the lawbreakers and the mad dogs against the
people." Eisenhower hinted at the existence of conspiracy: "A lot of people think there is
definitely a national planning system because they [the riots] seem to follow such a definite
pattern."74 Polls indicated that many Americans agreed with him. One showed that 45 percent of
whites blamed outside agitators (including Communists); another poll indicated that only one-
sixth of whites acknowledged the existence of police brutality.75 Sustained by popular responses
such as these, conservatives in Congress mobilized to attack an administration effort then
pending to exterminate rats in the ghettos. One denounced the measure as a "civil rats bill."
Another suggested that the President "buy a lot of cats and turn them loose." Others wondered if
Johnson would next seek legislation to do away with snakes, squirrels, bugs, and blackbirds.76

It was not only white conservatives, however, who were appalled at what had happened.
Wilkins and Young, called to the White House for advice, were shocked and baffled. Bayard
Rustin proclaimed, "The rioting must be stopped. Whatever force is necessary should be used. . .
. If the rioting continues, an atmosphere will be created in which the established civil-rights
leadership will be robbed of standing. . . . The movement could be destroyed and the leadership
passed over to the hands of the destructive elements of the ghettos."77

President Johnson, absorbed by the war in Vietnam, had mixed reactions. Unlike others who
blamed a few zealots for the troubles, he understood the pain that discrimination had wrought in
black people, and he persevered with his rat control program (which ultimately passed) and his
open housing bill.78 Still, he was angered by the lawlessness and hurt by the barrage of criticism
that people were flinging at him. Stung by assertions that the government had not done enough to
alleviate racial problems in the cities, he ignored the Kerner Commission's report when it
appeared in 1968.

THE ESCALATING DEMANDS  for rights after 1965, and especially the riots, did more than
bewilder people. They also aroused significant backlash, the most vivid of the many reactions
that arose amid the polarization of the era. It long outlasted the 1960s.79

Some of those who lashed back carried with them the fervor of religious commitment. These
included a few blatant racists who belonged to groups such as the KKK. Much more numerous,
however, were rising numbers of white people who followed evangelists like Billy Graham;
disciples of fundamentalist Protestants such as Oral Roberts, who had established his own
university and medical school in Oklahoma; and adherents of student organizations such as the
Campus Crusade for Christ. Devout and politicized Catholics also denounced the outrageous
excesses, as they saw them, of blacks and other minority groups.

Many of these angry whites could hardly be called "conservative" in a traditional sense. They
included millions of struggling, often class-conscious people who raged with almost equal fervor



at what they perceived as the special privileges of corporate elites, Establishment priests and
ministers, wealthy medical practitioners, liberal school boards, permissive bureaucrats and
judges, and "experts" in general. They displayed a mounting unease with much that was
"modern," including the teaching of Darwinian theories in the schools, and with much that
"know-it-all" social engineers told them to believe. They were disturbed by feminists, sexual
liberation, radicals, and anti-war demonstrators, and they were outraged by the "idolatrous" and
"criminal-coddling" Warren Court. Many perceived a conspiracy that was masterminded by an
eastern Establishment. Threatened by the insouciance of the younger generation, they especially
resented the contempt that they received from more secular Americans. By 1966 they were
beginning to take part in politics as never before, especially in the South and the Southwest,
where population growth was explosive. Reagan was but the best-known of the anti-liberal
office-holders who actively politicized their concerns and benefited from what became identified
in the 1970s as a new and powerful Religious Right.80

Many other Americans in the mid- and late 1960s, whether religious or not, were repulsed by
the attitudes and behavior of the counterculture, as it was called. This, a kin of the student Left,
had attracted some earlier attention, especially after 1965. But it reached a new efflorescence in
January 1967, when some 20,000 people, most of them young, gathered at Golden Gate Park in
San Francisco to celebrate their "hippie" style of life. Timothy Leary was on hand to hail the
wonders of LSD, a synthetic hallucinogen, and other mind-enhancing drugs. He urged the young
to "turn on, tune in, drop out." Allen Ginsberg chanted Hindu phrases. Jerry Rubin, a radical who
had headed a militant Vietnam Day Committee in Berkeley, appealed for bail money. People in
the audience passed each other flowers, LSD tablets, and sandwiches, provided free for the
occasion by the "acid chemist," Augustus Owsley Stanley III. Reporters and television cameras
conveyed the colorful action to the world.81

The Human-Be-in, as organizers called the occasion, was by far the best publicized but not the
last of such celebrations. The nearby Haight-Ashbury neighborhood of San Francisco continued
to thrive as one of a number of settings for congregations of "flower people" in the late 1960s.
Many of the hippies burned incense, did drugs, created psychedelic art, and walked about garbed
in outlandish clothing. Hippie men let their hair grow long; some of the women dispensed with
bras. Like millions of other young people, they listened to acid rock, as it was called. (The
phrases "acid test" and "freak out" dated from the mid-1960s.) Groups like the Doors, the Rolling
Stones, and the Grateful Dead developed great cult followings. Even the Beatles recorded their
music after 1965 while under the influence of drugs, especially marijuana and LSD. Other
counterculturalists moved to communes, where they ate organic or macrobiotic food and (the
media liked to emphasize) practiced various free versions of sex.

Young people who participated actively in such communal experiences were never more than a
small minority of their age group at the time. Like the beats, whom they resembled in some
ways, they tended to be apolitical. They sought freedom from authority, escape from
conventional middle-class conventions, and satisfaction from levels of personal intimacy that
they despaired of finding in mainstream society. Most did not attain these blessed states, and the
counterculture faded after 1970. Their unconventional ways, moreover, made them easy targets
for ridicule by conservative politicians. Governor Reagan delivered perhaps the most famous
one-liner. A hippie, he said, is someone who "dresses like Tarzan, has hair like Jane, and smells



like Cheetah."

Still, the hippies and "dropouts" attracted considerable media attention while they held the
stage, especially between 1967 and 1970.82 And the rise of a self-conscious acid-rock culture
beguiled larger numbers of people, most of them young. The apparent rejection by many young
people of conventional middle-class styles of life, the assault to the senses of acid rock, and the
open use of drugs offered a noisy and discordant counterpoint to a mainstream culture that,
thanks in part to divisions widened by the war, seemed increasingly cacophonous by 1967.

"Long-haired hippies," while irritating to many Americans, aroused less backlash than did
young radicals who resisted the draft and otherwise impugned the symbols of American
patriotism. Many Americans who railed at these "spoiled rich kids" had tired of the war. But they
were often deeply patriotic and class-conscious. One expostulated, "The college types, the
professors, they go to Washington and tell the government what to do. Do this, they say; do that.
But their sons, they don't end up in the swamps over there, in Vietnam. No sir. . . . I think we
ought to win that war or pull out. . . . I hate those peace demonstrators. . . . The sooner we get out
of there the better." His wife added, "I'm against this war, too—the way a mother is, whose sons
are in the army, who has lost a son fighting in it. The world hears those demonstrators making
noise. The world doesn't hear me."83

Those who joined the backlash were equally appalled by the personal behavior of people,
especially blacks, whom they blamed for what they considered to be the rampant moral
degradation of the era. It was then, following in the wake of the Moynihan Report, that the media
devoted increasing attention to statistics about "family break-up" in the United States. These
statistics were indeed troubling for those Americans—the vast majority—who imagined that the
two-parent nuclear family anchored national stability. Contemporary reports indicated that
illegitimacy rates began to rise rapidly after 1963. The rates among blacks were around 23
percent in 1963, compared to around 2 percent among whites, and jumped to 36 percent in 1970,
compared to 3 percent among whites.84 Divorce rates also increased (after declines from 1946
through 1958), from 9.2 per 1,000 married couples in 1960 to 11.2 in 1968.85 The trends seemed
relentless, threatening the stability of neighborhoods, disrupting the schools, and setting loose a
tidal wave of laments about social "crises" that crested in later years.86

The sources of these trends, which (along with rapidly rising rates of violent crime) developed
suddenly and at much the same time, were complex. One, however, was the coming of age of the
baby boomers, many of whom had developed more permissive feelings about sex, illegitimacy,
and divorce: the young did much to accelerate the ongoing sexual revolution, which burst into the
open at the time.87 Another source was the migration of millions of young people from rural or
smalltown settings, where neighborhood sanctions had dominated, to the relative freedom and
anonymity of cities. A source of rising divorce rates was the ever-higher percentage of women
who worked: more women now had the resources, however meager, to break away from unhappy
marriages and strike out on their own. Underlying all these changes was the peaking at the same
time of the Zeitgeist of freedom, expectations, and rights. These, expanded by the unparallelled
affluence of the 1960s, did much to challenge traditional mores.

The Graduate, an Oscar-winning movie that appeared in late 1967, dramatized these changes.



It featured a young man (Dustin Hoffman) who was in no way a hippie, a user of drugs, or a
political radical. But he seemed unconnected to traditional values. Alienated from many things,
he felt no kinship with fraternity men at his university or with materialistic adults of the older
generation. The sound track, featuring the song "Sounds of Silence" by Paul Simon and Art
Garfunkel, emphasized the cleavages (silences) that separated people from one another. Like
James Dean in Rebel Without a Cause twelve years earlier, the character played by Hoffman
seemed to epitomize those young Americans who felt cut off from conventional American
civilization.

Family disorganization excited special confusion and alarm among middle-aged and older
people. Some felt the whole world was spinning away under their feet, flinging their cherished
values into a black hole. They spoke with fear and disgust about the lack of "family" among the
younger generation, especially among blacks. "You see, we were poor," an Italian-American
parent explained to an interviewer. "But we helped one another. But the colored don't have that
family life like we do. I don't know what it is with them. I can't understand these people." A
Jewish parent added, "In East New York the Jewish values were passed on from generation to
generation. We never dreamed of doing other than those values, and we were aghast when people
didn't do as they should. We still talk about those things. A girl having an illegitimate child, or a
girl getting a divorce, it was unheard of, you just didn't have it. You knew all on the block, the
street was like a small town; you knew who was doing this and who was doing that."88

Many of those who railed against family break-up assailed the rise of welfare, especially the
Aid to Families of Dependent Children (AFDC) program, which mainly aided low-income
divorced, separated, or single women and their children. The rolls of AFDC, like divorce and
illegitimacy, rose rapidly in the 1960s, from 3.1 million recipients in 1960 to 4.4 million in 1965
to 6.1 million in 1968. Costs of the program, which was supported by both the federal and state
governments, increased during the same eight years from $3.8 billion to $9.8 billion. Like the
rise in divorce and illegitimacy, the upward course of welfare rolls seemed both rapid and
escalatory: by 1970 the number of recipients shot up to 9.7 million, and the cost to $14.5
billion.89

The sources of this surge in welfare dependency, while related in part to the rise in family
break-up, were rooted especially in the rights-consciousness of the era. The incidence of poverty,
which declined throughout the 1960s, was not the primary cause. Rather, the rolls grew because
much higher percentages of eligible people demanded to be helped. They expanded also because
activists working in community action programs informed potential recipients of their rights and
offered them legal aid; this was one area where the war on poverty had significant (though
unintended) effects. Some recipients, swept up in the quest for rights, not only insisted on help-
from AFDC but also joined the NWRO and demanded a more generous and less intrusive
administration of benefits. They proclaimed especially that they and their children had a "right"
to a decent life. Their behavior indicated that the stigma of being on welfare, which had been
powerful throughout American history—even in the Depression—had lost some of its force. So
had the tendency of poor people to defer to people in authority. These were among the most
profound and lasting developments of the 1960s.90

The costs of supporting this surge of recipients were never very high even in the late 1960s:



federal outlays for AFDC were generally about one-ninth of federal expenditures for social
welfare and about 2 to 3 percent of all federal spending. Nor was life on welfare a very enticing
prospect for poor people: average aid per family on AFDC rose from $108 per month in 1960 to
$168 in 1968, sums that left recipients well below the official poverty lines set by the
government. These lines, moreover, were not high. Although they rose to reflect increases in
living expenses (the line for a family of four reached $3,350 in 1967), they remained a good deal
lower than activists wanted. Still, spending for welfare, supported by taxpayers, was mounting.
So by 1970 were costs for a food stamp program, which had been an insignificant federal effort
as recently as 1966. And black people, while never a majority of welfare recipients, were
disproportionately on the rolls because they had especially high rates of poverty and of family
break-up. Backlash against AFDC, much of it racial in nature, grew fierce by the late 1960s.91

Opponents of welfare, moreover, focused on far more than costs. Indeed, they expressed
visceral feelings on the subject, complaining indignantly about "leeches," "cheaters," and
"welfare bums." Cherishing the work ethic, they grew irate when they thought about blacks and
other "loafers" on the dole. One city worker later exploded, "These welfare people get as much as
I do and I work my ass off and come home dead tired. They get up late and they can shack up all
day long and watch the tube. . . . I go shopping with my wife and I see them with their forty
dollars of food stamps in the supermarket, living and eating better than me. . . . Let them tighten
their belts like we do."92

Emotions such as these gripped millions of Americans, most of whom were willing to support
public assistance only for "deserving" people such as widows, orphans, the elderly poor, and the
disabled. By the mid-1960s, however, relatively few AFDC mothers were widows; most were
younger women whose marriages had collapsed or who had had children out of wedlock. They
did not seem "deserving" at all. Working-class people, many of them poor, seemed especially
upset by welfare. Many, to be sure, had themselves gone on relief during the 1930s or when
tragedy, such as the loss of a major breadwinner, had hit their families. But they had tried to
manage stoically, enduring the intrusions of social workers and the restrictions on possessions—
no telephones, no linoleum—that the stringently run system had required. As soon as they had
been able to find work, they did so; the young had often left school in their early teens to support
their families. "Welfare helped us, and it was right and just that it did," one New Yorker
remembered. But "then we could shift for ourselves."93

What especially bothered many of those who joined the backlash against welfare was that their
own children seemed to be tempted by the same "degraded" values that were luring the "leeches"
on the dole. Many Americans in the younger generation, they believed, were demanding instant
gratification. Worse, they thought, these young people were insubordinate, lacking either
appreciation for or understanding of the sacrifices of their parents. A Jewish businessman
remembered, "My old man gave me a handtruck when I was nine, down in the garment district.
He said to me, 'Here, go to work!'" Not so with young people in the 1960s, he complained;
"nobody wants to work or wait for anything."94

Fear of violent crime greatly intensified these feelings of backlash. Polls increasingly showed
that Americans considered "crime in the streets" to be the nation's number one problem. Family
break-up, illegitimacy, and crime, they were certain, went hand-in-hand.95 Blacks, the vast



majority of whom were law-abiding, were among the Americans who worried about these trends.
They were affected more than any other group, for most violent crime in the cities was black-on-
black. A resident of a crime-ravaged low-income apartment complex in Washington articulated
such feelings: "I would like to say I'm black and I'm proud. But I can't say that so easily because
I'm not proud of what black people are doing to each other in this building." She added, "When
we first moved in, I would go down the hall and wash off things that had been written on the
walls. Now I'm afraid to go out into the halls."96

White working-class people, however, seemed loudest and angriest about crime. Many, of
course, lived near the most run-down sections of cities. Like the black woman in Washington,
they feared for their safety. They normally blamed young black men—whose rates of arrest for
violent crimes and drug-dealing were far higher than those of whites—so much so, indeed, that
the rates could not be entirely explained away as reflections of racial prejudice on the part of
police: a homicide, after all, was a homicide. Some of these whites labored to control their
feelings. A Jewish woman explained, "I guess I don't really hate the blacks. I hate that they make
me look over my shoulder." Other whites, however, were more open. "You can't walk . . .
anywhere," a resident of Brownsville in Brooklyn exploded. "It's because these people don't know
how to live. They steal, they got no values. They say it's history, but that's bullshit. It's not
history, it's the way they live. They live like animals."97

Whites like this angrily rejected the argument that black people deserved special consideration
because of their long history of being oppressed. Many did not consider themselves to be
prejudiced. They insisted that they supported the right of all people to equal opportunity, still a
most hallowed American political ideal. But they hotly resented being dismissed as "racists" by
privileged integrationists—"limousine liberals"—who lived in lily-white suburbs. And they drew
a firm line against special treatment to protect or advance minority groups as groups.98Liberal-
dominated agencies such as the EEOC, they complained, were moving toward "reverse
discrimination." One white man asked, "Who will pay the Jews for two thousand years of
slavery? Who will compensate the Italians for all the ditches they dug?" Another exclaimed,
"What happened four hundred years ago, all those whites who whipped them and beat them, are
we responsible for it? I don't even have anything to do with slavery. What's past is past."99

THESE MANIFESTATIONS OF BACKLASH —against family breakup, illegitimacy, welfare,
crime, riots, black activists, anti-war demonstrators, long-haired hippies, government programs
that favored minorities, elitists, liberals generally—exposed a major development of the mid-
1960s: rapidly rising polarization along class, generational, and racial lines. The backlash
represented considerably more than white racism, which polls suggested was less intense than in
the past. It also affirmed the behavior and the moral standards of traditional ways. It exposed a
fragmentation of society and culture that seemed if anything to grow in the next thirty years.

The rising numbers of people who became part of the backlash did not much perceive
themselves as part of an organized movement. Particularly at first, they tended to express local
grievances arising from tensions in their neighborhoods. But they also worried about larger
forces that threatened them. Increasingly, they used the word "squeeze" to capture their plight.
From the bottom they felt squeezed by blacks and other minorities who were demanding special
rights and privileges. From the top they felt pressed by the more affluent and powerful, including



their superiors at work. Public employees, indeed, went out on strikes in record numbers in 1967.
Other workers felt "blue-collar blues": there were more work stoppages in 1968 than in any year
since 1953.100 These feelings of squeeze provoked an often bitter rage that rested in part on
unabating class and ethnic identifications.101

Backlash also threatened the Democratic party. This had been apparent as early as the 1964
and 1966 elections, and it grew more ominous as the presidential election of 1968 approached.
Many Americans blamed Johnson and the Democratic party not only for mismanaging the
Vietnam War but also for creating the social turmoil that disturbed the nation after 1965. They
especially resented liberals—permissive, patronizing, hypocritical, and sanctimonious do-
gooders who reproved them for their resistance to the claims of minorities and assorted trouble-
makers. (A conservative, it was said, was a liberal who had been mugged; a liberal was a
conservative who hadn't been mugged—yet.) In an increasingly fragmented and polarized society
these angry people were a political force to be reckoned with.
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The Most Turbulent Year: 1968

 
January 30, 1968, was the first day of Tet, a festive holiday in Vietnam that marked the
beginning of the lunar year. Americans in Vietnam hoped for some respite from the fighting. But
at 2:45 that morning a team of NLF sappers blasted a hole in the wall that surrounded the
American embassy in Saigon. Racing into the compound, they tried but failed to smash through
the heavy door at the entrance to the embassy. They then took cover behind large concrete
flowerpots and assailed the building with rockets. Military police fired back at them in a fight
that lasted until 9:15 in the morning. All nineteen of the enemy were either killed or badly
wounded. Five Americans and a South Vietnamese civilian employee lost their lives. A reporter
described the scene as "a butcher shop in Eden."1

The attack on the embassy formed part of a much broader military plan, elements of which had
already been launched outside of Saigon, that came to be known as the Tet offensive. Starting in
late 1967 Hanoi had intensified pressure on towns and bases in the central highlands of South
Vietnam and along the demilitarized zone, and especially on the marine garrison at Khe Sanh
near the border with Laos. Top units of the NLF began at the same time to infiltrate major cities.
American and South Vietnamese troops fought back and inflicted heavy casualties on the enemy
forces. General Westmoreland devoted special effort to protecting Khe Sanh, a beleaguered
outpost which he feared might otherwise become a second Dienbienphu. Hanoi launched these
assaults in part to make the United States and South Vietnam reduce their forces in Saigon and
other major cities, thereby exposing themselves to the attacks at the opening of Tet.

Within a few hours of the battle at the embassy, the enemy forces assailed a large number of
targets in South Vietnam, including five major cities, sixty-four district capitals, thirty-six
provincial capitals, and fifty hamlets. President Thieu declared martial law, thus conceding that
there were then no secure areas in the South. Johnson tried to minimize the dangers, likening the
situation to the previous year's riot in Detroit—"a few bandits can do that in any city."2 But the
United States and South Vietnam had to stage a major counter-offensive to overcome the enemy.
Battles raged for the next three weeks, killing perhaps 12,500 civilians and creating a million
refugees. Some of the fighting was bloody indeed. It took twenty-five days of heavy artillery and
air bombardment to reconquer the old Vietnamese capital of Hue, which was reduced to a
"shattered, stinking hulk, its streets choked with rubble and rotting bodies." Fighting there killed
some 5,000 enemy troops, untold numbers of civilians, 150 American marines and 350 South
Vietnamese soldiers. When Americans re-entered the city, they found 2,800 bodies buried in
mass graves. They were people slaughtered by the enemy as suspected collaborators with the
South. The victors retaliated by assassinating suspected Communists.3

When the battles subsided, Westmoreland declared that the United States and the South
Vietnamese had inflicted devastating losses on the attackers. "The enemy exposed himself by
virtue of his strategy and he suffered heavy casualties," he said. This was in fact the case. The Tet
offensive failed in the end to take cities away from South Vietnamese control or to unleash a



general revolt (as Hanoi may have hoped to do) against the government in Saigon. Thanks to
heavy bombing, the United States also managed to repel the attacks on Khe Sanh, killing many
thousands of enemy soldiers in the process. Rough estimates of overall casualties during the
three weeks following Tet conclude that North Vietnamese and NLF battle deaths reached
40,000, compared to 2,300 South Vietnamese and 1,100 Americans. It took Ho Chi Minh and
General Giap more than two years to compensate for the fearful losses that they had sustained in
Tet and its aftermath.4

Rarely, however, has "victory" been so costly. The initial thrusts of the Tet offensive,
especially the breaching of the embassy wall, convinced already skeptical Americans that
Johnson, Westmoreland, and other administration officials had been lying all along. Critics of
Johnson were all the angrier about being deceived because of the publicity blitz that LBJ and
Westmoreland had conducted in late 1967. After Tet it was as clear as could be that there was no
"light at the end of the tunnel," as Westmoreland had maintained at that time.5 Indeed, the shock
from Tet greatly intensified an adversarial relationship that had been developing between the
media and the State since the mid-1960s. For many in the media the credibility gap, a chasm
after Tet, was never to be bridged thereafter.6

The reaction of CBS anchorman Walter Cronkite, the most widely admired television
newsman in the nation, served for many at the time. Until then Cronkite, like other newscasters,
had tried to maintain an "objective" stance. That had normally required him to report what
Johnson, Westmoreland, and other administration officials released, without overt editorial
comment. When Cronkite heard of the Tet offensive, however, he was furious, the more so
because he sensed that television reports on the war had misled the American people. "What the
hell is going on?" he is supposed to have snapped. "I thought we were winning the war!" Cronkite
journeyed to Vietnam to see the situation for himself. When he returned, he reported on February
27, "It seems more certain than ever that the bloody experience of Vietnam is to end in a
stalemate." Cronkite was but one of many in the media—and elsewhere—who were disbelieving.
The columnist Art Buchwald, a humorist, went further. Westmoreland's claim of American
victory, he wrote, was like Custer saying at Little Big Horn, "We have the Sioux on the run. . . .
Of course we still have some cleaning up to do, but the Redskins are hurting badly and it will
only be a matter of time before they give in."7

The disillusion of newsmen like Cronkite later led pro-war commentators to blame the press
for misinterpreting what had happened after Tet and for failing to make it clear that American
and South Vietnamese forces had prevailed in the field. They are right that America's successful
military retaliation seemed to get lost amid the domestic recriminations that followed Tet. They
are also correct to observe that some reporting during this anxious period was both disturbing
and shocking. None was more so than the vivid coverage of an execution by the chief of the
South Vietnamese police of an enemy officer on a Saigon street. An AP photographer and two
television camera crews captured the execution, a slightly sanitized version of which was
thereupon shown on two television networks in the United States. Anti-war Americans pointed to
the gory killing as proof of their contention that the war in Vietnam was immoral.8

Critics were wrong, however, to maintain that the media were thereafter heavily negative
about the war. The credibility gap notwithstanding, many reports on the conflict in Vietnam



continued to convey a sense of progress in the fighting. Pro-war observers were also in error to
argue that the media following Tet greatly altered public opinion in the United States about the
war. What the reports probably did do at that time was to reflect and intensify popular doubts
that had been rising, primarily because of discouraging casualty figures in 1966 and 1967, for
some time.9 These doubts centered not so much on the wisdom of fighting the war, which a small
majority still seemed to believe in, as on LBJ's handling of it. Public approval of Johnson's
conduct of the conflict, already low at 40 percent following his public relations blitz in
November, fell to 26 percent in the immediate aftermath of Tet.10

What Tet did more generally was to deepen the mood of gloom that was already growing
profound in the United States. It was the first of a near-numbing series of blows in 1968 that
bashed what hopes remained for healing the fragmentation and polarization that had been
widening since 1965. After 1968, in many ways the most turbulent year in the postwar history of
the United States, there was no turning back to the higher hopes that liberals had had in 1964 and
early 1965.

THE RESPONSE TO THE TET OFFENSIVE by Wheeler, Westmoreland, and other military leaders
in Vietnam was to ask for 206,000 additional American troops, half of them to be sent by the end
of the year, in addition to the 525,000 or so who were already there. Such an effort was thought to
require mobilization of the reserves. The details of the request, of course, were secret, but rumors
of military calls for further escalation seeped out. Johnson, although shaken by the reaction to
Tet, was not moved by popular disgruntlement to back off from American commitments. Nor,
however, did he warm to the idea of further increases in American troop levels, which would
have been perilous politically. He therefore turned the request over to advisers.

At this point, however, he encountered serious doubts from within his administration, and
especially from Clark Clifford, who replaced McNamara as Defense Secretary on March 1.
Truman's former aide, since 1949 a Washington attorney and unofficial adviser to Democratic
Presidents, had opposed escalation of the war in 1965 but had then—like virtually all American
experts on foreign and military policies—supported Johnson's course as the best way to preserve
a non-Communist South Vietnam. When Clifford received the request for more troops, he
ordered a review of the war. He asked Pentagon officials, "Does anyone see any diminution in the
will of the enemy after four years of our having been there, after enormous casualties and after
massive destruction from our bombing?" No one perceived any lessening of the enemy's will to
fight. Clifford, moreover, was persuaded by leading Establishment figures, among them Dean
Acheson and Averell Harriman, that Westmoreland's request would severely threaten America's
financial standing in the world. Leading business figures at the time questioned the capacity of
the nation, which was then facing a gold drain, to escalate further. Many of these doubters were
coming to believe that the war was damaging America's ability to meet its strategic
commitments in Europe, where national security interests were paramount. For all these reasons
Clifford counseled against significant escalation.

Instead, he recommended to Johnson on March 4 that the United States send over a token force
of 22,000 and that LBJ call up an undetermined number of reserves. Clifford further urged that
Thieu and Ky be pushed into assuming greater responsibility for the war. This was a
recommendation for what later became known as Vietnamization: the South Vietnamese would



carry more of the burden, the United States less. Johnson, reassured by the ferocious American
counter-attack at that time, was inclined to accept these cautious recommendations but delayed
taking action for the time being.11

By then the volatile state of popular opinion at home may have begun to affect the President,
who as always avidly followed the polls. Especially worrisome to him was the outcome of the
first presidential primary, in New Hampshire on March 12. Although Johnson's name was not on
the ballot, party regulars had launched a write-in campaign for him. When the votes were
counted, however, he had won only 49 percent of the Democratic turnout. Senator Eugene
McCarthy of Minnesota, a strong opponent of the war who had challenged him for the
Democratic presidential nomination in January, not only received 42 percent, a stunning figure
against an incumbent President, but also won more delegates than Johnson did to the Democratic
National Convention that summer. A majority of McCarthy's voters, polls later discovered, were
hawks who blamed Johnson for not winning the war. At the time, however, the vote was
interpreted as a sign of left-of-center anti-war sentiment. It was surely anti-Johnson. When New
York senator Robert Kennedy, whom Johnson loathed, announced his own candidacy on March
16, pressure intensified on LBJ to make some conciliatory moves. This pressure, combined with
the gold crisis and the improving military situation, seems to have induced Johnson on March 22
formally to accept Clifford's relatively moderate recommendations.

Clifford, meanwhile, kept seeking more data. On March 26 and 27 he convened many foreign
policy experts—dubbed "the wise men" by contemporaries—to help him with further
recommendations. The wise men included Acheson, until then a renowned hawk on the war,
Maxwell Taylor, another hawk, George Ball, McGeorge Bundy, Matthew Ridgway, Henry Cabot
Lodge, and others. Most of them had been called in to advise the administration in November, at
which time they had supported the President. This time they looked more carefully at the new
data. Some, like Taylor, emerged from this process to urge backing for West-moreland. Most of
the wise men, however, were deeply upset by what they found. They concluded that the enemy
could match whatever force the United States threw into the arena of battle. Bundy observed that
Vietnam was a "bottomless pit." Clifford commented, "There are grave doubts that we have made
the type of progress we had hoped to have made by this time. As we build up our forces, they
build up theirs. . . . We seem to have a sinkhole. . . . I see more and more fighting with more and
more casualties on the US side and no end in sight to the action."12

Johnson bridled when Clifford and others relayed the pessimism of the wise men to him.
"These establishment bastards have bailed out," he is supposed to have said.13 Confronted with
such opinion, however, he made some conciliatory moves that he had been considering earlier.
Within the next few days he accepted the advice of Rusk, who had recommended that the United
States call a partial bombing halt in North Vietnam. Johnson also signified his readiness to
engage in peace talks with the North Vietnamese and chose Harriman as America's representative
in the event that the North Vietnamese agreed to talk.

On March 31 Johnson appeared on prime-time television to announce these decisions. They
were important in that they marked—after three years—a tacit, though not binding, admission of
the failure of continued escalation. But they did not represent much change in the policies he had
been pursuing since late 1967. Rather, they were tactical moves aimed primarily at calming down



domestic dissent. When Hanoi surprised him by responding favorably to the idea of peace talks,
Harriman was sent to Paris, which was chosen as the site for the effort, in May. But an impasse
quickly developed. Hanoi demanded that the United States cease all bombing. Johnson, fearing
that this would jeopardize American troops, insisted that Hanoi agree to cut back its military
activity in the South. Bombing continued, and talks went nowhere. Peace in Vietnam seemed
farther away than ever.14

United States military effort actually intensified during this time. Indeed, Johnson cut back the
bombing in the North only because he had become convinced that it was not doing much good
and because bad weather was in any case expected to hamper missions over the northern part of
North Vietnam in the near future. Meanwhile, the United States stepped up bombing of enemy
resources in the South. In March and April the United States conducted the largest search and
destroy missions in the history of the war. It then launched an Accelerated Pacification Program
to secure as much of the countryside as possible in the event of serious negotiations. Finally, it
greatly increased military aid to Saigon, pushing up the force level of the Army of South
Vietnam from 685,000 to 850,000.

Johnson did add a big surprise in his televised speech on March 31. Waiting until the end of
his address, he paused, then added. "There is division in the American home now . . . and holding
the trust that is mine, as President of all the people, I cannot disregard the peril to the . . .
prospect for peace. . . . I do not believe that I should devote an hour a day of my time to any
personal partisan course. . . . Accordingly, I shall not seek, and I will not accept, the nomination
of my party for President."

Why Johnson took this step, which astonished many who heard him, was not altogether clear.
But it was not because he feared to lose his fight for renomination. Although McCarthy and
Kennedy were challenging him boldly, they stood little chance of securing the party's
endorsement against an incumbent President. Rather, Johnson seems to have decided not to run
again because he was tired, both physically and emotionally, and because he knew he had lost his
political capacity to get things done. By stepping aside he hoped to bring a little more harmony
to a populace that was already badly fragmented by disputes over the war, race relations, and the
many other contentious issues that had inspired backlash in the previous two years.

ONLY FOUR DAYS LATER , on April 4, a high-powered bullet from a sniper's rifle badly
damaged whatever hopes Johnson and others still retained for a softening of racial polarization in
the United States. It shattered the jaw of Martin Luther King as he stood on a motel balcony in
Memphis, Tennessee, where he had been supporting striking black sanitation workers seeking
recognition of a union. King's presence in Memphis was characteristic of the still non-violent
efforts he had been making since 1965 to promote economic justice for the masses of the black
poor in the cities. The bullet, which killed him, did much to destroy chances for non-violent
leadership on behalf of social justice for blacks.15

News of King's murder frightened Congress into passing Johnson's open housing bill within
the week.16 But nothing could arrest the rage that overwhelmed many black Americans. On the
night of the killing rioting erupted in Washington, where looters and arsonists destroyed white-
owned stores (and black tenements above them) in black sections of the city. Nine people were
killed in rampaging that followed. Riots damaged more than 130 other cities, causing property



damage estimated at more than $100 million. Police arrested 20,000 people. A total of forty-six
people, all but five of them blacks, died in the wave of violence.17

Violence and extremism, indeed, seemed ubiquitous in April and May of 1968. Overseas it
afflicted Paris, where left-wing students took over the Latin Quarter, collaborated with factory
workers, and ultimately brought down the government of Charles de Gaulle. In Czechoslovakia
rebels of the "Prague Spring" revolted against Communist rule, only to be overwhelmed in
August by Soviet tanks. Riots engulfed the Free University in West Berlin. Bloody
confrontations between students, workers, and authorities convulsed Tokyo, Bologna, Milan, and
Mexico City, site of the Olympic games that fall. The widespread outbursts, most of them
student-inspired, and the violent repression that they often evoked from police, unnerved
political leaders throughout the industrialized world.18

In the United States militant students also threatened the status quo, mainly on a few of the
most prestigious university campuses. What happened at Columbia University in late April set
the stage. Mark Rudd, a passionate admirer of Ché Guevara who had recently returned from a trip
to Cuba, led defiant student protestors against a variety of alleged misdeeds by a rather hapless
university administration. These sins included the support of classified war research and
indifference to the needs of nearby black residents of Harlem. Dispensing with civility, Rudd
wrote an open letter to university president Grayson Kirk in which he quoted LeRoi Jones, "Up
against the wall, motherfucker, this is a stick-up." In the prolonged confrontations that followed,
approximately 1,000 students (of 17,000 in all at the university)—some of them spearheaded by
Rudd and the SDS, others by militant blacks—managed to seize five university buildings and to
rifle files in the president's office. They ran up red flags atop two of the buildings and festooned
the walls of offices with portraits of Marx, Malcolm X, and Ché Guevara. After six days of
occupation, police were called in at 2:30 in the morning. Their response exposed the backlash
that energized working-class Americans who raged at the protests of the privileged. Swinging
clubs, the police tore into the students. More than 100, plus some police, were injured. A total of
692 people were arrested. The university virtually shut down, to the dismay of thousands of non-
demonstrating students and faculty.19

The conflict at Columbia was the most violent and uncivil battle to that time; it received
enormously wide publicity; and it encouraged a host of struggles at other campuses, most of
them between 1968 and 1970. It has been estimated that there were 150 violent demonstrations
(and many more that were non-violent) on American campuses, including many of the most
prestigious ones, in the 1968–69 academic year alone. A few of the protests rivaled Columbia's,
notably a demonstration at Cornell in 1969, where black students brandishing guns and sporting
bandoliers of ammunition forced concessions from the university administration. Other student
protestors jostled faculty and staff, vandalized libraries, disrupted classes, and—in a second
episode at Columbia in the spring of 1968—burned years of research notes by a faculty
member.20

Like the demonstrators at Cornell, students "won" some of these battles. President Kirk, for
instance, resigned, and most of the student protestors there were not disciplined for the damage
or disruption they had caused. Universities introduced changes giving student groups a somewhat
larger role in decision-making on campus. Curricula were broadened, usually to the



accompaniment of greater choice of courses and fewer requirements. Black Studies programs
began to proliferate. Most important, the unrest of 1968 greatly heightened the rights-
consciousness of students. From then on, many university administrators and faculty moved with
caution lest they provoke campus uprisings.

Whether the curricular changes were "reforms," of course, sparked loud and lasting debate.
Many parents and professors lamented the decline of "general education." A number of new
courses introduced to pacify protestors lacked academic rigor. Other Americans, including a few
professors who were themselves members of the Left, were appalled at what they considered the
arrogance and play-acting of the demonstrators, who seemed to be emulating the theatrics of on-
the-street agitators and Third World revolutionaries. The historian Eugene Genovese, a leading
Marxist scholar, branded the students as "pseudo-revolutionary middleclass totalitarian."21

William O'Neill, another historian, observed wryly that many universities prior to the rise of
student unrest had at least required hard work and discipline—training for life in the real world.
In some of the post-protest universities, he lamented, "The Protestant ethic gave way to the
pleasure principle in college but not in life."22 Reactions such as these reflected a widespread
sense among Americans that the students were spoiled brats.23

Black activism off the campuses aroused equally contentious emotions. Following King's
assassination, the Reverend Ralph Abernathy, King's most trusted aide, tried to pick up the fallen
banner by pressing ahead with a plan that King had endorsed before his death—a Poor People's
March on Washington. Abernathy hoped to stimulate national action against poverty among
blacks. The result of the march, however, proved embarrassing to Abernathy and co-leaders.
Attempting to dramatize the plight of the poor, organizers built a shantytown, Resurrection City,
on the mall in Washington. But construction was hurried and shoddy, leaving early arrivals in
mid-May without adequate power, water, or sanitation facilities. Heavy rains created seas of
mud. The number who braved conditions to live there never exceeded 2,500 and usually totaled
around 500. Picketers of government buildings aroused little attention. Activists representing
Mexican-Americans and Indians—the march was to be a multi-ethnic effort—clashed with
Abernathy and other black organizers, whom they accused of trying to dominate the proceedings.
Some of the marchers smashed windows and tossed one another into fountains.

The debacle of the Poor People's March ended only in late June when police dispersed the last
few residents of Resurrection City. By then virtually everyone involved was glad that the
struggle had ended. The failure was partly one of disorganization. But it was mainly a reflection
of the times. Many whites had responded enthusiastically in 1963 to the March on Washington,
which had dramatized the goals of the civil rights bill then under consideration. By 1968,
however, the black agenda focused much more directly on poverty and racial discrimination in
the North. Whites were much less supportive of demands such as these, especially amid the
backlash following rioting in the cities. Reflecting such feelings, Congress did nothing.24

Black militants were so divided and demoralized for the remainder of 1968 that they
commanded little attention, especially by contrast to the previous few years, in the media.
Eldridge Cleaver, having published Soul on Ice early in March, remained sporadically in the
news as a presidential candidate for the California-based Peace and Freedom party, but once he
fled into exile, surfacing for a time in Cuba, he attracted support from only a few on the fringes.



With SNCC, CORE, and the Black Panthers in virtually total disarray, no black organization—
not even the still active NAACP—came close to filling the void left by the assassination of King.

By far the most widely noticed black protest in these months broke out at the Olympic games
in October. Two of America's many top athletes at Mexico City were Tommie Smith, gold medal
winner in the 200 meters, and John Carlos, who finished third in the race. Both, like many on the
national track team, were African-Americans. Before they ascended the stand to receive their
medals, they rolled up their sweat pants to reveal black socks, and they displayed protest buttons
on their chests. On the stand they bowed their heads and raised black-gloved fists in a black-
power salute. Their gesture of defiance, televised throughout the world, brought international
attention to the cause of racial justice. For many athletes the protest became a defining moment;
they could never again ignore the political and racial dimensions of sports.25

Smith and Carlos, however, lost in the short run. Officials of the United States Olympic
Committee suspended them from the team and banned them from the Olympic village. White
politicians denounced them for their lack of patriotism. Moreover, some black athletes feared to
stand with them. This was in part because they had a lot to lose if they defied white America—
look what had happened to Muhammad Ali! The boxer George Foreman, a black man, walked
around the ring waving a small American flag after knocking out a Russian challenger to win the
gold medal in the heavyweight division at Mexico City. In the United States, O. J. Simpson,
winner of the Heisman Trophy as college football's best player, had refused to join the Black
Student Union at the University of Southern California, the predominantly white school where he
had played. Asked for his reaction to the defiance of Smith and Carlos, he commented, "I respect
Tommie Smith, but I don't admire him."26

ALL THESE EVENTS OF 1968—anguished responses to Tet, the assassination of King, riots in
the cities, confrontations on campus, the further spread of black-power ideology and of ethnic
consciousness—heightened the fragmentation and polarization that had come to light in the
previous two years. They also inflamed a presidential campaign that became in many ways the
most heated of the twentieth century.27

The most fiery struggles badly burned the Democratic party. McCarthy, whom Allard
Lowenstein and other liberal activists had persuaded to challenge Johnson in January, took an
early lead among anti-war Americans, especially students.28 In New Hampshire and subsequent
Democratic primaries thousands of young people, "Clean for Gene," canvassed energetically to
help him. They respected his intelligence, his wit, his care in developing positions on the issues,
his commitment to opening up party processes to new groups of people, and his refusal to pander
to audiences. Above all, they admired his courage, rare among established politicians, in
challenging an apparently invulnerable President of his own party.

McCarthy was indeed an unusual politician. As a young man he had spent a nine-month
novitiate at a monastery before abandoning thoughts of becoming a monk. He had then taught at
Catholic colleges, where he also wrote poetry. Among his friends was Robert Lowell, perhaps
America's most distinguished poet. An ardent supporter of Adlai Stevenson in 1960, McCarthy
had backed LBJ, not JFK, for the presidential nomination after Stevenson gave up. He then
became known as a fairly liberal senator and as a reliable supporter of LBJ (who dangled the



vice-presidential nomination before him in 1964) before revolting against the President's policies
in Vietnam. His strong showing in the New Hampshire primary inspired his followers to hope
that he might win the nomination.29

From the beginning, however, McCarthy left many people cold. He was often arrogant with
supporters, including his own staff, and contemptuous about the glad-handing rituals of
democratic political campaigning. He made few efforts to cultivate the press. When energized,
he could be an inspiring public speaker, but more often than not he made no apparent effort to
reach out to listeners. Some observers wondered if he really wanted to win. McCarthy seemed
especially uncomfortable trying to cope with the passionate emotions aroused by race. He
avoided speaking in ghettos and in other places where blacks were numerous. When King was
murdered, he said nothing. Although liberal opponents of Johnson respected McCarthy, many
yearned for someone who could excite the masses of blacks and working-class Democrats.30

That someone, of course, was Robert Kennedy. For a while after his brother's assassination in
1963, "Bobby" had seemed traumatized. He nursed deep and abiding resentments against
Johnson, with whom he had clashed bitterly during the 1960 convention, and whose presence in
the White House—in place of his brother—was a rankling reminder of what might have been.
These bitter feelings never abated; if anything they intensified over time. But some of the old
ruthlessness, for which opponents had both feared and hated him in the early 1960s, seemed to
soften. Supporters said he had grown. Even enemies sensed that he had mellowed.31

Liberal political organizers, led by Lowenstein, had worked hard in late 1967 to get Kennedy
to challenge Johnson. They knew that he would be a charismatic campaigner and that he
possessed a unique asset: the mystique and the magic of the Kennedy name. Kennedy was sorely
tempted, both because he loathed Johnson and because he had grown increasingly critical of the
war. But he had refrained from breaking openly with LBJ. Moreover, many of the political
professionals to whom he turned for advice counseled him against running. They pointed out
what seemed to be the obvious: Johnson, as President, could not be denied the Democratic
nomination. Better to wait until 1972.

When Kennedy reluctantly agreed with this analysis, many people were both upset and angry.
Lowenstein responded, "The people who think that the future and the honor of this country are at
stake because of Vietnam don't give a shit what Mayor Daley [of Chicago] and Governor Y and
Chairman Z think. We're going to do it, and we're going to win, and it's a shame you're not with
us because you could have been President."32 Lowenstein then turned to McCarthy, who boldly
took the plunge that Kennedy had shied away from. When Johnson's popularity dwindled in early
1968, especially after Tet, many liberals openly expressed their contempt of Kennedy. They
carried placards, BOBBY KENNEDY: HAWK, DOVE, OR CHICKEN?33

When Kennedy finally jumped into the contest—after the New Hampshire primary exposed
Johnson's vulnerability—he infuriated many liberals who had committed themselves to
McCarthy earlier in the year. They complained, often bitterly, not only that Kennedy was
"chicken" but also that his candidacy would split the liberal and anti-war camps that opposed
Johnson's policies. The result, they predicted after LBJ's withdrawal on March 31, would be that
Vice-President Humphrey, Johnson's surrogate, would win the Democratic presidential



nomination. In 1960 or even in 1964 many liberals would have welcomed that outcome, for
Humphrey had been a committed supporter of civil rights and other social programs. But as
Vice-President he had swallowed doubts about the war and had supported Johnson's policies. He
was anathema to many Democratic liberals in 1968.

Kennedy, despite these handicaps, gradually cut into the base of McCarthy's anti-war and
liberal support. This was not because he was more fervently anti-war than McCarthy. On the
contrary, while both candidates called for an end to American bombing and for allowing the
National Liberation Front a role at the peace table and in the subsequent political life of South
Vietnam, McCarthy was willing to endorse in advance a coalition government including the NLF,
and Kennedy was not. Kennedy indicated that he would maintain America's commitment to
South Vietnam and would support "retaliatory action" against the North if necessary. Nor was it
because Kennedy had necessarily better answers for inner-city problems. He favored expansion
of public and private spending to build up black areas in the cities. (He was himself contributing
a great deal of his own money to such efforts in the Bedford-Stuyvesant area of New York.) This
approach commanded only lukewarm support from many people concerned with urban racial
problems. A program of "gilding the ghettos," they said, ran counter to the goal of most people
who lived there—to escape. If enriching the ghettos worked, which critics doubted, it would
reinforce racial separation. McCarthy, emphasizing the goal of integration, denounced Kennedy's
stance and called instead for the construction of "new towns" on the edge of cities, so blacks
could move out and live where the jobs were.34

Kennedy's campaign caught fire, instead, because he seemed much more engaged and
eloquent, especially on the subject of race relations, than McCarthy. When Kennedy heard that
King had been killed, he ignored advisers who warned him to stay out of the exploding inner
cities. Instead, he braved the black center of Indianapolis—he was then running in the Indiana
primary—where he climbed on top of a car to speak movingly of his support for racial equality.
He was so intense, so obviously shattered by the killing, that the once seething crowd grew
attentive and respectful. Later he spoke in the impoverished black sections as well as the white
working-class wards of Gary. He delivered the same candid and unpatronizing message wherever
he went: assailing racial prejudice, denouncing riots, deploring the rise of welfare, celebrating
the virtues of hard work. In particular he appealed to the idealism and consciences of people in
the middle classes. He thereby forged coalitions of supporters that cut across race and class lines
and that brought him victory in the primary. Thousands of liberals, recognizing McCarthy's
weaknesses, swarmed to the Kennedy cause.

In the remaining few weeks of the primary season Kennedy solidified his appeal as a champion
of poor and working-class Americans. In Oklahoma he deplored the poverty of Indians on the
reservations; in California he befriended Chávez; in New York he identified with the plight of
Puerto Ricans. Although he lost a primary to McCarthy in Oregon—the only time any Kennedy
had failed to win an election—he attracted huge and sometimes frighteningly responsive crowds
almost everywhere else he went. Throngs of people heaved against him and his worried
bodyguards; women lunged to touch his hair. More than once he emerged from crowds with torn
clothes and with hands bleeding from the hundreds of squeezes and slaps that besieged him.
Veteran political observers were astonished and shaken by the powerful emotions that Kennedy
aroused.



Kennedy capped his exciting run with a close but decisive victory over McCarthy in the key
California primary in early June. In his moment of triumph, however, he was fatally shot by
Sirhan Sirhan, a deranged Arab nationalist, in a hallway of a Los Angeles hotel. The killing and
its aftermath unleashed vivid memories of JFK's murder more than four years earlier. When
Bobby's body was carried on a train from New York to Washington, where he was to be buried
near his brother, throngs of weeping and waving Americans stood alongside the tracks. In
Baltimore thousands sang "The Battle Hymn of the Republic" even before the train appeared. The
death of Robert Kennedy further smashed the already beleaguered forces of American liberalism
and devastated people who had looked to him as the only remaining hope to heal a fragmented
nation.

Could Kennedy have won the nomination if he had lived? That became one of the most
frequently asked questions in the history of modern American politics. When he was killed, he
needed 800-odd additional delegates to win the nomination. Some of them might have come
from McCarthy—if McCarthy, an unpredictable man, proved willing to let them go. Others
might have abandoned Humphrey, whose chances then seemed hopeless for November.35 Still,
the Johnson-Humphrey forces maintained a firm hold on the party machinery, which they
manipulated without qualm at the convention. Johnson hated Kennedy as much as Kennedy hated
him. All these political realities would have worked strongly against Kennedy's chances for the
nomination.

The Democratic convention that took place in Chicago in late August turned out to be such a
wild and bloody affair that the first-ballot nomination of Humphrey, by then foreordained, was
scarcely noticed.36 Chicago Mayor Richard Daley had long anticipated some sort of
confrontation. The mayor, indeed, reflected the complex feelings of many who joined the
backlash of the late 1960s. By then he had lost enthusiasm for the war effort, mainly because he
had concluded that it could not succeed. But Daley, like many of the working-class people who
were the source of his power, was revulsed by anti-war demonstrators, whom he regarded as
elitist, pampered, sanctimonious, and unpatriotic. He was equally hostile to unruly blacks: in
April, amid rioting in Chicago following the assassination of King he had ordered his police to
"shoot to kill" arsonists and "shoot to maim or cripple" looters. By the time the convention
opened Daley had barricaded the site and had amassed a formidable force of 12,000 police (plus
5,000 National Guardsmen and 6,000 federal troops in readiness nearby) to quell the slightest
disturbance. When demonstrators arrived, he denied them permits to sleep in public parks, to
march, and otherwise to engage in meaningful protest. He was eager for an excuse to put them
down.

Many anti-war activists, forewarned that there would be serious trouble at Chicago, stayed
home. The numbers who came from out of town were therefore relatively small; estimates placed
them at around 5,000. Another 5,000 or so from the Chicago area joined them on occasion during
the five days of protests that followed, but most demonstrations, scattered as they were over
seven miles of Chicago shorefront, were small—police ordinarily outnumbered protestors by
three or four to one. Many of those who journeyed to Chicago were pacifists and advocates of
non-violence who belonged to the National Mobilization Committee to End the War in Vietnam,
or Mobe, as it was called. Mobe, however, was a sprawling coalition of groups, some of which
seemed ready and willing to provoke violence in order to advance their cause. Tom Hayden, a



key leader, was one of these. By the summer of 1968, following the assassinations and rioting
that had raised the level of turbulence in the country, it was clear that many of the activists who
arrived in Chicago were anticipating a fight.37

A smaller though much more colorful group of demonstrators called themselves Yippies, or
members of the Youth International Party. The Yippie phenomenon—one could hardly call it a
movement—was largely the creation of two incredible characters, Abbie Hoffman and Jerry
Rubin. Both were veterans of hippie and anti-war activities, including the march on the Pentagon
in 1967. They had a wonderful affinity for the absurd, a gift for theatrics, and a keen awareness
of the way in which the zaniest antics attract attention from the media. They expected and
welcomed violent retaliation from Daley's police, and they very much wanted to be noticed.38

They announced that the Yippies would dress up as bellboys and seduce the wives of delegates,
and give out free rice on the streets. They proposed to nominate a pig, Pigasus, for the
presidency. The Yippie slogan declared, "They [the Democrats] nominate a president and he eats
the people. We nominate a president and the people eat him."39

Some of the violence that disrupted Chicago erupted as early as Sunday August 25, the eve of
the convention, when Yippies seeking to camp in Lincoln Park three miles north of the
convention site taunted police. "Pig, pig, fascist pig," they chanted. "Pigs eat shit!" When the
Yippies disobeyed an order to leave the park area at 10:30 P.M., police chased after them through
the streets of the city, clubbing them as they fled. Those who refused to leave, perhaps 1,000 in
all, suffered the same fate. The police also assaulted reporters and photographers from
Newsweek, Life, and the Associated Press. The battle at Lincoln Park continued sporadically and
violently for the next two nights. Confrontations also arose outside the convention hotel, the
Hilton, where protestors chanted, "Fuck you, LBJ," "Dump the Hump," "Sieg Heil," and "Disarm
the Pigs."

On Wednesday, August 28, the angriest struggles ravaged the city. That was the day on which
allies of Johnson secured a strongly pro-war plank (by a vote of 1,567 to 1,041) and on which
Humphrey, having accepted the plank, was later nominated on the first ballot. Although much of
the oratory in the hall was boring, tempers heated up by the evening, especially after televised
accounts of violence outside reached the delegates. At one point Connecticut senator Abraham
Ribicoff stood on the podium to nominate Senator George McGovern of South Dakota, a
candidate who represented many former supporters of Kennedy. Ribicoff stared down at Daley,
twenty feet away in the audience, and exclaimed, "With George McGovern we wouldn't have
Gestapo tactics on the streets of Chicago." Infuriated delegates from Illinois jumped up shouting
and waving their fists. Daley was purple with rage and shouted back with words that, while
drowned out in the bedlam, were lip-read by many in the national television audience: "Fuck you,
you Jew son of a bitch you lousy motherfucker go home."40

The violence against demonstrators outside the Hilton and near the hall at the time was indeed
shocking. When protestors tried to march to the hall, thousands of police, acting on orders from
Daley, determined to stop them. Taking off their badges, they charged, tossed tear gas, cracked
people with clubs, and shouted, "Kill, kill, kill!" All who strayed into their path—demonstrators,
bystanders, medics, reporters and photographers—became targets. Hundreds were bloodied,
though no one—miraculously enough—was killed. It was dark, but television lights illuminated



some of the scenes, and a national audience, listening to protestors shouting, "The whole world is
watching," looked at outbursts of graphic violence. Later, police staged a pre-dawn raid on
McCarthy's fifteenth-floor headquarters at the Hilton, clubbing young volunteers whom they
accused of lobbing urine-filled beer cans at police lines below.41

During these stunning confrontations the Johnson-Humphrey forces remained unrepentant.
Humphrey, winning at last the presidential nomination that he desired so much, the next day
chose Edmund Muskie, a senator from Maine, as his running mate and defended the actions of
Daley and his police force. The mayor, he said, had done nothing wrong: "The obscenity [of the
demonstrators], the profanity, the filth that was uttered night after night in front of the hotels was
an insult to every woman, every daughter, indeed every human being. . . . You'd put anybody in
jail for that kind of talk. . . . Is it any wonder that the police had to take action?"42

Many Americans did wonder. They argued that Daley need not have worried much about the
demonstrators, whose numbers were modest. He could have let out-of-towners sleep in the park
and have been more generous in setting guidelines for marches and demonstrations. He could
surely have restrained his police. Instead, he encouraged them to run amok. In so doing he played
into the hands of Hoffman, Rubin, and other demonstrators—seven of whom ("the Chicago
Seven") federal authorities then proceeded to prosecute for conspiring to riot. Rubin later
commented, "We wanted exactly what happened. . . . We wanted to create a situation in which
the . . . Daley administration and the federal government . . . would self-destruct."43

It was no wonder, however, that Humphrey reacted as he did. An earnest, well-meaning man,
he was appalled by the often juvenile behavior of some of the demonstrators. Millions of
Americans agreed with him: polls suggested that a majority of the American people defended the
riotous behavior of the Chicago police under the circumstances. Still, the disorder at Chicago
hurt Humphrey and the Democratic party, which limped out of Chicago more badly wounded
than ever. McCarthy refused to appear with Humphrey or to endorse him. The nominee,
reconsidering his defense of Daley and the police, soon admitted that disaster had occurred.
"Chicago," he conceded two days later, "was a catastrophe. My wife and I went home
heartbroken, battered, and beaten."44 He recognized, as did the vast majority of political pundits
when the convention finally ended, that it would take some sort of miracle to resuscitate the
Humphrey-Muskie ticket and the Democratic party. How far the mighty—the liberal Democrats
who had swept to victory in 1964—had fallen!

As HUMPHREY RALLIED to begin his campaign he understood that he had to deal with two
formidable foes, George Wallace of Alabama, who had announced in February as presidential
candidate under the banner of the American Independent party, and Richard Nixon, whom the
Republicans had nominated for President three weeks before the Democratic debacle at Chicago.

Wallace was indeed a frightening force in 1968. Although he knew he could not win the
election, he hoped to capture enough southern and border states so as to throw a close race into
the House of Representatives. Surprising many political observers, he managed to get on the
ballot in all fifty states, and his popularity climbed steadily, to 21 percent in the immediate
aftermath of the Democratic convention.45 As in the past, Wallace commanded enthusiastic
support among southern segregationists. Most far-right organizations, including the KKK,



Citizens' Councils, and the John Birch Society, openly aided his operations.46 Much of the power
driving his campaign came from the South, exposing more sharply than ever the regional rifts
that had widened during the Goldwater-Johnson contest in 1964.

The appeal of Wallace in 1968, however, transcended regional lines, important though those
were. It rested also on his evocation of backlash in many working-class areas of the North.
Wallace was an energetic, aggressive, caustic, sneering, often snarling campaigner. Eschewing
openly racist oratory, he called for "law and order" in the streets and denounced welfare mothers
who he said were "breeding children as a cash crop." He gleefully assailed hippies, leftists, and
radical feminists, some of whom picketed the Miss America pageant in Atlantic City just after
the Democratic convention, dumped what they called objects of female "enslavement"—girdles,
bras, high-heeled shoes, false lashes, and hair curlers—into a "freedom trash can," and earned the
label forever after of "bra-burners."47 Wallace took special pleasure in attacking anti-war
demonstrators, often with thinly veiled references to violent retribution that excited many of his
followers. "If any demonstrator ever lays down in front of my car," he proclaimed, "it'll be the
last car he'll ever lay down in front of." He also set forth an economic program designed to
appeal to blue-collar working folk. It included support for a federal job-training program,
safeguards for collective bargaining, a higher minimum wage, and better protection for people
who lost their jobs or could not afford adequate medical care.48

Wallace seemed most passionate in attacking know-it-all federal bureaucrats and self-styled
experts who tried to tell honest working-class folk what to do. "Liberals, intellectuals, and long-
hairs," he cried, "have run the country for too long." His audiences cheered when he denounced
"over-educated, ivory-tower folks with pointed heads looking down their noses at us." These
were "intellectual morons" who "don't know how to park a bicycle straight." He added, "When I
get to Washington I'll throw all these phonies and their briefcases into the Potomac."49

In driving for the presidency in 1968 Wallace made some mistakes, among them his selection
in early October of General Curtis LeMay as his running mate. LeMay, who had directed fire-
bomb raids on Japan in World War II, remained a fierce, plain-spoken advocate of air power,
including nuclear weapons. He was widely believed to have been the model for the mad general
in Stanley Kubrick's Dr. Strangelove (1964), a devastating satire of Cold War military zeal. In a
disastrous early press conference following his selection as running mate LeMay told reporters,
"I don't believe the world would end if we exploded a nuclear weapon." Despite all the tests in
the Pacific, "the fish are back in the lagoons, the coconut trees are growing coconuts, the guava
bushes have fruit on them, the birds are back."50 Humphrey soon started calling Wallace and
LeMay the "bombsy twins."

When Wallace heard comments like this, he was dismayed. Like LeMay, he had supported the
war, but by 1968 he knew that it was a divisive issue, and he had no clear ideas about resolving
the stalemate. Like many Americans in 1968, he was not so much pro-war as anti-anti-war. This
remained a key theme of his campaign: stimulating popular anger at privileged and "unpatriotic"
young folk who went about ridiculing the military while dodging the draft.

For all his appeal, however, Wallace remained a third-party candidate. Political pundits did not
expect him to win any states outside of the Deep South. The biggest worry of Humphrey and his



advisers was the candidacy of Nixon, who held what appeared to be an insurmountable edge over
the Democrats following the Chicago convention. The former Vice-President, fifty-five-years old
in 1968, had seemed politically doomed following his defeat in a race for governor of California
at the hands of Pat Brown in 1962. A very poor loser, he had lashed out at the press at the time,
"You won't have Nixon to kick around any more." In 1968, however, he managed to win the GOP
nomination on the first ballot, in part because he was a centrist in the party and in part because he
had doggedly supported Republican candidates throughout the 1960s while lining up backing for
himself. He then surrounded himself with a coterie of advertising, public relations, and television
experts and ran a carefully scripted campaign that stressed his experience, especially in the field
of foreign policy. Some contemporary observers, hoping for the best, speculated that there was
once again a "new Nixon."51

Nixon still nursed bitterly the many slights and injustices that he imagined had been his lot.
Life, he thought with enduring self-pity, consisted of a series of "risks" and "crises."52 He
retained the same passion to succeed in politics that had driven him in the past to excesses,
sometimes vicious, of partisanship and personal invective. Uncomfortable before crowds, he
remained an uninspiring campaigner. His speeches, as in the past, bordered at times on the
mawkish. His movements, notably a hands-over-the head gesture of triumph, seemed studied and
phony. John Lindsay, a liberal Republican from New York City, observed that Nixon looked like
a "walking box of circuits."53

Nixon's running mate, Governor Spiro Agnew of Maryland, was of doubtful help to him.
Agnew had won his governorship in 1966, one of a number of Republicans who swept into office
in the reaction against Johnson and the Democratic party that year. He had then seemed to be a
moderate, backing Governor Nelson Rockefeller of New York, a Republican liberal, for the
presidency in 1968. But Agnew, a Greek-American whose father had been a poor immigrant, was
yet another political leader stung into backlash, especially by riots in Baltimore following the
murder of King. At that time Agnew gained notice by damning the "circuit-riding, Hanoi-
visiting, caterwauling, riot-inciting, burn-America-down type of [black] leader."54 Nixon,
seeking a running mate who would be strong for "law and order," chose Agnew without looking
too carefully into his background. He had reason to doubt his choice during the campaign when
Agnew dropped ethnic slurs, speaking of "Polacks" and calling a reporter a "fat Jap."
Resurrecting the tactics of Joe McCarthy, Agnew called Humphrey "squishy soft on
communism." He observed, "If you've seen one slum, you've seen them all." The Washington
Post concluded that Agnew was "perhaps the most eccentric political appointment since the
Roman Emperor Caligula named his horse a consul."55

These problems aside, Nixon ran a well-calculated, very well financed campaign. The GOP
spent enormous sums on radio and television—estimated at $12.6 million as opposed to $6.1
million for the Democrats—and pioneered the practice of what became known as "demographic
marketing." This involved hiring "media specialists," who assumed unprecedented influence in
the campaign. They undertook market research to determine the concerns of special groups and
then directed particular ads, most of them "spots," at blocs of voters. They also did much with
new TV technology—videotape, zoom shots, split screens—to make their spots lively. It was the
first truly high-tech television campaign in American history.56



On the issues Nixon tried not to rock the boat; after all, he began the fall campaign with a huge
lead over Humphrey. Concerning Vietnam, the driving political issue of the era, he said only that
he had a "secret plan" to end the war. On domestic matters Nixon echoed Wallace, but in a more
genteel fashion, by catering to the contemporary backlash. (Humphrey mocked Nixon as a
"perfumed, deodorized" version of Wallace.) This meant celebrating "law and order," denouncing
Great Society programs, rapping the liberal decisions of the Supreme Court, and deriding hippies
and protestors. He lambasted the "busing" of children, then being applied in places as a means of
desegregating the schools. Much of his campaign, like his choice of Agnew, reflected what
pundits later called a Southern Strategy, which aimed to corral the backlash white vote in the
South (and elsewhere). "Working Americans," he declared, "have become the forgotten
Americans. In a time when the national rostrums and forums are given over to shouters and
protestors and demonstrators, they have become the silent Americans. Yet they have a legitimate
grievance that should be rectified and a just cause that should prevail."57

Only one issue seemed likely to derail Nixon as the campaign progressed: Vietnam. If
Humphrey could win over McCarthy, McGovern, and onetime Kennedy supporters, he might
patch up the badly tattered Democratic party. This, of course, was an extraordinarily difficult
task, because he did not want to alienate the President, who adamantly refused to stop the
bombing. But Humphrey knew he had to try. On September 30 he bought television time for a
well-advertised speech in Salt Lake City, which he gave at a lectern without the vice-presidential
seal. In the speech Humphrey proclaimed his willingness, under certain conditions, to "stop the
bombing of North Vietnam as an acceptable risk for peace because I believe it could lead to the
success in the negotiations [in Paris] and thereby shorten the war." His statement was hedged and
pleased neither Johnson, who fumed that Humphrey had gone too far, nor McCarthy, who waited
another month before endorsing the party ticket—and then only weakly. At first the speech made
no difference in polls of voters. But by mid-October political observers sensed a change in the
mood of people, especially liberals and opponents of Johnson's conduct of the war. They had
never had any use for Nixon, let alone Wallace, and they yearned for a reason to return to the
Democratic fold.58

Humphrey, too, seemed rejuvenated by the shift in popular mood. Until then a somewhat
demoralized campaigner, he became ever more passionate in his backing of social programs,
including civil rights, that liberal Democrats had traditionally supported. Labor union leaders,
who had always admired Humphrey, redoubled their efforts to draw workers out of the clutches
of Wallace and back into the party of FDR and Truman. The Democratic coalition that had been a
key element in American politics since the 1930s seemed to be coming together again. Wallace,
meanwhile, started to sink in the polls, partly because of LeMay, partly because voters
recognized in the end that they would be wasting their votes on him. The polls showed
Humphrey's resurgence. In late September, Gallup had given Nixon 43 percent, Humphrey 28
percent, and Wallace 21 percent. By October 24, two weeks before the election, Humphrey still
lagged, but the numbers—44 percent for Nixon, 36 percent for Humphrey, 15 percent for
Wallace—showed movement. What had seemed in early September to be an open-and-shut
election was growing exciting.59

At this point rumors flew about that the Johnson administration was reaching an agreement



that might cut the carnage in Vietnam: a total bombing halt by the United States and reciprocal
though unspecified military restraint by North Vietnam. Ho Chi Minh, it seemed, was willing to
negotiate directly with South Vietnam, which he had always refused to recognize as a legitimate
state. In return the United States would no longer balk at involvement in the talks of the National
Liberation Front. On October 31 LBJ announced that the United States would stop the bombing.
This softening of American policy infuriated Nixon, who accused the administration of playing
politics with the war.

South Vietnamese president Nguyen Van Thieu, however, then spiked hopes for negotiations
by announcing that he would not take part in peace talks in Paris if the NLF was involved. Why
he did so caused great political controversy in the United States. Johnson, high-handedly
ordering the FBI to wiretap the South Vietnamese embassy, blamed Anna Chan Chennault, the
Chinese-born widow of General Claire Chennault of Flying Tigers fame. She was then vice-
chairman of the GOP National Finance Committee. The tapes revealed that Chennault, who had
some access to Nixon, called the embassy on November 2 and urged that Thieu hold his ground.
Nixon, she added, would offer South Vietnam a better deal. Johnson angrily phoned Nixon, who
denied any involvement in Chennault's machinations.

Nixon was indeed deeply interested in the negotiations that Harriman and others were
frantically conducting in Paris. Henry Kissinger, a Harvard professor of government who was
supposedly helping the administration in Paris, was in fact double-dealing. Eager to secure a
high-ranking job in Washington, Kissinger sought to curry favor with Nixon (who he thought
would win), by secretly relaying classified information about diplomatic developments to the
GOP.60 Nixon was thus well briefed on all that was happening and in a good position to take
actions that would delay progress.

There was no solid evidence, however, that Nixon instigated or knew of Chennault's actions.
Most likely, Thieu, who was a shrewd politician, needed no prodding from Chennault or others to
anticipate a better relationship with a Republican administration in Washington. He also faced
strong pressure from political allies in South Vietnam who understandably feared any lessening
of American resolve. He therefore refused to relent under American pressure. Hanoi, he said,
must formally agree to de-escalate the war and must negotiate directly with South Vietnam. He
did not back down from this position until two weeks after the election, following still stronger
pressure from the United States. The South Vietnamese did not join the negotiations in Paris
until mid-January.61

Humphrey, too, was unhappy with Johnson, in part because LBJ had done little to support the
campaign, in part because the President did not keep him well informed about the negotiations.
By election day the two men were barely on speaking terms. Still, the President's decision to halt
the bombing greatly encouraged advocates of de-escalation and further boosted Humphrey's now
fast-moving effort for the presidency. Campaigning enthusiastically, he surged forward. Final
polls indicated that the election was a toss-up, too close to call.

NIXON WON, BUT ONLY BARELY . He received 31,785,480 votes to 31,275,166 for Humphrey
and won the electoral college by a margin of 301 to 191. Wallace captured 9,906,473 votes,
taking Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Louisiana, and Mississippi and scoring 46 in the electoral
college.62 Nixon received only 43.4 percent of the vote, Humphrey 42.7 percent, Wallace 13.5



percent. If Wallace and Humphrey between them had managed to secure thirty-two more
electoral votes, they would have denied Nixon an electoral college majority, throwing the
election into the heavily Democratic House of Representatives.

Democrats could take some solace from the fact that Humphrey had managed to make things
close. Indeed, some of the groups that made up the Democratic coalition held firm. This was
especially true of black voters, an estimated 97 percent of whom backed Humphrey. The
coalition further proved its endurance in races for the House of Representatives, where the party
maintained a margin of 245 to 187. In the Bedford-Stuyvesant district of New York City they
elected Shirley Chisholm, the first black woman ever to win a House seat, over James Farmer.
Although they lost seven seats in the Senate, they still could look forward to a margin of 57 to 43
in 1969. Among the Democratic senators re-elected were Ribicoff, McGovern, and others who
would uphold the liberal cause.

Those who had feared Wallace also derived some satisfaction from the election returns.
Outside the Deep South he did much less well than it had seemed he would earlier in the year.
Strom Thurmond, running on the States' Rights ticket in 1948, had won thirty-nine electoral
votes, almost as many as Wallace did twenty years later. Although Wallace made inroads among
working-class people, especially among Catholics and Italian-, Irish-, and Slavic-Americans, he
failed to break the grip that Democrats had on the majority of blue-collar Americans. It was
estimated that Wallace received around 9 percent of the votes of white manual workers in the
North. Most blue-collar Americans, like most blacks, seemed to remain reliable members of the
Democratic coalition.63

It was obvious, however, that the election of 1968 marked a huge turnabout from 1964. In that
year 43.1 million voters had opted for LBJ, almost 12 million more than Humphrey received (in
a turnout that was 3 million higher) four years later. Even Kennedy, winning slightly fewer than
50 percent of the ballots in 1960, had attracted 34.2 million voters, 3 million more than
Humphrey did. Between them Nixon and Wallace won 57 percent of the vote.64 No amount of
wishful thinking could obscure the fact that the 1968 election boded ill for the future of the
Democratic party.65

This did not mean that voters were elated to see Nixon in the White House. He had run a banal,
lackluster campaign and had watched an enormous lead dwindle to almost nothing. He would be
a minority President with Democrats in control of both houses of Congress. Having offered little
in the way of positive programs, he had no mandate for much of anything, except perhaps to
dismantle things that Johnson had erected. As Samuel Lubell, a student of elections, put it, Nixon
was "little more than a convenient collection basket, the only one available into which [voters]
were depositing their numerous discontents with the Johnson administration."66

Still, reflections on the 1968 campaign and election showed how deep the trouble had become
for the Democrats. The course of events in that unusually turbulent year first of all exposed a
further decomposition of the political parties. This was a major legacy of the McCarthy
movement, which indicated that a largely unheralded candidate—especially if he had a powerful
issue—could come out of nowhere and destabilize a major party organization. The political
coming of age of television, well advanced by 1968, further abetted political figures who ran



more as individuals than as party regulars. Although it was not fully appreciated at the time, the
election of 1968 also presaged the sharp decline of a system of nominating presidential
candidates that had featured the role of party bosses and state conventions. Henceforth
presidential nominations—and campaigns—depended much more on the ability of individuals to
tap into grass-roots feelings, to exploit primaries, which proliferated after 1968, and to sound
impressive on the sound bites of television. These changes affected Republicans, but they
especially changed things for the Democrats, who were more divided and unruly. After 1968 the
Democratic party became less and less a purposeful political organization when it came to
presidential politics and more and more a loose coalition of free-wheeling individuals.67

The campaign and election of 1968 also revealed the persistent power of regional differences
in the United States. This was especially obvious, of course, in the Deep South, where racial
hostilities drove political life. Wallace, like Strom Thurmond in 1948 and Barry Goldwater in
1964, exposed the weakness of Democratic presidential candidates in the area. As Johnson
himself had predicted following passage of the 1964 civil rights bill, the identification of
northern Democrats with civil rights destroyed the hold that the party had once had in the region.
Humphrey, indeed, fared poorly not only in the Deep South but also in the Upper South and the
border states, where Wallace and Nixon divided up most of the votes. Nixon carried Kentucky,
Tennessee, Virginia, Missouri, Oklahoma, and (thanks in part to Thurmond, who had switched to
the GOP) South Carolina.

Nixon also did extraordinarily well in states west of the Mississippi. His strength there did not
attract much notice at the time, but it accelerated a trend that, like the rise of the GOP in the
South and border states, became central to American presidential politics for the next several
decades. The only states that Humphrey won west of the Mississippi were Minnesota, Texas,
Washington, and Hawaii. All but Texas were historically liberal states. The other western states,
however, including the key state of California, almost always went Republican after 1968. From
then on GOP presidential candidates could run confidently in most states outside of the Middle
West and Northeast. This was a comfortable feeling.

The sources of Republicanism in the Plains and West were not so obvious as those that
affected politics in the South. They also varied, for there were significant differences between the
politics of a state such as Arizona and those of North Dakota or California. Local issues often
figured in major ways. In general, however, the rise of the GOP in the West reflected the
resentments that Goldwater in 1964 and Wallace and Nixon in 1968 tried to exploit: distrust of
far-off government bureaucrats, especially liberals, who tried to tell people what to do. Some of
those with the most vocal resentments in the West represented powerful special interests—oil
and mining companies, large-scale farmers, ranchers, real estate developers—who raged at
federal efforts in support of the environment, Indians, or exploited farm workers. "Rights," they
said, meant freedom from government interference. Others were fundamentalists—they were
especially numerous in the South and the West—who perceived liberals, such as the majority on
the Warren Court, to be heretical. But the rise of Republicanism in the region also affected
millions of other people who were neither conservative on economic issues nor fundamentalist.
Save in Hawaii, where Asian-Americans were an important voice, in enclaves such as Watts, and
places in the Southwest where people of Hispanic background were developing a political voice,
the mass of voters west of the Mississippi were non-Hispanic whites. Most of them lived in the



country, in small towns, in suburbs, or in cities of modest size. They were increasingly repelled
by the ethnic, big-city eastern world that seemed to them to consist of ghettos, riots, crime,
welfare, and family break-up. Their feelings of backlash, exacerbated by the polarizing events of
the mid-1960s, seemed if anything to grow over time.

Backlash was indeed the dominant force in the exciting campaign and election of 1968. Much
of this continued to reflect racial antagonisms, the most powerful determinant of electoral
behavior in the 1960s.68 Humphrey received less than 35 percent of the white vote—a
remarkable statistic—in 1968. But backlash transcended racial divisions, fundamental though
those were to an understanding of American society in the late 1960s. It stemmed also from
rising dissatisfaction with Johnson's policies in Vietnam and from doubts—well exploited by
Wallace and Nixon—about the liberal social policies that the Great Society bureaucrats had
oversold after 1964. The backlash represented a powerful reaction against liberalism, a major
casualty of the 1960s.69

The reaction, as it turned out, was lasting. It affected not only Humphrey in 1968 but also
liberals generally thereafter. Polls from the mid-1960s on showed that smaller and smaller
percentages of the American people had faith in their elected officials or in the ability of
government to do things right.70 Turnouts, while subject to varying interpretations, suggested the
same. The turnout of eligible voters in presidential elections, having reached a postwar high in
the closely contested election of 1960, thereafter dropped consistently. It fell to 60.6 percent in
1968, as compared to 64 percent in 1960 and 61.7 percent in 1964.71 Those who studied these
trends, moreover, concluded that the falling off in voting—and more generally in political
involvement—was disproportionally serious among poor, working-class, and lower-middle-class
people, most of whom had been Democrats. Never very influential in politics, they seemed to
feel ever more alienated in the 1960s and thereafter. Their disaffection with politicians
contributed further to the decomposition of the parties and to the ability of special interests to
play major roles in the governance of the country.72

The turbulent year of 1968 was therefore a pivotal year in the postwar history of the United
States. The social and cultural antagonisms that rent the country, having sharpened appreciably
since 1965, widened so significantly following the shattering experiences of Tet and the
assassinations of King and Kennedy that they could not thereafter be resolved. The social and
political history of the United States in the next few years witnessed mainly an extension—
sometimes an acceleration—of the conflicts that reached their peak in 1968. There seemed to be
no turning back.
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Rancor and Richard Nixon

 
Eight months after Richard Nixon assumed office a gigantic "happening" transformed the 600-
acre farm of Max Yasgur in Bethel, New York. Promoters hailed the event as "An Aquarian
Exposition" and named it the Woodstock Music and Art Fair, Woodstock being the name of a
nearby town. It was conservatively estimated that 400,000 people, most of them in their teens
and twenties, flocked to "Woodstock" for the three-day event on August 15–17. Mammoth traffic
jams prevented hundreds of thousands more from taking part in the revelry.

It rained intermittently while the young people were there, but no one semed to mind. Those
who were close enough heard some of the most popular rock musicians of the era, including Janis
Joplin, Jimi Hendrix, and Jefferson Airplane. Others settled as best they could in the mud and
reveled in their freedom. Some took off their clothes and wandered about in the nude. A few had
sex in the open. The vast majority smoked marijuana or used other drugs. While hundreds
suffered from bad trips caused by low-grade LSD, most of those who attended remembered a
wonderfully free and mellow occasion. Rollo May, a psychoanalyist, described Woodstock as a
"symptomatic event of our time that showed the tremendous hunger, need, and yearning for
community on the part of youth."1

Woodstock was indeed a mellow event, a high point of countercultural expression in the
United States.2 It was one of a number in 1969, a year of many ironies. In Washington, Richard
Nixon, exemplar of traditional values, struggled to preserve the older ways. Elsewhere,
demonstrations, protests, and rebellions against these ways seemed to flourish. Easy Rider, a
low-budget movie starring Peter Fonda, Dennis Hopper, and Jack Nicholson, celebrated the joys
of getting high on drugs and motorcycling on the open road. It drew large audiences and made
substantial profits. Rock musicians like Joplin, Jim Morrison, and the Rolling Stones stimulated
wild enthusiasm among many of the young.

Significant cultural changes that had already advanced apace in the postwar era were indeed
accelerating at that time, branching out to affect American society in general. In 1969, 74 percent
of women believed that premarital sex was wrong; four years later, only 53 percent did.3 In 1965,
26 percent of Americans had opposed abortion, even when the pregnancy represented a serious
risk to the health of the woman; three years later, fewer than 8 percent felt that way. The more
open depiction of sex, especially in magazines and in film, startled contemporaries. By 1973
Americans could watch Bernardo Bertolucci's Last Tango in Paris , in which (among other
things) Marlon Brando grabbed a stranger, kissed her, tore off her underpants, and had sex with
her standing up.

Changing attitudes toward sex may even have begun to promote slightly greater tolerance
toward homosexuals. In June 1969 homosexuals at the Stonewall Inn in Greenwich Village, tired
of harassment by police, fought back and set off five days of confrontations. Their activism did
much to arouse group consciousness among the gay population. In 1973 the National
Organization for Women, which had previously disdained lesbians (Friedan referred to them as



the "lavender menace") endorsed gay rights.4 In 1974 the American Psychiatric Association
removed homo-sexuality from its list of psychological disorders.5

The hastening of the sexual revolution was perhaps the most important cultural change to
emerge from the 1960s. Yet it was but one manifestation of the grand expectations and rights-
consciousness that more than ever were defining contemporary understandings of the Good Life.6
Increasing numbers of Americans—especially those who were young and relatively well-off—
sensed by the Nixon years that they had an unusually wide set of choices in life. They expected to
enjoy greater freedom than their parents had. They need not defer gratification or sacrifice
themselves to a job—or even to a spouse. Many yearned for "self-fulfillment" and "growth." This
meant the chance to pursue all sorts of leisure activities, to be creative, to seek adventure, to
embrace the "joy of living." Charles Reich's jejune The Greening of America, which treated these
quests for transcendence as "rights," was serialized in the New Yorker and became a best-seller in
1970.7

Searchers for a "meaningful" and "satisfying" life—these were key adjectives at the time—
often demanded the "right" to good health and empowerment in achieving it. Many people,
among them feminists, struck out against orthodox practitioners and the American Medical
Association, which they said was monopolistic, racist, and sexist.8 Other Americans insisted that
the government do more to fight disease, forcing through in the process funding for a "war on
cancer" in 1970. Still others assailed the tobacco industry, succeeding by 1970 in requiring
cigarette companies to place on packages the label "Warning: The Surgeon General has
determined that cigarette smoking is dangerous to your health." Smoking ads were banned from
television and radio in January 1971.9

It was yet another golden age for advocates of diet reform, regarded by many as a key to better
health. Counterculturalists, among others, spread the gospel of organic gardening and hailed the
virtues of oats, dates, sunflower seeds, prunes, and raisins. It was especially important, many
advocates thought, to avoid the adulterated fare produced by industrial civilization: better to eat
"natural" food as peasant people did in Third World cultures. Thanks in part to the efforts of
Ralph Nader, a free-wheeling and indomitable critic of corporate misbehavior in American life,
broader "food scares"—about the dangers from additives, meat-packing, and processing—also
arose in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Robert Finch, Nixon's Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare, issued an order in 1969 banning the sale of cyclamate, an artificial sweetener
thought to be associated with cancer. DDT, a pesticide, was banned in the same year. The
American Heart Association stepped up its warnings about high levels of cholesterol. By the
early 1970s it was estimated that some 50 percent of Americans regularly took vitamins or other
food supplements.10

Good health required "fitness." Dr. Kenneth Cooper's book Aerobics (1968) sold 3 million
copies over the next four years. Health clubs proliferated, and the sale of sports equipment,
including a variety of specialized sneakers, boomed.11 Fitness, moreover, came to require
spiritual and psychological growth as well as physical well-being. Promoters of the "Human
Potential Movement," therapists from the Esalen Institute and other meccas, and gurus of
indescribable exoticism popped up like genies to lighten the burdens of America's stress-ridden
civilization. Experts touted confrontational "encounter," gestalt therapy, bioenergetics,



"sensitivity training," meditation, massage, breathing, drugs, and even easy recreational sex. Any
or all would bring out the inherent spirituality of the self, enlarge human potential, and light up
the dawn of the New Age.12

Many who embarked on the road to "self-actualization" in these turbu-lent times carried heavy
anti-Establishment baggage with them. Indeed, assaults against authority, which had already
engaged activists of all sorts in the 1960s, gained ever-greater ground. Critics exclaimed that
large and bureaucratic institutions—schools, universities, hospitals, governments, corporations—
threatened the natural goodness of human beings. Crusaders for "free schools" denounced the
educational Establishment and spearheaded an "open education movement" that would be
informal, based on "discovery," and above all "child-centered."13 Other challenges to authority
seemed ubiquitous. Soldiers confronted officers, reporters balked at editors, patients challenged
doctors, artists denounced curators, graduate students protested against requirements and formed
unions. High school students resisted teachers and defiantly wore forbidden but-tons. Native
Americans and Mexican-Americans raised banners of "red power" and "brown power." A few
priests and nuns even broke with the church to marry, sometimes each other. Rights-conscious
litigants sustained further expansion of the legal profession. No institutions could shut off the
rhetoric of rights that rang throughout the land.

Feminists emerged as among the most vociferous of these advocates of change. Between 1969
and 1973, peak years of feminist activism, they formed hundreds of organizations including
caucuses within professional groups, campus collectives, centers for women's studies, and
political action committees. The Women's Equity Action League, developed in 1968, led efforts
against discriminatory practices in industry, education, and other institutions. By 1974 there were
scores of new feminist periodicals, most of them created in 1970 and 1971. Ms., begun in
January 1972 as a one-time publication, sold 250,000 copies within eight days.

Some of the most visible feminists were radicals who professed to despise men: A bumper
sticker read DON'T COOK DINNE R TONIGHT, STARVE A RAT TODAY. 14 Much more
numerous, however, were those women, including millions of housewives who did not call
themselves feminists, who demanded an end to unequal treatment. They were better organized
and more powerful than ever before in their quest for rights. By early 1972 they affected
Congress, which approved the Equal Rights Amendment by overwhelming majorities. As of mid-
1973, twenty-eight states had ratified it.15

The Supreme Court, as in the 1960s, extended an especially strong hand to the Rights
Revolution. In 1969 it struck down state laws requiring a year's residence before people could
receive welfare benefits.16 Earl Warren retired later in the year, to be replaced by Warren Burger,
a moderate Minnesotan named by Nixon. In many ways, however, the departure of Warren
seemed to make little difference. In 1970 the Burger court ruled that statutory entitlements of
welfare and disability benefits could not be taken away from people without due process.17 In
1971 it unanimously supported tough new federal guidelines concerning job discrimination, and
a year later it determined in Furman v. Georgia  that capital punishment was "cruel and unusual
punishment" and therefore in violation of the Eighth Amendment.18 This decision, decided by a
vote of 5 to 4, contained loopholes that permitted states to sanction capital punishment if it was
not arbitrary or capricious; twenty-nine states quickly did so. Moreover, the Burger Court proved



tough concerning crime, reaching a number of judgments that weakened the Miranda rules. Still,
through early 1973 it showed few signs that it would impose a new conservatism on the land.

In 1973 the Burger Court announced, in Roe v. Wade, that women had a constitutional right to
abortion.19 Using as a precedent the "right to privacy" that the court had enunciated eight years
earlier in striking down Connecticut's law against contraception, the decision surprised a great
many Americans.20 Abortion, after all, had long been driven underground in the United States.
For the next two decades, Roe v. Wade aroused extraordinarily powerful emotions, which further
polarized a nation that was already fragmented along the lines of race, gender, and social class.

Some of those who demanded more from life during the Nixon years were easily defrauded.
"Clients" who looked to gurus for therapeutic deliverance often received "touchy-feely"
sensations and little more. Other Americans seeking a New Age were simply hedonistic, caught
up in the excesses of a consumer culture that seemed to know no limits. Worse, some of those
attracted to the wilder excesses of drugs and acid-rock culture came to ruin. The stomping of
concert-goers by Hell's Angels at the Altamont, California, rock festival in December 1969 was
one of the most alarming signs that the spirit of Woodstock could go very badly amiss.21 In 1970
both Joplin and Hendrix died of drug overdoses. Jim Morrison also died, probably of excessive
consumption of alcohol. All were twenty-seven years of age.

New Left organizations also fell victim to excess in 1969–70. SDS, having grown rapidly in
the mid-1960s, splintered badly. This process, rooted in an ever-growing rage and self-
indulgence that drove true believers to extremes, became most obvious at the national convention
of SDS in June 1969, where the organization broke apart along racial and ideological lines.22

Some of the splinters—the self-named Motherfuckers and the Crazies, for example—were
largely nihilistic. Another dissident faction became known as Weatherman, after a Dylan verse,
"You Don't Need a Weatherman to Know Which Way the Wind Blows." The Weathermen
stomped out of the convention chanting, "Ho, Ho, Ho Chi Minh," and supported violence in
support of foreign and domestic liberation movements. "Our whole life," Weatherman
proclaimed, "is a defiance of Amerika. It's moving in the streets, digging sounds, smoking dope .
. . fighting pigs."23 In October the group staged "Four Days of Rage" of "trashing" in Chicago
that stopped only when police arrested 290 of the 300 people involved. A total of seventy-five
police were hurt in the melees.24

Although the vast majority of radicals remained non-violent, a few zealots in the Weatherman
and other sects resorted at that time to violence on a scale rarely experienced in American
history. Between September 1969 and May 1970, there were at least 250 bombings linked to
white-dominated radical groups in the United States. This was an average of almost one per day.
(The government placed the number at six times as high.) Favorite targets were ROTC buildings,
draft boards, induction centers, and other federal offices. In February 1970 bombs exploded at
the New York headquarters of Socony Mobil, IBM, and General Telephone and Electronics. The
spate of bombings slowed down only in March, when three members of Weatherman accidently
killed themselves while preparing explosives in a Greenwich Village townhouse. Ironically, they
were the only people killed in the bombings to that time.25

The collapse of SDS did not signify the end of anti-war activity in the United States. Far from



it—foes of war in Vietnam, reaching beyond students, gathered ever-greater strength in 1969 and
1970. Nor did the death of SDS mean that radicals left no legacy.26 Many on the left moved on in
later years to work for social change as advocates of the poor and as community organizers. Still,
the fall of SDS distressed many radicals both then and in later years, for it had been the largest
and most visible New Left organization in postwar United States history. Moreover, many of the
blows that sank it—and other groups of radicals at the time—were self-inflicted. The SDS and
other New Left groups, mostly composed of students, never established strong institutional bases
off-campus. Disdaining unions, the students aroused increasingly vehement backlash from labor
leaders and from the working classes. They failed for the most part to reach the poor, especially
in black ghettos. The radicals, individualistic and sectarian, also resisted organizational
discipline. Many became petulant, intolerant, millenarian, and extreme.

The splintering of the New Left exposed broader social and economic forces that affected
American society in the Nixon years. Most of the youthful protestors and demonstrators of the
early and mid-1960s had grown up in a prosperous era that had encouraged dreams of social
transformation. In particular, the cause of civil rights had inspired them. Losing many of their
battles, however, they lashed out ever more fiercely against Authority. The internecine brawls
that tore them apart in 1969 and 1970 were microcosms of larger frustrations that were
accumulating as crusaders for greater rights encountered increasingly unyielding opposition. The
struggles between these antagonists symbolized and reflected the very contentious home front
that Richard Nixon had been elected to preside over.

NIXON WAS A PROFESSIONAL POLITICIAN  with no interest in challenging authority. It was
impossible to imagine him going to Woodstock or signing up for therapy at the Esalen Institute.
The President was an avid fan of professional football, which had enjoyed a boom during the
1960s: the first Super Bowl took place in 1967. He watched Patton (1970), which celebrated
military discipline, many times. Otherwise he never seemed to relax: even on vacation he
appeared always to be garbed in suit, white shirt, and tie. Nixon not only disliked hippies and
anti-war activists; he also seized countless opportunities while President to arouse backlash
against them. Like LBJ, he set the FBI to work to destroy the Black Panthers and others whom he
presumed to be revolutionaries.

Nixon would have sneered at the notion that it was his job to promote personal liberation or
transcendence. He remained a wary, humorless, tightly controlled man who felt the need
constantly to stiffen himself for crises and to protect himself against enemies, especially
intellectuals and journalists. A hard worker, he put in twelve- to sixteen-hour days, in part
because he was unable to delegate authority, even on trivial matters. Much of the time he isolated
himself. Weeks went by without press conferences. It proved extraordinarily difficult for people,
even representatives and senators, to get beyond his top aides, John Ehrlichman and H. R.
Haldeman. Neither of these men had had political experience outside of campaigns. Wholly loyal
to their boss, they were curt, humorless, and ruthless in their quest for efficiency. Critics soon
referred to the Ehrlichman-Haldeman team as the Berlin Wall.27

When Nixon took office in 1969, it seemed highly unlikely that much in the way of domestic
legislation would emerge. Having denounced the Great Society during the campaign, he had no
desire to expand social programs. Like Kennedy, he had little interest in domestic policies. He



said later, "I've always thought this country could run itself, without a president. All you need is
a competent Cabinet to run the country at home."28 It therefore came as something of a surprise
to contemporary observers that Nixon signed a fair amount of significant legislation between
1969 and 1972. This was mainly the doing of Democrats in Congress, who pursued a more liberal
course. Nixon often went along with them, in part because he did not care a great deal about
domestic matters, in part because he recognized the political gains to be harvested by supporting
generous social legislation, and in part because he was, in fact, a moderate himself. Throughout
his career he had been a Republican centrist, closer in fact to liberals like Rockefeller than to
conservatives like Taft or Goldwater. Nixon was easily the most liberal Republican American
President, excepting Theodore Roosevelt, in the twentieth century. In 1971 he even called for
passage of a comprehensive national health insurance plan—one that would have combined
private with expanded public initiatives to provide coverage for all. No President since Truman
had gone so far; none until President William Clinton in 1993 would try again.29

The list of domestic legislation signed during Nixon's first term was indeed fairly impressive,
some of it bolstering the quest for rights that lay at the heart of the culture. It included extension
for five more years of the Voting Rights Act of 1965, funding for the "war on cancer," and
greater federal spending for medical training and the National Endowments for the Arts and
Humanities.30 Nixon also signed what later became an important measure (so-called Title IX) in
1972 banning sex discrimination in higher education. Title IX became vital in subsequent efforts
by women to counter patterns of gender bias in colleges and universities.31

Although Nixon ultimately reorganized the bureaucratic apparatus of the war on poverty, he
did not dismantle the programs themselves. Head Start, publicly financed job training, and other
OEO efforts continued to be funded at modest levels. Thanks to the urging of Daniel Moynihan, a
Democrat who became chief adviser concerning social policies, Nixon also introduced a Family
Assistance Plan (FAP) that would largely have replaced AFDC with guaranteed annual incomes
for poor families—whether working or not. Minimum incomes for families of four would be
$1,600 a year, plus $800 or more worth of food stamps. The plan, which Nixon hoped would
reduce the role of welfare bureaucrats, got caught in a political crossfire: the National Welfare
Rights Organization protested that the payments were far too low, liberals objected to
requirements that some recipients work, conservatives denounced the idea as a giveaway,
Democrats in general distrusted the President, and Nixon himself—never deeply engaged in the
issue—lost interest. In the end, FAP did not pass. If it had, it would not have addressed the roots
of poverty; there was still no consensus on how to do that. Still, FAP was a bold new approach. It
would have made life a little more comfortable for many poor families, especially in the South
where welfare benefits were low, and it might have simplified the bureaucratic apparatus of
welfare. Nixon's association with the plan, while fleeting, suggested that he was open to ideas for
streamlining the system.32

Nixon also indicated his willingness to support unprecedentedly high levels of spending that
his rights-conscious Democratic Congresses approved for domestic purposes. In this respect he
and Congress exercised much less fiscal restraint than federal officials—including the
supposedly extravagant liberal Democrats in the Johnson years—had shown in the past. During
Nixon's first term, meanstested federal spending per person in poverty rose by approximately 50



percent. Much of this increase represented congressionally approved hikes in entitlements such
as food stamps and Medicaid; much of it also went to provide welfare to women, now exercising
their rights to aid, who (with their children) swelled the rolls of AFDC.33 In 1972 Congress also
enacted a Supplemental Security Income (SSI) program, which replaced existing federal-state
assistance to the indigent aged, blind, and disabled with national (and therefore uniform)
payments. Benefits under SSI, which began in 1974, were considerably higher than they had been
and were indexed to keep pace with inflation.34 At the same time Congress approved substantial
raises in Social Security benefits and indexed them, too. Total government outlays for social
insurance, which as always were much higher than spending targeted at the poor, jumped from
$27.3 billion in 1969 to $64.7 billion in 1975. In time, as more and more Americans reached
retirement age, these increases proved to be extraordinarily important.35

These and other changes—and especially continuing economic growth—helped in the short
run to cut poverty from 12.8 percent of the population in 1968 to 11.1 percent in 1973, a low in
modern United States history, and in the long run to guarantee more generous entitlements to the
indigent aged and disabled.36 Nixon, anxious (like Congress) to win the support of the elderly—
by then a well-organized, highly rights-conscious lobby—was happy to sign these measures into
law in an election year.37

The President hoped that these increases in federal expenditures for social welfare could
bolster what he called a New Federalism.38 His "revenue-sharing" plan, approved in 1972,
earmarked block grants of federal money—a proposed $16 billion between 1973 and 1975—to
states and localities, which were given greater freedom to spend it as they wished. Cutting back
on the federal bureaucracy, indeed, greatly appealed to Nixon, who distrusted Washington
officialdom.39 Revenue-sharing appealed to many governors. Thanks in part to Nixon's political
problems during his second term, however, it did not greatly change the balance of power
between Washington and the states.

Some Native American groups, too, gained modestly during Nixon's terms of office. By then
they had definitely caught the fever of rights-consciousness. In 1969 a group captured national
attention by seizing the island of Alcatraz, which they said was Indian land, and by proclaiming
their intention to turn it into an Indian cultural center. Four years later activists in the American
Indian Movement (AIM) forcibly occupied Wounded Knee, South Dakota, site of a massacre of
Sioux in 1890, forcing a seventy-one-day stand-off with United States marshals before the
government agreed to reconsider the treaty rights of the Oglala Sioux. Other Indians overran and
wrecked the Bureau of Indian Affairs in Washington. Congress, with Nixon's support, responded
to moderate demands. In 1970 it agreed to return the sacred Blue Lake and surrounding lands in
New Mexico to Taos Pueblo. In 1971 it approved the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act,
thereby resolving long-standing controversies to the satisfaction of most Alaskan Indians. In
1973 it formally reversed the "termination" policy of the 1950s by re-establishing the
Menominees as a federally recognized tribe and providing for the return of their common assets
to tribal control. An Indian Education Act, passed in 1972, authorized new and federally
supported programs for Indian children. These and other efforts—mainly to resolve land claims
—barely made a dent in the poverty and isolation afflicting most Native Americans, especially
those on reservations. Still, they represented signs that officials were beginning to recognize the



history of exploitation by whites.40

One of the most surprising acts of Nixon in the field of domestic policy concerned racial
discrimination in employment. With his approval, Secretary of Labor George Shultz established
in October 1969 the so-called Philadelphia Plan. This required construction unions in
Philadelphia employed on government contracts to set up "goals and timetables" for the hiring of
black apprentices. In 1970 this mechanism was incorporated in government regulations
governing all federal hiring and contracting—thereby involving corporations that employed more
than one-third of the national labor force. In so doing the Nixon administration transformed the
meaning of "affirmative action." When Congress approved Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act
to ban job discrimination, it had affirmed a meritocratic and color-blind principle: hiring was to
be done without regard to race, religion, sex, or national origin. Although executive orders issued
in the Johnson years had called on employers to pursue affirmative action in order to counter
discrimination against individuals, the orders had not demanded "goals and timetables" or "set-
asides" that would protect groups. After 1970, however, many American institutions—
corporations, unions, universities, others—were required to set aside what in effect were quotas,
a process that engaged the federal government as never before in a wide variety of personnel
decisions taken in the private sector. This dramatic and rapid transformation of congressional
intent took place as a result of executive decisions—especially Nixon's—and court
interpretations. Affirmative action of this sort never had the support of democratically elected
representatives.41

The Supreme Court, moreover, indicated that it would support such approaches to curb
discrimination. The most important case, Griggs v. Duke Power Co. (1971), involved intelligence
tests (and other expedients) administered by employers to determine the eligibility of workers
for certain positions. Could such tests be used if the results differentiated between blacks and
whites in such a way as to bar substantial numbers of blacks from better jobs? The Burger Court
ruled unanimously that employers would henceforth have to demonstrate that such
differentiating tests were essential, irreplaceable, and directly related to the jobs in question. If
not, the tests were discriminatory. Even neutral tests, the Court ruled, "cannot be maintained if
they operate to 'freeze' the status quo of prior discriminatory practices." After Griggs and other
decisions, employers could protect themselves against charges of discrimination only by
managing to show a statistical parity between the racial composition of their work forces and that
of local populations.42

In supporting the Philadelphia Plan, Nixon seems to have acted in part to get even with unions,
most of which had opposed him in 1968, in part to promote "black capitalism" that might attract
African Americans to the GOP, and in part on the assumption that a key to progress in race
relations rested in employment. This was a sound insight, for blacks had been shut out of many
areas of the industrial revolution in the United States. If they ever hoped to make use of their
legal rights (as established in the 1964 and 1965 civil rights acts), they had to have equal social
and economic opportunity as well. Moreover, the new regulations in time made a difference,
especially in government employment, where increasing numbers of blacks found places. For
these reasons, the regulations aroused lasting controversy. Many employers and white workers
denounced them as reverse or affirmative discrimination. Even the NAACP, perceiving the



Philadelphia Plan as a political ploy aimed at breaking up alliances between blacks and trade
unions, opposed it. It was ironic that such far-reaching definitions of affirmative action took root
in a Republican administration.43

IT WAS ALMOST AS IRONIC  that a movement to protect and sustain the environment enjoyed
special legislative successes during the Nixon years. This movement had been building steadily
for some time, especially since the publication in 1962 of Rachel Carson's eloquent Silent Spring.
Carson, an experienced marine biologist, trained her sights against agribusiness interests that
polluted the environment with toxic pesticides such as DDT. Dangerous chemicals, she wrote,
built up in human fat, invaded water and mothers' milk, and became "elixirs of death." The
springs would soon be silent. More broadly, Carson presented an ecological perspective, positing
the interconnectedness of human beings and all of nature. People, she warned, must refrain from
activities that upset the delicate integrity of ecological systems.

The many people who joined the legions of environmental activists in the next few years
included some, such as Nader, who attacked corporate devils—in his case General Motors and
the gas-guzzling automobiles that wasted resources and polluted the air. But they embraced a
vision that went well beyond conserving natural resources and assailing corporate capitalism. It
was a vision that combined a range of causes: enhancing opportunities for outdoor recreation,
preserving the natural beauty of things, protecting the public health, battling pollution, stopping
atomic tests, safeguarding wildlife and endangered species, regulating commercial development,
curbing dam-builders, stemming population growth, and counteracting the drive for production
and consumption that environmentalists blamed for blighting the planet. Some environmentalists
were hostile to industrial growth itself. By the late 1960s the many Americans who embraced
environmental visions were engaging in a broad-based popular movement for the first time in
United States history. The number of people who belonged to the twelve top environmental
groups jumped from 124,000 in 1960 to 819,000 in 1969 to 1, 127,000 in 1972. Polls indicated
that millions more supported the goals of these organizations.44

The sources of the movement were varied, but they rested in part—like so much agitation for
change at the time—on the unprecedented affluence of the postwar era. Prosperity greatly
increased the number of people with the resources, education, and leisure to be concerned with
such issues. Most environmentally active leaders were well-educated, middle-class people who
were optimistic about the capacity of modern science and of governmental regulation to bring
about change. Many, indeed, were driven by the same moral passions, high expectations, and
rights-consciousness that inspired the civil rights and feminist movements. They dreamed of a
world, apparently affordable and within reach at last, in which the quality of life would be
enhanced for all.

Environmentalists had enjoyed modest successes during the New Frontier-Great Society years:
a Clean Air Act in 1963, a Wilderness Act in 1964, a Clean Water Act in 1965, and an
Endangered Species Act in 1966. In 1967 movement leaders coalesced to form the
Environmental Defense Fund, a key lobby thereafter. In 1968 Congress approved a Wild and
Scenic Rivers Act and a National Trails Act. Senator Edmund Muskie of Maine, Humphrey's
running mate in 1968, was especially persistent in pushing for greater spending to aid municipal
sewage treatment operations and in enlarging the role of the federal government in the control of



water pollution.45

By the time Nixon reached office the environmental cause had grown stronger than ever,
thanks in part to media attention given to Malthusian prophets of doom. Paul Ehrlich, a professor
of biology at Stanford, published The Population Bomb (1968), which foresaw the starvation of
hundreds of millions of people throughout the world during the 1970s and 1980s if population
growth were not controlled. The book sold some 3 million copies in paperback. Barry
Commoner, another biology professor, reaped fame at the same time by issuing apocalyptic
jeremiads about the coming of nuclear disaster. In 1970 he was hailed on a Time magazine cover
as the "Paul Revere of ecology." A year later he published The Closing Circle, an impassioned
book that warned of the dangers of environmental pollution. In 1972 the Club of Rome, a loose
association of scientists, technocrats, and politicians, produced The Limits to Growth. Employing
computers to test economic models, the authors concluded that the world would self-destruct by
the end of the century unless planners figured out ways to limit population and industrial growth
and to expand supplies of food and energy. The Limits to Growth sold 4 million copies in thirty
languages by the late 1970s.46

Nixon had little interest in environmental problems—indeed, he was bored by the issue—but
he was savvy enough not to swim against the tide of reform, especially after a huge oil spill in
Santa Barbara in early 1969 aroused national alarm. The result in the next few years was that he
accepted a spate of bills, many of them passed by large bipartisan majorities. The most important
of these laws, signed in January 1970, was the National Environmental Policy Act, which set up
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The EPA was empowered to require the filing of
acceptable environmental impact statements before federal projects could be approved and more
generally to enforce a range of guidelines. In February Time gushed that the environment "may
well be the gut issue that can unify a polarized nation," and on April 22 throngs of people,
including 10 million schoolchildren, gathered in communities to celebrate the nation's first Earth
Day. Some 10,000 people flocked to the Washington Monument for twelve hours of revelry
marking the occasion.47

Congress also passed other environmental legislation, including a measure that led to creation
of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) in 1970, a Clean Air Act in 1970,
a Federal Water Pollution Control Act in 1972, and an Endangered Species Act in 1973. (Nixon,
fearing the costs of regulation, vetoed the water act but was overridden.) The air and water acts
were tough against polluters, providing for specific goals and timetables and permitting little
discretion in administration. The EPA, entrusted with the task of enforcement, was not to
consider the costs of clean-up. The Endangered Species Act broke sharply from past practice,
mandating protection of everything (except pest insects) above the microscopic level. By 1992
there were 727 species listed as endangered, half of them plants.48

The quest for environmental reform, as for affirmative action and other causes at the time,
relied not only on federal bureaucracies but also on the courts. In time, environmental groups
often managed to avoid the tedious and expensive business of litigation at the state level,
bringing instead a single action in a federal court. Environmental groups benefited from two
other key developments. First, judges tended to grant them "standing" in the courts, thereby
permitting them to litigate even when they could not show themselves to be directly injured.



Second, the Internal Revenue Service cleared the way for many environmental groups to receive
nonprofit tax status. Prospects for lobbying and litigation—and for the practices of attorneys
engaged in environmental law—brightened considerably.49

The surge of interest in environmental causes managed even to curb the onrush of irrigation
projects and dam-building that the Bureau of Reclamation and the Army Corps of Engineers had
enthusiastically undertaken, especially since the 1920s. LBJ had been a strong advocate of such
projects, which were popular among commercial farmers and which brought huge amounts of
water to California and other areas of the West. As early as the 1950s, however, opponents of
such projects had begun to mobilize more effectively, citing the disastrous consequences—to
flora and fauna, to water tables, to places of beauty, to native cultures, in short to the ecology of
the Mountain West—of the enormous diversions of water involved. By the late 1960s they had
developed significant political power. Thanks to the protests of environmentalists and others,
Congress refused after 1972 to approve large new irrigation projects in the West. This was a
remarkable turnabout from previous policy.50

After 1972 the surge of environmentalism receded a bit. Critics of doomsayers like Ehrlich
and Commoner counter-attacked, citing errors in their assumptions and predictions. One hostile
review of Limits to Growth was entitled "The Computer That Printed Out W*O*L*F*."51Other
critics characterized environmentalists as privileged elitists whose self-interested opposition to
growth and development would harm the working classes. "Some people," the black leader
Vernon Jordan observed later, "have been too cavalier in proposing policies to preserve the
physical environment for themselves while other poor people pay the costs." A popular labor
union bumper sticker read, IF YOU'RE HUNGRY AND OUT OF WORK, EAT AN ENVIRONMENTALIST .52

Charges such as these manifested—yet again—the class and regional divisions that fragmented
the nation.

Efforts to curb pollution also ran into serious obstacles, especially from business and corporate
leaders. Indeed, the rise in regulatory activity and in paperwork incited greatly growing hostility
to Big Government in the 1970s.53 More than 2,000 firms contested EPA standards within the
next few years. The EPA, moreover, had been given an enormous regulatory burden: to oversee
some 200,000 potential polluters. Economists and scientists working for the agency considered
some of the goals and timetables to be unrealistic and resented being pressured into rapid action.
Regulation moved slowly, fought at every step in the courts. By the late 1970s crusaders for
pollution control were on the defensive, and Congress approved amendments that postponed
deadlines for air and water standards.54

For all these reasons advocates of environmentalism, like many other crusaders for social
change, did not achieve their high expectations. But they had hardly failed. On the contrary, the
environmental movement, rooted as it was in the fertile soil of postwar affluence and concern for
the quality of life, not only survived the counter-attacks of the mid-1970s and 1980s but also
enjoyed considerable success in some ways—notably in improving the quality of air and water in
the United States. Although embattled, it stood out as a legacy of the reform spirit of the 1960s.55

WHILE LIBERALS COULD DERIVE some satisfaction from the rise of feminism, affirmative
action, and environmentalism between 1969 and 1972, they remained as hostile as ever to Nixon.



Indeed, political polarization not only persisted but also sharpened under the watch of the new
administration. Some of this was predictable, given the implacable social and political divisions
that had arisen in the 1960s. Some of it, however, stemmed from activities of the Nixon
administration, which proved highly partisan in many ways. Nowhere was this more clear than in
the area of race relations.

On racial issues Nixon and his gruff and conservative Attorney General, John Mitchell, were
moved mainly by political considerations. Despite rhetoric to the contrary, they were less
interested in moderating interracial fears than they were in protecting themselves against the
appeal of George Wallace, who was expected to run again in 1972. This meant placating
conservative white voters in the South and border states and bringing disaffected Democrats—
those who had shown enthusiasm for Wallace in 1968—into the GOP fold.

Nixon and Mitchell sought especially to win over southerners who were bucking desegregation
of the schools, an issue that rose again to the center of public debate after 1968. In that year the
Supreme Court had indicated, in Green v.County School Board of New Kent County, Va ., that it
had finally lost patience with southern resistance. Striking down so-called freedom-of-choice
plans, which perpetuated segregation, it placed the burden of proof on schools to come up with
workable plans for change. "A dual system," it said, "is intolerable."56 Mitchell, however, sought
to abet southern resisters by deferring guidelines, created by the Johnson administration, that
would have terminated federal funding to segregated schools. Mitchell also opposed extending
the Voting Rights Act of 1965, due otherwise to expire in 1970, on the implausible grounds that
it was no longer needed. In August 1969, with schools about to open, HEW Secretary Finch sided
with Mississippi segregationists who sought to postpone court-ordered desegregation. These and
other actions highlighted the politically motivated Southern Strategy of the new administration
and infuriated proponents of desegregation, including civil rights lawyers in the Department of
Justice.

Nixon's efforts to put off desegregation of the schools ran up against determined and mainly
successful opponents. The NAACP's Legal Defense and Education Fund brought suit that halted
federal aid to segregated schools. Meanwhile, the Supreme Court rejected further obstruction of
desegregation. In October 1969 it ruled unanimously in Alexander v. Holmes Board of Education ,
"The obligation of every school district is to terminate dual school systems at once and to operate
now and hereafter only unitary schools."57 The enunciation of "at once" and "now" brought a few
teeth, at last, to the doctrine of "all deliberate speed" that "Brown II" had set forth fourteen years
earlier.58 In the 1968–69 school year 32 percent of black schoolchildren in the South had
attended schools with whites. By 1970–71 the percentage jumped to 77 per cent, and by 1974–75
it was 86 percent. Nationally, the change was less significant. School districts continued to figure
out ways to maintain de facto segregation. So did state universities, especially in the South. Still,
the changes in Nixon's first term seemed promising: between 1968 and 1972 the percentage of
students attending schools that were 90 to 100 percent minority in enrollment decreased from
64.3 percent to 38.7 percent.59

Having been rebuffed by the judges, Nixon resolved to counter-attack by naming a southerner
to the Supreme Court when a vacancy arose in late 1969. His nominee, Clement Haynsworth, was
a South Carolina federal judge. Liberals, however, fought back by airing reports that Haynsworth



had a record of hostility to unions and civil rights. They also cited conflicts of interest in some of
his rulings. Nixon fought tenaciously but to no avail. When the nomination reached the floor of
the Senate, seventeen Republicans joined the majority of Democrats to defeat the nomination, 55
to 45. Mitchell snapped, "If we'd put up one of the twelve Apostles it would have been the
same."60

The President then tried again, this time in January 1970, by nominating to the High Court G.
Harrold Carswell, a former Georgia state legislator who had become a federal circuit judge in
Florida. Carswell, however, suffered from greater liabilities than Haynsworth. As a legislator in
1948 he had said, "Segregation of the races is proper and the only practical and correct way of
life. . . . I have always so believed and I shall always so act." Some of his judicial decisions had
reaffirmed these beliefs. Nixon's advisers warned him that Carswell did not have a chance. The
President nonetheless persisted until early April, when the Senate defeated him again, this time
rejecting Carswell, 51 to 45. Pursuing the Southern Strategy to the end, Nixon called a press
conference and stoutly defended his nominees. "When you strip away all the hypocrisy," he said,
"the real reason for their rejection was their legal philosophy . . . and also the accident of their
birth, the fact that they were born in the South."61

Having made his case, Nixon then nominated Harry Blackmun, a moderate from Minnesota, to
the opening. The Court, however, persisted in pursuing a liberal course on matters of race. In
March 1971 it rendered the Griggs decision that toughened affirmative action guidelines. A
month later it decided, again unanimously, in favor of county-wide, court-ordered busing of
students in and around Charlotte, North Carolina, as a means of achieving desegregation in the
schools.62 The decision affected 107 schools and many thousands of students, of whom 29
percent were black. Many liberals were delighted, hoping that busing would compensate for
racially separate housing patterns. Busing indeed helped Charlotte to maintain one of the most
desegregated school districts in the nation.63

Elsewhere, however, court-mandated busing became one of the most controversial issues of
the 1970s, provoking passionately contested reactions, especially in the North. Many of those
who protested busing had moved to all-white or mostly white neighborhoods in part to ensure
that their children would not have to go to class with lower-class blacks. (Some wanted to avoid
blacks of any class.) Cherishing the creed of "neighborhood schools," they were outraged that
judges and government bureaucrats—some of them people without children in the public schools
—were telling them what to do. Indeed, the majority of Americans rejected court-ordered busing,
damning it as a desperate and divisive approach to complicated problems. A Gallup poll in
October 1971 revealed that whites opposed busing by a ratio of 3 to 1. Even black people
disapproved, by a margin of 47 percent to 45 percent. The issue of "forced" busing, already
volatile before 1971, enormously abetted public backlash thereafter, fomenting violence in
Boston and other cities.64

Nixon was philosophically opposed to court-ordered busing. Moreover, he was quick to
recognize the political advantage of catering to popular resistance. For these reasons he clamped
down hard when officials in HEW and the Department of Justice tried to hasten desegregation.
He wrote Ehrlichman, "I want you personally to jump" on those departments "and tell them to
Knock off this Crap. I hold them . . . accountable to keep their left wingers in step with my



express policy—Do what the law requires and not one bit more." Publicly, he declared his
determination to "hold busing to the minimum required by law." Congress, he said, should
"expressly prohibit the expenditure" for school desegregation of "any . . . funds for busing."65 In
March 1972 he called for a moratorium on all new busing orders by federal courts until legal
issues, then under appeal, could be resolved. Vigorous oppostion to court-ordered busing became
a main theme of his campaign for re-election in 1972.66

Nixon's stand helped to tie up efforts for court-ordered busing between 1971 and 1974.
Meanwhile, the retirements in late 1971 of Supreme Court justices John Marshall Harlan and
Hugo Black enabled the President to add two more judges of his choice to the Court. His
nominees were Assistant Attorney General William Rehnquist, a Goldwater Republican, and
Lewis Powell, a Virginia attorney who had been president of the American Bar Association. Both
were confirmed, thereby pushing the ideological bent of the Court to the right.

In 1973 and 1974, with popular feeling high against busing, the new Court rendered two key
decisions that gladdened conservatives and depressed liberals. In the first in 1973, San Antonio
Independent School District v. Rodriguez, the Court affirmed by a vote of 5 to 4 the widespread
American practice of local financing of schools—a practice that resulted in large disparities in
per student spending. The "right" to an education, the judges said in rejecting Mexican-American
complaints, was not guaranteed by the Constitution.67 The second, Milliken v. Bradley, was
announced less than a month before Nixon left office in August 1974. It involved schools in
Detroit and its suburbs and was also decided by a vote of 5 to 4. In this case, as in the Rodriguez
decision, all four of Nixon's appointees were with the majority.68 The judges overruled a lower
court ruling in 1971 that had ordered the merging of school districts so as to promote
metropolitan desegregation of predominantly black Detroit and fifty-three suburban districts,
most of them white-dominated, outside the city. The suburban districts, Burger reasoned, had not
willfully segregated or violated the Constitition. District lines, therefore, could be sustained,
separating Detroit from its environs.

The Milliken decision was pivotal in the postwar history of race relations, for it badly hurt
whatever hopes reformers still maintained of overturning de facto segregation of the schools and
of slowing a dynamic that was accelerating in many American urban areas: "white flight" of
familes to suburbs.69 Flight in turn eroded urban tax bases, further damaging schools and other
services in the cities. A "white noose" was tightening around places like Detroit. Justice
Thurgood Marshall, appalled by the Court's decision, declared, "Unless our children begin to
learn together, there is little hope that our people will ever learn to live together. . . . In the short
run it may seem to be the easier course to allow our great metropolitan areas to be divided up
into two cities—one white, the other black—but it is a course, I predict, our people will
ultimately reject. I dissent."70

Marshall was prophetic about the further racial polarization of urban areas in the future. Many
black ghettos grew even more desperate, virtually isolating an "underclass" that lived there. By
1974, however, the judges were hardly alone in abandoning ghettos to their fate. The Milliken
decision reflected the backlash that had grown since the mid-1960s and that Nixon, Mitchell, and
others in his administration had done much to stimulate. For these reasons the cause of racial
desegregation continued to stall in the early 1970s. Black leaders who seemed threatening, such



as the Black Panthers, were silenced, sometimes violently. Other black leaders remained divided
and demoralized. The civil rights revolution, which had inspired grand expectations in the 1960s,
reeled on the defensive in the 1970s and thereafter.

RACIAL POLARIZATION WAS  but one cultural division that widened in the Nixon years.
Ethnic and class conflicts also seemed to grow sharper, defying prophecies about the heat of the
melting pot and resulting (many thought) in greater residential segregation of the social classes
in the 1970s.71 Here, too, deliberate actions by Nixon exacerbated tensions. Far from trying to
muffle the resentments of many in the working and lower-middle classes, Nixon fanned their
anxieties in the hope of drawing them, along with southern whites, to the Republican party. Hard-
working and patriotic people, he said in 1969, were the "great silent majority" of Americans.72

No one was happier to pursue this strategy than Spiro Agnew, who emerged in late 1969 as one
of the most visible Vice-Presidents in modern American history. Four days after a massive anti-
war protest in October, he starting firing away at a wide range of enemies: "A spirit of national
masochism prevails, encouraged by an effete corps of impudent snobs who characterize
themselves as intellectuals." People promoting peace demonstrations were "ideological eunuchs."
The press, he added two weeks later, were "a tiny and closed fraternity of privileged men" who
engaged in "instant analysis and querulous criticism." Agnew, relying on speechwriters, relished
high-sounding alliteration. He denounced opponents as "nattering nabobs of negativism" and as
"hopeless hypochondriacs of history." He lamented that "a paralyzing permissive philosophy
pervades every policy they [anti-war demonstrators] espouse."73

Although Agnew's primary targets were opponents of the war, he scattered shot more widely
about, at one point taking aim at Easy Rider and Jefferson Airplane. Like Wallace in the 1968
campaign, he delighted in attacking self-styled experts, whom he blamed for encouraging
permissiveness in American life. His targets included a host of people: opponents of school
prayer, advocates of busing, hippies, counterculturalists, radical feminists, pushy blacks, spoiled
university students, and intellectuals.

Outraged liberals and journalists countered Agnew's barrage with attacks of their own. But
Agnew, egged on by Nixon, did not run for cover. Indeed, Nixon was developing tough tactics of
his own. He was determined to destroy the most critical of his enemies, groups such as
Weatherman and the Black Panthers. In mid-1970 he approved a plan devised at his instigation
by Tom Huston, a young aide. The so-called Huston Plan would have increased funding for the
CIA and the FBI and authorized these and other agencies to engage in a range of illegal activities,
including covert opening of mail and much greater bugging and wiretapping. Only the opposition
of FBI chief Hoover, who feared that the plan would damage the reputation of his agency (and
who anticipated competition from Huston), prevented Nixon from going ahead with the plan. It
was ironic indeed that Hoover, who had employed high-handed investigatory tactics for years,
should have been the one to face down the President. Perhaps only Hoover, still a brilliantly self-
protective bureaucrat, could have managed to do so.74

Nixon, although thwarted in this effort, persisted in his overall political strategy: to portray his
enemies in as violent and unpatriotic a guise as possible. In so doing he raised the level of public
acrimony to new highs in 1970. Worried about losing strength in Congress in the off-year



elections, Nixon pumped money into close races. In October he took to the road himself to
defend "law and order" and to assail his enemies as purveyors of "violence, lawlessness, and
permissiveness." He went out of his way to anger demonstrators in the expectation that they
would resort to extremes of vulgarity and violence. When they did—in San Jose, protestors
stoned his armored car—he seized the chance to denounce what he called "the viciousness of the
lawless elements in our society."75

The partisan efforts of Nixon and Agnew in 1970 were among the most aggressive and divisive
in the history of postwar political campaigning. Times Washington bureau chief, Hugh Sidey,
observed that "Nixon's campaign was an appeal to narrowness and selfishness and an insult to the
American intelligence. He diminished the presidency."76 The effort, however, did not work.
Democratic candidates for the House received 4.1 million votes more than their Republican
challengers, a margin that was 3.4 million higher than in 1968. They widened their majority in
the lower chamber by nine seats. Republicans increased their numbers by two seats in the Senate
but remained a minority. Democrats also gained eleven governorships (but lost in New York and
California, where Rockefeller and Reagan were re-elected). The results of the election did not
bode well for the GOP in 1972.77

There were a number of explanations for these results, including popular revulsion at GOP
tactics as well as the normal mid-term reaction against incumbents. The uncertain state of the
economy, however, may also have played a role. Although overall economic growth seemed
healthy, signs of economic instability that had become apparent in 1968 grew more worrisome in
the next two years. The unemployment rate rose between 1968 and 1970 from 3.6 to 4.9 percent
—a jump of more than 33 percent. The consumer price index increased by roughly 11 percent in
the same period. Analysts of the economy coined a new and memorable term for what seemed to
be happening: "stagflation." Larry O'Brien, John F. Kennedy's former campaign manager who
headed the Democratic National Committee, popularized another new term, "Nixonomics." "All
the things that should go up," O'Brien maintained, "—the stock market, corporate profits, real
spending income, productivity—go down, and all the things that should go down—
unemployment, prices, interest rates—go up."78

Like most partisan explanations of economic change, O'Brien's was simplistic. The causes of
instability were considerably more complex and structural. Much of the inflation stemmed from
the build-up of federal spending under the Johnson administration, a good deal of which went to
support the war after 1965. The huge federal deficit of 1968 ($25.1 billion) exceeded the total of
all deficits between 1963 and 1967 and combined with high levels of consumer spending to heat
up the economy. Some of the unemployment stemmed from weaknesses in manufacturing and
chemical companies, which proved less competitive than in the past against technologically
superior overseas rivals, especially from the revived and booming economies of Germany and
Japan.79 By 1971 the United States had an unfavorable balance of international trade for the first
time since 1893. A leveling off in defense spending further threatened jobs and added to popular
anxieties about the future.

Less apparent at the time, but in many ways more problematic, were deep-seated structural
developments in the work force. By the late 1960s millions of baby boomers were already
crowding the job market. Ever-higher percentages of women were also looking for employment



outside the home. A rise in immigrant workers, made possible after 1968 by the immigration law
of 1965, did not affect most labor markets but further intensified popular unease. These
developments combined to hike the numbers seeking work by 10.1 million between 1964 and
1970, or 1.6 million per year. Many of these people landed in the service sector of the economy
—as employees in fast-food chains, discount retail outlets, hospitals, and nursing homes—or as
clerical or maintenance workers. Most of these jobs tended to be part-time, offering low pay and
benefits.80

Americans who found more promising employment also seemed edgy and uncertain. Millions
of workers, eager to take advantage of the consumer culture, complained of long hours that
created high levels of stress and left little time for leisure.81 Young people confessed to feeling
"crowded." Products of rapidly growing schools and colleges, they were keenly aware of the baby
boom bulge that was sharpening competition for work and careers. They were troubled above all
by what they sensed was the decline in their prospects compared to those of people who were just
above them—those who had entered the work force in the 1950s and Golden 1960s. Having
grown up in an age of enormous expectations, they found themselves in a world where the future
seemed less auspicious than it had been. They put off marriage, child-bearing, and home-buying.
Some of the extraordinary optimism that had accompanied the unprecedented economic boom of
the mid-1960s—and that had given such a special spirit to that dynamic era—was abating.82

Labor-management relations, too, seemed to deteriorate by the early 1970s. Increasing
numbers of younger blue-collar workers, expecting high levels of personal satisfaction, chafed
under the routine of assembly line labor.83 Others dared to disrupt public services: a strike of
180,000 postal workers in the summer of 1970 caused the calling out of the National Guard,
which struggled for a while to deliver the mail.84 Many unionized workers, moreover, felt
increasingly insecure. For some time their unions had had trouble mobilizing new members,
especially in the service industries and in the South and West, the fastest-growing areas of
employment. Unions also failed to proselytize aggressively among women, high percentages of
whom worked only part-time.

For these reasons the union movement continued to falter. While the total number of unionized
workers had risen a little in the 1960s, the percentage of employees who belonged to unions
maintained its long-range downhill slide. George Meany, still heading the AFL-CIO, had grown
increasingly conservative and non-confrontational over the years, as had many leaders of
constituent unions: they had become haves rather than have-nots. As the power of unions fell off,
employers became bolder in their demands. Rank-and-file workers, many of them agitated
already about court-ordered busing, affirmative action, and other divisive social issues, grew
visibly more restless.85

An enormously popular television sitcom, "All in the Family," highlighted the feelings of
many of these working-class Americans when it first invaded the nation's living rooms in
January 1971. The rise of the show, indeed, exemplified an important trend of the era: the
omnipresence of the mass media, especially TV, and the blurring of the line between "news,"
current events, and popular entertainment. Archie Bunker, protagonist of the series, was a
middle-aged, blue-collar father. He was blunt, bigoted, and xenophobic—much more openly so
than any television character to that time. Most liberals who watched the series thought that it



satirized the world-view of bigots such as Archie. That it did, but gently. Many working-class
people told interviewers that they identified with him. As one worker told Life, "You think it, but
ole Archie he says it, by damn."86

By this time the worrisome economic trends were jolting Nixon into new and unorthodox
approaches. In January 1971 he startled the newsman Howard K. Smith by telling him, "I am now
a Keynesian in economics," and in August he jolted the nation by announcing a New Economic
Policy. This entailed fighting inflation by imposing a ninety-day freeze on wages and prices.
Nixon also sought to lower the cost of American exports by ending the convertibility of dollars
into gold, thereby allowing the dollar to float in world markets. This action transformed with
dramatic suddenness an international monetary system of fixed exchange rates that had been
established, with the dollar as the reserve currency, in 1946. Seeking further to aid American
producers, Nixon placed a temporary 10 percent surcharge on imports. Four months later, the
dollar having fallen, he accepted a 13.5 percent devaluation of the dollar against the West
German mark and a 16.9 percent devaluation against the Japanese yen. The surcharge on imports
was then discontinued.87 That Nixon, who had fiercely opposed controls throughout his political
life, would resort to such moves indicated his flexibility (foes said his inconsistency) as well as
his alarm at what was happening to the economy. Smith quipped that Nixon's conversion to
Keynesianism was "a little like a Christian crusader saying, 'All things considered, I think
Mohammed was right.'"88

In the long run the New Economic Policy did not help much.89 In 1972, however, it papered
over a few cracks in the economy. Ending fixed convertibility gave a short-run boost to United
States companies selling abroad. America's balance of payments deficit dropped by the end of
1972. The wage and price controls put a lid of sorts for the time being on inflation at home. By
election time, as Nixon had hoped, the economic picture was a little rosier than it had seemed in
1971, and in January 1973 he temporarily relaxed the controls.

THREE CHARACTERISTICS DOMINATED  President Nixon's handling of domestic matters. The
first was flexibility. A Republican centrist for all of his political life, he had none of the
ideological fervor of a reactionary like Goldwater or of a principled conservative such as Taft or
Eisenhower. Although highly partisan when it came to his own political survival, he did not
waste energy trying to stop every liberal idea that came from the Democratic majorities in the
Congress. Some of their proposals, such as changes in policy affecting Native Americans, struck
him as worthwhile; in any event they did not cost much. Others, such as environmental reforms,
enjoyed popularity among the people: it was not worth it, Nixon thought, to oppose them. Still
other policies, such as increasing spending for social insurance, had the support of influential
lobbies, such as the elderly. Having no strong feelings about issues such as these, Nixon went
along with many of them.

The second characteristic was Nixon's especially keen instinct for political survival. In this
sense he was one of the greatest politicians of the postwar era. Those who counted him out, as
many had following his 1960 and 1962 campaigns, were rudely surprised. In his handling of
domestic policies as President he managed most of the time to do what it took—no matter how
inconsistent he had to be—to assure himself of re-election in 1972. His support of the elderly, his
Southern Strategy, and his New Economic Policy were all in differing ways political at the core.



A healthy concern for political consequences, of course, is necessary among those who hope to
hold high office. Still, Nixon calculated with special persistence, regularly exhibiting a readiness
—as in his appeals to class and racial feelings—to do whatever it might take, regardless of its
cost in national divisiveness, to advance his interests. Political maneuvering was the great game
of Richard Nixon's life. He played it grimly and with pride in his expertise at it. He had no other
hobbies.

The third characteristic exposed a special abrasiveness, ruthlessness, and win-at-all-costs
mentality. Nixon had always been shy and somewhat awkward, especially for a politician, and he
remained as President a lonely, unhappy, often beleaguered man. He was so uncomfortable
giving orders to people, even his top aides, that he communicated increasingly via memoranda.
Many of these were in the form of marginalia on daily News Summaries, as they were called,
that conservative aides such as Patrick Buchanan prepared for him. Some of the Summaries were
forty or fifty pages long, but Nixon, isolated in the Oval Office or in private quarters, read them
carefully. His comments on them revealed revengeful, aggressive, and violent feelings about
people who seemed threatening. "Get someone to hit him," he would write of an opponent. "Fire
him," "cut him," "freeze him," "dump him," "fight him," "don't back off."

Outbursts such as these, penned day after day, may have been therapeutic in some ways, but
they did not help him relax: unlike all other postwar Presidents, Nixon never seemed to enjoy the
job. His jottings exposed the emotions of a self-pitying, humorless, confrontational, and deeply
suspicious public official. Nixon had a siege mentality that was contagious, encouraging aides to
develop a "Freeze List" and an "Opponents List" of people who were never to be invited to the
White House and then a long "Enemies List" of reporters, politicians, and entertainers. From the
start of his administration he thought that only he could protect the "silent majority" of patriotic
and hard-working Americans from the conspiratorial clutches of liberals and leftists who wielded
unwarranted power in the press and the universities. His excess in trying to expand his power
ultimately brought him down.90



24
Nixon, Vietnam, and the World, 1969–1974

 
Nixon, a student of international relations, was confident that he could allay world tensions.
Although he had been one of the nation's most partisan Cold Warriors, he had gradually softened
his rhetoric in the 1960s. He came to the presidency with the hope of bringing about better
relations, later billed as détente, with the Soviet Union, and of opening dialogue with the People's
Republic of China.1

During his years in office Nixon made a little progress toward these goals, enhancing greatly
his image in time for the presidential election campaign in 1972. Triumphantly returned to
power, he managed to reach a cease-fire in Vietnam in January 1973. In the process, however, he
pursued policies—notably concerning Vietnam—that prolonged and sharpened rancor in the
United States. Many of his efforts in foreign affairs, like those on the home front, were designed
to win personal political objectives, not to break decisively with policies of the past. When he
left office in August 1974, the Cold War—a constant of the years since 1945—remained about as
frigid as ever.

THE PRESIDENT'S ALTER EGO  in foreign policy-making was Henry Kissinger, his National
Security Adviser. Kissinger, a Jew, had been forced to flee his native Germany in the late 1930s.
After serving in the American army during World War II he became a brilliant student and then
professor of government at Harvard University. By the 1960s he was chafing for public office.
He was a gregarious, arrogant, and extraordinarily egotistical self-promoter who carefully
cultivated good relations with journalists and who was ready to work for almost anyone who
would give him access to power. Having ingratiated himself with Nixon—he had great talent at
obsequiousness—he got his chance as security adviser in 1969.2

Kissinger embraced a "realistic" view of international relations. Rejecting what he considered
excessively moralistic approaches to policy, he admired statesmen who sought instead to broker
a stable and orderly balance of power in the world. An early book, A World Restored  (1957),
lauded the efforts of Metternich, Castlereagh, and other conservative proponents of Realpolitik
who designed the post-Napoleonic agreements at the Congress of Vienna in 1815.3 The wise and
realistic architect of foreign policy, Kissinger believed, must not try to change the internal
systems of other nations; he must not be sentimental; he must accept limits and work within
them. Kissinger hoped to promote a manageable relationship among the United States, the USSR,
and the People's Republic of China, as well as a balance of power in the non-Communist world
among the United States, western Europe, and Japan. With the big powers in place, the rest of the
world could be stabilized.

Nixon, having moderated his moralistic anti-Communism by 1969, had come to share this
approach. In July 1969 he enunciated what became known as the Nixon Doctrine, the essence of
which was that the United States must first consider its own strategic interests, which in turn
would shape its commitments—rather than the other way around. Other nations must normally
expect to assume primary responsibility for their own defenses. Although the Nixon Doctrine did



not change much in practice, it signaled that the new administration would not try to save the
world. What mattered was carefully defined strategic interests, not moralistic attachments.
Nixon, like Kissinger, liked to think of himself as tough and analytical. To be sentimental in
dealing with other nations, he thought, was foolish.4

Nixon also shared Kissinger's passion for secrecy and intrigue. Kissinger, as suspicious a man
as Nixon, so feared leaks that he authorized unconstitutional wiretaps on members of his own
staff. Both men were contemptuous of government bureaucrats, even in the National Security
Council itself. They had scant respect for Congress, which they thought played to the voters when
it concerned itself with world affairs. Nixon had special scorn for so-called experts in the State
Department: they were the very sort of eastern Establishment people who had sneered at him all
his life. For these reasons Kissinger and Nixon deliberately bypassed Secretary of State William
Rogers, a friend of the President's who had little knowledge of foreign problems.5 To manage
these evasions Kissinger and Nixon set up a maze of secret "back channels" connecting them to
loyalists in various offices and embassies around the world. Through these channels they could
conduct elaborate negotiations and hide them from the State Department bureaucracy. These
channels remained in place after Kissinger replaced Rogers as Secretary of State in 1973.6

Needless to say, this was a cynical and high-handed way of managing foreign relations. In
evading official channels—and largely ignoring Congress—Nixon and Kissinger narrowed their
scope of advice, and they further entrenched already centralized procedures in the making of
policy. An imperial presidency, ascendant under Kennedy and Johnson, had arrived. On many
occasions Nixon's reach for personal control sabotaged ongoing negotiations undertaken by
Rogers and others at State.7 Moreover, Kissinger and Nixon deeply distrusted each other.
Kissinger was sometimes contemptuous (behind Nixon's back) of the President. He called Nixon
"our drunken friend," a "basket case," or "meatball mind." Kissinger was also given to fits of
temper. After one of these tantrums Nixon confided that he might have to fire Kissinger unless
he got psychological help. Nixon apparently added later, "There are times when Henry has to be
kicked in the nuts. Because sometimes Henry starts to think he's president. But at other times you
have to pat Henry and treat him like a child."8

This volatile personal chemistry nonetheless survived a range of acid tests and produced what
seemed to be tangible results, especially with the Soviet Union. In September 1970 Nixon and
Leonid Brezhnev, the Soviet leader, reached an understanding concerning Cuban issues that had
festered since the missile crisis of 1962. The Soviets agreed to stop building a submarine base in
Cuba and to refrain from arming Castro with offensive missiles; the Americans promised in
return that they would not invade. Characteristically Nixonian, the agreement was reached in
secret; even after it was made virtually no one in government even knew of it. It therefore had no
legal standing. Still, it indicated the search by both men for common ground on an inflammatory
issue. In September 1971 the two leaders also accepted a four-power agreement that lessened
tensions over Berlin, another of the world's flashpoints. Although these moves toward détente did
not stop the Cold War, they moderated hostility to some degree.9

By 1972 the administration's Realpolitik seemed to be working wonders. In February, Nixon,
his way paved by secret journeys that Kissinger took in 1971 to Peking, made a lavishly televised
week-long visit to the People's Republic of China, thereby dramatizing his commitment to better



relations with one of America's most determined foes. That Nixon, a life-long Cold Warrior who
had assailed Truman for "losing China," could and did make such a journey staggered and excited
contemporaries. The rapprochement promised to soften hostilities between the two countries and
to enable the United States to play off China against the Soviet Union, whose relations with Mao
Tse-tung remained unfriendly. The warm reception that Nixon received in Peking also suggested
that the Chinese might turn a blind eye or two if the United States resorted to escalation in North
Vietnam.

No act of Nixon's presidency was more carefully staged. None better demonstrated the
flexibility that made him such a formidable politician.10 It is doubtful, moreover, that any
Democratic leader could have taken such a trip without suffering severe political recriminations,
for Cold War feelings remained intense. The Vietnam War still raged. The President, moreover,
made it clear that the United States would reduce its military presence in Taiwan; later that year
Taiwan was voted out of the UN. Nixon dared to take these steps because he knew that his
reputation as a Cold Warrior would insulate him against assaults from the Right. He told Mao,
"Those on the right can do what those on the left only talk about." Mao nodded cheerfully, "I like
rightists."11

Three months later, in May, Nixon made another well-publicized journey, this time to Moscow
for a summit meeting with Brezhnev. There the two leaders put the finishing touches on earlier
negotiations that had led to a Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty (SALT I). The treaty placed
upper limits on the future build-up of ICBMs for five years. The two leaders also signed a treaty
restricting the deployment by both sides of anti-ballistic missile (ABM) systems. Both
agreements received senatorial approval later in 1972. Experts who followed the complicated,
highly technical negotiations concluded that the agreements did not amount to much. SALT I did
not stop the building of ICBMs already underway or prevent the situating on missiles of MIRVs
(multiple independently targeted re-entry vehicles). The ABM treaty left plenty of room for the
development of sophisticated defensive systems. Soviet as well as American arms build-ups
continued at a rapid pace, especially of MIRVs and long-range bombers. Still, the agreements
demonstrated Nixon's willingness to talk with an old enemy. They had large symbolic and
political value for the White House.12

Not all of Nixon's foreign policies during this time evoked praise. By focusing so intently on
great power relationships the President proved himself as blind as his predecessors in the White
House to much of the rest of the world. Even rising powers such as Japan felt slighted. The
concentration on what the Soviets and Chinese were doing caused special neglect of regional
conflicts. This was obvious in South Asia, where Nixon and Kissinger were overeager in 1971 to
court Pakistan as a conduit for their secret approaches to China. For this and other reasons (they
thought the Soviets were masterminding Indian opposition to Pakistan) they sided with Pakistan's
brutal suppression of Bengalis, who sought to secede. It was later estimated that Pakistan killed
as many as a million people. Nixon's highly secretive policy, rooted in notions about great-power
balance, ignored the expertise of State Department specialists in the region. It caused lasting ill
feeling with the Bengalis and with India.13

The administration also revealed itself to be considerably more ideological than its professions
of Realpolitik suggested. In Chile, Nixon and Kissinger encouraged covert American action to



keep a Marxist, Salvador Allende, from gaining power. When Allende nonetheless won a
democratic election in the fall of 1970, they continued to authorize the CIA to destabilize his
regime, which was overthrown in 1973. Allende was assassinated in the uprising. Although there
was no direct evidence linking the United States with the coup, Nixon and Kissinger rejoiced
over it. American actions in Chile—as in Vietnam, Angola, Iran, and other places where
Communism seemed to threaten—remained as uncompromising and ideological in the Nixon
years as they had been since 1945.14

Some critics at the time grumbled that Nixon's foreign policies primarily reflected
calculations of domestic political gain. Was it accidental, they asked, that the trips to Peking and
Moscow took place in an election year? There was a great deal of truth to this complaint, for
Nixon and Kissinger carefully timed their moves. Moreover, Nixon and Kissinger did not change
the overall direction of American foreign relations. Even the opening to China was mostly
symbolic; diplomatic recognition did not occur until 1978. Détente, though a worthwhile goal,
did not transform Soviet-American relations, which grew especially rigid in Nixon's second term.
Nixon and Kissinger, however, acted and spoke as if they were breaking dramatically and
successfully with the past. "This was the week that changed the world," Nixon proclaimed in a
toast at Peking. There, as in Moscow and other places, he and his aides took special pains to
accommodate television, which captured his every move. When it came to foreign policy-
making, the President was a master of political timing and of the art of public relations.15

That mastery mattered much in 1972, the election year. Those who complained about what he
had done in South Asia or Chile, who denounced him for his secretive and duplicitous ways of
operating, and who exposed his exaggerated claims could scarcely be heard over the applause
that followed his trips in early 1972 to Peking and Moscow. At last, it seemed, the United States
had a man of experience and vision in the Oval Office. Nothing did more to advance Nixon's
political prospects at that time than the reputation that he had managed to cultivate as an
advocate of détente.

THE MOST IMPORTANT TEST  of Nixon's foreign policies, however, involved Vietnam. In
dealing with this divisive conflict, the President and Kissinger juggled two not always
compatible goals: de-escalation of American troop commitments and escalation of military
support for the South Vietnamese. His efforts prolonged the war and failed to save South
Vietnam. They also provoked greatly increasing domestic opposition—which he and his aides
tried to stifle in whatever ways they could. Indeed, Nixon's sensitivity to domestic dissent about
the war—a sensitivity that bordered on paranoia—led him to whip up popular backlash against
"unpatriotic" advocates of American withdrawal. It poisoned his administration and led to many
of the excesses that ultimately destroyed his presidency. Like many of his policies, however, his
course of action regarding Vietnam was conducted with clever political timing, so that the end of
war seemed imminent in the last few weeks of the 1972 election. No policy of his presidency
better exhibited Nixon's political skills, at least in the short run.16

When Nixon took office, Americans—and others—waited for him to unveil the secret plan
that he had said would end the war. In fact, however, he had none, save the hope that efforts
toward détente might encourage the Russians to put pressure on Hanoi. He also thought that he
could scare the enemy—as Eisenhower was thought to have done to the North Koreans in 1953—



into believing that they risked unimaginable American retaliation if they did not agree to settle.
Apparently he confided his faith in this approach to Haldeman in early 1969 by touting it as his
"madman theory" of ending the conflict: "I want the North Vietnamese to believe I've reached the
point where I might do anything to stop the war. We'll just slip the word to them that, 'for God's
sakes, you know Nixon is obsessed about communists. We can't restrain him when he's angry—
and he has his hand on the nuclear button'—and Ho Chi Minh himself will be in Paris in two days
begging for peace."17

Whether Nixon ever said this—he denied doing so—is unclear. But he did hope to frighten the
enemy into a settlement within a year of taking office. The trouble with this approach was that it
misread the "lessons" of history, which rarely repeats itself. The North Vietnamese, unlike the
North Koreans in 1953, remained determined to prevail at whatever cost. As in the Johnson
years, they refused to consider any agreement that permitted the United States to stay in Vietnam
or that allowed Thieu, leader in the South, to take part in a coalition government in South
Vietnam. Although Nixon stepped up military pressure by bombing heavily and greatly
expanding South Vietnamese forces, the enemy did not bend. Nor did détente with the Soviets
assist the American cause: Moscow continued to send military aid to Hanoi. Nixon's threats
made no difference to the fundamental reality of the Vietnam War: the North and the NLF would
fight to the end to win, and the South would not.18

Moreover, Nixon, like Johnson, personalized the issue. "I will not," he said in late 1969, "be
the first President of the United States to lose a war." To back down, Nixon thought, would be to
invite political assaults from the Right, to diminish the prestige of the presidency, and to tarnish
the all-important "credibility" of the United States. Again and again he asserted that he would
win "peace with honor." For these reasons, Nixon refused until 1972 to consider any settlement
that would have permitted the North Vietnamese to keep troops in South Vietnam or that would
have given any diplomatic standing to the NLF. Because Hanoi insisted on such terms, peace
talks, which Kissinger and others conducted in Paris from 1969 on, went nowhere.19

Instead, Nixon persisted in the attempt to blast the enemy into talking, authorizing far greater
bombing than Johnson had. The bombing increased already severe ecological damage to the
countryside and uprooted masses of civilians from their homes. Nixon and Kissinger widened the
war geographically as well by attacking neutral Cambodia, where North Vietnamese troops
maintained sanctuaries. This further escalation of the war, for which he never sought
congressional support, began in March 1969 with a highly secret campaign of bombing raids.
When the New York Times printed a story about it nine days after the start of the bombing, Nixon
and Kissinger enlisted the aid of the FBI to wiretap staff members of the National Security
Council—their own advisers—in hopes of uncovering the leak. Meanwhile the bombing
continued; in the next four years B-52S dropped more than a million tons of explosives on
Cambodia. When a pro-American government led by Lon Nol staged a successful coup in
Cambodia in March 1970, Nixon tried to bolster Nol's regime by authorizing a joint South
Vietnamese-American invasion that he said was aimed at the enemy's sanctuaries. These
interventions, which proved to be of limited military value, unleashed great anti-war protest in
the United States and badly destabilized Cambodia, which later fell victim to fratricidal civil
war.20



While escalating the war in these ways, Nixon also started the process of cutting back on
aspects of the strictly American contribution to it. This was part of a process that sought to
divide the anti-war movement, about which he and Kissinger were almost obsessive. In May
1969 he announced his support of a plan to change the selective service system so as to move
from an oldest-first to a youngest-first order of call. This meant that local boards would pick 19
year-olds first and that older males (save those who left or graduated from college) would no
longer be threatened. A lottery would determine which young men would be chosen. In
September Defense Secretary Melvin Laird said that the call for October would be spread over
three months and that there would be no draft calls for November and December. The total
drafted in these months, some 30,000, was one-tenth the number called per month at the peak of
escalation under the Johnson administration. In November Congress approved the lottery system,
and on December 1 the first drawing took place. The lottery did not greatly democratize the
process of raising manpower, for student deferments remained (until 1971), and physical
exemptions continued to be relatively easy to get. But it did seem a little fairer. The falling off of
calls was especially reassuring; no one with a number higher than 195 (out of 365) was ever
called.21

Nixon was able to lower draft calls because he was pursuing a policy of what by late 1969
became known as Vietnamization.22 This was more or less the same approach that Johnson had
begun to employ after Tet. It involved pouring money and arms into the military of the South
Vietnamese, increasing the size of their army (from 850,000 to a million), and getting it to bear a
greater brunt of the fighting. As early as June 1969 Nixon announced the withdrawal of 25,000
American combat troops from Vietnam. The policy of Vietnamization upset Thieu and South
Vietnamese military leaders, who sensed that the United States was pulling the rug from under
them. As it turned out, they were correct, but Nixon denied it at the time. The President insisted
instead that the United States remained committed to the anti-Communist cause.

Vietnamization unintentionally helped to damage morale among Americans in combat. In May
1969 American troops struggled for nine days, absorbing great losses, to take an enemy position.
This became known as Hamburger Hill. Ordered to try again, they almost mutinied, then finally
succeeded. Having achieved their goal, they were told that the hill had no military value, and
they withdrew. The battle of Hamburger Hill aptly summarized the bloody, apparently pointless
nature of the war on the ground.23

As the near mutiny revealed, American troops were growing weary of this sort of effort.
Before 1969 they had fought with great bravery and discipline. But when it became clear that
Nixon intended to cut back on American troop strength, many wondered why they should pay the
price. Enlisted men increasingly refused to carry out orders. "Fragging" of officers became
serious: more than 1,000 incidents were reported betwen 1969 and 1972. Racial conflicts tore
units apart. Desertions increased, to an average of 7 per 100 soldiers. More than twice that
average were reported as AWOL. By 1971 it was estimated that 40,000 of the 250,000 American
men then in Vietnam were heroin addicts.24 A vocal minority of American troops came home
enraged and ready to protest against the war. In April of that year some 1,000 veterans camped
out on the mall in Washington. Calling out the names of their dead buddies, they flung their
medals on the Capitol steps.25



Vietnamization, which moved slowly at first, did little to dampen antiwar dissent. Draft
resisters continued their efforts in 1969 and 1970, staging vehement protests against companies
such as Dow Chemical and General Electric. Draft card burnings and turn-ins increased. Much
more significant, however, was the swell of peaceful actions between mid-1969 and early 1971.
Anti-war activists organized massive demonstrations, one of which, Mobilization Day in
Washington and other cities on November 15, 1969, attracted crowds estimated at between
600,000 and 750,000 people. Demonstrations such as these, by far the largest in the history of the
war, indicated that the collapse of organizations such as SDS was relatively insignificant. On the
contrary, the anti-war movement by 1969 was moving well beyond the campuses and into the
neighborhoods of America. It embraced an uneasily diverse coalition of people: draft resisters,
students, anti-war veterans, blacks, working-class people, parents, the elderly, women for peace,
and many others. Among people who opposed continuation of the fighting were mounting
numbers of the "silent majority" who did not think, as many students did, that the war was
"immoral." But they had come to believe that the war could never be won and that it must be
ended before it tore up the United States.26

Nixon professed to be unmoved by anti-war activity. He made a show of telling people that he
watched a Washington Redskins football game during one of the big demonstrations in
Washington. "We've got those liberal bastards on the run now," he told his staff. "We've got them
on the run and we're going to keep them on the run."27 Ever more fearful of anti-war protestors,
he actively fomented backlash against demonstrators. Moreover, millions of Americans—they
may in fact have been a silent majority—still hoped that the United States could end the war in
Vietnam without losing. Many of these people (as well as some who opposed the war) were
offended by the antics of the radical few, like Jerry Rubin and Abbie Hoffman, who continued to
seek—and to get—widespread media coverage. On Mobilization Day, Rubin and Hoffman
marched to the Justice Department, raised an NLF flag, built barriers, and set fires, thereby
distracting attention from a much larger peaceful march to the Washington Monument. Divisions
within the anti-war movement, which were sharp along lines of age and class, created problems
for the cause.28

Still, the rise of anti-war activity could not be ignored, never more so than following
announcement of the American invasion of Cambodia on April 30, 1970. Before going ahead
with the assault Nixon steeled himself by watching Patton at his retreat at Camp David. As
rumors circulated of American involvement he went on a national TV hook-up to defend his
actions. In this widely noted speech, he explained that the North Vietnamese sanctuaries had to
be wiped out and that Americans would leave Cambodia when that limited objective was
accomplished. But Nixon was otherwise belligerent, defiantly asserting his toughness. The
speech, indeed, outlined as clearly as any President ever had the rationale for the involvement of
the United States in Cold War ventures such as Vietnam. This was the credibility of American
commitments. "If, when the chips are down," Nixon explained, "the world's most powerful
nation, the United States of America, acts like a pitiful, helpless giant, the forces of
totalitarianism and anarchy will threaten free nations and institutions around the world." He
added, "I would rather be a one-term president and do what I believe was right than to be a two-
term president at the cost of seeing America become a second-rate power."29



The invasion of Cambodia set off a wave of protests, especially on the campuses. The next
night students at Kent State University in Ohio flung bottles at police cars and smashed store
windows, and the night after that persons unknown fire-bombed the university's ROTC building.
The governor of the state, James Rhodes, sent in National Guardsmen to keep order. On May 4,
however, some 500 protestors gathered, some of whom threw rocks at the guardsmen, who
retaliated with tear gas. Although the closest demonstrators were sixty feet away, some of the
guardsmen then opened fire, killing four students and wounding nine. None of the four who were
killed was a radical; two of them were women walking to class. A presidential Commission on
Campus Unrest later assailed the "indiscriminate firing" as "unnecessary, unwarranted and
inexcusable."30

News of the killings at Kent State inflamed already super-heated college campuses. News a
few days later that Mississippi policemen had killed two and wounded eleven black college
students at Jackson State College ignited further protest. Campuses that until then had
experienced little antiwar activity were convulsed by violence; three students were stabbed at the
University of New Mexico. Student strikes that May affected some 350 campuses;
demonstrations engaged some two million students, or 25 percent of university students in
America—by far a record high. Thirty ROTC buildings were burned or bombed. The National
Guard had to be called out in sixteen states and on twenty-one campuses. More than seventy-five
colleges and universities had to close down for the remainder of the academic year.31

As in the 1960s, however, reactions on university campuses offered but a partial glimpse into
the kaleidoscope of American public opinion about that most divisive and long-lasting of wars. A
Newsweek poll taken a few days after the killings at Kent State discovered that 58 percent of
respondents blamed the students, and only 11 percent the National Guard. Some 50 percent
approved of the invasion of Cambodia, compared to 39 percent who opposed it. Amid the
volatility following announcement of the invasion and the tragedy at Kent State it was difficult to
know what to conclude from survey data such as these. Still, they suggested that something like a
silent majority, while tired of the war, was sticking to some of its guns.

Events in New York City indicated that a few of these people were willing to take violent
action. When New York City mayor John Lindsay, a liberal, decided to set aside a day in memory
of the victims at Kent State, hundreds of people, many of them students, gathered peacefully for
the occasion in the financial district. Just before the noon lunch hour, some 200 construction
workers suddenly descended on the commemorators. As police stood by, the workers swung their
hard hats as bludgeons at the students, beating as many heads as they could. The workers then
marched on City Hall, bringing a mob of sympathetic bystanders with them. There a uniformed
postal worker raised the American flag, which had been dropped to half-staff in commemoration
of Kent State. A Lindsay aide reacted by relowering the flag. This set the crowd aflame. The mob
swarmed past police who again did little to intervene, across the tops of parked cars, and up the
steps of City Hall. Chanting "All the way with the USA," they returned the flag again to full staff.
The workers then pushed into nearby Pace College and knocked more heads before melting away
—it was 1:00 P.M.—to return to work. A total of seventy people were bloodied in the assault.
Only six workers were arrested. Six days later Peter Brennan, leader of the local construction
workers' union, traveled to the White House to present Nixon with an honorary hard hat. Nixon
accepted it as a "symbol, along with our great flag, for freedom and patriotism to our beloved



country."32

Nixon, buoyed by support such as this, held to his course. Indeed, he further broadened the war
by sending the South Vietnamese army into Laos in February 1971, an effort that turned into
military disaster. But large-scale dissent also persisted, both on the campuses and elsewhere. In
April 1971 a radical group of militants, calling themselves Mayday, vowed to "shut government
down" in Washington. They performed "lieins" on bridges and major avenues in the District.
Mobs roamed the streets and broke windows. Police retaliated violently, provoking one of the
worst riots in Washington history. Some 12,000 were arrested.33

Other war-related controversies further rent the nation that spring. Lieutenant William Calley,
charged with murdering many of the civilians at My Lai in 1968, was found guilty in late March
by a military court and sentenced to life in prison at hard labor. His conviction enraged many
pro-war advocates, who were sure that he had been made a scapegoat, and further inflamed
domestic debate. Nixon reacted by releasing Calley from the stockade and confining him to his
quarters at Fort Benning, Georgia, while the conviction was reviewed. The trial and its aftermath,
which lightened Calley's punishment, aroused more bitter feelings and served as a nasty reminder
of the viciousness of the conflict.34

Equally divisive was the start of publication in mid-June by the New York Times  of the so-
called Pentagon Papers. This was a 7,000-page collection of documents, originally commissioned
by McNamara in 1967, concerning America's conduct of the war to that time. Many of the
documents had been classified top secret. Inasmuch as the papers focused on the war under
Kennedy and Johnson, Nixon might well have paid no heed. But Kissinger worried about the
safety of his secret back channels and argued that publication of the papers was a violation of
national security. More important, he was outraged—Haldeman said he put on "one of his most
passionate tirades"—because the man who leaked the documents to the Times was Daniel
Ellsberg, whom Kissinger had placed on the National Security Council staff as a consultant.
Nixon agreed with Kissinger and sought a court injunction to stop further publication. Two weeks
later the Supreme Court stymied Nixon's effort, ruling by a vote of 6 to 3 that publication of the
documents did not violate national security. Justice Black stated that the effort to stop
publication constituted "prior restraint" and was a "flagrant, indefensible" violation of the First
Amendment. The judgment was a milestone in judicial interpretation of the rights of the press.35

The decision infuriated Nixon and Kissinger, who determined to get even with Ellsberg and
plug the leaks. They turned first to Hoover and the FBI for help, but Hoover dragged his feet—in
part, apparently, because he was a friend of Ellsberg's father-in-law. They then resolved to set up
their own operation, the White House Special Investigations Unit. Nixon told Ehrlichman, "If we
can't get anyone in this damn government to do something about [leaks], then, by God, we'll do it
ourselves. I want you to set up a little group right here in the White House. Have them get off
their tails and find out what's going on and figure out how to stop it." Ehrlichman organized a
staff in the Executive Office Building, with a sign on the door reading PLUMBERS. They were
ordered to do what it took to plug leaks.

Among the people who eagerly helped the plumbers were Nixon aide Charles Colson, a
zealous and unprincipled loyalist, G. Gordon Liddy, a former FBI agent with an irrepressible



attraction for derring-do, and E. Howard Hunt, a former CIA agent. Within a month of the
establishment of the plumbers' office Ehrlichman authorized them to break into the office of
Ellsberg's psychiatrist, Dr. Lewis Fielding, in Los Angeles, in order to dig up information.
Whether Nixon knew of the covert action remains unclear, but he had pressed Ehrlichman to get
the plumbers moving. On Labor Day weekend Hunt, Liddy, and three Cuban exiles recruited by
Hunt staged the break-in, only to find nothing of interest. The administration's obsessiveness
about leaks, having led to criminal activity, was to have catastrophic consequences later on.36

Meanwhile, Nixon steadily pursued Vietnamization, forcing the South Vietnamese army to do
more and more of the fighting. By March 1972 there remained only 95,000 American troops in
the country, compared to more than 500,000 when he had taken office in 1969. At this point the
North Vietnamese staged another major military attack, the so-called Easter offensive, and Nixon
retaliated with massive bombing of the North as well as of its strongholds in the South. "The
bastards have never been bombed like they're going to be bombed this time," he said. Nixon also
imposed a naval blockade on North Vietnam and mined the North Vietnamese harbor of
Haiphong—steps that Johnson, fearful of direct Chinese intervention, had never dared to take.

If Nixon had responded this fiercely in 1969 or 1970, he might well have unleashed massive
domestic protests. In mid-1972, however, these did not occur—in part because by then the South
Vietnamese were suffering most of the casualties. Moreover, neither the Russians nor the
Chinese sent in combat troops. Both nations by then seemed more interested in improving
relations with the United States than in backing North Vietnam forever and anon. Brezhnev,
indeed, welcomed Nixon to Moscow for the summit in May 1972 even though bombs had
damaged four Soviet ships. The ferocity of the American military response, killing an estimated
100,000 North Vietnamese troops, managed also to stem the enemy assault. South Vietnam held
on to its major cities, and Thieu remained in power.37 The "peace with honor" that Nixon had
promised still seemed far away in the summer of 1972, but he nevertheless could claim that
America was staying the course.

BY THIS TIME NIXON was focusing ever greater attention on the business of getting himself
and Agnew, once again his running mate, re-elected. This turned out to be a relatively easy but
also divisive and ultimately damaging effort.

His greatest asset was the weakness of his opposition. One of his fears had been that Senator
Edward "Ted" Kennedy of Massachusetts would oppose him. But Kennedy then self-destructed
on July 19, 1969 (only hours before America landed its men on the moon), when a car he was
driving plunged off a bridge at Chappaquiddick Island in Massachusetts. Kennedy escaped from
the car, swam to shore, and went to bed at his hotel. He reported the accident only the next
morning, at which point it was discovered that a passenger in the car, twenty-eight-year-old Mary
Jo Kopechne, had drowned in the accident. Kennedy's irresponsible behavior did not hurt him
with the star-struck voters of Massachusetts, who repeatedly re-elected him to the Senate. But it
badly damaged his aspirations to be President. Luck had smiled on Nixon.

Another tragedy, this one on May 15, 1972, further helped the President's chances for re-
election. On that day a deranged young man by the name of Arthur Bremer shot and severely
wounded George Wallace, who had been running strongly in Democratic presidential primaries,
winning in Florida, Tennessee, and North Carolina, and finishing second in northern states such



as Wisconsin, Indiana, and Pennsylvania. Although it was clear that Wallace would not win the
Democratic nomination, it seemed likely that he would ultimately bolt the Democrats and run as
an independent. If so, he might drain millions of votes away from Nixon. The shooting changed
all that. Wallace won primaries in Maryland (where he had been shot) and Michigan on the day
after Bremer wounded him. But the bullet had penetrated his spinal column and paralyzed him
from the waist down. In chronic pain and in a wheelchair, Wallace was forced to withdraw.

Nixon then had the pleasure of watching the Democrats tear themselves apart. Edmund
Muskie, an early leader, had already dropped out, the victim in part of his own ineptitude as a
campaigner, in part of "dirty tricks" (later exposed during the Watergate controversy) that Nixon
had ordered to undermine his candidacy. The battle for the Democratic nomination then featured
Hubert Humphrey, still eager to be President, and George McGovern of South Dakota. Entering
the decisive California primary in June, McGovern had what seemed to be a safe margin. But
Humphrey campaigned vigorously, focusing popular attention on his opponent's hostility to
defense spending—in a state where thousands of jobs depended on it. Humphrey also heaped
scorn on a "demogrant" proposal that McGovern had proposed. A rehashed and ill-considered
version of Nixon's Family Assistance Plan, it would have given $1,000 in tax money to millions
of Americans. Humphrey also managed to depict McGovern as a radical, associating him with
the "Three As"—of Acid, Abortion, and Amnesty (for Vietnam draft evaders). McGovern favored
the third of these, but not the first, and he had taken no clear position on the second. Still,
Humphrey's charges seemed to hit home. McGovern staggered through to a narrow victory in
California, but he was a wounded candidate. Nixon relished the thought of repeating Humphrey's
attacks against McGovern in the campaign ahead.38

In mid-July McGovern won the Democratic nomination but paid another high price in the
process. New party rules that a Commission on Party Structure (which he had headed) had
developed in the years following the contentious party convention in 1968 set aside greatly
increased percentages of delegate seats for women, blacks, and young people in 1972. The new
rules, indeed, accelerated the trend toward grass-roots politics pioneered by McCarthy in 1968
and revolutionized the nature of electoral procedures in the party.39 At the convention, 38 percent
of the delegates were women (compared to 13 percent in 1968), 15 percent were black (compared
to 5 percent), and 23 percent were younger than 30 (compared to 2.6 percent). Many of these
people were enthusiastic liberals who had had little experience in national politics; a few pressed
for radical causes. Urban bosses, labor leaders, and representatives of white ethnic groups—keys
to the Democratic electoral coalition—were outraged. The crowning insult to these party faithful
—and symbol of how far to the left the party had moved in four years—came when the delegates
voted to exclude Mayor Richard Daley and his followers. They seated instead a delegation led by
the Reverend Jesse Jackson, a young black preacher who had been an ally of Martin Luther King.
Only one of the Jackson slate of fifty-nine was an Italian-American; only three were Polish-
American. Frank Mankiewicz, a McGovern spokesman, conceded wryly, "I think we may have
lost Illinois tonight."40

The disarray of the convention seemed only to grow as the spectacle careened to a close.
McGovern had trouble finding a vice-presidental nominee, finally settling on Senator Thomas
Eagleton of Missouri, a relative unknown. But the delegates then proceeded to advance thirty-



nine additional candidates for the number two slot, including Mao Tse-tung, Archie Bunker, and
Martha Mitchell, the outspoken wife of Nixon's campaign manager. By the time McGovern gave
his acceptance speech it was 2:30 in the morning. Americans who watched the convention were
shocked by the disorder that had overtaken the party.41

Nixon then got still one more unexpected bit of luck. Ten days after the end of the convention
Eagleton admitted that he had earlier in his life undergone electroshock therapy for depression.
McGovern at first stood "1,000 per cent" behind his running mate. But controversy over
Eagleton's mental health intensified, and McGovern backed down, thereby displaying
inconsistency and indecisiveness. McGovern found a replacement, Sargent Shriver, only after
embarrassing rebuffs from Muskie, Kennedy, and Humphrey. Nixon, who was scornful of
Shriver, was delighted at the vulnerability of the ticket that now confronted him. Discussing how
to belittle Shriver in the campaign, he told Haldeman, "Destroy him . . . kill him." The
McGovern-Shriver ticket, he confided, was "a double-edged hoax."42

McGovern was by all accounts a decent man. As a bomber pilot in World War II he had won
the Distinguished Flying Cross. He had then earned a doctoral degree in American history, taught
at Dakota Wesleyan, and served as both congressman and senator from South Dakota. He was
one of the first senators to call for pulling out of the Vietnam War, supporting an amendment
(with Senator Mark Hatfield of Oregon) in 1970 that would have required withdrawal of all
American forces there by mid-1971. Getting out of Vietnam was his chief issue in 1972. He also
tried to blame Nixon for a break-in on June 17 at Democratic National Committee headquarters
in the Watergate building of Washington. Nixon, he said, ran the "most corrupt Administration in
history." But McGovern was an uninspiring speaker and a poor organizer. Well-meaning and
liberal, he seemed to learn about the issues only as he went along. "Every time he opened his
mouth," one early supporter said at the end of the campaign, "it came out irresponsible. Starting
with the Eagleton affair, I just felt that this was a man who was not sure. So I voted for Nixon
with no enthusiasm."43

Comments such as this indicated that popular perceptions of McGovern—as an earnest but
bumbling and left-of-center liberal—badly hurt him. The AFL-CIO executive council, with but
three dissenters, refused to endorse him for the presidency. So did leaders of individual unions,
especially in the building trades.44 Many working-class Democrats, traditionally the heart of the
party, were also disaffected. Some opposed McGovern because they thought his strong
opposition to the war both demeaning and unpatriotic. Others regarded him as a leftist who spoke
for middle-class liberals and intellectuals, not blue-collar people. McGovern, indeed, in many
ways represented a political culmination of protest movements and causes of the 1960s; he was
the most left-of-center presidential candidate of any major political party in United States
history. Millions of onetime Democrats either voted for Nixon in November or refused to vote at
all.45

Nixon was disdainful of McGovern, whom he considered preachy. He was anxious to attack
him. But the opposition was so badly divided that he scarcely had to fight. Moreover, he enjoyed
substantial support from the press. Outside of the Washington Post , the media largely ignored
McGovern's charges about the break-in at Watergate during the campaign. Nixon, playing the
role of high-minded statesman, managed to keep all but friendly reporters at some distance and



isolated those few who had the temerity to be critical: although journalists had grown more
skeptical as a result of the credibility gap over Vietnam, they were not yet as adversarial as they
were to become in the next few years. And publishers overwhelmingly backed the incumbent. Of
the 1,054 dailies surveyed by Editor and Publisher, 753, or 71.4 percent, endorsed him; only
fifty-six backed McGovern.46

The expectation of victory, however, did not stop Nixon from doing all he could to pile up
support. As in the 1970 election, he posed as the defender of "law and order" and assailed the
opposition as "soft" on crime and big on "forced" busing. He took special pains to fine-tune the
economy so that it would peak in November. Early in the year he approved a $5.5 billion space-
shuttle project, not because he thought it had great scientific promise—experts told him it did not
—but because he understood the political gains to be made from such a venture.47 During the
campaign he substantially stepped up federal spending. As Melvin Laird, his Defense Secretary,
recalled, "Every effort was made to create an economic boom for the 1972 election. The Defense
Department, for example, bought a two-year supply of toilet paper. We ordered enough trucks . . .
for the next several years."48 Congress, too, propelled election-year spending by its approval of
sharp hikes in Social Security benefits: some $8 billion in extra checks went out in October.
Veterans' benefits also increased, as did federal grants to state and local governments under
Nixon's revenue-sharing plan.

Leaving nothing to chance, Nixon took pains to gain the support of potent interest groups,
especially in the corporate sector. In 1971 he agreed to increase federal supports for milk prices,
in return for which the dairymen, a strong lobby, contributed $2 million to his campaign. Early in
1972 he killed an anti-trust suit against ITT, which donated $400,000 in support of the GOP
convention. The GOP campaign in 1972 was virtually a textbook demonstration of the huge role
that big money, especially corporate money, had come to play in American presidential
elections. The list of firms that made large contributions (some of them illegal) to Nixon's re-
election effort read like a Who's Who of regulated industries, including airlines, bankers, and
truckers.49

Nixon and Kissinger labored especially hard in the summer and fall of 1972 to manage the
situation in Vietnam so that it would appeal to American voters. With the elections near at hand
in the summer of 1972, they redoubled their efforts at the peace table in Paris, conceding for the
first time a key demand of the North Vietnamese: that they be allowed to keep troops in the
South after a cease-fire. Nixon also backed away from America's commitment to Thieu, agreeing
to establishment of a tripartite electoral commission composed of Saigon, the NLF, and
neutralists. It would have the task of arranging a settlement after the cease-fire went into effect.
Led by chief delegate Le Due Tho, the North Vietnamese also compromised, agreeing that Thieu
might stay on in control of the South until later settlements could be reached. By mid-October an
agreement had been hammered out along these lines. United States troops would leave South
Vietnam within sixty days of a cease-fire, and North Vietnam would return American POWs. The
tripartite commission would step in to arrange a political settlement, administer elections, and
take responsibility for implementing the results.50

Kissinger, who was almost desperately eager to settle the war by election time (and take credit
for the result), thought he had made a breakthrough. On October 31 he stated publicly, "Peace is



at hand." But he had failed to consult Thieu, who refused to accept an agreement that would
permit North Vietnamese troops to remain in the South or that would acknowledge NLF
sovereignty. Such concessions, Thieu feared, spelled doom for him and his government. Nixon,
moreover, tended temporarily to side with Thieu. Confident of winning the election, peace or no
peace, he held out hope of better terms—something like the "peace with honor" that he had
promised the people. For these reasons the election passed without a settlement. Still, the
administration's well-publicized efforts helped to display him as a man seeking peace and to
undercut the anti-war opposition. As his trips to China and the USSR had indicated, the President
was a master at making symbolic moves in foreign policy that advanced his political fortunes at
home.

No one was surprised when Nixon won resoundingly in November. He received 47.1 million
votes, 60.7 of the total cast, to McGovern's 29.1 million, and carried every state except
Massachusetts and the District of Columbia. His total vote was 15.3 million higher than it had
been in 1968 (and 5.4 million higher than the combined vote for him and Wallace in 1968).
McGovern got 2 million fewer votes than Humphrey had received four years before. This was
one of the most one-sided presidential elections in modern American history—as overwhelming
for Nixon as the election of 1964 had been for Johnson.

What the election results said about American politics was not quite so clear. Although
Democrats lost twelve seats in the House, they maintained control of the chamber. Thanks in part
to the Voting Rights Act of 1965, Barbara Jordan, elected in Texas, and Andrew Young, a winner
in Georgia, became the first black southerners to go to the Hill since the era of Reconstruction.51

Democrats gained one seat in the Senate. It was obvious that two long-range trends of postwar
American politics, the rise of split-ticket voting and the decline of party organizations, were
accelerating. The election, moreover, was more a rejection of McGovern than it was a sign of
voter affection for Nixon. Voter participation, which had been dropping in the 1960s, fell further
in 1972—to the lowest levels since 1948. Polls suggested the power of yet another troubled
legacy from the 1960s: rising distrust of national politicians and doubts about the capacity of
government to do the right thing most of the time.

Still, there was no doubting the magnitude of Nixon's victory or the remarkably rapid fall of
the Democratic coalition, at least in presidential elections. This decline had first become sharp in
1966, when sizeable numbers of white working-class voters either had refused to vote or had
deserted to the GOP. In 1968 Nixon and Wallace had attracted millions of such voters, and in
1972, with Wallace sidelined, Nixon won them for himself. The backlash that had whipped
through American life since the mid-1960s reverberated more strongly than ever in 1972.

SAFELY RE-ELECTED, NIXON FELT FREE to unleash the awesome destructiveness of American
air power on the North Vietnamese. He told Admiral Thomas Moorer, Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, "I don't want any more of this crap about the fact that we couldn't hit this target
or that one. This is your chance to use military power to win the war, and if you don't, I'll
consider you responsible." The twelve-day "Christmas bombing" that followed was indeed
intensive, blasting the city of Hanoi and arousing storms of protest around the world. The New
York Times  called it "Stone Age barbarism." The 36,000 tons of explosives dropped during that
time were more than had been used between 1969 and 1971. They killed some 1,600 civilians.



The North, by then equipped with surface-to-air missiles, knocked down fifteen B-52S and
eleven other American planes, causing the death or capture of ninety-three American airmen.52

On December 26, the eighth day of the bombing, the North Vietnamese (who had run out of
missiles) indicated that they were ready to return to the peace table when the bombing stopped.
Nixon called it off on December 30, and the two sides soon resumed talks in Paris. On January
14, Kissinger and Tho reached an agreement that was essentially the same as the one they had
worked out in October.53 This time Nixon imposed it on Thieu, sweetening the taste a little by
promising unilaterally (and without congressional input) that he would continue to provide him
with military support and would "respond with full force" if the North Vietnamese violated the
agreement. The cease-fire started at midnight following January 27, five days after Lyndon
Johnson suffered a fatal heart attack at his ranch.

In announcing the cease-fire Nixon told the world five times that it represented the "peace with
honor" that he long had promised. But Americans were skeptical. A Gallup poll showed that two-
thirds of the people did not believe that Nixon was telling the whole truth. Times Square, which
had been mobbed on V-J Day in 1945, was deserted. "There's nothing to celebrate," an American
Legion commander told Newsweek, "and nobody to celebrate with."54

Americans were right to be skeptical, for it was clear that the agreement was far from a "peace
with honor." The United States had conceded the most important demand of the North—that its
troops be permitted to stay in the South—and had gained nothing more than it could have had in
October. The bombing had accomplished nothing. Suppose, critics asked, that Nixon had been
willing to grant this demand in 1969? If he had, they said, the North might have dropped its
insistence (as it did in 1972) that Thieu be removed immediately from power. A cease-fire might
have been reached at that time. Instead, critics emphasized, there had been four more years of
carnage. Between January 1969, when Nixon took office, and January 1973, when the cease-fire
went into effect, the United States lost 20,553 servicemen—or more than a third of the 58,000
who died during the war. Official estimates conclude that 107,504 South Vietnamese troops were
killed during these four years, along with half a million troops of the North Vietnamese and
NLF.55

The cease-fire hardly stopped the fighting. As Nixon and Kissinger knew (but did not explain
to the American people), the political future of South Vietnam would have to be settled by force.
The United States continued to pour military aid into South Vietnam. It dropped 250,000 tons of
bombs on Cambodia in the next seven months, more than the tonnage used against Japan in all of
World War II. Congress, however, stiffened, cutting off appropriations for such bombing as of
August 15, 1973. In November it overrode a presidential veto to pass a War Powers Act. This
required American Presidents to inform Congress within forty-eight hours of deployment of
United States forces abroad and to bring the troops home within sixty days unless Congress
explicitly endorsed what the President had done.56

By then the Nixon administration was fighting to defend itself against Watergate-related
charges of illegal activities. It was losing political muscle that it needed to direct its foreign
policies. But Congress would have refused to help Thieu in any event, and it cut back aid. It
nearly eliminated it after Nixon left office in August 1974. Lon Nol fell from power in Cambodia



in April 1975, replaced by a brutal Khmer Rouge regime led by Pol Pot. The Khmer Rouge killed
an estimated 2 million people during the next three years, at which point the North Vietnamese
went to war and chased them into hiding. Thieu, overwhelmed by a North Vietnamese military
offensive, was forced to resign on April 21, 1975. As his loyalists scrambled desperately to climb
aboard United States helicopters, Hanoi ran up its flag in Saigon on May 1 and renamed the
capital Ho Chi Minh City. South Vietnam was a state no more.

NIXON AND KISSINGER WERE NOT, of course, responsible for America's original
involvement in Vietnam. Nor were they really to blame for the fall of Thieu. That was mainly the
result of North Vietnam's unwavering determination to take over the country, of South Vietnam's
inability to resist, and of America's fatigue with the fighting. From the beginning American
leaders had underestimated the will to fight of the North, overestimated the staying power of the
South, and misjudged the endurance of the American people. There are events in the world that
not even the greatest military powers can control.

Some people have argued, moreover, that Nixon did a decent job of managing the war,
especially given the terrible circumstances that he confronted on taking office. His escalation in
Cambodia, they point out, followed earlier incursions by the enemy—the North Vietnamese were
the first to destabilize that unfortunate country—and seemed to make sense from a strictly
military point of view. It was hardly fair, they add, to blame the United States for all the blood
that later stained the Cambodian landscape. Some people also think that Nixon's overtures to
Mao and Brezhnev gave him greater freedom than Johnson had had to unleash bombing attacks,
thereby enabling him to pound a little sense into the North Vietnamese in Paris. In any event, the
President's defenders insist, the bombings were not reckless in the sense of risking wider world
war, for Nixon had first assured himself that Peking and Moscow would tolerate them. Indeed
they did, even the Christmas bombing of 1972. Nixon's rapprochement with the Chinese and the
Russians may also have increased feelings of isolation in Hanoi by 1972, thereby helping a little
(although not nearly so much as American concessions) to induce the North to agree to the
temporary continuation in power of Thieu.57

Nixon and his defenders emphasize above all that it would have been very difficult before
1972 to secure a good settlement, for two reasons. First, the North Vietnamese were stubborn and
wily negotiators. More than once during the fruitless years of talks they seemed forthcoming, but
mainly to court world opinion, whereupon they dug in their heels. Second, Nixon and Kissinger
emphasized that they dared not compromise much before 1972. If they had reached an agreement
that seemed to pave the way for North Vietnamese victory, they would thereby have abandoned
all that the United States had been fighting for, including its allies in Saigon. This would damage
America's "credibility" in the world and encourage powers like the Soviet Union and China to
underwrite "proxy" wars in the future. Such an agreement, Nixon realized, would also have
exposed him to criticism from the millions of Americans who still hoped in 1969 (and later) for a
peace with honor. Instead, he pursued Vietnamization, a policy that reduced American
involvement, strengthened South Vietnam's military capability, and ultimately (once concessions
were made) got the United States out of the war. Carefully managed Vietnamization, Nixon
maintained, produced a settlement that was acceptable politically in the United States, thereby
enabling the nation to moderate potentially disastrous domestic recriminations.



Still, Nixon's policies in Vietnam look as politically motivated in hindsight as they did to
critics at the time. Total Vietnamization, given the well-demonstrated corruption and political
instability that rent South Vietnam, was almost certainly doomed to failure. Without huge and
apparently endless infusions of American support, neither Thieu nor anyone else in Saigon could
withstand the relentless drive of the enemy. Hoping for the best, Nixon persisted anyway, using
Vietnamization as a fig leaf to reduce American casualties and as a means of enabling Thieu to
hold out for a while. That would create an interval—politically crucial to Nixon—between the
withdrawal of United States forces and South Vietnamese defeat. Much of the bloodshed that
occurred on his watch might have been averted if he had tried harder to compromise. When he
finally did, in the election year of 1972, he secured an agreement that was politically more
palatable than it would likely have been in 1969, when support for the war had been stronger. But
it was no better than what might have been achieved at that time, and it was accomplished only
after four more years of slaughter. It was not a peace with honor.

The Vietnam War taught Americans a few lessons, chief among them the dangers of large-
scale military intervention in strategically marginal areas of the world. In future years American
politicians and military leaders were more likely to set limits before sliding into quagmires like
the one that had swallowed so much humanity in Southeast Asia. "No more Vietnams," they
warned. Given the grand expectations that Americans had had until then about their ability to
shape the world, this was a shift of historic importance—one that demarcates the postwar era. As
Maxwell Taylor explained later in the 1970s, "We [the United States] certainly had a feeling
after World War II that we could go almost any place and do almost anything. Well, we did many
things at enormous cost, but henceforth we're going to have trouble feeding and keeping happy
our population just as every other nation is. This is not a time for our government to get out on
limbs which are not essential."58

This useful lesson, however, was learned only after extraordinary costs that Nixon's policies
helped to escalate. After 1969 the war further savaged and badly destabilized Vietnam and
Cambodia. As before, it diverted the attention of American foreign policy-makers from serious
problems elsewhere, especially in Latin America, Africa, and the Middle East. Continuing
fixation on Vietnam also left the United States relatively weaker vis-à-vis the Soviets, whose
arsenal of missiles and delivery capacity reached parity with that of the United States by the
1970s.59 At home the war provoked serious economic difficulties, especially inflation, by 1973.
It accelerated the rise of an imperial presidency and contributed powerfully—thanks to Nixon's
quest for control—to the constitutional crisis of Watergate.

More generally the war undercut the standing of political elites. Nothing did more than
Vietnam to subvert the grand expectations that many Americans had developed by 1965 about
the capacity of government to deal with public problems. Popular doubt and cynicism about "the
system" and the Washington Establishment lingered long after the men came home.

The war above all left an abiding sourness in the United States. Veterans of the war tended to
feel this with special intensity. Unlike the servicemen who had returned to parades and
celebrations in 1945, those who came back after 1968 encountered an increasingly weary and
cantankerous nation. Dumped into civilian life after surviving the terrors of the bush, they
experienced staggering problems, including unemployment, guilt, depression, rage, and a sense



of rejection. Hundreds of thousands suffered from "post-traumatic neurosis," flashbacks, and
nightmares. Suicide rates among the veterans were much higher than in the population at large.60

Sourness in America extended well beyond the reception of veterans, neglectful though that
was. Wider recriminations that had risen during the war persisted for years thereafter. Many
people, including political leaders like Ronald Reagan, never stopped insisting that the war need
not have been lost. They regarded anti-war activists and draft avoiders with a fury and contempt
that did not abate with time.61 Other people, including many who had once supported the war,
raged at the military and political leaders who had dragged the country into the conflict and at
Nixon for his Machiavellian maneuvers. A vocal few still insisted many years later that North
Vietnam—contrary to what Nixon maintained in March 1973—had not turned over all American
prisoners-of-war or soldiers said to be missing in action. America's longest war inflicted wounds
that time was very slow to heal.



25
End of an Era? Expectations amid Watergate and Recession

 
Even as the United States was pulling the last of its soldiers out of combat in Vietnam, the
scandal known as Watergate was beginning to wreck Nixon's second administration. From then
until he resigned under fire in August 1974 the President found himself driven ever more into a
corner. As he ran for safety he shed advisers, including Haldeman and Ehrlichman, who were
involved in his cover-up of the break-in at the Watergate complex in Washington. But one
bizarre development after another, including the revelation in July 1973 that the President
secretly taped conversations in the Oval Office, gave him no rest. By itself the break-in was
petty, but Nixon's attempts to cover it up were crude, cynical, and illegal acts to obstruct justice.
The prolonged but often exciting events of the Watergate scandal ultimately created a
constitutional crisis and further polarized the nation.1

In its broadest sense, the scandal of Watergate arose from the tumultuous and destabilizing
trends of the 1960s, especially the war in Vietnam and the deviousness and power-grabbing
associated with the rise of an imperial presidency.2 It became the constitutional impasse that it
did in large part because of Nixon's special passion for vengeance and control. In its narrower
sense, however, the scandal began with Gordon Liddy, the irrepressible "plumber" who had
broken into the office of Ellsberg's psychiatrist. In February 1972 Liddy was working as an
espionage expert with Nixon's Committee to Re-elect the President (CREEP), headed by Nixon's
friend and former Attorney General, John Mitchell. Liddy recommended to Mitchell that CREEP
tap the phones of Democratic National Committee chairman Lawrence O'Brien at the Watergate
complex. Mitchell and his top aide, Jeb Stuart Magruder, approved the idea, and undercover
agents of CREEP broke in to tap O'Brien's phone on May 27. Something went wrong with the tap,
however, whereupon an undercover team of three Miami-based Cuban exiles, Frank Sturgis, and
James McCord, chief of security for CREEP, returned to fix it on June 17. A watchman caught
them breaking into the office and called police, who arrested them.

It remains disputed why CREEP resorted to such illegal activity. The most widely accepted
theory, however, holds that CREEP wanted to learn all it could about Democratic electoral
strategy.3 More specifically, it may have hoped to discover what O'Brien, a former lobbyist for
the reclusive tycoon Howard Hughes, might know about possibly embarrassing connections
among Hughes, Nixon's brother Donald, and various criminal figures. Some people have also
speculated that Nixon sought to find out if O'Brien had evidence linking him to assassination
plots against Fidel Castro.4

Whether Nixon knew in advance of the plans to break into the Democrats' national
headquarters is another unresolved question. He always denied that he did, and his press
secretary, Ron Ziegler, dismissed reports of presidential involvement by branding the affair as a
"third-rate burglary attempt." Nixon may have been telling the truth in denying foreknowledge;
thanks to years of effort by his lawyers, who brought suits to prevent release of relevant
documents and tapes, it has been impossible to know. But Nixon's super-loyal aides could have



had no doubt in 1972 about his partisan zeal to embarrass "enemies," especially in an election
year. Like their boss, they were contemptuous of democratic procedures and of the niceties of
constitutional protections. After all, the President had already authorized wiretapping of his own
advisers, tried (via the Huston Plan) to involve the FBI and CIA in illegal surveillance activities,
encouraged creation of an "Enemies List," and ordered establishment of the "plumbers" who
burglarized the office of Ellsberg's psychiatrist. Mitchell, Magruder, and others, moreover, were
well aware of Nixon's special dislike of O'Brien. In the siege mentality that Nixon incited among
his aides, something like Watergate was probably an excess waiting to happen.

Unfortunately for Nixon, address books taken from two of the burglars contained the name of
E. Howard Hunt, a onetime "plumber" then working for CREEP.5 Both he and Liddy had been in
the Watergate building the night of June 17; both were later arrested as co-conspirators behind
the break-in and tapping. At this point Nixon might have fired any and all aides who were
involved, thereby clearing some of the air. But it was the middle of an election campaign, and he
decided on a cover-up. "Play it tough," he ordered Haldeman. "That's the way they play it, and
that's the way we are going to play it."6 Within a few days of the break-in he arranged to provide
hush money for the accused. Sums for this purpose ultimately approached $500,000.7 On June 23
he ordered Haldeman to have the CIA stop an FBI investigation of the affair. This probe had been
started by L. Patrick Gray, acting head of the FBI, who had been named to this post after Hoover
had died on May 2. Nixon's order was an illegal use of the CIA and a deliberate obstruction of
justice.8

Nixon's decision to cover up was his fatal error. One revelation after another frustrated his
efforts, many of them illegal, to sit on the lid. But it is easy in retrospect to see why he tried.
Gathering with Haldeman, Ehrlichman, and others immediately after the break-in, he learned (if
he did not know already) of CREEP's involvement. To confess to such activity risked not only
admission of administration culpability concerning Watergate but also revelations of other
clandestine efforts, such as the earlier break-in—conducted by Hunt and Liddy—at the office of
Ellsberg's psychiatrist. Nixon, moreover, prided himself on being able to fight his way out of a
hole. He considered his life to be a series of crises, all of them plotted by implacable
conspirators. Watergate was such a crisis, and he would overcome it, too.

Developments as early as the autumn of 1972 suggested that the cover-up might not succeed.
In late September a grand jury indicted the burglars, as well as Hunt and Liddy, who were
scheduled to be tried in the court of federal district judge John Sirica. Washington Post  reporters
Carl Bernstein and Robert Woodward followed the case closely, printing stories describing the
"slush fund" that CREEP was amassing. They also established links between CREEP and
presidential aides such as Haldeman and White House Special Counsel Colson, who had
originally hired Liddy and Hunt as plumbers. In compiling their stories, which later were turned
into a best-selling book on the scandal, Bernstein and Woodward relied on a hidden source who
became known as Deep Throat.9 The identity of this person is yet another mystery surrounding
the affair. Best guesses are that the reporters relied on tips from a highly placed and disaffected
FBI agent. Angry at being prevented from investigating the break-in, the agent is thought to have
leaked information to the press.10

During the election campaign, however, Nixon was fortunate. To the dismay of McGovern,



who had been assailing the break-in, the trials of the conspirators were postponed until after the
election, and Sirica ordered people involved to say nothing about the case. Most reporters,
moreover, paid little attention to the burglary: compared to the possibility of peace in Vietnam it
seemed an insignificant story. The role of the press in the unfolding of the scandal, both then and
later, was less important than journalists were to claim. Probing by judges and politicians
mattered a good deal more.11

This digging approached pay dirt in early 1973. In January the five burglars, plus Hunt and
Liddy, were found guilty. Judge Sirica announced that there was more to the break-in than met
the eye and threatened tough sentences. McCord, fearful of taking the rap for everyone else,
came forth in March to implicate higher-ups in the administration. He talked also to members of
a select Senate investigating committee, headed by folksy Sam Ervin of North Carolina, that had
started to look into the affair. McCord's revelations started a scramble for safety by others
involved in the scandal, including John Dean, Nixon's counsel, and Magruder. Both talked to a
grand jury that had been convened on the matter. By late April Nixon himself was feeling the
pressure, and he forced Dean to quit. Richard Kleindienst, who had replaced Mitchell as Attorney
General, also resigned. Nixon even forced out Haldeman and Ehrlichman. The Berlin Wall
around the White House had fallen.12

Ervin's committee opened televised hearings on the matter in May, enabling the public to
watch McCord accuse Dean and Mitchell of foreknowledge of the break-in, and Mitchell and
Magruder of authorizing it. Testimony before the Ervin Committee that summer, especially by
Dean, broke further news of the plumbers, of the Huston plan to abuse the powers of the FBI and
the CIA, of presidential wiretapping, and of Nixon's authorization of hush money in order to seal
the cover-up. Americans were stunned to learn from Alexander Butterfield, a former aide to
Haldeman, that the President secretly taped conversations in the Oval Office. By the autumn of
1973 all concerned—Sirica, the Ervin Committee, and Archibald Cox, a Harvard Law School
professor whom Nixon had been forced by pressure to name as an independent special prosecutor
—were battling the President and his lawyers for release of the tapes.13

Nixon fought gamely on, in October ordering his new Attorney General, Elliot Richardson, to
fire Cox. Richardson, however, resigned rather than carry out the order. William Ruckelshaus,
next in command at Justice, also resigned. Finally Nixon prevailed on Solicitor General (by then
Acting Attorney General) Robert Bork to do the firing. Critics of these actions, which took place
on October 20, called them the Saturday Night Massacre. Nixon then agreed to name another
prosecutor, Leon Jaworski of Houston, and surrendered some of the tapes to Sirica. But it was
obvious that the President was not ready to give in. As before he cited executive privilege as
grounds for not releasing all the tapes. One of the tapes he did turn over to Sirica, moreover,
contained an eighteen-and-one-half-minute gap—erased by accident, Nixon's secretary
volunteered—of a key conversation between the President and Haldeman on June 20, three days
after the break-in. The erasure aroused a further storm of suspicion.14

Other walls also crumbled in late 1973. Vice-President Agnew was shown to have accepted
kickbacks from contractors while governor of Maryland and even while Vice-President. On
October 10 he was forced to resign after pleading no contest to a charge of tax evasion,
whereupon Nixon named House GOP leader Gerald Ford of Michigan as Agnew's replacement.15



Investigations into Nixon's financial affairs at the time were even more damaging to the
administration. They revealed that his lawyers had backdated his signature on a deed of gift of
his papers to the National Archives, so as to qualify for an income tax deduction in 1969.
Examination of his tax returns, which had also been prepared by lawyers, indicated that he had
failed to declare taxable improvements made by the government to his substantial personal
properties at Key Biscayne, Florida, and San Clemente, California. Nixon responded with a
memorable statement, "I have never profited . . . from public service.. . . I have never obstructed
justice. . . . I am not a crook." He promised to pay his back taxes. It was obvious, however, that
he had amassed great wealth in the course of his life and that he had fudged his tax returns.16

Jaworski, meanwhile, proved to be as tenacious a prosecutor as Cox, and a grand jury to which
he had presented evidence responded on March 1, 1974, by indicting seven members of the
CREEP and White House staffs, including Haldeman, Ehrlichman, and Mitchell, on charges of
obstruction of justice and impeding the investigation of Watergate. Nixon was named as an
unindicted co-conspirator. The grand jury instructed Sirica to turn over tapes in his possession to
the House Judiciary Committee, which by then was considering whether to impeach the
President. Both Sirica and the House Committee subpoenaed the White House for release of the
many tapes still in Nixon's possession.17

Nixon continued to resist. Instead of surrendering the tapes themselves, he released on April
30 some 1,300 pages of edited transcripts from the tapes. These, he explained, had "expletives
deleted." Defending his action on television, the President said that the transcripts "included all
the relevant portions of the subpoenaed conversations . . . the rough as well as the smooth. . . .
The President has nothing to hide." In fact, the transcripts had been sanitized. Even so, the
transcripts were damaging to the President, for they showed that he had discussed with Dean
possible payments to Hunt and that he had ordered aides to perform "dirty tricks" on political
opponents. The phrase "expletive deleted," occurring with great frequency on the transcripts,
further undermined the President's moral standing.

Sirica, who had listened to the tapes involved, knew that the transcripts had been sanitized.
One of the tapes, for instance, had recorded the President as telling aides to say nothing to the
grand jury in 1973. "I don't give a shit what happens," he had said. "I want you all to stonewall it,
let them plead the Fifth Amendment, cover-up or anything else, if it'll save it—save the plan."
The transcripts that he released revealed none of this, expletives included.18 Sirica, Jaworski, and
the House Committee therefore insisted again that Nixon turn over the tapes themselves. Nixon
still refused to do so, citing executive privilege, and took the case to the Supreme Court. It
promised to hear the matter in July.

On July 24 the Court decided unanimously that executive privilege did not apply in the
Watergate case, a criminal matter, and ordered Nixon to surrender all the tapes to Sirica. 19 After
hesitating for a few hours, Nixon agreed to do so. It was too late, however, for the House
Judiciary Committee was already concluding nationally televised discussions on articles of
impeachment. Between July 27 and July 30 it voted to impeach the President for obstruction of
justice concerning the Watergate investigation, for violation of constitutional rights concerning
illegal wiretaps and misuse of the FBI, CIA, and IRS, and for violating the Constitution by
resisting the committee's subpoenas. The votes, 27 to 11 and 28 to 10, revealed that seven or



eight Republicans joined all twenty Democrats on the committee in the decisions to impeach.

While the committee was voting these articles of impeachment, the President's lawyers were
listening to the tapes. What they heard staggered them, especially the tape of Nixon's order on
June 23, 1972—six days after the break-in—in which he ordered the CIA to stop the FBI from
investigating. This was the "smoking gun" that for many people cinched the case against the
President. Republican leaders, sensing disaster, began calling upon Nixon to resign from office.
These included Kissinger, General Alexander Haig, who had replaced Haldeman as Nixon's top
adviser, Senator Barry Goldwater, and Republican national chairman George Bush. When the
tapes were released to the public on August 5, confirming many of the worst suspicions about the
President's behavior, pressure on Nixon to resign became overwhelming.

It was a mark of Nixon's tenacity—indeed his desperate passion for control—that he still tried
to stay in office. But it was clear that he could count on no more than fifteen members of the
Senate, which would sit as a court to try him once the House as a whole impeached him. Rather
than prolong the inevitable, he gave an unapologetic speech on the evening of August 8 and told
the American people that he would resign. Gerald Ford was sworn in as President the next
morning.

COMPARED TO THE TEN-YEAR TRAVAIL  caused by war in Vietnam, the Watergate break-in
was trivial. Moreover, some of the illegal things that the Nixon administration did, such as
wiretapping, had been tried by other Presidents, notably Kennedy. Nixon's profanity, of which
much was made at the time, was common among politicians, as many who professed to be
appalled well knew.20 If he had quietly destroyed the tapes, it is conceivable that he could have
hung on in the White House, for few politicians, even Democrats, were eager to wade into the
uncharted waters of impeachment unless they had solid evidence. Why Nixon preserved the
tapes, thereby inciting a feeding frenzy of suspicion that led to a constitutional crisis, is yet
another of the mysteries surrounding the whole business.21

Commentators who seek to avoid the doom-and-gloom postmortems that followed the scandal
like to add that the controversy had some beneficial consequences. Among them of course was
the forced departure from government of Nixon and many of his aides, who had endangered
constitutional liberties and consistently lied to the public: fourteen top officials, including two
from the Cabinet, were fined or went to jail.22 Celebrating this outcome, some people said that
the affair revealed the stability and strength of America's political institutions, especially the
press, the judiciary, and Congress. The resignation of Nixon, Time exulted, was an "extraordinary
triumph of the American system."23 A Brooklyn man added, "It's great. I can tell my senator to
go to hell, the rights are mine. I'm proud of a country that can throw out a president. . . .
Democracy was strengthened by Watergate. It proved the Constitution works. The political
system passed the test."24

It is hard, however, to derive great satisfaction from the resolution of the scandal. While it is
true that the "system"—Congress, the courts, the press—helped to topple Nixon, it is also true
that the President did much to hurt himself. If he had not insisted on preserving the tapes, he
might well have survived. It required a good deal of luck for the "system" to bring him down.

In struggling to save his presidency, Nixon repeatedly claimed that opponents who harped on



Watergate were undermining his domestic and foreign policies. There was a little bit of truth in
this, for the declining political standing of his administration in 1973 and 1974 emboldened his
foes. Defense Secretary James Schlesinger, who was hostile to Kissinger, openly undercut
administration efforts to negotiate new SALT agreements in the winter of 1973–74. Opponents of
detente in the House of Representatives, allying with friends of Israel, coalesced in December
1973 to pass the so-called Jackson-Vanik amendment, which sought to deny most-favored-nation
status to the Soviets unless they agreed to major concessions concerning Jewish emigration.25

The possibility that this amendment might be approved in the Senate irritated the Soviets and
soured relations with the United States. When Nixon journeyed to Moscow again in June 1974,
he managed to accomplish nothing of significance.26

But it is difficult to argue that Watergate much changed policy possibilities in Washington.
Nixon started his second term with no new programs in mind, save to cut back sharply on the
number of federal bureaucrats (many of whom did all they could to oppose the President after
1972) and defiantly to impound congressional appropriations, especially for control of water
pollution.27 These efforts greatly heightened partisan controversy with the Democratic Congress
from the very beginning of his term and virtually ensured that little legislation of consequence
would be approved. In 1974 he called for expansion of a guaranteed student loan program to aid
college and university students, and he reiterated earlier requests for expanded health insurance
and welfare reform. But, as in the past, he did little to follow up on his declarations of intent, in
part because he knew that Democrats in Congress would by then block almost anything that he
sought.28

Détente, moreover, had always been oversold by Nixon. The Soviets had supported it only
when it suited their interests, reserving the right (as did the United States) to go their own way.
In October 1973 Moscow did not inform the United States that Syria and Egypt were about to
wage war on Israel. In February 1974 it expelled the novelist Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, leading the
physicist Andrei Sakharov to go on a hunger strike on the second day of the summit in June. In
claiming that controversy over Watergate endangered American foreign policy, the President and
his defenders greatly exaggerated. Nixon himself later admitted that "the military establishments
of both countries" stopped progress toward arms control. "These problems," he added, "would
have existed regardless of Watergate."29

It is tempting to think that the Watergate scandal trimmed the imperial presidency down to
more manageable size and that it revitalized moral considerations in the conduct of government
business. Whenever later presidents appeared to exceed their authority or to resort to acts of
doubtful constitutionality—as Ronald Reagan did in the Iran-contra affair in 1987—the
misdeeds of Nixon were resurrected. Iran-contra became "Irangate."30 Still, the extraordinary
popularity of Reagan to that time—as of other presidents since 1974 who have asserted large
prerogatives in foreign policy matters—suggests that Americans have continued to admire bold
executive leadership. While the backlash against Nixon's highhandedness (and Johnson's) has
moderated the imperious temptations of his successors, it has not altered the constitutional
balance of American government, which until the end of the Cold War remained heavily tilted
toward 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue on military and foreign policy concerns.

Politically, the squalid business of Watergate had significant partisan results, at least in the



short run. Democrats scored major triumphs in the 1974 elections and sent Jimmy Carter to the
White House in 1976. Conservatives in the GOP, leaping into the vacuum left by Nixon and his
centrist allies, gradually established control of the party and blocked whatever hopes may have
remained for serious consideration of such unresolved issues as welfare reform and health
insurance. In 1980 they elected Reagan to the presidency. But policy-making from 1974 through
1976 did not differ much from what it would likely have been with Nixon in command. President
Ford, after pardoning his predecessor, avoided new frontiers. Instead, he struggled much of the
time to deal with already existing problems: tensions over court-mandated busing and
affirmative action, highly emotional debates over abortion, and above all the stagnation of the
economy.

The central issue raised by Watergate, finally, was not resolved. This was how to make
American government, especially the President, more accountable to the people. A raft of
legislation in 1973–74, including the War Powers Act of 1973, a law to regulate campaign
financing and spending (1974), a Freedom of Information Act (1974), and a Congressional
Budget and Impoundment Act (1974), tried to promote such accountability, but these laws for the
most part failed to accomplish what they set out to do, largely because Presidents and other
politicians figured out ways of evading them. As acts by subsequent Presidents made clear,
White House high-handedness could and did happen again in the future.3l

Well before these later abuses occurred, many Americans had feared as much. Watergate, they
believed, proved—yet again—the deviousness and arrogance of government officials who
claimed to serve the public interest. First, Lyndon Johnson and exaggerated claims about a Great
Society. Then lies upon lies about Vietnam. Now, Watergate and many more lies. A teacher
expressed the feeling of many Americans:

After Watergate, it's crazy to have trust in politicians. I'm totally cynical, skeptical.
Whether it's a question of power or influence, it's who you know at all levels. Nixon said he
was the sovereign! Can you believe that? I was indignant. Someone should have told him
that this is a democracy, not a monarchy.32

 
CRITICAL FEELINGS SUCH AS THESE  remained powerful in the United States after 1974.

Together with abiding popular resentments about other domestic issues—busing, affirmative
action, abortion, crime, welfare dependency—they sharpened social divisions and stymied liberal
reformers. Conservatives maintained the initiative in Washington for much of the next two
decades. While grand expectations about "rights" at home, as well as grand designs for America's
role in the world, did not disappear after 1974—these were lasting legacies of the postwar era—
many people seemed anxious and contentious. This was not because they were worse off
absolutely—most people managed as well or a little better economically, especially in the mid-
and late 1980s—but because their very high expectations became frustrated. The United States,
so powerful for much of the postwar period, seemed adrift, unable to reconcile the races (or the
classes or the sexes) at home or to perform as effectively on the world stage. A woman
exclaimed, "Sometimes you get the feeling nothing has gone right since John Kennedy died.
We've had the Vietnam War, all the rioting. . . . Before then you were used to America winning
everything, but now you sometimes think our day may be over. "33



Most people, however, did not go through the day thinking about Big Political Issues. They
tended, rather, to concentrate on concerns closer to home: their families, their neighborhoods,
their work, their economic well-being, their futures. These private spheres seemed very different
to people after 1973–74. Poll data suggested that more and more Americans after that time were
losing faith in the capacity of the nation to move ahead in the future.34 The very high hopes of
the previous decades—a key to the drive, the optimism, the idealism, and the rights-
consciousness of the era—were becoming harder to achieve.

Nothing did more to generate these anxieties than the downturn of the economy in 1973–74.
Signs of trouble, of course, had appeared earlier, leading Nixon to impose controls in 1971. But
controls, while of some use in 1972, were a band-aid that could not stop the bleeding. All the
structural problems that economists had warned about coalesced after 1973–74 to jolt American
life. These included sagging productivity, declining competitiveness in world markets,
accelerating inflation, rising unemployment, especially among minorities and the millions of
baby boomers now seeking work, and a slowing down in the creation of good-paying, career-
enhancing jobs outside of the increasingly dominant service sector.35

Nixon's New Economic Policy, resumed after the 1972 election, failed to curb inflation,
mainly because it did not attack the underlying problem—too much spending, both public and
private—and prices mounted in 1973. Nixon reimposed controls in June and relaxed them in
August, but the cost of living kept moving up. The NEP, moreover, did nothing to deal with the
deep-seated problems of American manufacturing. The automobile industry, already sluggish,
was especially hard-hit, mainly by competition from abroad. Trying to repair the damage, Nixon
devaluated the dollar again in early 1973. It did not help: American car sales dropped by 11
million in 1973, and unemployment—most worrisome in manufacturing—rose in 1974 to 7.2
percent, the highest since 1960. The AFL-CIO complained (with some exaggeration) that the
United States had become "a nation of hamburger stands, a country stripped of industrial
capacity and meaningful work . . . a service-economy . . . a nation of citizens busily buying and
selling cheeseburgers and root-beer floats."36

On top of these problems came yet another blow—one of the most traumatic to befall the
United States in the postwar era. This was the "energy crisis." Some observers had earlier warned
that the United States was vulnerable if oil prices increased, but neither Nixon nor Congress
heeded them. The energy crisis then shook Americans following the "Yom Kippur War" between
Israel and Arab enemies in October 1973. The war exposed the limitations of detente, for the
United States and the Soviet Union, rallying to their allies, seemed ready to face off militarily in
the Middle East. Kissinger, acting while Nixon was asleep, impetuously called a day-long,
worldwide high alert of American forces, including the Strategic Air Command. While it lasted,
the alert was profoundly unnerving. Elizabeth Drew of New Yorker  called it "Strange-love
Day."37

A more enduring consequence of the war was the impact that it had on Arab leaders. Upset by
Nixon's devaluations of the dollar, the currency normally used to pay for oil, they had already
raised their charges, helping to cause worldwide inflation. Arab leaders further resented the
United States for its longtime support of Israel. Retaliating, they imposed an embargo on
shipments of oil to the United States. Two months later, in December, the Organization of



Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) raised its charges to $11.65 per barrel, a price that was
387 percent higher than before the Yom Kippur War.38

The effects of the embargo, which lasted until March 18, 1974, and of higher prices of oil
thereafter, seriously upset hosts of people in the United States. Cheap oil had been a key to
American prosperity and economic growth in the postwar era, enormously benefiting major
industries such as automobiles and utility companies, accelerating large-scale social
transformations such as the spread of suburbanization, and stimulating the consumerism that lay
at the heart of postwar American culture.39 With 6 percent of the planet's population in 1973, the
United States consumed a third of the oil produced in the world.

The postwar availability of cheap oil from abroad, especially the Middle East, had also led the
United States to rely on overseas sources. In 1960, 19 percent of oil consumed in America had
come from abroad; by 1972 the figure had risen to 30 percent. Then, and suddenly, a more
complicated world had arrived. As demand in the United States out-stripped supplies, domestic
oil prices (and profits for American producers) increased substantially. Still, shortages persisted.
Desperate car owners waited hours for gasoline—lines in New Jersey were as long as four miles
—sometimes fighting among themselves or attacking gas station attendants. By the time the
embargo ended, prices for heating oil and gasoline had risen in places by as much as 33 percent.

In some ways the effects of the embargo were exaggerated; oil and gasoline costs in the United
States still remained a good deal lower than they were in most industrialized nations. But they
were nonetheless traumatic for many Americans, because the embargo reinforced the sense of
national vulnerability that had already arisen amid the frustrations of the Vietnam War. First, the
United States was humbled by North Vietnam, the land that Johnson had called a "piss-ant
country." Now it was shaken by the actions of Arabs, some of whom (as the Saudis) were
supposed to be allies. The wonderful American Century that Henry Luce had foreseen in 1941
seemed to be collapsing early. As one scholar put it, the embargo represented a "watershed,
sharply dividing the second half of the twentieth century into two elongated quarter-centuries—
the twenty-seven-year period extending from the end of World War Two to 1973 (the postwar
quarter-century) and the other twenty-seven-year period extending from 1973 to the end of the
century."40

The impact of the embargo and of other structural flaws in the economy touched off unsettled
times that lasted until 1983.41 In 1974 alone retail prices increased by 11 percent and wholesale
prices by 18 percent. Unemployment continued to rise, reaching a postwar high of 8.5 percent by
1975. Real gross national product fell more than 2 percent in 1974 and nearly 3 percent in 1975.
By the end of the decade the United States was confronting a "stagflation" that featured double-
digit inflation as well as double-digit unemployment.

The ill health of the American economy resisted whatever cures policymakers tried to
prescribe, thereby further stimulating dissatisfaction with government and with "experts" in
general. Nixon conceded as much, telling Americans that "we are heading toward the most acute
shortage of energy since World War II." Desperate for quick fixes, Nixon, Congress, governors,
and state legislators called for thermostats to be lowered, cut back air travel, dropped speed
limits, and accelerated the licensing of nuclear power plants. Funding increased to promote



exploration of energy sources at home. The private sector did its part: factories reduced hours to
conserve fuel; colleges canceled mid-winter sessions; commuters formed car pools or tried mass
transit. Nothing, however, seemed to make much difference. And the profits of oil companies
continued to skyrocket, hastening the already considerable shift of national wealth and power to
the Southwest, but otherwise intensifying class and regional antagonisms. THINGS WILL GET

WORSE, a newspaper headline warned, BEFORE THEY GET WORSE.42

IT IS CORRECTLY OBSERVED  that Americans have a special tendency to dissect their culture,
as if uncertain that their great experiment in democracy can hold together. Many of the would-be
Tocquevilles who searched for the essence of the United States in the mid-1970s—and later—
were almost as pessimistic as the headline-writer above. Americans, they said, had become
discontented, fractious, alienated, and divided into ever more self-conscious groups that
identified themselves narrowly by region, gender, age, religion, ethnicity, and race. Pundits
thought that people were abandoning social concerns and becoming less willing to defer
gratification. Tom Wolfe said in 1976, the bicentennial of the United States, that the seventies
were the "Me Decade" in America. Christopher Lasch wrote a little later that the United States
had become a "culture of narcissism."43

Jeremiads such as these left the false impression that American society and culture were
suddenly falling apart. On the contrary, many features of American life in the post-World War II
years persisted after 1974. As before, the United States remained one of the most stable societies
in the world. Most Americans still held strongly to long-established values, including
commitment to the Constitution, respect for the law, belief in the necessity of equal opportunity,
and confidence in the utility of hard work. No Western culture was more religious. Not even the
travail of Vietnam dimmed the certainty of Americans that Communism must be contained and
the Cold War carried on, in Asia as well as elsewhere. These were among the many attitudes and
values that flourished from 1945 to 1974 and that remained alive and well thereafter.

It was also wrong to assume, as some pessimistic liberals did, that Americans were ready to
jettison the progressive social policies that had gained ground since 1945, especially in the
1960s. Racial tensions notwithstanding, the majority of people remained committed after 1974 to
the civil rights statutes that had dramatically transformed the legal status of minorities since
1945. These were the most significant legislative accomplishments of the era. Americans also
continued to support higher levels of domestic spending for health, education, and Social
Security—in real dollars per capita and as a percentage of GNP—than they had in the 1940s and
the 1950s. The rise of big government and of an expanded welfare state were major legacies of
the period: social insurance payments for the elderly and disabled mushroomed after 1975.44 A
third liberal legacy of the postwar era, advances in civil liberties, also survived the 1970s.
Americans who had fought McCarthyism were highly pleased by what the Warren Court and
political activists had done to breathe life into Bill of Rights freedoms of press, speech, and
religion.

Some manifestations of postwar rights-consciousness, to be sure, had taken hold less firmly
between 1945 and 1974, and they encountered damaging backlash thereafter. Advocates of
women's rights, for instance, had done much before 1974 to change the nature of thinking about
gender relations: henceforth, discussions of "sexism" remained at the center of public debates.45



But feminism lost some of its drive thereafter: ERA, which had seemed certain of ratification in
1973, failed in the next decade.46 And many minority groups, while enjoying larger legal rights
than earlier, continued to face widespread discrimination, especially in jobs, schooling, and
housing. They also suffered disproportionally from poverty, as well as from levels of violent
crime and drug usage that escalated frighteningly in the 1970s and 1980s.

Nonetheless, many goals of postwar American liberalism, notably the dismantling of Jim
Crow and the rise of federal standards in social policy, especially for the disabled and the elderly,
were far closer to realization in 1974 than they had been in 1945, and they endured thereafter in a
political culture that, while more conservative than it had been in the mid-1960s, continued to
support social programs. These standards were considerably more generous than people in the
1940s and 1950s might have imagined possible. Backlash did not kill everything.

Another goal of many Americans in the postwar era, greater personal choice, also advanced
with special speed between 1945 and 1974, especially amid the fantastic affluence of the 1960s.
Age-old stigmas seemed to collapse. By the early 1970s people had much more freedom to dress,
to wear their hair, and to socialize as they pleased. They traveled about much more widely and
were exposed to a considerably broader world. They had far greater choice of film, television,
and music, not to mention the means to exercise it. The variety of paperbacks and of magazines
that was available after 1974 would have been unimaginable in 1945. These were not trivial
matters. Thanks in part to the Pill—and, more important, to the rise of permissive attitudes in the
culture at large—women had much greater sexual freedom. After 1973 they had a constitutional
right to an abortion. Whether all these developments were "good" or "bad" obviously depended
on the perspective of the viewer.47 Still, liberating forces in personal life had been rapid and
dramatic, more so than in most eras of comparable length. These, too, survived very well after
1974.

Doomsayers after 1974, preoccupied with stagflation, sometimes tended to overlook the
continuing strength of these important postwar developments and to focus instead on
contemporary problems. Like many other Americans, they also grew corrosively critical of
"experts"—whether in government, medicine, law, or business—whose "answers" to the
problems had been oversold. The media, much more suspicious than earlier, exacerbated these
popular concerns. Polls in the unsettled mid-1970s, however, suggested that Americans were
about as content with their daily lives in the present, including the quality of their work, as they
had been in the "nifty fifties" or in the booming sixties. They continued to derive special
satisfaction from their roles as spouses and parents. As in most eras of human history, these
things changed slowly if at all.

Still, the sputtering performance of the economy understandably alarmed people. As
stagflation persisted, Americans expressed more and more open doubts about their ability to get
ahead and about the chances that their children would do as well as or better than they had. Faith
in upward social mobility—so central to the American dream—seemed to weaken. Some of the
special vibrancy and energy of postwar American culture—qualities that had often astonished
and delighted newcomers to the United States—seemed in decline.48

These economic difficulties were more damaging to the fuller realization of the still grand
expectations of Americans than the Vietnam war or Watergate, important though those had



been.49 For economic progress had been a tonic for millions of people between 1945 and the
early 1970s. Gains in science and technology had helped to promote impressive advances in
productivity, as well as a phenomenal spread of home-ownership, great access to higher
education, and widespread enjoyment of consumer goods. These were goals that had only been
glimmering in 1945. For all its vulgarity, the consumer culture that exploded in the postwar era
greatly improved comfort for the majority of Americans. In so doing it partially obscured
persistent inequalities of race, class, region, and gender.50

The vibrancy of the economy in the postwar era had indeed stimulated unprecedented and, by
the late 1960s, near-fantastic expectations about the Good Life. These expectations, in turn, had
combined with the civil rights revolution—a moral cause of transcendent power—to accelerate a
rights-consciousness that had always been inherent in American democratic culture. When
economic growth declined, especially after 1974, it did not kill these expectations or destroy the
quest for rights: individuals and groups, having been empowered in a rights-conscious culture,
continued to demand a wide range of freedoms, entitlements, and gratifications. But the
sluggishness of the economy widened the gulf between grand expectations and the real limits of
progress, undercutting the all-important sense that the country had the means to do almost
anything, and exacerbating the contentiousness that had been rending American society since the
late 1960s. This was the final irony of the exciting and extraordinarily expectant thirty years
following World War II.
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important contemporary source.

Poverty and welfare: These subjects have evoked a great deal of writing. Helpful places to
begin are Jeffrey Williamson and Peter Lindert, American Inequality: A Macroeconomic History
(New York, 1980); Sheldon Danziger, Gary Sandefur, and Daniel Weinberg, eds., Confronting
Poverty: Prescriptions for Change (Cambridge, Mass., 1994), an authoritative collection of
essays by social scientists; Edward Berkowitz, America's Welfare State from Roosevelt to Reagan
(Baltimore, 1991); and John Schwarz, America's Hidden Success: A Reassessment of Twenty
Years of Public Policy  (New York, 1983). See also James Patterson, America's Struggle Against
Poverty, 1900–1994 (Cambridge, Mass., 1995); and Margaret Weir, Ann Orloff, and Theda
Skocpol, eds., The Politics of Social Policy in the United States (Princeton, 1988). A conservative
interpretation of welfare programs is Charles Murray, Losing Ground: American Social Policy,
1950–1980 (New York, 1984). A view from the left is Frances Fox Piven and Richard Cloward,
Regulating the Poor: The Functions of Public Welfare  (updated ed., New York, 1993). Sources—
among many—that deal with inner-city poverty, mainly of African-Americans, include William
Julius Wilson, The Truly Disadvantaged: The Inner City, the Underclass, and Public Policy
(Chicago, 1987); Michael Katz, ed., The "Underclass" Debate: Views from History  (Princeton,
1993); and Christopher Jencks, Rethinking Social Policy: Race, Poverty, and the Underclass
(Cambridge, Mass., 1992). Other useful books include Carol Stack, All Our Kin: Strategies for
Survival in a Black Community (New York, 1974); Daniel Moynihan, Maximum Feasible
Misunderstanding: Community Action in the War on Poverty  (New York, 1969); and James
Sundquist, ed., On Fighting Poverty (Boston, 1969), a collection of essays by scholars. Michael
Harrington, The Other America: Poverty in the United States (New York, 1962), did more than
any other book to place the problem of poverty on the national agenda in the 1960s.

Legal developments: The role of the courts is large in this history. A handy reference to
Supreme Court cases is Congressional Quarterly, Guide to the U.S. Supreme Court (2d ed.,
Washington, 1990). A solid survey is Paul Murphy, The Constitution in Crisis Times, 1918–1969
(New York, 1972). Blum, and Hill and Jones, cited above, offer knowledgeable commentary on
key legal and constitutional developments. Other important sources include Anthony Lewis,
Gideon's Trumpet (New York, 1964), an incisive treatment of Gideon v. Wainwright (1963);
Richard Kluger, Simple Justice: The History of "Brown v. Board of Education" and Black
America's Struggle for Equality (New York, 1976); J. Harvie Wilkinson, From "Brown" to
"Bakke": The Supreme Court and School Integration, 1954–1978 (New York, 1979); David
Garrow, Liberty and Sexuality: The Right to Privacy and the Making of "Roe v. Wade" (New
York, 1994); and Stanley Kutler, The American Inquisition: Justice and Injustice in the Cold War
(New York, 1982).

Women: Here, too, the literature is vast, reflecting the rise of feminism since the 1960s. Betty
Friedan, The Feminine Mystique (New York, 1963), did much to accelerate the women's



movement. The best histories include William Chafe, The Paradox of Change: American Women
in the 20th Century (New York, 1991); and Carl Degler, At Odds: Women and the Family in
America from the Revolution to the Present  (New York, 1980). See also Susan Hartmann, The
Home Front and Beyond: American Women in the 1940s  (Boston, 1982); and Rosalind
Rosenberg, Divided Lives: American Women in the Twentieth Century  (New York, 1992). More
focused accounts are Jo Freeman, The Politics of Women's Liberation: A Case Study of an
Emerging Social Movement and Its Relation to the Policy Process (New York, 1975); Sara Evans,
Personal Politics: The Roots of Women's Liberation in the Civil Rights Movement and the New
Left (New York, 1979); Wini Breines, Young, White, and Miserable: Growing Up Female in the
Fifties (Boston, 1992); Alice Echols, Daring to Be Bad: Radical Feminism in America, 1967–
1975 (Minneapolis, 1989); Cynthia Harrison, On Account of Sex: The Politics of Women's Issues,
1945–1968 (Berkeley, 1988); and Janice Radway, Reading the Romance: Women, Patriarchy and
Popular Literature (Chapel Hill, 1984). Barbara Ehrenreich, The Hearts of Men: American
Dreams and the Flight from Commitment  (New York, 1983), is a spirited collection of feminist
essays focusing on the attitudes and behavior of men.

Family/demography/social trends: I rely heavily throughout the book on the following:
Arlene Skolnick, Embattled Paradise: The American Family in an Age of Uncertainty (New
York, 1991); Landon Jones, Great Expectations: America and the Baby Boom Generation (New
York, 1980); Richard Easterlin, Birth and Fortune: The Impact of Numbers on Personal Welfare
(New York, 1980); and Randall Collins and Scott Cottrane, Sociology of Marriage and the
Family (3d ed., Chicago, 1991). See also Elaine Tyler May, Homeward Bound: American
Families in the Cold War Era  (New York, 1988). Books on sexuality include John D'Emilio and
Estelle Freedman, Intimate Matters: A History of Sexuality in America (New York, 1988);
D'Emilio, Sexual Politics, Sexual Communities: The Making of a Homosexual Minority in the
United States, 1940–1970 (Chicago, 1983); and Edward Lauman et al., The Social Organization
of Sexuality (Chicago, 1994), an attempt to expand on the insights of Alfred Kinsey in the 1940s
and 1950s.

Cultural trends: Two widely read collections of scholarly essays are Richard Fox and T. J.
Jackson Lears, eds., The Culture of Consumption: Critical Essays in American History, 1880–
1980 (New York, 1983); and Lary May, ed., Recasting America: Culture and Politics in the Age
of Cold War  (Chicago, 1989). The work of Daniel Bell, a sociologist, has had considerable
influence; see especially The Cultural Contradictions of Capitalism (New York, 1976); and The
End of Ideology: On the Exhaustion of Political Ideas in the 1950s (Glencoe, 1960). Other
relevant books include Russell Jacoby, The Last Intellectuals: American Culture in the Age of
Academe (New York, 1987); Richard Pells, The Liberal Mind in a Conservative Age: American
Intellectuals in the 1940s and 1950s (New York, 1985); Stephen Whitfield, The Culture of the
Cold War  (Baltimore, 1991), an especially perceptive interpretation; and George Lipsitz, Class
and Culture in Cold War America: A Rainbow at Midnight  (New York, 1981). Important
contemporary intepretations of social and cultural trends include David Riesman et al., The
Lonely Crowd: A Study of the Changing American Character (New Haven, 1950); David Potter,
People of Plenty: Economic Abundance and the American Character (Chicago, 1954); William
Whyte, The Organization Man (New York, 1956); C. Wright Mills, The Power Elite (New York,
1956); Paul Goodman, Growing Up Absurd: Problems of Youth in the Organized Society  (New



York, 1960); and Christopher Lasch, The Culture of Narcissism: American Life in an Age of
Diminishing Expectations (New York, 1979). Among many special studies are Bruce Cook, The
Beat Generation (New York, 1971); James Gilbert, A Cycle of Outrage: America's Reaction to
the Juvenile Delinquent in the 1950s (New York, 1986), which is more wide-ranging than the
title suggests; Peter Guralnick, Last Train to Memphis: The Rise of Elvis Presley  (Boston, 1994);
and Ed Ward et al., Rock of Ages: The Rolling Stone History of Rock and Roll (New York, 1988).
Thomas Hine, Populuxe (New York, 1986), is a beautifully illustrated, very readable treatment of
trends in art, design, and other aspects of popular culture, mainly in the 1950s.

For studies of the media and film, a good place to start is Baughman, The Republic of Mass
Culture, noted above. Sources concerning movies include Nora Sayre, Running Time: Films of
the Cold War  (New York, 1982); and Peter Biskind, Seeing Is Believing: How Hollywood Taught
Us to Stop Worrying and Love the Fifties  (New York, 1983). Three thoughtful interpretations of
the media, especially television, are Todd Gitlin, The Whole World Is Watching: Mass Media in
the Making and Unmaking of the New Left (Berkeley, 1980); Edwin Diamond and Stephen Bates,
The Spot: The Rise of Political Advertising on Television  (Cambridge, Mass., 1993); and Karal
Ann Marling, As Seen on TV: The Visual Culture of Everyday Life in the  1950s (Cambridge,
Mass., 1994). See also Robert Sklar, Prime-Time America: Life On and Behind the Television
Screen (New York, 1980); Erik Barnouw, Tube of Plenty: The Evolution of Modern Television
(New York, 1975); John Fiske, ed., Understanding Popular Culture (Boston, 1989); and Fiske,
Television Culture (London, 1987). A much-discussed contemporary work is Marshall McLuhan,
Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man (New York, 1964).

Sports and popular culture are the subject of Richard Davies, America's Obsession: Sports and
Society Since 1945 (Ft. Worth, 1994); and Randy Roberts and James Olson, Winning Is the Only
Thing: Sports in America since 1945 (Baltimore, 1989).

Although environmental history is a relatively young field, several good books inform my
treatment of the subject. See Michael Lacey, ed., Government and Environmental Politics:
Essays on Historical Developments Since World War Two  (Washington, 1989); Samuel Hays,
Beauty, Health, and Permanence: Environmental Politics in the United States , 1955–1985 (New
York, 1987); William McKibben, The End of Nature (New York, 1989); and John McCormick,
Reclaiming Paradise: The Global Environmental Movement (Bloomington, Ind., 1989). Donald
Worster, Rivers of Empire: Water, Aridity, and the Growth of the American West  (New York,
1985), is an environmentalist call to arms. Rachel Carson, Silent Spring (New York, 1962) is in
many ways the bible for American environmentalists.

The books mentioned below indicate the sources that helped me the most in my
chronologically organized approach to the events of the postwar era.

The late 1940s and Harry Truman: A sprightly, thoughtful interpretation of the postwar
mood is Joseph Goulden, The Best Years , 1945–1950 (New York, 1976). Alan Brinkley, The End
of Reform: New Deal Liberalism in Recession and War  (New York, 1995), sets the stage for
liberal ideas in the postwar era. Michael Lacey, ed., The Truman Presidency  (Washington, 1989),
includes first-rate essays on aspects of the Truman years. Alonzo Hamby, Beyond the New Deal:
Harry S. Truman and American Liberalism (New York, 1973), is an outstanding treatment of the
subject. Robert Donovan's two volumes, Conflict and Crisis: The Presidency of Harry S. Truman,



1945–1948 (New York, 1977), and The Tumultuous Years: The Presidency of Harry S. Truman ,
1949–1953 (New York, 1982), are solid accounts. David McCullough, Truman (New York, 1992),
is a well-written biography. Robert Ferrell, Harry S. Truman and the Modern American
Presidency (Boston, 1983), also readable, is much briefer. Intelligent special studies include
Steven Gillon, Politics and Vision: The ADA and American Liberalism, 1947–1985 (New York,
1987); Barton Bernstein, ed., Politics and Policies of the Truman Administration (Chicago,
1970); Maeva Marcus, Truman and the Steel Seizure Case: The Limits of Presidential Power
(New York, 1977); Allen Matusow, Farm Policies and Politics in the Truman Administration
(Cambridge, Mass., 1967); William Berman, The Politics of Civil Rights in the Truman
Administration (Columbus, 1970); Donald McCoy and Richard Ruetten, Quest and Resistance:
Minority Rights and the Truman Administration (Lawrence, 1973); and Ingrid Winther Scobie,
Center Stage: Helen Gahagan Douglas (New York, 1992). See also James Patterson, Mr.
Republican: A Biography of Robert A. Taft  (Boston, 1972). For cultural histories of the atomic
age, see Paul Boyer, By the Bomb's Early Light: American Thought and Culture at the Dawn of
the Atomic Age (New York, 1985), which carries the story to 1950; and Allan Winkler, Life
Under a Cloud: American Anxiety About the Atom (New York, 1993), a briefer interpretation that
moves beyond the Truman era.

Foreign affairs in the early Cold War years: The origins of the Cold War have stimulated a
great deal of historiographical controversy. I have tried to fashion an interpretation drawn from
varied sources, notably John Gaddis, Strategies of Containment, noted above; Gaddis, The United
States and the Origins of the Cold War, 1941–1947  (New York, 1972); and Melvyn Leffler, A
Preponderance of Power: National Security, the Truman Administration, and the Cold War
(Stanford, 1992). Also helpful are Walter Isaacson and Evan Thomas, The Wise Men: Six Friends
and the World They Made: Acheson, Bohlen, Harriman, Kennan, Lovett, McCloy  (New York,
1986); Thomas Paterson, ed., Cold War Critics: Alternatives to American Foreign Policy in the
Truman Years  (Chicago, 1971); Paterson, On Every Front: The Making of the Cold War  (New
York, 1979), a revisionist interpretation; Robert Pollard, Economic Security and the Origins of
the Cold War, 1945–1950  (New York, 1985); Michael Hogan, The Marshall Plan: America,
Britain, and the Reconstruction of Western Europe , 1947–1952(New York, 1987); and Daniel
Yergin, Shattered Peace: The Origins of the Cold War and the National Security State  (Boston,
1977). Other relevant sources include Wilson Miscamble, George Kennan and the Making of
American Foreign Policy, 1947–1950 (Princeton, 1992); Gaddis Smith, Dean Acheson (New
York, 1970); Lloyd Gardner, Architects of Illusion: Men and Ideas in American Foreign Policy ,
1941–1949 (Chicago, 1970), which presents critical essays on individual policy-makers; and
Dean Acheson's detailed memoir, Present at the Creation: My Years in the State Department
(New York, 1969).

The Korean War: Among the many books on the war are Dorothy Foot, The Wrong War:
American Policy and the Dimensions of the Korean Conflict, 1950–1953 (Ithaca, 1985); Burton
Kaufman, The Korean War: Challenges in Crisis, Credibility, and Command  (Philadelphia,
1986); William Stueck, The Road to Confrontation: American Policy Toward China and Korea ,
1947–1950 (Chapel Hill, 1981); and Callum MacDonald, Korea: The War Before Vietnam  (New
York, 1986). Military events receive good coverage in Robert Leckie, Conflict: The History of
the Korean War , 1950–1953 (New York, 1962); and David Rees, The Limited War  (Baltimore,



1964). Bruce Cumings, The Origins of the Korean War  (2 vols., Princeton, 1981, 1990), is highly
critical of American policies. For General Douglas MacArthur, see D. Clayton James, The Years
of MacArthur, 1945–1954 (Boston, 1985); and Michael Schaller, MacArthur: Far Eastern
General (New York, 1989).

McCarthyism and the Red Scare: Especially sound interpretations of these events are
Stephen Whitfield, Culture of the Cold War , cited above; and Richard Fried, Nightmare in Red:
The McCarthy Era in Perspective (New York, 1990). Robert Griffith, The Politics of Fear:
Joseph McCarthy and the Senate (Lexington, Ky., 1970), concentrates persuasively on political
manifestations. Griffith and Athan Theoharis, eds., The Specter: Original Essays on the Cold
War and the Origins of McCarthyism  (New York, 1974), contains well-researched articles on
aspects of the Red Scare. David Caute, The Great Fear: The Anti-Communist Purge under
Truman and Eisenhower (New York, 1978), offers an incredulous survey. Two biographies are
David Oshinsky, A Conspiracy So Immense: The World of Joe McCarthy  (New York, 1983); and
Thomas Reeves, The Life and Times of Joe McCarthy: A Biography (New York, 1982). See also
Richard Rovere, Senator Joe McCarthy (New York, 1959), for a sharply critical study. More
specialized books include Ellen Schrecker, No Ivory Tower: McCarthyism and the Universities
(New York, 1986); Allen Weinstein, Perjury: The Hiss-Chambers Case (New York, 1978); and
Richard Freeland, The Truman Doctrine and the Origins of McCarthyism (New York, 1971),
which criticizes the Truman administration. Daniel Bell, ed., The Radical Right (New York,
1964), includes essays rooting the Red Scare in social tensions.

The 1950s and Eisenhower politics: I have relied extensively on J. Ronald Oakley, God's
Country: America in the Fifties (New York, 1986), a well-written survey; and on Stephen
Ambrose, Eisenhower: Soldier and President (New York, 1990). Other useful treatments of the
1950s include Hine, Populuxe, cited above; Charles Alexander, Holding the Line: The
Eisenhower Era, 1952–1961 (Bloomington, Ind., 1975); and David Halberstam, The Fifties (New
York, 1993). Among the many books focusing on Ike are Craig Allen, Eisenhower and the Mass
Media: Peace, Prosperity, and Prime-Time  TV (Chapel Hill, 1993); Jeff Broadwater, Eisenhower
and the Anti-Communist Crusade (Chapel Hill, 1992); Robert Burk, Dwight D. Eisenhower: Hero
and Politician (Boston, 1986), a brief biography; William Pickett, Dwight David Eisenhower and
American Power (Wheeling, 111., 1995), also brief; Herbert Parmet, Eisenhower and the
American Crusades (New York, 1972), a longer study; Fred Greenstein, The Hidden-Hand
Presidency: Eisenhower as Leader (New York, 1982), a pro-Ike revisionist account; Shirley
Anne Warshaw, ed., Reexamining the Eisenhower Presidency (Westport, Conn., 1993); and
Emmet John Hughes, The Ordeal of Power: A Political Memoir of the Eisenhower Years  (New
York, 1963), an engaging account by one of Ike's speechwriters. See also Stephen Ambrose,
Nixon: The Education of a Politician, 1913–1962 (New York, 1987); and I. F. Stone, The
Haunted Fifties, 1953–1963 (Boston, 1963), which collects many of Stone's acerbic essays about
events of the era.

Foreign affairs in the Eisenhower era: Robert Divine, Eisenhower and the Cold War  (New
York, 1981), introduces the subject in stimulating essays. Ambrose, Eisenhower, offers a
favorable interpretation. Other relevant studies include Divine, The Sputnik Challenge:
Eisenhower's Response to the Soviet Satellite (New York, 1993); David Anderson, Trapped by
Success: The Eisenhower Administration and Vietnam, 1953–1961 (New York, 1991); Lloyd



Gardner, Approaching Vietnam: From World War II Through Dienbienphu, 1941–1954  (New
York, 1988); Peter Grose, Gentleman Spy: The Life of Allen Dulles (Boston, 1994); and David
Wise and Thomas Ross, The U-2 Affair (New York, 1962).

Race relations in the 1950s: In addition to Kluger, Simple Justice, and surveys of race
relations noted above, I recommend beginning with Taylor Branch, Parting the Waters: America
in the King Years , 1954–1963 (New York, 1988), a sweeping, well-written history. Excellent
treatments of Martin Luther King, Jr., include David Garrow, Bearing the Cross: Martin Luther
King, Jr., and the Southern Christian Leadership Conference  (New York, 1986); Adam
Fairclough, To Redeem the Soul of America: The Southern Christian Leadership Conference and
Martin Luther King, Jr. (Athens, Ga., 1987); and David Lewis, King: A Biography (Urbana,
1970). Specialized studies include Jo Robinson, The Montgomery Bus Boycott and the Women
Who Started It (Knoxville, 1987); and Tony Freyer, The Little Rock Crisis: A Constitutional
Interpretation (Westport, Conn., 1984). For reactions of southern whites the best books are
Numan Bartley, The Rise of Massive Resistance: Race and Politics in the South During the 1950s
(Baton Rouge, 1969); and Neil McMillen, The Citizens' Council: Organized Resistance to the
Second Reconstruction, 1954–1964 (Urbana, 1964). C. Vann Woodward, The Strange Career of
Jim Crow (rev. ed., New York, 1974), provides essential historical context.

General works on the 1960s: Three critical books are Allen Matusow, The Unraveling of
America: A History of Liberalism in the 1960s (New York, 1984), which emphasizes failings of
liberal domestic policies; Charles Morris, A Time of Passion: America, 1960–1980 (New York,
1984), which contains many acute observations; and William O'Neill, Coming Apart: An
Informal History of America in the 1960s (Chicago, 1971), an often sardonic account. Todd
Gitlin, The Sixties: Years of Hope, Days of Rage  (New York, 1987); and Terry Anderson, The
Movement and the Sixties: Protest in America from Greensboro to Wounded Knee  (New York,
1995), devote considerable attention to protest activities. Books focusing on the Left include
James Miller, "Democracy Is in the Streets": From Port Huron to the Siege of Chicago  (New
York, 1987); Kirkpatrick Sale, SDS (New York, 1973); Maurice Isserman, If I Had a Hammer:
The Death of the Old Left and the Birth of the New Left (New York, 1987); W. J. Rorabaugh,
Berkeley at War: The 1960s  (Berkeley, 1989); and Michael Wreszin, A Rebel in Defense of
Tradition: The Life and Politics ofDwight Macdonald (New York, 1994). Cultural events in the
1960s receive lively and intelligent coverage in Morris Dickstein, Gates of Eden: American
Culture in the Sixties (New York, 1977). See also William Braden, The Age of Aquarius:
Technology and the Cultural Revolution  (Chicago, 1970); David Farber, ed., The Sixties: From
History to Memory (Chapel Hill, 1994), an up-to-date collection of scholarly essays; and Jim
Heath, Decade of Disillusionment: The Kennedy-Johnson Years (Bloomington, Ind., 1975).

John F. Kennedy:  Among the many studies of Kennedy and his presidency, four fair-minded
accounts merit special mention. They are Herbert Parmet, JFK: The Presidency of John F.
Kennedy (New York, 1983); Richard Reeves, President Kennedy: Profile of Power  (New York,
1993); David Burner, John F. Kennedy and a New Generation  (Boston, 1988); and James Giglio,
The Presidency of John F. Kennedy  (Lawrence, 1991), a very judicious volume. A highly critical
study is Thomas Reeves, A Question of Character: A Life of John F. Kennedy  (New York, 1991).
Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., 1000 Days: John F. Kennedy in the White House  (Boston, 1965); and
Theodore Sorensen, Kennedy (New York, 1965) are lengthy, pro-Kennedy accounts by advisers.



Other relevant books include Schlesinger, Robert Kennedy and His Times (Boston, 1978); Victor
Navasky, Kennedy Justice (New York, 1971), which looks critically at the Kennedy
administration's handling of issues related to the Attorney General's office; and Gerald Posner,
Case Closed: Lee Harvey Oswald and the Assassination of JFK (New York, 1993), a thoroughly
researched treatment of an unendingly controversial matter. Theodore White, The Making of the
President, 1960 (New York, 1961) is the first of his four books on presidential elections (through
1972). All, focusing on personalities and political strategies, are fast-paced. Key sources on
JFK's foreign policies include Michael Beschloss, The Crisis Years: Kennedy and Khrushchev ,
1960–1963 (New York, 1991); and Thomas Paterson, ed., Kennedy's Quest for Victory: American
Foreign Policy, 1961–1963 (New York, 1989), a critical study. For the space program see Walter
McDougall, . . . The Heavens and the Earth: A Political History of the Space Age (New York,
1985); and Tom Wolfe, The Right Stuff (New York, 1979), a highly ironic look by a clever writer.

Civil rights: This, too, is a crowded field of scholarship and popular writing. In addition to
books on race relations noted above, see Carl Brauer, John F. Kennedy and the Second
Reconstruction (New York, 1977); Clayborne Carson, In Struggle: SNCC and the Black
Awakening of the 1960s (Cambridge, Mass., 1981); Hugh Davis Graham, The Civil Rights Era:
Origins and Development of National Policy, 1960–1972 (New York, 1990), a careful, well-
researched effort; William Chafe, Civilities and Civil Rights: Greensboro, North Carolina, and
the Black Struggle for Freedom (New York, 1980), a thoughtful book that ranges beyond its title;
and John Dittmer, Local People: The Struggle for Civil Rights in Mississippi (Urbana, 1994), an
outstanding history. Anne Moody, Coming of Age in Mississippi (New York, 1968), is a moving
memoir by a civil rights activist, while Howell Raines, ed., My Soul Is Rested: Movement Days
in the Deep South Remembered (New York, 1977), contains well-chosen reminiscences. More
specialized books are David Garrow, The FBI and Martin Luther King, Jr.: From "Solo" to
Memphis (New York, 1981); Garrow, Protest at Selma: Martin Luther King, Jr. and the Voting
Rights Act of 1965 (New Haven, 1978); Stokely Carmichael and Charles Hamilton, Black Power:
The Politics of Liberation in America (New York, 1967); Malcolm X (with Alex Haley), The
Autobiography of Malcolm X (New York, 1965); E. U. Essien-Udom, Black Nationalism: A
Search for an Identity in America (Chicago, 1962); Lee Rainwater and William Yancey, eds., The
Moynihan Report and the Politics of Controversy (Cambridge, Mass., 1967), which reprints the
highly debated report and much illuminating commentary about it; and Robert Conot, Rivers of
Blood, Years of Darkness: The Unforgettable Classic Account of the Watts Riot  (New York,
1968).

Lyndon Johnson: Books that focus on LBJ and his domestic policies include Paul Conkin, Big
Daddy from the Pedernales: Lyndon Baines Johnson  (Boston, 1986), a balanced study; Bruce
Schulman, Lyndon Johnson and American Liberalism: A Brief Biography with Documents (New
York, 1995); Doris Kearns, Lyndon Johnson and the American Dream  (New York, 1976), which
explores personal sources of LBJ's policies; Joseph Califano, The Triumph and Tragedy of
Lyndon Johnson: The White House Years  (New York, 1991), a sympathetic account by a former
adviser; and Robert Divine, ed., Exploring the Johnson Years  (Austin, 1981), which brings
together well-researched essays. Robert Caro's two volumes of biography, The Years of Lyndon
Johnson: The Path to Power (New York, 1982), and The Years of Lyndon Johnson: Means of
Ascent (New York, 1989), offer a very hostile treatment of LBJ from his birth through 1948.



Robert Dallek, Lone Star Rising: Lyndon Johnson and His Times, 1908–1960  (New York, 1991),
carries Johnson's story to 1960.

Vietnam: George Herring, America's Longest War: The United States and Vietnam, 1950–
1975 (2d ed., Philadelphia, 1986) is a remarkably disciplined general history. Larry Berman,
Lyndon Johnson's War: The Road to Stalemate in Vietnam  (New York, 1989), focuses critically
on Johnson's policies. Neil Sheehan, A Bright Shining Lie: John Paul Vann and America in
Vietnam (New York, 1988), offers an epic account of shattered hopes and assumptions. Frances
FitzGerald, The Fire in the Lake: The Vietnamese and the Americans in Vietnam  (Boston, 1972),
emphasizes cultural misunderstandings. Loren Baritz, Backfire: A History of How American
Culture Led Us into Vietnam and Made Us Fight the Way We Did  (New York, 1985), stresses the
deep historical roots of American policy. General accounts include Guenter Lewy, America in
Vietnam (New York, 1979); Stanley Karnow, Vietnam: A History (New York, 1991); and Marilyn
Young, The Vietnam Wars , 1945–1990 (New York, 1991). D. Michael Shafer, ed., The Legacy:
The Vietnam War in the American Imagination  (Boston, 1990), contains excellent essays on
aspects of the war. For studies of the draft, see George Flynn, Lewis B. Hershey, Jr.: Mr.
Selective Service (Chapel Hill, 1985); and Lawrence Baskir and William Strauss, Second
Chance: The Draft, the War, and the Vietnam Generation  (New York, 1978). Christian Appy,
Working-Class War: American Combat Soldiers in Vietnam  (Chapel Hill, 1993); and Wallace
Terry, ed., Bloods: An Oral History of the Vietnam War by Black Veterans  (New York, 1984),
discuss recruitment and experiences in the field.

Backlash in the late 1960s: Aside from Rieder, Canarsie; Edsall, Chain Reaction; Matusow,
Unraveling; and other books noted above, there are many sources that emphasize aspects of
disillusion with liberalism, leading to political realignment after 1965. Among them are E. J.
Dionne, Jr., Why Americans Hate Politics (New York, 1991); Kevin Phillips, The Emerging
Republican Majority (New Rochelle, N.Y., 1969); David Farber, Chicago '68 (Chicago, 1988);
Lewis Chester et al., An American Melodrama: The Presidential Election of 1968 (New York,
1969); William Chafe, Never Stop Running: Allard Lowenstein and the Struggle to Save
American Liberalism (New York, 1993), which has much to say about politics in 1967–68;
Steven Gillon, The Democrats' Dilemma: Walter F. Mondale and the Legacy of Liberalism  (New
York, 1992); and Marshall Frady, Wallace (New York, 1968). Related books include Michael
Novak, The Rise of the Unmeltable Ethnics: Politics and Culture in the Seventies (New York,
1972); Peter Steinfels, The Neo-Conservatives: The Men Who Are Changing American Politics
(New York, 1979); and Jerome Himmelstein, To the Right: The Transformation of American
Conservatism (Berkeley, 1990).

The early 1970s and Richard Nixon: A basic survey of the 1970s is Peter Carroll, It Seemed
Like Nothing Happened: The Tragedy and Promise of American Life in the  1970s (New York,
1982). The most comprehensive source on the Nixon presidency is Stephen Ambrose, Nixon: The
Triumph of a Politician, 1962–1972 (New York, 1989), and Nixon: Ruin and Recovery, 1973–
1990 (New York, 1993). See also Joan Hoff, Nixon Reconsidered (New York, 1994), in some
ways a revisionist account; and Stanley Kutler, The Wars of Watergate: The Last Crisis of
Richard Nixon (New York, 1990), which is very critical of the President. Garry Wills, Nixon
Agonistes: The Crisis of the Self-Made Man (Boston, 1970), is a provocative biographical study
published early in Nixon's presidency. Herbert Parmet, Richard Nixon and His America (Boston,



1990), deals with some aspects of Nixon's career. Daniel Moynihan, The Politics of a Guaranteed
Income: The Nixon Administration and the Family Assistance Plan (New York, 1973), is a
detailed history of welfare reform efforts, by Nixon's domestic counselor. Aside from books on
Vietnam noted above, the most deeply researched source for foreign policy in the Nixon years is
Raymond Garthoff, Detente and Confrontation: American-Soviet Relations from Nixon to Reagan
(Washington, 1985). Other books on foreign affairs include Robert Litwak, Detente and the
Nixon Doctrine: American Foreign Policy and the Pursuit of Stability, 1969–1976 (New York,
1984); and William Shawcross, Sideshow: Kissinger, Nixon, and the Destruction of Cambodia
(New York, 1979), a sharp indictment of American policy-making. For economic troubles, see
Calleo, Imperious Economy, and Harrison and Bluestone, Great U-Turn , noted above. Sources
concerning American attitudes in the late 1960s and early 1970s include two books by Daniel
Yankelovich: The New Morality (New York, 1974); and New Rules: Searching for Self-
Fulfillment in a World Turned Upside Down (New York, 1981).
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